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AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

R-300
Audio

Transformer
#8.00

R-260
Audio

Transformer
35.00

"NCE again Thordarson steps into the

foreground, this time with three new audio
transformers of unrivaled performance-
fitting companions for the Famous R-3OO.

The R-100 is a quality replacement audio transformer for use by the

Service man in improving and repairing old receivers with obsolete or

burned out audio transfoimers. The universal mounting bracket of

this replacement unit permits mounting on either side or end, and

is slotted in such a way as to fit the mounting holes of the old audio

unit without extra drilling. List price $2.25.

The R-260 introduces a new standard of performance for small audio

transformers. Wound on a core of Thordarson "DX-Metal" this

audio unit is capable of reproducing plenty of "lows." It is entirely
devoid of resonant peaks and performs with unusual brilliance over

the entire audible band. List price $5.00.

The R -300 needs no introduction to the discriminating set builder.

It is commonly recognized by set manufacturers and individuals

alike as the peer of audio coupling transformers, regardless of price.
The high frequency cut-off at 8,000 cycles confines the amplification
to useful frequencies only. List price $8.00.

The R - 400 is the first and only audio transformer built expressly for

use with A. C. tubes. It is similar to the R-300 type in appearance
and performance but possesses a better inductance characteristic

when working under high primary current conditions such as are

encountered in coupling the first and second stages of audio ampli-
fiers using 226 or 227 type tubes in the first stage. List price $9.00.

For Sale at Good Parts Dealers Everywhere

THORDARSON ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.
Transformer Specialists Since 1895

HURON, KINGSBURY and LARRABEE STREETS

SUPREME

400
2nd Stage

A. C. Audio
Transformer

$9.00
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ffUBREME

Model 400A Patents Applied For

What the Supreme
Diagnometer Will Do
In addition to providing plate voltage readings,

grid bias readings, filament voltage readings,

and plate current readings, the SUPREME
Diagnometer 400A provides oscillation tests of

tubes the best known method of showing

normal, subnormal, and abnormal tubes. Gives

direct full output readings of filament rectifiers.

Tests screen grid tubes. Makes continuity tests

without use of external batteries. Contains

modulated radiator which takes place of broad-

cast stations for testing, and also furnishes

signal for neutralizing and oscillator for syn-

chronizing condensers, giving meter dip and

speaker click at resonance. Has heavy duty

rejuvenator. Bridges open stages of audio,

alters outputs, tests fixed condensers, contains

stages of audio, fixed capacities, 500,000-ohrn
variable resistance and SO-ohm rheostat. All

meters and apparatus available for external use,

Absolute Accuracy Assured

Three Weston Meters and SUPREME engineer-

ing, combined with the finest of materials and

workmanship, insure absolute accuracy. A
Voltmeter of three scales, 0, 10, 100, 600, 1000

ohms per volt; a Millammeter of 125 mils and

2J amps; and an A.C. Voltmeter, three large

scales of 0, 3, 15, 150, are built into the

SUPREME test panel and are housed in Bake-

lite cases.

All instruments are manufactured for 110 volts

and 50-60 cycles. Instruments ot other frequen-

cies can be furnished special at slight increase

in price.

It has
Revolutionized
Radio Service

Radio Dealers Who Are Giving SUPREME
Service Report Big Increases in Radio Sales

and Service Profits

America's foremost authorities have pro-
claimed the SUPREME Diagnometer to be

the greatest contribution to radio service

and selling since the inception of radio. In

one great stride this remarkable instrument

changed radio service from "blind man's
buff" to scientific analysis.

The day of hit-and-miss service methods supplemented
with a few simple meter readings has

passed. Only
through complete, scientific service will dealers and
service men be able to deliver the satisfaction their

customers are demanding, and the SUPREME
Diagnometer offers at this time the ONLY prac-

tical, convenient, proved means of obtaining a com-

plete, scientific diagnosis of everyjworking part of any
radio.

The SUPREME Diagnometer must not be confused
with set testers those simple meter combinations
which provide only plate voltage, grid bias, plate
current, and filament voltage readings and nothing
more. The SUPREME is a complete radio laboratory,
in compact, handy, portable form, that provides all the

elasticity and range of the most expensive stationary
laboratory equipment. It is impossible to describe
here all the tests and analyses it will make; but as you
read the synopsis of its many functions in the extreme
left-hand column of this page, you will realize how
vastly 'superior the SUPREME Diagnometer is to any
other or all other radio service instruments on the
market.

Yet the SUPREME is simple to understand and
operate. Its brass-bound carrying case measures only
18 x 10 J x 7 inches, and complete with the Diagnometer

weighs only 25 Ibs. [The case contains ample and
easily accessible compartments for carrying all neces-

sary adapters and tools. A cushioned tube shelf that
affords absolute protection for extra tubes is included.
The instrument can be removed from carrying case
for shop use.

Prices and Terms

SUPREME Diagnometers may be purchased either
for cash or on the time-payment plan. Under our
deferred payment plan, Model 400A can be purchased
for $38.50 cash and 10 trade acceptances (installment
notes) for $10 each, due monthly. Cash price, $124.65.
All prices net, P. O. B. Greenwood. No dealers'

discounts.

Six-Day Examination Privilege

We extend to responsible parties the privilege of

testing the SUPREME Diagnometer in actual service
work for six days without any obligation to buy.
Write for details of this six-day examination plan.

Look for the Sign ofEfficient Service

Radio Owners : Look for

this emblem in your radio

shop or on the button worn
or card carried by your
service man. /( w your
gua rantee of dependa ble

service.

SUPREME
RadioDiagnometer

conceivable

Makes every4 test on any Radio Set

Date.

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION
326 Supreme Building
Greenwood, Mississippi

Kindly send us more complete information on the] Supreme Radio
Diagnometers and the Supreme Service League.

Signed

Firm Name. . . .

Address

City...
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WE MUST apologize this month and all because the

table of contents directly west, as your eye travels, must

be set in smaller type than is our custom. But the 'orrible

truth is that it had to be set smaller in order to get every-

thing in. We hope the increased scope of the contents will

make up for the slightly decreased legibility.

THIS May issue now before you covers a pretty wide

range. For those interested primarily in merchandising,

we have the leading article on the relation of sales and ser-

vice; a description of a small successful radio shop in Washing-

ton, D. C.; an exclusive statement for RADIO BROADCAST

by President Frost of the R. M. A. on the importance to

the radio sales structure of good radio service; the very

interesting article on page 15 on how to use technical facts

in selling (this particular story is based on the Radiola 60),

and finally, the special trade news section on page 45.

AN INDUCTANCE which has no appreciable external

field is described by Emil Reisman on page 21 and it

should be of great interest to our engineering readers. G. F.

Lampkin of the University of Cincinnati details some inter-

esting data he gathered on crystals (page 23). The articles by
Prof. Terman of Stanford on detection have attracted wide

attention and the last and perhaps the most interesting of

the series is presented on page 37.

H. S. PARSONS, chief, Periodical Division, Library of Con-

gress, Washington, asks our aid in completing the files

of the Library of Congress. The following numbers of RADIO
BROADCAST are missing from their files: Vol. 7, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5

(June Sept., 1925); Vol. 10, No. 2 (Dec., 1926). Any reader

who is able to spare those copies should communicate with

Mr. Parsons.

THE June issue of RADIO BROADCAST will be the Trade
Show Issue and it will contain the most inclusive data on

the way the radio world is going, written by those who are

making radio industry history. The leading article, by Ralph
H. Langley of the Crosley Company is a stimulating discussion

of present trends in cabinet design, another deals with latent

sales possibilities in phonograph pick-ups, another deals with

how a radio dealer solved some of his most vexing problems
in store management. Besides these there are many other

special articles and all our regular departments, a description
of an unusually interesting v.t. voltmeter, simple to buiid

and unusually stable in its calibration, and a new method of

presentation of our popular "Set-Data Sheets." We believe

you will like the June issue.

WILLIS KINGSLEY WING.
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.RADIO BROADCAST ADVERTISER.

Sweetest of

Loud Speakers^-
It's a Real S-M!

ONLY
two months old is the S-M dynamic speaker: yet already it has taken

its proud place among S-M audio products the acknowledged aristo-

crats of tone quality. . . "Sweetness" is taking on a new meaning for owners
of S-M speakers. All the mellow flow of the "lows," as well as the brilliancy of

of the "highs," come out smoothly on an S-M dynamic with a surprising
absence of all rumbles, roars and rattles. . . As always, there are underlying

engineering reasons. Sound design in the speaker head is coordinated with

similar mathematical correctness in the built-in S-M 229 output transformer,

which has various taps to insure proper impedance matching for 171A, 210,

245, or 250 type tubes, singly or in push-pull. . . The 110-volt d.c. type (851),

at $29.10 net, is ideal where the field winding is to be connected as a choke
in a power circuit. . . The a.c. type (850), at $35.10 net, operates on 50 to

60 cycles, 105 to 120 volts. Thorough rectification of field current, with a 280

tube and a 2-mfd. filter condenser, reduces hum to the point of defying detec-

tion. . . Either type fits an 8 l/2
"
baffle hole. . . Try an 850 or an 851 unit in

the next set you build and the S-M speaker will become your speaker!

S-M 850 Dynamic Speaker
105-120 volts, 50-60 cycles.

720AC Screen-Grid Six
(All-Electric)

The 720AC is giving to experimenters

everywhere a preview of radio as it will

be in 193O combining the sensation of

the 1928 season all~a.c. operation. with

the sensation of 1929 screen-grid r./.

amplification and with them the en-

tirely licit- 193O features of a screen-grid

tube almost 10O% better than the d.c.

operated '22, and a moderate-voltage out-

put tube (the *45) nearly as powerful as

the high-voltage '50. And, with these, the

S-M precision engineering which has

brought in broadcasting from across the

Pacific with six tubes and even with four.

S-M tone quality is the accepted criterion

of the audio transformer industry. All these things in the 720AC
(licensed under patents of RCA and associated companies), at

only $70.2O net for the set completely wired in the TOO two-tone

shielding cabinet* less tubes and power units. Component parts

total $47.O7 net; cabinet $5.55 net additional. S-M 669 power unit,

furnishing all A, B, and C power required, wired complete

$34.SO net. S-M 72O receivers can be changed over at slight cost

to the 720 AC circuit; full directions in Data Sheet No. 1O.

"Round -the -World Four"
(Short -Wave Sets)

Bigger and bigger grow the thrills that

are coming in on the short-waves big-

gest of all when received clearly on an

S-M Round-the-World Four. One screen-

grid r.f. tube is used, with regenerative

(non-radiating) detector and two S-M

Clough-system audio stages. Wired com-

plete in the aluminum cabinet shown,

(Type 73O) with coils giving 17 to 200

meter range, $42.90 net or as a two-tube

adapter (Type 73 1 ) for use with any broad'

cast receiver, $3O.OO net. Component pacts

also available, at $31.71 net for the 4 tube

set* or $22.86 net for the 2 tube adapter.

New 810 Drum Dial
As beautiful an illuminated dial as you will find

anywhere, in the highest-priced receivers. Smooth

absolutely quiet rigid and accurate a full Vie* f r

each of the 100 dial divisions and only ll-j'e' thick

over all truly a dial to delight the heart of the set*

builder with modern ideas. Obtainable for condensers

to right or to left of dial; 810R or 81OL, price $2.25 net.

Are you getting the Radiobuilder, a monthly publication telling the very latest

developments of the SM laboratories? No. 11 (Mar. 2929) gave the first details

of the new 720AC All Electric Screen Grid Six, and the 669 Pmver Unit for the

new a.c. screen grid and 245 tubes, with complete circuits. Send the coupon for

free sample copy, or to enter your subscription if you want it regularly.

If you build professionally, but do not have as yet the S-M Authorised Service

Station appointment, ask about it.

SILVER-MARSHALL, Inc.
6403 West 65th St., Chicago, U. S. A.

Silver-Marshall, Inc.
64O3 W. 65th St., Chicago, U. S. A.
.... Please send me, free, the 1929 Summer S-M
Catalog; also sample copy ofThe Radiobuilder.

For enclosed in stamps, send me the
following :

50c Next 12 issues of The Radiobuilder
$1 .00 Next 25 issues of The Radiobuilder

S-M DATA SHEETS as follows, at 2c each:
.No. 1 .670B. 670ABC Reservoir Power Units
.No. 2. 685 Public Address Unipac
.No. 3. 730. 731. 732 "Round-the-World" Short

Wave Sets
.No. 4.223, 225. 226, 256. 251 Audio Trans-

formers
.No S .720 Screen Grid Six Receiver
.No .6. 740"Coast-to-Coast" Screen Grid Four
.No. 7.675ABC High-Voltage Power Supply and

676 Dynamic Speaker Amplifier
.No. 8. Sargent-Raymen t Seven
.No. 9. 678PD Phonograph Amplifier
.No. 10. 720AC All-Electric Screen-Grid Sii.

.No. 12. 669 Power Unit (for 720AC)

i-M

Name.

Address .
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AIR-MAIL PLANES TO HAVE RADIO BEACON RECEIVING EQUIPMENT
Radio has been called upon to solve the problems caused by aviation's greatest foe bad weather. As a culmination of over a year of intensive tests, all

the airplanes of National Air Transport, Inc., operators of air-mail and express lines, are being equipped with radio receiving apparatus,
and radio beacon stations are being constructed at the company's principal airports. The receivers on the planes will pick-up beacon

signals and weather reports. The pictures on this page show (above) an N.A.T. radio-equipped plane with vertical antenna,
(center) the receiving equipment which is installed to the rear of the pilot's cockpit and which is tuned remotely

with the cable shown, and (below) an interior view of the transmitting station at the Cleveland airport.



Some Thoughts for Merchandisers

HOW SALES AND SERVICE ARE RELATED

By WILLIS KINGSLEY WING

THE
radio dealer is primarily concentrating

on the sale of a new radio set to his cus-

tomer. He bends his chief efforts toward

that end. When the immediate sale is consum-

mated, the dealer looks to another new set

-ailc and, in the main, is inclined to breathe

a sigh of relief at the conclusion of the sale

and to congratulate himself that it is out of

the way. The customer who has just bought

this new set, on the other hand, has a rather

different point of view. He, the buyer, has

just started his radio life. It has begun with

'the purchase and installation of his set. He
looks on the dealer as the local representa-

tive of the entire radio industry structure.

Only through the dealer can this interested

customer attain good radio entertainment.

The customer has bought a thing of wood

and metal, whose technical working he does

not understand, which promises him unlimited

entertainment in his own home.

Having spent his good money, the buyer

expects to receive continued return on his

investment in the form of constant dividends

of entertainment. In other words, although

the buyer may not actually phrase it in his

own mind in just this way, he expects his

set to be serviced properly. The buyer re-

gards his actual act of purchase as merely the

first step in his radio experience. The contin-

ued good operation of his receiver is to the

buyer the most important thing.

Here we have an interesting situation with

the buyer and seller taking almost diametri-

cally opposite points of view. The dealer looks

toward new buyers to bring into camp-y-new
sales, while the buyer looks toward continued

and satisfactory service from what he has

bought.
The dealer quite naturally is apt to teel

that his chief job is sales. He knows that sets.

being what they are devices with the equiva-

lent of electrical and mechanical moving

parts will require expert attention, _occa-
sional adjustment, and repair! This repair and

adjustment branch of his business, however,

is frequently regarded as the minor one.

Service work is, then, a kind of necessary evil.

The dealer realizes that technical men must

be hired and their work supervised, testing

equipment bought, and a shop equipped. So

the sales side of the dealer's business looks

more attractive, more potentially productive
of results, than the service branch. And, in

many cases, the dealer unconsciously sepa-

rates these two chief activities.

If sales and service are separated in
^the

dealer's outlook on his own business, isn't it

because the dealer himself has made this

arbitrary division? The customer surely has

not. So it can be said fairly, that in extreme

cases, the dealer and his customer are work-

ing at cross purposes. And it takes no massive

brain to see that such.a condition is not good
for the dealer, the customer, the manufac-

turer, and the entire industry.
When the customer goes to his dealer with

a service problem which to the customer at

. the moment is just about the most important
radio matter in the world and he senses that

the dealer is not nearly so interested in him

now he has purchased his set, he is most dis-

satisfied and disappointed. The customer

wants good service and wants it quickly.

The dealer may be fidgeting to sell a new

prospect in his display room at that precise

minute. It he lets that customer feel that

service is given grudgingly, then at that

A well-equipped service car is a great asset to a sales-service organisa-

tion. Such a car makes it possible for the serviceman to take all necessary

equipment with him on every job and it also has a favorable psychological

effect on the customer. The car pictured above is an excellent example; it

fully equipped even to a ladder for erecting an antenna.

moment, the customer's confidence in the

entire industry begins to be shaken. The cus-

tomer looks askance not only at the dealer

but at the manufacturer of his set as well.

The dealer is the ambassador of Hie industry

to the customer. He is an ambassador when he

sells the set, and he is no less an ambassador

The basis for this article was an ad-

dress delivered before the Retailers'

Section of the Federated Radio Trades

Association at their recent convention

in Buffalo. Here we attempt to point

out the important, and inseparable, re-

lation between radio sales and service.

Far too many dealers regard sales as

the most important part of their activ-

ities and relegate service far, far down

in the scale of things. Judging the re-

tailing of radio as a whole, the weakest

part of the structure is service. It has

often been remarked that the radio in-

dustry can learn a great deal from a

study of the progress of the automobile

industry and certainly the automobile

owner of to-day can get service of a high

order on his car no matter where he may
be. The radio dealer should render

better service on the sets he sells, not

only because it is better for the industry

but also for the much better reason that

through improved service he will make

more money.
THE EDITOR.

when the customer comes to him for service

on that set.

Importance of Service

SERVICE
rendered by the dealer is of

increasing importance and it has a direct

bearing on sales. In April, 1929, RADIO

RROADCAST were published reliable figures

on the sales of radio sets and radio tubes

for the years 1927 and 1928. An apprecia-

tion of these figures is helpful in solving the

problem under discussion.

In 1926, about 2,000,000 receivers supplied

from all sources were sold. In 1927, nearly

1 800,000 sets supplied from all sources were

sold. And in 1928, 3,000,000 sets from all

sources were sold to the radio public.

The Department of Commerce figures of

set sales in 1927 that never-to-be-forgotten

year when battles were waged over the re-

spective merits of the standard battery-

operated sets and the new a.c.-tube receivers

indicate that about one a.c. set was sold

to every three battery-operated sets. No such

comparison is available for the year just

closed 1928, but it is probable that the ma-

jority of sets sold in 1928 were socket-operated

a.c. receivers.

Why did 1928 show such an astounding

sale of sets? That figure of 3,000,000 is one

to conjure with and the men responsible for

sales can well be proud of it. Just two factors

entered in. First, the public acceptance of

the new convenience of radio. The light-socket-

operated receiver hit their fancy. The a.c.

set represented to them the "perfect radio'

they wanted to own. Secondly, extraordi-

narily good broadcasting, represented by

general programs of high quality and the

may, 1929 page 5



astounding effect of the public interest in

the broadcasting of all the events in the polit-
ical campaign. There is much more to be said

on these two points, but this will suffice.

It is no idle phrase to say that the a.c. set

has been accepted by the public; the sales for

1928 demonstrate that. But in 1929 a.c. sets

must be sold to the public. A radio set operat-
ing direct from the light socket is no longer
a marvel to the prospective buyer. The phrase-
maker who described radio as a seven-day
wonder was more right than he knew and for

all practical purposes might have been

describing the sales situation last year. When
the seven days were up, the a.c. set was

accepted. From then on, it had to be sold.

Now those who bought a.c. sets last year,
those represented in that 3,000,000 set mar-
ket, bought a.c. receivers because they were
the cream of the market. Radio for them had
arrived and they bought it.

Radio set sales in 1929 will be more difficult.

The cream of the market has been skimmed,
as far as those interested in a.c. sets for their

own sake are concerned. Now how can the

tough sales problem in 1929 be licked? In just
two ways: first by better, more intensive,
more intelligent sales methods. The dealer

cannot content himself with taking orders

like salespersons in large and successful de-

partment stores; he must sell. How he must
sell, is, as the saying is, another story. The
second method by which the sales problem of

1929 can be conquered is in the improvement
of service.

On January 1, 1929, there were 11,000,000
radio sets in use in the United States. Of
these 11,000,000 not more than 3,500,000
are a.c. sets. That last figure is probably high,
but will be accepted for the purpose of this

discussion. Therefore, there remain 7,500,000
sets now in use which can be replaced with
modern complete light-socket-operated re-

ceivers. Of course, a respectable quantity of

these 7,500,000 sets are in homes which are

not supplied with a.c. lines. But if a generous
subtraction is made for all reasons, there still

remain a tremendous number of battery-

operated sets which can be replaced with the

a.c. set of 1929.

The Resak Market

IN
CONSIDERING the 1929 market one

cannot avoid the growing importance of
the resale market. The dealer can and should
sell new sets to people in 1929 who have never
owned a radio before, but he also has an enor-

mous prospect list made up of those who have

sets, sets which are battery-operated, of poor
quality of reproduction, expensive to main-

tain, and otherwise antiquated and unsatis-

factory.
Now most of these present owners of un-

modern, outmoded sets are in contact with a
local dealer, And the chief contact the dealer

has with them is through his service depart-
ment. When it comes to salesmen everyone is

pretty much the same; one does not willingly

expose himself to a sales canvass if he is not

absolutely convinced he wants what the sales-

man has to sell. But the dealer with a well-

rounded organization has a great advantage.
One branch of his organization is welcomed
in the home of the prospect for a resale. And
the representative of that branch is the serviceman.

The customer tends to hang on to his radio
as long as he can. He reiterates that his radio is

"a little old, but good enough." He loves to

tell how his set still gets all the stations he

wants, of its "fine mellow tone," and other

phrases we all know so well. But when he calls

in the dealer's serviceman, he establishes con-
tact with the sales organization again. He
asks to be sold service and he should get it.

And if the dealer's sales and service organiza-
tion function smoothly, the dealer can get an
immediate line on whether or not that cus-

tomer is a good prospect for a resale, through
the report of his own representative -the

serviceman.

Returning to the 1929 sales problem again,
the relation of the resale market to the new
sale possibility will be considered. John S.

Dunham, president of QRV Radio Service,

Inc., one of the largest and best purely serv-

ice organizations in New York, has told the
writer of a situation he has discovered. In a

representative Riverside Drive apartment
house where, with a total of 73 apartments,
only 60 families owned radio receiving sets.

That is the condition in one of the wealthiest
sections of New York City, where the major-
ity of families can well afford a radio receiver.

Every one of these 60 families is a prospect

F. A. D. Andrra. In.-.

In order to perform tests efficiently
the dealer's shop must be equipped
with well-designed testing appar-
atus. This picture shows a service-
man performing a continuity test
on a Fada receiver in an approved

fashion.

for a new and modern set in 1929, but it is

gjing to take some expert selling to bring the
13 unequipped families into the radio fold.

The dealer is most certainly going to sell

many of these families who have never owned
a radio before the history of 1929 is written,
but he should not lose sight of the ripe pros-
pects among those who already own sets.

What is Good Service?

VOLTAIRE
once said, "If you will argue

with me, first tell me the terms of your
discussion." And it is fair enough here to ask,
"What is good service?" Good service is

what keeps the customer sold on radio. The
dealer must render satisfactory service during
the period of the free guarantee in order that
the set remain in the customer's home; the
set must not come back. And barring earth-

quakes or other acts of God, the set can stay
there to the customer's complete satisfaction

during that time. If the dealer cannot keep the
set sold through good service during that

period, it is plain that the customer becomes

completely unsold on radio, from the dealer

right back to the maker of his set.

And what about the period after the free

service guarantee has expired?
Here again, the dealer should render the I >(<(

of service for the best of reasons. Through
good service the dealer should keep the cus-

tomer long enough to sell him another set.

Through good service, the dealer can make a

profit on service transactions and certainly on
the sale of tubes and other accessories the

purchase of which results from service calls.

And here is a most important point: estimates
indicate that about 10 per cent, of the total

radio retail outlets are exclusively radio stores.

In the case of the remaining 90 per cent.,

the other outlets, good service on the part of

the dealer is going to retain customer con-

fidence and satisfaction and make that cus-

tomer come to his store for the other merchan-
dise which that dealer handles. Furthermore,
the dealer's main interest is in selling radio

sets. He has to watch carefully the cost of

gelling his customers. Good service after the

free service guarantee has expired means the

difference between keeping a customer al-

ready acquired and going through the ex-

pensive process of getting a new one. Let's put
that important point in another way.

If it costs a dealer $5 for each new customer
and through poor service he loses half of then i

it means his year's new customers cost him
$10 each. If he gets 100 new customers and

poor service loses half of them, he must get
200 new customers to keep 100. So good serv-

ice is closely connected with the dealer's new-

set sales, not only to those customers already
in hand but to the friends of those customers.

And the recommendation value of good serv-

ice with customers already owning sets is

no small factor in entirely new sales to the
friends of the dealer's present customer. Al-

most every radio dealer, no doubt, recalls

many instances in his own experience where

satisfying his customer through accommodat-
ing and efficient service resulted in a good
prospect and sale among one or more of that
customer's friends.

Now is this good service which has been
discussed too heavy a burden on the dealer?

Well, the customer looks on the dealer as a
means through which he can get good radio

reception. Good broadcast reception is to the

customer the only end. To the customer the
dealer represents the chief source of radio in-

formation and expert ability. In the cus-
tomer's eyes, the dealer sells him first, the
mechanical-electrical means through which he
gets the broadcast reception he desires, and
through that same dealer he buys the con-
tinuance of the reception on which he insists.

Good service on the dealer's part to the cus-
tomer does not represent men or materials
but only the restoration of good broadcast re-

ception.

Service Requirements

GOOD
service on the dealer's part re-

quires: first good servicemen; secondly, a

simple and easily maintained system of service

records at the store; and thirdly, good testing
and repair equipment in the hands of the
servicemen.

Perhaps the average dealer, looking at his

service problem as of secondary importance
to his sales problem, has been prone to hire

the cheapest men he could get, or to put it an-
other way, has felt that servicemen were not
worth a very large salary. It is probably true
that the average serviceman makes little

more than $25 or $30 per week. However,
would it not be better for the dealer to hire

fewer men and pay them more?
Even the simplest system of cost accounting

applied to the dealer's service work will

show that it is more economical to reduce (lie

total number of service calls. For example, a
mediocre dealer's serviceman makes two culls

within ten days at a customer's house, each
call involving in time alone a charge of not
less than $1.50. The two calls cost $3.00.
One call, which in the charge of an expert
efficient serviceman at $3, is better economy.
Economy from the dealer's standpoint, cer-

tainly from the customer's angle, and it is

economy of the time of the serviceman himself.
It would be better from the dealer's posi-

tion to hire one serviceman at $50 per week
and expect topnotch performance than to
hire two fair servicemen at $25 each. The
dealer has a right to expect the very best of
work from the good man, while he always
knows in the back of his mind that the
mediocre men cannot be expected to do really
first-class work. The importance of having
the service job done right the first time cannot
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be overestimated. And getting it done right
means that a first-class man must do the
work and must be paid well for doing it.

And from the dealer's cost standpoint, it

does not mean that he has to spend more
money than he can afford. Good service done

by the best possible serviceman is actually

cheaper than "cheap" service.

Relation of Service to Sales

IN
THIS discussion the serviceman has been

considered as a different person, a different

type from the sales staff of the dealer. But in

the last analysis, and it is the honest analysis,
the serviceman is a salesman just as much as

anyone in the dealer organization is. The serv-

iceman is selling 'service. If he is not, the
dealer has deadwood on his hands. And
service to the broadcast listener means only
one thing good broadcast reception. When
the customer bought from the salesman origi-

nally, he was also buying broadcast reception
and not merely radio furniture.

The good serviceman is really keeping
radio sold and that is real salesmanship. The
serviceman, it is true, differs greatly from the

pure
salesman in the radio store. But it must

be remembered that after the customer has

actually bought his set from the dealer, it is

the serviceman who maintains that contact
of the customer with radio reception.

Everyone is human and the good service-

man who enters the customer's home gets
into as human a situation as can be found

anywhere outside of a doctor's oflice. The
patient goes to the doctor with an ailment and

implicitly trusts the doctor to draw on his

fund of medical knowledge and recommend
and apply the cure. The radio owner, calling
the radio serviceman in, is in exactly the same

position. He is putting his trust in a technical

expert to restore to him good reception.
Now the intelligent serviceman, backed

up by a good system of customer-service rec-

ords, goes into the home. He examines the
set with practised eye and sure hands, using
his test equipment surely and expertly, just
as the doctor uses his thermometer and steth-

oscope to detect the patient's physical ail-

ment. The good serviceman knows what will

restore the set to working order, how much
it will cost, and how long it should take. He
does not talk circuit-diagram language, which
the customer does not understand and, there-

fore, suspects. He tells the customer in words
he can understand what his set needs. And he

gives the customer's set that cure. But the

good serviceman does more.
He returns to the shop and notes down on

his service record which should be available

to the purely sales staff his analysis. That
analysis may show, as it often does, that the
customer really needs, not a new set of tubes,
or a new a.f. transformer to restore him to the

enjoyment of good broadcast reception, but a
new set. The serviceman does not try to sell

that new set, but, while on the job and being
entirely honest, he can in his analysis to the
customer plant the seeds of desire for a new
set and can give him reasons. The serviceman,
as a sideline to his main task, is really a most
important feeder of replacement sales to the
retail shop.

In this connection it should be pointed out
that only a very small number of the sets now
in use are designed to give what we all know
to-day to be good broadcast reception. The
advances in design in the past 18 months
or more have been too rapid. It is invariably
true that the customer is satisfied with his

present set until he hears something better.
Servicemen of wide experience say that one
of the most common complaints of owners
runs something like this: "Please come out
and fix my set. It still plays, but its quality
doesn't seem to be as good as when I first got
it." Now, barring such proper complaints as

failing tubes and incidental circuit conditions

causing temporarily impaired quality which
the serviceman quickly repairs what is the

true situation? Simply this: the set, after
minor repairs, is as good as it ever was, but
what has happened is that the customer has
revised his ideas of what good quality is.

His set, in other words, has not failed him, the
set is no different, but the customer is differ-

ent. His ideas of good quality have been re-

vised without his knowing it.

How Servicemen A id Sales

YX7"HAT does the good serviceman do in

VV this case? Does he merely tell the cus-

tomer that bis set is as good as it ever was?
That, the customer will never believe because
he knows in his heart that the set isn't. No,
the good serviceman, working under proper
direction from his chief, explains how repro-
duction has improved in new models, tells

him of the merits of the new loud
speakers,

revises, in fact, for the benefit of the sales staff,

the customer's ideas about modern radio. Of
course, the serviceman can explain that he
can install special high-quality transformers
and a dynamic loud speaker but he can show
at the same time that the $50 or $60 in-

volved in materials alone in this improve-
ment in his old set might better be put to-
ward an entirely new and modern set which
has all these improvements as an integral

part. Or take another frequent situation.

While the serviceman is making repairs in

the home to an old set, the customer plies
him with questions. "What do you think of
this set of mine? Is the new X-phonic receiver
all the advertisements say? Hdw much does
it cost to operate one of the a.c. receivers?
What set do you recommend?" These ques-
tions and a lot more like them are fired at the

serviceman, and, if he is good, he answers
them honestly. And when he returns to the

shop his analysis of that customer's possibili-
ties can appear laconically in the remarks
column: "customer's set repaired with set
of new tubes; good prospect for new a.c. set."

Here the dealer makes a profit on the service

call, satisfies his customer, and gets abso-

The serviceman's work bench
should be well lighted and free
from obstructions to permit most
efficient work. Each tool sliould
have a place and small parts
should be stored in some orderly

manner.

lutely invaluable information leading to the
sale of a new set. Had his reputation for serv-
ice been poor his competitor's serviceman
would have been there, paving the way for a
r- placement sale. So is good service tightly
linked to increasing sales.

Now where are good servicemen to come
from? How much responsibility rests on the
dealer and how much on the serviceman? Al-

though an attempt has been made to show
that

_the_ intelligent and alert serviceman,
working in the customer's home, has a tre-
mendous advantage in influencing new sales,
he is not a salesman primarily. But if he is

not used by making him an integral part of
the sales plan, the dealer is leaving a big part
of the store's sales possibilities untouched.
During the regular sales meetings the dealer
should help the serviceman to understand the
importance of his part in the sales plan
and should instruct him on how he should
answer the /customer's questions about new
sets.

The dealer's main effort should be to im-

prove his servicemen and that means leaving
no stone unturned to see that he is getting
every bit of technical information which will

help him. He needs the best possible tools
of his profession, to be sure; good meters, set-

checkers, etc., but he needs the technical

knowledge of how to use them, he needs back-

ground on radio generally, he must know what
other manufacturer's sets are like, technical
short-cuts in his work, etc. In short, he must
study. The dealer sees that he is equipped with
the proper meters the tangible necessities
but he must also see that he has the intangi-
bles the knowledge based on study.
There are some textbooks which give serv-

icemen the background they need or which
help to develop that which they already have,
there is a lot of excellent printed matter
from various radio manufacturers which has
lots of useful information, and there are

periodicals which will help servicemen to keep
abreast of the technical side of this rapidly
moving industry. In this connection, one
of the most encouraging signs which has been
manifest is the deep interest of radio dealers
and their service staffs in acquiring more ac-
curate technical information on what is going
on. Thousands of letters are received at
RADIO BROADCAST from dealers and service-

men, and these communications are from men
who are greatly interested in improving them-
selves with more information.
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Will Synchronization Bring a Radio Panacea?

~\~\ 7"HENEVER an experiment in the synchronization of broad-

\/ \i cast station carriers is announced, articles appear in the press
to the effect that, should the experiment be successful, the

number of stations operating simultaneously in the broadcast band

may be increased greatly. In most instances, this impression is

entirely erroneous because only approximate carrier-frequency regu-
lation is attempted. Only when absolute synchronization of both

carrier and program signal is the objective is there any hope of in-

creasing the number of transmitters which may operate simultane-

ously. Absolute synchronization has been accomplished successfully

only when the stations are linked by wire lines and both carrier and

program signals are supplied from a common originating point, as in

the case of WBZ and WBZA.

However, there are definite limitations even to absolute synchro-
nization. It is useful only when the signal received at any one point
conies from but one of the two synchronized stations. A receiver, so

located that it receives equal signals from both synchronized stations,

is subject to serious distortion because the two signals are oit of

phase due to the differing time required to transmit them by wire

and back through the air. Usually, because of fading and field-

strength variations in the received signal, this phase difference is

emphasized by a swinging effect. Consequently, undistorted reception
with absolute synchronization is possible only when the signals of one
of the stations predominate over the other at all reception points
within their respective service areas.

We are informed of practical experiments conducted in Germany
in the field of absolute radio program synchronization, employing
wire distribution of both program and carrier. A definite interference

pattern, which changed not only from day to day but hour to hour,

was found to exist, due to the interaction of the signals received from

two points simultaneously but out of phase. Reception, good at one

point, would be found to be practically nil at another but a few score

yards distant. This experience corresponds to theoretical conceptions
of phase difference effects encountered in radio transmission from
two different points. Authorities differ on these questions, it is true,

but until we have actual demonstration of successful wire-line

synchronization under the practical conditions of the present broad-

cast spectrum, glowing descriptions of this would-be panacea to

broadcast allocation ills are rather the expression of a hope than a

justified assertion.

In the case of approximate synchronization, attempted by means
of independent crystals accurately matched, very serious limitations

to its application exist which do not appear to be generally under-

stood. The principal object sought in approximate carrier synchro-
nization is to eliminate carrier whistle on regional channels. This is

the most annoying type of interference, now widely experienced on all

the crowded regional channels. For example, wcco and WPCH, now
engaging in a synchronization experiment, operate simultaneously

only during the day. If their carriers are approximately synchronized,

they may also operate simultaneously during such evening hours

as the program service areas of the stations do not overlap. If the

separation between these stations were reduced by 500 miles, ap-

proximate synchronization would still eliminate the carrier whistle,

but the distortion due to the simultaneous reception of two programs
and the effects of the sub-audible beat note, created by their carrier

interaction, would cause disruption of the service of both stations.

While a 50- or 60-cycle carrier heterodyne of approximately synchro-
nized stations is not reproduced by the loud speaker, the sub-

audible beat occurring interacts with the audio-frequency or program
component, affecting musical quality. WPCH serves only a small area,

surrounding New York, and, during the early evening hours, wcco's

signal is of such a low field strength that it would not produce an
audible effect in WPCH'S service area. At the same time, WPCH, being
a low-powered station, would have no noticeable effect in wcco's

territory. But, as the later evening hours approach, and good trans-

mission conditions prevail, wcco may, under certain conditions, de-

liver sufficient signal in the New York area to affect the quality of

WPCH'S transmissions. The success of the WPCH-WCCO experiment,

therefore, means only that, in certain instances, where a low- and

high-powered station, widely separated, are paired on the same

channel, their respective service may be somewhat improved at

those times that their audio-frequency and carrier signals are of a

widely diverse field strength within their service areas. Two or three

hours' service in the early part of the evening is a valuable addition

to WPCH'S opportunity to serve its audience and the experiment of

carrier stabilization is thereby justified. But station managements are

warned that that is the maximum effectiveness of the experiment.
Amateur allocation experts should realize that approximate synchro-
nization will not increase the number of stations which may be

assigned in regional channels.

The Federal Radio Commission has issued permission to the

Continental Broadcasting Corporation of New York to attempt an

experiment in synchronization of two broadcasting stations in

Virginia. The frequencies assigned for the purpose are 3257, 3256, and
4795 kc. These high frequencies, when heterodyned, produce a 1539-

kc. carrier, the frequency of the two stations in the broadcast band
associated in the experiment. The employment of two or three high-

frequency transmitters for generating a desired broadcast carrier

frequency at several separated broadcasting stations by heterodyn-
ing may or may not have advantages over the distribution of a single

frequency, which is stepped to the desired broadcast frequency by
means of a frequency multiplier or harmonic producer. The latter

method requires the use of but one high-frequency channel instead

of two or three. The conclusion that a demonstration over short

distances will make possible long-range synchronization of chain

stations is unwarranted because it still remains to be proved that

fading and noise effects do not cause instability in reception of the

synchronizing frequencies and that skip-distance effects limit syn-
chronization to very long spans only, so that amplifying such a signal
to serve as the carrier for broadcasting is impractical.

Canada's High-Frequency Allocation

L N AGREEMENT has been reached between the State De-
l\ partment and the Canadian Government on continental high-

-'- *- frequency assignments, in accordance with the report of the

majority of the American delegation at the recent conference at

Ottawa. That report, with which ex-Commissioner O. H. Caldwell of

New York dissented, gives the United States a total of 146 of the 228

general communications channels, of which 112 are exclusive and the

remaining 34 shared with Canada and Newfoundland. Canada is

allocated 38 exclusive channels, to be shared with Newfoundland, and
48 shared with other nations. Newfoundland received 17 channels,
shared with the United States, Cuba five exclusive and 15 shared
with Canada; Mexico and other nations, eight exclusive and 16
shared with Canada. Of the 65 channels below 3412 kilocycles, the
United States holds 34, shared with Canada and Newfoundland;
Canada has 48, shared with other nations; Newfoundland 17, shared
with the United States; Cuba 15 shared with Canada, and other na-
tions have 16 shared with Canada.

Apparently, the meetings leading to this agreement were not in

the nature of a negotiation but rather a presentation of frequencies
to Canada. With utter disregard of the future needs of the United
States for essential high-frequency communication channels, an
extraordinarily liberal award has been made to Canada. Considering
that our population and habited area is roughly ten times that of

Canada, there is no possible excuse for the present ratio, which gives
Canada more than 70 per cent, of the number of frequencies assigned
to the United States. Furthermore, the precedent established by this

agreement will be pressed by Canada as applicable in the broadcast
band. If our broadcast channels were divided in the same ratio, the
American allocations would amount to approximately 48, the Cana-
dian 34, and other neighboring countries 14. The same arguments
which swayed the State Department into accepting the Canadian
proposal for this disproportionately large share of high-frequency
channels are certainly applicable to broadcast channels.
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It seems to us that the only just basis upon which the 293 high-

frequency channels can be divided among Canada, Newfoundland,

Cuba, the United States, and the remaining countries in the North
American continent is a scientific appraisal of their present com-
munications and future needs. This requires that consideration be

given to area, the determining factor in appraising the distances to

be linked; population, determining the number of persons to be

served, and any special factor which may be necessary to correct

inequalities arrived at by this method. In the matter of area, Canada

gains an undue advantage because a large part of its area is un-

inhabited and, therefore, requires little or no communication facili-

ties. Although our population is larger, it is also growing at a rate

which would make assignments on the basis of population quite fair.

On the basis of area and population alone, Canada rates about one-

tenth as many frequency facilities as the United States, although
it is entitled to a better ratio than this because many small but

important communities cannot be served by any other means of

communication than radio. But this consideration does not justify
the one-and-a-half-to-one ratio adopted.

Commission Permits Limited Picture Broadcasting

THE
Federal Radio Commission has ruled that visual trans-

missions in the broadcast band will be permitted hereafter be-

tween 1 and 6 a.m. Seventeen companies have been granted

high-frequency channels for experimentation in the field, including

Westinghouse, Radio Corporation, General Electric, Jenkins, WAAM,
Inc., Lexington Air Station, Pilot Electric, Chicago Federation of

Labor, William Justice Lee, and Aero Products, Inc. Other applicants,
while not denied licenses, were ordered to appear at hearings for the

purpose of showing why they should be granted television-channel

assignments.
This outcome of the visual broadcasting hearing should be en-

couraging to those interested in its development because it gives them

opportunity to demonstrate the possibilities of the art both on high

frequencies and in the broadcast band. It is perfectly proper to re-

strict visual broadcasting to obscure hours until its program value
is demonstrated more fully. The present hours, however, should be
modified slightly because station personnel is not available at the
hours now specified. If the visual broadcasting period were moved
forward to midnight instead of 1 a.m., and a morning hour, such as

from 8 to 9 a.m., a silent period with most stations, added, much
more effective work could be done without, at the same time, affect-

ing entertainment audiences. However, if any progress is made at all,

the Commission is likely to consider the merits of the case.

The consensus of those appearing at the hearing was that tele-

vision and still-picture broadcasting should have opportunity to

prove their prospective service value before any attempt is made to

determine their future. Representatives of the Radio Corporation of

America and allied interests were flatfooted in their statement that

there is no place whatever in the broadcast band for television be-

cause there is no public interest in the subject. Other authorities, in-

cluding Dr. Lee deForest, C. Francis Jenkins, and John V. L. Hogan
testified that television and still-picture broadcasting may ultimately
have real service value in the broadcast band. Broadcasting stations

can be relied upon to radiate picture signals only if there are appreci-
ative and responsive audiences. Therefore, there is no wisdom in

arbitrarily preventing experimental progress in what may become a
useful broadcasting service.

World Peace Via the High Frequencies

IN
AN effort to conduct world-wide communication from the

Secretariat of the League of Nations, arrangements have been
made by that body for a series of high-frequency radio telephone

transmissions, utilizing the Dutch station at Kootwijk. A similar

attempt in May and June of last year resulted in 92 reports of success-

ful reception in all parts of the world. This year, transmissions to the

American continent will be attempted on Tuesday evenings, to Japan
on Wednesday and Australasia on Thursdays. For point-to-point
communication, this service is likely to meet the needs for diplomatic
message exchange with the same reliability that obtains in all short-

wave transmissions. If a world-wide broadcasting service is contem-

plated, however, no single station is likely to be of use. The bulletin,

issued by the League's Secretariat, is rather naive, indicating a some-
what incomplete knowledge of radio transmission phenomena. The
only hope for a world-wide broadcasting system lies in the utilization

of established broadcasting systems, linked by short-wave trans-

oceanic networks of a nature now being tried by the National Broad-

casting Company and the British Broadcasting Corporation. A great
deal of time and money could be saved if the League took advantage
of the experimental work being done by others.

The occasional rebroadcasting of foreign programs by established

systems will undoubtedly do more to promote international under-

standing than all the lofty declarations of politicians and diplomats.
Science is rapidly building the means of promoting peace among
nations and, in so doing, is incidentally developing the agencies which
will make warfare all the more effective and, therefore, the more
destructive.

Municipal Regulation of Man-Made Interference

THE
Federal Radio Commission, through its legal staff, has

made an investigation of state and municipal regulations apply-
ing to radio communications. This body is prepared to give

advice and assistance to municipalities and states desiring to formu-
late ordinances which will not conflict with federal regulation. Only
one decision has been made in the courts, demarking the field of

federal and state regulation of communication. In that opinion, ren-

dered by the District Court of the Eastern District of Kentucky,
Whitehurst V. Grimes, held that an ordinance, attempting to license

radio stations, is unconstitutional on the grounds that "radio com-
munications are all interstate."

The Board of Trustees of Boonville, N. Y., adopted an ordinance,

providing that no person shall maintain or operate any electrical de-

vice or apparatus causing interference with radio receivers within the

village of Boonville. No electric sign or other so-called blinking device

whereby a make-and-break contact is maintained, shall be operated
unless equipped with condensers properly grounded so as to limit

interference, nor shall electric pianos or other similar machines be

operated. Violet ray or other X-ray machines shall not be used be-

tween 6 and 10 p.m. except in emergencies. Anyone violating this

ordinance shall be considered a disorderly person and subject to a

penalty of a hundred dollars.

We learn from a correspondent of another proposed ordinance

being considered by the Brandon City Council of Manitoba, Canada,

prohibiting the use of electrical equipment which causes radiations of

a type interfering with radio reception. There have been several

attempts to pass similar municipal regulation in the United States

and, in the few instances that such regulations have actually become
ordinances, they have been found to be unenforceable. The attack on
electrical interference does not lie in prohibiting the use of equipment
of a radiating character. The solution of this problem, which is

gradually becoming of greater and greater importance as other causes
of interference with radio reception are eliminated, lies in compelling
the manufacturers of electrical appliances to equip their devices with
filter systems which prevent radiation. Those who cause interference

are usually the innocent victims of the manufacturer of the device.

The Press Continues Bungling

THE
National Radio Press Association, Inc., of New York City,

has been formed for the purpose of supplying spontaneous
news and sports reports exclusively for radio stations and,

through them, to the radio public. It proposes to build stations in

New York, Washington, Chicago, Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati,

Detroit, Kansas City, St. Louis, New Orleans, Atlanta, Salt Lake
City, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle, Philadelphia, Dallas, and

Minneapolis. It has made application before the Federal Radio
Commission for twenty continental short-wave channels, to be taken
from the channels assigned to the American Publishers Committee.
There is not the slightest indication of the competence of the organ-
ization, but it has been said that Herbert Bayard Swope, former
executive editor of the New York World, is behind the project.
John Francis Neylan, attorney representing the Hearst newspaper

interests, has protested to the Federal Radio Commission about the
distribution of the twenty frequencies assigned to newspaper use

under the management of Joseph Pierson of the Chicago Tribune and

president of the American News Traffic Corporation. Under the plan,
the Hearst newspapers received three transoceanic channels and
three intra-continental, while the United Press and the Scripps-
Howard newspapers receive a total of six and a half wavelengths.
In a telegram to the Commission, Mr. Neylan states that Mr. Pierson
is without authority to represent any newspaper or news association

of the Hearst interests and is without authority to speak for ninety
per cent, of the press of the United States. The press continues to

show marked incompetence in managing its radio affairs.

The Board of Directors of the Associated Press adopted a reso-

lution to the effect that a member newspaper may not establish a
chain by which a station in another city than the city of publication

may broadcast news of the A. P., unless that member joins with and
shares the credit with the originating newspaper. A member may not

tie-up the broadcasting of Associated Press news with any adver-

tising program. E. H. F.
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Valuable Pointers on Retailing and Servicing
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RUNNING A SMALL RADIO SHOP

By MARY TEXANNA LOOMIS
President, l^oontis Radio Cnllefe

Fig. 1 A well-equipped work bench for the efficient servicing of radio receivers. Note especially the convenient
arrangement of tools and testing equipment.

WHEN the editor of RADIO BROADCAST
asked me to prepare an article giv-

ing details of a small radio retail and serv-

icing business, it was obvious that the

service-shop classroom of the Loomis Radio

College did not answer this description, and
that the most effective way of making such
an article practical would be to pick out
some prospering little shop as a model. Natu-

rally the choice would have to be made from
available material. I have chosen to describe

the Capitol Radio Service, of the Mount
Pleasant suburban section of Washington,
D. C., hoping that the ideas gathered may be
of assistance to persons contemplating going
into a similar line of business.

The shop referred to is located in a re-

modeled house, giving two floor levels, as

indicated in Fig. 3. Many such store build-

ings exist throughout the country, and this is

mentioned merely to explain the drawings
and pictures which accompany this article.

The showroom, with a small array of high-
class broadcast receiving apparatus, is shown
in Fig. 2, and the service shop in Figs. 1 and 5.

Several antenna-ground wall outlets, such as

used in apartment-house installations, are

arranged around the showroom and wired in

parallel so that any set can be conveniently

plugged into contact with the antenna and

ground without having to move it.

The retailing branch of any radio store is a

matter of buying wisely and selling at a
reasonable profit. Most dealers have arrange-
ments with two or more manufacturers of

standard sets as their representatives
in their

localities. One high-priced and one low-

priced set from different manufacturers need
not conflict. All sets are purchased on either

cash payment or short-time credit, with
standardized discounts. Manufacturers of

The author of this article looked into

the shop of a typical dealer in Washing-
ton, D. C., and reports what was found.
Particular stress is laid on the physical
service equipment of this shop and how
it is employed, and from this descrip-
tion dealers may compare their own

problems and how they are trying to

solve them with what the Capitol Radio
Service organization is doing. Ser-

vicemen who find their businesses ex-

panding to the point where they need a

shop from which to operate will find
this story especially useful.

THE EDITOR.

standard radio equipment will not release

goods on consignment.

Side Line Advisable

IT
IS a good plan, especially in suburban

districts, for the radio dealer to handle a

small stock of electric lamps, flash lights, etc.

Even a few standard automobile electrical

devices may go well. The prospective radio

merchant will profit by making a study of the

location that he has chosen, to check up on
the field that is likely to be open to him in

electric side lines. In the matter of purchas-

ing stock, the older experienced dealers could

give valuable advice, if they could be induced

to talk about their mistakes. They would no
doubt tell newcomers in this field to proceed
cautiously, without permitting conservatism

to stand in the way of progress. One must

always take a certain amount of chance in

any business, but it is wise to avoid risking
too much until the way ahead can be seen

clearly. It is very easy to clog the stockroom
shelves of a small radio store with a quantity
of obsolete goods which only bargain sales

at great sacrifice can move.
In the matter of receiving sets, and

auxiliary equipment, the best goods, with the
dealer's and factory's guarantees back of
them, will pay best in the long run. Sets

designed to meet the means of customers who
can afford to invest only modestly may be as

good, of their kind, as the more elaborate and
costly apparatus. Often a large portion of the
difference in price between two models from
the same manufacturer may be due merely
to the difference in design and finish of the
cabinets or consoles. If the prospective
customer cannot afford to buy beautiful
furniture with his radio set, he should lie ad-
vised to put his money into the "works."

The Service Department

THE service department of any radio
store is the cause of its showings steady

increase in business and profits. On the other
hand, an inefficient service department is

the cause of a store losing its business and
finally, in extreme cases, of bankruptcy. The
sets sold must be kept in working order,

usually for people having only the vaguest of
ideas concerning their operation. A short term
of free servicing following a sale is standard

practice. The dealer must deal pleasantly
and patiently with his customers if he intends
to make a success of his business. Therefore,
the service department is a most important
factor and worthy of careful consideration.
The first step toward installing a practical
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service shop is a list of apparatus to be used.

As there are still a great many battery-

operated sets in use as well as the various

types of electric sets, adequate apparatus
must be available for testing and repairing
both types. All instruments should be pur-
chased for their accuracy, convenience, and

ruggedness. They will be subjected to hard
wear.
An ample outfit, containing meters and

tools which will enable any qualified radio

serviceman to make any test required in

locating set troubles, and for making all re-

pairs, is suggested as follows:

The work bench: The design of this piece
of equipment is most important. It should be
2 feet deep, 36 inches high, and made of heavy
pine boards 2 inches thick. (Two 12" x 2"

planks 12' long recommended.) The legs
should be made of 4" x 4" lumber, so that it

will be perfectly steady. The bench should be
located in such a way that daylight comes in

from the back, with each serviceman facing a

window. There should be from 4 to 5 feet of

bench room allowed for each man, and each
man should have a drop light hung directly
over his work. A stool of comfortable height
should be provided each man for long jobs.

Shop servicing equipment: Electric soldering

irons, capable of giving sufficient heat for

extended work without burning out (One
large electric shop in Washington uses the
old-time plain irons, keeping several of them
hot around a small gas ring.); wide assort-

ment of well-constructed steel screw drivers;
set of small open-end hexagonal wrenches;
assortment of pliers and wire cutters of a good
grade; set of hexagonal socket wrenches; as-

sortment of fuses used in sets to be serviced;

assortment of spring clips for making quick
connections; several pairs of test prongs with
wires; a small jaw vice; hydrometer; package
of 00 sandpaper, and an electrician's steel

knife.

Instruments needed: High-frequency oscil-

lator; a.c. and d.c. tube tester; d.c. voltmeter
with double-reading scale, 0-15 and 0-150;
high-resistance voltmeter, 0-10 and 0-200;
d.c. ammeter, 0-5; a.c. voltmeter, 0-3 and
0-5; and d.c. milliammeter, 0-100.

Power: All A, B, and C voltages for testing

battery-operated sets should be wired to

binding posts or clips on the work bench,
as indicated in Fig. 4. There must also be a
double outlet from the a.c. power line wired
to the bench for use in testing a.c.-operated
receivers. Where the shop is in the d.c. dis-

trict of a city the most convenient method of

handling the a.c. set problem is to install a

motor-generator, running on d.c. and giving
110 to 115 volts a.c. output. The power rating
of this generator depends on the load to be

placed on it. A one-fourth-kilowatt generator
is about sufficient for operating one a.c. set

at a time. Two popular motor-generators,
designed for this purpose and including filter.

Fig. 2 In this carefully planned showroom antenna-ground outlets have been
installed in several convenient positions.

are the 250-watt, 115-volt, type BE-24, made
by the Bodine Electric Co., Chicago, and the

.")()0-watt, 115-volt, type LF-85, made by the
Electric Specialty Co., Stamford, Conn.
Antenna and ground: Erect separate an-

tenna for shop, and wire to bench. Also wire

good ground to bench.
Loud speaker: Place good loud speaker on a

wall shelf, or other elevated position above
bench for convenient plugging in. It is gener-
ally necessary to use an extension cord for this

purpose.
Outside serviceman's equipment: One oscilla-

tor voltmeter test combination; one test set,

or assortment of meters with prongs or wires;
such hand tools as are required for making
minor repairs screw driver, knife, hydrome-
ter, pliers, soldering iron, phones, and a num-
ber of spare tubes of different types.
The equipment listed above should rep-

fig. 3 Diagram showing the floor
plan of the Capitol Radio Service

Shop, Washington, D. C.

resent the initial outlay for a small radio
service shop. Special tools may of course be
added. Among these would be special
wrenches, neutralizing tools which some sets,

require, etc.

Layout of Equipment

THE service shop should be located, when
possible, in the rear of the salesroom, so

that customers can be referred readily to the
service department, using a minimum of the
sales force time. The outside serviceman
should have access to the serviceroom
through the rear of the building. The shop
should be well lighted, if possible by daylight.
The lighting shown in Fig. 1 is ideal. Glass

jars, seen in the photograph on the wide
window sill, are used for holding spare parts
for repairs. Adequate shelf room must
be provided for holding incoming and out-

going sets, and a carefully handled system
of tagging and filing is necessary in order to
avoid confusion concerning ownership of the
sefs, their history, etc. Stout paper shipping
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STRAYS from THE LABORATORY
..I i LISTENERS on short

Distortion of waves who occasionally run

Broadcast into telephone conversation

Harmonics Or broadcasting which they
_,_, , ,-,. , cannot "clear up" may
wonder what kind of stuff it is. The material is

probably a harmonic of some broadcasting

station and the "sour" quality is the result of

the following phenomenon. The oscillator ol

the broadcasting station generates harmonics

as well as the fundamental frequency. These

harmonics are modulated as well as the funda-

mental, but the chances are that the ampli-

fiers following the oscillator do not have linear

characteristics as regards the harmonics. Let

us consider only the second harmonic. II the

fundamental is modidated with a frequency of

1000 cycles and at a modulation percentage of

60 per cent.; the second harmonic will have

sidebands corresponding to the original modu-

lation, i. e., 1000 cycles, and in addition a

carrier of twice the original frequency with

sidebands of double the original modulating

frequency. This in itself would not account

for the horrible garble that may often be iden-

tified as the harmonic of an otherwise well-

thought-of broadcasting station. The addi-

tional distortion results from the fact that the

percentage modulation on the second har-

monic is doubled and if the fundamental is

modulated 60 per cent, the second harmonic

will be overmodulated and, of course, distor-

tion is inevitable.

The mathematics on this subject wul be

found on page 95 of February Experimental
Wireless and the Wireless Engineer in a com-

munication from A. B. Howe of the British

Broadcasting Corporation.

- " WHERE does a moving-
Cut-off of coil loud speaker in a baffle-

Dynamic board cut off? In other

Reproducers words what is the lowest

frequency to which it will

quarter the wavelength of the lowest tone de-

sired. Sound in air travels at about 1110 feet

per second. A frequency of 110 cycles, then,

has a wavelength of 10 feet from the familiar

formula useful at radio or audio frequencies

that the wavelength is equal to the velocity

divided by the frequency. Thus, if the shortest

mechanical path is one quarter the wave-

length, 10 * 4 = 2.5 feet, and so the

distance from the center of the hole in the

The following are among the subjects
discussed in "Strays" this month :

Distortion of Broadcast Harmonics

Cut-off of Dynamic Reproducers

Simplifying Filament Transformers

Argument on Power Vs. Energy

Series-Filament Circuits

Data on Carborundum Crystals

Movie Men Make a Discovery

Power Output Requirements

Simplifing
Filament

Transformers

respond with any degree of efficiency? Con-

sider Fig. 1. A sound wave originates at the

rear of the baffle as well as at the front. If

these two waves come together at the correct

phase, they will interfere, and the resultant

sound to the listener will be less than if the

radiation from the rear of the cone were sup-

pressed. The purpose of the baflleboard is to

increase the path through which the air waves

must travel from front and back before they
can interfere.

The distance from front to back via the

shortest mechanical path must be at least one

|

- -V4A--.

~f Cycles'

o

Fig. 1.

baffle around to the back must be at least

2.5 feet. This means that if the moving coil

is in the center of a square board, this board

must be 2.5 feet across. For 55-cycle reproduc-

tion the board must be 5 feet on a side and

so on. A board three feet on a side will give

good reception to all tones now being broad-

cast from the majority of stations.

INTRODUCTION of the

2.5-volt power tube, the

ux-245, will make unneces-

cary more than one winding
on filament transformers.

This is one step in doing away with the 1.5-

volt winding and the center-tapped 5-volt

winding. Thus, the introduction of a single

tube standardizes and simplifies the construc-

tion of filament transformers. The winding for

the rectifier tube, however, must be distinct

from the filament winding. Will not someone

develop a rectifier tube which can be operated
from this same 2.5-volt winding? The solution

seems to be a heater-type tube but can

someone develop a tube which will not break

down under the comparatively high voltages?

- MR.HUBERTWOODS, of

An Argu- Riverside, California, takes

ment on Power us to task in the following
Vs. Energy vein :

"Under 'Strays from the

Laboratory' in your issue of February, 1929,

your first remarks are concerned with power,

energy, and efficiency, and are well taken, in

general.
"You define power as the 'rate of doing

work.' Accepting this definition, how^an you

possibly 'consider a tube, such as a 171, feed-

ing power into a load, etc.,' as you attempt to

do in a subsequent paragraph? Do you mean

that the tube feeds 'a rate of doing work

into a load?
"What the tube really feeds into the load

is electrical energy, not power, nor work.

Work is the final result.
"
It seems to me you are guilty of the same

lack of discrimination against which you

properly protest.
"The units of energy and work are the

same, but are not those of power, which is a

rate, according to your definition. My com-

pany purchases electrical energy, which we

convert (most of it) into work immediately,

by use of motors. We do not purchase power

(per your definition) although each motor has

a certain power rating, because it can do work

at a certain rate.
"
If you had not burned your bridges behind

you by defining power in one way only, you

might possibly be justified in your usage of

the term, since a common definition of power
makes it synonymous with energy (ability to

do work)."

' - ' READERS who have writ-

Data on ten this office for data on

Series-Filament series-filament receivers will

Circuits be interested to know that

,,_.-. a collection of blueprints has

been prepared by the Raytheon Company on

how to wire well-known makes of receivers for

series-filament operation. These diagrams may
be had by applying to the Raytheon company,
but it is earnestly requested that something
more than curiosity be the basis of writing to

this company for them. The diagrams will tell

a serviceman how to rewire a receiver for

series-filament operation, or will give him

service data on a receiver of a given type that

is already wired in this manner.

" ' THE curves in Fig. 2 were

Sensitivity of taken in the Laboratory by
Carborundum measuring the current

Crystals through a Carborundum

Company detector as the

voltage across the crystal was changed. Sev-

eral readings were taken in an effort to show

the effect of varying the pressure of the con-

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6

E VOLTS

Fig. 2.
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tact point. The weakest pressure on the crystal
gave the best detection that is, the great-
est variation in current on positive and nega-
tive hah" cycles of input voltage. Of course, a
weak presure indicates an unstable one. and
so if, as on shipboard, one wants stability a

comparatively heavy contact is used. The
experimenter can have considerable excite-

ment by plotting a.c. voltage waves and the
rectified current waves as various a.c. voltage
waves are placed on such a'diagram. The effect

of sliding the average value of the

input a.c. voltage wave up and
down the curve will show how such
a rectifier detects.

' SOUND-Movie
Movie Recorders recorders have
Make a discovered that
Discovery audiences are
-'" not very critical

regarding the quality of the miscel-

laneous sounds that make up a

picture. That is, if the villain shoots
a revolver, it is not necessary to

shoot a revolver in the studio,

provided someone whacks some-

thing at the exact moment. In one
test case there were several kinds
of airplanes on the screen, and,
while great efforts had been made
to simulate the distinct sounds
emitted by the individual planes,

only a small percentage of the
audience admitted they knew the
difference. Half of this percentage
were aviators. And so now, when
you hear a talking moving picture,
note how little difference it makes
to you if a series of revolver shots

sounds like someone throwing a

bucket of coal down the cellar

stairs provided the sounds and

sights are synchronized properly.

sufficient. With a moving-coil speaker in a
three-foot baffleboard, or larger, an output of
a watt is probably necessary, and more power
than this will make less remote the possibility
of overloading. We have operated a single

250-type tube with about 250 volts on its

plate, which indicates a power output of less

than one watt, but on loud low-frequency
notes it does overload. Boosting the plate
voltage to 300 or 350 will give all the power
that is needed for home reception.

Power

Output
Required

MANY READ-
ERS take excep-
tion to our state-

ment that a

single_ 171-type tube provides
sufficient power output for home
reception. Many state that this is

the maximum power output that
can be used with the majority of

cone-type loud speakers and
several state that when they
changed from a 171- to a 210-type tube (twice
the power output) the difference on a cone-

type loud speaker was barely noticeable.

The fact that many loud speakers rattle if

you put 1.5 watts of audio power into them
is irrelevant. Our contention was that the
sound output from a good loud speaker when
less than one watt of electric power went into

it was sufficient for home reception.
It is certain that, as the response to low

frequencies is built up, either by using ampli-
fiers with a hump at some low frequency, or

by using a flat amplifier with a moving-coil
loud speaker, the power output required in-

creases. It is probable that an output of a full

watt is desirable, and this may be obtained

easily with the new power tube (the 245-type)
that is now on the market.
The difference between a single 171-type

tube and a single 210-type tube is only 3 DB,
which is scarcely noticeable to the ear, and if

a loud speaker or amplifier, or both, is used
which does not reproduce the bass, the differ-

ence is not worth while. It is on the low notes.

150 cycles and less, that considerable power
output is desirable and there is no use in

providing this power unless there are fre-

quencies of this order to be reproduced, or
if the loud speaker will not respond to the
fundamental of such frequencies.

This seems to indicate that with cone-type
loud speakers which do not respond to low

frequencies, and which do not show distortion

in the amplifier until this distortion is exces-

sive, a power output of less than a watt is

The vacuum-lube test rack pictured above was designed
by Herbert H. Chun, of the Arcturus Radio Tube Com-
pany. The rack is vibrated by an eccentric cam and at
the same time the tubes are turned on and off by an
automatic switching arrangement. Any defect in a tube
becomes apparant within thirty minutes when treated

in this manner.

Now will the adherents of high-powered
receivers come forward and tell us that we
are still old-fashioned, and that two or three
watts is absolutely necessary for modest
home reception? We may, in time, be forced to

admit even this!

One reader, Fred D. Pinkham, of Top-
sham, Maine, points out that the problem for

the listener far from stations is decidedly
different from that of the listener within the
shadow of a local station. We admit this

but cannot agree with his contention that
the receiver must have sufficient power out-

put to handle the following case. Suppose the
volume control is fixed so that when a station

which fades badly, is at a minimum, it is

delivering an audible signal. Then the power
output must be sufficient so that when the
station "fades in" to a maximum the amplifier
will not overload. Let us suppose the mini-
mum signal that is satisfactory is one milli-

watt. A station can fade at least 60 DB which

represents a power ratio of one million. When
the station fades in 60 DB the power output
from the set must be one kilowatt which is

considerably in advance of the most hardened
user of power tubes. If the maximum power
output is one watt, which is reasonable, the
least signal that will be heard, if there is a 60-
DB fade, will be one microwatt, which is pretty
far down. It is our hunch that even with one
watt output, there must be a time when a fad-

ing signal will be inaudible or will overload
when "fading-in." The following from R. J.

Kryter. Engineering Department, Prest-O-Lite

Storage Battery Sales Corp., Indianapolis,

gives some interesting data on this problem
of power output necessary. It checks very
closely the data taken by the Everyready en-

gineers a year or so ago. This test determined
that a 171-type tube was about all that any-
one needed for home reception. It was before

the days of moving-coil loud speakers, how-
ever.

" Some time ago the writer conducted a series

oftests in which the signal currents and voltages

occuring in the loud speaker cir-

cuit were measured for various

types of music and with various

types of loud speakers. The music
was supplied both by phonograph
and radio and included concert

orchestra, jazz orchestra, military
band, various trios, violin and

piano, solo piano, singing voices

from bass to soprano, and speak-
ing voice. The loud speakers in-

cluded short-horn, orthophonic-
horn, magnetic-cone, and dynamic-
cone types. The input to the loud

speakers was supplied by a high-
quality push-pull 210-type ampli-
fier. The listening tests were made
by persons of widely differing
tastes and musical accomplish-
ments.

"The results of these tests were
as follows:

(1)
" Low" volume was produced

with an average signal voltage of
8 volts and an average current of
1.7 mA., corresponding to an out-

put of 14 milli-voltamperes.
(2)

" Normal" volume was pro-
duced with 18 volts and 3.8 mA.,
or 68 milli-voltamperes.

(3)
" Loud" music was produced

by 40 volts and 10 mA., or 400

milli-voltamperes.
(4)

"
Very loud" music was pro-

duced by 120 volts and 24 mA., or
2900 milli-voltamperes.

(5) The extreme limits were
Minimum 0.4 volt and 0.5 mA.
Maximum 195 volts and 55 mA.
maximum power ratio, 53,000. It is

of interest to note that both the
minimum and maximum values oc-
curred in concert orchestra music,
although the maxima were closely

^approached by the
piano.

(6) The "average frequency
'

of music and
speech as determined by correlating the aver-

age impedance calculated from the above
figures with the impedance curves of the loud
speaker units was 380 cycles.

(7) The impedance of the various loud
speakers averaged about 3000 ohms at 50
cycles, 7200 ohms at 400 cycles, 13,000 ohms
at 1000 cycles, and 25,000 ohms at 3200 cycles,
ranging all the way from 1500 to 60,000 ohms
in

^the 50-5000-cycles band.
"You will note that the power is given in

milli-voltamperes rather than in milliwatts
because the measurements were taken on
actual loud speakers rather than on a fictitious

resistance load. Calculations made by the

writer,_ however, indicate that the distortion

occurring in a vacuum tube feeding into a
reactive load will be determined by the volt-

amperes rather than the actual watts ex-

pended in the output.
'This data lends further weight to your con-

clusion as to the adequacy of the 171-type
power tube for average home use. At the
same time it demonstrates in startling
fashion the great increase in power necessary
for a given increase in sound output. Also, it

is to be noted that peak values were frequently
twice and sometimes three times as great as
the above average values. Therefore, if over-
loading is to be avoided on sustained bass
passages or on sudden fortissimos, an output
stage capable of supplying 1 to 2 watts is

justified."

KEITH HENNEY.
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How to Use Technical Facts in Selling

IF I WERE A SALESMAN

By AN ENGINEER

IF
I WERE a salesman and a prospective

customer wanted to know why the

Radiola 60 was "the one receiver that
is built for all broadcasting conditions "-

to quote from an advertisement in the Neir
York Evening Post I should use the following
sales argument. The points are somewhat
technical because all matters relating to what
is inside the cabinet of a radio receiver concern
technical matters, just as talk about the
vermiform appendix, the dorsal fin, the intake

manifold, or wing struts concern technical

things, and naturally must be couched in

technical jargon.
"There is little use in telling you as a cus-

tomer that you need a selective set if you have
listened-in at all, or have read or heard the
tirades against the present overcrowded
condition of the radio channels. There is no
use to remind you that the multiplicity of

stations, many of them on very high power,
the general increase in high-quality programs
more hours per day. and the more general use

of high-quality loud speakers mean simply
that the receiver must be designed for con-

ditions that were undreamed of four years
ago. \Vhat you want to know is how the

Radiola 60 meets these problems.
"The Radiola 60 is a combination tuned

radio-frequency receiver and a super-hetero-
dyne. These two receiver systems are funda-

mentally different. The majority of receivers

now made are tuned radio-frequency sets

only. Some receivers are super-heterodynes
only. This receiver is a combination of both
of them. The object is first to gain selectivity,
second to gain voltage amplification, and third

to secure these essential receiver characteris-

tics without destroying the fidelity with
which the receiver will translate radio signals
into audible sounds.
"The tuned radio-frequency receiver first

picks up the desired signal from an antenna,

amplifies it, separates the audio modulations
from the inaudible radio or carrier wave, and
then amplifies these audible tones. Now here,
in this complicated process which may in-

volve six or more tubes and a corresponding
number of electrical circuits, distortion must
not occur.

"Radio stations are now put on channels
which are 10 kilocycles apart, just as keys
on a piano are stationed along the keyboard
a certain number of tones apart. When one
wants to listen to one station, he does not
want to listen to several others, but at the
same time he wants to get all the desired
station is transmitting all tones from the

highest to the lowest. He must select a certain

radio signal but not select it so well that he
loses part of the desired signal in the process.
"The usual tuned radio-frequency amplifier

is inherently more sharply tuned at low
frequencies at the left-hand end of the usual
radio keyboard and broader at the other
end. Thus, it is more difficult to separate two
stations that occupy adjacent channels at
the high frequencies. At the same time the

amplification at the high frequencies is higher
than at the low end of the keyboard. And
these two difficulties work together to make
the problem of the radio-frequency-amplificr-
design engineer anything but pleasant. The
ideal condition would be to make the ampli-
fication and selectivity the same all along the
radio keyboard.
"The usual radio-frequency amplifier is

composed of a tube and a transformer which

The Radiola 60 receiver in a table-type cabinet.

connects this tube to the following tube. This
transformer has a few turns on the primary
and many turns on the secondary. The primary
tends to resonate at some frequency higher
than any to which the secondary is ever tuned.
This tendency to resonate at some high fre-

quency makes the receiver have greater

amplification and less selectivity on the high
frequencies.
"The Radiola 60 uses large primary coils

instead of small ones, so that the primary
tends to resonate at a lower frequency than

any to which the receiver will be tuned. This
tends to bring up the amplification at the
lower radio frequencies, and to prevent such

selectivity at these frequencies that part of
the audio tones are cut off.

"The direct result of making the primary
of the transformer large instead of small is,

first, an increase in amplification at low radio

frequencies, second, prevention of 'side-

band cutting' at low radio frequencies, and
third, the amplification over the whole key-
board of radio channels is even. Fig. 1 shows
what this amplification is.

Believing the importance of using
technical fads in selling radio receivers

was being overlooked by the majority

of salesmen, the Editors asked an

engineer to write the article which ap-

pears here. The data for it were taken

from a paper presented before the

Institute of Radio Engineers, March,
1929, by G. L. Beers and W. L. Carlson,

which are the result of the development
work on the Radiola 60 series.

Although the facts used here apply
only to this particular receiver, similar

presentations of sales points could be

prepared on any other receiver and
in our opinion ought to get many
salesmen out of tight places when the

prospective customer demands facts,

instead of glib phrases about excellent

tone quality, extreme selectivity, and

perfect "DX."
THE EDITOR.

"Such is the radio-frequency amplifier of
the Radiola 60. It is followed by a detector,

just as in any receiver, but into this detector
is introduced another frequency coming from
a tube acting as a miniature transmitter, the
oscillator tube. The frequency at which this

tube oscillates is varied automatically at the
same time that the radio-frequency amplifier
is tuned to the desired signal and the fre-

quency it introduces into the detector always
differs from the incoming signals by 180 kc.

The modulations which are separated from
the radio wave in this detector are impressed
on this 180-kc. signal and modulate it. There-

upon amplification takes place again at 180 kc.

instead of the frequency to which the receiver

is tuned.
"So the Radiola 60 in addition to amplifica-

tion at broadcast frequencies amplifies again
at 180 kc. Finally these 180 kc. signals are

fed into a second detector which separates
the audiofrequencies.
"The 180-kc. frequency to which the second

or intermediate-frequency amplifier is tuned
was chosen for the following reasons. If this

frequency were low, it would amplify audio
tones and any noises appearing in the preced-
ing tubes; that is, microphonic bongs, tube

hiss, etc., would be passed through and ampli-
fied in the intermediate-frequency amplifier.
If the frequency were made too high, trouble

from oscillation, and lack of amplification
would occur. The 180 kc. is a compromise
frequency."

Let us look into this mixing of frequencies
in the detector tube. Suppose the intermediate

frequency is 50 kc. If we are receiving a 1000-

kc. station we can set the oscillator at either

1050 kc. or 950 kc. and still have the desired

50-kc. intermediate frequency modulated by
the audio tones. For this reason we can receive

a 1000-kc. wave at two points on the oscillator

dial. Again let us suppose we have the oscilla-

tor tuned to 1000 kc. and that two stations

equally powerful are transmitting on 950 and
1050 kc. Roth of these signals enter our first

detector and with the 1000-kc. oscillator fre-

quency produce a 50-kc. wave modulated with
the audible tones of both stations. The result

is hash; both stations are spoiled.
"If the intermediate frequency is 180 kc.

such trouble cannot possibly take place at

frequencies lower than 1140 kc. Suppose the
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FREQUENCY IN KILOCYLES

Fig. 1.
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oscillator is set at 1160 plus 180 kc. or 1340 kc.
The only other station that could produce the
180-kc. intermediate frequency in the first

detector would be 1340 plus 180 or 1520 kc.
and the broadcasting keyboard extends only
to 1500 kc.

"Here again is a virtue of the radio-

frequency amplifier ahead of the intermediate-
frequency amplifier. This first amplifier builds

up the desired signal and discriminates

against the unwanted, so that even if two
stations offer equal signals at the antenna, one
of them desired and one of them not, the un-
desired will be reduced compared to the
desired by the amplification of the radio-

frequency amplifier and when the two signals
get to the first detector or mixing tube, the
unwanted signal is already reduced so far it

does not bother the listener.
" So far the result is a tuned radio-frequency

amplifier of such a design that all stations
scattered over the radio keyboard can be
received with equal facility; the quality of

reproduction from these stations will depend
only upon the stations there is inappreciable
loss of quality in the receiver; after amplifica-
tion at the frequency of the stations, the
signals are changed in frequency and amplified
again. The first amplifier acts not only as a
kind of filter letting in only the desired signals,
but it gives some amplification too.

" The intermediate-frequency (180-kc.) am-
plifier is of the type that has attracted con-
siderable attention from radio editors. It is a
band-pass amplifier which means simply that
it is tuned so broadly on the top of its re-

sponse curve and so steep on its sides that all

desired audio tones are admitted and ampli-
fied, and others are rejected. This result is

140 160 180 200 220 240

FREQUENCY IN KILOCYLES

Fig. 2.

secured by tuning both primary and secondary
of the intermediate-frequency transformers
(the usual transformer has only the secondary
tuned). The response characteristic is shown
in Fig. 2A. The overall characteristic which
shows how the intermediate-frequency am-
plifier discriminates against unwanted signals
is shown in Fig. 3.

"And so the intermediate-frequency ampli-
fier not only amplifies but selects as well.
The Radiola 60 amplifies, selects, and detects
twice.

"The second detector is the increasingly
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popular 'power detector,' which means, so
far as the layman is concerned, that it elim-
inates the distortion and noise that frequently
occur in the first stage of a.f. amplification.
It does this by eliminating the first stage of
a.f. itself. Such elimination is possible by the
great amount of amplification that has taken
place in the preliminary amplifier and in the

intermediate-frequency amplifier.
'This power detector is adjusted so that it

overloads at the same time the power tube
does. When the detector overloads its out-
put decreases as shown in Fig. 6.

"Some of the Radiola 60 series (the 64 for

example), have automatic volume controls.

It_is this device which makes the receiver
suitable for reception in a transmitter-
cluttered neighborhood, or out in the rural
areas far from stations. Once the listener sets
the volume-control dial to the maximum
output he desires he cannot get a louder signal
no matter how powerful the station is that he
tunes to. In a local area this is of undoubted
advantage. In the country the automatic
volume control will tend to build up weak
signals to the desired level. Of course, if the
weak signal is surrounded by noise static,
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arc lights, X-ray machines, etc. the volume
control cannot eliminate the noise and get
the signal, and so the noise background comes
up along with the station. But on a good night
wnen the noise level is down all stations that
deliver a certain minimum signal to the an-
tenna will deliver a certain maximum output
loud speaker signal, tliis output always at the
control of the listener. The effectiveness of the
control at the output levels A and B compared
to no control, C, is shown in Fig. 4.

"This receiver has eight tuned circuits.
One's first reaction to such a statement is

that there would be no high audio frequencies
at all but a look at Fig. 5 shows that such
is not the case. The large primary winding of
the first amplifier transformer, the band-
pass effect in the intermediate or second am-
plifier, and the characteristics of the a.f.

amplifier are such that undue suppression of
the high audio notes does not take place. In
other words, it is a high-qualily receiver."

If I were a salesman, I should use technical
facts to back up my sales arguments. I should
state that this particular receiver is selective
because of the radio-frequency amplifier and
because of the selecting effect of the second
or 180-kc. amplifier. It is sensitive because
amplification takes place at three different

frequencies, first the frequency of the incom-
ing signals, next at 180 kc., and finally at the
audio or audible frequency. It has a power
detector which eliminates some noise and
some distortion. It is a high-quality receiver
because its radio-frequency amplifier does
not cut "sidebands," because its intermediate-
frequency amplifier employs the band-pass
idea, and because its a.f. system is good. In
addition to all these advantages, the Radiola
64 has an automatic volume control which
keeps down strong local signals, and boosts
weak distant signals.

10 20 30 40 TO
R.F. PEAK VOLTAGE ON DETECTOR GRID

Fig. 6.
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Defining the Scope of the Serviceman's Job

RADIO AMBASSADORS OF GOOD WILL

By HERBERT H. FROST
President, Radio Manufacturers Association

"The serviceman is not

only a trained mechan-

ic, but he must also have

sales ability, person-

ality, and tact."

AS
\TISFIED customer
is your best advertise-
ment." That is an old

statement, but it's especially
true in radio.

In this industry, there are

many ways of interesting a

customer, but no matter what
sales talk may be given him,
what promises may be made,
or how good-looking the radio
set may be, unless it continues
to function properly and to
his satisfaction, you have any-
thing but a satisfied customer.
Here enters the serviceman.

He is to-day different from
the sen iceman of the past,
as he is not only a trained

mechanic, but he must also

have sales ability, personality,
and tact to allow him to meet

unexpected situations in his

work.
The importance of a ser-

viceman having these qualifi-
cations is becoming more
pronounced each year, and
the capabilities of these men
are advancing in accordance
with advances made in the
radio art. It has been proved
repeatedly that when a dealer sells a radio
set without having a capable serviceman,
it results in the set being installed in a

haphazard fashion. Eventually the customer
has cause to become dissatisfied. He reports
his dissatisfaction to the dealer, but finds no
success. The ultimate result is that this dis-

gruntled consumer tells his friends about the
dealer, and before long that dealer realizes he
has a poor reputation, which finally results in

the closing of his store because he has lost his

patronage.
Traveling public officials are sometimes

called "ambassadors of good will." I believe
that a field serviceman, whether he comes
from the dealer, the distributor, or the manu-
facturer, is in all truthfulness an ambassador
of good will, as he is never called upon unless
there is some sort of trouble to be straightened
out, and if he is successful it most assuredly
results in good will. Who is more appreciative
than an ardent radio fan whose balky receiver
is once more playing merrily?
The reason for stressing the importance of a

dealer maintaining an adequate and efficient

service department, rather than having his

service work done bv his distributor or manu-

"In the long run, it is

not the cost of giving
service that is to be con-

sidered, but the expense
in not giving it."

Herbert H. Frost

facturer, is because he is familiar with the
conditions surrounding that particular sale.

If the service is handled by a jobber or manu-
facturer, all personal touch between the dealer
and his customer is lost.

In the long run, from the standpoint of the

dealer, it is not the cost of giving service that
is to be considered, but the expense in not

giving it. Of course, there are some people
who demand excessive service, and again this

brings out the desirability of having the dealer
handle the situation, as he alone knows that

particular consumer's peculiarities.
The distributor and manufacturer should

also maintain adequate service personnel, as

the dealer.looks to them for technical informa-
tion and necessary spare parts material.

The more assistance that the jobber and
manufacturer give the dealer in the form of

instructions, the less that dealer is apt to call

for assistance, and the more willing he is to

maintain his own service department, as,

having a thorough knowledge of the merchan-

dise, he then realizes how easy it is to accom-

plish the normal service repairs.
There is a growing tendency on the part of

the manufacturer to maintain a staff of travel-

ing men, whose main duty is

to give instructions to various

groups of dealers, supply the
dealer with a complete and
easily understood service
manual, and to assist the
dealer in every possible man-
ner to enable mm to help
himself. It has been found
that most dealers prefer to
handle their own service prob-
lems.
A service manager has to

be farsighted enough to study
the products being sold by
his organization and to be pre-

pared to eliminate any defect
which may present itself in

the merchandise, in the course
of the year. His clear direc-

tions on how to handle these

possible difficulties are an im-

portant part of the service

manual which makes a large
number of minor service calls

unnecessary.

New Standard

SEVERAL
manufacturers,

distributors, and dealers

were called upon not long ago,

by the Vocational Training School Board of

Essex County, New Jersey, to give the qualifi-
cations for a successful serviceman. Following
this, a general course of instructions was made
up, covering a three-year period of instruction

for a selected group of young men, as it was
the opinion of everyone that the efficiency of

the average serviceman must be increased and

expanded beyond that of an ordinary me-
chanic.
A great deal of good can be accomplished by

service companies, formed by a group of serv-

icemen, to handle the service work of various
small dealers, who are not in a position to
maintain their own department, but unfortu-

nately they do not have that much-needed
close contact with the sales, the merchandise,
and its acceptance by the consumer.
The field of service work is fast increasing

in its responsibilities and as soon as the respon-
sibilities are recognized and advantages of a

capable service department are appreciated
fully by the dealer, jobber, and manufacturer,
then will the sale of radio receivers increase
still more rapidly. At the same time, the

profits will increase, a result to which no ob-

jection has ever been found.
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THE SERVICEMAN'S CORNER

IN
"The Serviceman's Corner" we are

endeavoring to group contributions on
related subjects. Aside from the conveni-

ence of future reference, the expression of half

a dozen minds on one subject is generally of

more value than an isolated opinion. So you
will find this month, and in future editions of

this department whenever the number of re-

lated contributions justifies it, a symposium
of service information on one particular re-

ceiver. Such considerations will not necessarily
reduce publication of comments on unrelated

and interesting items in service routine, nor
should they be taken
as indicative of an
unusual amount of
trouble with the re-

ceivers made the sub-

ject of group discus-

sion.

Your comments on
this, as well as our

handling of other
phases of radio
servicing, are always
welcomed by the de-

partment editor.

of amperes indicated on the meter. In the

specific cases under discussion, R will always
be so high that the combination is a so-called

high-resistance voltmeter (it may be used for

measuring R and C potentials furnished

by a R-ppwer supply unit) and the meter will

be a milliammeter, preferably having a range
of from zero to milliampere. The voltage will

then be the resistance of R, divided by one
thousand, multiplied by the reading on the
meter (in factions of a milliampere).
The following table indicates the proper

values of resistors for full-scale deflection on

RECORD OF SERVICE CALL NQ,
OWNER DATE
ADDRESS
MAKE AND TYPE OF SET

Test Set Reduced
to Lowest Terms

THE
necessity

for radio volt-

age and current

testing equipment,
along with the high
cost of the same has

presented a problem to many servicemen that
has often echoed its way to this department
in the form of a request for data on inexpen-
sive and reliable test equipment.
As a matter of fact, the entire gamut of

d.c. tests, [requiring milliammeters covering
ranges from one milliampere to a hundred
and high- and low-resistance voltmeters read-

ing A, R, and C potentials from batteries
or power-supply arrangements, can be covered
with adequate accuracy with one meter in

conjunction with an inexpensive assortment
of wire-wound fixed resistors used in a
combination of series and shunt connections.
A satisfactory meter which may be used for

this purpose is a standard 0-1 milliammeter.
Differences in voltmeters and ammeters

of various ranges are principally differences

in the resistance characteristics of the in-

strument, based on the simple and funda-
mental statement of Ohm's law: viz, voltage
equals the current in amperes multiplied by
the resistance in ohms. More simply, E = I

XR.
The fundamental circuits of a milliammeter

employed as voltage and current indicators
are shown respectively in Fig. 2 (A and B). Re-
sistors R are connected exterior to the meters.
In the circuit of Fig. 2 (A) R is always so

much higher than the internal resistance of
the meter, that this latter resistance may be

neglected in all calculations.

If a source of unknown voltage is connected
across the terminals of the circuit, Fig. 2

(A), the voltage will be equal to the resist-

ance of R in ohms multiplied by the number

TUTCM AND SPECIAL. TtT

THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO-CLEVELAND OHIO.

is broken up into 20 equal divisions, and an
unknown voltage is measured with R =
100,000 ohms, ten divisions (0.5 milliampere)
indicates a potential of 50 volts, 12 divisions,

60 volts and so on.

An ideal instrument for this purpose is the

Weston type 301 milliammeter, zero to one

milliampere range, which lists at $12.00.

Daven "Super-Davohms" are economical re-

sistors, sufficiently accurate for the purpose
of voltage multipliers.
The calculation of the resistor values re-

quired as shunts in Fig 2 (B), to increase the
current range of the instrument, is a bit more
complicated, so that only the results will be
indicated.

The following table shows the current for

full-scale deflection on a 1.0-mA. meter with
the indicated resistor shunts.

CURRENT
1 mA.
50mA.
100 mA.

RESISTANCE

no shunt
. 57 ohm

0.27 ohm

FRANK T. CARP. JR.. SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE
TUIFHOIII 17S4-* ? ArfHOir Annul NIVFOII tuooi lum*

REPORT OF RADIO SET ANALYSIS
Ciirirua RADIO tmrutiOH Imici

Service record charts that contri-
bute efficiency to the service busi-
ness by facilitating a check up on

repeat calls.

the indicated voltages when using' a 1.0-mA.
meter.

VOLTAGE
5
10
100
500

RESISTANCE

5000 ohms
10,000 ohms
100,000 ohms
500,000 ohms

Any fraction of full-scale deflection indi-

cates a similar fraction of the full-scale volt-

age. For instance, if the one-milliampere scale

As with the voltmeter arrangement, any
fraction of full-scale deflection indicates a
similar fraction of full-scale current in milli-

amperes. (These current multiplier figures
are based altogether upon a to 1 milliam-
meter having an internal resistance of 27

ohms, the characteristics of the Weston type
301 already recommended. While the voltage-

multiplying resistors will be correct for any
zero to one milliam-

meter, the current
shunts will apply only
to a meter of the
characteristics indi-

cated.)
It should not be

difficult to secure the

proper resistors for

the current shunts.
A simple way is to
secure the winding
from a one- or two-
ohm rheostat, deter-

mine the resistance

of the wire per foot,
and cut off the cor-

rect amount.
A simpler way of

obtaining various
shunts is as follows.

So adjust the circuit

including the milliammeter to a predetermined
value, preferable full-scale deflection. Now
shunt any low-range variable resistor across
the meter and, vary the resistor until any
convenient fraction of the original current is

shown on the meter. Leaving this resistor so
connected, the same fraction will hold true
for any indicated current.

It is obviously possible to arrange a zero
to one milliammeter, by means of suitable
resistors and switches, so that the voltages
and currents generally encountered in radio
testing and servicing can be measured con-
veniently on the one instrument. An arrange-
ment of this type was described by G. F.

Lampkin in RADIO RHOADCAST for June, 1928.
Fig. 1 suggests a neat and convenient method
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RADIO BROADCAST

of mounting and adjusting a combina-

tion volt-milliammeter of this design.

AN INEXPENSIVE TEST SET

R. K. WHEELER, of the Wachstetter

Radio Company and General Radio

Laboratory, of Indianapolis, Ind.,

solves the equipment problem of the

serviceman in a similarly economical

manner. He writes:

"Many excellent suggestions have

been made in reference to radio set

testing and servicing. However, all

have employed comparatively expen-

sive apparatus, and there are, no

doubt, many servicemen, and set own-

ers, who would be glad to have an in-

expensive, reasonably accurate outfit,

such as I have been using for the past

year. The entire test set cost less than

$8.00, and it will do practically every-

thing that the more expensive ones

will do.

"The main item of the test set is

a combination tube tester, milliam-

meter, and two-range voltmeter, Figs.

3 and 4, composed of the following

parts:
One Readrite 0-25 mA. meter
One 2000-ohm resistor, Bradley
One 250-ohm resistor, wire-wound
Four Binding posts
One Wood case, home-mude
One lube base, ux-type

$1.00
.50
.25
.20

.35

$2.30

"This is wired as per diagram, Fig. 3 and

is plugged directly into a receiver to test

tubes. The 06- and 0-50-volt taps are pro-

vided for battery checking and continuity

tests, and are, of course, worthless for power-

pack testing. However, for this purpose an

excellent plug-in meter is made by Beede,

0_3()0-volt range, which shows voltages at

the various sockets and is also a good check

for continuity of the various plate circuits.

This meter is sold at the local Kresge store for

$1.75, and, while readings cannot be made

with an exactness of 2 or 3 volts on account of

the 0-300-volt scale, the writer's meter has

been checked several times with Weston and

Jewell high-resistance meters and found sulh-

ciently accurate for the serviceman's purpose.

"The other item in this kit is a Beede, 0-7.5

a.c. voltmeter, (price $1.00), also plug-in

type, for checking filament voltages at the

socket. This meter has been found accurate

and has been an important item in the writ-

er's kit. As the voltage reading at the filament

is one of the most important considerations,

it was not felt necessary to invest in an 0-150

a.c. voltmeter."

Service Hints on Radiolas

WHEN
receivers are as widely cir-

culated, as the various models made

by the R. C. A., it is logical and in-

evitable that the service problems should

increase in some way proportionate with

their popularity. The serviceman will find it

worth while jotting down this page number

for future reference.

FRANK M. COATES, with the McGraw blec-

fig. 1 A neat and efficient mount-
ing arrangement for a universal

volt-milliammeter.

trie Company, Sioux City, Iowa, has run into

the following interesting cases:

"Probably the most baffling troubles in

radio receivers are those which do not affect

the normal voltages at the tube sockets. The

following are very peculiar and interesting

cases of this nature which I have found in ser-

vice work.
"

1. The antenna lead of a Radiola 18 be-

VVWW-
R

o o

2000
ohms

06V. OiOV.

Fig. 3 Circuit diagram of Mr.
Wheeler's test set costing $2.30.

To Measure To Measure

Volts Current

(A) (B)

fig. 2 (A) An elementary volt-

meter consisting of a low-range
milliammeter with a series resistor.

(B) A low-range milliammeter,
with a series of shunt resistors,

R, can be made to cover a variety of

high-current ranges.

came pinched in such a way that the wire

broke inside the insulation which was intact.

The trouble was located by connecting the

antenna to the volume control where the an-

tenna lead terminates.

"2. On a Radiola 60 it was found that by

moving the oscillator grid resistor the set

would work. Inspection showed that where

the bus wire lead connects to the tube socket

the paint had not been removed, and this in-

sulated the wire from the solder around it.

As the oscillator tube has zero d.c. grid volt

age, a meter test would be useless in this

"3. Another case of intermittent trouble

on the model 60 was an open connection to

the output condenser. The metal tab became

broken under the insulating cover. The

trouble was found by connecting a good
0.5-mfd. condenser across the two termi-

nals of the output condenser.

"4. The most freakish case I have

seen was a power unit that was con-

nected to a light line which was struck

by lightning. The transformer, choke,

and filter condensers were not damaged
but the flexible wiring had the strands

fused into little globules inside the

insulation which was not burned in

the least."

HELP FROM THE G. E. COMPANY

M. G. McCARHOLL, with the Radio

Engineering Department of the Gen-
eral Electric Company at Schenectady

helps the cause along:
I have run across the following

trick faults while trouble shooting radio

receiving sets. One of the commonest
causes of 'no signals' in a Radiola 60,

super-heterodyne, is found in a short

circuit between one of the r.f. coils

and a socket prong. The coils, not being
mounted very rigidly, get pressed over

sometimes so that when the tube is

inserted in the socket there is a con-

tact made between the socket prong and a

terminal lug on the top of the coil. It usually

is the coil located under the sixth socket

from the left end of the set, and sometimes

a person can reach down behind the chassis

and with his fingers move the coil away from

the socket prong without removing the chassis

from the cabinet.

"The hardest case ever encountered of a

loose connection was on a Radiola 60, and

after exhaustive searching, in which every-

thing checked out ok. it turned out to be a

faulty tuning condenser on one of the inter-

mediate-frequency transformers. The screw

holding the plates of this small condenser had

come out and while the set operated fairly

well, the scraping sound of a loose connection

was present with any slight vibration. The
variable condenser tab had to be removed in

order to get the i.f. transformer out of the

chassis for repair, the small defective conden-

ser being located inside the case of the i.f.

transformer.
" Another unusual incident on Radiola 60 s

was a case of extreme fading on local signals.

The volume would go clear down and then

gradually come back to full strength, repeat-

ing this several times a minute. The trouble

was a dirty contact on the potentiometer used

as a volume control. Since the r.f. and i.f.

tubes get their bias through this potentio-

meter it is obvious that when poor contact

occurred with the arm the grids of these tubes

were left free and consequently caused the

fading mentioned above."

DATA FROM N. Y. C. SERVICEMAN

A categorical source of trouble in the Radi-

ola 17 has been located by J. C. YAEGAH, man-

Fig. 4 Constructional details on
another single-meter test set.
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ager. Domestic Radio Service, New York City,
as follows:

"What causes a set. to have 'no volume'
when all the circuits test ok., all the parts
appear to be, and test, in good mechanical
and electrical condition, tubes of known
performance are used, and a power supply
furnishing standard operating voltage is

connected?
"Some R. C. A. 17's suffered from this

trouble last summer in the territory along
the eastern coast states and the cause and
correction is now fairly well known over this

territory. The forms on which the radio-

frequency coils were wound in some cases ab-
sorbed sufficient moisture to cause a high r.f.

loss in the amplifier circuits. The popular
remedy has been to remove the radio-fre-

quency coil assembly and dry it out thor-

oughly in a moderately heated oven, or to

dry it out less quickly by placing the whole
set in a warm dry place, for a few days. In

almost every case, the original performance
has been obtained after this treatment."

This condition will be met with in many
other types of receivers. A simple method of
cure is to increase the plate voltage applied
to the r.f. tubes, feeding it through a by-
passed high-range variable resistor, which
functions as an auxiliary volume and regen-
eration control.

A BAFFLING PROBLEM

A. J. BARRON, radiotrician and electrician

of Shawnee, Okla., hit upon the same trouble

and solves a little less easily:"When you are called on to service a Radiola
17 and give it more volume on weaker sta-

tions and find that all of the tubes test ok.,

you will probably wonder what to do. My
method is to get at the grid suppressors and
unwind 10 or 15 turns of the resistance wire

on them to lower the oscillation point in the

r.f. circuit: it seems that after the r.f. coils

season a while they raise the original oscilla-

tion point and the only remedy is to unwind
some of the resistance wire from the grid sup-

pressors or put in some of a lower resistance."

NOISY RECEPTION

CARLTON W. CROTEAU, of Mount Carmel,
Conn., goes into some detail:

"Being called upon to locate the cause of

considerable noise in a Radiola 30, I soon

found out that it was not interference. Walk-

ing near the receiver would create a terrible

scratch and snap. This naturally sounded
like a loose connection. The receiver was taken

out of the console and checked thoroughly

for loose and poorly soldered connections.
None was found. Taking hold of the catacomb
and holding it perfectly still would stop the
noise. On top of the catacombs are several
screws that keep the bakelite socket assembly
in place. Two or three of these screws were
found to be loose. When these were tightened
the noise disappeared and even pounding
on the receiver with the fist would not pro-
duce the noise.

"A dealer called me in to service two Radiola
18's that oscillated persistently regardless of
where the compensating condensers were set.

Touching the stator plates of the first r.f.

condenser would stop the oscillating and the
stations would tune in normally. By bending
the two outside rotor plates in toward the
stator of the first condenser the trouble was
cured. In the second receiver, however, it

was necessary to add more capacity than
was needed in the first. To add this capacity
it was necessary to take a piece of 0.010" brass
about If" x 2" and fastening it on to the
stator by means of the (2) screws that hold
the stators to the bakelite strin.

"The method is shown in Fig. 5.

"Another Radiola 18 had a case of a short
in the plate circuits of every tube, except the
171A. All plate voltage was at zero value with

This month
"
The Serviceman's

Corner" is inviting contributions on
the use and servicing of relays. Relays,

intelligently applied, should contri-

bute greatly to the convenience and
ease of operation in many radio in-

stallations. The use of relays is by no
means limited to controlling the power-
supply device and trickle charger. The

possibilities of relays suggest them-

selves in all but the most simple in-

stallations in the way of receivers re-

motely controlled, either by hand or

clock. In the more simple arrange-
ments, the relays may be used merely
to turn on and off a receiver, and in

conjunction with phonograph pick-ups;
more elaborate arrangements will con-

trol volume from a distance, while still

more ingenious installations may ef-

fect a certain amount of station selec-

tion by remote control.

THE EDITOR.

Frank M. Coates (right) takes a

day offfrom Radiolas.

the exception of that on the plate of the 171A
which was down to about 100 volts. After

checking for shorted by-pass condensers the
trouble was found to be in the third coil. In

the center of this coil there is a small honey-
comb coil wound with enamelled wire. It is

mounted on a bracket made of brass which
is grounded to the frame. A portion of the wire
had worked its way against the bracket and
was causing the short.

"Receiving nothing but a local station

was the complaint 1 received from a dealer.

The receiver was a Radiola 60. Every circuit

was tested and found to be ok. with one ex-

ception. The oscillator tube did not draw

any plate current. Other tubes were tried

but the results were the same. With the tube
out of the socket the local station came in

with the same volume. After testing various

parts of the oscillator circuit I found the

oscillator series or grid condenser to be leak-

ing. When this condenser was tested it was
found to be passing about 0.1 volt. The re-

placement of this condenser cleared up the

trouble and the receiver was restored to nor-

mal operation." Another Radiola 60 that was intermittent

in operation required considerable time to

locate the cause. This set would play for days

at a time and then suddenly cease. By taking
out most any one of the 227-type tubes and
then inserting it into its socket the set would

again function normally. This was most dis-

couraging as then there was a long wait for

it to stop again. I had taken it out of the cabi-

net by this time and finally it ceased to func-

tion. Then taking a lead pencil and by push-
ing and prying different connections I came
upon the trouble. It was in the third i.f.

Fig. 5 Adding additional capacity
to one section of a Radiola conden-

ser to stabilize the circuit.

transformer. Pushing down on one of the
terminals would start the set. Releasing the

pressure would cause it to stop. It was neces-

sary to remove the transformer from the
chassis and also take it out of the brass case.

A high-resistance connection was found where
one of the fine wires from one of the coils

soldered to a small terminal within the as-

sembly. Soldering this wire remedied tin; dif-

ficulty and after re-assembling the trans-
former the receiver worked normally and has
continued to do so since."

POOR LOCATION

And concluding this little symposium on the
eccentricities of Radiolas, the following comes
to us from Indianapolis, Ind.:

"
I made a service call on complaint of the

owner of a Radiola 28, on account of poor
volume, and no reception of distant stations.

A check was made of tubes and batteries and
;ill were found good. There was nothing in the
set to suggest trouble, and a loud speaker of
known efficiency was substituted, thinking
that perhaps part of the trouble lay in weak
magnets in the original loud speaker, but this

made no difference. As the neighbor next door
was getting excellent reception at that time
on the same model set and loud speaker, the
trouble could not be reasonably be blamed to
the location. Finally I asked the owner where
his furnace was located, and, as I suspected.
he pointed directly below the set. We then
moved the set across the room, and the first

station tuned in was WPG, Atlantic City,with
enough volume to necessitate turning the
volume control back slightly. As the owner
had had the set for several months, with such
poor reception, it is needless to say he was
not only surprised but delighted."

R. K. WHEELER, Wachstetter Radio Com-
pany and General Radio Laboratory.

Items of Interest

*JTTHE_use
of report sheets, describing the

:H electrical characteristics of a receiver, tubes
used, correct voltages, results under average
good conditions, etc. are finding favor among
systematic servicemen. We reproduce else-

where in this department two good sam-
ples of these forms, one used by FRANK T.
CAHR, of Newport, R. I., and the other sup-
plied by the Hickok Electrical Instrument
Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, for use in

conjunction with their test equipment.
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A Recent Technidyne Development

A SELF-SHIELDED RADIO INDUCTANCE

By EMIL REISMAN
Technidyne Corporation

THE
coil described in this article, be-

cause of its self electrostatic shielding
and absence of external magnetic field,

requires no shielding when used in multi-

stage radio-frequency amplifiers. The advan-

tage of this feature may be appreciated bet-

ter when it is understood that heretofore it

has generally been found necessary to care-

fully shield all coils used in radio-frequency
circuits in order to prevent interstage feed-

back. Where such shielding has not been used,
methods of preventing oscillations due to

interstage coupling have been resorted to.

Practically all such methods involve the
introduction of losses in the circuit to such
an extent that oscillations cannot be sus-

tained. While such methods of preventing
parasitic oscillations are effective and quite
easily applied, the loss in efficiency in such a

circuit is qiu'te a serious matter.
To help prevent oscillations caused by in-

terstage coupling, individual shielding of

every radio-frequency stage in the set is

becoming quite a common practice. In addi-

tion to the shields, coils having a fairly small

external electromagnetic field are sometimes
used. Among such coils may be mentioned the

toroid, binocular, and double D. It is found,
however, that even such methods are insuffi-

cient to prevent intercoupling of the various

stages of a multistage amplifier. In spite of

seemingly impregnable shields and windings
having small external fields, it is found that

electromagnetic and electrostatic fields do
link adjacent and even distant stages of the

radio-frequency amplifier; sometimes to such
an extent that oscillations are produced. Many
inductances having so-called "concentrated"
fields are found to have fields which are not
so concentrated. It is also found that shielding
is not always as effective as it looks.

Shielding, even at its best, introduces losses

in the circuits where it is used. As the effect

of shielding depends upon the setting up of

eddy currents in the metal of the shield, the

radio-frequency resistance of the shielded

circuit must necessarily be comparatively
high. High-resistance circuits in a receiving
set make for insensitivity and poor selectivity.

Proof of Immunity

r
|~'HE self-shielded coil described in this

A article is one of the recent developments of

Lester L. Jones, of the Technidyne Corpora-
tion. This coil has no external field to speak of
and hence does not require shielding. The coil

is self shielded electromagnetically and elec-

trostatically, and may be placed in close

proximity to other apparatus and even to
similar coils of the amplifier without dis-

turbing the balance of the system. A set made
by a mid-western manufacturer utilizing self-

shielded coils is perfectly stable and shows no
traces of feedback even though the coils

are all mounted in the same plane and are

placed less than two inches from one another.
This coil is so immune to outside influences

that a heavy band of copper may be wrapped
tightly around the coil, and the ends soldered

together with no detuning effect while the
roil is in a sharply tuned circuit. The losses

introduced under such conditions are prac-
tically negligible. Under similar conditions
all other coils would be completely detuned;
and almost all of the energy dissipated in the

short-circuited copper band.

In Fig. 1 is shown a cross-section view of
the self-shielded coil. It is seen to consist of
an inner coil section, A, and an outer coil

section, B. The coils are so related to each
other that the outer coil, B, forms a magnetic
and electrostatic shield for the inner coil.

Coils A and B are connected in series in

such way that the magnetic fluxes produced
by the coils oppose each other. Such an op-

position
of fluxes is accomplished by having

both coils wound in the same direction and
connected together at the same ends. The free

end of the inner coil is the high-potential end
and would normally go to the grid or other

high-potential part of the apparatus in which
it is used. The free end of the outer coil is the

Many attempts hare been made to

develop coils which require no shielding.
In other words, inductances that have

no external field have occupied the

thought of a number of engineers.
Some coils of this type have been

developed, but in the process other faults
arise which vitiate the advantage of the

small external field. For example, one
such coil that was tested in the Labora-

tory had no means of getting current

into or out of it! The coil described

in this article was invented by Lester

Jones of the Technidyne Corporation.
It is a low-loss, low-external-field coil.

It can be used without shielding.
THE EDITOR.

low-potential or ground end and would be
connected to ground or low-potential part
of the circuit.

In the diagram it may be seen that the

ground end of coil section B overlaps the

high-potential nd of coil section A. This is

done mainly to improve the electrostatic

shielding of the high-potential end of the coil.

The principle of the self-shielded coil is

based upon careful mathematical design. It

has been found that the ratio of the turns
of the inner and outer coils must bear a very
accurate relation to the ratio of the areas of
the two coils. The product of the area and the
number of turns on one coil section must be

equal to the product of the area and number
of turns of the other coil section. When this

condition is realized, the external magnetic
field due to the coil is at a minimum and is

practically zero, because the field produced by
the inner coil section neutralizes the field

produced by the outer coil section. Conversely,
magnetic disturbances in the vicinity of the
self-shielded coil cannot affect the coil because
the voltage induced in the inner coil section

is of the same magnitude and opposed to the

voltage induced in the outer coil section;

therefore, the resultant voltage is zero.

Electrical Design

IN
order to produce the electrostatic shield-

ing of the coil, it is required that the self

inductance of the outer section be equal to

the mutual inductance between both coil sec-

tions. This condition is obtained when the

product of the area and number of turns on

one coil section is equal to the product of
the area and number of turns on the other
coil section. The requirements, therefore, for

maximum electromagnetic and electrostatic

shielding are identical.

In a properly built self-shielded coil a curious
effect will be found to exist. By measurement
it will be found that there is no potential

drop across the outer coil. This may seem ab-
surd to some, but, when it is considered that
the voltage drop across the outer coil due to

its inductance is neutralized by an opposing
voltage induced by the inner coil, it may be
realized that in effect the entire surface of
the outer coil is at one potential. The reason
for the balance of potentials in the outer coil

is that the self inductance of the outer coil

is equal to the mutual inductance between the
inner and outer coils.

To produce self-shielded coils having high
efficiency, the ratio of the area of the winding
of the inner coil and the outer coil should
bear a given relationship.

It has been deter-

mined that for producing coils of greatest

efficiency, the ratio of areas should be about
2, 2.1, and 2.2 for coils having ratios of outer
coil diameter to length of 1.26, 1.58, and 2.1,

respectively. When these area ratios are used,
a high degree of static shielding with low
distributed capacity is obtained in addition
to maximum inductance with minimum radio-

frequency resistance. In order to comply with
these ratio requirements it may be found

necessary to bank wind the inner coil or use a
small size wire. The outer coil section in

most cases will have to be space wound, or
wound with large diameter wire.

The radio-frequency resistance, deter-

mines the efficiency of an inductance at radio

frequencies. The high-frequency resistance of
a coil is due to the combined effects of the
skin effect in the wire of the coil, the d.c. re-

sistance, eddy-current losses, distributed ca-

pacity in the coil, and mutual induction be-

tween the coil and neighboring circuits.

Efficiency of Coil

THE efficiency of the self-shielded coil as

compared to other coils is quite high.
It is superior to other coils having con-
centrated fields, such as the toroid, binocular
or duo-solenoid, and the double-D. The self-

shielded coil is not as efficient as a well-

designed single-layer solenoid, which is per-

haps the most efficient type of inductance in

use. It is, though, far superior to a single-layer
inductance of approximately the same size

when the inductance is
completely

shielded

with copper, and when the shield has about
three times the volume of the coil. (It is

obvious that the efficiency of a copper-shielded
solenoid becomes greater as the size of the
shield is increased, due to the decrease in

eddy-current losses.)
A self-shielded coil having an inductance

of about 125 microhenries has a distributed

capacity of about 5 micromicrofarads. This
is a slightly higher value than that lor a

corresponding single-layer solenoid, but is

lower than that of the metal-shielded solenoid
or the toroid.

It should take but little imagination to real-

ize how wide the range of application of the
self-shielded coil really is. A coil of this type
can be used to great advantage in tuned radio-

frequency circuits, neutrodyne circuits, radio-
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frequency oscillators, and, in fact, in any
type of circuit where it is required that the

coupling between coils and other apparatus
be at a minimum.
Very compact sets may be built incorporat-

ing these coils without being troubled by
excessive oscillation. As stated previously,
self-shielded coils may be placed quite close

to each other and at any desired angle with-
out harmful coupling effects; hence they
are ideal for use in compact sets.

In tuned radio-frequency sets when self-

shielded coils are used, less than the usual
amount of oscillation may be expected. In

fact, such a tuned radio-frequency set when
carefully built will, in many cases, operate
like a neutralized set in that almost complete
freedom from internal oscillation will be ex-

perienced.
Also, as these coils are not susceptible to

outside influences, the individual coils will

not pick up near-by broadcasters as other coils

often do, thereby causing much interference.

Radio-frequency oscillators require that
no energy be radiated by the tuning coils of

the oscillator. Radiated energy will cause
serious interference when radio-frequency
measurements are in progress. Self-shielded

coils will be found to be ideally suited for os-

cillators, because the energy radiated by the
coil is almost (negligible in comparison with
that radiated by the usual type of inductance.

For short-wave work the self-shielded coil

should give very satisfactory results. At short

waves especially, magnetic and static coupling
between coils and other parts becomes very
strong. This is the cause of much of the

energy loss and inefficiency on short waves.

Design Data

THE design of a self-shielded coil will be
found to be more involved than the design

of a single-layer solenoid, but by following
these instructions the experimenter who can
work out the constants of the single-layer coil

will be able to determine the constants of a self-

shielded coil of the desired inductance.
The first step in the design of any induc-

tance coil is to determine the inductance
needed. This may be calculated from a fun-
damental formula much used by radio engi-
neers:

3.55 X IP X C

where L = inductance in microhenries.

X = wavelength in meters.

C = capacity in microfarads.

In this case, where the inductance of a coil

which is to be used with a variable conden-
ser is desired, X is the highest wavelength to

which it is expected to tune, and C is the full-

scale capacity of the condenser. In order to

compensate the effects of distributed capacity
in the coil, and other capacities such as the
tube input capacity, several microhenries

may be deducted from the inductance of the
roil just calculated.

The outer tube diameter should now be de-
cided on. For reasons of economy of space
small diameters may be used, but from the

viewpoint of efficiency a larger coil is pref-
erable. Coils for covering the broadcast
band may have an outside diameter of from
2j inches to 3j inches. The length of the outer
coil winding should be within 1.2 to 2.2 times
its diameter in order to maintain high effi-

ciency.
The dimensions of the inner tube depend

upon the area and length of the outer tube.
As stated previously in this article, the length
of the inner winding should be a little less

than the length of the outer winding. It was
also stated that for high efficiency and good
shielding, the ratio between the areas of the
inner and outer coil windings should be 2
when the outer winding has a ratio of diame-
ter to length of 1.26, 2.1 when the ratio of

diameter to length is 1.58, and 2.2 when the
ratio is 2.1. The diameter of the inner tube
may be calculated easily from the area and
length of the winding.

After determining the dimensions of the
inner coil winding, calculate the number of
turns needed on the inner tube to give about
one third more inductance than desired for

High Potential

/ end

- Ground
end

Fig. 1 Detail of the self-shielded
coil.

the completed coil. For this calculation Na-
goaka's formula may be used. This formula
for the calculation of inductance of solenoids

may be found on page 252 of the Bureau of
Standards Circular No. 74, Radio Instruments
and Measurements.
The number of turns needed on the outer

tube is based on the ratio of the turns and
areas of the inner and outer coil windings.
The following formula gives the number of
turns to be used on the outer winding:

Ni =
A, N 2

Ai

where Ni number of turns on outer tube.
Nj = number of turns on inner tube.
Ai = area of outer winding.
Aa area of inner winding.

After the number of turns on the outer tube
has been determined, calculate by means of

Nagoaka's formula the inductance of the

winding. Subtract the inductance of the outer

winding from that of the inner winding, and
the result is equivalent to the total inductance
of the coil. In the self-shielded coil it is per-
missible to subtract the inductance of one

Inner Winding ^
High

Potential
"

Outer Winding ^

(<--- -

Fig. 2 In the self-shielded coil

the mutual inductance between
the inner and outer coil sections

effectively neutralizes the self in-
ductance of the outer coil; there-

fore, the outer coil is at the same
potential throughout and has no
external magnetic field. For the
same reason the outer section
serves as an excellent electrostatic

shieldfor the inner coil.

winding from the other to obtain the total

inductance, because the inductance of the
outer coil is equal to the mutual inductance.
This may be clearly demonstrated by means
of the formula for the inductance of coils in

series:

Lo = Li + Ls + 2M

where la = total inductance.
Li = inductance of coil No. 1 .

Ls = inductance of coil No. 2.

M = mutual inductance between both coils.

In the self-shielded coil, Li is numerically
equal to M ; and, as M is negative because the
fields of both coils are opposed, therefore, the
formula may be rewritten:

Lo = Li Lj 2Li

Reducing the formula we have

Lo = U L,

This is true only in a properly designed self-

shielded coil.

In order to obtain the desired inductance
for the coil, it may be found necessary to re-

peat the calculations several times, using a
different inductance for the inner winding
each time until the proper inductance for

the entire coil is obtained. It will not be

necessary to make more than three calcula-

tions for a given coil if good judgment is

used.
When the entire inductance has been cal-

culated properly a wire table should be con-

sulted, and the size of wire to be used for the
inner winding decided upon. The wire size

used is limited only by the number of turns
which must be wound within a given space.
The outer winding may be space wound with
No. 18, 20, or 22 wire. To obtain higher
efficiency the coil should be constructed of
litz wire throughout, and the inner winding
bank wound. Extreme care should be taken
that each strand of litz is unbroken, and is

properly soldered at the ends.

Broadcast-Band Coll

THE following data may be used for con-

structing a coil which is to be used in con-

junction with a 0.00055-mfd. condenser for

covering the broadcast wave band:

OUTER COIL SECTION

Diameter
Length of winding
No. of turns
Wire

2 1"
1A"
33
No. 20 double silk covered

INNER COIL SECTION

Diameter
Ijength of winding
No. of turns
Wire

72
No. 32 double silk covered

If instead of winding the inner coil with fine

wire, a heavier wire is used and the coil bank
wound, a higher efficiency will be obtained.
The bank winding should cover the same area
and have the same number of turns as the

winding specified in the above table.
The outer coil should be arranged in respect

to the inner coil section so that it slightly
overlaps the high-voltage end of the inner coil

in order to produce more thorough shield-

ing. Also, the inner coil section must be con-
centric with the outer coil. Both coils must
be wound in the same direction and con-
nected in series at one end as shown in the

diagram.
For coupling purposes a few turns of wire

may be wound over or near the low-voltage
end of the inner coil. When such a winding
is used, the end farthest away from the high-
voltage terminal of the inner coil should be
connected to the plate of the preceding tube
or to the antenna. The other end of the wind-
ing goes to the plate battery or to the ground.
The author leaves the constructional de-

tails of the self-shielded coil to the builder's

judgment. No doubt, many ways will be
devised for fastening the coil sections together,
and for mounting the completed coU.

Unlike other forms of "concentrated-field"
inductances, the self-shielded coil just de-
scribed is unique in that it is electrostatically
shielded, and has an extremely limited mag-
netic field; while other coils having concen-
trated fields are not shielded statically.
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Factors Governing Frequency of Oscillators

OPERATING DATA ON QUARTZ CRYSTALS

THE
manner of obtaining quartz crystals

from the raw quartz has been covered
rather thoroughly in numerous publi-

cations. The article in December, 1928, RADIO
BROADCAST (pages 85-87) by R. C. Hitchcock,

gives valuable data on this subject. The man-
ner of their application to oscillating or trans-

mitting circuits has also been the subject of

several writings. Data on the operating
characteristics of quartz crystals themselves,

however, have not been brought forward so

frequently. One item which is of pressing
interest is the accuracy to which the crystals
can be made to hold their frequency. The
present-day crowding of broadcasting stations,

their wandering from assigned frequencies,

heterodyning of carrier waves, and so on,

make it necessary that the accuracy of crystal
control be determined definitely. A more re-

cent reason is concerned with determination of

the number of practicable channels available

among the short waves.
It is the purpose of this article to record a

few data concerning the operation of crystal

oscillators, including some notes on frequency
variation of crystals. The work was done at

the University of Cincinnati in connection

with the development of a 50-100-meter,

crystal-controlled transmitter for duplex
radiophone communication. The advantages
of single-sideband, or double-sideband, elimi-

nated-carrier transmission over ordinary
transmission are several, including power
saving, duplexing, more uniform reception,
and so on. Either system requires reintroduc-

tion of the carrier at the receiver. In the case

of single-sideband transmission, the carrier,

which is replaced at the receiver, must be
within some 50 cycles of the carrier frequency
which was suppressed at the transmitter; in

double-sideband transmission, the carrier

must be replaced within 1 or 2 cycles, in order

that reception may be reasonably intelligible.

For a single-frequency radiotelephone system
using one of the above types of transmission,
each station would require a matched crystal
both to control the transmitter frequency
and to supply the carrier at the receiving end.

Successful operation of such a system, of

course, is dependent on the constancy of fre-

quency from the matched crystals.

Types of Short-Wave Crystals

T^HE data given below are not particularly
A comprehensive for one thing, they cover

only a restricted wavelength range but they
will serve to indicate what may be expected
in crystal operation, and may stimulate other

investigations. In order that better com-

parison, or judgment, may be made of the

results, brief descriptions of the apparatus
and methods used in measurement will be

given.

By G. F. LAMPKIN

The usual method of cutting a blank from
the raw quartz yields a slab whose surfaces
are perpendicular to one of the prismatic
faces of the crystal. This section is shown at

(A) in Fig. 3. An alternative method is to cut a
slab parallel to a face of the prism, as at (B).
A crystal cut in the first method has a wave-
length constant of 104 meters per millimeter

thickness; or, in everyday units, 2.64 meters

It is commonly thought that a prop-

erly cut slab of quartz crystal will hold

an oscillating tube to the exact desired

frequency regardless of the mounting,

plate and filament voltages, and other

tube variables. Mr. Lampkin shows
how these factors, as well as pressure
on the crystal, temperature, etc. in-

fluence the frequency generated by the

quartz-controlled transmitter.

THE EDITOR.

per thousandth inch of thickness. The parallel-
cut crystal has a fundamental wavelength of

3.87 times thickness in thousandths of an
inch. Apparently any slab cut at an inter-

mediate angle between the two above will also

oscillate. Wavelength constant, temperature
coefficient of frequency, and magnitude of

fundamental and harmonic radio-frequency

outputs, are quantities, among others, that

vary with the angle of cutting. However, only
crystals from the parallel- and perpendicular-
cut slabs were ground and measured. In the
table of Fig. 3 are listed some of the crystals
that were completed. It may be seen that the

wavelength constant varied from 2.59 to 2.66

in the one case, and from 3.85 to 3.89 in the
other. For any given wavelength, the parallel-
cut section produces a crystal that is thinner

than the corresponding perpendicular-cut

crystal.
The blanks were sliced from the raw quartz

by a muck saw of 0.022" steel, 6" in diameter,
motor-driven at 300 or 400 r.p.m., and fed

with No. 90 carborundum and water. The
finishing grinding was done by hand on a cast-

iron plate with No. 200 carborundum and
water. The surfaces of the crystal were not

polished smooth, but had the appearance of

ground glass.
Some of the crystals, particularly No. 1 and

one of the 159-meter matched crystals, oscil-

lated strongly when the two surfaces lacked as

much as 1 or 1.5 thousandths inch of being

parallel. As a rule, however, the tolerance was

only one or two ten thousandths of an inch.

Crystal No. 5 was surfaced closer than could

be measured on the micrometers and would
not oscillate; then putting a smooth, rounded
bevel on all the edges brought it into strong
oscillation. Crystal No. 6 would not oscillate

at all unless its temperature was within a cer-

tain critical range. When a hot soldering iron

was placed under the crystal holder, oscil-

lations began and their strength, as shown by
a vacuum-tube voltmeter, increased as the

temperature of the crystal went up; they

passed through a maximum, and then de-

creased with further increase of temperature.
When the soldering iron was removed, the

oscillations again rose to a maximum as the

crystal cooled through the critical tempera-
ture, and then dropped off.

Harmonic Operation

fRYSTAI^CONTROLLED transmitters
vJ whose outputs are much below 80 meters

usually operate on a harmonic of the crystal.

Crystals whose fundamentals are less than 80
meters become too thin to handle conven-

iently. In grinding, if the surfaces of a 160-
meter crystal must be parallel within a ten
thousandth inch, the tolerance for an 80-
meter crystal is only five hundred thousandths
inch. An 80-meter crystal is thin enough that

pressure on one spot in grinding will hollow
out that part more than the surrounding sur-
face the crystal actually gives and bends.
A crystal with a 40-meter fundamental is very
fragile, being no thicker than a heavy piece of

paper. These disadvantages of the short-wave

crystals do not work extreme hardships,
however. It is feasible, and comparatively
easy, to employ the harmonics of 100-
to 200-meter crystals to produce crystal-
controlled outputs from 100 meters down.
The usual method is to impress the output of
the crystal oscillator on a heavily biased

radio-frequency ampliiier, and to tune the

amplifier output to a harmonic of the crystal

Ordinarily the second harmonic is picked out,
so that the tube works as a combined ampli-
fier and frequency doubler. The process is re-

peated,
if necessary, until the desired wave-

length of output is secured.

In order to determine what strength of
harmonics could be obtained directly from the

crystal oscillator, the circuit of Fig. 1 was set

up. It may be seen to be the usual hook-up
except forthe extra tuned circuit in the output.
A 112-type tube with plate voltage at 200 and
filament voltage at 5 was the oscillator tube.
Other dimensions are included in the figure.

Trap circuit, LiCi, was tuned to the funda-
mental of the crystal. To measure the magni-
tude of radio-frequency voltage across this

circuit, LzC 2 was shorted out. A vacuum-tube
voltmeter was connected across LiCi, and for

each setting of the condenser the voltage was
read. This voltage, of course, was at the
fundamental wave of the crystal, or 159
meters. The values, plotted against dial read-

ing, are given in Fig. 5, curve EI. As the reso-

nant wave of the tank circuit, LiCi, ap-

proached the fundamental of the crystal, from

below, the magnitude of radio-frequency volt-

age increased steadily, until, just as the tuned
circuit passed the crystal wave, the oscil-

lations broke sharply. Maximum strength of

fundamental radio-frequency voltage output
was obtained just before the crystal ceased

operating.
To measure the harmonic voltages, the

short on tank circuit, LjCj, was removed and
the vacuum-tube voltmeter was connected
across it. Circuit LiCi was kept tuned to the

Fig. 2
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Practical Talks to Service Workers II
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ROUTINE TESTING OF FILAMENT CIRCUITS

THE
chart which is

reproduced
as part

of this article describes a method of

testing the continuity of filament cir-

cuits in radio receivers. It does not apply to

any particular make or model of receiver, but
is intended only to apply to the three com-

monly used types of filament circuit. It does
not pretend to contain all of the tests which

may be necessary on a given receiver, but
was designed to serve as a guide in developing
an

orderly, thorough, and rapid system of

testing. There may be variations of the order

given which will save more time. It is certain

that precisely the same order cannot always
be followed, because there is such wide varia-

tion of physical construction of receivers in

use to-day. The important thing is that some

carefully designed order of testing must be
used consistently in order to gain at once the
two-fold advantage of thoroughness and ra-

pidity.

Socket Trouble

QTARTING at the sockets, it is always wellO to ascertain visually the state of cleanli-

ness, or dirtiness, of the socket prongs before

inserting the diagnoser plug for testing. If

they are not bright over the area in which
contact is made with the tube prongs, they
should always be cleaned before going farther.

Many a no-charge call has been the result of
failure to perform this simple operation, a
fact especially true when servicing old sets

with open, flat-prong sockets. Fortunately, it

is less prevalent with the newer types of
socket. In the old types, scraping the prongs
with the end of a screw-driver is the easiest

and quickest method of cleaning them, after

which process it is usually advisable to bend
them upward to insure proper tension.

With the newer type of construction which
does not readily permit visual inspection of
the socket prongs, moving the top of the

tube, in any socket, along the circumference
of a small circle will produce noise from the
loud speaker if the contacts are not clean and
tight. That test may have to be deferred be-

cause of other troubles, but it should always
be made. Such socket prongs may be cleaned
from the top by the use of a piece of No. 14

solid antenna wire, bent over slightly at the

end and sharpened, somewhat like an auto-
mobile carbon scraper. If the tension of the

prongs has become insufficient, it usually can
be remedied only from underneath the tube

panel. However, the type of prong that is

used in the Radiola 25 and other models

may be tightened up from above with
a special tool provided by RCA for that

purpose. (Some servicemen always carry a

crotchet needle in their kit as this may some-
times be used as a tool for the repair of sockets
from above. Editor.)

By JOHN S. DUNHAM
QRV Radio Service, Inc.

Continuity Tests

WITH the diagnoser plugged into a

socket, if filament voltage is not ob-

tained, the next place back along the line of

supply which can be tested readily is usually
the terminal strip of the set. If filament volt-

age is obtained there, it establishes the con-

tinuity of the remainder of that supply cir-

cuit, and at the same time narrows down the

One of the primary interests of radio

dealers who write us about servic-

ing seems to lie in determining the

best methods of going about service

problems in general. In the April
RADIO BROADCAST, Mr. Dunham
wrote the first of a series of articles on
routine testing of radio sets. This was
most favorably received and this article

which deals with routine tests of the

receiver in the customer's home pre-
sents some interesting thoughts on
routine tests for filament circuits. The
table at the end of the article should be

especially useful.
THE EDITOR.

On every service call the battery
terminals should be carefully ex-

amined.

search for trouble to that portion of the cir-

cuit which lies between the terminal strip
and the socket prongs. Each of the two legs
of that portion may then be analyzed separ-
ately. Speaking of a parallel d.c. circuit, for

example, if voltage is obtained by testing
from the negative strip terminal to the posi-
tive socket prong, the continuity of the posi-
tive leg of the circuit is established, thus
further narrowing the search down to the

negative leg. If the filament-control rheostat
is in that leg, testing for voltage from the

positive strip
terminal to the rheostat will

determine whether the trouble is there, be-
tween there and the strip, or between there
and the socket. When the open has been
located definitely in a small portion of a cir-

cuit by such an orderly process of elimination
of other parts of the circuit, then in most
cases it may be found quickly by visual ex-

amination.
When the trouble is not a complete open,

but is a partial break or a resistive contact,
as indicated by low voltage, or fluctuation of

voltage, at the socket, but with steady voltage
of the proper value appearing at the terminal

strip, the parts of the circuit in which the
trouble does not exist may be eliminated by
the same process. Then, if visual examination
does not disclose the fault, it may be found

by watching the voltage across the tube in

the diagnoser socket, with the diagnoser plug
in the set socket, while vigorously moving
and pulling the particular length of wire to
which the trouble has been traced.

Rheostats are the most common source of
noise and fluctuation of voltage in d.c. fila-

ment circuits, as are any continuously vari-

able resistors in any receiver circuit. If turn-

ing a filament rheostat whether it be the
common control for all tubes, or simply used
as a volume control affecting only a few
tubes produces noise from the loud speaker,
that rheostat should be thoroughly cleaned.

Fine sandpaper is the best thing with which
to clean the contact arm and the surface of

the resistance wire on which it rides. If it

cannot be reached easily to use sandpaper,
in those sets which are designed without ap-

parent thought to the difficulties of servicing

them, a pipe-cleaner, dipped in alcohol, will

sometimes suffice. If cleaning the end of the

arm and the surface on which it makes slid-

ing contact does not entirely eliminate the

noise, then the rheostat should be dismantled
and the sliding contact which connects the

shaft to one terminal lug of the rheostat

should be thoroughly cleaned, as well as the

stationary part of that contact. Oil should

never be used on the shaft bearings of a rheo-

stat, for oil happens to be an insulator, a fact

which seems to be ignored by a good many
servicemen who ought to know it. There is

one exception to the statement that oil should

not be used on rheostat bearings. There is

one manufacturer of rheostats in the United
States (there may be a few others, but the
author has never seen their product) who
makes rheostats with a pigtail connection
from the shaft to the terminal. Oil may be

judiciously used on the bearing of that most
excellent job. If you have not guessed it, the

name of the wise manufacturer mentioned is

the Yaxley Mfg. Co. Long may they prosper!
Still using the battery-operated set as an

example, if proper voltage is not obtained
at the terminal strip, the next logical test

point is the terminals of the A battery. If

normal voltage appears there, it is obvious
that the trouble exists between that point
and the set terminals. If no voltage at all is

obtained at the set terminals, one of the two
filament leads in the cable must be broken at
some point. The continuity of the positive
one may be determined by a voltage test from
its terminal strip end to the negative battery
terminal, and that of the negative lead from
its terminal strip end to the positive battery
terminal.

Corrosion on Terminals

IF
THE more usual trouble of slightly fluc-

tuating voltage at the terminal strip is ob-
served, the most probable cause is corrosion
on the battery terminals, creating a varying
resistive contact between them and the
cable lugs or clips. On every service call, the

storage-battery terminals should be examined
carefully, and if the contact is not perfect
they should be thoroughly cleaned and thickly
coated with vaseline. Also, if battery clips
are not being used, or if those used are small
and have weak springs, then large clips with

very strong springs should always be put on.
Failure to do those things is another prolific
cause of no-charge calls and dissatisfied cus-
tomers.

Oil should never be used on the
shaft bearings of a rheostat for oil

happens to be an insulator.
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A few words about lead-cell storage batter-

ies may not be amiss at this point. A voltage

reading taken across the terminals of such a

battery without the set load is valueless for

the practical purpose of determining its con-

dition and state of charge. The no-load volt-

age may be high, but the voltage with even

the small load of the tube filaments may be

very low. Neither is a voltage reading under

that load a sufficient indication of the state

of charge. The change of terminal voltage,

even under normal load, is not a linear func-

tion of the change in ampere-hour capacity.

During discharge, for example, the voltage
curve is only a gradual slope downward until

After thefault has been localized it

may befound by watching the volt-

age across the tube in the diagnoser
socket, with the diagnoser plug in

the set socket, while vigorously
moving and pulling the particular
wires to which the trouble has been

traced.

nearly the end of the discharge, when it finally

begins to fall rapidly. It is possible for the

terminal voltage to be high enough to supply
five volts at the tubes when the battery is

more than three-quarters discharged and,

therefore, in need of recharging.
Likewise, a hydrometer reading alone is

not a sufficient indication of the condition of

a battery. A cell may be reversed, or contain

damaged or shorted plates without giving any
indication of that condition by the specific

gravity of its electrolyte. Therefore, a volt-

age test under the set load should be made
and the state of charge should also be deter-

mined, either by measuring the specific grav-

ity of the solution with a hydrometer, or by
employing one of the various ammeters put
on the market for that purpose which place
a comparatively heavy load across the cell

and measure the current on a scale which is

roughly calibrated to show the approximate
state of charge. The latter is preferable for

the practicing serviceman. While not as ac-

curate as the hydrometer, it is sufficiently so,

and it is more compact, does not break easily,

and cannot drip acid solution.

Trickle Chargers

WHEN a trickle charger is used, its rate of

charge should always be measured by in-

serting the one-ampere range of the diagnoser
ammeter in series with one of the leads be-

tween the charger and the battery. If the

rate is adjustable, a good deal of possible
future trouble can be avoided by adjusting
it to approximately the rate which is needed
for that particular set. Careful questioning
will usually extract from the customer a

fairly good estimate of the average number of

hours the set is used daily. If he is not home
to be questioned, and in the absence of other

evidence, an average of four hours is a safe

assumption. Multiplying that figure by the

current drain of the tubes gives the number
of ampere-hours taken from the battery every

twenty-four hours. Dividing that figure by
the remaining hours of each twenty-four,

during which the battery is being charged,

gives the rate of charge needed to replace the

same number of ampere-hours. That figure

plus 30 per cent, is the rate to which the

charger should be adjusted. The computation
may be expressed in the following formula:

hours of drain X drain in amperes

If the charger is adjustable in steps instead

of continuously, it is better to use the rate

which is a little higher, instead of the one
which is a little lower than the desired rate.

If the rectifier is one of the wet types, and
does not give the output which is necessary,
the only reasonable remedy is to throw out the

inexcusable thing and substitute for it a good
dry rectifier replacement unit, such as Elkon
or Kuprox, made especially for that particu-
lar charger. Dry rectifiers do not, of course,
last forever because it they were made that

way the manufacturers' future replacement
market would not exist but at least they
may be replaced, when exhausted, by others

of the same make and type without causing
the serviceman that feeling of guilt which
he has when he supplies any accessory or part
which he knows to be inferior. A similar dry-

type is also made to replace Tungars, and is

preferable because of its economy in opera-
tion and life, and its quietness.

Charger Connections

IT
IS rather important to remember that

the positive terminal of the charger must be
connected to the positive terminal of the

battery. If that order is reversed the battery
will be discharged rapidly, and then very
slowly charged again in the opposite direction,

a process which materially shortens the life

of both the battery and the charger. When a

storage battery using a trickle is found to be

fully discharged, or partially or fully charged
with the polarity reversed, it is well to be sure

of that point. The foregoing would seem to

be information of the kindergarden variety,
but the number of times QRV servicemen

have discovered exactly the described state

of affairs is amazing. When the condition is

found, the only remedy is to have the battery
sent to a battery service station for proper
recharging.
When an ammeter test does not show any

output, or an intermittent output from a

trickle charger, a very probable place of

trouble is at the points of the relay. Those

points are slightly burned by sparking each

time contact is broken, and, therefore, re-

quire cleaning occasionally. A very few strokes

with fine sandpaper or a very fine file, held

flat against the points by closing them against

it, will suffice to clean them properly. The
relay switch arms can get out of adjustment,
so that they do not close firmly in one or

the other direction, and may need bending
back into their original shape. The spring

against which the switch arms work may
gradually lose its tension and require short-

ening. The tension should be adjusted so

that good firm contact is made to close the

charging circuit, but still light enough to per-

mit the arms to be pulled sharply, and field

and ground leads, between the set and the

lightning arrestor, before the charger is con-

nected to the line. This is also essential when
installing d.c. sets, with the exception that

the manufacturer usually takes care of put-
ting a suitable capacity in the ground lead,

within the set or power pack. If there is none
for the antenna within the set, then it can
be connected externally by the installer. Ob-
servance of that rule will avoid the evapora-
tion of relay switch points, parts of primaries
of antenna input transformers (in the event
of a grounded antenna or shorted lightning

arrestor), parts of tube filaments, and light-

ing circuit fuses, at a cost which is compara-

hours of charge
+ 30% = charging

rate.

In series-filament circuits much
time may be saved by testing the

continuity of each tube filament
separately with a C battery.

firmly, against the opposite points when the

magnet is energized.
We have spoken so far only of a.c. trickle

chargers. There is no difference in method of

testing or connection where d.c. is the supply,
but there is one caution about such equip-
ment which is important. Whenever a d.c.

trickle charger is installed, fixed condensers

of any convenient value larger than 0.001

mfd. should always be put in both antenna

A common cause of "dead" d.c.-

powered receivers is ignorance on
the part of the housemaid concern-

ing the manner in which the plug
should be placed in the wall socket.

tively low. If you don't know the reason for

those possibilities, draw a circuit diagram
starting at the line, going through the relay,

charger and battery to the filaments, show-

ing the antenna-ground system with its con-

nection to the filaments, remembering that

either side of the line may be grounded and

that, when the relay switch is in the charging

position the points do not open until after

the set has been turned on at the filament

switch. The same situation exists with a set

operated from the d.c.
line_.

Perhaps some enterprising manufacturer
will put a variable-rate d.c. trickle charger
on the market before battery-operated re-

ceivers become obsolete. Until that time, in

cases where the rate of the present manufac-
tured article is not reasonably near that re-

quired, and where the battery and charging

equipment can be kept entirely out of

sight, a good substitute for it is a porcelain

lamp socket screwed to a wooden base, into

which may be put a size of lamp which has

approximately the right resistance to give
the desired rate. Then, if it becomes necessary
to change that rate, a different size of lamp
may be substituted easily.

Series Filament Circuits

rpHE testing of series d.c. filament circuits

_L is just as easy and may be done just as

quickly as the testing of parallel circuits, if

a logical routine is followed, When the tubes

are not paralleled with resistances, there is

but a single series circuit extending from one
filament terminal on the strip to the other

filament terminal, and consisting of alternate

sections of tube filaments and single wires

connecting those filaments, like a string of

sausages. There may also be a section atone
end consisting of a rheostat. Testing for volt-

age from the negative end (negative terminal

on the strip) first to the positive end, and then

successively to each joint between sections,

will quickly disclose the point at which the

open occurred.

While it would be just as effective to use

the positive end as the point in the circuit

from which to start testing, it saves tune to

get into the habit of always starting at the

same point, and the negative end is preferable
as the base of operations for all circuit tests,

except when testing a.c. circuits which ob-

viously have no polarity to an a.c. meter.

It is, of course, necessary to keep the tubes
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in the sockets when testing such single series

circuits, and get at the contacts elsewhere.
If the construction of the set is such that
the socket contacts cannot be reached from
above the panel when the tubes are in the

sockets, time may be saved by testing the

continuity of each tube filament separately
with a C battery. If none of the tubes is

open, then, to get at the socket contacts be-

fore removing the chassis from the cabinet,
a piece of stiff wire bent into U shape may be
substituted successively for each tube by
inserting it across the filament prongs of
each socket. After testing at one socket, the
tube should be replaced in that socket, and the
wire moved to the next socket to permit test

there.

Radiola 28 Circuit

WHEN each tube in a series arrangement is

paralleled with a resistance, such as in the
Radiola 28 when operated from the 104 loud

speaker, there are two series circuits which
are parallel to each other throughout the

length of the filament circuit, and are con-
nected to each other between each tube. It

should, therefore, be tested for continuity
with the tubes out, but otherwise in the same
order used when testing a single series cir-

cuit. As the continuity of the part of the
whole circuit across which a tube filament is

connected does not depend solely upon that

tube, but depends also upon the parallel

resistance, the opening of one filament is

self evident because the others do not there-

by go out. Similarly, if one section of the re-

sistance opens, but the tube across it does not,
the continuity of the whole circuit remains

unbroken. In that particular case the tube
filament will be carrying very nearly the cur-

rent which was divided between it and the re-

sistance section before the latter opened, so

that it will be burning with abnormal bril-

liancy, a fact which is usually evident visually
and hence removes the necessity for contin-

uity testing.

Special Cases

IN
SOME sets a series-parallel arrangement

of tubes is employed. That is, in a set using
six tubes, for example, there will be two series

circuits containing three tubes in each, and
the two circuits connected in parallel across

the supply. Continuity testing of each of

those circuits may then be done separately.
That type of filament circuit is sometimes used
in set.s operated from a d.c. lighting supply.
The serviceman should be very careful to
refrain from changing tubes in that type with
the power switch on, unless he is familiar

enough with the circuit diagram of that par-
ticular model to know that it can be done
without damaging other tubes. In some
models there is but a single resistance used
to drop the line voltage down to the voltage
required for the two filament circuits. In such

atrociously designed jobs, if one of the fila-

ment circuits is opened by removing a tube,
or in any other way with the power on, the
current drain is halved, the IR drop across

the single resistance decreases, thus increas-

ing the voltage across the remaining filament

circuit. That increase of voltage in turn in-

creases the current through the filaments,re-

sulting in paralysis of all of them and often

the burning out of one of them.
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THE USE OF A BRIDGE

May 1929

'T'HE usual method of measuring the inductance of
a coil is to compare it with a coil whose inductance

is known either having been calculated, or com-
pared to some other standard. One method by
which this comparison may take place is indicated
in "Home-Study Sheet" No. 15. Another, and more
often used method, is to employ a Wheatstone
bridge by which the unknown inductance, or capac-
ity, may be compared directly to a known induc-
tance or capacity.
Such a bridge may be a simple affair, like the one

illustrated in this "Home-Study Sheet," or it may
be much more complicated and costly.
As this piece of apparatus probably has a more

Fig. 1 Connectionsfor a simple
slide-wire bridge.

varied field of usefulness than any other single piece
of equipment in the laboratory, the experimenter
will be well repaid for any effort expended in its

construction.
The simplest form and one with which a great

deal of practical work may be done is the slide-wire

bridge a type that is greatly improved by the
use of a wire of one of the modern high-resistance
alloys, such as number 36 nichrome, which has a
resistance of about 25 ohms per foot.

The reader is doubtless familiar with the con-
nections as set forth in Fig. 1, in which condenser
C is being compared with condenser c. the relation

C R
being expressed by the simple proportion =

It is, of course, unnecessary to know the absolute
values of R and r. If, for example, the scale has 300
uniform divisions, and the sound in the telephone
receiver vanishes at a point on the wire 100 divisions

R 200
from the left, the = or 2, which tells us that

the capacity of C is twice that of c.

Practical work may be done by using about two
feet of the wire referred to above, stretching it be-
tween metal connecting blocks and providing a

paper scale. If the scale has twenty divisions to the
inch, under proper conditions, it should be readily
possible to read to the nearest division, which means
a possible accuracy of a fraction of 1 per cent.
Those who have had some experience in lettering

and drafting will have no difficulty in producing
an accurate and professional-looking scale. Procure
a piece of durable and smooth-surfaced card. Mark
out the lines for the scale, but do not cut off the
required strip until the work is complete. To sub-
divide, use a steel rule, holding it on edge and run-
ning the sharp point of a hard pencil down each en-
graved division line. This procedure will result in
a series of fine dots, more accurately spaced in this
mechanical manner than could possibly be done
were the pencil point directed by the eye. A straight
edge may now be placed parallel to the length of
the scale, and, by using a small triangle against it,

just as a T square is used against the edge of a draw-
ing board, the division lines may be drawn in readily
with a right-line pen and waterproof drawing ink.
When the numerals have been lettered, the sr;ilr

may be given a coat of transparent radio varnish or

lacquer.
The chances of error due to inequalities in the

wire, which are never very serious, can be reduced
greatly by dividing the wire into two equal parts as
shown in Fig. 2. When a reading has been taken,
connections A and B may be reversed and another
reading taken. If the two results differ materially,
one or both wires should be replaced. When ap-
proximately the same reading is obtained on either

side, it is evident that a mean between the two will

be quite accurate.
For the measurement of resistance where induc-

tance is also involved, as in the case of a coil, direct

current must be employed, and a galvanometer
used to locate the zero point on the slide-wire.
For capaei ty rneasuremen ts, al terna ting curren t

is required and should also be used for non-inductive
resistance determinations (e.g., grid leaks), as the

telephone receiver is much more sensitive and more
convenient than the usual galvanometer. For
practical work a very satisfactory source of alter-

nating current is a fairly high-pitched buzzer. In
Fig. 1 the bridge wire is connected across the two
contact points. Another method is to connect it

directly across the buzzer coil, and sometimes the

bridge, battery, and buz/er are all placed in series.

For any given buzzer the best plan may be deter-
mined by using the bridge to compare two variable
air condensers, preferably of the same make or

type. The buzzer connection that results in most
completely eliminating all residual sound from the

telephone receiver when the bridge is balanced is

the best. Make the test in a quiet room at different

adjustments of the buzzer tone and at different

points on the slide-wire.
It is very important to have a buzzer that will

produce practically no residual sound under the

foregoing conditions, as it enables one to identify
defective condensers. If one of the air condensers
referred to is replaced with a small fixed condenser
which may have a poor dielectric, the sound in the
telephone receiver cannot be made to disappear
completely when the bridge is balanced, and the
amount of this residual sound is a measure of the

quality of the dielectric. The faint note that re-
mains in the telephone receiver is simply due to
what is termed phase difference. This may be made
clear by referring to the mechanical analogy illus-

trated in Fig. 2. "Home-Study Sheet" No. 19, in
connection with which it was pointed out that the

spring had its maximum velocity at the moment
when it was free from all stress, and that the stress
was at a maximum when the velocity was zero.

Representing the complete cycle of the spring, one
extension and one compression, as 360, it will bo
evident that velocity and stress are 90 out of

phase. Similarly, in a perfect air condenser, the

voltage and current are said to differ 90 in phase.
In the mechanical analogy a perfect spring is as-
sumed one that responds instantly to any differ-

ence in pressure. If, however, the spring were made
of a sluggish or faulty material that required a little

time to conform to the pressure, the phase difference
would no longer be exactly 90 . Similarly, with a
poor dielectric, the phase difference is not precisely
90, as it is in a perfect air condenser. When a con-
denser with a poor dielectric is balanced against an
air condenser, the bridge will determine the point
at which the opposing voltages balance, but as the

phase of the current on one side is not exactly the
same as on the other side, there will be a slight but
unavoidable flow of current. After the experimenter
has become familiar with the action of his bridge,
he will be surprised to note the marked differences
in fixed condensers, not only in regard to the quality
of the dielectric, but also as to their stated capaci-
ties.

Fig. 3 illustrates a slide-wire bridge which, though
it may be somewhat more elaborate than the
reader may care to construct, will be described

briefly, as certain features may prove suggestive.
It is built on a strip of wood ;" thick, 3" wide, and
21" long. On one end is a buzzer and on the other
a galvanometer. One or two dry cells are used, and,
by throwing the six-arm swi tch , the telephone
receiver and buzzer are disconnected and the gal-
vanometer and battery are connected directly to
the slide-wire.
The slide-wire is in two sections, which are con-

nected through two brass blocks and a taper plug.
By removing this plug, two large equal and non-
inductive resistances may be placed across the

binding posts indicated at R-R, thus greatly in-

creasing the resistance of the bridge at the 1:1 ratio.

This ratio is
very generally used in measuring

capacities within the range of a calibrated variable
condenser, the balance being accomplished by vary-
ing the latter. The use of the high resistance in the
two arms adds greatly to the sensitivity of the
bridge.
At the two free ends of the slide-wire is a switch,

which reverses the arms of the bridge, so that a
mean of two readings may be used.
The movable contact should have a fine point

and be mounted in an insulating handle, and is

connected through a flexible conductor to a small
binding post at A, which is in connection with a
small switch arm. When the bridge is being used at
the 1:1 ratio, this switch is placed on the inner
contact point, which makes the desired connection
to the mid-point permanent.
At B, provision is made for throwing in a high

resistance in the lead to the galvanometer in order
tha t the deflections will not be violent while attempt-
ing to find the point of balance. When this has been
determined approximately, this resistance may be
switched out. A piece of card heavily coated with
pencil lead will answer and may be slipped readily
under a pair of spring clips.
The wiring is all done on the underside, appro-

priate grooves being cut for the necessary leads.
These should not be larger than No. 22 or 24 wire,
except for the two short connections between the
reversing switch at the end of the slide-wires and
the two binding posts, which connections should
be made with No. 14 or 16 wire in order that no
extra resistance will be interposed beyond the points
where the current divides.
The galvanometer used will be referred to later

when the subject of galvanometers is taken up,
and the necessary resistance units will be considered
in a separate "Home-Study Sheet."

Using (he Bridge

In practice one lead of the unknown capacity,
inductance, or resistance is attached to the binding

post X, one lead of the standard to which this un-
known is being compared is connected to the post

AQ-
B D-

Fig. 2 A double slide-wire tends
to eliminate error.

Y, and the remaining two leads are both attached
to the post to the right of these two posts. Then the
slider is moved until silence is secured in the head
phones it may be necessary to use an audio am-
plifier between the phones and the bridge if the
room is noisy the value of the unknown resistance
or inductance is equal to the standard times the
ratio of the two resistances, thus,

Li = Ly X R/r and Rx = Ry X R/r
but if two capacities are being compared, the ratio
of the resistances (the lengths of the slide wire on
either side of the slider) must be inverted; thus

Cx = Cy r/H
because the larger the capacity the smaller its

reactance.

Fig. 3 Diagram of a reiwrsible .slide-trire bridge which may be used with either direct or alternating current.
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RADIO-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS

A RADIO-FREQUENCY amplifier consists of a
** tube and some means for connecting that
tube to an output circuit. In this

**

Home-Study
Sheet" we) shall learn how to design a [single
stage of radio-frequency amplification.
The circuit diagram of such a stage is shown in

Fig. 1. Evidently there are several variable factors.

We can use a low- or high-mu tube; the number of
turns on the secondary, the size of the tuning
condenser, the number of primary turns, and the

coupling to the secondary are all variable and at the
control of the designer.

Tuning Capacity

The size of the tuning condenser and the secon-

dary inductance are related definitely to the

frequency band to be covered. The present broad-
casting band covers a range of from 200 to 550
meters, or about three to one. If the wavelength
varies as the square root of the tuning condenser
capacity, what range in capacity must be available
to tune from 200 to 550 meters? As shown in

" Home
Study Sheet" No. 19 the wavelength is proportional
to the square root of the product of L and C. That

is, 600 meters = 1.884 j/LCi and 200 meters =1.884

I/LC2 where the two values of C (in mmfd.) are
the capacities required to tune the fixed inductance
(in [Ah) to 200 and 600 meters. Dividing one equation

by the other we get 3 VS or 9 =
T=T which

states that the capacity for 600 meters must be 9
times the capacity for 200 meters.
This is the first design problem.

We must be able
to use a condenser that has a capacity ratio of at
least 9 to 1. If the maximum capacity is 0.00035
mfd., the minimum must not be greater than
0.000039. Because of (a) the input capacity of the

tube, (b) the capacity of leads to the coil and to the
tube, and (c) the distributed capacity of the coil

to which the condenser is attached, all of which are in

parallel with the condenser, the minimum capacity
of the condenser must be less than this amount by
at least 30 mmfd., or it must be as small as 9 or 10
mmfd. If it is larger, or if the distributed capacity
of the coil is high, the lower wavelengths cannot be
reached.
A large-diameter coil with large wire closely

wound will have a large distributed capacity. This
is one reason why commercial manufacturers use
small coils wound with fine wire carefully spared.
A short single-layer solenoid has a distributed

capacity in mmfd. nearly equal to 7 per cent, of
its circumference in centimeters. (Breit, Physical
Review, Aug. 1921.)

Secondary Inductance

The greatest percentage of the amplification
factor of a tube will be obtained when the load into
which it works is high. The effective resistance of
a coil-<x>ndenser combination at resonance (see

"Home-Study Sheet" No. 12) is equal to
Uu= L

Reff = -- =
-j^r-r Cr

Where L is the inductance of the coil

<> is 6.28 times the frequency
ris the series high-frequency resistance of the

coil.

This shows that the effective resistance, which is

the load presented to the tube, increases as the

square of the inductance, and so if we can keep
the resistance of the coil fairly low, a large induc-
tance is better than a small one.
The selectivity, S, of such a tuned circuit is

proportional to Lco/r, and the width of the resonance

curve, at a point where the response is 0.707 of the
value at exact resonance, is related to this ratio, i.e.,

(see Fig. 2) which is another

reason for using as large a coil as possible.
Problem 1. Assume a fixed capacity of 50 mmfd.

across which the condenser is to be placed. This
includes the minimum capacity of the condenser.
Calculate the inductance of the coils to be used to

cover the broadcasting band if the maximum capac-
ity of the condenser is 250, 350, and 500 mmfd.

100

90

"40 30 20 10 10 20 30 40

K.C.OFF RESONANCE.

Fig. 2

If they have the same resistance (assume 20 ohms)
at 1000 kc., calculate the effective resistance, or the
load presented to the tube in each case. Calculate
the width of the resonance curve and the selectivity

factor, S.

Coupling to Previous Tube

How s'.iall we couple the coil-condenser combina-
tion to the previous tube? One way is by means of a
transformer. At first let us use an auto-transformer
as in Fig. 3. Also, let us for the moment consider a
tube with an amplification factor of 8 and a plate'
resistance of 6000 ohms (a 112-type

tube), and
connect it across the entire coil. What is the am-
plification and effect on selectivity?
The voltage amplification of such a tube anil

coupling device cannot be greater than the mu of
the tube, and will be more nearly equal to it the

larger the effective resistance of the tuned circuit

becomes compared to 6000 ohms. As a matter of
fact the voltage amplification will be equal to

.-, _ (X X Retr: in this case it will be equal to~
Reff+Rp

8 X Reff

Reif + 6000

so that, if the effective resistance of the tuned cir-

cuit is 50,000 ohms, the voltage amplification, G,
will be about 7.3.

What happens to the selectivity of the tuned
circuit? We have placed directly across this circuit,

which has an effective resistance of 50,000 ohms,
a 6000-ohm resistance. The resistance of these

parallel resistances is now equal to (50,000 X 6000)
-r (50,000 + 6000) ohms or 5860 ohms. Now what
resistance added to the series resistance of the tune,d

circuit would reduce its effective resistance to this

low value? Let us put down two equa tions, assuming
the series resistance equal to 20 ohms

"20"

= 50,000

5860

(1)

20 + R

dividing (1) by (2) we get
20 _ 5860

20 + R
~~

50,000

Fig. 1

from which R (added resistance) = 150 ohms
so the total series resistance is now 170 ohms and

L(D L<i> .

the selectivity is
y=^

where it was equal to for

the coil-condenser alone. From this we learn that

the selectivity has been reduced 170 -j- 20 or a factor

of 8.5.

Many investigators have experiment! wil.h this

problem and the solution is to use a two-winding
transformer with a primary of such an inductance
and so coupled to the secondary that the effective re-

sistance of the tuned circuit is stepped down so that
it "looks," to the tube, like a resistance equal to the

plate resistance.

What is the result? We can see that, if the tuned
circuit is shunted, not by 6000 ohms but by its

equivalent, 50,000 ohms, the selectivity has been
decreased only by a factor of two, and we get some
voltage step-up because of the transformer. Where-
as it was possible to get an amplification of only

7.3 without the transformer, it is now possible to

get more than the mu of the tube. Where the selec-

tivity was cut down by a factor of 8.5 it is now
reduced by a factor of only 2.

What should the turns ratio be? From transformer

design theory the proper turns ratio is N = \ ^~*
rip

50,000

6000
2.9 for the given conditions. The

voltage gain, so far as the tube is concerned is, as

before, mu times the ratio between the load resist-

ance (as stepped
down by the transformer) and

the sum of trie load and plate resistances. This
voltage gain is stepped up by the turns ratio of the
transformer and becomes

\3. X Reft/N* 8 X 6000

Hcff/N* + Rp 6000 + 6000
= 11.6

2 |/rX V/Rp

Problem 2. Consider a coil of 180 microhenries
inductance and a high-frequency resistance of 15
ohms at 1500 kc., 10 ohms at 1000 kc., and 7 ohms
at 505 kc., and a 112-type tube. Calculate the

proper turns ratio for maximum voltage gain at
1500 kc., 1000 kc., and 550 kc. Assume that the

proper ratio for maximum amplification at 550 kc.
is employed. Calculate the voltage gain at this

frequency, and using the same turns ratio, calculate
the voltage gain at other frequencies in the broad-
cast band. Then, rernotnl>ering that the resistance
across the secondary is the tube plate resistance
times the turns ratio squared, calculate the increase
in series resistance of the tuned circuit at this

frequency and the selectivity factor, Lw/r. Cal-
culate the width of the frequency band at the
0.707 point at 550, 1000, and 1500 kc. Plot all of
this data against frequency in kc. Do you see why
most tuned r.f. receivers do not have equal amp-
lification at all frequencies? Why the selectivity
is poor at high frequencies, the gain low at low fre-

quencies?
Problem 3. Repeat using at 20lA tube, a 240

tube, and a 222 tube. The constants are for the 201A,
[J.
= 8, RP = 12000 ohms; for the 240, [i

= 30, Rp= 150,000 ohms, and for the 222 screen-grid tube,
H = 200, R P = 200000 ohms.
Problem 4. A 600-turn honeycomb coil has an

inductance of 20 millihenries. A variable condenser
is placed across it, and the circuit is coupled to a
40 kc. circuit. The voltage across the roil is measured
as the tuning condenser is varied. Then a pair of
steel wire cutters is placed near the roil and another
resonance curve is plotted. The results are given
below.

In such a circuit the high-frequency resistance
can be obtained when the capacity is the variable
factor, just as when the frequency is variable. It

is only necessary to plot the resonance curve show-
ing response against capacity and to ascertain the
two values of capacity which make the response
0.707 of its value at resonance. Then, if Cr and Cz
are these two capacities and Cr is the capacity at

resonance,
2xfL _ 2 Cr _ L<J fr

R C2 Ci fi

Plot the results given in the table, and find out
the resistance of the coil in the two cases; calculate
the width of frequency band passed at the 0.707
response point; calculate the value of the circuit's
effective resistance, L2w2

/r; calculate the proper
turns ratio if this coil is to be tapped and used
between a 227-type tube and the grid-filament
input of a following tube; calculate the voltage
gain at 40 kc. Would such an amplifier be a high-
quality unit?

f=40 kc.
C mrafd. K E when pliers are near coil

780 0.40
760 0.68 0.45
750 1.43 0.82
740 2.30 1.26
735 1.53 1.22
720 0.60 0.60



Vibration Tests on Vacuum Tubes

THE EXPERIMENTER'S ARMCHAIR

By ROBERT S. KRUSE

EsT
month we seemed to be giving the

transmitter the most consideration.

By way of evening up matters, we be-

gin this time with a pure receiving story,

having to do with the things that cause

trouble in radio sets on airplanes and likewise

in the ordinary home broadcast receiver.

Mr. H. A. SNOW, of the Radio Frequency
Laboratories, Inc., Boonton, New Jersey,
now has the floor.

Vibration tests were made on several vac-

uum tubes to study microphonic noises pro-
duced in amplifiers when one or more of the

tubes are jarred, or vibrated, by sound waves
set up by loud speakers. These tests_

were
made to determine at what frequencies in the

audible range such microphonic noises occur

and to determine the source of the noise. At
that time (January, 1928) studies were made
on only the 201A- and the 222-type tubes.

The method of study was as follows:

The tube was mounted on a specially con-

structed vibrator unit adapted from a West-
ern Electric loud speaker unit. The mounting
of the tube was such that it received vertical

and horizontal components of vibratory force

produced when the vibrator unit was ener-

gized from a variable audio-frequency beat-

frequency oscillator and power amplifier.
The tube was connected as a detector in a

typical two-stage amplifier such as used in

broadcast receivers so that sounds produced
in the amplifier by mechanical vibrations of

the tube could be observed aurally by means
of phones in the amplifier output. The tube
under test was also observed visually by
means of a magnifying lens system to deter-

mine just what element was vibrating and
causing the sound in the amplifier.

In examining a tube, the audio frequency
supplied to the vibrator unit was slowly va-
ried and the tube watched closely to observe
element vibrations, and the sound produced
by such vibrations observed by means of the
head phones. Quantitative measurements of

sound produced were not attempted, but the

A motor-driven tube shaker used to produce vibrations of lotcfrequency in testing
microphonic vacuum tubes.

vibratory periods of various elements were
measured accurately. It was found that ele-

ments of different tubes of the same type had
different natural periods, as might be ex-

pected. However, the following series of nat-

ural periods of the 201A type tube was found
to be representative:

TUBE ELEMENT

Plate and supports
(as unit)

Filament and supports
(as unit)

One leg of filament
Second leg of filament
Plate
Grid (as unit)

VIBRATING
DIRECTION

Lateral

Lateral

FREQUENCY
(cycles)

150

280
*360
*370
1700
330

A vibrator unit employed in tests
to determine the conditions under

which vacuum tubes are

microphonic.

*At normal filament voltage. These frequencies
vary with filament temperature.

At the frequencies shown above, each cor-

responding element would vibrate with con-

siderable amplitude and produce a corre-

sponding sound in the a.f. amplifier. The great-
est amplitudes of vibration occurred laterally

(considering tube held vertically).
In addition to the vibrations listed above

the individual grid wires each had natural

periods which were difficult to observe sep-

arately but resulted in a considerable series

of resonance vibrations in the neighborhood
of 1000-2000 cycles. Also, there were many
smaller vibrations of the elements in differ-

ent modes that could be heard in the amplifier

output but could not be observed in the tube

with the crude lens system used. It was inter-

esting to note that the natural period of the

filament legs varied over a considerable

range as the temperature was varied, due.

no doubt, to the changing elasticity of the

filament.

TESTS WITH 222-TYPE TUBES

Type 222 tubes were also examined, but

in this case it was more difficult to attach a

resonance frequency to one particular element

because the tube structure is such that sev-

eral elements are attached together at the

top more or less rigidly so that at the natural

period of any one element the entire system
vibrated. There were, as a result of this, a

number of combination natural periods, due

not only to one element, but to the combina-

tion of several.

The most pronounced amplitudes of vibra-

tion in the 222-type tube were at 130, 150,

220, and 500 cycles.
The greatest amplitudes in most of the

tubes examined were in a lateral direction;

that is, with the tube held vertically, vibra-

tion of the elements occurred laterally.

The conclusions reached from tests made
are that the greater part of microphonic noises

set up in tubes occurs from lateral vibrations

of the various elements at their natural

periods and that in the types of tubes studied,
these vibration frequencies range from as

low as 150 cycles to about 2000 cycles or

higher, there being a large number of nat-

ural periods in each tube. Since so many
natural periods exist in the audible range, it

is a difficult matter when using a sensitive

amplifier to prevent sound from a loud

speaker being fed back into a tube and vi-

brate one or more of the elements at its nat-

ural period and so set up a howl, without

radically changing the structure of a tube, or

thoroughly shielding it from external vibra-

tions by using some type of "shock-proof"
mounting. The latter method is the only one
available for sensitive amplifiers with the

present tubes.

In some recent broadcast receivers the ef-

fects of microphonic noise have been re-

duced greatly by eliminating one audio stage
and using a high-voltage detector, thus re-

ducing the audio amplification in the set

which reduces the sound produced by tube

vibration.

It is interesting to hear the actual sounds

produced when a tube is vibrated by means
of the above unit over the audio range.
The effect heard as the frequency is varied

is as if the audio oscillator were producing
its sound in a large hall made of sheet tin

and half filled with tin cans, sheet metal,

and other similar materials having a large
number of resonant frequencies.

For low-frequency vibrations there was
also made a motor-driven tube shaker, which
is shown in one of the accompanying pictures.
An adjustable eccentric on the motor shaft

and moveable sockets permit changes of

stroke and the motor speed-control rheostat

provides frequency change. The speed could

be determined by comparing the pitches of
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2

tuning forks with the audio-frequency out-

put of the tube.

THE USUAL COMMENT

Speaking as interlocutor permits me to

say that immediately after seeing Mr. Snow's

apparatus I went home and repeated his work
in a slightly different manner. One thereby
gains new understanding of R. A. Heis-

ing's remark that "A vacuum tube is some-

thing that hasn't anything in it and out of
which you get a lot of things you don't ex-

pect."
One of these unexpected things is the tire-

some tuning effect of everything about a
.short-wave receiver that is moveable or

changeable. In most' tuners, especially for

code reception, this is deliberately made
worse by using very small tuning capacity in

an attempt to spread the scale. Intelligent
use of lumped capacity accomplishes the same
thing and in addition washes out some dis-

agreeable effects. Concerning a method of

doing this we will now hear from' Mr. L. W.
HATRY, of Hatry and Young, a radio service

organization at Hartford, Connecticut.

A Stabilizing Device

SINCE
the war the short-wave amateur

has had trouble with the tuning effect of
his regeneration control. The effect has

received generous attention but to my knowl-

edge no theory of its possible cause has been
used as a weapon in overcoming it.

In speculating toward the cause amateurs
have suggested inductive and capacitive

changes due to moving parts. A marked im-

provement resulted from making the tickler

small and putting it at the low-potential end
of the tuned grid circuit. Likewise, improve-
ment resulted from making the coil station-

ary and controlling regeneration by variation

of a "throttle" in the shape of a variable by-
pass condenser. Thus, the speculations were
to a degree confirmed and the effect of the

regeneration control reduced until a c.w.

beat note did not disappear (above audible

pitch) with one degree of movement of the

regeneration control but stayed in for ten
or more.
The circuit for throttle regeneration control

used in the majority of short-wave detectors

to-day is shown in Fig. 1. Guesses as to the
cause of the tuning effect of C2 must have died

nascent, for few reached print and the oral dis-

cussions seemed to equate to zero. One point
seemed accepted, that Li, Ci, being the fre-

quency-determining circuit, must suffer a

change in constants when C2 is varied. But
how? Since the tickler is fixed, coupling
changes between the coils seem unlikely.
With no change in LI we are left with the

probability of such a change in Ci. Capacity
effects between the rotor of C2 and other parts
of the set can be considered but a simple
sheathing experiment eliminates that ex-

planation. Thus we are referred back to the
tube for the explanation.
The input capacity, Ci, of the tube is in

shunt with Ci and, therefore, is of impor-
tance. The simplest formula offering an ex-

planation is:

This means that C. can be several times as

large as Cgp if the load resistance, R , (See

Fig. 3

The General Radio type 557 bund-
covering variable condenser.

Fig. 2) is several times larger than Rp , the

plate resistance of the tube. The simple for-

mula applies only to a pure resistance load

but illustrates the point. Usually R is re-

placed by a reactive load of which C2 is a

part, therefore, the load changes with changes
in C2 and we have at hand a plausible explana-
tion of our effect.

The increased effect shown by a relatively
small increase in Cgp lead to other attempts in-

volving the use of a 199-type tube and eventu-

ally a 222-type tube as a detector because of

low values of grid-plate capacity. The screen-

grid tube when correctly wired gives less tun-

ing effect of the regeneration control than any
other equally well-designed set-up. However,
the 222-type tube has disadvantages on short

waves since the large plate-to-screen (and
therefore to filament)

capacity prevents os-

cillation, sometimes
even at 20 meters. A
special screen-grid tube

might be devised as a
short-wave detector
and for the further con-

fusion of the innocent.
A refinement of Fig.

1 outwits the tuning
effect. Fig. 3 gives the

diagrams. In (A) the
minimum capacity of

Ci is made large so that

the variations of Ci

(B)

- 8

Fig. 4

have little effect on the total capacity. The
added capacity can be fixed and attached to
the plug-in coil; an old trick that is too little

used for band-covering timers. Likewise it may
be built into the tuning condenser as shown in

one of the pictures. This condenser has a max-
imum of 70 mmfd. but the minimum is over
one half as great namely 43 mmfd. In Fig. 3

(B) the input capacitance of the tube is

swamped by a condenser on the tube side of
the grid condenser and the grid condenser
is made as small as 0.000025 mfd. The only
other detail to be observed is to keep the

grid and plate leads apart.
As a test of this scheme such modifications

were made in a commercial kit set with an es-

pecially bad tuning effect from the regenera-
tion control. The 0.0002-mfd. grid condenser
was replaced by the smallest available

(0.00004 mfd.), which in itself made an im-

provement. The effect of a 0.000025-mfd. (25-

mmfd.) swamping condenser was then tried on
the tube side and condenser side of the grid
condenser. As expected it had about 4 times
as good an effect on the tube side and the tuner
became a thoroughly workable one.

AS TO TRANSMITTERS

Just as the short-wave oscillating detectoi
suffers from frequency changes not undei
control of the tuning circuit so does any other
oscillator. In the transmitter no frequently
varied oscillation control is used: the unit is

required to generate a steady frequency and
changes cannot be blamed on an altered con-
denser in the plate circuit. However, changes
in frequency can be proved to occur with
changes- in plate voltage or tube tempera-
ture. Changes in plate voltage, Ep , result in

changes of plate-to-filament resistance, R p .

In the formula, Rp is important when R
is small and fixed, both of which are true in

a transmitter or test oscillator. Accordingly,
variations in Ep vary d. Thus, the high-
capacity tuned circuits of the present vogue
are seen to be good logic as well as good prac-
tice.

High-capacity timed circuits have certain
uncomfortable disadvantages, especially at

high powers, and beside they should not be
the only fruit of the seed of knowledge.
Input capacity variations can be swamped
out in a transmitter as has just been shown
in receivers. For instance, in Fig. 4 we have
a transmitting application of Fig. 3. This
circuit has demonstrated its ability but
neither it nor the so-called

"
Ht-C

"
arrange-

ments are of much use if the builder permits
parallel or lengthy plate or grid leads tc

augment the grid-plate capacitance.
I am not insisting that Ci is the entire

theoretical flea in the ointment, but practice
supports the theory's implications. We have
here also an explanation of the popularity
and success of the tuned-grid tuned-plate
transmitter circuit. The TGTP circuit is

different from the Hartley circuit in one large
respect, the larger reactive plate load. By
formula, if R is high enough, variations of
Tlp are swamped out and Ci variations cannot
occur harmfully. Accordingly, the TGTP
circuit should be stable without "Hi-C" com-
plications. Don't try to reverse my earlier

tricks and apply this to a tuned-plate receiver
for there you vary your large R and acquire
critical detuning like that which made the
1920 variometer tuner such quicksilver in the
hand.
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TECHNICAL DATA

SOUND
MOTION
PICTURES

BY CARL DREHER

Magnitudes in Reproduction

THE
principal job of the engineer in any

field is to know quantitative relations.

The purpose of this article is to discuss

the usual light intensities, energy levels, and

degree of amplification in sound motion picture

reproducing systems. Some of this material

has been presented from one viewpoint in the

February issue of this department under the

heading of "Further Data on Photo-Ceil

Characteristics." Much of the additional data

given below is from the paper by Arthur C.

Hardy, "The Optics of Sound Recording

Systems," published in Vol. XII, Number 35,

of the Transactions of the Society of Motion

Picture Engineers.
Given a point source of light (one which is

relatively small compared to other dimensions

in the optical system) the intensity in a given
direction depends on the amount of radiation

from the source per unit of solid angle in that

direction. If the source radiates L lumens in

the solid angle w, the intensity, /, is given by

I = (1)

When the light from a point source of in-

tensity, /, falls on a surface placed at right

angles at a distance d, the illumination is given

by

E = (2)

The above equations differ in some respects
from their analogues in radio transmission,

but only because of practical differences re-

sulting from the order of dimensions in the two
fields and the technique used in transmission,

pick-up, and measurement. The lumen, the

unit oflight radiation or flux, is analogous to

the watt, but it is a narrow unit, applicable

only to radiation of a certain kind, i.e.,

visible radiation, while the watt is a general

energy unit. In the region of maximum visi-

bility a lumen corresponds to about 1.5 milli-

watts. Light intensity as expressed by_ (1)

above is expressed in terms of energy in a

given solid angle, while radio field intensity is

expressed as a potential (volts per meter) be-

cause of the method of pick-up used, involv-

ing an antenna.
The unit of light intensity is the candle,

corresponding to one lumen per unit of solid

angle. Illumination may then be expressed
in foot-candles, meter-candles, or centimeter-

candles. The last, as may be noted from a

further inspection of (1) and (2), is the same
as lumens per square centimeter. The latter

is a good practical unit to keep in mind.

If the source of light is too large to be con-

sidered as a point, the concept of brightness
must be introduced. Brightness may be de-

fined as intensity over a given area. It is.

therefore, measured in candles per square
centimeter. Since one candle is, by definition.

Source

n n n n n n n n n

(A) Correct splice, quiet

Fig. 3.

a radiation of one lumen per unit solid angle,

it follows that a surface of unit brightness, as

an incandescent lamp filament, sends put in a

given direction one lumen per unit solid angle
for each square centimeter of its area.

Professor Hardy, in the paper cited, sums

up the photometric units in the following

table:

Table of Photometric Units

QUANTITY UNIT SYMBOL

Flux Lumen
Intensity Candle
Illumination Lumen per square centimeter

or centimeter candle

Brightness Candle per square centimeter

Film
indow

Fig. 1.

In reproduction from film the track is run at

a constant speed past a thin rectangle of light,

which shines through the film onto the win-

dow of a photo-electric cell. In its simplest
form the mechanism may consist of a slit about

0.001 inch in width close up against the film

and brightly illuminated. Such a system is

shown in Fig. 1. The light rectangle on the

film must be narrow compared to the highest

frequency it is proposed to reproduce, so that

6000 cycles, for example, with one cycle

occupying 0.003 inch on the track, requires
an 0.001-inch slit close up against the film

(say the same distance) to prevent the light

from spreading out between the slit and the

film. The area of such a slit is roughly 0.0005

square centimeter (0.001 inch in the direction

of travel of the film by 0.1 inch transversely,

corresponding to 0.00254 cm. by 0.254 cm.)
A good commercially available photo-cell

may have a sensitivity of 10 microamperes per
lumen. (See

" Sound Motion Pictures,
"
Feb-

ruary, 1929, RADIO BROADCAST, page 244). It is

not desirable to operate with a photo-cell out-

put of less than 1.0 microampere, because of

noise interference considerations. It follows

that we have to get at least 0.1 lumen of light

into the cell. This necessitates illuminating a

slit with the above dimensions with not less

than 200 lumens per square centimeter, which,

as the lumen per square centimeter corre-

sponds to the centimeter candle, may be

secured from a 200 candle-power lamp at a

distance of one centimeter. Because the bulb

of the lamp would be in the way if this were

attempted, the lens system shown in Fig. 1 is

employed. By this means the lamp may be

moved away a convenient distance and the

light focussed on the slit. It is found that the

filament must be operated at a brightness of

1200 candles per square centimeter to meet

these conditions. This is about the limit, in

practice, at which a reasonable life may be

expected.
The close-up slit shown in Fig. 1 is not

practicable for actual use in theatres, since

an opening 0.001 inch wide up against a

rapidly moving film cannot be kept free from

foreign matter for any length of time. The

optical expedient shown in Fig. 2, which, like

Fig. 1, is copied from Hardy's paper, is

accordingly adopted. The slit is moved away
from its exposed position near the film, sealed

within a lens system, made considerably

wider and longer (say 0.004 by 0.4 inches),

and then optically reduced to a light rectangle

0.001 by 0.1 inches on the film. With proper

design of the optical elements the results are

equivalent to the close-up slit system.
With the light levels assumed above the

photo-cell receives 0.1 lumen and, with the

stipulated sensitivity of 10 microamperes per

lumen, will yield an output of 1.0 microampere
through the anode resistance of 2 megohms,
corresponding to an output of 2.0 microwatts.

If this is amplified by 70 DB, or 10,000,000

times in pnergy, the amplifier output in, let

us hope, undistorted audio energy, will be 2<

watts. This output is, in fact, required to fill

the average theatre of about 2000 seats. As-

suming that the loud speakers have an

efficiency of 20 per cent., we get four watts

of sound energy out into the house after all

the transformations of the system.

Splicing Sound Films

AVALUABLE article of a practical na-

ture appearing in the January 5 Movie-

tone Bulletin concerns the method of

making a splice in a sound-movie film. If

the splice is not properly treated a lamen-

tably loud thump startles the audience_ in

the theatre, as a result of the electrical im-

pulse sent into the amplifier by the discon-

tinuity in the sound track. Fig. 3, reproduced
here from the drawing in the Movietone^Bulle-
tin, shows how this is obviated. The light is

gradually shut off by a triangle painted with

black or red lacquer (India ink is sometimes

used) onto the sound track. The base of the

wedge should be about f inch long along the

line of sprocket holes, while the apex is at

the splice on the inner edge of the sound track.

If the splice is covered by too short a triangle

the change in light intensity will remain abrupt
and more or less noise in reproduction will

result. If too long a triangle is painted, on the

other hand, enough of the track may be ob-

literated to cause an interruption in the

record. Some care is, therefore, necessary.
The painting is done on the celluloid side of

the film.

Sourc

indow

Fig. 2.
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Data on Making Measurements

NOTES ON A. F. TRANSFORMER DESIGN

IT
IS the purpose of this paper to present in

a simple, practical form the general con-
siderations involved in the design of audio-

frequency transfer apparatus. The, curves ac-

companying this article are first hand, except
when specified otherwise, are solely for illus-

trative purposes, and are intended to show
comparative rather than absolute values.

They have been taken in the radio laboratory
at Columbia University with the cooperation
of the Engineering Department of the Pacent
Electric Company.

Measurement of Output Voltages

rI^HE measurement of output voltage of volt-
-I- age transformers must be done without
excessive loading. This eliminates ordinary
a.c. instruments. The electrostatic voltmeter

might be used but the voltages to be measured
are normally too small and the internal capac-
ity of the meter too large. The vacuum-tube
voltmeter in some of its many circuit varia-
tions is very satisfactory.

Regardless of the accuracy of the measuring
voltmeter

o_r
its sensitivity, true curves can-

not be obtained unless actual operating condi-
tions obtain, or are simulated.
With normal grid bias on an amplifier tube

the loading of the transformer by grid conduc-
tance is far greater than it would be with a one-
tube V.T. voltmeter load. The grid, conduct-
ance changes sufficiently with a.c. voltage
applied to make it quite desirable to specify
actual loading conditions, when making the
test. The one-tube voltmeter circuit falls down
from the very start.

The diagram in Fig. 1 shows a circuit which
has been used with most satisfactory results

by the writer. To avoid any error in calibra-

tion of the voltmeter, a comparison method is

used. This permits of a very high degree of ac-

curacy without extreme care in setting the

input voltage. An accuracy of 1.0 per cent, is

easily obtainable.
In the input circuit, the applied voltage,

d.c., and equivalent tube resistance may be

adjusted to simulate any type of tube. The
current, /, through R\ is set to give the desired

voltage on the primary of the transformer.
With the switch down the reading at

If is noted. Then the switch is flipped

up and /? adjusted until the same read-

ing is obtained. By rapid flipping of the
switch and a low-inertia meter a very
accurate setting may be made.

Figs. 3, 4, 6, and 8 show the effect of l~.
variation in applied a.c., d.c., load, both
resistive and capacitive, and grid bias I L

of the loading tube on the characteristic

curve. They supply ample evidence to

justify the specification of measurement
under actual load conditions.

o 3

I
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Fig. 5.

curve and will give a fairly constant reflected

load. In view of the fact that many types
of loud speakers might be used, any of which

might well vary with time or change of manu-
facturing conditions, it is probably best to
use a resistive loading, preferably one of
twice the a.c. tube resistance, for a one to one
transformer. This will facilitate the compari-
son of various transformers against a standard.

Two Kinds of Distortion

WAVE-SHAPE
distortion may be caused

either in the tube, or the transformer. A
curved tube characteristic or d.c. saturation in

the transformer will produce even harmonics
of the initial wave, and a.c. saturation in the
transformer core will produce odd harmonics.
Tubes are usually worked on as straight a por-
tion of their curve as possible, or are connected
in push-pull so as to eliminate the effect of the
even harmonics. The only remedy for distor-

tion introduced by transformer saturation
is to run the transformer core at low flux

densities, i.e., at values of d.c. plate current
and a.c. signal voltage which will not cause
the core to become saturated.

Amplitude distortion may be divided into
two classes. In the first, the output voltage of
the amplifier is not directly proportional to
the input voltage. At low frequencies low volt-

age inputs will not be amplified as much as

higher ones due to the change of inductance
of the transformer primary. The second class

is that of frequency discrimination. Certain
characteristics of the transformer and as-

sociated circuit cause it to pass some fre-

quencies with less loss than others.

In Fig. 9 are shown the actual circuit dia-

gram, the equivalent diagram, and the vector

diagram of the loaded transformer. The ef-

fective alternating current plate impedance
of the tube must be added to the effective

primary resistance of the transformer. As
shown in the vector diagram, the leakage
reactance causes a voltage drop in quadrature
with the effective resistance in both the

primary and secondary which causes voltage
regulation. The greater the load, the greater
the regulation from these causes. It is there-
fore desirable to have the effective tube,

primary, and secondary resistances as low as

possible in order that the volt-

age output may be proportional
to the voltage input.

Fig. 5 shows a curve of output
voltage against frequency for a
resistive load. With a constant

voltage input the curve drops off

at both ends. The drop at the

high-frequency end is due to the

leakage reactance whose effect

increases with frequency. The
drop at the low end is due to the

increasing magnetizing current

causing magnetic saturation of
the core, and increased IR drop
in the primary circuit. The leak-

age reactance can be neglected
where this effect comes in.

The cone loud speaker load
curve introduced on the same
sheet shows the effect of an im-
pedance load which is low at low frequencies
and high at the high ones.

Apparent Losses

FIG.
7 illustrates the effect on the ap-

parent resistance and inductance of the

primary circuit of a voltage transformer, of
the addition of a secondary circuit. The added
losses are very noticeable, the added capacity
lowers the resonant frequency, and the loading
lowers the effective low-frequency inductance.
A coupled circuit effect produces an added
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jag in the curve about midway, and there is

some
parallej

resonance effect at low fre-

quencies. This curve illustrates the way a

voltage transformer load looks to the tube
which is feeding it.

Therefore, the actual and equivalent
circuits of the voltage transformer must in-

clude the distributed capacity of the second-

ary to enable a correct design to be worked
out. In the equivalent circuit the leakage
reactance is in series with the effective

resistance and the distributed capacity of the

secondary and the associated circuit. Of this

associated capacity a large por-
tion is formed by the effective

tube capacity.
At some frequency the circuit

will be in series resonance and
will give a high voltage drop
across the capacity due to the
resonant current. This produces a

peak on the characteristic curve
of frequency vs. ratio, as was to
be noted in several of the figures.
If the effective reactance and ca-

pacity can be made small enough
the peak may be moved out of
the normal range of transmitted
modulation frequency. If the
effective resistance is increased

sufficiently the resonant current
can be reduced to a value which
will not produce a prominent
peak.

N

3000 5000 10,000

3000 5000 10,000

Fig. .

In Fig. 2 are shown curves for various im-

proved designs of audio-frequency voltage
step-up transformers. By pie winding, suffici-

ently low distributed capacity and leakage
reactance are obtained to put the resonance

frequency peak above the normal range of
the radio-frequency band-pass of a receiving
set.

The curve shown for the transformer with a
small window is an example of the tendency
toward improvement in transformer design.
This had a comparatively small core weight
and a high primary inductance, but showed
practically no tendency to saturate with
normal d. c. applied.
The small type transformer whose curve is

shown, is interesting chiefly because of the
method of manufacture. It is wound with a
high space factor so that the turns in a layer
bunch up during winding. This automatically
short circuits enough turns to iron out the
resonance peak. The cheapness of the core,

winding and assembly enables this trans-
former to compete successfully with a much
higher grade product.
A carefully designed voltage transformer

with a value of primary inductance to give
a 3.0 per cent, drop at 60 cycles with a
10,000-ohm tube, that is, 110 henries, can
be made with such a low leakage reactance
that it will peak at above 7000 cycles. If the
core laminations are so made that the eddy
currents are large, they will increase the ef-

fective resistance sufficiently to flatten the
resonance peak completely. This will not
affect the gain over the lower frequencies,
however. Such a transformer is fully sufficient

for covering the range of frequencies from 30
to 5000 cycles which is considered as perfectly

satisfactory for the reproduction of voice or
music.

In conclusion, the writer wishes to express
his appreciation of the assistance in compiling
this data rendered by the Engineering De-
partment of the Pacent Electric Company.

Load

?_J onjfflKRnru I

DIAGRAM OF CIRCUITS
.-VWWvVW MT

< u

Load

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Fig. 9.
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BY CARL DREHER

Power and Current in Modulation

ATHOUGH the theory of modulation
of a radio-frequency wave by a tone
was quite completely worked out by

R. A. Heising in 1920, it still remains obscure
to many broadcast operating engineers. The
references, for those who want to go into the

problem thoroughly, are Heising, "Modula-
tion in Radio Telephony," Proc. I. R. E.,
Vol. 9, No. 4, August, 1921; and Kellogg:
"Design of Non-Distorting Power Amplifiers,"
Journal, A. I. E. E., May, 1925. Edward L.

Nelson, has some less technical discussion on
the subject in the December, 1928, I. R. E.

Proceedings (Page 1776).
Modulation in radio telephony consists in

varying the amplitude of a sustained radio-

frequency current in accordance with the

signal which it is desired to transmit. Mathe-
matically the combination of radio- and audio-

frequency currents is represented by the

equation

i = A sin tot (1 + K sin ft) (1)

In this equation both waves vary according
to a sine law, A is the average sustained ampli-
tude when no signal is impressed on the carrier,

o) and f are the angular velocities (2ic times
the frequency) of the carrier and the modu-
lation tone, respectively. Since the expression
shows the variation of current with time, /

occurs twice. K is the modulation constant;
it is a measure of the extent or "depth" of
modulation. Its maximum value is unity,

corresponding to complete modulation. When
the carrier is unmodulated K equals zero,

whereupon (1) becomes.

i = A sin o)t (2)

which is the usual expression for a sine wave
alternating current.
The power corresponding to (1), in a circuit

of resistance H, is

i
2R = RA2 sin2 o>t (1 + K sin ft)

2
(3)

Integration gives a value for the power

p = ?A2

(i 4. 2K sin ft)
2

(4)

= ^~ (1 + 2Ksin ft +^~ Cos 2 ft)
4* 22

When the carrier is blank (K = O) the power
is seen to be.RA2

/2. When modulation takes

place single- and double-frequency audio com-
ponents (sinft and cos2f t) are present. If

the carrier is completely modulated integra-
tion over an audio- or signal-frequency cycle
gives

P - 3 x RA*
~

2 ~2

Comparing this result with the power RA2
/2

for no modulation, we note that the power of
a completely modulated wave is f that of an
unmodulated wave of the same average cur-
rent. The effective radio-frequency power
rises to a peak value 4 times the non-signal-
ling power level, as shown in Fig. 1.

This mathematical description supplies
an answer to the question frequently asked

by broadcast operators whether the an-
tenna ammeter reading should change when
the wave is modulated. The answer is that the

reading will increase with modulation, since

the power in the antenna is actually greater
when modulation is in progress than when the
carrier is blank. If the modulation is 100 per

cent., the power increase is given by the fac-

tor 1.5, but as the antenna ammeter reads the
effective value of the current, and not the

power, the reading will increase by the multi-

plier \/1.5, or 1.226. A radio-frequency am-
meter in the antenna of a fully modulated

radio-telephone transmitter will therefore

swing at syllable frequency to a reading about
20 per cent, higher than the unmodulated
reading.
The received signal depends, in general, on

the variation in the amplitude of the trans-

mitted wave. Under the two conditions of K =
1 and K = 0.5 the antenna ammeter reading
will be the same when there is no modulation,
and almost the same even when modulation
is impressed at these two levels, there being a
little more swing, merely, under the complete
modulation condition. Rut, even though the

transmitting antenna current readings are

practically identical, the received signal

energy corresponding to K=l will give four
times the received signal energy of K = 0.5

EFFECTIVE POWER IN ANTENNA-
COMPLETE MODULATION

Fig. I.

Or, putting it another way, doubling the

percentage modulation of a transmitter is

equivalent, in improving reception, to holding
the modulation constant and multiplying the

carrier power by four. These results follow

from the fact that the received radio-frequency
current is directly proportional to the trans-

mitting current at each instant.

In modern broadcasting, however, this must
be accomplished without distortion. The early
broadcast transmitters were defective in this

respect. A high-quality transmitter, by 1924

standards, rated at 500 watts output, usually
consisted of two oscillators and two modu-
lators, each rated at 250 watts as an oscil-

lator. That was the nigger in the wood-pile.
The two oscillators drew about 400 milli-

amperes plate current at 2000 volts, or 800
watts, putting somewhat less than 500 watts
into the antenna. The two modulators, run-

ning on the same plate source, drew something
like 80 milliamperes when the microphone
was inactive. Under this condition they were

getting only 160 watts, or one-fifth as much
plate power as the modulators.
The design engineers, and some of the

operating engineers as well, became cognizant
of the defect outlined above quite early in the

game, and as soon as the transmitter invest-

ments could be amortized and some of them
were amortized with horrifying haste from the
economic standpoint they took a step in

advance. This consisted of increasing the
number of modulators, in proportion to the

oscillators, and running the two banks so that

equal plate power was fed to each set.

The ideal design would appear to be one in

which modulation can be carried to 100 per
cent, without distortion, the peaks being
allowed to hit this level. Actually, high modu-
lation runs into a quality defect of another
sort in that a second harmonic becomes
prominent after detection and may be annoy-
ing with a combination of a good receiver

and a critical ear. Also, some margin must
be kept in order to prevent over-modulation
and kicking off of the transmitter. In practice,
the broadcasters work up to the distortion

point and drop back four or six ne for a peak
operating level. This also provides protection
against over-modulation. If, therefore, the
transmitter does not distort until the full

modulation stage is reached, it will be run at

not over 80-85 per cent, peaks in any case,

and this also limits second-harmonic distor-

tion to a permissible level, in view of the evils

of low modulation operation, such as low
service area in proportion to heterodyning
potentialities, noise amplification by the

carrier, etc. Thus, the best solution appears to
be a transmitter which retains quality up to
full modulation, and is run with peaks 15
or 20 per cent, lower.
The dilliculty in producing such a design

economically lies in the low efficiency of

"proper", non-distorting power amplifiers.
The output stage of a high-quality audio

amplifier chain used in public address or sound
motion picture work may take about 50 watts

plate power. In that case the undistorted
audio power output is not likely to be over
10 watts a practical efficiency of 20 per
cent. In the usual Heising scheme of modu-
lation, where both the audio- and radio-

frequency plates are fed through a common
choke and the plate voltage for both banks is

the same, complete undistorted modulation
is impossible, since the modulator would have
to produce an undistorted alternating voltage
equal to the direct voltage supplied to it.

Complete modulation is secured when this

a.c. peak, added to and subtracted from the
direct voltage from the rectifier or generator,
swings the r.f. plates from double the latter

voltage to zero, at the signal frequency. The
only way of getting such a swing without dis-

tortion is to run the modulator at a higher
voltage than the r.f. tube which it controls.

This method is used in modern practice as a
more or less fundamental element in design.
As the efficiency of the modulator, working as
a distortionless audio amplifier, is likely to be

only of the order of one-fourth that of a good
oscillator, a formidable assemblage of tubes
must be provided if modulation is to take

place in the power stages, as in the output of
the transmitter. This may be obviated by
modulating at low power; for example, a 50-
watt radio-frequency amplifier along the
line may be modulated by a 250-watt (oscil-
lator rating) modulator run at a higher plate
voltage. The saving, however, is not all that

appears at first glance. The modulated radio

wave, it must be again recalled, contains
additional power to the extent, for complete
modulation, of peaks four times the non-
signalling power, and an average value f the
non -signalling value. The modulated radio-

frequency stages following the low or inter-

mediate power modulation stage must be de-

signed with sufficient power to handle these in-

crements. Thedesign problem reduces, in effect,
to the question of whether it is best to build a

large audio amplifier or a large radio amplifier.
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Part III Practical Aspects

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF A DETECTOR

FREDERICK EMMONS TERMAN
Stanford University

THIS
article is devoted to a discussion

of the practical aspects of detection

which come up in connection with

broadcast receivers, in contrast with the first

two articles, which went into the theory of

detection. Problems which the set designer

must answer are: Should plate or grid detec-

tion be used? Is a power detector advisable?

How should the detector be adjusted for best

results? How much audio-frequency output

will the detector give? It is to questions ol

this type that an answer will be attempted.

Detection and Rectification

IN
STARTING off it will be well to devote a

little time to considering what detection is,

and why it is necessary. A typical radio-

frequency signal is shown in Fig. IA, in which

the amplitude of the signal vanes in accord-

ance with the sound that is being transmitted.

A radio-frequency wave of this character will

not produce any effect on a telephone receiver

because, in the first place, the receiver will

not respond to such a high frequency, and

second, even if the telephone receiver dia-

phragm could vibrate at the signal radio fre-

quency, the vibrations would be too high

pitched for the ear to hear.

Since the amplitude of the signal vanes in

accordance with the sound being transmitted,

what is desired is a current through the tele-

phone receiver that is proportional to the

amplitude of the radio signal. Such a tele-

phone current can be obtained by rectilymg

the radio frequency, as shown in Fig. IB

in which the negative half cycles of the sIgnal

current have been suppressed. The reclined

current of Fig. IB has the average value in-

dicated by the dotted line. This average

current is seen to vary in proportion to the

strength of the signal, so in passing through

the phones or loud speaker it will produce a

response that is the same as the original

sound being transmitted. If the signal is not

rectified, the average value is zero, and there

is no response in the loud speaker. Detection

is the name thai has been given to the process of

rectifying radio-frequency signals in order thai

the received energy may be converted to a suitable

form for operati'rifi audio-frequency reproducers.

(A) Modulated Signal Voltage

Average Value

(B) Completely Rectified Signal

Average Value

(C) Incompletely Rectified Signal

Fig. 1 These graphs illustrate the

difference between completely and
incompletely rectified signals.

This final article in a series of three

on detection summarizes the advantages

of the grid leak-condenser type of

power detector. Inasmuch as none of

the receivers now using power detection

employ this type of detector, the

Editors hope that the proponents of

C-bias detection will step forward and

present their side of the discussion.

The other articles in this series con-

cerned themselves with weak-signal

detection by the grid leak-condenser

detector and power detection,

THE EDITOR.

The rectification (i.e., detection) shown in

Fig. IB is complete, which is to say that the

negative half cycles are completely eliminated.

It is possible for the rectification to be

partial, as shown in Fig. Ic, in which the

negative half cycles are present, but are

smaller than the positive loops. The average

value in Fig. Ic is indicated by the dotted

lines, and is seen to be smaller because of in-

complete rectification.

Grid Detection

IN
GRID detection the radio-frequency

signal is rectified in the grid circuit. The
relation between the grid current and grid

voltage of a typical vacuum tube is shown in

Fig. 2. When adjusted to the point "O," the

grid circuit will act as a very good rectifier,

because when a radio-frequency signal is

applied and the grid voltage alternately be-

comes more positive and more negative than

"O," there will be considerable current flowing

when the grid is on the positive half cycle,

while on the negative half cycle there will be

only a small grid current, or perhaps none at

all If the radio-frequency signal is a few

volts in amplitude the grid current will be

substantially as given in Fig. IB, indicating

complete rectification, while if the signal is

less than a few tenths of a volt the grid cur-

rent will be as shown in Fig. Ic, because the

rectification is then incomplete.
The grid detector utilizes the rectified grid

current to affect the plate current of the tube.

Referring to Fig. 2, the rectified grid current

must flow through the grid-leak grid-

condenser combination. The rapid radio-

frequency variations of this rectified grid cur-

rent that are superimposed on the average

get through the grid condenser very easily,

but the average of the rectified grid current

has great difficulty in getting through the

leak-condenser combination, and accordingly

produces an appreciable voltage drop across

it This voltage drop exists between the grid

and filament; it is thus applied to the grid

and is amplified in the plate circuit by the

fcube acting as an audio-frequency amplifier.

Plate Detection

IN
PLATE, or C-battery, detectors the

rectification takes place in the plate circuit

of the vacuum tube. The relation that exists

between grid voltage and plate current in a

vacuum tube is given in Fig. 3. Rectification

is possible if the grid and plate voltages are

adjusted so as to put the operating point
within the shaded region. Take the operating

point "O," for example, and consider the result

of applying a radio-frequency signal to the

grid. On the positive half cycles the plate

current will be considerable, while on negative

half cycles the plate
current stays zero most

of the time. If the signal is large the rectifica-

tion is substantially complete, while if the

signal is only moderate in strength the recti-

fication will be only partial. In either case,

the rectified plate current that is produced
flows through the phones, or whatever audio

apparatus is present in the plate circuit of the

detector, and the effect desired is produced

by the average rectified plate current.

The important practical question is not

how plate and grid detection take place,

but which is best. In this regard grid rectifi-

cation starts off with the initial advantage in

that it rectifies the signal in the grid circuit

but obtains the power output in the plate

circuit. In this way the grid rectifier can be

adjusted to give the most complete rectifica-

tion possible in the grid circuit without re-

gard to the amount of rectified grid power
available, and can then obtain a large output

power by suitably adjusting the plate circuit.

In the plate rectifier, on the other hand, the

power output is obtained directly from the

rectified plate current, and as a result it is not

possible to obtain simultaneously complete
rectification and high power output. The

operating conditions giving most complete
rectification are those in which the plate cur-

rent is low, giving a plate resistance from five

to twenty times the value under usual condi-

The writer has made approximately 1000

measurements of grid detection constants

and about 500 measurements of plate detec-

tion constants, and not a single case was

found where a lube properly adjusted for grid-

leak detection would not put onl at least four

times as much audio-frequency voltage with

weak signals than would the same tube operating

under optimum conditions as a plate detector.

In most cases the grid detector will put out

ten to twenty times as much audio-frequency

voltage as the plate detector when both have

the same signal voltage applied. From the

point of view of sensitivity to weak signals it is

obvious that plate detection has no justifica-

-1.0

GRID VOLTGE

+ 2.0

Fig. 2 Relation between grid volt-

age and grid current.
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tion. From the point of view of quality there
is no difference, as with small signals both

types have a square-law characteristic

(i.e. an audio-frequency output voltage pro-

portional to the square of the signal voltage.)
The lack of ability to operate satisfactorily

with large signal voltages usually attributed

to the grid leak detector is due to improper use

of Ihis method of detection, and not to any de-

ject in the method itself. In fact, in every case
which the writer has examined, power grid-
leak detection properly used was found to be
from two to five times as sensitive as plate
detection with the same tube. That is to say,
the grid-leak power detector will give the
same output voltage as the plate detector
when the signal voltage is only 20 to 50 per
cent, as great. Not only is the grid rectifier

more sensitive, but it can also put out from
two to four times as much undistorted audio-

frequency power as the plate rectifier, when
both are operating at the same plate voltage.
In addition to this, the grid-leak power de-

tector, when properly adjusted, will give less

distortion than the plate power detector.

Fig. 4 gives the rectified plate current of a

210-type tube when operated as a power grid-
leak detector and as a power plate detector with
247 volts on the plate in both cases. It is ap-
parent that grid rectification is superior in

sensitivity (because it gives more rectified

current with the same signal), in power capac-
ity (because it can give more rectified cur-

rent), and in distortion (because its charac-
teristic is closer to a straight line).

The answer to the question "Plate or grid
detection?" is clear in the light of the points
that have been considered. Grid-leak detection
is superior to plate detection in respect to

sensitivity, power capacity, and distortion,

and should be used for both weak and strong

signals. In view of its all-around inferiority,

plate detection need not be given further

consideration.
The usual receiver when not using power

detection has one stage of audio-frequency
amplification between detector and power
tube. This stage generally gives a voltage

amplification of about twenty-five times.

If this tube is removed, and the detector made
to supply directly the input to the power
tube, an increase in the radio-frequency
amplification of fifteen times will about make
up for the loss in the audio end. Again,
if the power tube is removed and the detector
itself is made to supply the power, it will be

necessary to increase the r.f. amplification an
additional fifteen times, or to a total incre-

ment of 200-300 times, in order to keep the

volume from the loud speaker the same.
The advantages in putting all possible

amplification in the radio end are that the

power detector has a straight-line characteris-

tic, and that with each added radio stage one

gains additional selectivity that in many
cases is badly needed. On the other hand,

audio-frequency amplification, while giving
no selectivity, also requires no tuning ad-

8

201-ATUBE
Ef=5.0

Region used for

plate detection

-16
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-12 -8 -4
GRID VOLTAGE

+ 4

justments, needs no shielding, and is relatively
stable.

In the final analysis the decision as to
whether or not to use power detection is

determined by how easy it will be to get the
extra radio-frequency amplification. If this

can be obtained by making the tuning coils a
little more efficient and using a little higher
plate voltage, as will frequently be the case,
then power detection should unquestionably
be used. This is also the case when the r.f.

amplifier is sufficiently stable to allow an
added stage without introducing oscillation

Fig. 3 Relation between grid volt-

age and plate current in a typical
vacuum tube.

CjiSlO
ceo
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SIGNAL VOLTAGE (CREST VALUE)

Fig. 4 Rectified d.c. plate current
produced by an unmodulated signal
applied to the grid of a 210-type
tube acting as a plate and as a grid

power detector.

troubles, or when the amplifier already has
more amplification than is necessary with the
usual amount of audio-frequency amplifica-
tion. A power detector is particularly desirable

in the case of screen-grid tubes, where the
stable amplification is so great that it is easy
to get sufficient voltage to operate the power
detector, and at the same time it is necessary
to use at least three stages to obtain satis-

factory selectivity, even though two stages
often give all the amplification required for

the weak-signal detector.

Detection of Weak Signals

WHEN the signals to be rectified are

weak, which means about 0.1 volt or

less, the detector sensitivity and quality are

the factors to be consider^ in adjusting the

circuit. The things that have a bearing on
these matters are type of tube, grid-leak

resistance, grid-condenser size, and plate

voltage.
With small signals the rectification will

only be partially complete, and will depend
upon the operating point on the grid-current
curve.
With all types of tubes the rectification is

best at small grid currents, but the complete-
ness of rectification is the same for all grid
currents below a certain critical value. Ad-

justment of the detector so as to operate at

grid currents greater than this critical value
results in loss of sensitiveness. The dividing

point is indicated on Fig. 2.

The actual point on the grid-current charac-

teristic used for detection is determined by
the grid-leak resistance, as explained in an
earlier article. The greater the leak resistance,
the smaller will be the grid current at the

operating point. Thus, a low-resistance
leak causes operation with large currents, and
results in poor rectification. On the other

hand, all leaks having a resistance sufficient

to place the operating point below the
critical value of grid current will give the
same completeness of rectification of the
small signal no matter how small the current
is and this degree of rectification will be the
maximum obtainable with that particular
tube.

Values of grid-leak resistance that will put
the operating point at the critical grid current
have been determined for various standard
tube types, and are tabulated in the fourth
column of Table I. Resistances lower than
those tabulated give poor sensitivity (i.e.,

poor rectification), while values much higher
than those indicated will tend to cause dis-

tortion.

The grid-leak type of detector will repro-
duce the low notes better than the high ones
unless properly adjusted. The loss in sensi-

tivity on the higher notes is due to the fact

that when the average value of rectified grid
current (see Fig. IB) is varying at a high audio

frequency, this average current will be
more or less short-circuited by the grid con-

denser, and so will not produce much audio-

frequency voltage across the leak-condenser
combination. The reproduction of the higher
notes is improved by using the smallest

possible grid condenser, and by operating with
the lowest possible grid-leak resistance (in order
to put the operating point where the grid
current is high and the grid resistance cor-

respondingly low).
The best value of grid-leak resistance to

use is approximately that tabulated in

Table 1, which is correct to give maximum
sensitivity and a minimum of distortion. If

the leak resistance is as given in the table, and
the grid condenser capacity is that in the last

column of Table I, then the detector will

have the greatest sensitivity possible with that

tube, and at the same time will reproduce
5000-cycle notes 70 per cent, as well as the
lower pitches.
The detector characteristics with different

leak and condenser sizes are shown in Fig. 6.

The effect of using large grid condensers, or

large grid leaks is shown and it is evident
that such changes increase the distortion.

It must be remembered that grid condensers
much smaller than 0.0002 mfd. use up signal
voltage and reduce sensitivity.

Slightly improved quality with lower leak
resistance is gained at a very great loss in

sensitivity, while the effect of too high a
leak resistance is the same as a big grid
condenser, namely, poor reproduction of the

high notes.

In general, whenever the grid-leak resist-

ance recommended in Table I is exceeded, the

grid condenser capacity should be corre-

spondingly lass than the tabulated figure if

the high notes are to be preserved. On the
other hand, if the grid capacity used is

smaller than that given in the table the grid-
leak resistance can be proportionately higher
without loss of quality or sensitivity.
The completeness of rectification obtain-

able with a grid-leak detector when small

signals are applied is inversely proportional
to a tube constant called the "grid-voltage
constant," values of which are given in Table
I. The audio frequency that is applied across
the grid and filament of a grid detector by
the rectification process is inversely propor-
tional to the

"
grid-voltage constant.' Thus,

reference to Table I shows that a 227 heater-

type tube will have 47/23 as much audio volt-

age on the grid as a 20lA-type tube for the
same signal. The best rectifiers are tubes with
oxide-coated filaments having high electron
emission. The 112A tube is about twice as

good a rectifier as the 201 A tube, and so is

preferable for detector use in storage-battery
sets.

The mu of the detector tube, and the

plate voltage, determine the amount of ampli-
fication given the audio-frequency voltage
produced on the grid, and have no effect on
the rectification itself. With transformer

coupling, a moderate-mu tube and a rather

high plate potential (45 to 90 volts) are best,
while with resistance coupling it is desirable
to use a high-mu detector, and the highest
possible plate voltage. With impedance cou-

pling it is best to use a high-mu detector with a
moderate plate voltage.
When the detector is adjusted according

to the recommendations of Table I, it is

a simple matter to compute the approxi-
mate detector performance. The effect of

applying to the detector grid a radio signal

having the carrier wave peak value of Es
and modulated to a degree m, is to produce
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a modulation-frequency voltage between
detector grid and filament very nearly equal
to mEs

2/Vg audio volts, where Ve is the

detector grid-voltage constant, and is given
in Table I. This rule holds almost exactly
for the lower frequencies of modulation, while
for the high notes the output will be a little

less. This audio frequency applied to the de-

tector grid by the grid rectification of the
modulated signal is then amplified by the
mu of the tube and impressed upon the a.f.

amplifier in series with the plate resistance

of the tube.

Power Detection

WHEN a radio-frequency signal of at least

several volts amplitude is applied to a

suitably adjusted grid-leak detector the
action taking place in the grid circuit with the

signal voltage of Fig. 1A is as shown in Fig. 5.

The rectified grid current charges the grid
condenser negatively and causes the average
grid potential to have the value shown by
the dotted line in Fig. 5. This average value is

always such that the positive crests of the

signal make the grid go positive a small

amount. Each time the grid goes positive

grid current flows, and makes up for the cur-

rent that leaks off through the grid leak dur-

ing each cycle.
At times when the signal amplitude is de-

creasing in size, it is necessary that the grid
leak allow the grid condenser charge to leak off

at a rate that will cause the average grid

potential to reduce at least as fast as the signal

amplitude is changing. This requirement calls

for values of grid condenser capacity and leak
resistance smaller than usually used.

The explanation of the action that takes

place in the grid-leak power detector is ex-

actly the explanation usually given of grid-leak
detection, i.e., charging the grid condenser and
letting the charge leak off through the grid
leak. In the detection of weak signals, the
situation is somewhat different, because with
weak signals the grid condenser charge can
leak off through the detector grid filament

resistance, thus complicating and changing
the action. With large signal voltages the

average grid potential is so very negative
that the grid current flows only at the posi-
tive crests of the radio frequency, and during
the rest of the time no grid current can flow.

If high-quality output is to be obtained
from the grid-leak power detector it is neces-

sary to have the proper grid leak and conden-
ser combination. Suitable values for any tube
are a grid leak of about j megohm and a
0.0001-mfd. grid condenser. With these pro-
portions the average grid potential will be
able to change as fast as the signal amplitude
up to modulation frequencies of 5000 cycles.
The overloading point of the grid-leak

power detector is reached when plate recti-

fication starts to take place. This is because

plate rectification causes increase of plate
current while grid rectification causes de-
crease of plate current. Plate rectification

thus neutralizes the grid action and causes dis-

tortion.

As the maximum amplitude of a fully modu-
lated wave is twice the carrier amplitude, a

particular tube will handle half as big a
carrier wave acting as a power detector as it

can amplify, using the same plate voltage
in both cases. Thus, a 20lA-type tube with 90
volts on the plate usually uses a 4j-volt C bias.

The crest amplitude of carrier wave that can
be handled at a plate voltage is one half of

this, or about 2j crest volts. In the case of the
210 tube of Fig. 4, the normal amplifier C
bias for 247J plate voltage is 18 volts, so that
the crest amplitude of carrier that can be
handled is 9 volts. Fig. 4 shows distortion

beginning at 18 volts, or approximately the
maximum signal amplitude when the 9 volt
carrier is modulated 100 per cent.

The maximum audio-frequency power out-

put obtainable from the grid-leak power de-

tector is slightly over one fourth of the un-

distorted power the tube can give as an ampli-
fier at the same plate voltage and a suitalble

grid bias. Thus, the 210-type tube at 247|
plate volts will put out 340 undistorted milli-

watts as an amplifier, and will put out about
100 undistorted audio milliwatts as a power
detector.
The approximate audio-frequency output

of a grid-leak power detector can be obtained

by a simple computation. It is apparent from
Fig. 5 that the average grid voltage of the

power detector follows the modulation of
the signal. This variation in average grid

.Average Value

Fig. 5 Curve showing instantane-
ous and average grid voltages ivhile
a modulated signal voltage is ap-
plied to a grid-leak power detector.

potential applies an audio-frequency voltage
to the grid of the detector tube, and it is this

audio-frequency grid voltage when amplified
by the tube acting as an amplifier that con-
stitutes the audio-frequency output of the
detector.

In the ideal detector the audio-frequency
voltage applied to the grid would be equal to
the modulation voltage in the signal. If the

degree of modulation is m, and the carrier

amplitude is Es , the ideal amount of modula-
tion voltage is mEs . The actual power de-

tector is only about 75 to 85 per cent, perfect,
and will apply to the grid an audio-frequency
voltage about 75 to 85 per cent, of mEs . The
percentage tends to rise slightly as the signal

amplitude becomes large, but is surprisingly
near constant at this approximate range for

all tubes under ordinary conditions.

Tubes for Power Detection

IN
ORDER to put out power the detector

tube must operatewith a high plate voltage.
At the same time, the grid bias of the grid

power detector is approximately zero except
when the signal is coming in, and so the allow-

able plate current sets a limit to the plate

potential. Tubes such as the 201A, 112A, 227,

and 226 can operate as power detectors with

90 to 135 volts on the plate, and under such

conditions will put an audio-frequency volt-

age of at least two volts on the detector grid
without distortion. The 210-type tube can

safely operate at zero grid with 250 to 300

plate volts, and will put out from
100 to 150 undistorted milliwatts

in the plate circuit, enough to run
an efficient loud speaker directly
without an audio amplifier.

If the grid return lead of the

power detector is brought back
to the proper potential the same

adjustment that is satisfactory
for large signals will give from 50
to 75 per cent, as much output
with weak signals as the best

adjustment for small signals, and
will give this result with excellent

quality. The potential for the

grid return lead to accomplish
this is best determined by experi-
ment. In some cases it will be the

positive leg of the filament, in

other cases the negative side,

while more often it will be a

potential intermediate between
these. If the detector is to be used

enly for strong signals the return

can be to either side of tie fila-

ment, with the negative likely to

be the best by a small margin.
When the signal voltage has a

100

80

60

20

value between one quarter and one volt it can
hardly be classed either as a strong or a weak
signal. Such signals will be detected satis-

factorily with either a weak-signal or power
detector, the latter giving slightly better

quality and slightly less sensitivity than the
former. The amount of audio-frequency volt-

age obtainable on the grid with these moderate
signal strengths is usually from 20 to 50 per
cent, of the ideal value, that is, 20 to 50 per
cent, of mE,,

Receiver Design

IT
IS possible, by computing detector per-

formance, to determine just how much
radio- and audio-frequency amplification is

necessary in a radio receiver to give full output
with a given field strength of signal. In order
to show how this is done, and to make clear
how detector computations are made and
used, three typical examples have been
worked out.

Case 1: It is planned to use one audio-

frequency amplifier feeding a 17lA-type power
tube with a plate voltage of 135 and a grid
bias of 27 volts. A 227-type tube is used as a

detector, and it is assumed that the detector
and the audio-frequency amplifier each give
an amplification of 25 times. How much radio-

frequency amplification is required to give
full power output from a signal field strength
of 1 microvolt per meter (which is about the
minimum useful signal)?
The maximum audio-frequency voltage

that can be applied to the power tube has a
crest value of 27, and this is obtained when
27/(25x25) =0.043 volts is applied to the de-
tector grid by the detection process. The de-
tector obviously must be a weak-signal de-

tector, and this 0.043 audio volts is the output
when the signal is fully modulated (m = l).

Calling Es the crest value of the radio signal
that produces the required output of 0.043
volts, and noting that Table I shows VK=

0.23, then when m =
l, a formula already

given shows that
* s = 0.043 and solving

for Es shows the required radio signal on the
detector grid to be E,= 0.10 crest volts, which,
when fully modulated and applied to the
detector grid, will put the maximum allow-
able audio input on the grid of the 17lA-type
power tube.

If the receiving antenna is 10 meters
(about 33 feet) high, a signal field strength of

j microvolt per meter (crest value) will

induce 10 microvolts in the antenna. If a
tuned input to the grid of the first r.f. ampli-
fier is used this will be stepped up perhaps 15

times, applying a voltage of 150 microvolts
to the first r.f. grid. To bring this up to the
0.1 volts (or 100,000 microvolts) required

K = A.F. Voltage betwe n grid and filament in

percentage of maximum possible value

TO 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000

MODULATION FREQUENCY

Fig. 6 Effect of grid condenser capacity in
grid-leak detector operating tvith small signals.
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Type

201 A
240
199
120
171*
112*
226
227
12

by the detector grid requires an
amplification of 100,000/150 = 667
times. If the induced antenna volt-

age had been applied directly to the
first r.f. grid through a resistance to

ground, the required r.f. amplifica-
tion would be 100,000/10 = 10,000
times.

Cose 2: A 227-type tube power
detector with 90 volts on the plate
is used to feed a 250-type tube which
has a plate voltage of 300 and a grid
bias of 54 volts. How much radio-

frequency amplification is required to

give full output when the signal field

strength is 1 microvolt per meter?
The maximum audio voltage that

can be applied to the grid of the

250-type tube is 54 volts, and assum-
ing the 227 tube amplifies its audio

grid voltage 25 times, the power de-
tector must have 54/25=2.16 audio volts

produced on its grid by the detection process.
With complete modulation (m= 1) and assum-
ing 80 per cent, of ideal detection, then ac-

cording to the formula already given 0.80
X 1 X Es=2.16 and the required radio signal
is Es

= 2.7 volts, which is a value that can
just be handled at 90 plate volts without

Table I

DETECTION CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE-ELEMENT TUBES
Mu

9
30
6
3
3
8
8
8
6

Detector Voltage
Constant V g

0.47
0.47
0.50
0.45
0.28
0.26
0.29
0.2.'!

0.27

Leak Resistance
Recommended

3.20 megohms
3.20
1.50
1.67
7.20
5.8
1.6
7.8
8.0

CUfor70%
reproduction
of 5000 cycles

0.000212 mfds.
0.000212
0.000255
0.000255
0.000160
0.000212
0.000212
0.000318
0.000318

Note: Values of Vtr are averages for a number of tubes.
Values of effective grid condenser capacity, Ceff, are values of grid con-
denser capacity plus tube input capacity to audio frequencies, which is

usually about 0.00007 mfdn. for tubes with a mu of about 8.

The recommended values of grid leak are such as to make the detector
input grid-filament resistance at least 100,000 ohms.
All tubes are R.C.A. or Cumiinglmm.

undue distortion. If the antenna is 10 meters
and a tuned antenna circuit with a step-up of
15 is used, the radio-frequency amplification
required to put 2.7 volts on the detector grid is

2,700,000/(10 X 15) = 18,000 times. This could
be obtained easily with three screen-grid stages.
Without a tuned antenna the amplification
needed is 15 tunes as much, or 270,000 times.

Case 3. A 210-type tube with 300
volts on the plate is used as a power
detector and operates the loud

speaker directly from its own power
output. How much undistorted

power is obtainable, and how much
radio-frequency amplification with a
1 microvolt per meter field is needed
to give this power?
A 210-type tube used as an

a_.f.

amplifier at 300 volts would require
a grid bias of 22J and would put
out 600 undistorted watts. As a

power detector the tube will handle
a fully modulated carrier wave of
about 12 radio-frequency volts

(which is just more than half of

22j) and will then put out about

600/4 = 150 undistorted audio-fre-

quency milliwatts. This 12 volts of
radio frequency will put about 0.85

X 12 = 10.2 audio volts on the grid of the de-

tector to produce the 150 milliwatts output,
and, with the 10-meter tuned antenna with a

step-up of 15, will require a radio-frequency
amplification of 12,000,000/(15 x 10) =80,000
times. This could be supplied readily by three

good stages of screen-grid radio-frequency
amplification.

N. E. M. A. ATTACKS SERVICE EDUCATION PROBLEM
r "iHERE has been a general recognition

on the part of the radio industry that
JL. satisfactory radio reception requires

more than the making of good radio receivers.

If it is to give the consumer the utmost satis-

faction the receiver must be installed in a

manner which assures the maximum perfor-
mance in its particular location with respect
to selectivity, sensitivity, and tone quality.
While the potentiality of maximum perfor-
mance in these respects may be built into the
receiver by proper design and construction,

only when the installation is intelligently and

scientifically made is there assurance that the

customer will enjoy the highest standards of

reception.
The mere realization that the dealer must

learn the practical aspects of installation

and maintenance is no solution of the com-

plex problem of raising the standards of ser-

vice rendered the consumer both with the

initial purchase and the subsequent mainte-
nance and attention required. The difficulties

of dealer education by the manu-
facturer are increased greatly by
the fact that he often has thou-
sands of outlets distributing his

product, so that there is no

practical way of establishing con-

tact with all of those having a
hand in making the radio re-

ceiver perform in the ultimate

purchaser's home. Many manu-
facturers issue service bulletins

of great value to trained men
but they do not fulfil the broad
function of teaching servicing.
With a view to meeting the

problem of service education the
Radio Division of the National
Electrical Manufacturers Asso-
ciation has issued a course

especially for servicemen and
dealers responsible for installa-

tions. This course was prepared
in collaboration with the Radio
Institute of America, a pioneer
organization in training men for

the various branches of the radio

field. Four booklets giving the sort of prac-
tical information required in servicing,

periodic examinations which are marked and
rated, and direct correspondence help are

included as a part of the course. The text

covers not only installation but all the de-

tails of repair and maintenance of radio

receivers. It discusses how to hunt for

trouble with a view to conserving the time

required with each service call. Scores of dia-

grams of commercial receivers are included

in the text so that repairs can be made in

the minimum of time by a study of the cir-

cuits of all popular models of radio receivers.

While the subject of installation is treated in

a very thorough fashion, the course does not

place undue emphasis on that phase of the

radio serviceman's work. Repair problems,
trouble hunting and similar questions are

presented in a comprehensive manner.
The first of the four textbooks discusses

the fundamental principles of electricity in-

volved in broadcasting and explains the mag-

Students receiving instruction in servicing
at the Radio Institute of America

netic field, electromagnetic induction, trans-

formers, condensers, oscillatory circuits, au-

dio-frequency amplification, and reproduction
by the loud speaker. This volume also gi\cs
definitions and standard radio symbols for

all parts used in radio reception and required
of servicing, as well as an outline of the gen-
eral types of radio receiver including tuned
and untuned radio-frequency sets, regenera-
tive detector circuits, super-heterodyne sys-
tems, and all types of audio amplifiers.
The second volume contains a discussion

of direct-current receivers and the associated

battery supply, and it goes into the subject
of a.c. receivers exhaustively; also repairing
magnetic and dynamic loud speakers. Among
many other subjects is that of the installa-

tion of a broadcast, receiver. This text also

includes the construction of a testing set for

general repair and test purposes and a modu-
lated oscillator for shop tests.

Servicing, trouble shooting, vacuum tubes,
and the elimination of electrical interference

are sortie of the important ques-
tions taken up in the third
text.

Book four is unique in that it

contains complete circuit dia-

grams of all the leading models
and makes of radio receivers on
the market. This is the first

encyclopedia of radio circuit

diagrams which has been pre-
pared to aid the serviceman in

the application of the practical
service methods explained in the
first three text books.

In preparing this service course
for the radio industry, the
National Electrical Manufactur-
ers Association has endeavored
to achieve a high degree of

practicability and the widest

possible distribution by enlisting
the cooperation of the Radio
Institute of America which has
devoted itself since 1909 to

training men for work in all

branches of the radio field.
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THE BALKITE RADIO RECEIVERS, MODELS A-3, A-5, AND A-7
This completely light-socket-operaled receiver uses five 227-type tubes
and two 1 12A-type tubes in push-pull in the output. The use of 227-type
tubes in all the sockets preceding the power stage somewhat simplifies

the wiring since only one filament winding is required to supply all of
them. Also the use of 227-type tubes results in less hum output. The

volume control varies the plate voltage applied to the r.f. tubes.

Phonograph Pickup

STANDARD READINGS USING JEWELL TESTER N0.199

Voltage Switch in "Hi" Position Line Volts 105-125

TYPE
OF

TUBE
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THE ARBORPHONE MODEL 45 RECEIVER
May, 1929

226
6
h

226
t

2mfd

riy L=L i JL/U uiinii -j,uuuurirr
00000 ' AWWVW- -vVWWWV"

AVERAGE VOLTAGE READINGS
Filament 226 tube 1.5 VAC.
Heater 227 tube 2.2V.A.C.

Filament 171-A tubes ...5.0 VAC.
Plate 226 tubes 148V.D.C.

Plate 227 tube 48V.D.C.

Plate 17VA tubes ...160V.D.C.

Grid226tubes -9V.D.C.
Cathode 227-tube -9V.D.C.

Grid 171-Atubes -33V.D.C.

Read filament voltages-across filaments-plus
to minus

Read plate voltages- 226 and 171 from plate of

tube to either filament terminal

227 from plate to ground (metal can)
Read grid voltage -226 and 171 from grid of

tube to either filament terminal .

227 from cathode or ground to either fila

ment terminal

There are several interesting features about I his

receiver. For example, note that the detector
tube has connected in its plate circuit a tickler

coil. This coil is adjusted by the serviceman
when the set is installed as close as possible to
the stationary coil without causing the detector
tube to oscillate. The effect of this regeneration
is, of course, to increase the sensitivity and

selectivity of the receiver.

Line
For Dynamic Speaker

THE KOLSTER RECEIVERS, MODELS K-20, K-22, K-25, AND K-27

These models consist of a three-stage tuned radio-frequency amplifier, is used in the output stage. When a phonograph pick-up unit is used it

a detector, and a two-stage transformer-coupled audio amplifier. Type should be plugged into jack, J. Note that a variometer is used in the
226 tubes are used in the r.f. and first a.f. stages and a 17lA-type tube first tuned circuit and also the taps are provided on the antenna coil.

HA,

840 60 220 3000 3000
ohms olyns ohms ohms ohms

R.F.B

90V.
'

DeH-
Una "

45V.

~~

45V~~

i

1-2, 1.5V. S,HVrBni325lr
l

3.Gnd. 7, B-

4.R.F.B* 90V. 8-5. 2.2V

5. Plate 4 5V.

The data which teas given in the description of the receiver in previous "Set Data Sheets'" has been lettered on the above diagram.
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Design and Construction Data

SHORT-WAVE cfficuir

By THOMAS A. MARSHALL
Office of Fleet Radio Officer, Pacific Fleet, U. S. N.

THE
short-wave receiver described in

this article has several unique points
of interest and advantages which

clearly distinguish it from the commonplace.
The circuit, in its most sensitive form, con-

sists of a single-stage tuned radio-frequency

amplifier followed by an autodyne detector

and a two-stage transformer-coupled audio-

frequency amplifier. In the radio-frequency

amplifier and detector modified
_ push-pull

circuits are used because of the ease in generat-

ing oscillations and because of the low circuit

losses on frequencies up to as high as 80,000

kilocycles (3.75 meters).
The conventional types of receiver circuits

as developed in the past have been incapable
of giving amplification in the upper frequency
bands due to the relatively low

input imped-
ance of the tubes and the relatively low L/C
ratio. The low input impedance is due to

the relatively high grid-to-filament capacity
which, under actual operating conditions, may
be several times the geometrical capacity.
The capacity between the grid and filament

markedly affects the input impedance which
fact is of importance in determining the input

power and the signal voltage impressed on the

tube elements. The input impedance of the

tube may be represented by a capacity with a

high resistance in series. This resistance causes

the absorption of power in the input of the

tubes to become very high.
In Fig. 1 the value of Rg in ohms is very

small compared with the reactance of C^
in ohms. Neglecting the slight effect of Rg
we can say that the current will divide be-

tween the tuning condenser, C, and the paral-
lel circuit, C K, in direct proportion to the

capacities of C and Cg. The current, ls , flow-

ing to the grid is obtained by the formula:

XI

The power, Pg , dissipated in Re may be
calculated by the formula:

The power dissipated in the push-pull cir-

cuit, as shown in Fig. 5, is
approximately

one
half the value calculated for the circuit shown
in Fig. 2.

Features of Push-Pull

FIG.
2 shows a three-electrode tube and its

associated circuits as used in single-tube
circuits. The points G, F, and P represent
the three electrodes, the grid, filament, and

plate. The capacities between them are repre-
sented by Ci, Cj, and Cs. Fig. 3 shows a similar

tube and associated circuits as used in a push-

vwww

This article describes a receiver that

is more sensitive than the average
short-wave set. The author has built a
number of such receivers for the Navy
where they enable the operators to

get down to much weaker signals
than with conventional receivers. The
model of the set illustrated schematic-

ally on these pages was built by
Herbert M. Isaacson of the QRV Radio
Service. His conclusions, after con-

structing and operating the receiver,

are that it is more sensitive than usual

receivers for the high frequencies, and,

although not adapted for the usual

amateur traffic, it would "prove in"
where an operator desired to communi-
cate with a few transmitters whose

positions have been located on the

tuning dials, and then charted.

THE EDITOR

pull receiver, Fig. 5. The inter-electrode capac-
ity, Ci, and the grid resistance, Rg, are in

series across the input circuit. Thus, the capac-
ity is halved while the resistance across the

input circuit is doubled, giving a much lower
conductance for the input grid circuit. The
same arrangement of capacities and resist-

ances applies to the output or plate circuit.

In ordinary circuits, as shown in Fig. 2,

the fixed capacity, Ci, across the coil system

2
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Loop

\\
Fig. 4

of the two plate coils which tends to keep
radio-frequency currents out of the B-battery
supply circuits.

Three-element tubes may be used in the

radio-frequency stage with a fair degree of
success and Fig. 6 shows the circuit for stand-
ard three-element tubes. C3 and C4 are neu-

tralizing condensers.
In order to obtain the greatest amplifica-

tion possible it is essential that the external

plate-circuit impedance be kept high. For
this reason, greatest efficiency may be ob-
tained by using a tuned plate circuit as shown
in the dotted lines of Fig. 5. In this case L*
should be a

center-tapped
coil tuned by CJO

and Ct in parallel, thus making possible a

high-impedance load in the plate circuit.

The effective resistance at resonance of this

combination, > may be much higher than
MI

the impedance of standard r.f. chokes which

may be used (untuned) in place of Lj
The radio-frequency amplifier couples to

the detector circuit through two 25-mmfd.
condensers, Cs and Ce. These

capacities
are

made small to prevent reaction of the ampli-
fier on the oscillating detector circuit.

The detector circuit is similar to the radio-

frequency circuit. The potentiometer, Rj, is

100,000 ohms and serves to control oscillations

by varying the voltage on the plates of the de-

tector tubes. It is bypassed by a 2-mfd.
condenser which prevents noise from irregular
contacts as experienced with some volume-
control potentiometers.

For ruggedness, selectivity, and elimination

of vibration and microphonic noises, the re-

ceiver box should be built with heavy alumi-
num shields. If the proper care is taken

microphonic noises, due to mechanical vibra-

tion, will be eliminated. Rigid bakelite tube
sockets should be used rather than the cushion

type. The receiver should be mounted upon
a shock-absorbing pad such as a sponge rubber

pad about one inch in thickness. The plate
circuit of the radio-frequency amplifier may
be shielded easily by arranging the two tubes
so that each plate connection is near the shield

and as short as possible. It will, therefore,
not be necessary to use copper cylinders for

each tube. If the proper care has been taken
in mounting and wiring all the parts, the re-

ceiver will have a very low noise level, much
lower than found on conventional types of
receivers where the detector circuit is con-
nected directly to the antenna system.
The condenser C^ is 25 mmfd. which is

sufficient to take care of the difference in

tuning of the condensers Cio and Cia which
may be operated on the same shaft.

Construction of Coils

COILS
for this receiver may be made on

Silver-Marshall plug-in forms. The fol-

lowing data are only approximate, but fur-
nish a good starting point.

Band Ant. Grid r.f. Plate r.f. Grid del. Plate del.

(Meters) (L) (Li) (L>) (L.) (L.)
10 3 4 4* 3 4
20 3 8 4 6 6
30 4 15 6 12 6

40_
4 17 7 14 6

*One half inch in diameter. Cut off top of coil form
so that leads will not be too long.

In winding the coils, No. 16 enamel-covered
wire should be used for grid coils and No. 22
enamel-covered wire for plate and tickler coils.

The two small coupling condensers, CB
and Ce, between amplifier and detector may
be made from small metal plates, about the
size of dimes, and should be arranged so that
the capacity of each may be varied slightly.

If the a.f. transformers are ungrounded, an

unpleasant squeal may be heard in the phones.
This may be eliminated by connecting an 0.05-

mfd. condenser between grid of the last stage
and the transformer frame. This will not re-

duce the signal strength.

List of Parts

THE following is a complete list of the

apparatus employed by the writer in

the construction of this receiver. Other parts

Fig. 6

may, of course, be substituted with discre-
tion if the parts listed below cannot be
obtained.

Ci, Ci2 Two Hammarlund condensers, 11-plate;
Cr, C3 , Cg, C Four Dubilier condensers, 100-ininfd.;
C4 One Hammarlund Junior 9-plate condenser, 25-
mmfd.;

Cs, C Two condensers, 25-mmfd. maximum. (See
construction notes) ;

CT, Cu Two Parvolt by-pass condensers, 1.0-mfd.:
Cio One Hammarlund 7-plate condenser (not used if Ls

is an r.f. choke) ;

Ci3 One Parvolt by-pass condenser, 2.0-mfd.;
L, Li, La, La, Li, Ls Six roils (see roil table for data);
Le, Ly Two Samson r.f. chokes, 125-mli.;
Ri, Ra Two Durham grid leaks, 1.0-megohin;
Ra, R* Two Durham grid leaks, 0.5-megohm;
Rs One rheostat or fixed resistance, 25-<>hm;
Re One rheostat or fixed resistance, 6-ohm;
Hr One Carter volume control. 100,000-ohms;
Rs One Yaxley potentiometer, 200-ohm;
Six Henjamin sockets, four-prong;
Three Henjamin sockets, five-prong;
Two Thordarson transformers, R200;
One Jewell Voltmeter, Patlern-135:
One on-off switch;
Two National dials.

Fig. 5 Complete schematic diagram of the author's short-wave receiver.
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SOUND-MOVIE MANUFACTURERS

OF
INTEREST to workers in the sound

motion picture; field is the following
list of practically all of the prominent

manufacturers making acoustic apparatus
for use in sound-movie installations:

LOI'D HPEAKKRS

Silver-Marshall Dynamic cone Silver-Marshall, Inc..
874 W. Jackson lilvd.. Chicago, III.

Racon Exponential horn Racon Electric Co., Inc
18-24 Washington Place, N. Y. C.

Jensen Dynamic cone Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.,
338 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 111.

Peerless Dynamic cone United Radio Corp., Roches-
ter, N. Y.

DISC REPRODUCER INSTALLATIONS

RCA Photophone, Inc. 411 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
(Dynamic cones, synchronous and nOD-synchroiious
turntables, amplifiers.)

Vitaphone Electrical Research Products, Inc., 250
West 57th Street, N. Y. (Dynamic horn, synchronous
and non-synchronous turntables, amplifiers).

Duotone Western Electric Piano Co., 850 Klackhawk
St., Chicago, 111. (Dynamic horn, amplifier, non-
synchronous turntables).

Motio-Tone Gates Radio and Supply Co., Quincy.
Ind., (Dynamic cone, or horn, turntables, amplifier)

Oganovox National Sound Reproducing Co., 653
Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wise. (Non-synchronous
turntable, amplifier, dynamic loud speakers).

Good-All Orchestrola Good-All Electric Mfg. Co.,
Ogallala, Nebraska. (Dynamic horn, amplifier, non-
synchronous turntables).

Duplex-O-Phone INolsim-Wiggen Piano Co., 1731-45
Belmont Ave., Chicago, III. (Amplifier and turntables
only, for dynamic reproducers).

Han-A-Phone Hanaphone Co. of America 6010
38th Avenue, Woodside, L. I.

Souora Rristolphone, 50 West 57th Street, N. Y. C.
Pacent Reproducer Systems Pacent Reproducer

Corp., 250 West 39th St. N. Y. C. (Dynamic cone,
synchronous turntables, amplifiers).

Cinetone S and S Enterprises, 46 Church St., lioston.
Mass. (Dynamic cone, non-synchronous turntables,
amplifier).

Phototonc Phototone Co., North Vernon, Indiana.
(Cone, synchronous and non-synchronous turntables,
amplifier).

SOUND-ON-FILM INSTALLATIONS

RCA Photophone Inc. 411 Fifth Avenue, N. Y. C.
(Dynamic cones, amplifiers, sound reproducer
equipment).

Movietone Electrical Research Products Inc. (Wes-
tern Electric) 250 West 57th Street. N. Y. C.
(Dynamic horns, amplifiers, sound reproducer equip-
ment).

DC Forest Phonofilm General Talking Pictures Corp.,
218 West42d St., N. Y. C.
(Loud speakers, amplifiers, sound-reproducer equip-
ment).



IN THE RADIO MARKETPLACE
News, Useful Data, and Information on the

Offerings of the Manufacturer

Industry Briefs

DR.
FRANK A. RAFFERTY has joined the

staff of Zenith research engineers. Dr.

Rafferty was formerly director of the

radio research laboratories of Villanova Col-

lege, Villanova, Pa.

THE LABORATORIES of the Hazletine Cor-

poration have been removed from Hoboken,
N. J., to 333 West 52nd Street, New York

City. W. A. MaoDonald heads the staff of

engineers at the laboratories.

THE RADIO DIVISION of the Fansteel

Products Company, makers of Balkite radio

sets, has been incorporated in a separate

company operating under the name The
Ralkcit Radio Company. Their address re-

mains the same as before, North Chicago,
Illinois.

Two NEW RADIO CORPORATION licensees

under receiving set and electrical phonograph
patents are the Colin R. Kennedy Corpora-
tion, 231 South La Salle St., Chicago, 111.,

and Silver-Marshall, Inc., 816 West Jackson

Boulevard, Chicago, III.

J. H. PRESSLEY who made a reputation as

designer of an excellent super-heterodyne in

years gone by, is now chief engineer of the

United States Radio and Television Corpora-
tion, 1338 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
111. Other officers of the company are: W. C.

Perkins, president; H. T. Roberts, vice-

president and sales manager; Arthur E. Case,

vice-president and manager of plants; Doug-
las deMare, director of production; Don Fieri,

sales engineer, and A. G. Messick, chairman
of the board.

THE LA SALLE RADIO CORPORATION is

now installed in a new plant at Ogden, Fron-

tier, and Blackhawk Streets, Chicago, 111. This

company, headed by P. C. Dittman, president,
makes a complete line of radio tubes.

ANOTHER VACUUM-TUBE manufacturer has
entered the field. The new company will be
known as the Triad Mfg. Co. with headquart-
ers at Pawtucket, R. I. George Goby is

president, Ely Egnatoff, treasurer, H. H.

Steinle, vice-president and general sales

manager, and William Cepak, secretary.
Officers of the company have long been asso-

ciated with the tube industry. The new com-

pany will make, in addition to a standard
line of radio tubes, photo-electrical cells.

Distribution of the Triad line will be through
franchised jobbers only.

JOHN M. REDELL, a well-known figure in

the radio sales field, has been appointed Chi-

cago sales representative of the Sonatron
Tube Company. Mr. Redell is secretary of the
Midwest Radio Trades Association and a
member of the executive board of the Feder-
ated Radio Trade Association.

Two BRANCHES OP THE Edison Distributing
Corporation, the wholesale distributing or-

ganization for Edison radio sets and Edison
records have recently been opened, one at
Boston and a second at Minneapolis. C. V.
Chisholm is manager of the Boston office at
96 South Street. The Minneapolis office at
608 First Avenue, North, is headed by J. W.
A. Henderson.

THE EMPIRE ELECTRIC COMPANY, 25 East
Juneau Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., has been

appointed Central Wisconsin distributor for

the Chas. Freshman Co. The appointment of
distributors by the Freshman company is a
new policy due to the new president, C. A.
Earl. Distribution previously was made
directly to dealers.

New Receivers Announced

THE
NEW TEMPLE RECEIVERS are avail-

able in two console models. The large
console is equipped with a fourteen-inch

dynamic loud speaker and the complete set
sells for $189.00. The smaller console lists at

$149.00 and it is equipped with a nine-inch

dynamic loud speaker. The receiver circuit
in both models is the same. Both [sets use six

227-type tubes, a 250-type power tube, and
a 281-type rectifier.

THE FIRST SET offerings by Silver-Marshall,
Inc., of Chicago, as an RCA licensee will

include console lowboys and highboys at

approximately $149 and $189 list. These
models, with identical chassis, will use the
new a.c. screen-grid tube in the r.f. stages
and the new intermediate power tube in the

output stage. These receivers will be marketed
through exclusive distributors.

Early in May, S-M expects to occupy a
new factory on the west side of Chicago with
a capacity of 1000 to 2000 sets per day.

THE KOLSTER RADIO CORPORATION through
its subsidiary company, The Brandes Corpor-
ation, has entered the low-price set field. Three
Brandes receivers are being manufactured,
the Model B-10, a table-type receiver listing
at $85, the Model B-ll, a console set listing at

$135, and the Model B-12, a console at $165.
AH three models use the same circuit which
consists of three stages of r.f., detector and
three stages of a.f. amplification. Type 227
tubes are used throughout except for the

power tube and rectifier, the former being a
17lA and the latter a 280. The Models B-ll
and B-12 have built-in dynamic loud speakers.
The sets are being manufactured at the plants
of the Kolster Radio Corporation in Newark,
N. J.

An open model console receiver

by Temple, Inc.

AERO PRODUCTS, INC., of Chicago, Illinois,
manufacture a short-wave adapter, the "Aero-
Call," designed for use in conjunction with a
standard broadcast receiving set to permit
the reception of short-wave stations. This is

a completely assembled short-wave tuning
unit and the tuning range is from 15 to 90
meters with three coils supplied with the unit.
Additional coils are available to extend the

tuning range up to 550 meters so that all wave-
lengths from 15 up through the broadcast
band can be covered by the use of interchange-
able coils. The set is made in two models, one
for use

w_ith
a.c. receivers and one for use with

d.c. receivers. Both models list at $25.00.

Miscellaneous New Parts

THE
NATIONAL COMPANY'S new B-

Power Unit, type 7180, was designed
especially for use in conjunction with

the new 245-type power tube and will deliver
250 volts to the plate of this tube and also

supply the necessary 50-volt grid bias.

THE RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
has designed two new high-voltage rectifiers,

the Ray-s, $25.00 and the Ray sx-866, $12.50
The Ray-s rectifier is designed to supply up
to 300 milliamperes of direct current at 2000
to 3000 volts. The type sx-866 supplies up
to 250 milliamperes at 1500 to 2000 volts.

Both tubes are designed to supply plate and
filament current to the various types of trans-
mitter tubes.

THE AHCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY
offers two new tubes, the type 145 power
tube having a maximum output of above
1.8 watts and the type 122 screen-grid a.c.

tube. Both tubes are the heater type, the
heaters being designed for operation from a
2.5-volt a.c. source.

THE POTTER DYNAMIC loud-speaker filter,

a product of the Potter Manufacturing Com-
pany, is designed for use in conjunction with

a.c.-operated dynamic loud speakers to de-
crease the hum. To install the device it is

simply necessary to connect the two leads
from the filter across the field of the loud

speaker. The price of the device is $7.50.

Items of Interest

THE
TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION

have available some excellent bulletins

on the subject of radio interference

and its prevention. These bulletins can prob-
ably be obtained by those having anything
to do with the installation of interference-

preventing devices. The most recent pamphlet
we have received takes up in detail the subject
of preventing interference from oil burners.

It is written by W. K. Fleming, chief engineer
of the company.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF an experimental
J- nature are being transmitted regularly
from 7 to 9 p. m. by station w2xBS of the Radio

Corporation of America. The channel as-

signed to w2.MBS is from 2000 to 2100 kilo-

cycles (142.8 to 149.9 meters). A power of

250 watts is employed at present, although
this will probably be increased shortly. Pic-

tures are 60 scanning lines high and 72 ele-

ments wide. Twenty complete pictures are

transmitted every second. Scanning is in such
a direction that looking at the received picture
the scanning spot moves from left to right
and from top to bottom.

"Present transmissions consist of pictures,

signs, views of persons, and objects," said Dr.
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THE RADIO DEALER'S NOTE BOOK NO. 3 TESTING
INSTRUMENTS

Free Complete Information*

\ CCURATE summaries of useful information are constantly of value to those radio
-i\- folk who deal with the public. This sheet, one of many on various subjects to

follow, sets down collected {information on testing instruments. The dealer or service-
man can remove this part of the page for his notebook or he can have it photostated.

Good instruments are essential if receivers are to
be serviced properly. In this connection, the table
below lists trie offerings of a few of the prominent
instrument manufacturers. A dealer or service-
man ordinarily can make use of two instruments;
one instrument is useful for checking the per-
formance of all types of a.c. and d.c. receiving
tubes and rectiflers and the other, a set-tester, for

checking the performance of a receiver.
Whether a simple or a complicated set-tester is

purchased depends upon <

So'me servicemen pre:

inon one's personal preference,
fer the simplest possible instru-

ment. The idea back of this is that if the set'only re-

quires a slight repair, it can be done on the job, but
if considerable work must be done on the set, it is

best to take it back to the shop where complete
facilities for testing and repairing receivers are avail-
able. Other servicemen, however, prefer to complete
the job on the spot and to such servicemen a very
complete instrument of tests is probably essential.

In any event, whether or not you have a set-
tester and tube-checker, data on all the available
instruments should be in the hands of dealers and
servicemen.

*As a service to readers, the Editors have arranged that dealers may obtain complete information on all the

devices listed in the table by writing to the Service Department of RADIO BROADCAST and asking for data
on testing instruments. All requests must be written on a business letterhead or a card must be enclosed to

identify the writer as a dealer or serviceman.

MANUFACTURER

Jefferson Electric
Co.

Hoyt Electrical
Instrument Co.

Jewell Electrical
Instrument Co

Sterling Manu-
facturing Co.

Supreme Instru-
ments Corp.

Weston Electrical
I ii s t ruini'ii I

Corp.

Hickok Electrical

Instrument Co

General Radio
Co.

DEVICE

Tube Rejuv-
enator

AC-DC Set
Tester

Tube Tester

A.C. Attach-
ment

D. C. Set
Tester

Tube Tester

A.C. - D.C.
Set Tester

Test Panel

Tube
Checker

Tube Tester

Tube Tester

Tube
Checker

Set and Tube
Tester

Set Tester

Set Tester

Set Tester

Tube
Checker

Set Tester

Test Oscilla
tor

TYPE
No.

175

180

600

400

101

300

210

199

580

150

H-510

R-520

H-514

R-522

400-A

99-A

537

533

AC-4600

320

PRICE

* 4.50

6.00

65.00

22.50

15.00

48.75

65.00

97.50

212.00

38.00

35.00

37.50

13.50

67.50

124.65

97.65

100.00

67.50

$135.

MlLLlAM-
METEH

0-30,120

0-10, 50

0-25, 100

0-100 and
special
scale

0-15, 150

0-15, 150

0-15

0-15, 100

0-15, 110

0-10, 100

0-125
2J ampere

0-30, 150

0-20, 80

0-20,200

VOLTMETER

0-12, 120,
600 d.c.

0-3, 9, 150
a.c.

0-3, 9 a.c.

and d.c.

0-3, 9 a.c.

and d.c.

0-10. 500 d.c.

A complete set tester

Tests all types of a.c. and
d.c. tubes

A device for use with d.c.

tube testers to make
possible the testing of
a.c. tubes

For testing d.c. sets only

A.C. line volt-

age indica-
tor

0-7.5, 75,
300, 600
d.c., 0-4,
8, 16, 160
a.c.

0-7 . 5, 75,
150, 300,
750 d.c.,

0-4, 8, 16,

150, 750
a.c.

0-4, 8 a.c.

A tester for all types of
tubes, including
double-plate rectifiers

A complete instrument
for testing all types of
sets

A special test panel for
use in the shop. Con-
tains special meter to
measure condensers ca-

pacity up to 15 mfd.

Testa all types of a.c.

tubes

0-15 a.c.

0-15 a.c.

0-150 a.c.

0-3, 15 a.c.

0-10, 125, 500
d.c.

0-10, 100.
600 d. c.,

0-3, 15,
150 a.c.

0-4, 8,

150 a.c.

0-8, 60, 120,
300, 600 d.c.

A.C. line volt-

age indica-
tor

0.-300,
600 d.c.

0-7.5 d.c.

0-3.3, 15
150 a.c.

REMARKS

For 50 to 133 cycles 100-
120 volts a.c.

For 25 to 40 cycles

Checks performance of
all types of a.c. and
d.c. tubes. For 115
volts, 60 cycles a.c.

Same as R-510 except for
25 cycles a.c.

Special meters indicate
short and low emissions
in all types of a.c. and
d.c. tubes

Tests all a.c. and d.c. sets;
also a.c. and d.c. tubes,

including screen-grid
type. Binding posts for

separate use of meters.

An a.c. and d.c. set tester

complete with full sets
of tools. Contains a
modulated oscillator,
tube rejuvinator, ete.

A set tester lacking a few
of the features of the

larger model 400-A

A complete a.c.-d.c. radio
set tester

For use by dealers in

checking tubes at time
of sale

A complete set tester

A modulated oscillator fo
receiver testing

A. N. Golsmith, vice-president and chief

broadcast engineer of the Radio Corporatioi
of America.

"Experimental work on such subjects

fading, picture quality, and other phases of
television problems is being carried on by
W2XBS."

Dr. Goldsmith continued by saying that
this will in due course evolve in a service to the

public on a basis similar to sound broadcast,
and of like high quality.

THE SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION,
of Greenwood, Mississippi, manufactures a
test set, model 400A, capable of making a

very large number of tests on tubes and re-

ceivers. The device contains several special
devices among which are a modulated oscilla-

tor which can be used in aligning the various

tuning condensers in a single-control set and
it also contains apparatus for rejuvenating
tubes. The instrument is equipped with
Weston meters, and sells for $124.65 h'st.

It can be purchased on the time-payment plan.
The down payment is $38.50 to be followed

by ten monthly payments of $10.00 each.

This company also makes a smaller service

instrument, the model 99A, which lists for

$97.65. If purchased on the deferred-payment
plan, the down payment is $28.50 followed by
eight monthly payments of $10.00 each.

THE J. E. JENKINS AND S. E. ADAIR
COMPANY, of Chicago, are manufacturers of

high-grade, audio-frequency apparatus such
as audio-frequency transformers, gain controls,

mixing controls, etc. The type GL-35 gain or
volume control consists of nichrome-wire
resistor units and the total resistance of the
device is 350,000 ohms. The various steps

give a logarithmic increase in resistance, each

step giving a gain of about 3 DB.

THE UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY has
announced an automatic remote-control tun-

ing device for radio receivers. The remote-
control device, by means of which the radio
set is operated from a distance, contains two
knobs, one a station selector and the other a
volume control. The control is small enough
to hold in the palm of one's hand. The control
box is connected by wires to an electric motor
which is fastened to the radio receiver. The
control box functions to turn on the set, tune
it, and turn it off when the dial on the control
box is turned to the "off" position.

DYNAMIC LOUD SPEAKERS in various models
are manufactured by Wright-DeCoster, Inc.,
St. Paul, Minn. The models 105 and 106 are

designed for operation from a storage battery,
the models 107 and 108 have self-contained

rectifiers, and the models 105x and 106x
should be supplied with current from the
filter circuit. The latter two models normally
require a current of about 100 milliamperes.
A model 107 loud speaker has been in use in

the Laboratory for some time and compara-
tively it has much less hum than many other

a.c-operated dynamic loud speakers which we
have tested. Its frequency response range is

excellent.

RCA Licenses First Tube Company

THE
Raytheon Manufacturing Com-

pany has been granted a license to
manufacture vacuum tubes under the

patents of the Radio Corporation, it was
announced by RCA on March 26.

"The license signed by the Radio Corpora-
tion and the Raytheon Manufacturing Com-
pany is a decided step toward stabilization

in the radio tube industry," said L. K. Mar-
shall, president of Raytheon. "Raytheon,"
continued Mr. Marshall, "through extensive

laboratory research, pioneered in the develop-
ments that have resulted in electric power
sets and made valuable contributions in pro-

ducing effective tubes for use in B-power
units. Recent Raytheon improvements are
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TUBE
BRANDING
MACHINES

77ie Latest

an</ Best

Machine for

Marking Tubes

Impresses
Neat Clean Letters
Into Your Bases

Designed and Built by

GEO. T. SCHMIDT, Inc.
4IOO Ravens-wood Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

BIASTI NG sl
L
AK

U
E
D
R

^/./OVERLOADING
OF TUBES

TONE
Quality is

Greatly Improved

LYNCH
TUBADAPTA
Provides for the use of two tubes in parallel,
thus reducing the impedance in the power stage.
The plate current is almost doubled without

making any change in the receiver. 4 Models,
to fit any set. Easily installed. Price $2.50.

Write for leaflet illustrating and
describing the different models

ARTHUR H. LYNCH, Inc.
1775 Broadway, (at 57th St.) New York

'
Manufacturers of LYNCH RESISTORS,

X

EOUALIZORS, SUPPRESSORS,MOUNTINGS,
RESISTANCE-COUPLED KITS, ETC

U. 8. Patents
No. 1,034,103

1,034,104,
and PaUt. Pending

Pure silver contact float-
ing onfused graphite re-
siatance elemen t gives
amazing smoothness

and accuracy.

ELECTRAD
Presents

A Remarkable
5 -WATT

VOLUME CONTROL

-saSS

City.-

ELECTRAD
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another contribution to the tube's part in

better radio reception. It is fitting that the

Raytheon Company which has rendered so

much engineering service to the radio in-

dustry, should be the first to take a license

from the Radio Corporation, which will

insure a close cooperation between the labor-

atories and should result in benefit to the
radio industry in general."

It is understood that licenses under RCA.
tube patents may be granted to other tube
manufacturers. As extensive a family of li-

censed tube manufacturers may grow up
as a result of this new RCA policy as has de-

veloped in the set field where there are now
more than 31 companies producing receivers

under RCA licenses. The first RCA set li-

cense was granted to Zenith on March 10,

1927. It is interesting to note that the first

tube license was granted in the same month,
just two years later.

The i929 Vicloreen Kit Receiver

ONE
OF THE MOST POPULAR of the super-

heterodyne kits is the Victoreen 1929
A.C. receiver. We have received from the

Baseboard vieiv of the New Victoreen kit receiver.

sidered advisable to redesign the intermediate-

frequency transformers and peak them slightly
below former types. Each i.f. unit contains a
variable condenser which is tuned to a stand-

ard frequency and
then sealed at the

factory. By this
method any four
transformers may be
used together with-
out the necessity of

matching them in

sets.

With the new r.f.

transformers there
has also been design-
ed a special oscillator.

The oscillator and an-
tenna circuit tune

together throughout
the broadcast range,
although the circuits

naturally operate at
different frequencies.

Very little compensa-
tion is, therefore, re-

quired.
For tuning this

receiver a single dial

control using two

The new tube manufacturing plant of the La Salle
Radio Corporation, Chicago, III.

George W. Walker Company a description of
this a.c. receiver and the following paragraphs
describe its major characteristics.

In designing the 1929 circuit, it was con-

0.0005-mfd. Remler
condensers are used.
This single dial con-
trol unit has no

backlash and requires a 360 back-panel-
illuminated dial. Vernier capacity adjust-
ments are provided for by a small 0.0001-mfd.
variable condenser.

227 1 72 227 172 227 172 227 172 227 112

I To Input of

227 1 12
!

Power Amplifier

Method of con-

necting Phono-

graph pick up if"'-

one is used

Plate rectification is used in the 1929
Victoreen AC receiver and in a measure this
is responsible for the fidelity obtained. Both
the second detector and first a.f. tubes op-
erate with the same grid bias. A plate poten-
tial of 90 volts is used on the detector and the
first a. f. tube operates from 180 volts.

The new Victoreen 327-type filament trans-
former has been designed to supply the stand-
ard a.c. tubes with power at slightly below
their rated voltage. As now designed, it is

standard only for 50- to 60-cycle current
from a standard 108- to 112-volt line. This
transformer comes equipped with the leads all

attached to facilitate; the wiring. It is designed
to supply up to five 227-type tubes from each
2^-volt secondary and two 112A-type tubes
from the 5-volt secondary.

This circuit uses the 227-type tubes through
out the receiver. They reduce the hum to an
imperceptible value and also eliminate varia-
tion in volume caused by voltage fluctua-
tions.

The volume control in the 1929 a.c. circuit
consists of a resistor in the common plate re-
turn of the i.f. stages. This variable resistor's
function is not only to decrease the plate
potential but also to provide a high negative
bias. This volume control does not change the
tuning due to change in the voltage relation
in the different circuits and, therefore, read-

justment of the dials when the volume is

changed is not necessary.
The circuit is adaptated for use with a

phonograph pick-up unit which is placed in
series with the grid return of the second
detector. This receiver is also adaptable both',
for loop or outside antenna. If an antenna is

,

used it is only necessary to remove the loop
leads and connect the antenna coupler second-

ary to the loop posts. In using an antenna,
fifty feet including lead-in should be more than
ample.
The Victoreen power supply is a most im-

portant essential with the 1929 Victoreen a.c.

circuit as it provides the 90- and 180- volt'

circuits with voltage regulator tubes.
The construction of this receiver is a very

simple matter and free blueprints are availa-

ble_ giving complete details. These include 8 1

point-to-point wiring description and a full-

size template which may be used for laying-
out the parts.
The complete kit of parts for the 1929

Victoreen kit is available from the George
W. Walker Co., Cleveland. Price: $141.30.'

110V.
Primary

Schematic of the Victoreen 1929 A. C. Supe,r-Heterodyne.

A CORRECTION

IN
THE LIST OF BOOKS which was included!

in Mr. Dunham's article, "What the Ser- -

viceman Should Study," March, 1929, RADIO
BROADCAST, page 295, two errors in price oc-

curred. The correct price of H. F. Van Dei'

Bijl's Thermionic Vacuum Tube is $5.00, and!
Practical Radio Construction and Repairing.
by Moyer and Wostrel, lists at $2.50. Botb>>

books are published by the McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., New York Citv.
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-RADIO BROADCAST ADVERTISER.

THE NEW
C R O S L E Y
GEMCHEST

Chinese Chippendale Cabinet design In three colors, Man-
clarin Red, Mancbu Bl;u-.k and Nanking Green. Contains
seven-tube Ciembox shielded receiver (three stajfes radio am-
plification, detector, two audio tubes and rectifier) and the
dynamic Crosley Dynacone power speaker (built on a dif-

ferent principle of armature actuation.) Without tubes $94,

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORP.
POWELACKOSLEY JR.. Pres. 1'IM IXNATI, O.

Owners of 117.11', the Nation's Station
West of Rockies Prices Sliyhtly Higher

The

MIDGET
of Many Uses

"HAMMARLUND, JR." has all of
the family characteristics it is as

carefully designed and well made
as its bigger brother the famous
IIammarlund'1'Midline"Condenser.
For neutralizing R.F. circuits; for

balancing the units of a multiple
condenser; for vernier tuning; for
antenna selectivity and many
other places in modern receivers,
here is the biggest little condenser
value you can buy. Five sizes:

$1.50 to $2.25.
Write Dept. R B 5 for descriptive
folder showing diagrams of uses.

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
424-438 W. 33rd St., New York

tieita*.

ammarlund
PKECIStON

PRODUCTS

ONLY CENTRALAB
makes resistances like these

The construction and design of a vari-

able resistance is of as great impor-
tance as the mere fact that it possesses
a certain resistance and will carry a

specified current load. CENTRALAB
design is such that the resistance unit

not only will handle the power but
also vary it in a manner so as to derive

the greatest efficiency from the receiv-

ing set or power unit.

The following features distinguish
CENTRALAB variable resistances of

the Graphite Disc type:

Rocking Disc Contact Noiseless, smooth and easy adjustment
One turn of knob gives complete variation Constant resistance

Insulated shaft and bushing Rigidly built; fully guaranteed

Made in two and three terminal units to be used as Volume Con-
trols, Radiohms and Potentiometers. Special resistance tapers
can be had for any circuit. Send for interesting booklet

"Volume and Voltage Controls Their Use."

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES
24 Keefe Avenue Milwaukee, Wisconsin

CENTRALAB
RADIOHMS

In following resistances

0-2,000 ohms, 0-50,000 .
I

ohms, 0-100,000 ohms, (

0-200,000 ohms, 0-500,000
ohms. List price ... $2.00

SHORT CIRCUIT AND 2,000 OHMS

sound alike in the

phones when you're

making a circuit con-

tinuity test by the

"click" method. How
would you tell the dif-

ference?

The progressive ser-

viceman knows the

answer. He uses the

General Radio Direct-

Reading Ohmmeter.

Bulletin 931-T Describes It.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
30 State Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts

274 Brannan Street

San Francisco, California
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MANUFACTURERS' BOOKLETS
A Varied List ofBooks Pertaining toRadio and Allied Subjects Obtainable Free With theAccompanyingCoupon

1. FILAMENT CONTROL Problems of filament sup-
ply, voltage regulation, effect on various circuits, and
circuit diagrams of popular kits. RADIALL COMPANY.

5. CARBORUNDUM IN RADIO Pertinent data on
crystal detectors with hook-ups, and information on
the use of resistors. THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY.

12. DISTORTION AND WHAT CAUSES IT Hook-ups
of resistance-coupled amplifiers with standard circuits.

ALLEN-BRADLEY COMPANY.
17. BAKELITE A description of various uses of

bakelite in radio, its manufacture, and its properties.
BAKELITE CORPORATION.

22. A PRIMER OF ELECTRICITY Fundamentals of

electricity with reference to the application of dry cells

to radio. Constructional data on buzzers, automatic
switches, alarms, etc. NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY.

23. AUTOMATIC RELAY CONNECTIONS A data
sheet showing how a relay may be used to control A
and B circuits. YAXLEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

30. TUBE CHARACTERISTICS A data sheet giving
constants of tubes. C. K. MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

32. METERS FOR RADIO A book of meters used
in radio, with diagrams. BURTON-ROGERS COMPANY.

33. SWITCHBOARD AND PORTABLE METERS A book-
let giving dimensions, specifications, and shunts used
with various meters. BURTON-ROGERS COMPANY.

37. WHY RADIO is BETTER WITH BATTERY POWER
What dry-cell battery to use; their application to radio,

wiring diagrams. NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY.

46. AUDIO-FREQUENCY CHOKES A pamphlet show-

ing positions in the circuit where audio-frequency
chokes may be used. SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY.

47. RADIO-FREQUENCY CHOKES Circuit diagrams
illustrating the use of chokes to keep out r. f. currents
from definite points. SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY.

48. TRANSFORMER AND IMPEDANCE DATA Tables

giving the mechanical and electrical characteristics of
transformers and impedances, together with a short

description of their use. SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY.
53. TUBE REACTIVATOH Information on the care

of vacuum tubes, with notes on reactivation. THE
STERLING MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

57. FILTER DATA Facts about the filtering of d. c.

supplied by means of motor-generator outfits used with
transmitters. ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY.

58. How TO SELECT A RECEIVER A common-sense
booklet describing what a radio set is, and what you
should expect from it, in language that anyone can
understand. DAY-FAN ELECTRIC COMPANY.

67. WEATHER FOR RADIO A very interesting book-
let on the relationship between weather and radio

reception, with maps and data on forecasting the prob-
able results. TAYLOR INSTRUMENT COMPANIES.

69. VACUUM TUBES A booklet giving the charac-
teristics of the various tube types with a short descrip-
tion of where they may be used in the circuit; list of
American and Canadian broadcast stations. RADIO
CORPORATION OF AMERICA.

72. PLATE SUPPLY SYSTEMS. Technical information
on audio and power systems. Bulletins dealing with two-

stage transformer amplifier systems, two-stage push-
pull, three-stage push-pull, parallel push-pull, and other
audio amplifier, plate, and filament supply systems.
AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY.

73. RADIO SIMPLIFIED A non-technical booklet

giving pertinent data on various radio subjects. Of
especial interest to the beginner and set owner. CROSLEY
RADIO CORPORATION.

76. RADIO INSTRUMENTS A description of various
meters used in radio and electrical circuits together
with a short discussion of their uses. JEWELL ELECTRI-
CAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY.

78. ELECTRICAL TROUBLES A pamphlet describing
the use of electrical testing instruments in automotive
work combined with a description of the cadmium test

for storage batteries. Of interest to the owner of storage
batteries. BURTON ROGERS COMPANY.

88. SUPER-HETERODYNE CONSTRUCTION A book-
let giving full instructions, together with a blue print
and necessary data, for building an eight-tube receiver.

THE GEORGE W. WALKER COMPANY.

89. SHORT-WAVE TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT. Data
and wiring diagrams on construction of all popular
short-wave transmitters, operating instructions, keying,
antennas; information and wiring diagrams on receiving

apparatus; data on variety of apparatus used in high-

frequency work. RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES.

90. IMPEDANCE AMPLIFICATION The theory and
practice of a special type of dual-impedance audio

amplification. ALDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

95. Resistance Data Successive bulletins regarding
the use of resistors in various parts of the radio circuit.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY.
98. COPPER SHIELDING A booklet giving informa-

tion on the use of shielding in radio receivers, with
notes and diagrams showing how it may be applied
practically. Of special interest to the home constructor.
THE COPPER AND BRASS RESEARCH ASSOCIATION.

99. RADIO CONVENIENCE OUTLETS A folder giving
diagrams and specifications for installing loud speakers
in various locations at some distance from the receiving
set, also antenna, ground and battery connections.
YAXLEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

101. USING CHOKES A folder with circuit diagrams
of the more popular circuits showing where choke

coils may be placed to produce better results. SAMSON
ELECTRIC COMPANY.

102. RADIO POWER BULLETINS Circuit diagrams,
theory constants, and trouble-shooting hints for units

employing the BH or B rectifier tubes. RAYTHEON
MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

104. OSCILLATION CONTROL WITH THE "PHASATROL"
Circuit diagrams, details for connection in circuit,

and specific operating suggestions for using the
"
Phasa-

trol" as a balancing device to control oscillation.

ELECTHAD, INCORPORATED.
105. RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING CIRCUITS. Con-

struction booklet with data on 25 receivers and trans-

mitters together with discussion of low losses in receiver

tuning circuits. AKRO PRODUCTS COMPANY.

Two Books of Interest to

Readers of Radio Broadcast

Radio Broadcast Laboratory
Information Sheets v<>. '-''"'

How Radio Receivers Work

By Walter Van B. Roberta

Ask any newsdealer for Radio Broadcast Data

Sheets or both books may be obtained by writ-

ing to RADIO BROADCAST, Garden City, N. Y.

Price $1.00 each

108. VACUUM TUBES Operating characteristics of an
a.c. tube with curves and circuit diagram for connection
in converting various receivers to a.c. operation with a

four-prong a.c. tube. ARCTUHUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY.
112. HEAVY-DUTY RESISTORS; Circuit calculations

and data on receiving and transmitting resistances for a

variety of uses, diagrams for popular power supply
circuits, d.c. resistors for battery charging use. WARD
LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY.

113. CONE LOUD SPEAKERS Technical and practical
information on electro-dynamic and permanent-magnet
type cone loud speakers. THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY.

114. TUBE ADAPTERS Concise information concern-

ing simplified methods of including various power tubes
in existing receivers. ALDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

115. WHAT SET SHALL I BUILD? Descriptive mat-
ter, with illustrations, of fourteen popular receivers for

the set-builder. HERBERT H. FROST, INCORPORATED.
118. RADIO INSTRUMENTS, CIRCULAR "J" A de-

scriptive manual on the use of measuring instruments
for every radio circuit requirement. A complete listing
of models for transmitters, receivers, set servicing, and
power unit control. WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION.

120. THE RESEARCH WORKER A monthly bulletin
of interest to the engineer and home builder. Each issue

contains special articles on radio design and construc-
tion.

In sending the coupon below, make sure that
your name and address are included and are
plainly written. Also make sure that the listing
of booklets from which you choose is that of
the latest issue of the magazine, as Radio Broad-
cast cannot guarantee the delivery of booklets

not listed in its current issue,

USE THIS BOOKLET COUPON

RADIO BROADCAST SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RADIO BROADCAST, Garden City, TV. Y.

Please send me (at no expense) the following
booklets indicated by numbers in the published
list above:

Name. . .

Address
(Humbert (Street)

(City) (Slate)

ORDER BY NUMBER ONLY
Note: RADIO BROADCAST assumes no liability for

delivery of booklets. All requests are forwarded

promptly to manufacturers who mail booklets direct

to you. This coupon filled out must accompany
every request. R. B. 5-29

with special emphasis on resistors and condensers.
AEROVOX WIRELESS CORPORATION.

123. B SUPPLY DEVICES Circuit diagrams, charac-

teristics, and list of parts for nationally known power
supply units. ELECTRAD, INC.

124. POWER AMPLIFIER AND B SUPPLY A booklet

giving several circuit arrangements and constructional
information and a combined B supply and push-pull
audio amplifier, the latter using 210-type tubes.
THOHDAHSON ELECTRIC MFG. Co.

125. A. C. TUBE OPERATION A small but complete
booklet describing a method of filament supply for a.c.

tubes. THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. Co.

126. MICHOMETHIC RESISTANCE How to use re-

sistances for: sensitivity control; oscillation control;
volume control; regeneration control; tone control;
detector plate voltage control; resistance and impe-
dance coupling: loud speaker control, etc. CLAROSTAT
MFG. Co.

129. TONE Some model audio hook-ups, with an
explanation of the proper use of transformers and
chokes. SANGAMO ELECTRIC Co.

130. SCREEN-GRID AUDIO AMPLIFICATION Dia-
grams and constructional details for remodeling old
audio amplifiers for operation with screen-grid tubes.
THOHDAHSON ELECTRIC MFG. Col

131. THE MERSHON CONDENSER An illustrated
booklet giving the theory and uses of the electrolytic
condenser. AMRAD CORPORATION.

132. THE NATIONAL SCREEN-GRID SHORT-WAVE
RECEIVER Constructional and operating data, with
diagrams and photographs. JAMES MILLEN.

133. THE NATIONAL SHIELD-GRID FIVE A circuit

diagram with constructional and operating Dotes on this
receiver. JAMES MILLEN.

134. REMLER SERVICE BULLETINS A regular service
for professional set-builders, giving constructional data,
and hints on marketing. GRAY & DANIELSON MFG. Co.

135. THE RADIOBUILDER A periodic bulletin giv-
ing advance information, constructional and operating
data on S-M products. SILVER-MARSHALL, INC.

136. SILVER MARSHALL DATA SHEETS These data
sheets cover all problems of construction and operation
on Silver-Marshall products. SILVER-MARSHALL, INC.

139. POWER UNIT DESIGN Periodical data sheets on
power unit problems, design, and construction. RAY-
THEON MFG. Co.

141. AUDIO AND POWER UNITS Illustrated descrip-
tions of power amplifiers and power supplies, with cir-

cuit diagrams. THORDAHSON ELECTRIC MFG. Co.
142. USE OF VOLUME AND VOLTAGE CONTROLS. A

complete booklet with data on useful apparatus and
circuits for application in receiving, power, amateur
transmitter, and phonograph pick-up circuits. CENTRAL
RADIO LABORATORIES.

143. RADIO THEORY. Simplified explanation of radio

phenomena with reference to the vacuum tube, and data
on various tubes. DEFOREST RADIO COMPANY.

144. Low FILAMENT VOLTAGE A. C. TUBES. Data on
characteristics and operation of four types of a.c.

tubes. ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY.
145. AUDIO UNITS. Circuits and data on transformers

and impedances for use in audio amplifier plate and
output impedances and special apparatus for use with

dynamic speakers. SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY.
146. RECEIVER CIRCUIT DATA. Circuits for using

resistances in receivers, and in power units with de-

scriptions of other apparatus. H. H. FROST, INC.

147. SUPER-HETERODYNE CONSTRUCTION. Construc-
tion and operation of a nine-tube screen-grid super-
heterodyne. SET BUILDERS' SUPPLY COMPANY.

152. POWER SUPPLY ESSENTIALS. Circuits and data
on power-supply devices, and descriptions of power
apparatus. POLYMET MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

155. THE CUSTOM SET-BUILDER A four-page monthly
bulletin containing information of interest to servicemen
and custom set-builders. CLARK AND TILSON, INC.

156. PHOTO-ELECTRIC CELLS A booklet describing
the applications, theory and characteristics of photo-
electric cells. THE G-M LABORATORIES, INC.

157. USES OF ELECTRICAL METF.RS Set of blueprints
showing correct use of meters in laboratory and testing
rin-nits. WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORA-
TION.

158. THE TRUVOLT DIVIDER. A circular describing
ten popular power-pack circuits. Circuits, lists of parts,
and pictures are also included. ELECTRAD, INC.

159. RADIO COURSE OF INSTRUCTION. A series of five

lessons designed to teach boys the principles of radio

design and construction. JUNIOR RADIO GUILD.

160. PRECISION A. F. RESISTANCE-COUPLED AMPLI-
FIERS. An engineering bulletin giving design data on
precision a. f. amplifiers for television and laboratory
experimenters. INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY.

161. LOUD SPEAKERS. A booklet considering the

requisites of a good loud speaker for broadcast recep-
tion. INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY.

162. WIRE-WOUND HIGH-RESISTANCE RESISTORS.

Descriptive circular showing uses for wire-wound high-
resistance resistors. THE DAVEN CORPORATION.

163. THE BURT CELL. Description of the electrical

characteristics and uses of photo-electric cells. R. C.

BUHT SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES.
164. CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIO VACUUM TUBES.

Chart giving average characteristics ofstandard a.c. and
d.c. tubes. THE DAVEN CORPORATION.
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.RADIO BROADCAST ADVERTISER.

WHEN YOU BUY

POLYMET
PKODUCTS

YOU GET

Quality
Products

As Dependable as

Observatory Time

In fact, when you incorporate Polymet
electric set essentials in the sets you
build, you are using parts that over

80% of the large radio manufacturers

specify for their sets.

Elaborate tests and experiments by
their engineers have warranted this

stamp of approval. In your sets,

follow the leaders to Polymet Prod-
ucts.

Send for the Polymet catalogue note

POLYMET MANUFACTURING CORP.
829-E East 134th St. New York City

POLYMET
P R O DUCT S

The Greatest Money Value
in Matched Instruments

Electrical units of measurement are not sub-
ject to change. But electrical quantities can,
and do, vary widely when measured with un-
reliable instruments.

Why gamble with inferior products when
Weston instruments insure life-time accuracy
at a very moderate cost?

Moreover, the use of bargain instruments
sooner or later results in ruined equipment
and big repair bills.

Think before you buy, and then buy depend-
ability. Write for Circular J on Weston Ra-
dio Instruments.

Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.
604 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.

WESTON
RADIO

INSTRUMENTS

Get Short-Wave AND Broadcast

Get Them with a B-Eliminator

It gets short-waves

AND Broadcasts

All in One

Write us today

for full details

Here's humless short-wave loudspeaker operation

on a B-Power Supply, another NATIONAL
achievement. Here's a new NATIONAL THRILL
BOX embodying full range reception over both

short-wave and broadcast bands. And it operates

perfectly from the NATIONAL Velvet-B power

supply. You will get a brand new kick out of the

fine tone and different performance of this

4 Tube THRJLL BOX s. G. 4

NATIONAL CO. INC., Maiden, Mass.
Est. 1914

UNIFORMLY GOOD
a seething 'melting pot',

with science ceaselessly checking
each crucible the Arcturus Labora-
tory, as a result of its research and
pioneering, gives the radio world, in
Arcturus A-C Long Life Tubes, a pro-
duct that is uniformly good.

Rigid tests and specifications, jeal-
ously guardingan enviable reputation,
do not cease with one type of tube
they go on and on for every tube.

. . . oxides that are put through sieves,
so fine they hold water . . . parts that
are proven with *go and no-go gauges',
where even a hair-line makes a vast

difference ... special production units

diligently supervised by efficient lab-

oratory engineers . . . specified fila-

ment, metal and glass construction
... the most minute evacuating pro-
cess known to science ... to give the
icorltl uniformly good A-C tubes.

Critical set engineers have been
quick to grasp the value of such ser-
vice and its significance in set effi-

ciency.

Arcturus hag struck the keynote in

perfect tube production . . . with
ARCTURUS A-C LONG LIFE
TUBES.

V V
A

ENGINEERING FACTS HAVE A UTILITY
SIGNIFICANCE TO THE BROADCAST LISTENER.

ARCTURUS RADIOTUBE CO. NEWARK, N.J.

ARCTURUS
BLUE LW TUBES

V V
A
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RADIO BROADCAST

for
Television

Reception
This lamp is made in numerous
types and styles, which provide
suitable light sources and light-
sensitive relays for all systems.

List Price, *7'
50

^RaytheOH

for
Television

Sending
This is an extra-sensitive broad-
casting tube, supplied in either
hard vacuum or gas-filled types,
and in two sizes of each.

Information andprices on application

/Raytheon
LIFE RECTIFYING TUBE J^

for
"B"Power
Eliminators

Over a hundred different makes
of "B" Eliminators require this

tube, and take no other. There
are millions of them in daily,
satisfaction-giving use.

List Price, #4<'50

Writeforfurther information on any
of this equipment

RAYTHEON MFG. CO.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

The Radio Broadcast

LABORATORY INFORMATION
SHEETS

By HOWARD E. RHODES

'T'HE aim of the Radio Broadcast Laboratory Information Sheets is to present, in a
*- convenient form, concise and accurate information in the field of radio and closely

allied sciences. It is not the purpose of the Sheets to include only new information, but
to present practical data, whether new or old, that may be of value to the experi-

menter, engineer, or serviceman. In order to make the Sheets easier to refer to, they
are arranged so that they may be cut from the magazine and preserved, either in a
blank book or on 4" x 6" filing cards. The cards should be arranged in numerical order.

Since they began, in June, 1926, the popularity of the Information Sheets has in-

creased so greatly that it has been decided to reprint the first one hundred and ninety
of them (June, 1926-May, 1928) in a single substantially bound volume. This volume,
"
Radio Broadcast's Data Sheets," may now be bought on the newsstands, or from the

Circulation Department, Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., Garden City, New
York, for $1.00. Inside each volume is a credit coupon which is worth $1.00 toward
the subscription price of this magazine. In other words, a year's subscription to

RADIO BROADCAST, accompanied by this $1.00 credit coupon, gives you RADIO
BROADCAST for one year for $3.00, instead of the usual subscription price of $4.00.

THE EDITOR.

No. 278 RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet

Inductance-Capacity Products

May, 1929

TMIE formula for determining llie frequency to
' which a circuit will tune is

_ 159'0
~

VLC"
whom f equals the frequency in cycles per second

L equals the inductance of the coil in micro-
henries

C equals the capacity of the circuit in micro-
farads

It is evident from this formula that the frequency
to which u circuit tunes is not determined by the
inductance or the capacity alone hut by their prod-
uct. Tables of LC products are to be found in many
textbooks, and in "Laboratory Sheet" No. 279 is

given a table of LC products covering I he broad-
cast band. The usefulness of this table will become
evident from the following examples.
Example 1: Suppose we have a radio receiver

which uses 0.0005-mfd. tuning condensers and which
(unes-in a station broadcasting on 525 meters at 100
on the dial, i.e., with the condenser plates all in.

What is the inductance of the tuning coils used in

the set?

Answer: From the table the LC product for 525
meters is 0.0776. Therefore, L times C equals
0.0776. We know that C is 0.0005. Therefore, 0.0776
divided by 0.0005 gives 155 microhenries as the
inductance of the coil.

Example 2: Suppose we wanted to rebuild ihis

set to use 0.00025-mfd. condensers? What would the
inductance of the coil have to be? The LC product
must remain the same, 10.0776. Therefore, 0.0776
divided by 0.00025 gives 331 microhenries for the
coil inductance.
Example 3: The receiver described in example

No. 1 will tune down to only 230 meters. Therefore,
what is the minimum capacity of the circuit and
what must it be reduced to to permit the set to tune
down to 200 meters?

Answer: The LC product for 230 meters is

0.01189. From example No. 1 the inductance of the
coil is 155 microhenries. Therefore, 0.01-i89 divided

by 155 gives 0.000096 mfd. as the minimum capacity
of the circuit. To tune down to 200 meters the

rapacity must be reduced to 0.01126 (the LC
product for 200 meters) divided by 155 microhen-
ries. The quotient is 0.000073 which is the minimum
capacity (in mfd.) the circuit must have if the set

is to tune down to 200 meters.

No. 279
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AIE you getting full value from screen-

grid tubes? Most likely not, for 99 out
of every 100 radio men run these marvel-
ous tubes at very low efficiency. Why?
The main reason is failure to bias the control grid at

1 ! volt negative potential. Of course that's trouble-
some if you must use a dry cell in ground lead.

Other methods are equally awkward. But now you
can use a better way. And here's how:

Try the Clarostat Hum-Dinger as a combination
filament resistor and grid bias. Connect between
negative A and filament, with center tap to ground
side of antenna tuning unit. Adjust for proper grid
bias by means of screwdriver, and leave it alone.

Oh boy! What a difference! And if you want to
know why, just look up the characteristic curves of
the screen-grid tube.

Of course the Clarostat HUM-DINGER is prima-
rily an improved hum-balancer. Use it with your
A-C filament tubes, and forget hum.

f r data regarding the Hum-Dinger and
other Clarostat products. There's a

Clarostat for every purpose adjustable, variable; fixed
and even automatic. Ask your dealer about Clarostats.

CLAROSTAT
MFG. CO., Inc.
Specialists in

Radio Mds

Potter
DYNAMIC SPEAKER

Filter
REDUCE
the hum in

A. C.

operated
dynamic
speaker
using low
voltage
rectifier

The installation of a Potter Dynamic
Speaker Filter is easily made by con-

necting the two leads provided across

the field of the speaker.

List Price $4-75

POTTER FILTER BLOCKS
Condenser Block for the single

250 type tube amplifier ......

Condenser for the push-pull

250 type tube amplifier ......

Condenser Block for single
2IO type tube amplifier ......

T-

T-

T-

TOOA 171 Condenser Block for pow-
-loU-1/1 er pack with 280 type

tube rectifier

The Potter Co.
North Chicago, Illinois

A National Organization at Your Service

GENERAL AMPLIFIERS
For Use with Radio Set or Electric

Phonograph Pick Up

Model

GA20

List Price

(less lubes)

$225

A self-contained, rugged, all electric, three-stage power amplifier

employing two UX-250, two UX-226, two UX-281 and one UY-
227. Will deliver approximately 14 watts of undistorted energy
to the speaker. The use of dual push-pull makes for extremely
quiet operation. Designed for 110-120 volt, 50-60 cycle alternating
current operation.

The General Amplifier Company specializes in the design and
manufacture of amplifiers to meet specific requirements. Your
problems in the field of power amplification are solicited.

Bulletin RB-i will be sent on request.

General Amplifier Company
27 Commercial Avenue Cambridge, Mass.

Makers of High Grade Power Amplifiers

Stop

plOHS

Uniform
Quality

since

1915
The high standard maintained in their manu-
facture is reflected in their quality performance.

Make every tube a Cunningham

E. T. CUNNINGHAM, Inc.

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS ATLANTA

may, 1929 . page 53
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CeCoTypeJ-71-A
t 5-volt % amp. tube

for use in the output
stage ofaudio amplifier.
Handles 12 times the nn-
distorted volume of the

usual type A tube.

ihe tremendous and

constantlygrowingdemandfor

CeCo J-71 and J-71-A Power
Tubes is due to two things

first, their capacity for han-

dling greater undistorted vol-

ume, and second, making
possibleanunusuallyexcellent

tone quality under full load,

clear to the end of their

long life.

Inquire today about the interest-

ing possibilities afforded by
these well known CeCo tubes.

Listen in on the CeCo Couriers on
the air every Monday evening at 8:30

Eastern time (7:30 Central time) over

the Columbia Broadcasting chain.

CeCo MFG. CO., INC., Providence, R. I.

No. 280 RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet

Characteristics of the Ear

May, 1929

HPHK ear is undoubtedly the most commonly
-* used of acoustical devices and the curves on
"Laboratory Sheet" No. 281 illustrate a very
important and interesting characteristic of the ear.
These curves are known as curves of

**

equal loud-
ness," for each curve stums the pressure required
at different frequencies, to produce sounds of equal
lotidness.
The lowest curve marked "

threshold curve ' '

is sometimes called the curve of minimum audibility
and it indicates the pressures which will produce
sounds jusl audible to the average ear. This curve
shows that at minimum audibility the ear varies

greatly in sensitivity, at different frequencies.
The upper curve, which indicates how the sensitiv-

ity of the ear varies with loud sounds, shows the
ear to be almost equally sensitive throughout the
entire range of frequencies.
These curves have a definite relation to the repro-

duction of radio programs and indicate why we
seem to lose the bass when the volume is cut down
very low and why a loud speaker seems to boom (too
much bass) when the volume is increased greatly.

Sounds must be reproduced at a normal volume
level, i.e., that level at which we are accustomed to
hear music, if the reproduction is to sound natural.
Even though the intensity of all the tones in the
music are amplified equally well the curves indicate
that a relatively increased effect on the ear will come
from the bass portion if the sounds are too loud and
a relatively increased effect from the treble if the
sounds are too low in intensity.
The data from which these curves were plotted

was obtained from experiments made in the Bell

Telephone Laboratories. The subjects listened to
pure tones from a telephone receiver driven by cur-
rent from an audio oscillator. The listeners com-
pared different tones, two at a time, as to loudness
and adjusted the intensity of the two tones so that
they were equally loud. All of the apparatus was
calibrated carefully and the engineers were able to
determine from the setting of the adjustment the
sound pressure in dynes per square centimeter.
Some additional data on this same subject will be

found in "Laboratory Sheet" No. 109 in the July
1927, issue.

No. 281 RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet

Characteristics of the Ear

May, 1929

THESE
curves show the sound pressures which, acting on the ear, give sensations of

equal loudness. They were prepared from data obtained from experiments made in
the Bell Telephone Laboratories.

100 150 200 340 440 700 1000 1500 2000 3200 4000

FREQUENCY

No. 282 RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet

Amplifier Input Circuits

May, 1929

T)OWER amplifiers such as are coming into promi-
-t nent use in auditoriums, theatres, dance halls,
etc. may be employed to produce entertainment by
connecting the input of the amplifier to a regular
receiver, by making connections to a phonograph
pick-up so that phonograph records may be played,
or, in other cases, by connecting a microphone to
the input. The amplifier may be used in any of these

ways with practically no change in the circuit
the only change necessary is at the input to adapt
the circuit to the source from which [the signals
are to be obtained.

These amplifiers are arranged normally so that
they may be used with either a radio receiver or a
phonograph pick-up. Appropriate terminals for

these two devices form an integral part of the am-
plifier. In case the amplifier is designed for use only
with a radio receiver, a phonograph amplifier may
be used readily by connecting the two terminals
of the pick-up across the primary of the first a.f.

transformer of the amplifier. However, when it is

desired to use a microphone at the input of such an
amplifier a change is necessary since tne microphone
requires direct current for its operation and also
the microphone is a low-impedance affair whereas
the phonograph pick-up and radio receiver have
high output impedances. With a microphone it is

necessary that a special microphone transformer be

used to adapt the impedance of the microphone
to the input impedance of a tube. The primary of
the microphone transformer should be connected
across the microphone and in series with a few dry-
cell batteries or a storage battery, the latter being
preferable because of its greater capacity. The
secondary of the microphone transformer is con-
nected to the grid of the first a.f. amplifier tube.

Microphone transformers are made by most of the
well-known transformer manufacturers and com-
plete instructions regarding their use can be ob-
tained easily.

It should be realized that the above notes do not
apply to all power amplifiers since some of them are

equipped with three sets of input terminals so that
either pick-up, radio, or microphone may be used.

Obviously, the thinj? to do when purchasing such
an amplifier is to decide what is to be used to supply
the input signals and to then make certain that the

amplifier under consideration is arranged with the

proper input connections.
This sheet is the result of several letters received

at the Laboratory from readers who have been
under the impression that it is possible to obtain
good results by simply connecting microphones
across the input of an amplifier originally designed
for use with a phonograph pick-up unit or radio
receiver.
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RADIO TUBES

Be guided by a name that has meant absolute
tube integrity for the past fourteen years. "$ The
name is Cunningham choice of the American home.

NEW YORK

Cunningham Booth No. 5, R M A Trade Show, Congress Hotel, Chicago, June 3-7

E. T. CUNNINGHAM, Inc.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO DALLAS

Manufactured and sold under rights, patents and inventions ott'tud and/or controlled By Radio Corporation of America
ATLANTA
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ill C DOUBLE -

SHORT-WAVE
BAND

BROADCAST
BAND

TUNED SCREEN GRID 14 TO 500

\nnouncing PHOTSXEWRadio Thrill!

N c ; e , Illustra-

tion shows half of

shields removed

This is what R. S. Kruse says:
>

TUNED Rhic I.I (Irld

K. K. Am|ilillra1i.>ii
I'r.im 14 to .'.

eten.

Here's What You Want to Know
about the SUPER WASP

The Pilot Super Wasp Kit comes to you complete, with panels
and cans accurately drilled and fitted, and with full scale blue-

prints. Can be assembled in one evening. The short direct

leads, required in hooking up, are indicative of its efficient

simplicity.

The set is completely shielded eliminating all hand capacity
effects. The regeneration control, nnce set, is consistent over any
amateur band. There remain only two tuning controls fol-

lowing degree for degree.

A complete set of r. f. and detector plug-in coils comes with

each kit, covering all wavelengths from 14 to 500 meters,
with a generous overlapping.

One stage of S-G amplification that tunes and amplifies! Two
stages of audio. 14 to 500 meters with plug-in coils. Two
controls over any amateur band. Completely and individually

shielded. 6 v. A, 9 v. C and 135 v. B. The finest amateur
S-W set in the world. Also a splendid broadcast receiver.

So simple, the beginner can build it. So effective, the veteran

ham cannot afford to be without it.

PILOT SUPER WASP KIT $29.50

(Catalog. No. K-l 10) Wigktb higher West of the Rockies)

Including 2 sets of 5 coils each, full-sized blue-print and com-

plete assembly data.

In my opinion no receiver manufac-

tured today is better suited to the

amateurs' 1929 need than is the Pilot

Super Wasp."

World's Finest S-W Set

The Super-Wasp Kit combines in one receiver Short-Wave
and Broadcast Reception from 14 to 500 meters.

Not merely a shield grid stage of doubtful value in front of a

regenerative detector but a scientifically engineered receiver

with a tuned screen grid circuit that provides a gain of from
4 to 20 over the entire amateur spectrum. The SUPER
WASP takes the applesauce out of most "QSA-5" reports.

Selectivity is enhanced without tuning complications. The
shield grid stage really TUNESI With this receiver you can
unscramble the fones on the 80 meter band. These definite

superiorities have been achieved without undue circuit or

mechanical complication!.

Send for Radio Design

50c. brings you one year's subscription to "Radio

Design". Quarterly Magazine, chock-full of latest Radio,

Short Wave and Television Developments. "Radio De-

sign", 103-E Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Name

Address

| City State

The Pilot Super-Wasp is made in World's Largest Radio Parts Plant

'PILOT ELECTRIC
I

" " *" ^^^/^V^B 323 BERRY ST.J&^lBROOKLYN.NY.
ESTABLISHED I9O8 TRADE MARK REG.
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McMURDO SILVER

The SILVER RADIO chassis and speaker
above is made complete iu the new home of
Silver-Marshall pictured below the third
largest exclusive radio plant in the Chicago
area. The eight-tube Model 30 chassis (as
furnished in Model 60 Lowboy and Model
95 Highboy) contains thcfully shielded, non-
oscillating Screen-Grid r. f. amplifier, with
hand selector, Screen-Grid power detector,
push-pull power amplifier and A, B, C, and
speaker power supply. 1 1 is a marvel of me-
chanical and electrical engineering. In all

comparative tests so far, no other radio has
been found which can even equal its per-
formance.

nnounces

ilver
And now, at last, comes Silver-Marshall's entry

into the complete RCA licensed radio receiver

field with SILVER RADIO the most sensational de-

velopment since a.c. tubes revolutionized radio.

1929 is a Screen-Grid year. Its pace will be set

by the new type radio that is SILVER RADIO so

original and so advanced technically as to be utterly

different from any other manufactured receiver.

For SILVER RADIO comes from a designer, a labo-

ratory, and a factory that have mastered Screen-Grid

technique and proved it by chalking up unbroken
records with the Sargent-Rayment Seven, and the

famous Screen-Grid Sixes.

SILVER RADIO is nothing if not new. It is first to

eliminate all antenna installation. It is first to use

three 224 a.c. Screen-Grid tubes as r.f. amplifiers
with band-selector tuning, followed by a fourth
Screen-Grid tube in the newesttypeofpower detector

circuit. SILVER RADIO is first to use a pair of 245

power tubes in push-pull; first to use a matched-

impedance dynamic speaker. And SILVER RADIO is

first also with a startling development the Over-

tone Switch, which brings out all the beauty of

ordinarily-lost high notes as does no other radio-

yet cuts them out at will to reduce static in bad
weather. And prices SILVER RADIO is first with

prices so low that they actually make you gasp,
even though they are made possible by tremendous

production.

SILVER-MARSHALL9/fieor/orite<f

Oft Radio is Iilbe
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Radio
Just as a.c. tubes changed the "fashion" in

radios from battery to light socket in 1927 just
as surely will SILVER RADIO revolutionize public
demand in 1929. For you know that the amazing
new features of SILVER RADIO spell revolution in

radio results for distance, for selectivity, tone,

convenience, and low cost.

Appreciation is due, and is in full measure

given, to the many friends whose use and recom-
mendation of S-M products has pushed SILVER-

MARSHALL up into the position of dominating
leadership in the parts field, now to launch forth,

from one of the largest radio plants in America,
the self-contained SILVER RADIO receivers. And
Silver-Marshall has kept faith with these friends

SILVER RADIO is iust the outstandingly superiorJ O J M.

product that they have always expected from the

S-M laboratories.

SILVER RADIO will be distributed
through leading jobbers to franchised
dealers in exclusively allotted territories

backed by an unprecedentedly large
newspaper advertising allowance per set,
to "break" in the early summer. Dealer
demonstrations are being arranged now,
and franchise applications are being re-

ceived.

6443 W. 65th St., Chicago, I. S. A.

Sterlingan Silver

Model 00 I.owboy (above) and Model 95
'iiely built of striped

17, 2-'45an(l

price of (ubes. $29.50), Al-
ls priced ,!odel 95 Hit-

lull tly higher wc8tol
Both models operate on 100 to I.W volt.
50 to 60 cycle a. c. (25 cycle model special)

SILVER-MARSHALL, Inc.

6443 West 65th Street, Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

Send me the dope, and tell me where I can see and
hear it I'm interested.

Name

Address

City ...State.....

June, 1929 ... page 59
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RADIO TUBES
TESTED and APPROVED by Landay Brothers

AND BY THE
METRO P OL ITAN

PUBLIC

Thousands of radio fans saw

SPEED RADIO TUBES

tested before their eyes

IANDAY BROTHERS, one of the

"
largest radio outlets in the East/

tested SPEED Tubes/ found they were

everything we said they were/ and

then some/ and put their o. k. on the

SPEED Tube Line.

Then Landay showed New York why

they chose SPEED. All day Saturday,

April 27th/thousands of radio users milled into Landay 's to see the laboratory tests on SPEEDTubes.

"How did it go?" we asked Landay. "It was a great SPEED day/" they said, (and it certainly

looked like it from the sales figures they showed).

But we expected SPEED'S success. Every place SPEED has gone/ it has gone over, with a

resounding bang. Why not/ when the line is right right in price, right in quality/ right all the

way through. There's a SPEED Tube for every radio and every radio need.

SPEED short, snappy/ easy to remember. A far-Rung advertising campaign
--

Saturday Evening

fost/ newspapers and fan magazines will engrave it in every mind make SPEED just another

word for Tube. Now's the time to check into the best money-making tube proposition in the field.

UBE CORPORATIO

80-90 N. Ninth St./ Brooklyn/ N.Y.

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES SINCE 1924
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JK-educed Irrices

.Mart a INew JL,ra

C^onfidence

YES
Something Happened
in Speakers
When the S-M Appeared

The new S-M speaker is fast

becoming as famous an audio

product as Silver-Marshall's

immensely popular Clough-
system audio transformers. So

accurately designed is this new
speaker unit that it eliminates

all objectionable hum as well

as "drummy" tones, and brings
out both low and high pitches
with a fidelity hitherto un-
obtainable. Two types: 851 for

110-volt d.c., $29.10 net. 850,
for 50-60 cycle 105-120 volt

a.c. (using 1 '80 tube), $35.10
net.

FOR
a long time Silver-Marshall has felt that

the "list price" method of pricing prevalent
in the radio parts business was not conducive
to public confidence, and that it should be
discarded in favor of an honest and straight-

forward policy. The situation today is that

fully 95% of all radio parts sold go to pro-
fessional setbuilders, service men or experi-
menters with commercial connections, who
buy at a fictitious "list" price less a discount,

usually about 40%. As this discount is available

thru, actually, millions of mail order and
jobber catalogues, to any and every buyer, the

list price is indeed fictitious, and serves no
purpose except to destroy confidence.

For this reason Silver-Marshall, as America's

largest parts manufacturer, believes that the

time has come to "clean house" in the in-

dustry alone if necessary. Therefore, effective

April 1 5th, all S-M list prices were reduced about

40%, so that the new list prices are now about

the net prices available to all. No "dollars and
cents" change is made an outworn fiction

only is discarded. Henceforth, the professional
setbuilder and service man will never be
embarrassed when, after selling a set, he_

is

confronted by his customer with a net price

catalog. There will be only one selling price
on S-M apparatus the new "net-list," at

which consumers, setbuilders, and pro-
fessional setbuilders can all buy.

This change is intended to, and will, protect
service stations and professionals, who, buying
parts at the same prices their customers obtain,

have their profits insured by a fair and gener-
ous differential (to cover their labor) between
the cost of parts to their customers and the

cost of factory wired sets.

S-M believes that this frank and open policy
will insure confidence among those it is

designed to protect and help the consumer,
the setbuilder, the service station and jobbers,
for it protects the professional from cut-price

competition, consequently makes selling eas-

ier, and inspires confidence, not mistrust, in

his customer.

S-M Power
Amplifiers With

Clough-SystemTone

Operating entirely from the a.c.

light socket, and using the famous
S-M Clough-system audio transform-

ers, these amplifiers give the very
finest reproduction at auditorium-
volume obtainable on the market

today.

S-M 690, to reach 2OOO or more
people, has three stages (last two
push-pull); supplies 6 to 12 or more
dynamic speakers. Fading control on
panel, and three-point switch for

record microphone radio input se-

lection. Uses 1 '27, 2 '26, 2 *5O,

and 2 "81 tubes. Price, less tubes,

$147, net.

S-M 679, to reach 100O or more
people, has two stages; supplies 2 to

4 or more dynamic speakers. Binding
posts for microphone radio record

pickup input. Uses 1 '26, 1 '50,

2 '81 tubes. Price less tubes, $81, net.

S-M "PA" type amplifiers are

available for all larger experimental
installations at surprisingly reduced

prices, as shown in our new April
15th catalog.

S-M's monthly publication, The RADIOBUILDER, is mighty interesting

reading these days. Issue No. 12 (April, 1929) contained a forecast of

band selector tuning as it will characterize 193O receivers; also a timely

discussion of the "one-stage" audio trend. If you are not getting the RADIO-
BUILDER, be sure to send the coupon and send it anyway for the new
S-M April catalog, containing netv low S-M list prices, which are net.

Authorized S-M Service Stations have made money this season, and still

bigger opportunities are opening up for them. Ask us about the Service

Station appointment.

SILVER-MARSHALL, Inc.
6403 West 65th St., Chicago, U. S. A.

\L
Silver-Marshall, Inc.
6403 W.65th St., Chicago, U. S. A.

.... Please send me, free, the new April S-M Cat- I

alog; also sample copy of the RADIOBUILDER.
For enclosed in stamps, send me the

following :

SOc Next 12 issues of The Radiobuilder
$1.00 Next 25 issues of The Radiobuilder

S-M DATA SHEETS asfollows, at 2c each!
,

No. 1 .670B. 670ABC Reservoir Power Units
. . .No. 2. 685 Public Address Unipac

No. 3. 730. 731. 732 "Round-the-World" Short
Wav e Sets

No. 4.223, 225. 226, 256. 251 Audio Trans-
formers

No S .720 Screen Grid Six Receiver
.... No .6 . 7 40" Coast-to-Coast'

'

Screen Grid Four
No. 7.675ABC High-Voltage Power Supply and _
676 Dynamic Speaker Amplifier

. . . .No. 8. Sargent-Rayrnent Seven
No. 9. 678PD Phonograph Amplifier

. . .No. 10. 720AC All-Electric Screen-Grid Sil.

... .No. 12. 669 Power Unit (for 720AC)

ill".-. 1921 . . naze 61
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RADIO SET TESTER
See it at the R.M.A. convention

The radio industry is familiar with the
Weston Model 537 Radio Set Tester for

A. C. and D. C. receivers. Service men
hailed it with great acclaim a year ago,

noting its many advantages over the
Weston Model 519 for D. C. only.

And NOW here is another great ad-
vance the Weston Model 547 incor-

porating'many additional features to

meet the service testing requirements of

radio's latest developments. And there
have been many since the last R. M. A.
Convention. But with this NEW SET
TESTER radio servicing is still further

WESTON
EXHIBIT
AT HOTEL
STEVENS

simplified, even taking into account the
number of new tubes, sets and circuits.

Space won't permit description here
nor would words alone do this new set

tester justice. You must see it for your-
self operate it try to think up some
service problem it can't solve. Try as you
will the Model 547 will give you a quick
and accurate answer every time. Conven-
ient complete light and rugged. Hand-
some in appearance and it will yield you
handsome profits. It will increase your
business and your prestige. YOU CAN
BANK ON IT!

OUTSTANDING FEATURES OF THE MODEL 547
First of all it. is a WESTON -assuring you exquisite workmanship and
'complete service reliability. It is provided with three, instruments
all .?'/t" diameter and furnished with bakelite cases. Carrying case,
removable cover, panel and fittings are also made of sturdy bakelite.

.4. C. Voltmeter 750/150/16/8/4 volts. The
three lower ranges are brought out to the Tester

plug, and nil five ranges are brought out to

binding posts. 750 volt range is for testing sec-

ondaries of power transformers. 16 volt range
is to provide for 15 volt A. C. tubes. Operations
hjive been reduced only one selector switch

being necessar.y.
D. C. \ 'oltmeter -High, range increased to 750
volts. Other ranges 250/'100/50/10/5--all six

ranges brought out to bind-

ing posts and Tester plug.
D. C. .Mi Ilium meter
Double range 100/20
M. A. provides for lower

readings with better scale characteristics.
7'esls On A. C. sets the heater voltage and
pi. in- current can be read througltout the test

while the D. C. voltmeter, may be indicating

plate bias or cathode voltage.

Self-contained,double-sensilivity continuity test

provided. This can also be used for measuring
resistance as well as testing for open circuits.

Grid test can be made on A. C. or D.C. screen

grid tubes also the '27 lubes when used as a

detector without the use
of adapters.
Two sockets on the panel
U Y tube adapters elim-

inated.

PIONEERS
SINCE 1688
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NEW, REVOLUTIONARY,AYEAR AHE

TLargest Pick-up Ever Put on
the Market

The Best Theatre Pick-up is the largest,
heaviest and most powerful pick-up
available to the general public. Natur-

ally, to get power you must have size.

And with size you must have weight.
The Best Suspension Bridge Counter-
Balance makes it possible to use this

weight with but the weight of a feather
on the delicate record.

Thunderous Volume! \

Volume . . . thunderous volume . . .

enough to tax the capacity of any
speaker . . . and yet you can cut down
the volume to the barest whisper. And
without the slightest distortion!

Performance that beggars description, so much better
than ordinary pick-ups, that there is no comparison..

Know the Best by the Box
Individually packed in the most sumptuous display
box known to the Radio Industry.To placeone of these
display boxes on your counter, is to sell it. Complete
with volume control and adapter for four or five prong
tubes (in case the set doesnothave a phonograph jack) .

List price $17.50, with long arm for
Theatre Records $20.00.

BEST MANUFACTURING CO.
12OO CROVE ST., IRVIJVGTON, N. J.

CCUNYER
BALANCED!

The BestTheatre Pick-up, i* buil t like
a suspension bridge. So delicately is

it balanced, that onlya featherweight
is placed on the record.U'hen 6nished

playing a record, simply tip the head
it stays no danger of ruining

record orwoodwork.
Perfect balance
does it.

For Home and Theatre

Best Manufacturing Company,
1200 Grove St., Irrington, N. J.

Send us complete information on the

following:^

D Best Theatre Pick-up
Q Best Theatre Dynamic

Name . . ,

Address .
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HERE
WE are at the start of another radio season.

How will it compare with other seasons? What are

the manufacturers' offerings? What are the trends?

In short, how is the radio world going? In the issue now
before you, we have tried to provide answers to most of

these questions, written by those who are in a large
measure responsible for our present advancement.

rp^HE PRICE tendency this year is perhaps the most
_L obvious: manufacturers are giving more value for

less money in 1929 than they did in 1928. The sets,

from those in the lowest price class to those selling for

the highest figure, give improved performance and are

generally better values. At least one leading maker
offers in his list price the entire receiver equipment : set,

loud speaker, cabinet, and tubes. This, in our opinion,
is a step of great importance and we believe the practice
in time will become more general. The radio sets them-

selves, although they do not differ materially from those

offered in previous years, are definitely improved in ex-

terior appearance. "Beneath the hood," they contain a

great number of improvements, which, while not sensa-

tional, represent engineering advance, and show that

the design engineers have not been idle. All receivers are

basically the same yet each has its individual technical

points of difference. The engineers now know how to

measure these differences and can tell exactly what the

real performance of the set is. Models are now thor-

oughly tested, measured, taken apart, redesigned, and

put together again before being put into production and
offered to the dealer and to the public. Radio manu-
facture, in short, is a much more exact operation than
ever before. From this, the entire industry benefits, and
the public, praises be, receives more for its investment.

HOWARD
W. DICKINSON, formerly executive vice-

president of the George Batten Company, and a

nationally known authority on merchandising problems,
begins a series of intensely interesting articles in the

July RADIO BROADCAST. These articles, warmly personal
and sympathetic, will offer some new and distinctly

helpful ideas on radio selling. In addition to many other

helpful articles for those who sell radio, our technical

section in July will contain the finest line-up of material

it has ever been our pleasure to present. For the first

time anywhere, we offer in that issue complete technical

descriptions of three well-known commercial receivers;

a splendid article on loud speaker measuring methods;
definite data on the 245-type tube, and numerous other

special features.

WILLIS KINGSLEY WING.
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RAYTHEON
RAYTHEON has done something more than imitate the design of other

tubes. Raytheon has made a very real contribution to radio.

RAYTHEON was FIRST

To produce a practical, heavy duty rectifier tube for B-elimination.

And when Raytheon brought out a full line of A. G.

and receiving tubes, RAYTHEON was FIRST

To anchor receiving tube elements at the top with mica, increasing

rigidity and uniformity of performance.
To produce a long-life, quick-heating tube for A. G. operation.

And RAYTHEON ALONE
Builds a tube of FOUR-PILLAR CONSTRUCTION, cross-

anchored top and bottom a tube so sturdy that its laboratory-

tested performance cannot be changed by the shocks and knocks of

shipment and handling.

In addition to the many outstanding improvements and patents

which can be used by Raytheon only, Raytheon will benefit by all

R. C. A. tube patents, present and future.

Due to the license granted Raytheon jobbers and dealers can

sell these high-quality tubes with no danger of legal entanglements

or "frozen" stock.

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON



RAYTHEON
THE NEWEST NAME IN RADIO

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc., now controls production
and sale of licensed Raytheon Tubes. This combines not

only the names, but facilities of these two companies.
Effective June 1, 1929, Eveready Raytheon Tubes will

be produced and merchandised under the control of the

great Eveready organization.
Plant enlargements are now under way. Additional

equipment is being installed. Production of Eveready
Raytheon Tubes will be enormously increased. An ade-

quate supply is assured.

Eveready Raytheon is a large individual division of the

National Carbon Company, Inc., and will have all of the

usual aggressive Eveready advertising and merchandising
activities back of it. Extensive Publicity . . . Broadcasting
. . . Advertising.
This means increased opportunities for present Raytheon

dealers. Additional franchises will be allotted. There will

be full co-operation with the trade.

Plan now to take full advantage of this great new
development in the radio tube market. Be sure to order
an adequate stock of Eveready Raytheon Tubes.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.

New York, N. Y.
Branches: Atlanta, Chicago, Kansas City, Long Island City, San Francisco

VBVM
>-*!

Unit of Union Carbide
|

s I and Carbon Corporation

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON



RAYTHEON

LONGL1FJ
RADIO TUBE

EVEREADY Raytheon Tubes will be
sold in this package, made in the

Eveready colors red, blue and

gray. It brings the prestige of two
well-known names together in a

striking display.

The change in name will mean
even more than a great expansion
of production and distribution. In

addition to the specialized activi-

ties of the famous Raytheon labora-

tories at Cambridge, Eveready
Raytheon will have the benefit of

all research and development
facilities of the National Carbon

Company, Inc.

Eveready Raytheon will continue

to lead in radio tube development.
As an Eveready Raytheon dealer,

the many developments in principle
and design which are constantly in

progress in the Eveready Raytheon
laboratories assure you of radio

tubes abreast of the moment . . .

ahead of it.

Don't miss this opportunity to

profit by all that Eveready Raytheon
will have to offer you. Get in touch

with your jobber or distributor

today.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc., New York
Branches: Atlanta, Chicago, Kansas City, Long Island City, San Francisco

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON



1VEREADY
RAYTHEON

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON
PACKAGE
and great new

ER224
Screen Grid Tube

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON

224

LONG LIFE

RADIO TUBE

NATIONALCARBON
OX**

Eveready Raytheon Tubes are a

complete line

E R Rectifier BH
E R Rectifier BA
E R 201-A
E R 200-A
ER112-A
E R 171-A
ER210
ER250
ER245

ER240
ER280
ER281
ER226
ER227
ER224
E R Type A Cartridge

Rectifier

E R Photo-cell
E R Kino Lamp

E R 224 tube with exclusive four-pillar
construction, cross-anchored top and

bottom
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NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE

ADVERTISEMENTS

brings you a definite, well-planned
J- policy of sales cooperation. Unequalled quality,
a continuous supply, prompt deliveries, close fac-

tory contact in short, every possible bit of assist-

ance will be yours. A tremendous advertising,
radio and publicity campaign has been launched

that will make Triad the world's most popular
tube. Tie-up material will be provided to each

dealer in any quantity desired. And there is a

generous profit margin with Triad one that will

bring real satisfaction to you with every sale. A
greater tube business with greater profits is wait-

ing for you in 1929 with Triad. Write or wire

now for the special sales and merchandising
proposition we have arranged for you!

Triad Publicity
Broadcasting : Fifty-two weeks of broadcasting over a
national network, have been arranged. A famous orchestra,
stars of the stage and concert world, elaborate presentations
of varied nature all these and many other features will

sell Triad Tubes in the homes of every radio owner.

Neicspapers and Magazines: An extensive national

newspaper and magazine campaign will keep the Triad line

constantly before the reading millions in 1929 and 1930.

This powerful advertising, together with interesting pub-
licity items will aid materially in building a steady con-

sumer demand.

Dealer Helps: Attractive window strips, fliers and
broadsides for counter or mailing purposes, plates and
matrixes for local advertising these are only a few of the

many merchandising helps available to every Triad dealer.

Every possible aid will be extended in helping the indi-

vidual dealer to tie up with the national newspaper a

radio campaigns.

New! "Tube Insurance"

A certificate is enclosed with every Triad Tube,
guaranteeing thoroughly satisfactory service. Here is

a unique and valuable Triad merchandising feature!

It means satisfaction to both customer and dealer

and a saving in the dealer's selling time and expense.
Remember only Triad offers "TUBE INSURANCE".

The Triad Line CompleU
A complete "line of A. C. tubes

included in the Triad line also D.

types, Special Purpose tubes at

Television and Photo Electric Cel

The Triad Line enables you to me

your customer's demand instantly-

and Triad quality assures absolu

satisfaction with every sale.

The TRIADORS will broadcast

a popular program every week
over a national network. This

selling cooperation will m<><m a

steady consumer demand for
Triad Tubes.

"The Tube in the

Triangular Box"

nd

DEALER'S HELPS
The Triad box itself is of tremendous mer-

chandising value. Its unique shape and

design lend themselves easily to spectacular

displays. Your trade will soon learn to

"Ask for the tulip in the trianffnlflr box '*
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Seven Seas Console
First With A-C Shield

Grid Tubes

ONCE
again Leutz leads, introducing the first A/C Console

to use the superior A/C Shield Grid Tubes. The result a

superior Console which will meet all competition, 100% shielding,

wide spacing between radio frequency transformers and metal

and unit construction contribute to make up the finest in radio

for the coming season the new Seven Seas Console by Leutz.

Unit Construction
' ^HE electrical equipment is divided into four separate units:

^ 1, chassis; 2, power amplifier; 3, power pack; 4, dynamic
loud speaker. Two 210 tubes in the push-pull amplifier. Three

A/C Screen Grid Tubes in the radio frequency amplifier. All

heater tubes including one in the detector circuit and one in the

first audio stage and a full wave rectifier using two 281 tubes. Here

is a radio into which are incorporated the new features of 1930

radio with an unusually perfect audio amplifier. Highest quality

dynamic speaker used.

ARADIO that defies competition. A sales leader for the dealer

who wants something better than the ordinary to sell.

Investigate the Seven Seas Console by Leutz.

Features:

A/C Operation

Single Dial

Dynamic Speaker

Push-Pull Audio

2/210 Power Tubes

100% Shielding

Adjustable Selectivity

Shield Grid Tubes

Heater Type Tubes

Unit Construction

9 Tubes

Maximum Range
Tremendous Volume

Perfect Reproduction

Walnut Console

FRANCHISE APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED
from established dealers

LITERATURE ON REQUEST

C. R. LEUTZ, Inc.

LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

B. J. HOWDERSHELL

CABLES: "Experinfo" New York

West Coast Representative

Detwiler Bldg., 412 W. Sixth St., Loi Angeles

June, 1929 page 67



The U. S. Bureau of

Standards has equipped
an airplane as a labor-

atory for testing radio
beacon signals al night
and during foggy wea-
ther. On tfie right is

shown the equipment
installed in the plane.

In the "/lying laboratory"
shielding is used as shown
above to prevent the ignition

system from causing interfer-
ence with the reception of bea-

con signals.

View of the dignified modernistic
exterior of the Motala (Sweden)

broadcasting station.

Cuglielmo Marconi seated in

front of an array of radio re-

ceiving and transmitting equip-
ment of the vintage of 1901 is

shown in an old picture on the

left.

This attractive new building houses
the complete equipment, including
studios, of station WENR, Chicago, III.

INTERESTING RADIO PICTURES OF THE MONTH



How Can Radio Satisfy the

Public's Artistic Demands?

RALPH H. LANGLEY, Director of Engineering, Crosley
Radio Corporation, says, "Radio . . . is an even greater improve-
ment over the old phonograph than the automobile over the horse

and buggy. Surely it is entitled to the same beauty and distinction

of design. . . . We need new and honest treatments . . . which
make no apology to the past ..." Mr. Langley, when in charge

of receiving set design for the General Electric Company, was

responsible for the first super-heterodyne models with sealed

"catacombs."

nmliiimiiMimiimn

THE TREND IN CABINET DESIGN

By R. H. LANGLEY
Crosley Radio Corporation

|HEHE HAVE the modern designs for radio sets

come from, and where are they going to? Is

there any definite history back of our pres-

ent radio cabinets, and can we think of

them as final, or will there be further

developments? These are interesting and

important questions, worthy of careful examination.

Radio receivers (they used to be called "wireless receivers")

have been built for a great many years. Back in those early

days a receiver consisted of but few parts, and they were

fastened down to a board, so that the connections would

stay in place. It may be somewhat of a surprise to know that

our present highly complicated receivers are built on this same

plan. To be sure, there have been tendencies away from this

arrangement, but to-day, apparently, we are back again at

first principles.

The first step away from the
"
breadboard

"
design was the

introduction of a front panel, with some of the devices

mounted on the panel and some on the base. One of our well-

known manufacturers has a patent on this construction.

Then came sets in which the panel replaced the base com-

pletely, and everything was mounted on it. Hundreds of

thousands of receivers of this type were built and sold, and

many of them are still in service.

The desire to conceal all the wiring, which at best was un-

sightly, was the probable reason for the return to the base

mounting for all the parts. The old "breadboard" has been

replaced by a punched steel chassis, and all the wiring is inside

this base. In most modern sets, the a.c. power unit is also

mounted on this same steel base, and this form can perhaps
be regarded as the highest development in design.

The relation of the loud speaker to the present status of set

design is also interesting. Why is the loud speaker still a

separate device? The fact is that, in spite of all that can be

said about the advantages of having the loud speaker at some
different point in the room from the receiver itself, the present

arrangement is an inheritance from the earlier days, which

we have not yet discarded. It is a relic for which we seem to

have some sentimental attachment. The day is probably close

at hand when we shall forsake this time-honored division of

our equipment and build the receiver and speaker in one unit.

Early Receiving Methods

IN
THE EARLY days the only method of hearing radio signals

was by use of head telephones, and these had to be at the

end of a cord so that the operator could wear them. For

some time after broadcasting started, head telephones were

used exclusively. When the loud speaker came, it was used

for some time interchangeably with the head phones, and a

jack was provided by which either might be plugged in.

To-day the use of head phones has almost disappeared, but

the loud speaker still dangles at the end of a cord, and even

in the cabinet sets, is a separate device, mounted inde-

pendently in the cabinet.

The dealer to-day likes to sell a complete equipment, in one

ensemble, at a "complete" price, and the buyer undoubtedly

prefers to buy it that way. It is closely parallel to the "com-

pletely equiped" automobile which we buy to-day, as against

the separate purchase of a dozen necessary accessories, which

was the rule a few years ago. To provide this completeness in

radio sets, the manufacturer (or in some cases the dealer)

JUNE 1929 69
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The type of radio cabinet which was popular in 1923.

mounts the radio set and the loud speaker into a wood

cabinet, but the loud speaker is manufactured as a separate

instrument, and the receiver itself is designed and manu-

factured as though it were to be placed alone on a table. It is

probable that at least 80 per cent, of the sets sold in 1928

were mounted in floor-type cabinets, but neither the sets nor

loud speakers were designed specifically for this arrangement.
Here again we find the reason in tradition rather than in-

tention. Until recently, all radio receivers obtained their

power supply from batteries. It is only within the last year
that a.c.-operated receivers have dominated the market.

The old battery-operated sets required space for the batteries,

and this, more than anything else, was the justification for a

relatively large piece of furniture. A compartment in the

bottom of the cabinet, usually reached from the rear, was

provided for the batteries, and was made high enough so that

the numerous connections that had to be made when the not

infrequent battery renewals were necessary could be ac-

complished with reasonable ease.

The radio cabinet of to-day is large enough to take a

complete set of batteries. This empty space, surrounded by
beautiful woodwork, is shipped across the continent, and the

buyer pays the freight. It will never contain anything but air.

Perhaps we shall always be content to buy half-empty

furniture, but no other piece in the modern home can justify

such inefficient use of space.

Causes of Present Design

To
SUMMARIZE our examination of the present status of

design, we can record three facts: first, that the set itself

is not yet adapted to the housing in which it is placed ; second,

that the loud speaker can, and probably will, be combined

with the set; and, third, that there is every reason to expect
more compact designs, no less artistic, but better suited to

the none too generous proportions of the modern home.

Perhaps a more adequate basis for our feeling that the

cabinet designs of to-day will undergo further changes and

improvements can be found in the automobile. Surely it is

not like the horse-drawn vehicle that preceded it. It has but

two points of similarity. It runs on four wheels and is ar-

ranged so that the passengers may sit down. But the wheels

themselves are very different, with their huge tires, and the

steering mechanism is different. The bodies, analogous to our

radio cabinets, have no precedent in the past. They are

beautiful beyond the richest dreams of the old coach builders,

and, most important, they are completely and perfectly

adapted to the chassis on which they are mounted, the

mechanism which they house, and the use to which they are

put. They express in every line, the speed, the comfort, and

the convenience of a new method of transportation.

Our radio sets may be regarded as a means of transportation
into the realms of music. The automobile will take us to the

concert hall, the radio set will bring the concert to our homes.

But why should it resemble the phonograph, which was the

best that an earlier period could provide to give us the

pleasures of music? Radio, in the wealth of its possibilities, is

an even greater improvement over the old phonograph than

the automobile is over the horse and buggy. Surely it is

entitled to the same beauty and distinction of design.

Motor cars to-day are much smaller than they were a few

years ago; their size has been reduced to the minimum neces-

sary for proper performance. In the same way and for the

same reasons we may expect the radio set to grow smaller.

There are two factors not so closely associated with the

One of the earliest designs of commercial console
radio cabinets.

story of gradual development, yet having an important bear-

ing on the cabinet designs of to-day. The first of these is the

question of style. When we buy furniture, we select from a

large number of samples, each expressing a different artistic

treatment. If it is a library table we want, there are dozens of

them, and our final choice is usually influenced by some

slight detail of design. It is necessary for the dealer to have this

wide assortment, and after we are once in the store, it is no

longer a question of whether we will buy a table, but which

one we like the best.

To a very large extent, radio sets are. and perhaps must

be, purchased on this same basis of choice between cabinets.

We seem to take for granted that all sets are about alike in

performance, regardless of the name of the manufacturer.

Wr

c will, of course, choose between those having the technical

features we have been told are essential; we want a set

having at least so many tubes, and with the popular type of

loud speaker, and operated from the a.c. lines. But beyond
this it is almost entirely a question of cabinet design.

It is this style element that makes it necessary for each

dealer to carry a wide variety of models. But no manufacturer,

in the present state of the industry, can attempt to offer a
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sufficiently complete choice of cabinet models in his own

line, each built complete in his own factory. It would mean

large investments in inventory, not only on his part, but also

on the part of his jobbers and dealers, and the progress of the

art is so rapid that the less popular models in such a line

would have to be closed out at sacrifice prices, bef6re technical

advances in design made them entirely unsalable.

Solving the Problem

THIS
DIFFICULTY is avoided, or at least minimized, by

allowing the dealer to make the installation of set and

loud speaker in the cabinet. He can carry an assortment of

empty cabinets, and a stock of standard sets and loud speak-

ers, and make up the combinations as they are sold. This

method, however, gives the manufacturer two new problems.
How can he be sure that the combinations thus made will

function properly? He will certainly be blamed if they do
not. And again, in order to prevent the obsolescence of the

cabinets in which his jobbers and dealers have invested, he

must see that each new model is so designed that it can be

installed in the cabinets previously used. This makes im-

provements in technical design difficult and slow.

The furnishings and decorations for the living room are

chosen with care and deliberation. Here the guests will be

entertained and here the radio set must be placed. It must

fit into this picture harmoniously, attracting attention neither

because it is much finer than the other pieces, nor because it is

obviously not as good. It is almost impossible to have it ac-

curately "match" them. It is going to be an "odd piece" at

best. It is the necessity for creating cabinet designs that will

meet this difficult requirement that gives the furniture crafts-

men their greatest problem.
Table types of radio sets are to-day housed to a very large

extent in metal cases. The number of such sets sold leaves no

question of their acceptability. The necessity for unsightly
batteries is gone, and a small table-type receiver, perhaps on

a wrought-iron stand, can be fitted into the living room in

such a way as to add to the effect of the decorative scheme.

It makes no pretense at matching the furniture but it may
well be in complete harmony with floor lamps and fixtures.

The demand for floor types, however, cannot be neglected.

If these are to be done in metal, rather than wood, any at-

tempt to imitate the beauty of wood veneer must be skill-

fully done. The possibilities for decorative treatment of metal

are almost limitless. Automobile designers have created out of

metal, forms both beautiful and satisfying, completely aban-

doning the types and motifs of earlier vehicles. There is no

reason to doubt that radio designers will soon accomplish
an equally distinctive and gratifying result. The tendency
toward smaller forms, and toward the assembly of set and
loud speaker in a single unit, will help in the complete adapta-
tion of the equipment to its housing, and in producing

types much finer from an artistic and decorative standpoint.
The same search for new forms in decoration which has

brought about the "modern" types of furniture and furnish-

ings, will find expression in radio designs. It is not to be

expected, however, that such types will dominate, regardless
of the fact that they are well suited to the treatment of

metal. Rather, I believe, we may look forward to the creation

of types as different as the automobile, and equally pleasing
whether they are surrounded by strictly modern, or by the

more-conservative and well-established forms of furniture.

Designed and photographed by Larry June

An imaginative design suggested by this article and made
by a Radio Broadcast staff artist.

New Design Needed

THE
GREEKS have been criticized for trying to portray

draperies in their statuary. Stone was not a suitable mate-

rial in which to picture linen and silk. This same objection is

valid to-day against an improper combination of material and
treatment. Decorative schemes must be suited to the material

in which they are to be executed, and no form in one material

which could be better done in another can be regarded as

good. Thus, metal cabinets and cases call for new and honest

treatments, which need make no apology to the past or

to other materials, but which in themselves are satisfying

and beautiful.

If any of us knew what these new forms would be, we would
be building them to-day. It must not be inferred that the

cabinets of to-day can be regarded as bad. Some of them
are poor, to be sure, but many are excellent, and they all

express this very search for something better which I have

attempted to outline, and in a few we can read the tendencies

which will mature to-morrow. Each new cabinet, in a sense, is

an experiment in art, and it will succeed or fail, partly on the

excellence of the equipment which it houses, but to a much
greater degree because of the discriminating taste of the buyer
in choosing, from an artistic standpoint, the furnishings for

his home. In the results of these tests the designers will

read the outlines for the offerings of another season.
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Can Radio Become a Style Product?

IADIO RECEIVERS are sold to two classes of

purchasers: first, new prospects who have

not previously possessed radio receivers,

comprising new families, older families

that have reached an improved economic

status or become approachable through

lowered prices, and those converted to radio because of im-

proved performance, better available broadcasting programs,

and simplified operation and maintenance; second, the re-

placement market, consisting of enthusiastic radio followers

who appreciate the improvement in modern radio receivers

as to performance, appearance, and ease of maintenance,

effected since their own was purchased.

Both of these markets are now at a peak and sales resist-

w
ance in them is at a minimum. Ten million out of our twenty-

four million families have been sold radio and we are doubt-

less at the steepest part of the increase-of-listeners' curve.

The group which are out of reach of the radio market for

economic reasons, those not reached by good broadcasting,

and those who object inherently to the artificial character of

radio entertainment, are becoming a larger and larger per-

centage of the unsold market, so that, as in the automobile

field, the new prospect market is becoming a smaller factor

and sales resistance is increasing.

Investigation in major cities, where good broadcasting has

been available for a period of years, reveals the astounding

fact that over 80 per cent, of the sales made by certain high-

class stores, concentrating on the more expensive market,

are replacement sales, and the average in such centers is

well above 60 per cent, for all classes of stores. Unquestion-

ably, the replacement market is becoming the mainstay of

the industry, although there will always be new prospects by
reason of the formation of new families or improved economic

position of older ones.

The factor which determines the turnover of the replace-

ment market is the percentage of existing owners who renew

their radio investment each year. The replacement market,

like the new sale market, is also at its major rate of increase.

We cannot continue to expect as radical improvements so

definitely obsolescing existing radio receiving sets in future

years as the parade of fundamental improvements which we

have had for successive years in the past. It is obvious

that the improvements of the more recent seasons, such as

push-pull amplification and electrodynamic reproducers,

already represent a marked diminution in sales power over

those of the earlier years. They are, in fact, engineering styles

rather than fundamental improvements because their per-

formance could probably now be equalled by the devices

which they displace. They are not new or recently invented;

they have simply been well exploited as radical improvements

and have been adopted as essential to good performance.
From an engineering standpoint, the expectancy of replace-

ment due to engineering improvement alone may soon fall

from two years to five years within a relatively short time,

unless visual reception becomes an influence tending to re-

place broadcast receivers, and that represents a sixty per
cent, reduction in the replacement market!

Unless radio becomes a style product, therefore, we will

soon face increased sales resistance in the new purchaser
market and a diminishing rate of replacement. Style in out-

ward appearance must fortify the advantages of each new
season's products so that owners of serviceable but old-

style receivers will be tempted to turn in their equipment

long before it is rendered hopelessly obsolete by engineering

improvements.
The style factor has become the main reliance for main-

tained turnover in the automobile market. Substantial price

reductions have tapped new economic strata and broadened

the field of prospects, but these reductions have required huge
increases in production to maintain substantial profits.

It is the pride appeal of modernity rather than real im-

provement in performance which stimulates the replacement
trade of the automotive market; the effect of wear on perform-

ance provides the excuse for discarding a car before its

service life is exhausted. Thus, the style appeal is supported

and encouraged to the point that saturation is no threat to

continued sales. The motor car is the symbol of the owner's

economic and social status. It stands as a living advertise-

ment in front of his door:

Can radio adopt the pride appeal and make the owners of

old receivers replace them, even though the performance of

the sets they purchase is only superficially superior to that

of the sets they discard? Perhaps engineering improvement
cannot continue to be sufficiently radical to force resale turn-

over at the present rate. Style, therefore, must be definitely

introduced to lend support to engineering improvement. To
build up the pride appeal is much more difficult for the radio

industry than for the automobile trade, because wear is not

an aiding factor and the radio receiver does not advertise its

owner's financial status as effectively as does the automobile.

Instead, the receiver has a modest place in the living room

and is subject to about the same style influence as is the

living room furniture. We have had but one non-engineering

style change since radio began; the substitution of the unit

console for the table-type receiver.

While the radio industry grows at its present rate, with

both new customer and replacement markets at their peak,

it may advantageously lay the foundation for maintained

rate of replacement sales. The radio receiver is only moder-

ately well adapted to becoming a style product but unless
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style comes to the aid of maintaining replacement turnover,

only engineering improvement will remain as the means of

keeping up the growing production rate.

Regarding Direct Radio Advertising

MOST
LISTENERS have doubtless appreciated the ex-

cellent dance orchestra which punctuates the

advertising announcements broadcast by the Lucky
Strike people on Saturday nights through the N. B. C. chain.

They have become so hardened to the blatant advertising

which characterizes a number of so-called good-will programs

that they automatically become deaf when the announcer's

voice starts. This fact alone accounts for the few protests

registered against radio advertising and minimizes the nega-

tive reaction which would otherwise be felt by its sponsors

as well as their listeners.

By and large, experienced users of the larger chains observe

wisdom and restraint in their announcements but there has

been, nevertheless, a steady lowering of standards in radio

advertising. Those few which exceed the bounds of propriety,

however, embolden others to transgress further and further

into the realm of direct radio advertising, with the inevitable

consequence that an increasing number will search the dials

for less offensive programs or shut off their sets altogether.

It must be remembered that the listener, unlike the reader of

the printed page, is seriously inconvenienced by undesired

advertising. He must rise from his comfortable seat by the

fireside when silly announcements destroy the program value

of the channel to which his set is tuned and he must then find

a more attractive and intelligently conducted feature oji an-

other frequency. When reading a magazine or newspaper,

one glance is sufficient to distinguish between education, en-

tertainment, and undesired advertising.

The managers of broadcasting stations are unfortunately

faced with high pressure from radio advertisers, spending

large sums of money, for greater and greater concessions,

while the listener remains relatively inarticulate. He will re-

main so as long as he can find satisfactory entertainment on

other channels when the offering on one is distasteful. If the

blatant advertising vogue, however, becomes universal, the

loss of following will no longer be confined to the audiences

of unintelligently presented features, but to all broadcast

presentations. The fact that direct advertising programs

bring satisfactory return encourages this type of presenta-

tion, but reliance on returns is deceiving as long as there is

available no measure of the unfavorable reaction engendered

by misuse of the radio medium. With 80 per cent, of WEAF'S

time sold between seven and ten P.M., as nearly as we could

calculate it for a recent week, and nearly as good a percentage

of revenue-producing features on many of the leading sta-

tions, there is every reason for observing the utmost caution

to guard against the insidious influence of "radio adver-

tising halitosis." The logical outcome of the unfortunate

This jooih-postc is )

tendencies gradually developing is an undermining of the

good-will influence of radio advertising, a mutual loss to

listener, manufacturer, broadcaster, and advertiser.

That this trend is recognized as dangerous to the progress

of broadcasting by station managements is indicated by the

position taken by several committees of the National Asso-

ciation of Broadcasters at their meeting held in Chicago last

March. Their committee on ethics recommended that all pro-

grams after six P.M. shall be of an entertainment and good-
will character and that "commercial announcements" shall

be barred after that hour. Many of the lesser stations disre-

gard their obligations to the public's entertainment needs

and they will discover that adherence to their association's

recommendation is the most effective way to increase audi-

ence following and thereby their revenue. The code of ethics

for the guidance of station managements which was adopted

by the committee also advised all broadcasters to prevent
the broadcasting of matter which is regarded as offensive,

fraudulent, deceptive, obscene, or information regarding

products which may be injurious to health; to ascertain

the financial responsibility and character of their clients;

to stop the broadcasting of statements derogatory to others;

and to follow strictly the regulations of the radio law of 1927.

To the listener, who has tired of the growing abuse of the

microphone by the radio advertiser, this code may not appear

sufficiently stringent, but it must be remembered that it is

the work of the broadcast station managements themselves

and that it frowns on many of the current practices so detri-

mental to program standards.

The radio industry is to be congratulated upon the con-

structive character of the activities of its trade association

in the broadcasting end of the business. It is, by such wise

and far-sighted recommendations, demonstrating its capacity

for leadership in the field.

Tube Makers Sign R.C.A. License

THE
FIRST independent tube manufacturer to sign the

R.C.A. tube license agreement is the Raytheon Manu-

facturing Company and a number of independents
it is said, may follow shortly. The $50,000 minimum annual

guarantee will prove a stumbling block for many of the minor

manufacturers in the field, but several of the better-known

makers made sufficient tubes last year to meet this figure.

Delay is being experienced in several instances in securing

signature to the agreement because the prospective licensees

are themselves the sponsors of promising improvement and

process applications and patents which they feel should be

taken into account. Furthermore, with the unfavorable

adjudication of the tipless tube and tungsten rolling process

patents, considerable encouragement has been given to the

belief that the R.C.A. position is not impregnable. It requires

a major adjudication, corresponding to the Alexanderson

cascade tuned-circuit patent in the receiver field, to win the

wholesome respect of the vacuum-tube industry and to

precipitate a rush of the field to sign the license. With such a

vast and diversified research force to draw upon, there is little

doubt that some such adjudication will take place with

a consequent further enrichment of the R.C.A. royalty ac-

count. A useful by-product of licensing the field on the R.C.A.

basis will be the discomfiture of various vacuum-tube manu-

facturers of a low order of competence which should result in

a corresponding improvement of the techincal standards of

the vacuum-tube products offered the consumer through a

certain type of unscrupulous though rather well-patronized

radio outlets. E. H. F.
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Fourteen Leading Manufacturers Describe

IMPROVEMENTS IN 1929-30 RECEIVERS
A-C DAYTON COMPANY

FORD STUDEBAKER, Chief Engineer: In designing our re-

ceivers for the 1929-30 radio season we have endeavored to

combine the following features: selectivity, tone quality,

sensitivity, volume, and ease of control. The"pre-selection"
method of tuning, which is the most practical for obtaining

maximum selectivity without critical characteristics, has

been incorporated in the receiver. In order to obtain sensi-

tivity we are using a five-stage r.f. amplifier with a very flat

amplification curve. Grid-bias power detection is employed
with the output of the detector feeding directly into a

push-pull output a.f. stage employing two 245-type tubes.

Among the other features which have been built into the set

are complete static and magnetic shielding, electrolytic

filter condensers which preclude the possibility of breakdown,

single-control tuning, a simple positive volume control, a

single switch to control the set and loud speaker, devices

which provide for any type of loud speaker, a switch which

permits instantaneous change from radio reception to phono-

graph, and a multi-plug which provides a ready means of

connecting the integral units. Individuality is maintained by

really different cabinet combinations.

BALKEIT RADIO COMPANY

GLENN L. ALSPACH, President and General Manager: One of

the most important features of our 1929 receivers is the new

dynamic loud speaker which is more sensitive, more brilliant

across the entire tonal range, and fully capable of handling

the entire volume of the receiver without distortion. In the

new Balkeit console receivers five stages of r.f. amplifica-

tion and a 245-type output tube are employed. Particular

attention has been given to the acoustical features of the

cabinet in order to insure full volume without distortion.

These cabinets have rigidity of construction with ample
baffle area, and interfering elements in their structure have

been avoided. Another feature of the receivers is dependability

and freedom from routine attention. In other words, in the

new Balkeit we have striven to make available to the user a

high order of selectivity, sensitivity, and tonal quality, at

the same time employing improved methods of construction

which assure complete sat-

isfaction. It is a balanced

set without extremes, its

cabinet blending with its

surroundings.

BREMER-TULLY MFG.
COMPANY

R. E. SMILEY, Vice Presi-

dent: With the recent an-

nouncement of the purchase
of the capital stock of the

Bremer-Tully Manufactur-

ing Company by the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender

Company, there is placed

at the disposal of this com-
Forrf Studebaker , chief

pany a combination rarely engineer, A-C Dayton Co.

found. This company has always been famous for turning
out splendid radio receivers, and our receivers, which will be

offered for sale this year, will combine a rare degree of

selectivity, sensitivity, and true fidelity of tone. Coupled
with these superior qualities to be found in our radio re-

ceiver will be finer cabinet work with designs made to fit

into the home on the basis of beauty and utility.

These factors, very much in line with the radio trends of

1929, together with keen merchandising policies, will give
to the public, a type of product that will insure pleasure and
satisfaction in every way.

THOMAS A. EDISON, INC.

ARTHUR L. WALSH, Vice President: Greater volume with-

out distortion, the accomplishment of uniform amplification

over the entire wave-band, and the advent of the 245 tube,

are the outstanding developments of the 1929 radio season.

The desirability of having uniform amplification over all

graduations of the scale has been an engineering ideal for a

long time. That it is now consummated I regard as the en-

gineering accomplishment of the year. Uniform at all dial

settings as to selectivity and sensitivity, with faithful re-

production, the best examples of the new radio receiver bring
to the public excellent instruments at moderate

prices.
Edison Radio embodies these latest ideas in receiver de-

sign, including the correct utilization of the 245 tube. The
Edison chassis includes two of the 245 tubes in push-pull

(the combined undistorted power output equalling that of a

single 250-type tube at voltage usually employed), three of

the 227 indirect-heater-type tubes used as radio-frequency

amplifiers, two 227 tubes employed as detector and as first,

audio-frequency amplifier, and a 280 tube as rectifier.

The new Edison Radio line, with a single chassis and models

varying only in cabinet design, is the finest that can be built.

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION

L. W. JAMES, Assistant to the President: Compactness of

radio receivers seems to be the trend for 1929. Simplified cir-

cuits requiring a minimum of servicing, yet maintaining good

fidelity and improved sensitivity and selectivity is another

outstanding feature of the

new sets. There is also an

increasing demand for pro-

vision for phonograph pick-

up units. Federal's new re-

ceivers, notably the model

K, lends itself to the desire

for compactness. The use

of a.c. screen-grid tubes

and push-pull amplification

increases the amplification

and reduces the complica-

tions of the circuits. Good

fidelity is maintained

through the use of a dy-

namic loud speaker. The

cabinet design meets the de-Glenn L. Alttpach, pres-
ident Balkeit Radio Co. mand of the apartment-
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R. E. Smiley, vice presi-
dent, Bremer-Tully

house dweller for small size and is in good taste. The new
model M is unusually selective and sensitive. It is sturdily

constructed with a steel chassis base which assures rigidity

and protection in shipping. The receiver is very successful in

picking up distant stations and in reproducing all programs
with fidelity. Provision is

made in the chassis for'

attaching a phonograph

pick-up jack.

FREED-EISEMANN
RADIO CORPORATION

JOSEPH D. R. FHEED,
President: The Freed

Radio places its public

appeal upon its price as

well as on its selectivity

and sensitivity. It is pos-

sible to achieve the latter

or the former but to have

attained them both is

something ofwhich wemay
be proud. Freed Radios

are all neutrodyne sets

of four or five tuned stages. In each we have included a low-

loss variometer which in some sets acts as one stage in. itself

and in other circuits is connected with the detector circuit

to obtain finer tuning and greater selectivity.

The more expensive sets make use of the new 245-type tubes

in push-pull with 250 volts on their plates. In the popular-

priced set we make use of 171A tubes in push-pull, three 126's,

in the radio-frequency stages, one 127 as detector, and one

127 in the first audio stage.

We do not use the screen-grid tubes because our tests have

not proven them to be of value as they give only increased

volume. There is little doubt that new devices may be per-

fected in the years to come but our policy will always be

that untested apparatus must be kept out of our circuits

until we have found them fool proof.

CHAS. FRESHMAN COMPANY

CLARENCE A. EARL, President: The line of Earl radio re-

ceivers for the season of 1929-30 contains an a.c. console

model that meets every price appeal. All but the most ex-

pensive models are also available for d.c. operation, and spe-

cial receivers are made for 25-cycle operation. The complete
line includes five receivers ranging in size from a small table

model to a nine-tube dynamic-equipped con-

sole receiver. The most important feature of

the Earl receivers is that they are of "ser-

vice-proof" design; that is, rugged con-

struction has been used throughout on all

models. Protection has been placed where

it is needed, pressed-steel frames house

most of the equipment, and the end plates

of each condenser section are of heavy
brass. One main tuning drum is used on all

models with selectivity being achieved by
a small variometer. By use of either an in-

ductor-dynamic or moving - coil - dynamic
loud speaker, together with the utmost

refinement in the circuit design of the

audio - frequency stages, true reproduc-
tion of the full musical range has been

obtained.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
H. CURTISS ABBOTT, Sales Manager, Radio Division: In

developing the new Eveready receiver the aim of the engineer-

ing staff was to produce a set which would not only be more
stable and sensitive, but which would also give reliable service

every day of the year.

Greater stability and sen-

sitivity has been achieved

through substituting a

variable inductance coil

for one of the four tuned

circuits. One-dial control

is accomplished by mount-

ing this coil on the shaft

which turns the three-gang
condensers. Mechanically,
the new Eveready set is

so sturdy and rugged that

the chances of derange-
ment during transporta-

tion and later in use are

reduced to
Walter E. Holland, chief

engineer, Philco

Curtiss Abbott, sales

manager, Eveready

a minimum.

The foundation which
supports the chassis is a

deep steel box-section member. Wherever weight is to be

supported, metal, usually steel, is used. Insulation is not used

to bear the weight of parts. All exposed parts of the chassis

are finished with baked enamel, and the chassis itself seals the

set against humidity. The receiver is available in a number
of beautiful walnut cabinets.

PHILADELPHIA STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY

WALTER E. HOLLAND, Chief Engineer: The present trend in

radio receivers is toward still better fidelity, simpler and more

rugged design that will minimize servicing, greater beauty,
and tuning scales calibrated in' kilocycles. To meet these de-

mands Philco have developed two a.c. receiver chassis, which

will be mounted in three types of console cabinets and one ta-

ble cabinet. An improved Philco electrodynamic loud speaker
with a 9" seamless fabric cone will be used with all models.

Improved fidelity is obtained by using two 245-type tubes

in a push-pull circuit, while acoustical improvements in

cabinet construction have eliminated booming and other un-

desirable resonance effects. Trouble-free construction is ob-

tained by providing the receiver and power units with

bottom terminals and mounting all on one rigid base of drawn
steel. A bottom plate is employed to protect, seal, and shield

the "live" parts and wiring. A further sim-

plification is obtained in one model by tak-

ing advantage of the characteristics of the

new a.c. screen-grid tubes. In this model the

number of tubes has been reduced to a

total of six, and certain parts have been

eliminated, thus simplifying the construction

and wiring. The new eight-tube receiver

provides the utmost selectivity combined

with sensitivity and good tone quality. The

tuning scales of Philco receivers are marked

with "kilocycle channel numbers."

SILVER-MARSHALL, INC.

McMuRDO SILVER, President: In design-

ing Silver Radio, an attempt was made to

incorporate into it every worthwhile feature

that would go to make a really fine receiver.
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The principal technical features to be found in our receivers

are a.c. screen-grid tubes for increased distance and stability,

band-selector tuning for improved selectivity and the diminu-

tion of sideband cutting, a.c. screen-grid power detector for

increased power output and improved fidelity, push-pull

power output stage with new 245-type tubes to provide

ample undistorted output, dynamic loud speaker of improved

high-frequency response, elimination of usual antenna in-

stallation which is replaced by a small antenna contained

in the console housing the set and loud speaker, and auto-

matic regulation of fluctuating power line voltages.

In S-M receivers will be found an "overtone switch,"

which cuts down the response to high tones at will.

Two models are available, one a lowboy, at S 160. 00 list,

and the second a highboy with sliding doors,

at $195.00 list. Both are of simple, semi-

Sheraton design. Striped walnut, finished in

gloss lacquer, is used in both models.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

RAY MANSON, Vice President and Chief

Engineer: Trends in radio receiver con-

struction point to detailed improvements

only, and not to any radical changes in

fundamental design. The worth-while trends

center around improvements that make for

better reproduction, as prospective pur-

chasers of new radio receivers now realize

that in the last analysis, the only object

in owning a radio receiver is to obtain

accurate and natural reproduction of what

is going on before a distant

microphone.

One of the means for

obtaining improved repro-

duction is the use of the

new uv-224 a.c. screen-grid

tube and the new ux-245

power tube. Three of these

new a.c. screen-grid tubes

used with four tuning stages

increase the amplification

possible up to the detector

circuit, allowing for im-

proved detector action,
such as linear power de-

tection with automatic grid

bias.

This year there are four

new Stromberg-Carlson re-

ceivers, each of which makes use of three of the new a.c.

screen-grid tubes. All of these models use the new linear power

detection with automatic grid bias, working directly into a

power output system employing the new ux-245 tubes.

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
H. C. GRUBBS, Vice President: Victor has waited until

1929 to introduce its own radio receiver because we desired

to give the public an instrument which would be as close to

perfection as engineering ability could devise. Victor Radio

and Radio with Electrola is unique in design, appearance,

and performance. It is not an assembled set in any respect.

A cabinet of exceptional beauty is made of rich walnut

veneer. The receiver is a power-operated, completely shielded,

tuned radio frequency set of the antenna type, utilizing ten

Ray H. Manson, chief en-

gineer, Stromberg-Carlson.

H. C. Grubbs, vice presi-
dent, Victor.

tubes. A mechanical system of micrometer adjustment,
which we call "Micro-Synchronism," is employed and this

feature permits a precision alignment of the chassis and a high

degree of sensitivity and selectivity. Tuning is accomplished
with a super-automatic device operating over a full-vision

illuminated dial calibrated in kilocycles. The power amplifier

employs a balanced push-pull circuit with two 245-type
tubes. There is a harmonic modulator which allows the

owner to get more or less emphasis on bass notes as he pre-

fers. The dynamic loud speaker is of greatly improved de-

sign. The combination radio-instrument is equipped with an

improved Electrola, induction disc motor, 12-inch turntable,

and a newly designed electric pick-up unit. Victor Radio is very

easy to service; it is made up of four individual units any one

of which may be disconnected instantly.

THE ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION

THOMAS H. ENDICOTT, Zenith Radio Cor-

poration: The introduction of the new Zenith

models which will make their appearance at

the Chicago trade show will feature, fore-

most, the popularizing in the price of several

Zenith receivers. This is made possible be-

cause of the increased manufacturing facili-

ties brought about by the overwhelming de-

mand of the public for high-grade radio

receivers.

The Zenith Corporation now makes all of

the parts and also the cabinets used for their

receivers. Our new cabinet plant is equipped
with especially designed automatic machin-

ery of entirely different construction from the

type used in the average

furniture factory.

The newest design in

screen-grid tube circuits will

be incorporated in all of the

new models for 1929-1930.

Improved "Automatic
Tuning," will also be found

on all models.

COLUMBIA PHONO-
GRAPH CO., INC.

HARRY A. SUMMERS, Re-

search Division: The trend

in radio receivers for the

1929-30 season is in the

direction of reduction of

cost by means of simplifi-

cation as far as it may be

carried without sacrifice of performance. Coupled with this

is a reduction in the number of tubes used, which gives

simplicity in service and manufacture, resulting in lower cost

on both these items.

Our receivers for 1929 respond to these trends, being

moderately priced and highly compact. These sets employ

327-type tubes in all sockets except the power stage which

uses two 345-type tubes in push pull. In this way we ob-

tain a power output equal to a pair of 210 tubes without

the use of high voltages and with resulting economy of parts.

The new dynamic loud speakers which we use in these sets

do not over accentuate the low frequencies and high fre-

quencies are reproduced at more nearly normal levels. This

has been accomplished by redesigning the motor and by the

use of a Burtex diaphragm.

Thomas II. Endicott,
Zenith Radio Corp.
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How They Boost Sales for a New York Dealer

PICK-UPS A WORTH-WHILE
HE MARKET for

phonograph
pick-up units is

increasing .

Radio dealers

everywh ere
are finding that this accessory

is helping them toward greater

profits. Shops handling only

radio sets have found that carry-

ing an electromagnetic pick-up
device enables them to sell not

only this accessory, but also elec-

tric and spring motors and com-

plete turntable assemblies, and

in many cases portable phono-

graphs on which the pick-up unit

is installed and used in con-

nection with the amplifier system
of the radio set. And shops
hand ling phonograph records
also have found that the sale of

pick-up units definitely increases

their sales of records.

The Yorkville Radio Com-

pany, 147 East 86th Street, New
York, finds that the sale of pick-

up units has been greatly in-

creased by the practice of set

manufacturers in recent years of affording provision for the

connection of these units. Sidney Vorzimer, manager of the

Company says: "In our experience, we find that it is very

easy to sell customers buying a new radio set with a phono-

graph pick-up jack, the necessary unit. Furthermore, we
make the sale, as an accessory, at the same time the set

itself is sold.

"Our average customer pays about 88 for the unit. Some,
of course, prefer a higher-priced unit, and we are glad to sell

the more expensive units, not alone because of a higher unit

of sale but because the more expensive units give better per-
formance.

"Most of our customers who are interested in a pick-up
unit do not care to use it with an old phonograph which they

may have," adds Mr. Vorzimer. "I believe that these users

have let the dust gather on that old phonograph cabinet so

long that they would much rather purchase a compact little

motor and turntable assembly which can be located close to

the radio set than to revive the old phonograph.
"The average price our customers pay for pick-up unit,

turntable assembly, etc.," Mr. Vorzimer says, "is about 820,

although, of course, we sell a respectable number of more ex-

pensive complete units."

The best prospects are not owners of old sets which can

be adapted to use a phonograph unit, but the purchasers of

new sets. The Yorkville Company has found more success

in selling units with new sets than in selling the pick-up unit

to the customer on a later visit to their store.

One of the most interesting results of the wide use of

phonograph pick-up units by Yorkville customers is that it

Sidney Vorsimer, manager,
Yorkcille Radio Co., Inc.

increases the market for new
set sales. Customers who have

enjoyed the adaptability of their

radio set and phonograph when
in separate units can readily be

interested in a combination

radio-phonograph set where the

radio and phonograph are

housed together in an attractive

cabinet.

After the customer has been

interested in the widened world

of music and all the entertain-

ment offered by the new elec-

trically-cut phonograph records,

the price of the pick-up unit,

motor, and turntable assembly
is not a seriously limiting factor.

The Yorkville Company does

not concentrate on one line of

pick-up units, but handles five

different makes.

Many dealers are interested

in a summary of the best sales

arguments which have been em-

ployed successfully by others in

selling the phonograph pick-up
devices in the retail store. Here
are some of the high lights:

Stress the merits of new electrical phonograph recordings.

Explain how the phonograph pick-up unit provides with

the radio set a complete home entertainment unit.

Emphasize the fact that with the pick-up unit and the

radio set the user can repeat at will his favorite selections.

Show how the pick-up is really an inexpensive accessory
to the radio set.

And don't fail to demonstrate to the customer.

The advantages of the dealer pushing the sale of pick-up
units are many. The dealer if his store is exclusively radio

can reap many repeat sales through stocking records. Pick-

ups sell records and records sell pick ups. The customer who
has bought a pick-up unit to use with his old set is always
a good prospect for a new combination radio-phonograph
unit. The set-owner who uses a phonograph pick-up unit

steadily is an increasingly good customer for replacement
tubes.

The dealer should find a phonograph pick-up unit the means
of extending the summer use of the radio set in localities where

broadcasting service is still poor during the summer months.

This advantage was found by RADIO BROADCAST particu-

larly important in the Southern states. Many musically in-

clined listeners have acquired elaborate libraries of electrically-

cut records which they play through their radio sets, when

reception conditions are not at their best.

On page 87 of this issue appears a list of the leading phono-

graph pick-up units with full data. Dealers who wish further

information direct from the manufacturers should write on
their letterhead and one letter to RADIO BROADCAST will

bring full information on all the lines.
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How the Industry Benefits by Their Work

WHAT THE LICENSING GROUPS OFFER

W. A. MacDonalrl, chief
engineer, Hazeltine

Laboratory.

HAZELTINE'S POSITION IN FIELD

THE
HAZELTINE CORPORATION was organized in Feb-

ruary, 1924, for the purpose of licensing radio and other

manufacturers primarily under the patents of L. A.

Hazeltine. Previous to

the formal organization

of the Corporation,
licenses under the

Hazeltine patents were

granted. Receiver
manufacturers have
been licensed since

March, 1923.

Now eighteen radio

manufacturers in the

United States are

licensed. In addition,

the American Tele-

phone & Telegraph
Company and the
Western Electric Com-

pany each have ac-

quired rights under

this patent structure.

Hazeltine patents

are used by foreign manufacturers as well. In England,
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd., holds a license

for the British Isles and possessions; in Australia, Neutro-

dyne, Pty. has been organized and hag seven Australian

manufacturing licensees. In Canada, DeForest-Crosley is the

only manufacturer so licensed but many United States

manufacturers who hold rights to these patents make sets

in their Canadian branches.

The Hazeltine Corporation has licensed set makers under

certain LaTour patents and has also licensed other manu-

facturers, not in the radio field, under certain other LaTour

patents, notable among these are some X-ray manufacturers.

The Hazeltine Laboratory has been serving the licensees

of the Corporation ever since the inception of the parent

organization. This laboratory, headed by W. A. MacDonald
as chief engineer, is constantly engaged in studies with the

purpose of developing new circuits and methods of value

to the licensed manufacturing companies. The research

division of the laboratories is separate in purpose but

is directly concerned with the problems incident to receiver

design and production. This division is an extremely im-

portant part of the laboratory and, in the solution of the

many problems of this practical nature which continually

arise in manufacturing plants, does much to simplify and

improve production processes.

The purpose of the Corporation and the value which the

licensee companies are expected to receive from their royalty

payments is not merely to give passive permission to make
radio sets using certain patented circuits, but to give a con-

tinual technical service and advice. The licensees are always
free to consult with the Hazeltine engineers. The degree of use

which any licensee company makes of the Hazeltine technical

service, of course, varies with the company. In some instances,

the laboratory has completely engineered and designed a

receiver for a licensee company and in many others, they have
been called in consultation by the engineers of the company.
In this way, many important radio manufacturers have found

the more or less detached and disinterested technical service

of this Corporation of distinct value to them. And this aid has

been reflected in the ultimate manufactured product which

reaches the customer's home as a set made under Hazeltine

patents: in better performance through engineering consul-

tation, in greater value for less money through improvements
and economies of manufacture.

EDGAR RICKARD, President.

THE R.C.A. LICENSE POLICY

WHEN
THE Radio Corporation was formed in 1919, it

acquired through various cross-license agreements
from the General Electric Company, Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company, United Fruit Co., and
American Telephone and Telegraph Company a very sub-

stantial patent situation with regard to the manufacture of

broadcast receivers for use in the home. The Radio Corpo-
ration decided, in 1927, to extend licenses to a good many
radio manufacturers rather than adopt the policy of extensive

patent litigation for enforcement of its patent rights.

One of the most important things that radio manufacturers

as a whole have been seeking during the past few years is

prestige. A large portion of their effort in advertising, sales

promotion, and direct sales has been devoted to impressing
trade channels and the ultimate consumer that they were

building on a solid foundation and were in business to stay.

The taking of a license from the Radio Corporation was, in the

opinion of many, the biggest thing a manufacturer could do

to impress the people concerned that they were building for

the future of the industry.

A radio manufacturer to-day practically has to guarantee

immunity to his trade

from patent difficulties.

There are two methods

open to him taking a

h'cense for his product,

or demonstrating to

the trade that he will

bear the expense of

such suits as may be

filed against him or his

trade channels. The
R.C.A. license policy

has almost completely
settled this situation

for most jobbers and

dealers.

The Radio Corpora-
tion has made avail-

able the services of its

engineering staff

through its Technical

and Test Department, to all of its licensees. This service is

merely an advisory one but is much appreciated by the

licensees. Licensees have expressed themselves as being con-

siderably helped in their planning and development work by

A. F. VanDyck, manager,
Technical and Test De-
partment, R. C. A.
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this service. All new vacuum tubes as they are introduced

from time to time are available to licensees for experimental

work for several months before they are generally released

to the trade. About twice a year the R.C.A. has technical

meetings with its set licensees at which time subjects <,f

mutual interest are discussed.

It is a very interesting fact that the retail prices of radio

sets have not gone up in the past two years, notwithstanding

the fact that during that time the industry has completely

changed over from battery-operated sets to the now popular

set operated directly from the lighting circuit in the home.

This means that the consumer's dollar is purchasing consider-

ably more than it did two years ago. In addition to the

mechanical features involved, the consumer's dollar is also

purchasing greater value in the way of loud speakers and

cabinets.

Ti

THE R.F.L. PROGRAM
IHE LETTERS "R.F.L." seen so often in the advertise-

ments of well-known radio manufacturers, stand for

Radio Frequency Laboratories. This company began

business in a small laboratory at Boonton, New Jersey, about

seven years ago, shortly after popular radio broadcasting was

begun. For several years, laboratory research on a variety of

electrical communication problems was carried on, including

the development of certain amplifier circuits for use in broad-

cast receivers. Licenses to build sets were then issued to five

manufacturers who believed that group-research would pro-

duce more and more inventions, and could be made to pay.

The aim of R.F.L. has been to gather together a group of

qualified scientists and specially trained radio engineers, and

to direct them on problems connected with the design and

development of broadcast receivers. Inventions which come

from these research workers are turned over to the group of

licensees who make practical use of them.

The work comprises two major divisions Research and

Engineering Service. The Research Division endeavors to

keep a little in advance of the known science of radio, and to

commercialize its research to the extent of furnishing some-

thing new and practical for the licensees to manufacture.

The Engineering Division keeps up with the advance in the

art, helps the licensees with their production problems, and

furnishes all the tech-

nical facts necessary

to keep them fully in-

formed about their own

product and its relation

to the contemporary
art. In addition to this,

it often renders special

technical assistance on

matters outside the

scope of set design.

Engineering concerns

itself with the present,

Research with the fu-

ture, yet the two are

interdependent. The
relation is not unlike

the building-up process

in a regenerative am-

plifier. The most diffi-

cult step is to get research started, and then it must be

fed financially for several years, with the help of ad-

ministration and engineering, before it pays dividends.

The idea of group-financed research is based upon the prin-

R. W, Seabury, president,
R. F. L.

ciple that two people with limited research budgets can do
more than twice as much operating together as they can

operating separately. R.F.L.' represents a unique reduction to

practice of this idea, and the success and growing reputation
of these laboratories is evidence of its economic soundness.

R.F.L. is not a manufacturing corporation, but primarily a

research and patent holding company, and, as it goes on doing
its share of develop-
ment work in the radio

industry, it would seem

that the vision of the

J founder is likely to be

fully realized.

RICHARD W. SEABURY,
President

TECHNIDYNE'S
OFFERINGS

Ti

Lester L. Jones, president,
Technidyne Corporation

|HE TECHNIDYNE

CORPORATION, in

1929, will con-

tinue its research into

circuit and apparatus

design in the way it

has followed since its

inception. That is, by
employing inventive,

analytical, and design skill. The word Technidyne itself signi-

fies our place in the radio picture; it comes from the two Greek

words, terhnikos and dynamas, signifying "technical power."
Looked at from the inside, the organization is a place where

imagination, invention, and creative ability can flower. Looked
at from the outside, it is an institution on which the relatively

small producer may lean for those services otherwise beyond
his reach. In addition to this important service, it has already

developed resources capable of supplementing those of the

largest producers.

Our management is free from the direct burden of produc-
tion and sales problems, and can centralize attention on the

well rounded growth of this "technical power." This means

simply that our personnel is more actively interested in pro-

ducing ideas and circuits than in apparatus using these ideas

and circuits. While we are not interested primarily in construc-

tion or production, believing that our problem is to provide
our licensees with something to build, yet we go much further

than the usual laboratory in that we engineer our inventions

to the practical point and are able to assist the manufacturer

in the design of practical production models. Also, we have

produced a number of inventions which tend to reduce pro-

duction problems and in developing ourcircuitswe alwayskeep
in mind the requirements of practical production.

The advantages, as we see it, of being free from production
difficulties are manifold. We can look into the future more

calmly, and into the past achievements of other inventors

with more certainty of completely covering the literature

if we are not harassed by problems that must be solved within

the next day or so.

The engineers of Technidyne have always aimed at ideas

leading to patents that were free from difficulty in litigation.

Our engineers must know what has already been accomplished.
An invention that is really only a copy of another person's

idea, is never litigation-free; it is always in hot water.

Our personnel and our policies are guided by the desire to

aid our licensees in their present problems, and to provide
them with the output of our imagination in the future.

LESTER L. JONES, President.
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what they say

Carries Only One Line of Sets

*T SOME TIME or other every radio dealer debates with himself

l\ over how many lines it is advisablefor him to slock at one

_L A_ time. Some are of the opinion that they can satisfy the

demands of every customer by having a large variety of makes
and models while others believe that they can obtain best results

by concentrating on products of one maker. In this connection

a letter from a dealer in Coffeyville, Kansas, is of interest.

To the Editor:

We have secured very gratifying results for the past two

years by specializing on one line of radio receivers. We oper-
ate under an exclusive franchise and carry all models of this

manufacturer. Before adapting this policy we stocked from

three to four makes of receivers at all times but we found

that it was practically impossible lor a dealer in a town of

the size of ours to carry more than one line and make money.
Our experience with vacuum tubes may also be of interest

to you. Originally we stocked only one line, but, in order to

protect ourselves at the time when the tube shortage lx>ca

acute, we were forced to add other lines. At present we carr\

a fairly complete stock of three lines.

RALPH T. FLOREA

How to Make Service Pay
rriHERE HAS been considerable controversy among our

_|_ contributors and readers concerning the type of testing

equipment which is best suited to the requirements of the out-

side serviceman. In his series of articles, B. B. Alcorn ad-

vocated a simple, inexpensive, portable test-set for the small

radio dealer's serviceman, stating that the high cost of more

elaborate equipment is an important objection. On the other

hand, John S. Dunham advises all radio dealers to invest in a

complete tube- and set-checker, and he claims that such ap-

paratus will pay for itself within three months on the basis of
increased efficiency. The following letter from a reader in Pine

Bluff, Ark., gives the opinion of a Majestic dealer on the subject.

To the Editor:

I have just finished reading the letters of John S. Dunham
and B. B. Alcorn in March, 1929, RADIO BROADCAST and wish

to express myself as in hearty accord with the views of Mr.
Dunham. I entered the radio profession last June as an unknown
dealer and borrowed money to buy my first set. In my deter-

mination to make a success of the business I decided that 1

must provide good service, and I felt that knowing not guess-

ing what was wrong with a radio would not only save time

but make the customer feel that I had an idea of what I was

doing. Therefore, after selling two sets, I invested $75 in a

set-tester. This more than paid for itself in a very short time.

Since buying the set-tester I have sold 121 receivers and

made over 600 service calls. In my opinion it would have

been impossible for me to have accomplished this without

complete and accurate testing apparatus. When I make a test

I know what is wrong and, therefore, as a rule, I am able to

repair the trouble quickly. Besides, what would you think

of a doctor who came to see you and left his kit at home?
Even though you had faith in him, you would be inclined

to think that you were not getting your money's worth be-

cause he would be guessing instead of testing.

I do not regret a single cent that I spent on my tester and
I think it should be one of the first purchases if not the

first a radio dealer should make.

DAVID WHITE.

Merits of No-Charge Call

MOST
RADIO dealers hold up their hands in horror when the

subject of no-charge service calls is mentioned. Many
of these men view their entire service department as an unfor-
tunate liability which cannot be avoided and they believe

that they must charge for everything in order to "break even."

However. R. Rons Wilson, a dealer in Knoxville, Tenn., con-

siders the question from a different angle:

To the Editor:

Each year during the summer months I make an inspection
(if every set sold in the past season by my concern. Whenever

necessary I rebalance and reneutralize these sets, replacing

lubes, and generally placing the receiver in first-class condi-

tion. This is to maintain the customer's interest in radio dur-

ing the summer months, as he has been told that decent re-

ception is impossible at this time of the year. This work is also

successful in providing an excellent list of prospects, selling

a good number of tubes, retaining our customer's good will,

and it assures us that he will be a booster and not a knocker.

We are not charging a cent for this service other than the

cost of any parts or tubes which may have to be replaced.

This idea is not only practical but is also paying substantial

dividends.

When I entered the retail field I decided that the average

prospect and customer was like the dealers I had met he

wanted to be sure of receiving good service. Therefore, I

make it a point to make my own installations, regardless of

whether it is a sale or demonstration, as in this way I am able

to show the prospect that I am familiar with my line and

am not afraid to roll up my sleeves and work. While making
an installation I explain to the customer why I do certain

things and before I leave his home I make sure that he thor-

oughly understands the operation of the receiver. Three or

four days after installing the set I call again to make sure it

is operating satisfactorily, and this gives me an opportunity
to learn the names of friends and neighbors who have heard

the set. All of this free service requires considerable time but

it keeps me well supplied with prospects and it gives me a

booster with every sale.

R. Ross WILSON.
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Harry Alter, president, Harry Alter Com-
pany, .Majestic distributors in Chicago.

Knowing Your Line Facilitates Selling

JUDGING THE MERITS OF A NEW SET

By HARRY ALTER
President t Harry Alter Company, Chicago, III.

As Told to Edgar H. Felix

|HE PROCESS of testing a radio receiver by a

dealer or jobber, when the first sample of a new
model is delivered, almost invariably consists

of hastily plugging in the candidate for sales

records at the nearest light socket, connecting

up any antenna that happens to be at hand,

and then listening to a number of local programs in tense

admiration. A few, more particular, may indulge in a

slightly more exhaustive test, installing the receiver in their

homes so that they may enjoy a little aimless dial twiddling.

These hap-hazard processes are indeed a compliment to

the confidence which the dealer has in the reputation of a

manufacturer but such casual observation of performance is

hardly an illuminating test. I do not advocate any exhaus-

tive engineering examination because, in most instances, it is

neither practicable nor necessary. But, if a dealer is to qualify

himself to appreciate fully the merits of a new line, a syste-

matic and comprehensive testing procedure, faithfully carried

out, may be of inestimable value. Only by actual experience

and intimate knowledge of the performance capabilities of a

receiver is it possible to present the advantages of ownership
to the prospective purchaser in a clear, concise, forceful, and

convincing manner.

The testing procedure suggested is based 'upon the combined

experience of a number of technical advisors of the largest

jobbing organizations in the industry. The tests are qualitative

rather than quantitative and require facilities which are almost

invariably available. .

A prime consideration in securing a reliable judgment
is that a comparison with known performance be made

under standard conditions. Receivers are, therefore, usually

tested in the home of a technically qualified employee or

executive rather than in the place of business of the dealer or

jobber. It is essential that standard conditions, to which the

expert is accustomed, be maintained. Usually a standard

receiver is permanently installed at the testing location and

this, when comparisons are made, should be equipped with

new tubes in the same manner as the new receiver to be

tested. The most satisfactory results are obtained if a quick

change mechanism is available for rapidly switching from the

known receiver to the new. This requires not only switching

antenna and ground, but preferably the reproducer element

as well. Both receivers should be completely wired up

through the switching system so that antenna, ground, and

reproducer may be instantly changed from one receiver to the

other. With alternating-current tubes, filaments on both

receivers should remain switched in constantly so that instant

comparison is possible.

Three series of tests are suggested: first, tone quality;

second, selectivity; and third, sensitivity. These are the

three fundamental factors of performance which are readily

compared. These tests should first be made through a

common reproducer system and, if the receivers are equipped

with their own reproducers, the tests should then bo repeated

with each receiver utilizing its own loud speaking device.

The usual process in fidelity tests is to tune-in to a

program which involves the lower notes. If considerable

volume is obtained with such program material, the reproduc-

tion is generally classed as satisfactory. Tliis is, however, only

a partial test localise receivers are frequently designed which
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do not overload on the lower frequencies but fail to reproduce

satisfactorily and in their proper proportion the overtones

which lend the distinctness to different instruments of the

orchestra and are of especial importance in obtaining clear

articulation of speech. A comparison test is excellent indica-

tion of the relative audio-frequency range of two receivers.

Judgment, however, should also be passed upon the ease with

which the low notes are handled as well as the frequency

range of the audio system. Freedom from overloading under

conditions of normal reception can be detected readily by an

experienced ear which perceives manifestations of overloading

as tendency to rattle and resonate. More than one receiver

has an audio system which tends to oscillate at the low notes,

giving it a slight effect of persistence which is even pleasing

with certain types of music, such as organ and cello, but is

decidedly detrimental to good articulation and brilliance.

Considerable assistance may be had in this process if a

milliammeter is placed in

the plate supply of either

the output stage or the

entire plate supply. If

the milliammeter tends

to fluctuate while low

notes are being repro-

duced with good volume,

it is definite indication

that overloading is ex-

perienced. Another
method, which has been

used successfully, is to

connect a fixed conden-

ser of one microfarad or

more across the loud

speaker terminals. The

higher frequencies pass

more readily through
such a ct idenser than

the lower. With some re-

ceivers, a one-microfarad

condenser so connected

makes little difference

even in the articulate-

ness of speech, while
with others, having faith-

ful amplification not only
of the lower frequencies

but of the high frequen-

cies as well, there is

a marked falling off

in clarity. To one not

trained in detecting the

contribution of the higher frequencies and overtones, this

procedure presents a simple, if crude, method of by-passing
them so that their effect can be observed by comparison. Com-

pensating adjustment of volume control should, of course, be

made before and after connecting the condenser in order that

the comparison be made under similar conditions.

Speech is the most ready source for determining the

presence of the higher frequencies. Although most of the

volume of speech is given by frequencies below 1500 cycles,

understandability or articulation is very largely a matter of

the higher frequencies. The violin and the soprano voice are

also excellent means for determining the presence or absence

of amplification at the higher frequencies.

The fidelity tests suggested outline means not only for

making a general judgment of the reproduction but for

HENRY W. JOKES *
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Dealers will find a chart of this type helpful
in studying the merits of a new receiver.

determining the total range of tone amplified by the receiver,

checking overloading, and comparing the relative amplification

of the lower and higher frequencies. No systematic examina-

tion of the receiver's performance fails to include all of these

factors.

Tests for Selectivity

TESTING
FOR selectivity is too easy and simple to be worthy

of detailed description. So long as a standard antenna

system is used and the convenience of a comparison switch is

available, the procedure is obvious. In almost all locations,

high-powered stations are available so that, the dial range
covered by a strong signal is readily observed. The antenna

system used with a receiver should be a normal one and no

valid test can be made with an antenna of excessively long or

short dimensions. A short antenna gives satisfactory results

even with a receiver having unsatisfactory selectivity, while

a long one handicaps
even the best of re-

ceivers. An average an-

tenna, 75 to 100 feet in

length, should be used.

Every location has its

individual possibilities

for testing selectivity,

such as the reception of a

particular distant station

on a channel neighboring

one assigned to a local,

which gives an index to

the performance of a re-

ceiver. One who is called

upon to pass judgment
on receivers should be

familiar with these char-

acteristics of his location

by frequent observation

so that judgment may
be passed with any re-

ceiver. For example, in

the New York area, re-

ception of WLW through
WOR is usually an indi-

cation of excellent

selectivity, but only

familiarity with the par-

ticular points and dis-

tance at which the test

is made makes this a

specific criterion of a

receiver's selectivity.

The three points upon which definite judgment as to

selectivity should be based are as follows: first, the dial range

covered by the nearest high-powered transmitter; second, the

nearest channel upon which a distant station may be heard

neighboring on the highest-powered local signal; and third,

with the receiver set for maximum volume, determination of

the loudest station, restricted sufficiently by the selectivity

of the receiver so that a distant station may be heard on the

neighboring channel without interference.

Comparison tests offer an easy method of judging sen-

sitivity. It must be remembered that tested and measured

tubes must be used in sensitivity tests. Also conditions must be

observed simultaneously when comparing two receivers be-

cause periodic changes take place in the effectiveness of the

transmission medium. The advantage of familiarity with
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reception conditions at the test point is obvious, but even this

is not sufficient to produce positive judgments unless switch-

ing arrangements are available which make instantaneous

comparison of the attained volume with a given signal possi-

ble. With such facilities, tuning in a distant station on two

receivers and switching quickly from one receiver to another

makes a simple and satisfactory test of radio-frequency

amplification.

These performance tests are easily made and give a direct

comparison of the factors

which determine the serviceviv^ vnjc cApciiac. Aiieitiuic,

a receiver will give to the
([ TRADE MAGAZINE PREJUDICES J mechanical inspection

consumer. A chart of the

type shown on page 82

L

permits the systematic rat-

ing and reporting of this

series of tests.

Having completed the

performance tests, examina-

tion should then be made
of the voltages delivered by
the receiver's power supply
under various conditions.

Usually some means is sup-

plied for adjusting voltage

input to the power supply
for two or more effective

line voltages. By means of

a good set-checker, the grid

and plate voltages supplied

each tube should be meas-

ured with the input voltage

supply properly adjusted.

The examination should de-

termine that none of the

tubes are operated above

their rated voltage. High

potentials particularly
should not be tolerated

because this causes rapid

deterioration of tubes in

the hands of the consumer and gives exceptionally good per-

formance with respect to selectivity and sensitivity only
when the tubes are new. Superiority in these respects, so at-

tained, is certain to cause trouble later because purchasers
will soon complain of short tube life.

Mechanical Examination

THE
RECEIVER should next be subjected to mechanical

inspection, preferably aided by the service instruction

manual supplied by the manufacturer. The dial-control mech-

anism should be inspected carefully by applying friction at a

convenient point on the condenser drum and observing if there

is any play or slip when the knob is turned. Rheostats should

work smoothly. Gang condensers should be of rigid construc-

tion and the contacts between the rotors should be inspected

carefully to assure a permanent electrical connection. For

convenience in servicing, the ease with which the chassis and

the power supply is removed is of importance. The service

manual and the chassis itself should be examined to see if

simple wire codes are used so that routine tests may be easily

made. Condensers in the power pack and audio transformers

should be readily removable and convenient test points should

be available. The hum balancing means should be accessible,

while the means used to balance the gang condensers should

/T IS a common idea all loo common that trade magazines
must never talk of technical matters. Such conservatism can be

justified up to a certain point, but beyond that, it is harmful.

Since their beginning, trade magazines have stressed certain

aspects of selling, such as window displays, summer campaigns,
over-the-counter selling, etc., to the exclusion of all other matters.

Indeed trade magazines, are commonly regarded as properly

containing nothing else. Other aspects, such as the semi-technical

angle (less important but still deserving some attention), have

been neglected completely.

Look at the set advertising in the various trade magazines.

Do you not find such statements as, "245-type tubes in push-

pull;" "automatic voltage, regulation;" "screen-grid tubes;"

"dynamic loud speaker;" and "band-pass tuning?" These are

technical facts and salesmen use them. And there are other

technical things about radio receivers equally effective in sales,

that have never been explained in merchandizing language.

Take a specific case for example, a Spartan receiver.

As a salesman, do you know in what way Sparlon sets are

essentially different from any other receivers? On page 99 of

this issue will be found an article in which the unusual character-

istics of the Spartan are clearly indicated. Read it. Read the

article on the Radiola 60 series on page 15 of the May issue,

another example of the same type of article. And, after reading

them, let us know what you think of them.

be such that they are accessible to the serviceman but not to

the set-owner. The chart also contains a table to aid in making
a systematic mechanical inspection.

The experienced dealer knows that convenience in servicing
conserves profit and maintains customer satisfaction. Con-

sidering the receiver solely from the performance standpoint,
without giving thought to future service which may be

necessary, has often led to the adoption of a line which may
sell readily but which absorbs much of the profit earned by

sales because of later ser-

vice expense. Therefore, the

is

most essential as service

accessibility and means of

detecting and shooting

trouble is of considerable

importance. While the me-

chanical inspection should

be made with this point in

view, general mechanical

design should not be over-

looked. Rigidity in the

chassis, sturdy variable

condensers, well anchored

wiring, firm shielding com-

partments, and absence of

exposed delicate parts

should be observed.

I am certain that dealers

inspecting a new line will

be greatly aided by follow-

ing a systematic and com-

prehensive procedure in

making their tests. Further-

more, they will find them-

selves much better equipped
to make a compelling and

accurate presentation to

prospects of the capabilities

which their favorite lines

possess.

NOTES ON BROADCASTING

^N INDICATION of the interest in fight broadcasts is given

by a statement of the New York Edison Comp-
any. During the Sharkey-Stribling bout, broadcast

from Miami, Florida, current consumption began to rise

above the normal load at nine o'clock, had risen to 25,000

kw. over that in use on ordinary nights by ten o'clock, soared

to 40,000 kw. about the time the fight ended at 10:30, and

reached a maximum of around 54,000 kw. at 11 P.M. A lot

of late staying up must have been caused because the load

did not return to normal until one A.M.

SENATOR
NYE, of North Dakota, will offer a bill for the

erection of a Government radio broadcasting station

to radiate debates of Congress on important issues. In view

of the N.B.C. offer to broadcast important debates over net-

works and the impossibility that Nye's one station can reach

an appreciable part of the listening public, the project is as

wasteful as it is useless.

LCENSE HAS been applied for by the Freshman Company
to erect two experimental television transmitters at their

plant in Clifton, N. J., according to J. D. R. Freed, vice-

president of the company.

THE EDITORS. J
IN iiA
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Authorities Describe the Year's Improvements

PROGRESS IN LOUD SPEAKER DESIGN
NATHANIEL BALDWIN, INC.

E. W. SMITH, Research Department: Fundamental and

accurate data on vibration instruments has enabled manu-

facturers to set a new standard n moving-iron reproducers

as regards efficiency. A very satisfactory response is now

obtained with a reduction of the "peaks" that have charac-

terized the performance of these instruments hitherto.

The Baldwin line reflects all the improvements enumer-

ated in a new moving-iron instrument. The improvements are

listed as follows: one-piece cast-aluminum frame, laminated

pole pieces and armature, new double permanent magnets
which offer nearly twice the magnetic flux of the old type,

and an improved "Burtex" acoustic diaphragm.

JENSEN RADIO MFG. COMPANY
PETER L. JENSEN, President: Loud speaker manufacturers

that employ competent and progressive engineering staffs will

present to the trade this year new models of dynamic (moving-

coil) loud speakers somewhat better in every respect than the

1928 models. The main improvements are made along the

following lines: greater dependability on high power; larger

cones with consequently less motion for the same output of

sound; eliminating stresses and danger of breakdowns; larger

voice coil capable ofcarry-

ing 250 push-pull input

without overheating, and

finally and most impor-
tant extending the re-

sponse to include more

of the higher voice fre-

quencies.

The voice coil problem
has been overcome in the

new 1929-30 model Jensen

dynamic loud speakers by
the use of aluminum wire.

As aluminum has about

60 per cent, the conduc-

tivity of copper and only

about 30 per cent, its

weight, its employment

gives the required increase in current carrying capacity with-

out correspondingly adding to the weight of the moving parts.

The Jensen Concert Speaker employing a lighter movable

system has a response well above a frequency of 5000, and

the "boom-boom" characteristic of many dynamic loud

speakers has been entirely eliminated without the sacrifice

of the pleasing true low notes. It employs a shallow 9i" cone.

Due to the increased demand, dynamic loud speaker manu-
facturers have been able to plan more economical production
this year by being assured of a larger output and set manu-

facturers can procure good dynamic speakers at a cost prob-

ably not exceeding 25 per cent, over the cost of a good mag-
netic unit.

OXFORD RADIO CORPORATION
FRANK RE CHMAN, Radio Sales Division: Dynamic loud

speakers will hold the front rank in loud speaker styles dur-

ing 1929. The dynamic loud speaker has proven its merit and

Peter Jensen, president,
Jensen Radio Mfg. Co.

Frank Reichman, Radio
Sales Division, Oxford Ra-

dio Corp.

with another year of development behind it outranks, in

fidelity of performance, any other design. Practically all of

the leading set manufacturers are planning on using dynamic
loud speakers exclusively.

Dynamic speakers will be ever so much lower in price

due to set manufacturers incorporating in the power pack
of the set the means for supplying the field current to the

speaker. This eliminates almost half of the manufacturing
cost of the loud speaker proper. However, this means the

speaker and the set have to be engineered and sold together.

Oxford loud speakers this year will be available in every

type of dynamic. This will

include all d.c. models for

setmanufacturers. The line

will also include "hum
free" a.c. models in both

the dry rectifier and tube

types, and theatre models

designed to operate on the

most powerful amplifiers.

All types are made in two

sizes, the 9" and 11".

Cabinet manufacturers,

this year, are designing

their cabinets as "baffle

boxes" quite as much as

beautiful furniture. They
realize that the dynamic
loud speaker is not a com-

plete operating instrument

without its "baffle" and that the cabinet is the "horn," and

is an essential, vital part of the loud speaker.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. COMPANY
RAY MANSON, Vice President and Chief Engineer: Last

year, the dynamic type (moving-coil) loud speaker came into

its own, due to the small space required for a powerful driving

unit. Many detailed improvements have been made in this

type of unit which provide for increased audio-frequency

range and increased electrical efficiency. This result will be

obtained by various detailed improvements, such as the use

of larger diameter driving cones, more flexible supports for

the cone, lighter weight cone materials, the use of stiffening

means in the cone structure, etc. The so-called "magnetic"

(moving-iron armature type) loud speaker also will be offered

in greatly improved forms, which are sure to give better repro-

duction than many of the dynamic loud speaker offerings of

last season. Condenser- type loud speakers will be available as

a commercial product before the end of 1929 and no doubt

will create considerable interest.

Stromberg-Carlson loud speakers meet these trends in a

full line of improved "magnetic" types, model Nos. 14, 15,

16, and 17, and in an improved electrodynamic floor model,

known as the No. 25. All of these loud speakers use "large

diameter" cones of special construction, arranged to provide

the correct frequency range for natural reproduction of speech

and music, and a combination electrical and mechanical sys-

tem which provides high efficiency of sound output as com-

pared to electrical input
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Replacement Sales for 1928 Increased 77% . . . Estimated Replacement Sales for 1929 Will Increase 80^?

More Tubes Will Be
Sold in IQ2Q

Tubes
Sold in 1929

1928 Sales =61,552,846 tubes

A =20,472,487 tubes for new sets
= 32,321,436 replacements for old sets

0=8,758,923 replacement for new sets

i92gSales= ioo,ooo,oootubes (Estimated)

A = 26,000,000 tubes for new sets

8=63,000,000 replacements for old sets

C= 1 1,000,000 replacements for new sets

1927 Sales = 33,662,247 tubes

A= 10,322,640 tubes for new sets

B= 19,057,257 replacements for old sets

4,282,350 replacements for new sets

1929-THE YEAR OF 100,000,000 TUBES

ESTIMATES OF tube sales during 1929 indicate

that dealers may expect an increase of at least

60 per cent, in this part of their business

and, as every dealers knows, this will repre-

sent an appreciable part of his yearly increase

in revenue. Why this great increase?

Tubes from reliable manufacturers do not, as some cus-

tomers still believe, fail prematurely. The reason for the ac-

celerated growth in the tube replacement market comes from

but one cause the use of more radios more hours per day.

This in turn is caused by the increase in "time on the air"

taken by both national and local broadcasters; by the in-

creased number of stations which may be received without

interference; by the improved fidelity of transmission and

reception; by the rapid betterment of the quality of pro-

grams; and by the fact that the moment a radio receiver

operated directly from the lamp socket is installed, its user

is freed from worry about whether his batteries will need re-

placement or charging if he works the radio too hard. The
result is he listens more than he

did before.

The charts at the top of this

page show the extent to which the

tube market increased last year,

and the expected sales for the

current year. (These charts show

the various purposes for which

the tubes are purchased, such as

tubes for use in new receivers,

replacement tubes for receivers

sold during the current year, and

replacement tubes for old receiv-

ers.) The fact which is instantly

apparent is that the replacement
market is growing by leaps and

bounds; much faster than the

market created by the sale of sets.

LIFE OF TUBE (MONTHS)

Showing how tube life varies irith use.

Let us consider a few facts, contributed by a recent survey
of the National Broadcasting Company. This survey shows

that 68 per cent, of the radio owners use their set on an aver-

age of at least two hours per day, 44 per cent, use their sets

at least three hours per day, and 24 per cent, use their sets

more than four hours per day. These figures have been found

to hold true irrespective of the section of the country, occupa-

tion, or social standing of the individual.

These data, taken in March, 1928, prove that listening

to the radio is becoming increasingly popular. More recent -

surveys indicate that to-day, June, 1929, radio entertainment

is even more popular and that many families are using their

sets five hours or more a day, or a total of approximately two

thousand hours per year! This, in turn, means that many set-

owners have to buy at least two complete sets of tubes for

their receivers each year (see chart below), and it explains why
the replacement tube market is increasing with such rapid

strides. And what could be more natural than this increase

when it is realized that the better stations are now on the

air from 6:45 A.M. until midnight

and that over 600 stations are

broadcasting ?

Better programs, better radio

receivers, more stations on the

air, widespread acceptance of the

radio as a source of entertain-

ment, news, and education, all

point toward a still greater use of

the receiver than has been cus-

tomary.
All of these factors should be

appreciated by the dealer in radio

tubes, and should be pointed out

to the irate customer who insists

that the tubes in his new a.c. set

are ready for the wastebasket

much sooner than is proper.

20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
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Determining Your Firms Degree of Perfection

A GAME FOR RADIO DEALERS

By S. GORDON T. PARKS
President, Parks & Hull, Baltimore, Md.

S. Gordon Parks

HERE is a list of questions which

dealers will find profitable to ex-

amine. Take the list and note

your answers, "yes" or
"
no," in the

margin play it as a game, if you
like. But the writer feels that this

is more than a game every dealer

can with profit use these questions

as an aid in taking mental stock

of his organization.

The idea of this little game is

briefly this: you read the ques-

tions carefully, and indicate your

answer with a check mark for "yes" and an "X" for "no." After

going through the entire list in this way, look at the an-

swers in smaller type at the bottom ofthe page. These answers,

in the experience of the writer, are those which would be

made by a one hundred per cent, perfect dealer.

By comparing your answers with this theoretical ideal

you will be able to determine readily how closely your or-

ganization approaches perfection. And then, what is more

important, by concentrating on the problem of making the

wrong things right, you will be able to improve your standing

in a manner that will be reflected in increased sales and a

higher degree of customer good will. And, best of all, you can

make this test in perfect privacy, with no one but yourself

viewing the outcome, be it good or bad. What happens after-

ward is up to you.

The hundreds of Atwater Kent dealers who are clients of

the writer's firm expressed great interest in this game, which

was published in our house organ, Parks Hullings, and I

am glad to present these questions to a far wider group: for

the thousands of other radio dealers who are readers of

RADIO BROADCAST.

And now, on with the game!

The Questions
1. Do you reserve about 5 per cent, of your expected gross

sales to be used for advertising?
2. Does your advertising in newspapers consist of two

or three feature display advertisements per season,

rather than regular and consistent efforts?

3. Does your newspaper advertising consist of display

advertising used consistently throughout the season?

4. Do you use billboard advertising?
5. Do you advertise over your local broadcasting station?

6. Do you use direct mail advertising, such as the "Tone in

the Home" campaign and the "Donnelly Post Card"

campaign?
7. Do you use to the fullest extent the window-trimming aids

available to you through your jobber?
8. Do you change your window display weekly?
9. Do you maintain at all times an attractive store display

of a representative line of sample stock?

10. Do you make full use of the various dealer helps which
are available to you?

11. Do you stress the real talking points of the lines you
handle?

12. Do you make a practice of knocking merchandise that

you do not carry?

13. Do you keep well posted on programs and broadcast
features in order to be able to tell prospective customers
what they will hear if they buy a radio set?

14. Do you spread your sales efforts over a half-dozen differ-

ent lines?

15. Do you concentrate on three or less, well-chosen lines?

16. Do you carry consigned merchandise?
17. Do you carry an adequate staff of outside salesmen the

year 'round?
18. Do you maintain a staff of outside salesmen during the

winter season, cutting that staff down to little or

nothing during the summer?
19. Do you demonstrate in the prospect's home?
20. Do you demonstrate only in the store?

21. If your antennas are erected by an outside firm, do you
caution your installer to see that thejob is properly done?

22. Does your serviceman see that all inside connections,

particularly the ground connection, are carefully made 3

23. Do you follow up all sales to make sure that the customer
is satisfied; and to obtain all possible prospects from
this source?

24. Do you answer all service calls as speedily as possible.
and as near to the promised time as can be done?

25. Do you maintain adequate service equipment to render
service with efficiency and satisfaction to the customer,
and with the lowest possible cost to yourself?

26. Do you render free service, except on tubes, for ninety
days thereafter making a fair nominal charge for time
and material?

27. Do you train your servicemen to sell accessories such as
new tubes, power units, and extra loud speakers, in

the course of their regular work as well as to obtain
the names of people who have shown interest in the
customer's set that is being serviced?

28. Do you maintain your service department so that it

is self-supporting and not a drain on your profit and
loss account?

29. Do you maintain a clear, up-to-date system of service

records so that your billing can be done quickly and

fairly, and so that your sales staff can periodically ex-

amine the records for live prospects for the sale of a
new set?

30. Do you offer favorable terms to those customers of good
standing who cannot afford to pay cash?

31. Do you acce_pt
small down payments from customers

whom credit investigation shows to be worthy of trust?

32. Have you a standing order card on file for new merchan-
dise?

33. Do you hold regular meetings of your organization to dis-

cuss new sales efforts?

34. Do you insist that your sales and service staff keep in

touch with the progress of radio by reading regularly
one or more good trade papers?

The Answers
(Read these after you have checked your own replies in the

margin of this page).
The perfect dealer yes indeed there are many of them!

would answer
" Yes" to all of the questions with the exception of

the following, to which the reply should be "No": Numbers 2,

12, 14, 16, 18, and 20.

And now just a final suggestion to help you make more money
and achieve more good will : if you are not letter-perfect make this

game serve you by an effort to see how closely you can approach
the ideal. Keep the questions and their solution in some con-

venient place where you can check them over from time to time

to determine how quickly you are progressing. You will find,

without a doubt, that the more closely you approach the ideal

rating, the greater will be your success. Give it a trial and see!
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General view of lest bench in the laboratory of the Loomis Radio College.

Practical Pointers on Servicing

RADIO SHOP PRACTICE
By MARY TEXANNA LOOMIS

President, Loomis Radio College

|N A PREVIOUS article we gave some pointers

on "Running a Small Radio Shop" and a

description of a service shop in Washing-

ton, which had been chosen as a model for

other small radio stores. In this article we
aim to go more into detail concerning the

actual methods used in the servicing branch of the radio

business. As stated before, the serviceman, if he is to be

successful in his work and make friends for his employer,
must be trained in his business. The day of the

"
just-picked-

it-up" serviceman is over.

With the shop properly equipped and running with at

least two capable servicemen, one for outside work and one

for shop work, a single service job would consist of the follow-

ing:

(1) Call received by telephone asking for service.

(2) Service ticket made out and serviceman starts out on

call.

(3) Serviceman calls at house and checks antenna, ground,

loud speaker, tubes, and everything outside set chassis. If any
trouble is found during these tests he makes the necessary

repair immediately.

(4) When all wiring, apparatus, etc., outside the chassis either

checks o.k. or has been repaired or replaced, the serviceman

proceeds to check voltages and current in the set as follows:

E
f , E^ If , and Ef . He also tests the set for operation, pro-

vided the set is working, and checks on selectivity and sensi-

tivity. If set checks o.k. and customer is satisfied with results

of such minor repairs or replacements as could be made at

the house, he is requested to sign a ticket stating that service

is completed and satisfactory. This ticket must be turned

in at the office of the shop by the serviceman. If he collects

money, this must be signed, accounted for, stating amount,

and serviceman must give receipt to customer. If, in the house

tests, the set chassis or power unit showed trouble which could

not be handled at the house, it should be removed from cab-

inet or console and taken to the shop for repairs. // is not good

policy to make extensive repairs in the home of the customer,

as it often has a bad effect psychologically for the customer

to see the set "all torn to pieces."

(5) When the set or chassis is brought to the shop to be

serviced, it is properly tagged and placed on the "incoming"

shelf, to be taken up in its turn. It should not be left standing

there long enough to accumulate dust.

(6) When the "inside" man takes up this set, he makes

thorough tests of all circuits and parts, with the idea of

locating defects. The part, or circuit, found to be the cause

of trouble is then repaired and the set is checked thoroughly
for performance. When perfectly satisfactory, the set is

marked "repaired" and placed on the "outgoing" shelf for

delivery to the customer.

(7) The repaired set is returned to the hands of the "out-

side" man, who delivers and installs it, testing it on an out-

side station in the presence of the customer. If the customer

is satisfied, the serviceman obtains a signature to the state-

ment that the set is operating satisfactorily. As before, if

any money is exchanged, this must be handled carefully as

described in a preceding paragraph.
In connecting the set at the customer's house and in mak-

ing final tests, everything should be checked again, as this

often brings to light some minor defect that might become
worse in time and require another service call. This policy
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'

Bare Stranded Copper Inside Shop

Ground Clamp to Water Pipe

'VA

Outdoor Aerial \|/

rA'A A *A -B+B.*B + B -'B-'-B -e -C -C-CAnt
1C4 6 8 22>5 45 901353604!$ 9 22>i45 Gnd

rA+A+A+A-BB+B+B -B-B -C-C -C -C Ant

i
I |>C4 6 8 221J45 90 135360 4^ 9 22H 45 Gnd.

Fig- 1 Wiring diagram of the test bench pictured on page 87

keeps no-charge service calls at a minimum
and develops confidence for the shop and
men employed by it.

While individual cases frequently arise,

calling for ordinary common sense in the

handling, the following list of troubles and
probable causes may be considered a gen-
eral guide:
No Ef: Bad B batteries, bad power

pack, open plate circuit. The latter may
be due to a burned-out plate resistor, a
burned-out transformer coil, or a poor or
broken connection. A shorted by-pass
condenser, or bad rectifier tube, in case
of an electric set.

No Es : Bad C battery, or open grid
circuit which may be due to burned-out
grid resistor, burned-out transformer coil,
or bad connection. In electric sets where //
through a resistor gives Ee, check plate
circuit also.

High lf: Wrong C bias (too low or re-

versed), shorted tube, shorted plate re-

sistor, or wrong connection batteries or

power pack.
No Ef. Bad filament battery, bad

power pack, open rheostat, or bad con-
nection.

Testing Equipment

THE
TESTING APPARATUS employed, and

the cost of it, is largely a matter of
choice with the shop-owner. A large
amount of expensive equipment is not

actually required in order to conduct a
successful servicing business, if such ap-
paratus as is purchased is well chosen.
Each outside serviceman must have a
neat box with a small number of care-

fully selected tools. Superfluous tools only
get in the worker's way. The kit should
contain two styles of pliers, wire-scraping
knife, soldering iron, two screw drivers,
and a couple of octagonal wrenches.

If one of the screw drivers is magnetized
it will be a great help. This is easily

accomplished by inserting the blade in-
side of a coil of about 50 turns of No. 18
insulated wire which is connected across
the terminals of a six-volt battery and clos-

ing the circuit for a few minutes. It can
also be done by holding the screw driver,
with a good tight grasp, against the field

of a d.c. motor while running. A small

mirror, such as carried in women's hand
bags is often very useful in looking at
crowded wiring and connections under
circumstances where it is not desired to
dissemble the set, and this is small and of

light weight. [A dentist's mirror might
prove even more satisfactory Editor.]
Besides the tool kit, the outside service-
man should carry an assortment of
standard tubes in a separate box, and a

To Test

Power Pack

Fif> 2 Voltmeter continuity testing.

75 150

Fig. 3 Oscillator-voltmeter tent
combinations.

standard tube- and set-tester, or set of

testing meters.
Inside the service shop, there should be

one completely outfitted work bench for

every three or four outside men. In our
former article we showed a picture of the
actual layout of a service-shop bench
which is in continual practical commercial
use. The heading picture of this article

gives a general idea of the double test

bench in use in the Loomis laboratory.
This is located in the center of the room
in order to permit students to gather
around it while trouble-shooting demon-
strations are going on. Otherwise it would
be much better backed up against win-
dows. A complete wiring diagram of this

table is shown in Fig. 1. Batteries and a.c.

generator are installed beneath the bench,
with wires brought up through drilled holes
to conveniently arranged terminals.

If the workers Uke, a permanently in-
stalled arrangement of testing meters
may be mounted on a bakelite or metal
panel and added to such a work bench.
This has some advantages and some
disadvantages, depending on individual
preference. A few models of complete test-

ing tables, factory built, are on the
market. One made by a well-known firm
contains seven meters mounted on a steel

panel 24 by 42 inches, placed horizontally
across two wooden posts 36 inches high.
The meters are as follows: 0-7.5 volts d.c.'
0-75 volts d.c.; 0-150-300 volts d.c., 1000
ohms per volt; 0-15-150 d.c. milliamperes;
0-4-8-16 volts a.c.; 0-250-750 volts a.c.;
and 0-1.5-15 microfarads. Binding posts
and switches are provided so that each
meter may be used individually and for
all ranges. The panel is wired up with a
tube socket and a long cord with a tube-
prong plug at the end. By means of these,
each circuit in a radio set may be tested
with the tube in a socket. Outlets

may be connected to a 110-volt 60-cycle
line. Voltage may be read and a radio set
then plugged into the outlets. The 750-
volt a.c. range is for testing the high-
voltage secondary winding of a power
pack and the capacity meter is useful for

determining condenser values and in

Fig. 4 Diagram of the oscillator
tester shown in Fig. 5.

locating condenser shorts. The bench
described above is the Jewell radio test

bench, No. 580, price $278.50

Standard Testing Methods

IT
WOULD BE RATHER out of the question,
in an article of this space, to undertake

to cover tests on every known make of
receiver. Individual tests for various
makes of sets, and specific uses of various
standard test sets, are at all times availa-
ble from manufacturers. Each receiver

requires its own particular tests, and the

makers, in their service manuals, thor-

oughly explain the correct way of making
tests which are best adapted to the char-
acteristics of their machines. In addition
to this information some test-set manufac-
turers supply with their testers complete
testing data for every standard receiver.

Certain tests apply in a general way to
all sets, regardless of make. These may be
set forth as follows: Text for plate voltage:
Touch leads from a high-voltage voltmeter
to the plate and filament prongs of each
tube socket, with the set connected to its

usual power supply. If no voltage is indi-

cated, there is an open circuit in a trans-
former coil or a shorted by-pass condenser
in the circuit attached to the plate prong of
that tube. If several tubes show no plate
voltage there may be a broken or loose con-
nection. If a power pack is used, the out-

put voltage of this should be checked, and,
if trouble is indicated there, the power
pack needs to be overhauled.

Locating open circuit: If the power input
to the set is o.k., and a voltmeter gives no
reading as referred to above, the same
voltmeter may be employed in locating
the open which is probably the reason for

no voltage on the plate of the tube. The
open may be either the primary of an au-

dio-frequency transformer, a coil in the
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radio-frequency stage, or a broken lead

to coil or tube. To test for an open circuit

in any transformer coil, place the volt-

meter, in series with a 22j-volt battery,

across the section to be tested. No voltage

reading indicates an open. If a reading is

obtained, this shows that connections or

coils are not open. The test tells nothing
about shorts.

Locating shorl-circu.il: Any coil or piece

of electrical apparatus has some resistance

and, therefore, should show a voltage

drop. A lower voltage reading will be ob-

tained when testing through a coil than

when the ends of the test clips are touched

together. When the leads are touched

together, the full voltage of the battery is

read, but when the leads are placed across

a piece of apparatus the battery voltage,

less the volt drop across the coil, is read.

If no drop, not even a small one is shown,
a short is indicated. A fairly low resistance

voltmeter should be used for this
te_st

so

that enough current will flow to give a

readable drop across apparatus under test.

Testing condensers: In testing condensers

for shorts or breakdown, the same test for

open circuits will apply. In this case, how-

ever, a reading will indicate that the con-

denser is shorted. A condenser in good con-

o
Total Fil. Emission

Fig. 6 D. C. tube-tester circuit.

dition is an absolute block to direct

current. Therefore, if a reading is obtained,
the condenser is bad. This test is made
best with a high potential, say about
135 volts, as occasionally a condenser will

test o.k. on low voltage but will break

down when the set-operating potential is

applied to it. Bad by-pass condensers will

create short-circuits in grid and plate

supplies and, therefore, will show up by a

zero plate or grid voltage reading.
With a double-range portable volt-

meter, and the shop work bench wired up
as shown in Fig. 1, the voltmeter may be

connected to the permanent battery clips

for series readings. Or, if the bench is

busy, a separate battery and the portable
meter may be used at another location.

Tube- and Sel-Tester

SEVERAL
GOOD tube- and set-testers of

standard types are on the market. It is

generally safest to purchase such appara-
tus from one of the well-established con-

cerns. Many testing sets, some standard
and others more or less novel, may be
made profitably in one's own shop or

laboratory. A combination voltmeter and

oscillator, as shown in Fig. 3, is a con-
venient piece of equipment for use in a
service shop. Its uses are to test voltages
and to provide signals during hours when
there is no broadcasting. Only the best

materials and meters should be used, and
it should be made as small and light as

possible. The coil, for the condenser values

shown, may consist of No. 30 d.c.c. wire

tightly wound on a form 1.75 inches in

diameter, to 250 turns and tapped at the

center. After being wound, the coil should
be coated with collodion to hold the wire
in place. Meters and other parts should be

arranged to make the leads as short as

Fig. 5 View of the test bench, oscillator, and tube-tester described in
this article.

possible. If a 199 tube is used, the batteries

may be placed inside the box. A 4j-volt
C battery will suffice for the filament,

and a small-sized B battery may be used
for the plate. These will last a long time.

Note that the B battery functions both as

plate power for the oscillator and for

operating the voltmeter in making con-

tinuity tests. The oscillator must be
calibrated from a suitable standard. The
following paragraphs describe some tests

that can be made with this test-set.

To use the apparatus as a straight high-

frequency oscillator, insert tube, threw
switch Si to "on" position, and couple'
test lead to a receiver. Coupling may be
increased or decreased by changing the

amount of wire twisted together in the

lead. At resonance between tester and
receiver the greatest "dip" in the grid mil-

liammeter will be noted, but coupling
should be loosened enough to prevent the

dip from pulling the oscillator off the fre-

quency to which it is set. The oscillator

Fig. 7 Typical B and C supply
unit of an a.c. receiver.

may be modulated for audibility by closing

82 and causing the buzzer to vibrate.

Continuity and voltage-drop tests may
be performed with the oscillator shown
in Fig. 3 by connecting the circuit and
resistance coil, or other piece of apparatus
being tested, to posts 2 and 3. This places
the B battery and the high range of the

voltmeter scale in series with the circuit

or part to be tested. A practical service-

man would gradually discover a number
of other ways to employ this set ad-

vantageously.
A slightly different oscillating set for

testing purposes is seen at the left in Fig.

5. A diagram of this is given in Fig. 4.

It is self-explanatory. The milliammeter,
in the plate circuit in this set, gives an
indication of resonance by dipping. With
this apparatus calibrated for standard

frequencies, it may be used with a single

coil of wire having no center tap for in-

dicating resonance as a pick-up wave-

frequency meter. With the center-tapped
Hartley coil it is useful as a "driver."

For instance, in checking on the coils and
condensers of the different stages of a

neutrodyne receiver, if the milliammeter

dips the same amount for each stage, when
tuned to resonance with each tuned circuit,

this is an indication of continuity through
each coil, the dip being caused by absorp-
tion into the coil circuit. If each tuned
circuit tests the same, this also shows that

they are properly designed to tune to the

same frequency. The batteries are

mounted inside the oscillator cabinet.

At the right of the oscillator, in Fig. 5,

is a tube-tester, made and used by students
of the Loomis Radio College. This is a
standard arrangement of plate voltmeter,

plate milliammeter, and filament volt-

meter. 'Something of the kind is indispen-
sable in every radio service shop. Weston
meters, type 301, flush, were used. The
resistor is made to be used with the plate
voltmeter and is supplied with it by the
manufacturer. Some difficulty was en-

countered in locating suitable jack
switches, or push-button jacks, for this

set. These were finally devised from parts
of telephone jacks, the "push-buttons"
consisting of the knobs and brass shafts of

Eby binding posts. With the filament

rheostat adjusted to show a voltmeter

reading of the correct filament voltage, the

milliammeter reading of plate current, for

various plate voltages, indicates the con-
dition of the tube. If desired, a meter of

the same make, showing filament current

could be included in such a tester.

The tests described apply to all types
of receivers, but, due to the differences in

circuit design, as indicated in Figs. 7 and

8, a.c.- operated receivers also require ad-
ditional tests. However, these are beyond
the scope of the present article.

+B-

(A) (B)

Fig. 8 (A) Method of obtaining
negative C bias; (B) usual system of
securingfilament voltages in an <.<.-

operated receiver.
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IN THE RADIO MARKETPLACE
News, Useful Data, and Information on the

Offerings of the Manufacturer

Personal Notes

J.
K. I. CODY, formerly general sales

manager of the National Cash Regis-
ter Company in Japan, has been ap-

pointed general sales manager for the Gold
Seal Electrical Co., Inc., New York. Ed-
ward R. Fiske, formerly assistant general
sales manager of the Ceco Mfg. Co., of

Providence, R. I., is now general field

supervisor of Gold Seal.

JOSEPH L. RAY, vice-president and gen-
eral sales manager of the Radio Corpora-
tion of America, has been elected to the
board of directors of the Victor Talking
Machine Company.

DOMINIC F. SCHMIT has been ap-
pointed chief engineer of E. T. Cunning-
ham, Inc., New York, succeeding Roger
M. Wise who is now with Grigsby-
Grunow. Before his connection with Cun-
ningham, Mr. Schmit spent three years
in the research laboratory of the General
Electric Co., at Schenectady, in research
and development work on radio receiving
tubes. Mr. Schmit was born in Port Wash-
ington, Wis., and was graduated with a
B. S. in E. E.

KENNETH W. JARVIS, formerly a mem-
ber of the engineering staff of the Crosley
Radio Corporation, at Cincinnati, Ohio,
has joined the Sterling Manufacturing
Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, as chief

engineer of the radio division.

WILLIAM C. ALLEY, formerly managing
editor of our excellent contemporary,
Radio Relailing, has joined the staff of
R.M.A. as merchandising manager. His

headquarters will be in the New York
office at 11 West 42nd Street.

PROF. REGINALD A. FESSENDEN, bearer
of one of the best-known names in radio,

has joined the staff of Grigsby-Grunow,
makers of Majestic Radio, as consulting

engineer. It was announced that, "while
Prof. Fessenden's work will be directed

mainly toward developing television ap-
paratus, his experience in radio tube manu-
facture and set design will be of value."

R. F. LOVELEE has been appointed as-

sistant sales manager of the Federal Radio
Corporation, Buffalo. Mr. Lovelee has
been with the company since its first con-
nection with radio. He is a graduate of
the University of Michigan in electrical

engineering, worked in the Chicago labora-

tories of Western Electric and later in the

engineering department of Federal at
Buffalo.

THE WOOD CABINET CORPORATION, 196

Lexington Avenue, New York, has just
been formed by T. J. Molloy to take over
the business of the Wood-Molloy Co. A
sales force of 50 men will cover the trade
with low- and medium-priced cabinets in

about 15 models of conventional design,

interchangeable for all makes of radio
receivers. These cabinets will be sold
direct to dealers.

ARTHUR L. WALSH has been appointed
vice-president and general manager of the
radio and phonograph division of Thomas
A. Edison, Inc. The new Edison radio-

phonograph is an important unit in the
line and will include provisions for play-
ing the new needle-type Edison record
which can be played on any phonograph.
Hill-and-dale Edison records will remain
in production.

SPARTON ANNOUNCES that Frank S.

Purviance is now district sales represen-
tative in the Michigan-Indiana territory.

D. J. QUINN, formerly Western sales

manager for Sonatron, has been ap-
pointed vice-president in charge of sales.

Other changes in titles have made Nathan
Chirelstein, chairman of the board, Harry
Chirelstein, president, and R. L. Marshall,
in charge of testing and shipping is now
secretary of the company.

News of the Industry

GRIGSBY-GRUNOW

announces the for-

mation of the Majestic Corpora-
tion, 120 South LaSalle St., Chi-

cago, to finance the paper of its authorized
dealers in connection with time sales of

Majestic sets. The office is in charge of
H. C. Straus.

AHCTUHUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY,
Newark, N. J., announces an increase in

production schedule from 17,500 tubes

daily to 45,000 per day. A new factory has
been occupied and will add 111,000 square
feet of floor space to the 45,000 square
feet already in use in other plants.

STROMBERG-CARLSON, of Rochester,
N. Y., has-started operations in their new
factory which covers 28 acres and pro-
vides 360,000 square feet of floor space.
Radio sets and telephone equipment will

be produced.

THE TRANSFORMER CORPORATION OF
AMERICA is now located at 2301 South
Keeler Ave., Chicago, 111.

The new Bosch model 30 radio-

phonograph combination.

P. R. MALLORY AND Co., INC. an-
nounces the purchase of a factory in

Indianapolis which is expected to be in

complete operation by October 1 and will

house the manufacturing activities of El-

kon, Inc. and the Knapp Electric Co.
The new plant has a floor area of about
200,000 square feet and will house the

general sales offices, although a New York
sales office will be maintained and com-
plete stocks of Knapp and Elkon radio

products kept on hand.

FEDERAL RADIO, of Buffalo, announces
that the Sanford Motor Supply Co., of

Williamsport, Pa., will become exclusi\c
wholesalers for Federal.

THE POLYMET MFG. Co., of New York,
have purchased the Strand and Sweet Mfg.
Co., Winsted, Conn., makers of fine cop-
per magnet wires. Polymet purchased re-

cently the Coilton Mfg. Co.

EXPANSION IN THE Crosley manufac-
turing facilities is reported from Cincin-
nati where an additional plant to cost

$750,000 is expected to double the present
production of receivers. At present 3800

people are employed in the plant.

THE ACME ELECTRIC AND MFG. Co.,
of Cleveland, has increased its capital
stock and changed its name to Acme
Radio & Electric, Inc. In 1928, the com-
pany began producing a.c. receivers and
now has 1700 dealers, an increase of 1200
over a year ago, according to an an-
nouncement.

THE RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY, of Cambridge, who manufactures
a complete line of radio receiving tubes and
rectifiers, is soon to take over a new factory
in Watertown, Mass., with about 160,000
square feet of floor space. When fully
equipped this factory will turn out about
30,000 tubes per day.

New Receivers Announced

THE
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

announces a new six-tube a.c. receiver,
the Model 33. It utili/cs four 226-, one

227-, and one 17lA-type tubes and a 280-

type rectifier. A new R.C.A. loud speaker,
the 100-B, is used. This loud speaker is of
the magnetic type and it fits into a border

groove on top of the radio set. The list

price of the Model 33 is $77.50 and the list

price of the 100-B is $22.00.

THE GRAYBAR Model 311 is the latest

receiver of the Graybar Electric Company.
The list price is $77.50. The Graybar loud

speaker lists at 22.00. The circuit uses six

tubes in a tuned r.f. arrangement.

THE NEW EVEREADY receivers were
announced recently by the National Car-
bon Company. Model 31 is a table type
listing at $115; model 33 at $210; model
32 at $175, and model 34 at $225. All of
the receivers use the same chassis which
is a seven-tube set plus a rectifier.

THE EARL radio receivers are a product
of the Chas. Freshman Company, Inc.
The Model 22 Earl lists at $99.50 less

tubes. It is an eight-tube set of the neutro-

dyne type with four tuned circuits, push-
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pull amplification, and an inductor loud
speaker. The Model 32 lists at $169.00 and
is similar to the 22 except for the loud
speaker which is of the moving-coil type.

^
THE NEW STEWART-WARNER Series 900

Consolette, consisting of a table-type
receiver and a Stewart-Warner Dyphonic
loud speaker, lists at $113. With an elec-

trodynamic loud speaker the combination
sells for $123.25. The set utilizes seven
tubes plus a rectifier. In the output stage
two 245-type tubes are connected in push-
pull.

THE AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO COR-
PORATION has announced their new Bosch
radio-phonograph combination, Model 30.
The new combination uses nine tubes and
lists for $475.00. The cabinet is \1\ inches
high, 36 inches wide, and 9J inches deep
and contains two record racks. The turn
table is operated by a General Electric
induction motor equipped with an auto-
matic stop. Contained in the cabinet is a
Bosch super-dynamic loud speaker.

THE SIMPLEX RADIO COMPANY an-
nounces a new eight-tube receiver. The
set uses five 227-, two 245-, and one
280-type tubes. The illuminated dial is

calibrated in kilocycles. The set contains a
phonograph jack and a built-in light-socket
antenna. The console model complete with
dynamic loud speaker lists at $150.50
less tubes.

one of 30 and the other of 120 milliamperes.Ihe a.c. voltmeter has three scales 3 9
and 150 volts. Provision is made for test-
ing all types of tubes, including rectifiers.

A NEW DYNAMIC loud speaker, Model
SP-29, is announced by the Stevens Manu-
facturing Corporation. To supply field
current, a 280-type rectifier tube is used
in conjunction with a filter system con-
sisting of 5-mfd. condensers and a 30-
henry choke coil. The input transformer is

arranged so that the loud speaker may be
used with all types of power tubes, either
singly or in push-pull.

Miscellaneous New Apparatus

TiJHE
STEVENS MANUFACTURING COR-

PORATION announces the design of a
new diaphragm utilizing a special

shape which is said to decrease distortion
produced by ordinary cone diaphragms.The new diaphragm is made of Burtex,
which is a special diaphragm material
manufactured by this corporation.

THE POOLEY COMPANY, cabinet manu-
facturers, have designed two special
cabinets, models 8200 and 8400, for use
with the Atwater Kent Model 46 receiver
and the Atwater Kent electrodynamic
loud speaker, Model F-2-c.

THE THORDARSON MANUFACTURING
COMPANY manufactures a special trans-
former, type T-2903, designed for use in
conjunction with the moving-coil loud
speakers to replace transformers supplied
with these units. -

THE CLAROSTAT MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY, INC. manufactures a complete line
of wire-wound resistors. Fixed resistors
are available in sizes from 1 to 3000 ohms.
Center-tapped resistors designed for use
across the filament circuits of a.c.
tubes are available in either fixed or
adjustable types in sizes from 6 to
500 ohms.

THE POTTER COMPANY manufac-
tures a dynamic loud speaker filter,
a device designed for use with a.c.-

type loud speakers to decrease the
hum. The filter is connected directly
across the field winding. The price
is $4.75.

THE JENSEN RADIO MANUFAC-
TURING COMPANY announces a new
Imperial model loud speaker, con-
sisting of a Jensen auditorium-type
dynamic loud speaker mounted in
a special cabinet which acts as a
baffle. The cabinet was designed by
Everett Worthington. Models for
operation on either 110 volts a.c.
or d.c. can be obtained. The a.c.

Imperial model lists at $100.

Ti

Louise Homer, Metropolitan Opera
Star, listening to the new Victor Radio

with Electrola, Model R. E. 45.

THE JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
COMPANY'S new a.c. tube-checker, type
.10, operates from the a.c. lines and will
check all types of tubes including rectifiers.
The panel of the tester carries an a.c. volt-
meter, a d.c. milliammeter, and a selector
switch to give a.c. potentials of 1.1, 1 5
2.5, 3.5, and 7.5 volts.

INSULATED TEST handles useful to serv-
icemen or in radio laboratories are manu-
factured by the Metropolitan Mfg. and
Electric Company, Chicago. The test
handles complete with leads list for $1.25.

A NEW PHONOGRAPH pick-up has been
announced recently by the Best Manu-
facturing Company. The Best theatre
pick-up is counterbalanced so that just
enough weight bears on the record for the
needle to track perfectly. It is packed in a
three-color display box with volume con-
trol and a universal adaptor for use with
sets not having a phonograph jack. Price
$17.50.

THE HOYT RADIO SERVICER, Model
600, is a compact portable set-tester for
making tests on all modern radio receivers.
It contains a high-resistance voltmeter
for measuring d.c. potentials with voltage
scales of 12, 120, and 600 volts. The milli-
ammeter in the instrument has two scales,

Ai>t<- .tlirater Kent radio cabinet hy I'ooley.
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Items of Interest

JHE
AMRAD CORPORATION manufac-

tures Mershon condensers which are
at present being used in the power

units of a considerable number of well-
known receivers. Mershon condensers con-
sist of rolled aluminum electrodes in a
copper case, these electrodes being covered
by an oxide film. These condensers have
the advantages that they provide a large
capacity in a small space and they are also
self-healing; that is, if they break down
due to the application of excessive voltage,
they immediately reheal and are not
affected permanently by the break down.
Mershon condensers are now being used

by the following manufacturers:

Automatic Radio Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass
Balkeit Radio Co., North Chicago, III

Browning-Drake Co., 110 Brooklinc St., CambridgeMass.
Colonial Radio Corp., Long Island City N Y
Crescent Radio Mfg. Co., Minneapolis Minn
Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio
DeForest Radio Corp., Toronto, Canada
France Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio
High Frequency Laboratories, Chicago III
Howard Radio Co., South Haven, Mich.
Jordan Elec. Mfg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
National Company, Maiden, Mass.
H. J. Power Radio Corp., Medford, Mass
Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Co., Long Island City N Y
Sparks-Withirigton Co., Jackson, Mich.
Sterling Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio
A. C. Dayton, Dayton, Ohio

LUMINATOR, INC., 1730 South Michigan
Ave., Chicago, has issued an interesting
catalog describing a portable standing
lamp made by them which provides strong
indirect illumination for rooms. Irving
Davis, of their sales department says many
radio dealers are handling this item, selling
the product as a sideline.

IT WAS ANNOUNCED by Atwater Kent
that representatives of 22 radio cabinet
makers have arranged to supply a com-
plete line of cabinets for Atwater Kent sets
and loud speakers this year, giving a
range of more than 30 different types from
the popular priced models to the most
elaborate. These cabinet makers expect to
furnish their product for more than one

million A-K sets during the year,
i.e., from May, 1929, to May, 1930.

THE CHARLES FRESHMAN COM-
PANY, INC., has applied for two
television broadcast channels for

experimental purposes. The trans-
mitters will be located at the com-
pany's new plant at Clifton, New
Jersey.

THE ENGINEERING DIVISION OF
R. M. A. recommends that, for the
convenience of the buyer, the tubes
in a receiver be designated to indi-
cate which are strictly"radio" tubes
and which are accessory to the per-
formance of the set. Thus, the tubes
in an average a.c. set would be in-
dicated 6-1. The first six tubes
indicate the measure of performance
of the set and the number separated
by a dash shows how many rectifier
tubes and those used similarly are
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employed. By totalling the two figures
the entire number of tubes employed is

apparent.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY has
sold to the Russian government the world's

largest high-voltage rectifier. This giant
rectifier is of the mercury-vapor type and
supplies an output of 758 kilowatts at

15,000 volts. Eighteen rnercury-vapor
rectifier tubes are used. The sale was
negotiated under a contract calling for

several items of radio apparatus including
a 20-kilowatt short-wave transmitter.

DUDLEY WILCOX, teasurer of the Ajax
Electrothennic Corp., Trenton, N. J.,

advises us that he has available for

presentation before engineers' clubs or
societies copies of a film dealing with high-
frequency electric furnaces. The film shows
the melting and pouring of metals in

charges of from one ounce to several

pounds, clearly indicating the method of

operation and the way in which electricity
is applied in the furnace charge.

EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, the Radio Corpora-
tion announces, loud speaker No. 103 is

reduced in price to $30 and No. 106 to

$65. This is a reduction of $7.50 and $23.00,

respectively.

Of Enginering Interest

THE
E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY, of

Waseca, Minnesota, sells a complete
line of microphones and accessories,

transmitting tubes, inductances, insula-

tors, and filter condensers. The microphone
is of the stretched-diaphragm, two-button,
carbon type and lists at $67.50.

THE SILVER-MARSHALL COMPANY'S
public-address amplifier, type 690, is de-

signed to supply sufficient power, when
fed by a microphone, a radio set, or phono-
graph pick-up, to operate up to twelve

dynamic loud speakers, according to the
manufacturer. The amplifier employs
three a.f. stages. The first audio a'polifcr
tube is a type 227, in the second stage ?26-

type tubes are used in push-pull, and in
the output stage are two 250-type tubes
in push-pull. The amplifier is stated to
have a comparatively flat characteristic
from 50 to 5000 cycles. Price, completely
wired, $245.00.

A CALIBRATED LEVEL indicator panel
has been designed by J. E. Jenkins and
S. E. Adair. The net price, complete ex-

cept for tubes and batteries, is $250.00
f.o.b. Chicago. The panel gives a wide

Joseph L. Ray, vice presiden t and
general sales manager, R. C. A.

range of level readings from 10 DB to

+20 DB in steps 2 DB deep. The panel is ex-

ceedingly useful in determining the output
of an amplifier or in making a frequency
characteristic run. The input transformer
in the device has a flat characteristic up
to 6000 cycles. It has the advantage over
other level indicating systems that it is

direct reading and that it produces prac-
tically no change in load when its own
settings are altered.

DATA ON INTERFERENCE PREVENTION

CIRCULAR LETTER No. 182 issued by the
Bureau of Standards, Department of

Commerce, Washington, deals with elim-
ination of certain types of interference
with radio reception which have been
found serious in some areas. Some subjects
covered are power line induction, sparking
apparatus, location of interference sources,

commutators, bell ringers, and smoke pre-
cipitators.

NEW STROMBERG-CARLSON SET

THE STROMBERG-CARLSON COMPANY'S
nev: receiver, No. 641, contains several

improvements in design that result in

better detection and audio reproduction.
Three stages of r.f. amplification using
the new a.c. screen-grid tubes are used.

From these tubes tremendous amplifica-
tion is obtained and there is impressed

on the input to the power detector an r.f.

voltage at least thirty times greater than
would be obtained from an r.f. amplifier
using three 227-type tubes. The power
detector has a linear characteristic which
eliminates distortion obtained from or-

dinary "square-law" detectors. The out-

put of the detector feeds into a 245-type
power tube. The use of only one a.f. stage
not only improves the quality by eliminat-

ing some possible distortion in the audio

amplifier but also results in less a.c. hum.
The receiver is single controlled and is

equipped with a phonograph pick-up jack.

BRUNSWICK BUYS BREMER-TULLY

THE BREMER-TULLY COMPANY, of Chi-

cago, has been purchased by the Bruns-
wick-Balke-Collender Company. This
brings to Brunswick licenses to use pa-
tents controlled by RCA, Meissner,Hazel-
tine, and Latour. The new line of Bruns-
wick radio sets and Brunswick radio-

panatropes will "establish price levels to
insure Brunswick dealers a mass market
opportunity so essential to successful mer-
chandising," it was announced.

HILER AUDIO SYSTEM LICENSEES

^
THE ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, of

Chicago, is the only receiver manufacturer
licensed to use the Hiler audio system.
Parts and accessory manufacturers who
are now licensed are: General Radio Com-
pany, Ford Radio and Mica Corporation,
American Specialty Company, Leslie F.

Muter Company, and Kenneth Harkness.
Inc.

This attractive windoiv display ivas employed by the Ludlow Radio Com-
pany to create interest in their '"Oldest Set Contest."

The winner in the Ludlow Ra<lio

Company's "Oldest Set Contest."

PRICE OF UX-2I5 REDUCED

EFFECTIVE APRIL 15, the price of the
new power-amplifier Radiotron, the ux-
245, was reduced from $4.25 to $3.50,
the Radio Corporation announced. "Al-

though this tube was announced during
the early part of March," officials of the
Radio Corporation state, "it has already
created a demand in excess of preliminary
production estimates. The resultant in-

crease in the production schedule has ef-

fected a corresponding reduction in cost
of manufacture, making the new price

possible."

A WISCONSIN DEALER'S NOVEL CONTEST

An interesting contest was held recently
in Madison, Wis., by the Ludlow Radio

Company. M. H. Ludlow, president, called

for the registry of the oldest set in town.
The first prize was a complete a.c. re-

ceiver. "The prize-winning set will be kept
as a curiosity," said Mr. Ludlow, "and

through the contest we gained a number
of prospects for new sets." Some of the old-

timer sets which were registered in the
contest were Radiola 3, Clapp-Eastham C-
23, Grebe CR-9, deForest, Custer Airbug,
and A. C. Gilbert. RADIO BROADCAST was
asked to act as adviser in deciding the
contest.

We should be interested to hear from
other dealers who have successfully carried

out similar contests with details of the re-
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suits and, if possible, pictures of the dis-

plays which they employed in connection
with the stunt.

NEW BALKEIT SALES POLICY

THE NEW PRESIDENT of the Balkeit

Radio Company, North Chicago, Illinois,

is Glenn L. Alspach. Mr. Alspach comes
to Balkeit from the Gilfillian Radio Com-
pany of Los Angeles where he was treas-

urer and general manager. The Board of

Directors of the Balkeit Company now
includes: J. M. Troxel, E. F. Radke,
J. C. Baker, W. A. Strong, E. G. Booz,
and B. V. Becker. The entire capital stock

of the company is owned by the Fansteel

Products Company.
Balkeit announces a direct-to-dealer

distribution policy. "The groundwork of

the new Balkeit sales policy has been laid,"

said Mr. Alspach, "and among the field

sales representatives are Harold W. Gold-

stein, western Pennsylvania, West Vir-

ginia, and part of Ohio; M. C. Curtis,

Chicago and northern Illinois; Herman
Hollander, Missouri and eastern Kansas;
and Gifford Horenstein, Connecticut."

Signed contracts for more than 50,000
receivers are now in hand, it was an-

nounced, and the minimum production for

the year is expected to be 100,000 sets.

NEW TECHNIDVNE LICENSEE

THE NEW A.C. DAYTON SETS, demon-
strated at a recent meeting for sales man-
iitfers of distributing branches at the

Dayton factory, will be made under the

Technidyne patents, it was announced by
Ford Studebaker, chief engineer. The new
set, known as the "Navigator," will em-

Arthur L. Walsh, i-ice president
and general manager, Radio and
Phonograph Division, Thomas

A. Edison, Inc.

ploy only one stage of a.f. which is a push-
pull circuit with two 245-type tubes.

H. F. L. LICENSEES

THE RADIO FREQUENCY LABORATORIES.
Boonton, N. J., have licensed the follow-

ing radio set companies under their pat-
ents, according to R. W. Seabury, presi-
dent of the Laboratories:

American Bosch Magneto Corp.
OriKsby-Orunow Co.
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Co.
National Carbon Company
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.
Standard Radio Mfg. Corp., Ltd., Toronto

LICENSEES OF THE HAZELTINE CORP

FROM JACK BINNS, treasurer of the
Hazletine Corporation, 42 Broadway, New
York, we have secured the following list

of the licensees of that organization:

All-American Mohawk Corporation
Amrad Corporation
American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.

Bremer-Tully Mfg. Co.
Crosley Radio Corp.
Chas. Freshman Co., Inc.
Freed-Kisemann Radio Corp.

Gilfillan Bros., Inc.
A. H. Grebe and Co., Inc.
Howard Radio Company
King-Hinners Radio Co.
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.
Unitftd States Radio and Television Co.
Western Electric Co.
deForest-Crosley, Ltd., Toronto.
King Quality Products, Ltd., Bridgburg, Ont.
Workritc Radio Ltd., Brantford, dm.
Louis Coen, Wireless Pty., Ltd., Australia
Suttons, Ltd., Australia
Melbatone Radio Co., Ltd., Australia
Weiring Radio Co., Ltd., Australia

Metropolitan Elcc. Co., Ltd., Australia
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., London

The Radio Dealer's Note Book

NO. 4. PHONOGRAPH PICK-UP UNITS

Free Complete Information*

\ CCURATE summaries of useful information are constantly of value to those
-Tx radio folk who deal with the public. This sheet, one of many on various

subjects to follow, sets down collected information on phonograph pick-up units.

The dealer or serviceman can remove this part of the page for his notebook or
he can have it photostated.

This month's "Notebook" contains a list of an adapter, the detector tube being removed
of manufacturers of phonograph pick-up units from the set and the adapter plugged into the
together with the list price and data on acces- detector socket. An arrangement which is per-
sories. When a phonograph pick-up unit is haps somewhat better is to connect a jack
used to play phonograph records in conjunction across the primary of the first a.f. transformer
with a radio receiver, a volume control separate and the leads from the pick-up unit are con-
from that on the receiver is usually required. nected to a plug which is pushed into the jack
This device is generally a variable resistor when one desires to play phonograph records,
connected across the pick-np unit. Some pick- If the customer has available an old phono-
up units are supplied with a volume control graph, he can frequently attach the pick-up
anil in other cases, as indicated in the table, unit to the existing tone arm. If a phonograph
the volume control must be purchased sepa- with a tone arm is not available, however, it is

rately. The simplest way to connect a phono- necessary to purchase a pick-up unit that is

graph pick-up to a radio receiver is by means supplied complete with a tone arm.
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The above schematic drawings show clearly that Ihe inductor-dynamic loud speaker motor differs both in construc-
tion and principle of operation from the balanced-armature and morinij-coil types of loud speaker driving units.

A New Trend in Reproducer Design

THE INDUCTOR DYNAMIC LOUD SPEAKER

ANEW
DYNAMIC loud speaker, the

"Inductor Dynamic," has re-

cently made its appearance in the
radio field. This is the result of some
three years work by C. L. Farrand and has
now been perfected to such a degree that
it has surpassed the previous hopes of the
inventor.

This loud speaker, in the author's

opinion, has several decided advantages
over the moving-coil dynamic; it requires

Fig. 1 If the flux in the two
magnetic circuits were 180 de-

grees out of phase there would
be no restoring force.

no d.c. excitation for its field and experi-
ments indicate that it is more sensitive and
more efficient at the lower frequencies.
As its name may imply, the construction

and principle of operation of the inductor
loud speaker is a new departure from the

dynamic loud speaker as known up to the

present time. [The term "dynamic" is here
used by the author to denote force or
motion. Dynamic is usually associated with

moving-coil loud speakers but in its general
meaning it is equally applicable to all types
of loud speakers. Editor.] Unlike the

moving-coil dynamics, the inductor utilizes

two U-shaped permanent magnets to supply
its fixed magnetic field instead of requiring
some external source of energy to supply
this field. Instead of the usual moving
coil, the armature is of moving iron and is

composed of two separate bars connected

by tie rods, each bar working between its

respective pole faces. Because the arma-
ture is of moving iron the reader may be

prone to confuse the operation of this

By R. H. DREISBACH
Farrand Manufacturing Company

loud speaker with that of the balanced-
armature type. To alleviate the possi-

bility of this mistake it may be well to

point out the disadvantages of the
balanced-armature type which are not

present in this new loud speaker.
In the case of the balanced-armature

type, the distance between the armature
and the pole face is varied. The magnetic
force exerted on the armature varies in-

versely as the square of this distance and
the force exerted on the armature by its

spring support varies inversely as this

distance. From this we see that an ele-

ment of distortion has entered into the

operation of this type of motor. For the
balanced-armature motor to be compara-
tively sensitive this gap between the
armature and pole face must be quite
small, but then the spring supporting
the armature must be made quite stiff to

prevent the armature from "flopping"
against the pole face. This necessary stiff-

ness impairs the operation of the motor at

the lower frequencies; consequently, the

design of a balanced-armature motor is a

compromise between these two evils. The
other obstacles found in the design of

DRIVING PIN

ARMATURE

SPRINGS

The construction of the arma-
ture assembly of the inductor
loud speaker is clearly illus-

trated above.

balanced-armature units concern spring
resonances and the fact that the apex of
the cone does not move in a straight line

but follows an arc.

Features of Inductor Type

ALL
OF THESE undesirable features are

absent in the inductor dynamic. In
this new loud speaker the gaps between
the armature and the pole faces remain

Max.

Fig. 2 In practice, a restoring
force (see dotted line) is created

by shifting the phase of the
fluxes 18 degrees.

constant and the area by which they over-

lap is varied. The restorative force in

an inductor loud speaker is magnetic and
is a restorative force rather than a restrain-

ing force, the latter being the case with
the spring of a balanced-armature motor.
The inductor unit must necessarily have
a spring support for the armature but the

primary function of this spring is to hold

the gap constant, and not to supply the
restorative force but to leave that function
to the magnetic force.

The driving motor is an induction motor
with reciprocating action instead of

rotary action. Consider Fig. 3. The
armature assembly rides freely between
the pole pieces, PI and P2 . The coils,

Ci and C?, are connected in series. A cur-

rent flowing through the windings in the

direction indicated will increase the flux

through the pole legs PI and decrease the

flux through the pole legs P>>. The llux,

seeking the path of least reluctance, exerts

a greater force on the armature bar AI
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View of the inductor land

speaker motor with the perma-
nent magnets removed.

than on the armature bar A2 , thus moving
the armature in the direction indicated.

On the reverse of the cycle the armature
moves in the opposite direction in the
same manner. The pole legs are cut to

the shape indicated to reduce the leakage
flux and to bring the greatest flux density
to the most desired point.

If the inside spacing between the

armature bars is equal to the center

to center spacing of the pole faces, the

flux in the magnetic circuit PiAiP: varies

180 out of phase with the flux in the cir-

cuit P2A 2P2 as the armature is moved to

its two extremes. This is shown in Fig. 1,

where the flux in the two paths is plotted

against the displacement of the armature.
The sum of these two curves is a straight
line. This would give extreme sensitivity
but there would then be no magnetic re-

storing force. If the armature bars are

brought slightly closer together, a dis-

tance corresponding to 18 electrical de-

grees, the resulting curves will be those
shown in Fig. 2. The sum of these two
curves is the curve M, representing the

change in total flux. This shows that the
total flux is greatest when the armature is

in its "at rest" position and represents
the magnetic restoring force, or, if you
will, the "magnetic stiffness."

This is the design used in

practice.
Another explanation of the

action in fewer words is that
the opposite forces on the
two armature bars cause the
armature to rest at a middle

position which we might call

its "magnetic center." The
flow of voice currents in the

coils causes this "magnetic
centei

"
to shift and the arma-

ture moves along with the

"magnetic center."

It is now apparent that any
d.c. component flowing in the

windings would change the

position of the armature by
moving it to one side or the
other, thus reducing its limit

of motion in one direction.

For this reason there must be
no d.c. flowing through the

windings, thus making it nec-

essary to use an output trans-

former or a choke and con-
denser. However, if the loud

speaker is to be used on a

push-pull amplifier, a third

lead may be taken from the windings at the

point where the two coils are connected to-

gether and used as the mid-tap of the wind-

ings. This corresponds to the mid-tap on the

primary of the usual output transformer.
The d.c. which flows through the windings
in this manner docs not upset the

"
magnet-

ic center." On the contrary it should be
in such a direction as to aid the permanent
flux through the poles. Doing away with
the output transformer in this manner
does away with its attendant losses and
the gain is readily noticed by the ear.

Operating Data

IT
HAS BEEN found that matching the

impedance of the inductor dynamic
to that of the amplifier with which it is to
be used is of greater importance than it

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram ex-

plaining the principle of opera-
tion of the inductor loud speaker.

was with the moving-coil dynamic. The
impedance of the moving-coil dynamic
may be varied over quite a wide range
before the ear will detect any great change
in operation. However, this is not the case
with the inductor dvnamic. If the loud

DRIVING ROD
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Cutaway picture showing the
placement of the armature be-
tween the pole faces of the

magnet.

speaker has too high an impedance for

that of the amplifier with which it is used,
the efficiency is lowered at the higher fre-

quencies and increased at the lower fre-

quencies. Since the loud speakers are made
in four different models, each having a
different impedance, this feature affords
the listener the chance to pick a loud

speaker which will give the balance of

high and low frequencies which is most
pleasing to him.

Many moving-coil dynamics rely upon a
mechanical resonance to give the im-

pression that the loud speaker is reproduc-
ing the lower frequencies. The high
efficiency of the inductor dynamic at these

frequencies makes it unnecessary to de-

pend upon any such "false bass." In fact,

the resonance has been placed below sixty
cycles. The springs supporting the arma-
ture are of very thin stock (0.008") and
the entire armature assembly including
springs, weighs but 4.5 grams as compared
to 8 to 15 grams for the usual moving-coil
dynamic. It is at the lower frequencies that
the greatest difference is found between the
two types of loud speakers. With an input
of 15 DB at 30 cycles the inductor motor
moves a ten-inch cone one-eighth inch.
The moving-coil dynamic is so inefficient

from a standpoint of field excitation that it

requires a heavy field struc-

ture of a coil and magnet
whereas the inductor dynamic
is so much more efficient that
with two permanent magnets
it will give the same output
that may be obtained from a

moving-coil dynamic using
from ten to fifteen watts in

the field. It would have been

highly desirable before the
advent of the inductor dyna-
mic, if it were possible, to
build a moving-coil dynamic
loud speaker with permanent
magnets. This was tried here
and abroad unsuccessfully,
as, due to the inefficiency of
the field system, between 20
and 35 pounds of permanent
magnets were necessary. To
supply the power to the field

of a moving-coil dynamic it

has been common practice to
use a rectifier which has in-

troduced an objectionable
hum in the loud speaker.
The inductor dynamic does
not add any additional hum
to that of the set.

View of an inductor loud speaker
motor with a paper cone attached.
This loud speaker, of course, must be

placed behind a baffleboard for best
results.
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ROUTINE PLATE CIRCUIT TESTING

By JOHN S. DUNHAM
QRV Radio Service, Inc.

FROM
THE standpoint of the amount of

service required, the plate circuits

of a radio receiver are more impor-
tant than the filament and grid circuits.

That is so because more apparatus is

associated with the plate circuits than
with the other circuits. We have the

primaries of a.f. and r.f. transformers, a.f.

and r.f. chokes and by-pass condensers,

interstage and output jacks, and a loud

speaker. With battery-operated sets \\e

have B batteries. In socket-powered re-

ceivers we have voltage dividers, variable

resistors if the power supply is an external

B-power unit, filter chokes, by-pass and
filter condensers, rectifier tubes, buffer

condensers if the rectifier is of the gaseous
type, and the high-voltage secondary
winding and primary winding of a power
transformer.

Plate circuits are also of greater im-

portance to the serviceman because the

voltages employed are of a higher order
than those in the filament and grid circuits.

The comparatively high potentials are the
active cause of open audio transformers,
loud speaker coils, and filter chokes. They
are responsible for -the breaking down of

by-pass and filter condensers. They cause
shorts and leakage paths through insu-

lation. Because of all that, the serviceman
must spend a great deal more time study-
ing plate circuits and the functions and
behavior of the included apparatus than
it is necessary for him to spend studying
the comparatively simple and abbreviated
filament and grid circuits.

Routine Tests

WE HAVE mentioned before the value
of routine in circuit testing, and the

following of a routine w_hen testing pla_te
circuits is exactly as important as its

application to other circuits or other work
of any kind. Tests should start at the

sockets, with very few exceptions. Con-
tinuity, as well as voltage tests which can
be made from the' sockets should be made
under the load of the tube which belongs
in the particular socket, and with all the

other tubes in their respective sockets. In

socket-powered receivers, and in battery-
operated receivers when the B batteries

are partially exhausted, the voltage across

any tube rises as the remainder of the load
is removed by taking other tubes out, an
effect which is especially pronounced in

modern socket-powered receivers using I lie

series system of voltage division. What we
desire to determine by a voltage test is

not the no-load voltage, but the voltage
under the normal working load of all the
tubes. In past years, before the general
advent of the high-resistance meter for

service work, the meters used constituted a
load greater than the normal load of any
one tube and some times greater than the

total tube load. The high-resistance meter,
either as a single unit or incorporated in a

test set, usually requires one milliampere
for full-scale deflection, which constitutes
a load that is negligible in comparison with
the load of the tubes. Therefore, the meter
has a negligible effect on the voltage across

the tubes or across any one tube.

There are some troubles in radio receiv-

The Arrow Electric Company, Jersey City, !\. J., make a feature of their

completely equipped service laboratory. This view of the showroom
shows the neat test panel of the laboratory in the background.

ers that do not show up under no-load con-

ditions, but do show up plainly under the
normal load. Intermittent opens some-
times fall into that class, and high-resist-
ance joints, such as one where rosin has

gotten under a large proportion of the

solder at a soldered joint, are practically

always in that class. In some cases high-
resistance shorts also act the same way.
For example, assume that a by-pass con-
denser across a load has broken down in

such manner that its d.c. resistance re-

mains high. Suppose the load which that

condenser constitutes is about equal to the

load of a 171A tube across whose supply
it is connected. In that case a voltage test

at the tube socket with the tube removed
would show normal voltage. With the tul>e

in, however, the total load on the supply
circuit would be twice that for which it

was designed, and a voltage test across it

at the socket would show a voltage con-

siderably below normal, \\henever you
can do so, make your voltage and continuity
tests under normal load conditions.

Many of the troubles in a receiver can
be determined definitely without testing
further than the sockets, by the employ-
ment of general knowledge of

circuits
and

their behavior under given conditions,

in conjunction with a clear analysis of the

various items of evidence presented by the

tests at the sockets. If, after each separate
test is made, the serviceman will stop be-

fore going on to the next, and think out

exactly what the result of that one test

means in relation to the problem he is

attacking, he will in most cases save him-
self a lot of unnecessary testing, and a lot

of valuable time.

For example, if an Ef test at a detector
socket shows no voltage, or fluctuating

voltage, but the same test at the first a.f.

socket shows normal steady voltage, the
trouble is obviously not a general one

having to do with the whole plate supply,
but is confined solely to the detector sup-
ply circuit. If, however, an Ep test at the
first a.f. socket does not show voltage, but
a test at the detector socket does, the
trouble is not thereby confined to the first

a.f. local supply, because in most sets,

regardless of type of power supply, the

plate supply to the first a.f. and all the r.f.

tubes is a common one. In that case it

becomes necessary to test at one of the
r.f. sockets to determine whether the
trouble has to do with that common sup-
ply, or is confined to the branch of that
common supply which goes to the first a.f.

tube.
If tests show lack of Ep at two sockets

whose plate supply is common, and normal
or slightly high voltage is found at other
tubes whose supply is not common to
those two, those facts are very definite

evidence. If the set is a battery operated
one, the trouble must exist between the

battery and the point where the common
lead branches to the several tubes supplied.
If the set is socket powered, the trouble
must exist between the voltage divider
and the branching point.

Open Circuits

WHEN
Ef does not appear at the

socket or sockets of one of the usual
three branches of the total plate supply,
and the cause is an open, part of the load
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on the supply has been removed. The
effect on the voltage at the remaining
tubes is the same as that which would be
obtained if part of the total load were re-

moved by taking tubes out, or by any
other means. The voltage rises, to a de-

gree that depends upon the percentage
of load removed and the regulating effect

of the various drops in the supply system.
In battery-operated sets, the rise will be

very slight when the B batteries are fresh,

but may be noticable if they are old. The
degree of rise in voltage which occurs in

socket-powered receivers is roughly a
function of the cost of the supply system.
The cheaper it is the higher will the volt-

age rise. When the thoughtful serviceman
finds the condition described,, he knows
that the only trouble he has to find is an

open.
When more load is added to the normal

load of a supply, the terminal voltage at
the load is lowered. If a test for E/> at one
branch of the total load does not show
voltage, but the voltages at other sockets
are lower than normal, there are just two
possible causes of that lowered voltage.
The most probable one is that the load on
the supply has been increased, by the

breaking clown of the by-pass condenser
across the section of the supply which does
not show voltage. The other possible cause
is partial failure of supply, which, in

socket-powered receivers, would mean
failure of the rectifier tube in ninety-nine
out of a hundred cases. If that were the

cause, lack of any voltage at the socket or
sockets of one branch of the load would
mean a coincidental open in that branch,

having no bearing on the rectifier trouble.

If the rectifier is thermionic, serious over-

loading will often but not always be

visually evident by the fact that the plate
is red. Gaseous rectifier tubes do not show
that evidence, and as the overload caused

by a broken down by-pass condenser may
not be sufficient to redden the plate of a
thermionic tube, the best way to be sure
about it is to disconnect one side of the

suspected condenser. If the trouble were
there, voltage conditions would then re-

turn to normal. If the by-pass condenser
is connected within the set proper, instead
of directly across the voltage divider
within the power pack, overload caused by
its breaking down can be determined by
measuring the total plate current with a

milliameter in the minus-B lead between
the set and power pack. The point to be

emphasized, however, is that the evidence

gaine'd at the sockets themselves, without

going further, is ample justification for

the assumption that the sole trouble is the

breaking down of that particular by-pass
condenser. The alternative of an open in

the part of the load circuit which shows no
voltage, and a poor rectifier tube at the
same time, is a rare coincidence in actual

practice.
Assume that Ep tests at the sockets do

not show voltage at any of them. In a

battery-operated set it can mean only one
of two things. The most probable one of
those two is an open in the minus-B lead.

The other, which occurs rarely, is totally
dead B batteries. In his sixteen years of

experience with them, the author has not
seen more than a dozen times three, or
even two, totally dead B batteries con-
nected to a radio receiver. In a socket-

powered receiver, the condition can mean
an open in the minus-B lead, in the plus-B
lead somewhere between the rectifier and
the voltage divider, in the rectifier or the
transformer secondary winding, or it can
mean a broken-down filter condenser. The
latter is far more frequent. The question
of whether the trouble is an open or a short
across the filter system through one of the

condensers, can be determined often with-
out further tests. Sometimes the shorting
path does not immediately become a con-
tinuous metallic one, but is a practically
continuous flash-over between plates with-
in the condenser, which is clearly audible
as a crackling noise. If the rectifier is ther-

mionic its plate or plates will usually be-
come red, when a dead short exists. If the
tube is the gaseous type, a short across its

output will sometimes be evident by
accentuated humming of the transformer
and also noticeable humming of the tube
itself. The plates of a gaseous type rectifier

tube do not get red hot even with the tube

passing as much as an ampere of current.

Tests for Short Circuits

IF
NONE OP those evidences of a short

exists, then actual circuit testing be-
comes necessary. The easiest and quickest
way to decide the question is to put a 4.5-

volt C battery in series with a voltmeter
across the output of the filter, from the

The up-to-date radio test panel and work bench pictured above was de-
signed and constructed by G. R. Prell, service manager for the Southern
General Electric Supply Company, Oklahoma City, Radiola distributers.

negative to the positive side, with the power
off. If a full or practically full reading is

obtained, a short must exist. If a low read-

ing is obtained it means that the circuit is

completed orily through the resistance of
the divider. If no short exists, the trouble
must be an open.

If the C-battery test shows the shorted

condition, then each condenser must be
tested individually to determine which
one is the offender. That may be done by
disconnecting one side of each in turn.
When one has been disconnected, turn on
the power and test for voltage at the filter

output. If approximately normal voltage
appears, the disconnected condenser is

obviously the bad one. The condensers

may be further tested by subjecting them
momentarily to the voltage supplied at the

place in the filter where they are normally
connected, and then shorting them with
pliers or screwdriver. If a good fat spark
occurs, the condenser is not broken down.
If it is suspected that the condenser is

leaky although not entirely broken down,
charging it and letting it stand for ten
minutes or more before shorting it will

answer that question. If the average filter

condenser holds practically its full charge
that long, it is in good condition. If it does
not hold its charge that long, it should be
replaced.
Abnormal lt through any tube, with

normal or low Ep and normal filament

voltage, is a plate-circuit manifestation of
trouble which may, or may not be an
actual plate circuit trouble. In any set,
it means insufficient C bias. In battery-
operated sets, and practically all sets using
external B-po\ver units, the trouble is

exclusively a grid circuit one. But in all

socket-powered receivers with the ex-

ception of series-filament jobs and a very
few others the C-bias resistor is actually
in the plate circuit in addition to being in
the grid circuit. If that resistor is shorted
there will be no C bias and the / will go
up. If it is open there will be no lp at all,

a case which we shall discuss further, later

in this article.

In battery-operated sets, if ^tests at
all sockets show slight but irregular fluctu-

ation accompanied by hissing and frying
noises from the loud speaker, and the volt-

ages are low, it is conclusive evidence, in

most cases, that the batteries have out-
lived their useful span and must be re-

placed. If the same fluctuation and noise
occurs when the voltage shows the bat-
teries to be fresh, then the evidence points
either to a varying resistive joint in the
minus-B lead, or a defective B battery. It

is fairly common to find brand new B
batteries that are noisy, or have open sec-

tions, among the very cheap makes, but
rare among the good makes. It never is

economy to buy or use anything but the
best batteries obtainable.

If Ep fluctuation is observed at one
socket, but the voltage at others is steady,
that set-of conditions is valuable evidence.
If the fluctuation is at an r.f. tube socket,
it points to a resistive joint as the most

probable trouble. It rarely means trouble
in the primary of the following r.f. trans-

former. If the fluctuation is at the detector

socket or an a.f. socket, or an i.f. socket
of a "super" with iron-core transformers,
it points to the primary winding of the

following transformer, or in rare cases to

the loud speaker coils if no output trans-

former is used. In most cases loud speaker
coils open completely when they do go,
without any interval of intermittency.

Transformer Breakdowns

THE
STUDY of the causes of breakdown

in iron-core i.f. and all a.f. transform-
ers is an interesting one. It is too lengthy
to discuss in this article, but an excellent
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discussion of the subject, by Herbert M.
Isaacson, is scheduled to appear soon in
RADIO BROADCAST. Suffice it to say here
that the conditions which cause trouble
in iron-core transformers ar.e so different
in air-core transformers as to practically
exempt them from that sort of trouble, and
consequently they have an indefinitely
long life. Iron-core transformers, on the
other hand, have a relatively short life.

In its relation to practical servicing, the
trouble in iron-core transformers is such
that, when a transformer starts to become
noisy, we know definitely that it will be-
come progressively noisier and will finally

open. Sometimes, when the noise has just
started, it will be very intermittent and
may occur only at intervals of hours or
even days. Sometimes fairly high voltage
impressed directly across the terminals
of such a transformer will not open the

winding, and will sometimes apparently
clear up the trouble. But because of the
nature of the cause of that trouble, it will

always recur, and transformers which have
shown any evidence of that condition al-

ways ought to be replaced immediately.
In socket-powered receivers, other than

those operated from external B-power
units (sets originally designed for battery
operation) and those having series fila-

ments, the grid-bias resistor of a particular
tube, or a group of tubes whose plate
supply is common, is in the plate circuit. It

is not part of the supply system, but is

part of the load on the supply, as it is be-
tween the most negative end of the supply
and the filament. The filament is positive
with respect to the negative end of the

supply by the amount of drop across that
resistor. If the resistor is open, a test at
the socket from plate to filament will not
show any voltage, but a test from grid to
filament will show the voltage that is the
IR drop across the meter itself. The meter
is then acting as a substitute for the bias
resistor. On the other hand, if there is an
open at any other point in the plate circuit,
no voltage will be obtained testing from
the filament to either plate or grid, because
there can be no
drop across the
C-bias resistor
unless plate cur-

rent is flowing.
All that makes it

important to re-

member three
things when ser-

vicing that pre-
dominant type
of a.c.-operated
set. First, that
normal C-bias

voltage can be
obtained only
when a good tube
is in the socket,
and that no grid

voltage at all will

be registered if

there is no tube
in the socket.
Second, that if

no voltage is ob-
tained from plate
to filament, but

voltage is se-

cured from grid
to filament, the
trouble can only be an open grid-bias resis-

tor. Third, that if voltage is absent across
both plate to filament and grid to filament

paths, the trouble is not in the grid resistor,
but, is elsewhere in the plate circuit, except
in extremely rare cases when opens might
appear in two parts of the circuit simul-

taneously.
If any of the foregoing is not quite clear

to any serviceman who has read it, the way
to make it clear and to make it a useful

part of his working knowledge is to draw
a diagram of the circuits involved, repre-
sent the conditions graphically, and study
it until he is thoroughly familiar with the

possibilities described. Then he will know
a great deal more about it than he would
if such a diagram were reproduced with
this article. That is an observation that
holds true for the study of any problem in

any circuit. When one doesn't clearly

SYMBOLS IN COMMON USE
The following is a list of radio abbreviations most

frequently used as a kind of technical shorthand, ft
should be posted for convenient reference in every
servicentian's shop.-

of divider, if detector voltage is not ob-
tained, but the other voltages are normal
or high, so that we know the trouble is not
due to the additional load caused by the

breaking down of the by-pass condenser
connected from the detector tap to minus
B, the open must be between the detector

tap and the next higher voltage tap, for

the detector voltage does not depend on a

drop between its tap and minus B, but on
the difference be-
tween the drop
from that tap to

maximum plus B
and the drop
across the whole

supply from minus
to maximum plus
B. Most dividers

SYMBOL MEANING

EB B supply voltage
Ep Voltage at plate of tube

EC or E g Grid-bias voltage
Ef Filament terminal voltage
IP Plate current
Ig Grid current

I, Filament current

R,, Plate resistance of tube
MU (iO Amplification constant of tube

Gm Mutual conductance of tube
R L Load resistance in plate circuit of tube
DB Transmission unit

IR Current times resistance

understand a set of conditions that are
found in a receiver, draw a diagram of the
circuits involved and study the possibilities
as they are governed by the circuit arrange-
ment and the effects which have been ob-
served. Drawing diagrams for the purpose
of studying a particular problem, or as

an exercise in learning the circuits of a

receiver, is a very profitable pursuit.

RADIO SET ANALYSIS
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After servicing a receiver the wise serviceman fills out. a
chart of the type illustrated above. This saves consider-
able time on the next call. Thisform is supplied by Jewell.

Servicing B-Power Units

THE
problem of finding opens in a B-

supply unit of any kind is not a tre-

mendously difficult one. It means simply
going from one point to the next, eliminat-

ing sections of the circuit until the right
one has been located. In the voltage
divider itself, one must have some knowl-

edge of how the circuit works. For ex-

ample, in the commonly used parallel type

have a section
from the detector

tap to minus B,
but for a purpose
other than that of

furnishing drop
for the detector

voltage. If voltage
is not obtained
from minus B to
the tap which is

next to the detec-
tor tap, towards
the plus end, and
we know from
other evidence
that the voltage at
the nexthigher tap
(usually maxi-
mum B plus) is

high, then theopen
must be in the sec-

tion between the intermediate tap and the
maximum. If the open does exist there,
then both the intermediate and detector

taps will show open. That particular open
is another troublewhich may be determined

definitely, in the vast majority of cases,

by thoughtful testing at the sockets.
The section of the divider between the

detector tap and minus B is added so that
there will be a continuous path for current

through the divider from plus to minus,
thus providing a slight load on the supply
system even when the set itself is not

drawing any current, as would be the case
with all the tubes removed, or if the set

were entirely disconnected. If there is no
load across the supply system, no current
is being drawn from the system and the IR
drops across the rectifier tube and trans-
former secondary are negligible, with the
result that the peaks of the a.c. voltage at
the terminals of the secondary of the

supply transformer are impressed across
the filter condensers. The peaks of sine

wave a.c. voltage have an amplitude of

roughly 1.4 times the average or r.m.s.

value. If the no-load terminal voltage of
the transformer secondary is, for example,
100 volts to supply 180 volts from plate to
filament of a 17f after the drops in the
rectifier tube, chokes, output transformer,
C-bias resistor, and the transformer itself

have been subtracted, the peak voltage
impressed across the filter condensers when
no load exists across the filter output will

be approximately 400 times 1.4, or 560
volts. If even a light load of the order of
5 or 10 milliamperes is across the outpqt
of the filter system, the JR drops across
the tube and transformer secondary in-

crease, the voltage impressed on the first

filter condenser will be much less than the
maximum peak voltage, and that on the

succeeding condenser or condensers will be
still less by the amount of drop across the
chokes preceding them, which means that
with a minimum load provided the con-
densers need not be constructed to with-
stand as high a voltage as they would were
a no-load condition possible.
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THE SPARTON RECEIVERS

^HE SPARTON EQUASONNE RECEIVERS are
-I

especially interesting for they use two de-
vices a band-pass selector in combination
with an untuned radio-frequency amplifier
which are to be found in few other radio re-

ceivers.

A Sparton Equasonne receiver contains
three separate sections, a "selector unit," an

"amplifier unit
1 * and the "power converter."

The selector unit picks out the signals from
the station to which the user desires to listen,

the amplifier unit amplifies and detects these

signals, and the power
converter amplifies the
detected signal suffi-

ciently so that satis-

factory volume may be
oh hi ined from a loud
speaker connected to the

output of the power
converter. This briefly is

the way this set works.
It differs from ordinary
tuned r.f. receivers in

the several ways.
In a tuned r.f. set the

incoming signals aream-
plified by the r.f. am-
plifier tubes and the se-

lecting is accomplished
by the r.f. transformers
connected between the
successive r.f. amplifier
tubes. The desired signal
is, therefore, selected as
it passes through the rj.

amplifying system. In
the Sparton circuit all

the selecting is done at

one point and then, after
the desired signal is com-
pletely separated from
all the undesired signals,
it passes to the r.f. am-
plifier unit to be am-
plified.
The r.f. system in an

ordinary tuned r.f. set
will fail to amplify unless
all the stages are tuned
to the desired signal. In
the Sparton set it is not
necessary to tune the
r.f. amplifier, for without
adjustment it is capable of amplifying any signals
(in the broadcast band) that may be im-
pressed on its input. In the Sparton sets one
simply tunes the selector to the desired signal
and then the amplifier unit automatically does
its work of intensifying the particular signal
that has been selected.
The last tube in the amplifier unit is the

detector. It is of the plate-detection type and
is provided with sufficient plate and grid voltage
so that it may supply, without overloading,
20 volts or more at audio frequency to the
transformer in its plate circuit. The a.f.

output from the detector passes into the pri-
mary of the audio transformer, and the second-
ary of this transformer feeds the grid circuit of
the power tubes, which, in many of the models,
are connected in push pull. This Sparton re-

ceiver, therefore, contains only one stage of

audio-frequency amplification in contrast
with the two stages ordinarily used in broad-
cast receivers. It is possible to use one stage in-

stead of two because the r.f. amplifier unit has
sufficient gain and the detector has sufficient

load capacity so that a single transformer is all

that is required to step up the a.f. voltage to a
value sufficient, to operate the power tubes at
their maximum output.
The plate circuits of the power tubes con-

tain an output transformer
and the secondary of this

transformer feeds the moving
coil of the dynamic loud

speaker used in some of
the models. T"h e plate
curren t of the tubes also

passes through the field coil

of the dynamic loud speaker
and the 40 or 50 inA. obtained
in this way is sufficient to
excite the winding.
The preceding paragraphs

have described in a general
way the operation of these
excellent receivers. Let us now
examine in more detail the

operation of the selector and
amplifier units.

Before entering a detailed
discussion of the selector unit.
It is advisable to consider, in

a general way, the intimate
relation between selectivity

and fidelity. The perfect radio receiver would
be capable of tuning-iii any station without
interference from any other stations. This
is the ideal condition at which set designers
aim. Unfortunately, however, as the selectivity
of an ordinary tuned r.f. receiver is increased
the fidelity tends to decrease, because the
selectivity of the r.f. amplifier tends to suppress
partially certain essential parts of the receiver

signal. When this occurs the fidelity of the out-
put is effected adversely, being apparent, by
an absence of high frequencies. The problem

Ttro new cabinet models used for housing Sparton receivers.

has been to design an r.f. selecting system that
will give adequate selectivity but which will

not suppress any essential parts of the incoming
signal. In the Sparton receivers this has been
accomplished by the use of a

*'

band-pass"
filter. The term band-pass is applied to the
selector unit because its characteristics are
such that it passes a band of frequencies just
wide enough to contain all the essential com-
ponents of the audio signal.
The band-pass selector in the Sparton sets is

responsible in no small degree For the good
quality which may be obtained from the set.

The selector unit consists of four tuned cir-

cuits. If the connections to these tuned circuits
were traced it would be noted that a small coil,

is connected in series with two of the tuned
circuits. Now it is a characteristic of two cir-

cuits each tuned to exactly the same frequency
that, when they are coupled together by any
means (as for example a small coil), the

response curve of the two circuits together is

quite different from either circuit alone. Either
circuit alone would give an ordinary resonance
curve a sharply peaked curve that cuts side-

bands resulting in the loss of some of the higher
audio frequencies. Both circuits together, how-
ever, produce a curve with a flat top and very
steep 'sides. The flat top effect prevents side-

DO YOU KNOW?
What the important features of the new radio receivers

are? See page 74.

How you can increase profits by selling phonograph

pick-up units? See page 77.

That you will sell many more tubes during 1929 than

you did during 1928? See page 85.

What the trends are in radio cabinet design? Seepage 69.

How to arrange most efficiently your service department?

See page 87.

The important facts about Sparto?i radio receivers?

band cutting and the steep sides provide ex-
cellent selectivity. Such a characteristic flat

top and steep sides results, however, only when
the circuits are tuned accurately to the same
frequency. With these circuits it is, therefore,
qui te important that the coils be matched
carefully and the tuning condensers be ganged
accurately.
The entire selector section is contained in a

single metal box and if any part of it becomes
defective the unit may be removed from the set
and replaced by another selector unit, the job of

removing the defective
unit and substituting a

good unit taking not
more than fifteen min-
utes.

The amplifier unit
which contains five r.f.

amplifier tubes and a
detector has an overall

gain which is consider-

ably more than that of
many ordinary tuned
r.f. receivers..The circuit
of the amplifier is very
unusual but no details

regarding its operation
are available at this
time. The amplifier unit
like the selector unit
can, when defective, be
removed from the set
and replaced by another
amplifier unit.

'1 he fact that any of
the three sections of the
set may be removed
quickly and replaced by
a good unit makes the
servicing of the set a

very simple matter.
When a dealer gets a
call to service a Sparton
receiver, the serviceman
sent on the job merely
needs to determine
which of the three units
is defective. He then

replaces it with a good
unit and takes the de-
fective unit back to the
store to repair it at the
first opportunity. By

means of a simple series of tests it is possible to
determine quickly which unit is defective. For

example, to detect a defect in the selector unit it

is simply necessary to remove the antenna wire
from its usual location and connect it instead to
the connection between the selector and the am-
plifier units. With the antenna in this position,
signals from all the local broadcasting stations
will be heard in a jumble provided the amplifier
and the power converter are in good condition.
When signale cannot be heard with the antenna
connected to its usual position ahead of the
selector the serviceman has a definite indication
that the selector is at fault. He then proceeds
to remove it and replace it with a good unit.

In this way the customer is not deprived of the
use of his set while the selector unit is being
repaired.

It is seldom that one finds in a single receiver
as many unusual characteristics as are con-
tained in the Sparton sets. In the preceding
paragraphs several of these features have been
described in detail. The following is a rather

complete list of all the special characteristics of

Sparton sets:

(a) Sparton receivers contain a band-pass
selector

(b) An untuned r.f. amplifier
(c) A power detector which gives much less

distortion than is obtained
from the usual type of weak-
signal detectors.

(d) A single stage of a.f. am-
plification rather than two
stages as used in the conven-
tional receivers

(e) A phonograph pick-up
jack so that the set may he
used in conjunction with a

phonograph pick-up unit to

I>ermit the electrical repro-
duction of phonograph records

(f) A dynamic loud speaker
supplied from tubes with suffi-

cient output to insure high-
quality reproduction.

(g) A tapped power trans-
former so that adjustmen t

may be made to compensate
differences in line voltage, an
arrangement permitting the

operation of all the tubes at
maximum efficiency.
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ALL AMERICAN-MOHAWK RECEIVER, MODELS 60-61-62-65-66
This all-electric receiver uses six tubes with a 17lA-type tube

in the output circuit. The volume control is a 75,000-ohm variable
resistor connected across the tuned circuit feeding the detector
tube. The circuit consists essentially of three stages of r.f., one

stage of which is untuned, a detector, and two stages of a.f. ampli-
fication. It should be noted that the power transformer is equipped
with an extra socket for a dynamic loud speaker and that the
primary is tapped for high and low line voltages.

;
0.00025 mfd r

-- - -

*> Phono Pick-up (,5279-S

APPROXIMATE CURRENT AND VOLTAGE READINGS'

USING IKE JEWEU No.199

Note: Above indicated part numbers are the electrical

part and assembly numbers of items used in

circuit When ordering parts of assemblies specify

this number as well as name of item

FRESHMAN MODEL QD-16-S
This receiver consists of a stage of screen-grid amplification using

a 222-type tube, a grid leak and condenser type detector, and a
two-stage transformer-coupled audio amplifier, the output of which
feeds into a dynamic loud speaker. Some regeneration is introduced
into the circuit by the smull variable condenser Ci. Two tuned

circuits are used between the output of the screen-grid tube and
t IIP input to (he detector circuit, '1 he set, therefore, contains three
main variable condensers, and a 40-mmfd. midget condenser is
connected across the first tuned circuit to permit accurate tuning
for the reception of distant stations, j

Regulating Screw

CJ0-35 mmfd.

(Tinnnnnnmn
Black

Ye"^ fc

1

100

110V 120 "Fuse "^
V. 1-Amp. Switch
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STRAYS from THE LABORATORY
"""""" ' """ WHETHER OR NOT the

Trends in majority of receivers
1929 Receiver sold during 1929 will

Design be engineered for screen-
"""" " """" grid tubes is a question

that only time can answer. The attitude

among some manufacturers is as prevailed
at the time the a.c. tubes were first

announced, "Let George do it." When
several manufacturers merchandise a

screen-grid receiver that stays sold, the

others will no doubt scramble to get their

own screen-grid sets out of the laboratory
and on to the dealers' shelves.

It is certain that 1929 will see the gen-
eral adoption of the 245-type power tube,
and indications are that most up-to-date
receivers will use two of them in push-pull.

Many receivers seem to be including some
sort of band-pass tuning, some as preselec-
tors and some between tubes as coupling
circuits. Many receivers will have but
one stage of audio, and of those which
use screen-grid tubes, the majority will

require but a very small antenna for loud

speaker operation from distant stations.

The average sensitivity of receivers

built in 1928 was of the order of 50 micro-
volts per meter; those built in 1929 will

probably be ten times as sensitive, 5 mv/m.
The advantage of uniform sensitivity

over the broadcast band is a talking

point (and a good one, we believe) of
several manufacturers. Whether or not
this uniform sensitivity means uniform

selectivity, we do not know. This would
be more of an advantage than uniform

sensitivity, in our opinion.
Some receiver manufacturers feel that

the problem of getting a.c. screen-grid
tubes in sufficient quantities and of suf-

ficient uniformity will militate against the

widespread use of this new addition to

the tube line. Tube manufacturers, on the

other hand, see no great difficulties in the

way of building these more complicated
structures. They feel that the experience
gained in the production of the heater-

type tube will cut down the time of ex-

periment on the newer tube, and, that
when manufacturers are

ready for the tubes with the
additional grid, they will be

ready.
Some manufacturers have

discovered that they will re-

quire the same number of
tubes when the screen-grid

type are used, as in 1928,

and, therefore, that the ad-

vantage in making a screen-

grid-tube set is only one of
sales appeal. On the other

hand, at least one manu-
facturer is ready to adver-
tise that his receivers will

not be screen-grid-tube
equipped, and others have
discovered that the same
performance can be secured
from a four-tube set using
the a.c. screen-grid tubes as
is now possible from six

tubes. Such a receiver

will have two screen-grid r.f. amplifiers,
a 227-type power detector, or a screen-

grid detector, and one stage of a.f. ampli-
fication. Will such a receiver have suffi-

cient selectivity? That is the question
everyone asks.

With an equal number of tubes it ought
to be possible to design a receiver that,
with a small antenna or loop, would bring
in as much program enjoyment as an older
set with a large outside antenna. We hope

The following arc among the subjects
discussed in "Strays" this month:

Trends in 1929 Receiver Design
Data on Electrostatic Speakers
How much is an Engineer Worth?

Power Requirements in England

Humps in Audio Transformers
Short-Wave Schedules

Resourcefulness of an Engineer
Dr. Goldsmith Resigns as Editor

equal performance criterion, and that the
chief cause for worry is how long it will

stand up in service. The fact that rubber,
or some other insulating material, must
be subjected to atmospheric changes, to
the continuous static field across it, etc.,

means that it is difficult to get up accel-
erated life tests in order to find out how
long the device will stand up.

If the condenser-type loud speaker were
cheaper, or more sensitive, or better look-

ing, or more durable, or if it had a better

frequency characteristic, the technical

part of the trade would be interested. If

the condenser-type loud speaker proves
to be merely a good sales argument, the
technical people will pass it by. It is diffi-

cult to believe, however, that some good
will not come from the work that has

gone into its development. We have the

highest regard for the engineers and phy-
sicists at the Riverbank Laboratories.

Hotv Much is a

Chief Engineer
Worth?

the advertising departments will not offer

the screen-grid receivers as being more
free from static and other unwanted
racket. If they are loop operated, consider-
able discrimination against unwanted sig-

nals, broadcasting, or static may be se-

cured. A blanket statement, however,
that the screen-grid tube will make a set

freer from undesired noise is too good
to be true.

'" """ """ As IN THE CASE WITH
Gossip About the a.c. screen-grid tube,
Electrostatic some manufacturers will
Loud Speakers and others will not use

""" '""'""'""Mm the newest type of loud

speaker, the electrostatic type. Some ob-
servers claim it is more sensitive; others

say it is "down." It is generally agreed
that its space requirements cannot l>e

made much less than a dynamic from an

How MUCH is A chief

engineer worth? Let us

suppose a manufacturer

pays his chief engineer
$10,000 a year and that

he makes 100,000 receivers. This engineer
is responsible, more or less, for the expen-
diture of money for the raw materials, for
the design, and for the production of these
sets. Thus, he gets about ten cents per set

for his work. Now, if the receiver is made
under a license agreement, it pays not less

than 7 pr cent. ($7.50 on each $100 set),

and, if it goes into a big cabinet which
brings the price to $200, the licensor gets
$15.00 although the chief engineer still

receives only ten cents. What is the moral
of this story? We don't know.

Poirer Requiretl

by English I*oud

Speakers

View of an automatic tube-testing apparatus used by
Westinghouse. At the right is shown the control cabinet
panel and at the left the automatic feeding system

AN EXTRACT FROM A
letter from C. L. LY-
ONS, of Claude Lyons,
Ltd., Liverpool, radio

'"""" and electrical distribu-
tors, casts some light on the power re-

quirements for various types of loud speak-
ers used in England at the present time.

According toMr. Lyons, w ho
has conducted many tests to
del ermine what his clients

desire in the way of volume :

1. Dynamic loud speakers
require about 750 milli-

watts,
2. Large cone loud speak-

ers, 15 inches in diame-
ter, require 350 milli-

watts,
3. Diaphragm-driven horn

loud speakers, more or
less obsolete, 250 milli-

watts,
4. Small cone loud speak-

ers, 7 to 15 inches in

diameter, need about
250 milliwatts.

Mr. Lyons expressed sur-

prise at the fact that many
American technical articles

mention power outputs as
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low as 50 and 100 milliwattsasstandard vol-

ume levels, lie does not take into account
the fact that these are levels desirable for

laboratory measurement and thatpeoplein
general in this country desire much more
power output than these figures. The ten-

dency, if anything, is to about double the

power requirements that he mentions as
desirable in England. At least 1.5 watts is

now considered as necessary for average
homes.

""' ' """"" "" ANYONE WHO HAS MEA-
Ilumtts in a.f. suRED the voltage across
Transformer a good a.f. transformer
Characteristics when various input fre-

""""" ' '" quencies at the same
voltage are put into its primary winding
will remember the hump that occasionally
takes place somewhere between 1000
and 10,000 cycles. Why is this hump?
A transformer may be considered as

Fig. 1, in which the primary and secon-

dary leakage inductances are represented
in series with the primary and secondary
resistances and the previous tube resis-

tance, and across this circuit is the mutual
inductance between primary and secon-

dary which should be high shunted by
the capacity of the windings, the leads,

and the tube input, and followed by a

perfect transformer. Now all of this is a
series circuit which may become resonant
to some audio frequency. If so, the voltage
acrossC will rise, and the transformer char-
acteristic will show a hump in the neigh-
borhood of this resonant frequency. If

the "Q", L-i)/R, of the circuit is high the

hump may become high enough for the

entire system to sing. If the Q is low, which

may be due to high-resistance windings or
a high-resistance tube, the hump may be

quite small. Thus, a good transformer, which
will be stable when worked out of a 201A-

type tube, may sing when worked out of

a 112-type tube.

Increasing the plate resistance, then,
cuts down the peak. Putting an inductance
in series with the primary lowers the

frequency of the peak. Increasing the ca-

pacity across the secondary lowers the

frequency of the peak. Putting a resistance

in series with the grid lead cuts down the

hump.
At low frequencies this series leakage re-

actance is small compared to the mutual
reactance. The response at low frequencies,
then, is a function of how great this im-

pedance is compared to the tube resis-

tance. (See Fig. 2) If the mutual inductance
of the transformer is high compared to the .

plate resistance of the tube, the low-

frequency response will be good. If a poor
transformer with low mutual is used, or if

the tube resistance is high, the response at

low frequencies may become quite bad, and,
in fact, may become markedly peaked in

the neighborhood of 1000 cycles. If a good
transformer, the Samson Symphonic for

example, is worked out of a screen-grid
tube some such curve as that in Fig. 1

will result.

The series resonance hump at high fre-

quencies can be cut down by a resistance

near the grid of the tube. If carried far

enough, the high-frequency response will

begin to droop. If the resistance is in the
filament side, as for C-bias purposes, the

high frequencies will be reduced because

the capacity current, Fig.
3, must flow through this

resistance and sets up a

voltage across it which is

out of phase with the de-
sired voltage across the

grid-filament input.
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' '"""" WELLJNG-
Short Wave TON W .

Transmitting MuiR, of
Schedules Lockport,

N.Y.,who
probably has more "DX"
records than an y othercon-
sistent listener in this

country, submits the fol-

lowing data on short-wave

broadcasting.
The Chief Engineer at

Bandoeng, Java, will be

pleased to receive reports
from those hearing the following phone
transmitters: PLE, 15.74 meters, PLF, 17.40

meters, and PLG, 18.88 meters, daily from
7 to 11 A.M. (E.S.T.); PLH, 27.80 meters,

daily from 11 A.M. to 2 p. M.; PLG and PLE,

Wednesdays from 5:30 to 7:00 A. M. The
Societe Francaise Radio-Electrique, 79
Boulevard Haussmann, Paris, will l>e

pleased to receive reports from those hear-
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A German Portable Receiver

THE EXPERIMENTER'S ARMCHAHl

By ROBERT S. KRUSE

,
Y WAY OF

departing a bit from the
discussion of our own affairs, let us
take a look at the German portable

broadcast receiver called the "Radio-
Baron." It is made by Lorenz who in-

nocently was the cause of our great crop
of "wiggle-wound" coils of a few years
ago.
The "Radio-Baron" normally lives in a

carrying case and is self contained. A
multiplicity of adjustments is provided
unlike our American practice. First of all

the loop is wound around the frame in two
layers separated by half an inch. The high
inductance thus provided is necessary for

the upper wavelength range of the set,

which tunes-in the long-wave European
broadcasting stations. A tap switch on the

panel permits dropping down to the usual

range. The circuit is a double-detection
one (super-heterodyne) and the two tuning
controls are operated by a double drum
dial of standard design. Filament power is

supplied by a small "dry" storage battery
and controlled by the usual rheostat and
switch, the latter being on the panel and
the former at the back of the set. Grid and
plate voltages are supplied by a combined
dry-cell B and C battery. Since the highest
potential available with a new battery is 90
volts, the last audio tube isspecial, having an
additional grid. It is not a screen-grid tube
but is, I believe, a pentode which provides
a moderate amount of power output with-
out resorting to a power plant in our

customary fashion. The highest potential
ordinarily used by the Baron is 60 volts.

Circuit variations in plenty are provided
for; in addition to the range-change switch
there is a lever for altering the coupling
to the oscillator, a control for adjusting
regeneration in the i.f. system, and provi-
sion for operating the set with 4, 5, or 6
tubes! Just what the last device does to the
circuit cannot be discovered without

wrecking the set. The empty sockets are

jumpered by means of a double-ended plug
cord. Presumably, the purpose is to save
lubes and batteries on local reception.
The loud speaker is peculiar. The rather

large diaphragm is of something resembl-

ing celluloid and is driven from the center.
It is, however, neither flat nor conical but
of some curved form, possibly logarithmic.

The "Radio Huron.'' ti self-con-
tained loop-operated portable
receiver of German manufacture.

An Improved Oscillator

So
MUCH FOR European practice.

Let us now return to the United
States; in fact, to a point just a bit

north of the center thereof. This must
serve as an introduction for Louis F.

LEUCK, of Lincoln, Nebraska, who
describes for us a general-purpose oscillator

of more than usual merit. It holds calibra-

tion, may be used as a mere "driver," as

an "oscillating wavemeter," as a trans-

Mr. Kruse's "Armchair Chats" this
month include the following:

A German Portable Set

An Improved Oscillator

Miniature Current Transformer
A liO-volt Potentiometer

The I. R. E. Patent-Digest

Letters are Welcome

mitter "tone checker," as a "tuning
meter," or as a receiving heterodyne.
Furthermore, it is very simple, easy to

construct, and inexpensive.
The device with all these virtues is

simply a self-contained battery-driven
oscillator with circuit precautions against
the effects which usually produce the worst

changes in calibration. The following
description is quoted in part from a longer
description which unfortunately cannot
be given in full.

The circuit is the balanced-bridge
version of the Colpitts circuit, and was
developed by Willis Hoffman of the

Burgess laboratories. Examination of Fig.
2 will show that if the coils LI and Lj
are alike we will have a balanced bridge
whenever capacities Ci and Cj are equal.
There will, accordingly, be no tendency for

radio-frequency current to flow from

point
A to point B and very little tendency

for it to flow by way of the plate supply
from point C to point B. The choke, L-,

can usually be short circuited without

producing any effect. To obtain this condi-
tion approximately in transmitting or

receiving practice is entirely possible by
simple mechanical precautions.

In Mr. Leuck's oscillator, Ci and C? are
the halves of a reconstructed receiving
condenser which, in its new form, has two
rotor sections connected together by the
common shaft and meshing into separately
insulated stator sections. The spacing has
been doubled to improve stability of
calibration. Li and Lj are halves of the
same split coil wound on a ux tube base
whose prongs act as terminals. The by-
pass condenser, Cs, and the vacuum-tube
socket are connected directly to the coil

socket without any intervening wires
whatever. As long as the coil is pushed
clear down in the socket and the tube is

not changed, the tuned system, therefore,
remains stable and unchanged. In support
of this point, Mr. Leuck says. ... "To get
an idea of the meter's ability to retain its

calibration the wavemeter was calibrated

from 9xL. A month later the receiver was
set on the wavelengths at which 9xL was
about to transmit according to its pub-
lished schedule. This was done by means
of the wavemeter (i.e., the oscillator

here discussed.) The signals from 9xL
came in without retiming the receiver on
fully half the points. This was better
than could rightfully be expected, since
9xL maintains an accuracy of only -^
of 1 per cent." (This is the guaranteed
accuracy but 9xL actually does better on
much of its work.)
The bridge circuit, together with the

small size of the coils and other parts,
makes the meter as free from hand-

capacity effects as one could wish. Shield-

ing is entirely unnecessary and useless.

The device was accordingly mounted in

an old Crosley receiver case. The front
of the panel has but three objects mounted
on it, a good vernier dial, the filament

switch, and a pilot light. The pilot light
has but one object in life; when it is in-

cluded even the most absent-minded

person can hardly forget to turn off the
filament switch.

Running down of the A battery has

very little effect on the frequency of the
meter. This has been tested by exchanging
a new and an old battery while listening
to a beat note produced by the wavemeter
and a crystal-controlled oscillator. Run-
ning down of the plate battery need hardly
be considered as the load on it is almost nil.

RANGE COVERED

"The meter described was intended to

cover the amateur bands with generous
margin above and below. Its fundamental

range is 32 to 50 meters. Since the oscillat-

ing receiver and this wavemeter both

produce harmonics, the wavemeter is

readily usable to determine wavelengths
from 16 to 25 meters and from 64 to 100
meters. A 12-volt plate battery (several

This new miniature current
transformer has been developetl
by Weston, seemingly for the

experimenter.
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MODEL 339 TRANSFORMER
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram show-
ing method of connecting the
miniature current transformer.

C batteries or one 22-voIt tapped C bat-

tery) gives plenty of "poke" to make the
last named range useful. The fundamental
wave is then almost too strong. Oscilla-

tions will occur when only 6 or 9 volts are
used on the plate. Too much plate battery
brings out the unwanted odd harmonics.
A battery potential of 22.5 volts is more
than should be used. Harmonics more
remote than those named can be used but

they are rather weak."

CURVE SHEET

When using a variable condenser having
two rotor sections and two stator sections,
each of 4 plates and double-spaced, the

tuning range shown on the curve sheet is

obtained with a 23-turn coil of No. 28
wire space-wound on a ux tube base. The
coil is split, hence each section has 11 j

turns. In case the meter is to cover a higher
band of wavelengths the ux base will

prove too small. Its size can be increased

by means of a tube that will just slip over
the base, and such a tube may be secured
with small screws. However, ready-
made forms of sufficient size are now ob-
tainable.

By plotting the dial readings against
both wavelength and frequency we have a
combination wavemeter and frequeurx
meter. The curve chart is also an instru-

ment for converting wavelengths to fre-

quencies, and vica versa. For example,
suppose we wish to know the frequency
corresponding to a wavelength of 43
meters. We find (wavelength) 43 meters
on the left of the chart, follow the ordinate
to the right until it intersects the wave-

length curve, then follow downward until

we intersect the frequency curve, then to

the right again, and read off the frequency
7000 kilocycles. For such conversions

the dial reading does not concern us.

The curve sheet shown is for a particular
meter. It covers only the one band since,

when the meter is used in the band above
or below, it is only necessary to multiply or

divide the reading by 2.

CALIBRATION

To calibrate such a meter it is "necessary
to secure a sufficient number of points
from the transmissions of standard-

frequency stations such as 9xL and wwy.

Commercial stations whose wavelengths
are known may also be used. The method
is as follows: first tune-in the standard
signal on an oscillating receiver and adjust
the tuning controls to zero beat. Then
(without touching the receiver) tune
the oscillator until it produces zero beat
with the receiver and standard signal.
Record the wavelength and oscillator set-

ting and proceed to the next point. Since
the second harmonic of both receiver and
oscillator is easily distinguished by its

strength, points may be obtained also
from signals of half or twice the wave-
length at which calibration is desired. The
receiver, of course, is tuned to the signal
and the oscillator to half or twice the wave-
length so that the fundamental of one
beats with the second harmonic of the
other.

USES OF THIS METER

Besides serving most of the ordinary
purposes of an oscillator, the meter is of
aid in locating stations whose wavelengths

5500

7000
,

- -8000

To F-and
Condenser Roto*

(point B>

A-
MMM (optional) 3 Volts

9500
!0 20 30 40 50 60 70 BO 90 100

DIAL DEGREES

Fig. 3 Calibration curves of Mr.
Leuck's oscillator.

are known, it comes in handy when build-

ing or altering a short-wave receiver, and is

useful in adjusting the wavelength and
tone of a transmitter carrier. In doing
the latter it is useful to listen to a har-

monic of the transmitter while beating it

against the receiver and one of the

frequencies of the meter. Mr. Leuck

suggests, however, that "if one feels it

imperative to listen on the
transmitter fundamental,
this may be done after

the oscillator has been

equipped with a pair of

phones and the sensitivity

sufficiently reduced by en-

closing the oscillator bod il y
in a metal shield such as a

tin bucket. The phone cord

may emerge through a hole

in the bucket lid and," Mr.
Leuck dryly adds, "it is

necessary to devise an ex-

tension to the tuning knob
to reach outside the pail or

else put an assistant in-

side to do the tuning."

To Sw, Light
-A and
Point., a

A convenient wire-wound poten-
tiometer for 110-volt circuits.

Miniature Current Transformer

FOR
THE particular use of the experi-

menter, seemingly, Weston has just
offered a miniature current transform-

er (type 539). With a single one-ampere a.c.

ammeter, such as the type 328, it makes
possible measurement of any current from
0.2 to 200 amperes. For currents below 1

ampere the meter is used alone. For cur-
rents from 1 to 20 amperes the meter is

connected as shown in Fig. 1 and the pri-

mary switch is set to the proper range.
For larger currents up to 200 amps. the
line itself is treaded through the "window"
of the core.

If the line is put through once the max-
imum of the meter range represents 200
amperes, if twice 100 amps., and if 4
times 50 amps. Even if we assume that
we will use only the upper i of the meter
scale we can obtain the following ranges,
which have liberal overlaps. 0.2-1, 0.4-2,
1-5, 1-20, 10-50, 20-100, 40-200. The
rather awkward range of 13.3-66.6 amps,
(obtained with three conductors through
the window) may be omitted.
Most current transformers have their

ranges disturbed and their insulation
burned if the secondary is left unloaded
(meter off) while current flows through
the primary. The size and design of tin-

539 largely prevents this but a shorting
switch (See Fig. 1) has been provided as a

precaution.

A 110-Volt Potentiometer

THERE
is much peace of mind in being

able to apply voltage gradually
instead of "slamming it on." A

recent temporary need for a variable

a. c. voltage resulted in the acquisition of a

Ward Leonard "Vitrohm" potentiometer
of a pattern which may be left continu-

ously across a supply potential as high us

125 volts a.c. or d.c. It is known as catalogue
No. 64304A and has a resistance of 250
ohms. There are 22 contact points and the

slider covers two at a time, thus providing
20 steps with sparkless transfer. Obvi-

ously, the device may also be used as a
rheostat. It costs less than a single ux-210
and may easily save much more.

The I. B. E. Patent Digest

IT

is RKC;RKTTABLE that the patent digest
has gone from the pages of the I. R. E.

Proceedings. Having asked some dozen
or so of the members, 1 find confirmation

of my feeling that the ordinary member
read this digest with interest, found it

stimulating, and looks forward to the

time when it will again be possible for Mr.

Brady to furnish this review.

Letters are Welcome

ETTERS

OR informal papers to be read

or discussed in "The Experimenter's
Armchair" are welcome. They should

be addressed to Robert S. Kruse, % RADIO
BROADCAST, Garden City, N. Y., and
should refer to these pages by title.
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A VACUUM TUBE will not only amplify and
detect radio- and audio-frequency waves but

it will also generate them. How does a tube
oscillate? What are the controlling factors,

how much power can be obtained from i t ,

how can it be adjusted to give maximum power
output, maximum efficiency, etc.?

Consider Fig. 1. It represents the apparatus
in one of the oldest and most famous experi-
ments in radio science. It is a condenser which
is permitted to discharge through an inductance
and a resistance. Usually the greatest part
of the resistance of such a circuit is the re-

sistance of the spark gap. When photographs
of such a spark are made on a rotating mirror,
it will be seen that the spark does not jump
the gap all in one leap, but thatitoscillates back
and forth, at one instant going through the gap
from A to B, a-nd in the next instant going
from B to A. The number of times per second
these oscillations occur, depends upon the
values of L and C, and the total number that
take place before they eventually die out de-

pends largely upon B. If the resistance is high,

only a few oscillations take place. Fig. 2.\, and
if the resistance is low, many oscillations take

place. Fig. 2u. If the resistance could be re-

duced to zero, continuous oscillations or waves
(cw) would take place (see Fig. 2c); there
would be no tendency for them to die out, and
if a negative resistance could be added, the

system would even supply a certain amount
of radio-frequency power to an outside circuit

without the oscillations dying out.
Consider now an amplifier tube. The tuned

crrniit is in its plate circuit and it is coupled
to the grid circuit through a tickler mil. Sup-
pose the condenser in this tuned circuit

^
is

discharged through the coil and the series

resistance. This discharge current sets up a

voltage across the inductance which induces a

voltage on the grid of the tube equal to MtolL,
where M is the mutual inductance between the
two coils, to is 6.28 times the frequency, and IL
is the current through the coil. This voltage
will be amplified and applied to the tuned
circuit again. If this amplified voltage, is

greater than the original discharge voltage

!

. -, A

Spark ,?.vA

Gap

J'l

Fig. 1 A coil., a Leyden jar 9

and spark gap this was the

first transmitter.

across the inductance, oscillations will be built

up in this circuit, and will continue at an
amplitude depending upon the circuit con-
stants. If the amplified voltage is less than the

original discharge voltage, the oscillations in

the tuned circuit will be prolonged, but cannot
continue forever. If the returned voltage is

just equal to the original discharge, the oscil-

lations cannot increase in value, the circuit

will be in an unstable condition, and cannot sup-
ply any power to another circuit.

The plate current of such a tube consists of
the average or d.c. value taken from the

plate battery plus the a.c. variations just as
in an ordinary amplifier tube. In other words,
an oscillating tube may be thought of as a self-

excited amplifier. The grid voltage depends
upon the strength of the oscillations and the

coupling between tickler and plate coil. This
grid voltage drives the plate circuit into pro-
ducing corresponding plate-current variations.
This a.c. plate current produces an a.c. voltage
across the tuned circuit, and thereby produces
a current that circulates between coil and con-
denser.
How much can the a.c. plate current be?

Suppose the plate current curve is as shown
in Fig. 4. When oscillations start, the a.c. plate
current is small. If the operating point is such
that the average value of current taken from
the plate battery, which is the current read by
a d.c. meter, is midway between zero and the
saturation current, B, or the maximum per-
mitted by the C bias and a.c. grid voltage,
then the maximum variations from this aver-

age must be Is/2. Thus we have a plate current
varying from twice the d.c. value to zero. This
is an a.c. current whose maximum value is

equal to the d.c. plate current and whose ef-

fective value is Id.c. X 0.707. The plate current
is also equal to the grid voltage multiplied by
the mutual conductance of the circuit which
we shall assume is the Gm of the tube. Thus,

which may be written approximately as

ip = eg X Gm
= Id.c. .

Id.c.
or eg =

(1)

(2)

(3)

Gm

This is the a.c. grid voltage which is amplified
in the tube, and placed across the, tuned cir-

cuit thereby setting up an oscillatory current
in it. Normally this oscillatory current is

about 20 times as great as the d.c. plate cur-

2 (A) A highly damped
watte; (B) a slightly damped
wave; (C) a continuous wave.

rent. This current induces an a.c. grid voltage
on the grid coil, and the process goes on ad
infSnitum. Tins oscillatory current can be cal-

culated from

eg = IL Mto

lL= Mw
=

Gm X Mw
Id.c

(4)

(5)

The power in the oscillatory circuit is equal to

Pose = (lLX.707)*r .... (6)

where r is the resistance of the tuned circuit.

This power will be a maximum when the
effective resistance of the tuned circuit, LW/r
or L/Cr is equal to the tube plate resistance.
The power into the tube from the B batteries
is the product of the d.c. plate current and the
d.c. plate voltage. The efficiency of the circuit
is the ratio between the power in the oscilla-

tory circuit and the total power taken from the
B battery.

Eft* =

Ptotal = Ep Ip

Pose

Ptotal

(ILX.707) r

(8)

Conditions for Oscillation

If the mutual inductance or coupling be-
tween grid and plate coils is varied, it will be
found that the tube will oscillate over a certain

range in coupling, but not at either greater or
lews coupling than this range of values. The
conditions for oscillations are

M must be greater than - (L X C X r X Rp) . (9)

M > -'
. . . . (10)

Problem: In the Laboratory an inductance
of 387 microhenries was tuned by a condenser
to 1225 meters, f = 245 kc. A tube with a
mu of 8 was connected to it in a tuned plate
circuit (Fig. 3). Resistances were added to the
tuned circuit, and the plate current and os-

cillating current were read. The values of total
circuit resistance, plate current, and oscillat-

ing current are given below.

Total Ip lose
resistance (mA.) (mA.) Ptotal Pose. Eft.

25 9 250
35 16 230
38 19 200
40 22 100

Procedure
1. Calculate the power taken from the (..ate

battery (Ep = 200) from (7) at each value of
total resistance and fill in the table above.

2. Calculate power in oscillating circuit from
(6). Since the meter read the effective value of
the current, it will not be necessary to mul-
tiply by 0.707 to get the correct value of IL.

3. Calculate the efficiency of the circuit for
each value of total oscillatory circuit resistance.

4. Calculate the effective resistance of the
tuned circuit, lAoVr or L/cr.

5. Assume that the plate resistance of the
tube is equal to the effective resistance of the
tuned circuit when the maximum power is

transferred to the latter, and therefrom de-
termine what the plate resistance of the tube
in this experiment was.

6. From (10) calculate the value of M in

microhenries for oscillation.
7. Remembering that Gm equals mu/Rp,

calculate the Gm of the tube.
8. From these values of Ip (d.c.), mutual

30C"

200
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THE
ESSENTIAL PARTS of every tuned circuit,

of which radio receivers are made, are
capacities and inductances. "Home-Study
Sheet" No. 20 told how to build a standard
inductance for the home laboratory or shop;
this 'Home-Study Sheet" gives some of the
fundamental facts about condensers.

Capacity Measurements

Eliminating the slight effect of the edges, the
capacity of two opposing conducting surfaces,
as in Fig. 1, is given by the simple equation:

0.0885 S
micromicrofarads

S is the area of one plate, and T the distance
apart, both in centimeters. If the dimensions
are in inches, the formula is:

0.225
micromicrofarads

If the space between the plates is occupied by
any other insulator (called the dielectric) than
air, the above values must be multiplied by the
dielectric constant of the material used. For
mica this constant may vary from 1 to S, for
glass from 3 to 10, and for waxed paper from 3.5
to 3.75.
For example, the capacity of the condenser in

Fig. 1 is 88.5 mmfd.
To the experimenter these formulas have

little practical application except to afford some
means of estimating capacities. In the usual
form of variable air condenser accurate measure-
menu would be extremely difficult, if not im-
possible. We are, therefore, dependent on
some known capacity for a standard. No reli-
ance whatever can be placed in the stated
capacities of the many small fixed condensers
on the market, the error not infrequently being
as great as 50 per cent. The G.R. 347 variable
condenser may be had at a reasonable cost, and
carries a scale reading directly in micromicro-
farads from zero to 500 or 1000. The upper end
of the scale of this condenser could be accepted
with assurance of a very fair degree of accuracy,
and the instrument is well adapted to laboratory
work as it is inclosed in a metal shield. In any
case, see to it that the condenser chosen is of
the straight-capacity-line type, has a maximum
capacity of not less than 500 (preferably 1000)
micromicrofarads, has very durable bearings,
has no stop to prevent the plates from revolving
completely, and has the dial firmly secured to
the shaft. It is also desirable to have a con-
denser with some sort of fine vernier that can
be disconnected, as many times the condenser
will be used for approximate determinations
when a vernier would be quite inconvenient. At
other times, when using loose coupling and
absolute resonance is necessary, the vernier
cannot be too sensitive.

If the experimenter is fortunately in a po-
sition to have his chosen condenser calibrated
for him at about ten points, his troubles may be
ended quickly. A curve should then be laid out
on squared paper having ten lines to the inch.
The resulting capacity readings may then be
tabulated opposite each of the one hundred
points of the dial, such a tabulating being much
more convenient foi general use than a curve.

Standard Condensers

Standard laboratory condensers of the vari-
able type generally carry a label stating the
values at ten different points. If access can be
gained to one of these at a near-by college,
school, or electrical establishment, the values
should be transferred to the new condenser by

.1 cm/

10 cm >|

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing
of a simple condenser.

Fig. 2 Two calibrated vari-
able condensers. The ten-
inch slide rule shows their
comparative size and the
chart shows the usual type

of calibration curve.

means of the substitution method. Set the
standard condenser on one of the points at
which it has been calibrated. Connect it to
terminals "Y" of the bridge ("Home-Study
Sheet" No. 21) and then balance it with an
extra variable condenser connected to the "X"
terminals at a 1:1 ratio, or, if a third condenser
is not available, use a fixed condenser and the
slide-wire. When a perfect balance is secured,
replace the standard (connected to "Y") with
the new condenser, and adjust it carefully until
it is in balance: i.e., until its capacity equals the
known value of the standard condenser. Have
the leads to the condensers fairly long, and

Fig- 3 The circuit used in
problem No. 3.

maintain them in the same relation throughout
the comparison in order that their capacities
will remain constant. The new condenser should
be compared at least twice to each of the known
values of the standard condenser, using different
settings of the slide-wire and capacity. The
advantage of this method is that its accuracy-
is not affected by any errors in the bridge.
When making measurements of capacities on

a bridge, the laboratory worker must remember
that a condenser has a negative reactance, ami
so the ratio used in determining the capacity of
a condenser in terms of a standard must be re-
versed. Thus, if resistance or inductances were
measured on a bridge, and the two lengths of a
slide-wire which gave the ratio between the
standard and the unknown resistance or ca-
pacity were A/B, when capacities are measured
and the balance is obtained, the proper ratio
to use is B/A. Thus, if the lengths of slide-wire
to balance two inductances, Lx and Ls, arc 4/5,

L 4 5 r

when capacities are balanced by this ratio, the
correct value of

Cx =
| Cs
5

At this point it would be appropriate for the
experimenter to familiarize himself a little fur-
ther with his equipment and at the same time
experimentally verify the rule for combining
two condensers in parallel or series.

Formulas

In the first case the capacities are merely
added, and the demonstration of this fact
simply requires the measurement of the two
capacities separately and then comparing their
addition with the measured capacity of the two
connected in parallel.
The resultant capacity of (wo condensers of

capacities A and B in series is the reciprocal of
the sum of the reciprocals or

1 AXB
1 1" A + B
A + B

Thus, if both capacities are 1, then the resultant
is obviously }. To verify this, measure each
capacity separately, and then compute the
resultant, which may then be compared with
the measured value of the two condensers con-
nected in series.

While the expression, the reciprocal of the sum
of the reciprocals, sounds rather deep, the
reason for it is very simple, and requires no
mathematical demonstration to show why it
should be so. The reactance of a condenser is
decreased as the capacity is increased, so that the
reciprocal is proportionate to the reactance. The
sum of the reciprocals then is, therefore, simply
adding two series resistances, as it were, and
represents the total reactance. To get this back
into terms of capacity again we merely turn
the expression upside down.
While a variable condenser of 0.001 mfd. will

generally be found sufficient, it is desirable to
calibrate two or three fixed condensers of larger
values, for which purpose the usual square
mica condensers, securely held together by two
eyelets, are satisfactory. In making such deter-
minations do not use the slide-wire at too great
a ratio say not over 5:1. When the measure-
ment of large values is necessary, it is better to
measure a condenser of intermediate value, and
then proceed from it to the higher value.
For the measurement of a very small capacity,

such as the minimum of a variable condenser, it
is advisable to connect it in parallel with the
calibrated condenser, set at about half capacity.
With the bridge, balance this combination
against any available condenser, and note the
dial reading. Disconnect the small condenser,
and balance again. The difference between
the two readings will be the desired capacity.

Problems

Problem 1: Two condensers, each of 200
mmfd., are connected in parallel. What is the
resultant capacity? If one is 2OO and one is 100
mmfd., what is the resultant capacity?

Problem 2: The condensers described above
are connected in series. What is the resultant
capacity?

Problem 3: In a certain receiver circuit it is

necessary to ground the tuning condenser to
the filament of the tube but it is not permissible
to ground the coil. This can be done by connect-
ing another condenser into the tuned circuit,
as in Fig. 3. Must C2 be large or small compared
to Ci, so that the tuning range of the circuit
will not be altered appreciably? For example,
if Ci is 500 mmfd., how large should Cz be?
Problem 4: An antenna has an effective ca-
city of 0.0002 mfd. How much capacity must

e added in series to reduce this capacity to
0.00015 rnfd.? If the inductance in the antenna
has not been changed, what Ls its natural wave-
length now?

,
Problem 5: Two plates 10 cm on. a side are

separated- by 3 mm of dry air. What is the ca-'
pacity of the condenser? Suppose a sheet of
mica, dielectric constant = 6, is put between
the plates. What is the capacity now?
Problem 6: A fixed condenser across a given

inductance has a capacity of 1000 mrafd. and
tunes the inductance to 1000 meters. A variable
condenser having a maximum capacity of 1000
and a minimum capacity of 25 mrafd. is placed
in series with it. Plot the wavelength against
added series capacity. (Note. Wavelength in
meters = 1.884 LC where L = [xh and C =
mmfd.)

pa
be

Ci

C 3 =
c,+c 2

Ci C 2

Fig. 4 Capacity formula for
condensers in series.

C 2

C 3
=

Fig. 5 Capacity formula for
condensers in parallel.
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An Apparatus of Improved Design for A. F. Work

A SIMPLE TWO-TUBE V. T. VOLTMETER

By HOWARD E. RHODES
Technical Editor

ONE
OF THE most Useful

instruments to be found
in a radio laboratory is the

vacuum-tube voltmeter it is

practically an indispensable

piece of apparatus in many
measurements on circuits and

parts used in radio receiving
sets. In its simplest form it

consists of a tube and meter
connected as indicated in Fig.

IA, the B and C potentials

being such that the tube is

operated on the lower bend of

its Ip-Ejj characteristic, so

that any voltage impressed
on the grid produces an in-

crease in plate current. How-
ever, unless a very sensitive

measuring instrument is used
in the plate circuit, this ar-

rangement has the disadvant-

age that its sensitivity is not

very great; with a 200-micro-

ampere meter it is generally impossible to

read, with good accuracy, any potential
l>elow 0.6 volt. A second disadvantage is

that the calibration of the instrument is

quite sensitive to changes in the A, B, or
C battery voltages.
An unusual form of vacuum-tube volt-

meter which does not have these two dis-

advantages was constructed recently in

the Laboratory. This instrument has been
used with very satisfactory results for

some time and its construction is described

in this article. The voltmeter was designed
especially for making measurements on

phonograph pick-up units, but it is equally
suitable for any measurements at fre-

quencies between about 60 and 8000

cycles. However, the usefulness of this

meter is limited to audio frequencies be-

cause it incorporates a one-stage a.f.

amplifier which has a flat characteristic

between 60 and 8000 cycles.

Features of Meters

'T^HE CIRCUIT diagram of the voltmeter

I. is given in Fig. 4. It consists essentially
of a simple one-tube voltmeter with a stage
of audio-frequency amplification ahead of

it. From the stage of amplification, a

voltage gain of about eight is obtained, and
the sensitivity is consequently increased

by a factor of eight? so that when using
a 200-microampere meter at M we can
now read potentials down to about 0.1 volt

Operating
Point

View of the two-tube breadboard-type vacuum-tube
voltmeter constructed in the Laboratory.

Negative Grid

Voltage

(B)

and, by means of multipliers, up to about
4 volts a voltage range of 40, correspond-
ing to about 32 DB. By adding a stage of

amplification we have, therefore, overcome
one of the disadvantages of the simple
voltmeter, i.e., lack of sensitivity.

Independence of changes in A, B, and C
voltages is obtained by supplying all of

these potentials from a single battery.
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Input

The frequency calibration curve
is given in Fig. 3. It is practically
flat from 60 to 8000 cycles which
we considered the useful range of

the device.

The fact that a high resistance,
R7 ,

is in the grid circuit of the

second tube introduces a rather

unusual characteristic. It has been
found that as soon as an a.c. volt-

age, sufficient to swing the grid

positive so that grid current flows,

is impressed across the grid of the
second tube, the reading of the

plate meter, M, begins to decrease

instead of increase. This character-

istic prevents damage to the meter
in case excessive a.c. input is ap-

plied to the voltmeter this is

certainly an advantage. The dis-

advantage of this arrangement is

that false readings may be obtain-

ed unless it is realized that the

meter is being overloaded. The
decrease in plate current produced by
overloading can be prevented by using
a choke coil in place of RT, but the
coil must have a very high inductance to

prevent a decrease in gain at the low fre-

quencies. A coil with an inductance of

between 100 to 200 henries will probably
be found satisfactory. The coupling con-

199

45 Volts
-

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of tlie v.t.

voltmeter pictured on page 107.

denser, when using a choke, may have to

be increased to about 0.5 or 1 mfd.
The Laboratory's meter has been con-

structed on a baseboard as indicated in

the picture. There is nothing unusual
about either the parts or their arrange-
ment on the board except possibly that
we would suggest that a Pacent or G.R.

rheostat be used for R2 , since these
are the only rheostats we know of
that can be fastened directly to the
baseboard. A wood screw should
also be passed through the center
hole which normally holds the
shaft. When the correct adjust-
ment of R2 has been determined,
this screw will serve to hold secure-

ly the arm of the rheostat at the
correct adjustment.

List of Parts

THE
FOLLOWING is a complete

list of the apparatus selected

for the construction of the v.t.volt-

meter described in this article:

CiOneSangamo fixed condenser.p.Ol-mfd.;
Ri One Ward-Leonard fixed resistor, type

507-93, 300-ohm;
Ra One rheostat, 2-ohm:
Rs OneCentralab power rheo8tat,150-ohm ;

R4OneFrostfixedfilament resistor,20-ohm;
Ra Three Frost fixed iilament resistors con-

nected in parallel, two 20-ohm and one
25-ohm units;

R One Durham Metallized resistor, 50,000-ohm:
RT One Durham Metallized resistor, 2-megohm;
Hi One Ward Leonard fixed resistor, type 507-29.

4000-ohm;
R9 One Durham Metallized resistor, 0.25-megohm;
Rio One Durham Metallized resistor, 0.1 megohm;
Ru One Durham Metallized resistor, 50,000 ohm:
Rn One Durham Metallized resistor, 1-megohm;
Hu Two sockets;
Fahnestock clips, etc.

NEW 227-TYPE TUBE OF IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION
Ry F. X. RETTENMEYER
Chief Engineer, F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.

DURING

THE PAST SEASON dealers may
have received quite a few complaints
from purchasers of a.c.-operated

radio receivers. The owners of these sets

state that they frequently hear an annoy-
ing hiss and buzzing noise in the loud

speaker. The cause of this noise has been
traced by tube engineers to the 227-type
detector tube. Fortunately, this trouble

is noV caused by the new tubes which are

now available, but many of the old type
are still in use.

If a 227-type tube is examined, it will

be noticed that the heater and its insu-

lation extends above the cathode by a

small amount and it has been found that

the noise described above is due to the
fact that the exposed portion of the

insulating material collects a charge which
builds up to a certain potential and then

discharges to the cathode. This discharge,
which is identical in action to that found
in a leaky condenser, causes a buzzing
type of interference which may occur at

more or less regular intervals and which
sounds not unlike radio-telegraph inter-

ference. In addition, the exposed portion
of the heater sometimes introduces a cer-

tain amount of noise into the radio circuits

by virtue of its effect on the tube space
current. Both of these defects have been
eliminated in the 227-type tubes now
being manufactured. The cathode has
been extended in the new tubes to the end
of the insulation on the heater and it acts

to shield the entire heater circuit from
such interference.

The type of interference mentioned

above is, of course, present in all electric

receivers but it is much more apparent in

those sets which have good a.f. systems.
That this must be the case is at once

apparent when it is considered that a great

many musical instruments produce charac-

teristic tones of the same pitch as the

interference (i.e., cymbals, castinets, bells,

triangles, and the overtones of the violin).

Further, the s's and th's of speech are

hissing sounds which are vitally necessary
for good articulation and are very similar

in character to the above types of inter-

ference. To limit the range of reproduced
speech and music so that the crackling
and hissing noises would not appear would
mean that the quality would be seriously

marred, and a receiver is good only when
it faithfully reproduces all the audible

frequencies broadcast.

COMPLETE LIST OF R.C.A. LICENSEES

THE
FOLLOWING is a complete list of

the manufacturers licensed to operate-
under the patents of the Radio Cor-

poration of America.

RECEIVING SET LICENSEES

The manufacturers listed below are

licensed under the R.C.A. receiving set

patents. Those manufacturers marked with
an asterisk (*) are also licensed under the

power supply and amplifier licenses, and
those marked with a dagger (t) are licensed

under the electric phonograph patents.

All-American Mohawk Corp.,*t Chicago, III.

American Bosch Magneto Corp., Springfield, Mass.
Amrad Radio Corp.,f Medford Hillside, Mass.
F.A.D. Andrea, Inc., Long Island City, N. Y.
Atwater-Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hrcmer-Tully Mfg. Co.,*t Chicago, 111.

Buckingham Radio Corp.,*t Chicago, 111.

Colonial Radio Corp.,t Long Island City, N. Y.
Columbia Phonograph Corp., Chicago, ill.

Consolidated Radio Corp.,*t (two Divisions)
Wells-Gardner & Co., Chicago, III.

Arborphone Division, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Crosley Radio Corporation,* Cincinnati, Ohio.

Day-Fan Electric Co., Dayton, Ohio.
Gulbransen Co.,*t Chicago, 111.

Electrical Research Laboratories, Inc.,*t Chicago,
111.

Federal Telephone Mfg. Co.,* Buffalo. N. Y.

Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.. Brooklyn. N. X. and
Chas. Freshman, Inc., New York, N. Y.

Gilfillan Bros. Inc.,*t Los Angeles, Cal.
A. H. Grebe & Co. Inc.,* Richmond Hill. N. Y.

Grigsby-Grunow Co.,*t Chicago, 111.

Howard Radio Co.. *t Chicago, III.

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.. Chicago,

Colin B. Kennedy Corp.,t Chicago. III.

King Manufacturing Corp.,* Buffalo, N. Y.
Kolster Radio Corp.,* Newark, N. J.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., *t Philadelphia.
Pa.

Silver-Marshall, Inc.,t Chicago, III.

Splitdorf Radio Corp., *t Newark. N. J.

Steinite Manufacturing Co.,* Atchison, Kansas.
Stewart Warner Speedometer Corp.,* Chicago. III.

Stromberg Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,*t Roches-

ter, N. Y.
Temple Corp.*t Chicago. 111.

United Stales Radio & Television Corp.,* Chicago,
111. (three divisions)

Apex Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Case Electric Company, Marion, Ind.

Continental Radio Corp., Ft. Wayne. Ind.

Walbert Radio Corp.,t Chicago, 111.

Zenith Radio Corporation.* Chicago, 111.

POWER SUPPLY AND AMPLIFIER LICENSEES

The following list includes manufactur-
ers licensed under the R.C.A. power
supply and amplifier patents. Other manu-
facturers licensed under these patents are

the receiving set licensees (listed above)

which have been marked with an
asterisk (*).

American Transformer Co., Newark, N. J.

Autorad Electric Corp., Detroit, Mich.
H. H. Eby Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Eleclrad, Inc., New York City.
Enterprise Mfg. Co. of Pa., Philadelphia. Pa.

Farrand Mfg. Co. Inc., Long Island City. N. Y.
Federal Radio Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.
Ferranti Inc., New York, N. Y.
General Radio Co., Cambridge, Mass.

Gray Products, Inc., Poughkeepsic, N. Y.
Kingston Products Corporation, Kokomo, Ind.

Martin Copeland Company, Providence. R. I.

National Company. Inc., Maiden, Mass.
Radio Receptor Co., New York, N. Y.

Sterling Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Thordarson Electric Manufacturing Corp., Chi-

cago, III.

J. S. Timmons Co. Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH LICENSEES

Manufacturers licensed under the elec-

tric phonograph patents are those marked
with a dagger (t) in the above list of re-

ceiving set licensees.

VACUUM-TUBE LICENSEES

The Raytheon Manufacturing Company
Cambridge, Mass"., is the only tube manu-
facturer which has thus far been granted
a license to operate under the R.C.A.
vacuum-tube patents.
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BROADCAST
ENGINEERING

BY CARL DREHER

Volume Control in Broadcast Transmission

THE
PROBLEM of effective amplitude

control in broadcast transmission is

an old one which has been discussed

from the beginning and which has not

yet reached a final solution although a

satisfactory answer appears to be in sight.
The necessity for it arises through the

great range of variation characteristic of
acoustic problems, and the fact that elec-

trical machinery and conditions in general
are not readily adapted to such a range.
A symphony orchestra which is being

broadcast may emit ten million times as

much sound energy at one time as another.
Even if the range is only one million, it is

not readily handled in the transmission
chain following the microphone. The maxi-
mum amplitude must be set to pass
through the various amplifier units with-
out overloading. If, then, the minima are

left as they enter the microphone, these

portions of the transmission will drop be-
low the inescapable noise level of the

equipment itself (tube hiss, etc.), ex-

traneous disturbances in transmission

(cross-talk on wire lines, induction, etc.)
and noise in reception originating in similar

ways. The remedy is to compress the

range of variation within such limits that
il will fit into the design of the equipment,
neither falling to a level where noise be-
comes objectionable, or overloading any
part of the system, while retaining the
essential characteristics of the original
sound output with its artistic values.
The usual method adopted is the use

of a manually operated voltage divider,
otherwise known as a "gain control" or
"volume control." This is inserted at
some point in the transmission cljain, as
between amplifier stages. The total resist-

ance of the potentiometer is usually
100,000-600,000 ohms, and the taps are
so arranged that each step corresponds to a

change of 2 DB, sometimes 3 DB. Steps of 2
UB correspond to about 25 per cent, volt-

age changes. The calibration holds only
when no current is drawn by the circuit

element ahead of the potentiometer.

VOLUME INDICATORS

Such an amplitude control is usually
used in conjunction with a volume
indicator. This is simply a tube rectifier

acting as a peak voltmeter. It may also be
calibrated in DB. The task of the broadcast

operator is to watch the indicator and to
turn down the gain control when the meter
indicates over-shooting, while when the
volume drops too low he must raise the
level. He is assisted, in some cases, by
a view of the action at the

pick-up point, while on other

jobs he may have to work
blind. He may have a musician

working with him to indicate
what is going to happen, so
that the operator may be pre-
pared for changes. Rehearsals,
of course, are a great help. The
job is well done when changes
in volume are confined to an ir-

reducible minimum, effected in

advance of the instant when
they become necessary, and not
made so abruptly that the at-

tention of critical listeners is disturbed.
These are diflicult'requirements.
An automatic volume control in place of

the manually operated form, or in conjunc-
tion with the latter, was proposed some
years ago as a solution, and it is probable
that the next few years will witness its

adoption in high-grade broadcast operation.

AUTOMATIC CONTROL

The best known form of automatic
volume control is the radio-frequency
type used to maintain constant output in a
radio receiver with varying field intensity,
when a relatively distant station is being
picked up. Such devices are usually
operated by the carrier wave, variations
in carrier intensity being compensated for

by inverse changes in radio-frequency
amplification. The operation of such a

system is described by Harold A.Wheeler
in a paper on "Automatic Volume Con-
trol for Radio Receiving Sets," in the

Proceedings of the. Institute of Radio
Engineers, Vol. 16, No. 1, January, 1928.
Mr. Wheeler shows a receiver with four
neutralized radio-frequency stages, fol-

lowed by a two-element rectifier with filter

circuits arranged to separate the direct
and audio-frequency components of the

pulsating rectified voltage. The audio

components are led through a manually
operated gain control to the audio am-
plifier, which comprises four stages. The
direct component of the rectified voltage
is led back to the radio-frequency train
as an automatic grid bias. Fig. 1, repro-
duced from Fig. 2 of Mr. Wheeler's paper,
shows the circuit. With the circuit con-
stants shown the rectifier reacts on the

grids of the radio-frequency tubes in &
second, so that the system is almost

capable of wiping out the inherent audio-

Audio Detector

Volume Control

Tubes

R.F.Amplifier

fig. 2

Plate

Tubes

Fig. 1

frequency variations of sound. This time
constant is, of course, controllable.

ANOTHER AUTOMATIC DEVICE

More recently G. L. Beers and W. L.

Carson, in a paper on "Developments in

Super-heterodyne Receivers," published in

the Vol. 17, No. 3, (March, 1929) Pro-

ceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers.
describe an automatic volume control,
the circuit of which is here reproduced in

Fig. 2. In this case the grid of the volume
control tube is connected in parallel,

through a coupling condenser, to the grid
of the second detector of the super-
heterodyne receiver. The voltage drop
across a resistor in the plate circuit of the
detector furnishes additional negative
bias for the amplifier tubes, reducing the

sensitivity of the receiver. The circuit

constants are chosen to obtain the desired

smoothing out without affecting the audio-

frequency quality of reproduction. By
means of the manual control on the grid
of the volume-adjustment tube the degree
of control may be set at any desired value.

By increase of the bias on this tube a larger
grid swing is permitted in the audio de-
tector before the automatic volume con-
trol action comes into

play.
The general principle of automatic

volume controls for broadcast transmission
is similar to that of the radio-frequency
devices described, but some modifications
are required. The method may utilize part
of the input to an amplifier, which, after

rectification, yields a d.c. component for

control purposes either through grid or

plate circuits of the amplifier. By means
of a manual adjustment the audio gain
control may be set to reduce the intensity
range instead of smoothing it out alto-

gether, since in broadcast transmission
it is not desired to deliver a constant out-

Cut
with varying input, but merely to

ring up the low portions, or reduce the

peaks, within certain limits. This may be
done by setting the automatic gain con-
trol so that it does not function except on
peaks above the allowable level, or, al-

ternatively, permitting it to operate at a
low level to bring up the amplification as

required. In either case the time con-
stants must be chosen to give a rapid
response, of the order of a tenth of a
second.

It is probable that the automatic
volume control for broadcast transmission
will be useful only in conjunction with a

carefully handled manual control. One
reason for this is that announcements, in

good broadcast practice, are
transmitted well below the
level of peaks in the music, a
form of discrimination which
cannot be expected from any-
thing but a human operator.
There is no reason, however,

why the operator cannot throw
a key, for instance, to lower
the over-all gain 1-6 DB for

speech, while the advantages
of the automatic volume
control are utilized during the
musical intervals of the broad-
cast.
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THE SERVICEMAN'S CORNER

IN

"THE SERVICEMAN'S CORNER" for

May. we considered the simplest and
most inexpensive types of radio testers,

publish below a compromise between
these more elementary models and the high-

priced commercial instruments. The com-

promise, however, is merely one of price. The
outfit described below is as elaborate and
efficient as any portable equipment can
well be. The contributor is F. W. HOWARD,
radio electrician, of 444 Lakeview
Avenue, Pitman, New Jersey.
A standard service lest sel: "The

following description of a set- and
tube-tester constructed by the
writer may serve to bring en-

couragement to some brother ser-

viceman to whom a set-tester and
a seat on the Stock Exchange
mean the same thing.
"The total cost of this outfit

need not exceed $25.00, even if

every part of it has to be pur-
chased new, and, as a matter of

fact, nearly every serviceman will

find a good part of the necessary

equipment lying around his shop.
"Reference to the drawing will

give the panel layout of the instru-

ments, the dotted rectangle at the

bottom representing
the C battery,

which is placed upside-down under
the panel, and held in position by
strips of the brass, which are in

turn screwed to the brass frame.
"The mounting for the 0.1 meg.

resistor is also fastened to the un-
der side of the panel, between the

meters and switches, E and F. The
writer strapped this mounting be-

tween the top screws of the two
Weston meters, thus avoiding the

necessity of having screw heads

showing on the face of the panel,
but this is a matter of personal choice.

"The connections are shown in the dia-

gram. Here it will be noted that each of the
four switches has the direction of its throw
indicated by double-pointed arrows, with
an asterisk showing the position given on
the panel layout. This might be termed
the normal position for tests on d.c.-tube

sets.

"In operation, connection is made be-

tween the tester and the socket of the set

under test by means of a two-foot cord

having tips on one end and a plug on the
other. Plugs should be made up for all

types of tubes. The writer has three plugs,
for x base, Y base, and v (standard) base.

For testing uv-199 bases, or WD-11 type, use

adapters which may be purchased at any
parts store. In the case of uv-199, \vo-ll,

and uv-20lA tubes, it will also be necessary
to use adapters in the sockets on the tester.

The, writer was unable to purchase one of

the latter adapters, so he made one by
bolting a standard uv-type socket to the

top of a ux-tube base, connecting from

prongs to springs with short pieces of wire.

This serves to test uv-20lA-type tubes.

For testing uv-199 and wn-11 tubes, socket

adapters were found which fitted into the
I T V socket of the homemade adapter.

"
It is advisable to use different colors

for the wires between plugs and tips,

having corresponding wires of each cord
of the same color. Thus, a solid blue would
be fil., blue with red tracer +fil., yellow
grid, red plate, and for TJY base, white
cathode.

"These cord pins fit into the tip-jacks at
the top of the panel, No. 2 being minus
fil., No. 3 plus fil.. No. 1 grid, No. 5 plate.

The Modern Radio and Equipment Company, of
Buffalo, 1\. Y., installed a public-address system
at. the aviation show in exchangefor booth space.

and No. 6 cathode. Nos. 1 and 4, with
switch F thrown to normal (right) position,

permit using the C battery as a source of

low voltage d.c. for continuity tests, in

connection with an external meter, or the

same thing may be done using jacks Nos.
I and 2, with switches D and E in normal

(left) position, whereupon pushing button
.1 gives a reading on the d.c. voltmeter if

the external circuit is closed.
"
It will be noted that switch D is a

reversing switch for the d.c. voltmeter,
which is very useful in testing certain

types of sets, such as Radiola 20 and 25,
where every other socket has reversed

filament connections.
"Switch E shifts voltmeters, which is

about the only necessary change between

testing a d.c. and an a.c. set.

"Switch F cuts the local C battery into

the grid circuit, thus making it possible
to test a tube for "grid swing" in a socket

which normally has no bias. This grid-

swing test is made by pushing button J

with switch G in its normal (right) position,
thus connecting the plate circuit through
the milliammeter. If it is deemed inadvis-

able to short the bias in this manner,
switch F may be thrown to the center

position, opening the grid circuit.

"Throwing switch (i to the left position
makes a high-reading voltmeter out of the

milliammeter, with a reading of 100 volts

per rnA., and an accuracy plenty good
enough for most tests. In this test position,
button K gives cathode voltage, and but-
ton L gives plate voltage.
.

"
Inductance switch 11 is a multiplier for

the d.c. voltmeter, giving 2j, 5, and 10
times normal readings. Inductance switch

M is a shunt connector for the

milliammeter, giving 2, 5, and 10
times normal. The writer wound
these shunts by taking a shield-

shaped piece of thin liber which
was anchored under the terminal
nuts of the Weston meters. This
fiber was pierced with several

parallel lines of small holes, and
the resistance wire passed in and
out of these holes. For the multi-

plier resistance it is advisable to
obtain some very small wire, as con-
siderable resistance is necessary.
"The writer carries his tester in

M cash lx>x which measures 13" X
9j" and is 4" deep. The brass

supporting frame is therefore made
:4" high, and the full length of
the tester, the "runners" having
felt strips shellacked to their under

sides, to prevent scratching the
customer's furniture. The 9^"
width of the box allows room to

carry a 201A-, a 226-, a 227-, a

171A-, a \-199-, and an x-199-type
tube in a line between front of box
and side of tester, which serve to

keep the tester from rattling
around, and also insures a spare
of each of the common types of
tubes.

"The list of parts, with de-

signations corresponding to those
on the plan of the panel and on the cir-

cuit diagram, is as follows:

A 0-7 Beede a.c. voltmeter;
B 0-10 Weston d.c. voltmeter;
C 0-10 Weston milliammeter;
D and G Yaxley three-pole, double-throw, center

position jack switch;
E and F Yaxley single-pole, double-throw, cenl'-r

position jack switeh;
II and M Yaxley four-point inductance swilch:

J, K, and L Pearl center push button;
S Eby sub-panel-type four-prong socket;
SS Eby sub-panel-type five-prong socket;
1-6 Yaxley tip jacks;
1" to 12" hard-rubber panel;
4' of Y' x T<V brass strip;

4}-volt C battery;
100.000-ohm 2-walt Tobc Veritas resistors and
mounting;

Resistance wire from old 200-ohm potentiometer or

equivalent.

Miscellaneous

|

OME helpful information on Zenith Selx:

"When a Zenith model 11-E or 14-E

or even a 16-EP gets so that the vol-

ume does not remain steady after a station

has been tuned-in, it is very often caused li\

the rotary plates of the gang condenser

becoming loose on the shaft.
"

I have found a great number of Zeniths

with this ailment and I find that a very
efficient way of repairing a set of this type

S'
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Plugs

100,000
ohms

Schematic diagram of Mr.
Howard's test set.

is to solder a piece of No. 22 hard-drawn
brass wire across all of the rotary plates
and ground the wire to the adjustment nut
on the left end of the condenser shaft. The
wire should be fastened under this adjust-
ment nut first and then wrapped around
the shaft once, forming a spiral, or pig-tail,
before it is extended across and soldered to
each of the rotary plate gangs.

"This will generally improve the oper-
ation of the set about 30 or 40 per cent.

"Another thing about the model 11-E
and 14-E Zenith that needs a lot of at-

tention is the balancing of the condensers.

This, of course, should be done with a good
oscillator. I find that the best volume and
tone quality may be obtained by setting
the second and third r.f. stages approxi-
mately two meters lower, and the' detector

stage' approximately three meters higher,
(at 300 meters) than the antenna stage.
If the four condensers are all set alike it

will make the set so sharp that the tone

quality will be affected materially."
A. D. WOODYATT, Marshfield, Ore.

An unusual case of distortion: "The
writer recently ran into a case of distortion
which is, he believes, a bit out of the ordi-

nary. The owner of a Majestic Model 70
receiver complained of oscillation and dis-

tortion on all frequencies and a check
of the set disclosed the fact that the r.f.

plate voltages were too high and the plate
voltage at the output was top low. The set

was removed from the cabinet, checked
carefully, and found o. k. as was the power-
pack. The dynamic loud speaker was then
checked and it was found that the field

winding was shorted. As the field in this

particular dynamic acts merely as a choke
across the 96-220 volt output of the power-
pack it would, of course have produced
the above effect."

W. P. ERICKSON, Omaha, Neb.

Visual checking of resonance in ganged
circuits: A visual means of indicating re-

sonance in radio-frequency sets can bo

arranged simply by placing a low-reading
milliammeter in the detector output. The
deflection on the meter will be changed by
the strength of the carrier wave applied to
the grid of the detector tube.
With a given carrier wave, greatest

deflection on the meter will denote re-

sonance in the tuning of the set.

In the grid condenser and leak method
of detection the deflection on the meter
will read downward. In the plate method of
detection the deflections will read upward.
The meter range should be 0-2 mA.
M. CHERNOW, Polyphase Radio Labora-

tories, New York City

Insulating lacquer in an A.-K. set: This
uas encountered in an Atwater Kent
model 30 six-tube single-control receiver.
This receiver while playing perfectly
would suddenly drop in volume. The A
battery and connections, power unit, set,

and antenna were found o.k. With the sel

operating, it was found that by pressing
on the condenser associated with the
detector tuning coil the above condition
would obtain.
On the condensers in this set there are

two screws which go through the bakelite
end piece and screw into the stationary
plates. From one of these screws the grid

r
123456
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The arrangement of parts on the rear of the tester

panel is shown clearly in this picture.

Panel layout of tester showing ex-
act layout of parts.

condenser is connected, and from the other
the grid end of the tuning coil is connected.
All brass screws in these sets are lacquered
and it was found that the screw connec-

tion to the grid end
of the coil was causing
a high-resistance con-
nection due to the
lacquer. The lacquer
was removed with a
file and the set per-
formed as it should.

H. WEIMER, Finkle
Electric Shop, Apple-
ton, Wis.

Accuracy of Small
Meters

THE
ACCURACY of

small meters has
often been the

subject of service con-

troversy. L. C. NICH-
OLS, manager of the
New York Weston

Front view of test set showing test

plug and cable.

office, writesus in reference to the more pop-
ular Weston voltmeters and milliammeters.
"
Models 528, 476, and 517 are all provided

withetched-metal scales andon such instru-

ments, whether d.c. or a.c., it is OUT cus-
tom to state the guarantee as 2 per cent,
of full scale to allow for slight discrepan-
cies between instruments which develop
in the process of manufacture and as-

sembly. The scale being fixed for any
particular range we, of course, cannot
calibrate for these slight discrepancies.
"When considering direct-current mea-

surements the Model 433 is correct well
within 1J per cent, of full scale. The other
instruments may have errors as high as 1

to 5 per cent., the amount varying to some
degree with the scale. Briefly, the low-

range instruments are more sensitive to
residual magnetism than the higher-ranges
in any of the models referred to.

"The values given are considerably
beyond any errors we have been able to

detect, but it is our policy to state these
inaccuracies rather high to avoid possible
extended correspondence or dissatisfaction
on the part of any customer.

Biisirifss Kinks

FRANK
J. SHANNON, of Shannon and

Wynkoop, radio service and Radiola

specialists, of Philadelphia, Pa., gets
right down to earth on several vital points
of servicing.
"We charge a time rate of two dollars

per labor hour on radio service calls. As
Philadelphia is so spread out that traveling
time and expense mounts up somewhat,
we charge traveling time on remote calls

some of our Philadelphia calls are twenty
miles by auto from our shop and yet stiU

within city lines. In cases where customer
does not care to have us proceed after

diagnosis and recommendations we have a
minimum charge of two dollars. As to

accessories, we charge the current list

price if they want cheap products and
prices they can go to 'Radio Row' and
take their chances. We, as a rule, always
repair a set completely in the customer's
home whoever takes the original phone
call requests the name of the radio,
trouble as diagnosed by customer, and
name and type of accessories. Then the
man who makes the call carries accessories

to cover probabilities of that particular set

or sets.
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We put in audio transformers and
other such parts right on job, and collect

the cash then and there. By the way, get-

ting your cash on the job is an important
item. The person taking the job over phone
trlls new customer our terms CASH. I

learned this important point quickly upon
entering repair business, for it's ajb in

itself to collect a radio repair bill. The ex-

cuse is that the radio is unsatisfactory,
even if you've left a considerable amount
of new accessories. Then

top,
there's a

chance that while you're waiting payment
over a long period that these 'tricky'
customers will expect you to fix set as a

'reinspection' don't forget they have

yet to pay for the original job. Then,
another important feature to the repair
service is to have good high-class men out
on the job. After all, it's not the name of

the repair company that the customer
cares about, but it's the high-class work
done by the good repairman you send out.

Then I find that no matter how many
cards I leave on a job the customer will

misplace them so as to have difficulty in

reaching me in future. I've made up my
mind not only to leave a card in the set but
also to paste a label under the receiver

cover, if possible."

Demonstrating Equipment

I
AM ENCLOSING a snap shot of a baffle

arrangement I am using in conjunc-
tion with an S-M 720 screen-grid six

and a phonograph pick-up for demon-

strating purposes. An awkward object, but
a delight to listen to! I find good demon-

strating equipment the best possible sort

of publicity and advertising."
H. WILSON, Jamestown, N. Y.

D. C. Installations

"OWARD T. CERVANTES, service man-
ager for Haynes Griffin, New York
City, comments interestingly on

i.e. installations.
"
During the past few years we have in-

stalled a great many sets using d.c. A- and

B-power units without much success.

This was unquestionably due to the poor
design of this d.c. equipment. The choke
coils and B-power units are, in a great

many cases, too small, and in nearly every

case there is insufficient bypassing. This,
1 believe, contributed largely to the re-

sultant poor success.

"For example, it is impossible to

substitute a d.c. B-power unit for 90 volts

of B battery and get the same results.

Our most recent experience with a device
of this kind was the Ward Leonard d.c.

A, B, C eliminator with which you are

probably
familiar. This is probably the

best outfit that has been developed for

this purpose, although the Abox condenser
is quite a nuisance, requiring refilling

and seemingly not maintaining its capa-
city for any great period. This change in

capacity caused a change in load, either

decreasing or increasing the output.
In general, these d.c. outfits have been

anything but satisfactory. As you are

probably aware, the greater part of our
clientele is located in the d.c. district and
this season we have had very good success

with the d.c. sets that were put on the

market last fall. We have had very few

complaints of poor quality with these

receivers. The better types are using either

push-pull or parallel audio systems, and
some of the higher priced models employ-
ing the dynamic loud speaker are com-
parable in every way with their corre-

sponding models in a.c.
"
I would say that our greatest problem

in the installation of these sets has been
from line interference. We find that in the

majority of installations it is necessary for

us to erect an antenna having sufficient

proportions to give a pick-up great enough
to get good strong signals that will ride

over and above the line noises. We find it

next to impossible to get good results with
an indoor antenna. With elevators, mo-
tors, relays, refrigerators, and other such

devices, the average apartment house in

New York City is a veritable noise factory."
In some cases we have attempted to

This picture shows the baffle ar-

rangement which Mr. Wilson uses

for demonstrating purposes.

clear up this noise by the use of a so-called

noise filter at the set, without any success

whatever. 'The only place to tackle this is

at the source. Most of the filters on the

market are good for small motors and

refrigerators but we haven't found any-
thing to eliminate other noises except the

erection of a good long antenna."

II. II ilson, of Jamestown, 1\. Y.,
believes in using high-grade dem-

onstrating equipment.
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new
tubes

from the De forest laboratories
To meet the requirements of the

modern Screen-Grid Radio Sets

the De Forest laboratories have de-

veloped the improved"highvacuum"

screen-grid Detector-Amplifier, Aud-

ion 424. It has the usual amplifica-

tion factor of420, eliminates all hum
and crackle and will give new perfor-

mancestandardswithscreen-gridsets.

Another development of the De
Forest Laboratories is a perfected

hunt less Audion 427, the improved
A. C. Heater type detector which

gives to sets operatedbysocketpower,
the same purity of tone that charac-

terizes battery sets and reduces the

AUDION 424
The 2y3 Volt A. C.

Humless Screen-Grid

Detector-Amplifier.

AUDION 427
The Humless A. C.

Heater Type Detec-
tor-Ampli_

'

AUDION 445
The 2% Volt A. C.

Power Tube.

heating time to 10 to 15 seconds.

The third achievement ofDe Forest

Engineers is Audion 445 an A. C.

Powertube that produces an amazing

purity of tone with freedom from

distortion under heavy loads.

Visit us in June at the Chicago
Radio Show (Booth No. 12 and also

Suite 410 at the Blackstone Hotel)

and learn more about the perfected

De Forest "high vacuum" Audions,

the only radio tubes with 23 years

history behind them.

De Forest Radio Company
Jersey City, N. J.

AUDIONS
"HIGH VACUUM" RADIO TUBES
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performance
- insured

Radio performance can be no
better than the performance of
each component part.

Your finest engineering efforts

are defeated unless each pur-
chased part performs precisely
as your specifications require.

The T'C-A standard of quality
is your best insurance that these

important units, at least, will

function as you would have
them.

Look us up at the Radio Show and let's
talk it over. Booth No. 64D. Demon-
strations at Room 516, Stevens Hotel.
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Core laminations are all of spe-
cial soft steel of high magnetic
capacity,and separated by a sili-

cate treatment that raises their

value. Blanks are clean cut and
free from burrs. Cadmium
plated shields supplied if de-
sired. All leads securely
anchored, and insulated leads

thoroughly skinned and tinned
for rapid handling and perfect
soldering.

Complete data and samples
available. T-C-A engineers will

gladly assist in your audio and
power supply developments.

hen you fully understand the
policies under which the Transformer Corpor-

ation operates, you will concede that our claims for
T -C -A products are reasonable and conservative.

Specialization, we all know, has its advantages.
It makes intensive and critical engineering possible.

It has enabled us to perfect our product to a point where a
large demand has developed. We have built millions of units.

This volume has encouraged us to build and install special ma-
chinery, more accurate and more speedy than human hands.

T-C-A Transformers meet the quality requirements of your
engineers, as well as the price requirements of-your production
department.
Transformers and dynamic speakers have much in common
from a manufacturing standpoint. So the T'OA Dynamic
was a natural development for this organization.
And the same precision through controlled quantity production
that made T-C-A transformers and power packs standard in

the country's finest sets, is securing a quality in T-C-A Dy-
namics that is receiving quick recognition. They are a real

contribution to the industry.

THE TRANSFORMER CORPORATION OF AMERICA, CHICAGO, ILL.
2;J01-2319 So. Keeler Ave.
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Tone
Ottality-

Sensitivity
Volume^Clarity

alltks
andmore

by using
V

IF
you're tone conscious

you'll sense the finer,

purer tone quality that

CeCo's provide...the greater

sensitivity they give the set

...the greater volume with-

out distortion they afford.

What you will discover also

(after you've enjoyed them

clear to the end of their

long, useful
life)

is the

many extra months of per-

fect service CeCo's provide.

Hear a set of CeCo Tubes

today most good dealers

have them.

Listen to the sparkling program of

music and comedy by the CeCo

Couriers Monday Evenings
8:30 Eastern Daylight Saving time

over WOR and the Columbia

Broadcasting System.

CECO MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Used By Millions

The Radio Broadcast

LABORATORY INFORMATION
SHEETS

By HOWARD E. RHODES

rMiE aim of the RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheets is to present, in a
*- convenient form, concise and accurate information in the field of radio and closely

allied sciences. It is not the purpose of the Sheets to include only new information, but
to present practical data, whether new or old, that may be of value to the experimenter,

engineer, or serviceman. In order to make the Sheets easier to refer to, they are arranged
so that they may be cut from the magazine and preserved, either in a blank book or

on 4" x 6" filing cards. The cards should be arranged in numerical order.

Since they began, in June, 1926, the popularity of the Information Sheets has in-

creased so greatly that it has been decided to reprint the first one hundred and ninety
of them (June, 1926-May, 1928) in a single substantially bound volume. This vokime,
Radio Broadcast's Data Sfieets, may now be bought on the newsstands, or from the

Circulation Department, Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., Garden City, New
York, for $1.00. Inside each volume is a credit coupon which is worth $1.00 toward the

subscription price of this magazine. In other words, a year's subscription to RADIO
BROADCAST accompanied by this $1.00 credit coupon, gives you RADIO BROADCAST for

one year for $3.00 instead of the usual subscription price of $4.00.

THE EDITOR.
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Hum-Voltage Characteristics

(226-AND 227-TYPE TUBES)

TT IS becoming increasingly common to find
* that most recent models of various well-

known receivers use 227-type tubes in all the
sockets rather than only in the detector socket
with 226-type tubes in the r.f. stages and in
the first a. stage. To explain this trend in

receiver design the statement is generally
made that 227-type tubes produce less hum
than 226-type tubes. This is true hut it isn't

an explanation. Why the 227 is a better tube
is indicated by the curves on "

Laboratory
Sheet" No. 284 taken from the Cunningham
Tube Data Book.
Curve A is for a 226-type tube and shows the

relation between the hum voltage in the plate
circuit of one of these tubes as a function of
the plate current. The minimum hum voltage
indicated by this curve is about that obtained
from a 226-type tube under normal conditions.

If, however, the plate voltage increases or de-
creases somewhat there is a rapid increase in

the amount of hum. If the plate potential were
90 volts and the bias about 6 volts minimum
hum would be obtained, but a 10- or 15-volt
decrease in plate voltage would double the
hum output.
Curve B shows a comparison between the

227- and 226-type tubes with reference to hum.

This curve shows hum output as a function
of the accuracy of the center-tapped resistor

connected across the tube's filament. It should
be noted that the 227-type tube is affected

only slightly by an unbalance "of the center-

tapped resistor whereas the 266-type tube neces-
sitates the use of a very accurate center-

tapped resistor. Specifically, the curve shows
that if the resistor is unbalanced ten per cent,
the hum voltage from a 227-type tube is in-

creased very slightly. On the other hand, a
ten per cent, unbalance in the resistor across
the 226-type tube causes the hum voltage to

increase from a minimum of 10 millivolts to

about 600 millivolts!

The rather recent improvements in radio re-

ceivers in loud speakers particularly has
made it especially important that everything

possible
be done to keep the hum output at the

lowest possible level. The hum is not only an-

noying, as of itself, but it also has an apparent
effect on the fidelity. When stimulated by a
tone such as a hum, it is difficult for the ear
to hear other tones of the same or nearly the
same frequency and so we get an apparent
reduction in low-frequency response. This tech-

nically is known as the "masking effect" of
one tone on another.

No.
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PAM Breaks Another Record

All Chicago records

for 100% leasing
broken by PAM-
equipped apartment

An apartment in

the Lake Lane

Lake Lane

Apartments

Cfiicagq

MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1882

Main Office: Factories at

CANTON, MASSACHUSETTS CANTON &. WATERTOWN
PAM 19

Price, without tubes, $175.00
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*fe
Technical data and fine de-
scriptions may help, but in
the final analysis, nothing
counts like PERFORM-
ANCE! And you can rely on
Electradfor that.

ADJUSTABLE
SLIDING
CLIP

U. S. Put No.
1676860 and
Puts. Pending.

TRUVOLT
All-Wire Resistances

Nothing better for Eliminator or
Power-Pack construction. Diatinc-
tive design that insure!* accurate
values, cool, safe operation and I

1 \-
DURANCE that cuts down service
and replacement expense. The slid-

ing clip, an exclusive Electrad
feature, provides easy, convenient
variability. 22 stock sizes. Also
Variable Truvolts with same fea-
tures.

U. S. Pats Nn.
1034103-1034104
and Fata. Pond-

Swper-TONATROL
5-Watt Volume Control
You no longer need compromise on
a volume control. You can now plan
to use any reasonably high voltage
and depend on Electrad's new 5-

watt volume control to handle it

perfectly without strain. A new
principle throughout smooth as
velvet and with longer life than
\tiii~ll ever demand of it.

Can be made with a variable or

tapered curve with practically any
desired rating.

Sample and laboratory itraphs
to any established manufac-
turer. Test it in your oicmcay .

ELECTRAI), INC.. I)ept. R B 6
175 Varick St., New York, N. Y.

Please send me data and sample of
Truvolt Resistance Super-TON-

ATKOL.

Manufacturer. .

Address

City

State. ..

No. 285 RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet

Frequency Vs. Capacity and Inductance

June. 1929

IN
"LABORATORY INFORMATION SHEFT" No.

286 tire Riven a j?roup of curves indicating
what capacity is necessary to tune a circuit to
a given frequency when using a coil of known
inductance. The curves are applicable to broad-
cast frequencies and the capacities cover the
range of sizes ordinarily used in such receivers.
The curves were calculated by substituting

in the formula.

159.200
f =

where f frequency in cycles ]>cr serrmd
C = capacity in microfarads
L = inductance in microhenries

The curves were calculated for various fre-

quencies between 500 and 1500 kc. A few ex-

amples will indicate qui te clearly how the curves
are used.

Example. What size condenser is necessary
to tune to 600-kilocycles with a 200-microhenry
coil? To determine this we locate the vertical
line corresponding to 200 microhenries and fol-

Sw it to the 600-kilocycle line and it is found
that this point corresponds to 0.00035 mfd.

which is the capacity necessary lo limp (he
coils to 500 meters.

Example. To what frequency will a circuit
tune if it consists of a 250-microhenry coil and
a 0.0004-mfd. condenser? The unknown fre-

rincy
in this case is determined by finding

intersection of the vertical line correspond-
ing to 250 microhenries and the horizontal line

corresponding to -0.0004 mfd. They intersect
at the line corresponding to 500 kilocycles
which is the frequency to which they would
tone.

Example. How much inductance is required
in parallel with a 0.0003-mfd. condenser to
I line In 1500 kilocycles? Determine the inter-
section of the horizontal line corresponding to
0.0003 rnfd. with the transverse line corres-

jKHiding to 1500 kilocycles. The intersection
is found to fall on the vertical line correspond-
ing to 38 microhenries which is the required
value of the coil's inductjimv.

If it is desired to make calculations of induc-
tance, capacity, or frequency for values above
or below the broadcast bands, the formula
given at the beginning of the sheet may be
used. It is simply necessary to substitute the
known quantities and solve for the unknown.

No. 286
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. . . the most Complete

Comprehensive and . .

Authoritative . . .

RADIO HANDBOOK
ever published!

Practical Radio
Telegraphy

and Telephony
By RUDOLPH L. DUNCAN

Director Radio Institute of America

and CHARLES E. DREW
Instructor in Radio and in charge of Electrical

Division. Radio Institute of America

This book contains over 900 pages of practi-
cal information for SHIP, SHORE, and
BROADCAST OPERATORS, RADIO EN-
GINEERS, and AMATEURS. It is an ideal

"Wireless Operators' Handbook" and a com-
plete text for students of Wireless Communi-
cation.

26 chapters a progressive record of the latest

1929 practice make this Radio Handbook in-

dispensable for the practical radio man. Prin-

ciples, methods and equipment are described
in language readily understood by both the

expert and the novice, and illustrated pro-

fusely with more than 460 clear and illuminat-

ing diagrams and photographs.
The authors are two of the foremost teachers
of the subject in the country. The book is the

product of the School Division of the Radio
Corporation of America and therefore repre-
sents the last word on the subject.
Never before has such a wealth of practical
and usable data been collected in book form
for the use of the many thousands for whom
Radio is the most fascinating subject in

the world.

Price $7.50
Send in this coupon at once . . . and ex-

amine the book at our expense.

J A WILEY BOOK ^
Free Examination Coupon

John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

440 Fourth Ave., New York
Gentlemen: Kindly send me on ten

days' free examination, Duncan and
Drews' "Radio Telegraphy and Tele-

phony."
I agree to remit the price ($7.50) of the
book within ten days after its receipt
or return it postpaid.

Name

Address

Position or Reference

.Subscriber. . . . Yes. . . .No.. . .R.B.6-29

IQUALITY
ONGAN

PRODUCTS |

A New Tube -}- Transformer
once more

Establish a Brand, New Standard
of

Power Tone

No. 994 for use with
The new UX-245 Tube

Remember when the UX-250 Tubes
came out? What a tremendous leap
Radio Made.
From rasping, indecipherable noise to

soft, human reality. Radio critics took
a new lease on life; cynics who scoffed

at radio became fans overnight; and a
few set manufacturers, who were first to

grasp the significance of the new Volume
Tone standard, became leaders in their

industry.

Refinement now begins. UX-245
Tubes are perfected. In the Dongan
laboratories engineers have worked, urged
on by their own enthusiasm, to develop
exactly the right Power Amplifier Trans-

former, as a necessary companion piece
to the new Tube. No. 994 Transformer
is the answer. It synchronizes with the
Tube with resulting Power and purity
of Tone that delight the most demand-
ing.

The Finest Type of Power Amplifier

with UX-245 Tubes use
No. 994 Power Amplifier Transformer $12.00
No. 2189 Push Pull Output Transformer 12.00
No. 3107 Straight Output Transformer 12.00
D-946 Standard Condenser Unit 22.50
No. 5554 Double Choke, use in Filter Circuit 11.00

These Dongan Parts are available now. Equip your receiver with this new amplifier
and enjoy still another of Radio's greatest advancements.

Send check or money order. Further detail* on request

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
2991-3001 Franklin Street

Detroit

.TRANSFORMERS of MERIT for FIFTEEN YEARS

This is a good time to subscribe for

RADIO BROADCAST
Through your dealer or direct, by the year only $4.00

DOUBLEDAY, DORAN & CO., Inc. GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

ofPrevew
AMPFRITE automatically prevent
"A" current fluctuations, lengthens
tube life, improves set operation.
Entirely unlike fixed resistors. A
type for every tube battery or A.C.

FREE Ne
Bluf Book" fftfc* latemt
construction data,

Write Dept,RB-e

Wire Your
Home for
Radio

For every radio need, in brushed brass or
Baltelite. Fit standard electrical switch or
outlet box. Single plates and in gang in

many combinations

No. 135 For Loud Speaker $1.00
No. 136 For Aerial and Ground. . . 1.00

No. 137 For Battery Connections. . 230
No. 138 For A C Connections 1.00

(Bakelite* 2$c additional per plate)

YAXLEY MFG. CO.
Dept. B. - i So. Clinton St., Chicago, III.

1920 pnpe 119
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ONLY CENTRALAB
makes resistances like these

The construction and design of a vari-

able resistance is of as great impor-
tance as the mere fact that it possesses
a certain resistance and will carry a

specified current load. CENTRALAB
design is such that the resistance unit

not only will handle the power but
also vary it in a manner so as to derive

the greatest efficiency from the receiv-

ing set or power unit.

The following features distinguish
CENTRALAB variable resistances of

the Graphite Disc type:

Rocking Disc Contact Noiseless, smooth and easy adjustment
One turn of knob gives complete variation Constant resistance
Insulated shaft and bushing Rigidly built; fully guaranteed

Made in two and three terminal units to be used as Volume Con-
trols, Radiohms and Potentiometers. Special resistance tapers
can be had for any circuit. Send for interesting booklet
"Volume and Voltage Controls Their Use."

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES
24 Keefe Avenue Milwaukee, Wisconsin

CENTRALAB
RADIOHMS

(
' In following resistances:

0-2,000 ohms, 0-50,000
ohms, 0-100,000 ohms, (

0-200,000 ohms, 0-500,000
, ohms. List price. . .$2.00 _

BUILT BETTER
CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS

Takes Out the Hum
in Any Dynamic

IN
spite of the many methods

utilized to eliminate the hum in

A. C. dynamic speakers, many of

the best dynamics still have a hum
which is sufficiently pronounced to

be objectionable, especially during
lulls in the program while waiting
for announcements.
You will be surprised at the com-

pleteness with which an Aerovox
1500 mfd. "A" condenser, connected

across the field coil or across the

rectifier output, will eliminate the

hum and increase the sensitivity of

the speaker.

Complete details and comparative
data, showing the results obtained

when using these condensers to

eliminate hum, will be furnished on

request.

Send for Catalog
containing detailed descriptions and

complete specifications of all Aero-
vox products. Free on request.

The Research Worker
contains, each month, valuable in-

formation on radio design. It will

be sent free on request.

AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP.

PRODUCTS THAT ENDURE '

Potter
RR--245

Condensers
for

Successful

Operation
of R-245
Power

Compact

Getone to-day and enjoy the beau- <C 1 7C
tiful tone the 245-type tube gives v 1 / 1 1)

Potter
Dynamic Speaker Filter

Will reduce the hum in an A.C.

operated speaker using low vol-

tage rectifier

TOQAA Condenser Block for the single t9A AA-.y\JU 250 type tu [,e amplifier -P^U.UU

TOOCfl Condenser for the push-pull C?O Cfl-,yjV 250 typc tube amplifier ^.MJ
T9AQQ Condenser Block for single C9A AA-LVyO , IO ,ype , u be amplifier $U.UU

TOCA 171 Condenser Block for *1Q f\(\-OV-I 1 power pack with 280 type MO'W
tube rectifier.

Condenser Block for Silver- AJA f|
Marshall power amplifier Ip^O.UU
and power supply units....

The Potter Co.
North Chicago, Illinois

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM
installed with AMPL1ON sound equipment give

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
with a background of 42 years of success in the
acoustic field AMPLION is prepared to offer pub-
lic address equipment of unsurpassed depend-
ability for theatres, hotels, clubs, auditoriums,
hospitals, railroad depots, county fairs, etc.

We have ready for immediate delivery
and quick installation group address

equipment as follows:

AMPLION EXPONENTIAL 10 FT. AIR
COLUMN HORNS.

AMPLION GIANT DYNAMIC AIR COL-
UMN UNITS.

AMPLION ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH
PICK-UPS.

AMPLION EXCITERS.
AMPLION MICROPHONES.
AMPLION " AMPLIFIERS.
AMPLION " TRANSFORMERS.
AMPLION is the ONE place in America :i'here you

can purchase the complete installation or any
part of the eq uipment as desired.

Write for new catalog and profitable Amplion
proposition to competent engineers.

WANTED
We need RADIO ENGINEERS in all parts af the

country for making: Public Address Installations. If

interested, file your name, address, training and ex-

perience, together with references, with

Pl'RLIC ADDRESS DEFT.

Amplion Corp. of America
133 W. 21st Street New York

Jenkins & Adair

Level Indicator Panel

Type B (Calibrated)

For Broadcasting, Electrical Record-

ing, and Power Speaker Systems

The Type B Level Indicator Panel is designed fur

direct reading of the voice level on any 500-ohm tele-

phone circuit, the range being from minus 10 TU
to plus 20 TU. in steps of 2 TU each. The parts con-
sist of an accurately built Input transformer, a spec-
hilly designed potentiometer, a fitter retard and con-
denser, and direct current galvanometer calibrated for

this work.

The use of this panel is essential wherever a specific'
level must be maintained. The calibration is highly
accurate, and cannot alter while the tube constants re-
main normal. The potentiometer Is built up of ni-
chrome wire units, held to an accuracy of 1 /10 of irj.

The panel is extremely simple In operation, is direct

reading in TU's, and minimizes the change of load
on the measured circuit when the level settings are

changed. This last feature is a great improvement
over present types.

The dimensions of this panel are 19 x IVz In. It

is of 5/16 in. black sanded bakelite and weighs.
complete, 18 Ibs. It operates on 12 volt A battery
and 135 volts B battery, and requires a 102E tube
(not furnished by us). The parts of this panel are NOT
sold separately. Bulletin 8 gives a more complete de-
scription and will be mailed on request. The net price
in the United States and Canada is $250.00 f. o. b.

Chicago.

J. E. JENKINS & S. E. ADAIR
Engineers

1500 N. Dearborn Parkway
Chicago U. S. A.

Manufacturers of Recording Amplifiers
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PLUG
in a Falck Claroceptor between wall

socket and radio set and eliminate

"static" from motors, street cars, telephones
and electrical appliances. This new improve-
ment by a pioneer radio parts manufacturer

grounds and thus blocks out line interference

noise and radio frequency disturbances. Also

improves selectivity and distance. Requires
no changes in set. Measures just 3^2 x 5^ x
2*/> inches. Thousands now all over America
use the Claroceptor for clearer A. C. recep-
tion. Get one right away at radio parts
dealers. Write for descriptive folder.

17.50 complete with
cord and plug

CLAROCEPTOR
Built by ADVANCE ELECTRIC CO.

1260 W. Second St. Los Angeles, Calif.

JOBBERS and DEALERS, GET OUR PROPOSITION

attention
service men

A quality re-

placement au-

dio transformer
for the service

man. Possesses

the same high

degree of per-
formance which
characterizes
all Thordarson
aud io un i ts.

Provides highest amplification con-
sistent with quality reproduction.
Unique Mounting Feature The
mounting bracket of this transformer is

designed to fit all standard mountings
without the necessity of

drijling
addit-

ional holes. May be mounted either on end
or side or may be used as bracket to

support sub-panel.

Remember: Thordarson radio trans-

formers are Supreme in musical
performance.

R-100 - List Price- $2.25

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Transformer Specialists Since 1895

Huron, kingsbury & Larrabee Sts., Chicago

OAR
replacement

audio transformer

Te s t e tl . . .

...tested,
tested, again,

at every step

in manufacturing

~J~\KEC1SION
in production methods keeps

* A returns quality at the peak.

Every manufacturing process is checked

by relentless tests, revealing every defect

that might cause faulty performance.

"Go-and-No-Go" gauges, sensitive me-

ters, high-powered microscopes and accu-

rate chemical analysis replace all human

guesswork in making Arcturus tubes

insuring uniformity in materials and con-

struction, uniformly fine performance

throughout Arcturus' long life.

Critical engineers and set manufactur-

ers approve the correct design and care-

ful construction of Arcturus Blue Tubes.

They know that A-C sets give the most

satisfactory service, the best reception,

with Arcturus Tubes in every socket.

[ Engineering Fact* Have a Utility Significance to the Broadcast Listener
]

BLUE lom TUBES
ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY ~ Newark, N. J.

ELECTRIC
TUBE BASE

BRANDERS
Impress Neat,

Clean Letters

into

your

Bases

HAND OPERATED
THE LATEST AND BEST

Machines for Marking Bases
Power Driven ^^

Designed and Built by

GEORGE T. SCHMIDT, Inc.
41OO Ravenswood Ave. Chicago, 111.

June, 1929 . . . page 121
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PICKING OUT IMPERFECT TUBES

is easy with our Type
443 Mutual Conduc-

tance Meter. This

readily made measure-

ment shows up incor-

rect spacing of the ele-

ments as well as faulty

filament emission.

Demand this test of

the tubes you buy and

make it on the tubes

you sell.

Bulletin M3-T Describes It.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
30 State Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts

2*4 Brannan Street

San Francisco, California

Universal

Resistance!

TDY means of the adjustable micro-
* * metric resistance obtained with
the Clarostat, the radio service man
can instantly obtain the precise re-

sistance for best results in any radio
circuit. Clarostat means universal

resistance hand-fitted to the require-
ments.

The Clarostat line includes a wide
range of variable resistors, ranging
from tiny Grid Leak and Volume
Control types, to giant Power and
Super-Power types for high-power
amplifiers and auditorium installa-

tions. Also includes the Hum-Dinger
a perfected hum balancer for A-C

tube circuits, and complete assort-

ment of improved wire wound strip
resistors.

There is even a refined socket antenna plug
in the Clarostat line, which will generally
equal a good antenna in performance just
the thing for temporary receiver installations,
or as a tonic for poor reception.

In short the Clarostat line is to the radio
service man what the first aid kit is to the
doctor. Be prepared for all emergencies:
include Clarostats in your repair kit!

Write for literature

plete line of Clarostats and how the
various types are applied to service
problems. And if you have any special
resistance problems, do not hesitate to
call upon our engineering staff for co-
operation.

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc.
Mm. R.M.. Specialists in Radio Aids

284-7 N. 6m St.

Brooklyn. N. Y.

Whatever

from a Crystal Set . . to the

1 7 tube "Hoofus-Doofus"
It'll be that much better
for using Polymet Products
and that goes for themanwho buildsone
set for his family or the manufacturer
who turns out thousands every day.
It all comes down to this "You can't
make a silk purse out of a sow's ear".
In the same way, a good radio, to be and
to continue to be a good radio, must
start with good parts; e. g. Polymet
Products.

We know that you'll find them well-
made, uniform, carefully tested, accur-
ately rated and thoroughly dependable,
because that's the only way they leave
our plants.

Filter Blocks, By-Pass Condensers . . .

Bakelite Mica Condensers . . . Resistances

POLYMET MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

837 E. 134th St.

New York City

"Visit our booth'
No. 76. at the

K. M. A. Show."

PRODUCTS

AERO

The
Shielded

Filtered

Short Wave Converter

Factory-Built, Ready to Plug
Into Any Present Radio Set

The Aero 1929 Converter Is a compart factory-built
short-wave adapter equipped with special short-wave
mils. It is designed for hoth A.C. and D.C. sets
Operates on A.C. or D.C. sets without motorboating
by an auxiliary filter system control, an exclusive
feature (patent applied for.) It can be plugged into
any regular radio set. This amazing radio instru-
ment now makes it possible for you to reach 'round
the world. (Gco. Morcroft of Pa. received England
Australia ami Holland on his initial test.) Permits
you to enjoy international programs and many others
tnim coast to coast that your regular receiver cannot
get. What a thrill it is to plug this into a tube
socket on your regular set and Instantly be In an-
other world! No change or wiring required. All com-
plete, ready to operate, tubes and coils hidden no
apparatus in sight, except the neat, golden-brown
compact metal cabinet in crackle finish Size
!t x 5 Vfc x .2 % in. Cushioned feet.

The only converter we know of that really works
on all sets. Two models A.C. and D.C. Write for
I atalog and literature, or send J25.00 less 40% and
name of your jobber.

Netc Aero Supplement now ready. Aek for it.

Model A, without tube,
for A.C. sets List

Model D, without tube,
for D.C. sets Lisl $25.00

INCORPORATED
4611 E. Ravenswood Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.
Dept. 269

The

Ideal Condenser

for Equalizing
For balancing the sections of a

multiple condenser for neutraliz-

ing oscillations in radio-frequency
amplifiers for antenna coupling
to improve selectivity. Ruggedly
built with Bakelite base mount,
mica dielectric and phosphor
bronze spring plate, safe cannot
short. C om p a c t fits in small

spaces. Lug for direct attachment.
Two sizes : 35 mmfd. and 70 mmfd.

Write Dtipt. R B 6 for descriptive
folder of Ifarnniarlund Products.

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
424-438 W. 33rd St., New York

Bctta*. Radio-

ammarlund
AflC/S/OA/

PRODUCTS



NEW GEMBOX AC
ELECTRIC 7 TUBE

The DYNACONE is a different

type of power speaker that takes

its field current from the set

which operates it. This em-

ployment of the armature prin-

ciple of actuation has improved
reproduction to a marked degree.
Each tone is true in its relation

to every other tone -
f the audi-

ble scale.

GEMBOX
The GEMBOX has three stages of radio

frequency amplification, detector, 2 audio
with i7i-A power tube in last stage and a

rectifying tube 7 tubes in all. Shielded

illuminated dial power output tube
Mershon condenser in power supply
AC electric operation. All modern, up-
to-minute quicksale features.

Installed with the Dynacone in the

GEMCHEST
You have the smartest radio set on the

market, and at a price that makes quick
sales. The GEMCHEST design is

adapted from the Chinese Chippendale
three exquisite color combinations Man-
darin red with bronze gold hinges and

fittings Nanking green with rose gold
Manchu black with white gold. Stylish
new individual perfectly fitting into

modern home interiors.

The SHOWCHEST is the same but is

equipped with the 8-tube SHOWBOX
receiver selling at $109.

Both the GEMCHEST and SHOW-
CHEST come equipped with the Im-

proved Dynacone.

The Crosley JEWELBOX selling at $105
is another wonderful value.

The Crosley Radio Corporation

Dept. 20 Cincinnati, Ohio
Powel Crosley,'Jr., President

Owners of WLW The nation's station

Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico,
and West prices slightly higher.

GEMCHEST

MPROV
DYNACONE

-WO



A Radiotron

for every purpose

RADIOTRON UX-201-A
DeUOar Amplifier

RADIOTRON UV-199
llcttctor Amplifier

RADIOTRON UX-199
DOtctm

RADIOTRON WD-11
DetfOar Ampliflt

RADIOTRON WX-12
Velefiar Amplifier

RADIOTRON UX-200-A
DOtetar Oittf

RADIOTRON UX-120
fover Amplifier

RADIOTRON UX-222
Screen Grid Radio

Frequency Amplifier

RADIOTRON UX-112-A
Power A mplifier

RADIOTRON UX-171-A
fewer Amplifier

RADIOTRON UX-210
fautr Amplifier OtriUdtar

RADIOTRON UX-240
DtttOor Amplifier fur

-

A mptifieatwn

RADIOTRON UX-245
Povtr AmplijltT

RADIOTRON UX-250
fuirer ^ mpliJUr

RADIOTRON UX-228
A rnvlififf

(A. (' Kfawrf)

RADIOTRON UY-227
Detector A mplifier

(A. V. Ueattr)

RADIOTRON UX-280
Pufl-WoM KtOiftr

RADIOTRON UX-281

RADIOTRON UX-874
Tub*

RADIOTRON UV-878
Hattait Tub*

RADIOTRON UV-888

The standard by
which other vacuum

tubes are rated

"I \|M-rinn-iii \\~n\i <vfr,v i> |M' of vncuum tulM* IIIIM <-m-

\ nn-l-tl UK Of I lit' !>>U|HTlrI(V if IU \ ItilllMlll Oil-.. 4- n(
onl* list- llM-ni for li-slin- till' |n-t loi nt.iin < of M rornln-rc

4 iirlxin iii-r i .iMi.-iiiv, |m| i , , ,,riiMi<mi i fit-in fur ir^.- In all

:

|rr.u>nr !(( A Ktdx'lront H >.i kill rr
(1
U.e ill <.f t\,t luW* ID

. ah til V R(.t,ir<.nk onre I j*r II leM. yaa wiU -l ih* Atw

nl jguiJt. __
n|

AliU i D*IU> 1,.

look for this mark
on every Radiotron

"". vr out of stock on RCA Iliiiiioi roiis

we carry the complete line." This Is

the kind of dealer advertising that

builds tube business, brings In steady

profits, and gives the radio dealer a

reputation for dependability. Radio
customers choose the stores that are

known to carry the full line of RCA
Radiotrons all the time.

Superior resources of research and manufacturing guarantee to

RCA Radiotrons the finest possible quality in vacuum tubes.

They are the standard of the industry and so accepted by both

the trade and the public.

The national magazine
advertisement repro-
duced at the left is one
of the 1929 Radiotron

series, each of swhich

carries the signature
of a leading radio

manufacturer.

RADIO CORPORATION OP AMERICA NEW YORK DALLAS SAN FRANCISCO

I U V Hl\\l PI CJ I MO \
H \IMOIIIO\S ARE THE HEART OF YOUR RADIO SET

THE COUNTRY LIFE PRESS, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK
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The A. C. vs. the Battery Set A Sales Comparison

New Ideas on Retailing Radio

How One Dealer Solved the Trade-In Problem

ier Features: The 245 -Type Tube Measuring Loud Speakers Engineering Descriptions

*ley, Fade, and Silver Sets The Future of the A.C. Screen-Grid Tube The Experimenter's Armchair.

HI..
UBLEDflY. DORfln
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INSTANTS * nation-wide popularity
AAAA wo// on quality aloneI

THE
demand for TRIAD is sweep- absolute satisfaction for him and his

ing along to tremendous proper- customer. Here is the greatest

HE demand for TRIAD is sweep-

ing along to tremendous propor-
tions and TRIAD quality has done
it! Quality that eliminates all guess-
work from tube buying and selling;

quality backed by an actual bonafide

guarantee of six month's perfect
service or a satisfactory adjustment.

Every dealer knows what that means
reduced service calls, easier and

quicker sales, greater profits and

customer.

achievement in radio tube history

accomplished by a group of nation-

ally-known pioneers in the industry.

The TRIAD Line is complete, includ-

ing even Television and Photo-Elec-

tric Cells. Don't delay send in

your stock order now. TRIAD
customers won't accept substitutes.

Type T-71-A

Type T-01-A

Call your jobber or write us direct for complete Triad dealer information

TRIAD MANUFACTURING CO., INC.

Ask for the
tube in the
black and
yellow

triangular
box."

Triad Building

Blackstone, Middle and Fountain Sts.

Pawtucket, R. I.

Type T-2Z-D.C.

Type T-24--A.C.

TypeT-PEC-1

RADIO BROADCAST. July, 1929. Published
monthly.^ Vol. XV, No. 3. Published at Garden City, N. Y. Subscription price $4.00 a year. Entered at the post
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A MARVELOUS NEW
IMPROVEMENT
IN RADIO TUBES

EVEREADY RAYTHEON TUBES

GIVE A SUPERLATIVE DEGREE
OF PERFORMANCE

INSTALL a set of new Ever-

eady Raytheon Tubes in your
radio receiver and note the un-

usually clear reception, greater
volume and sensitivity. Quick
heating and quick acting.

Showing the exclusive patented Eveready
Raytheon 4-Pillar construction. Note the

sturdy four-cornered glass stem through
which the four heavy wire supports pass,

and the rigid mica sheet at the top.

Behind all this is a revolu-

tionary improvement in con-
struction. The elements in

each Eveready Raytheon Tube
are firmly supported by four

strong pillars, cross-anchored

top and bottom. They are ac-

curately spaced within one-
thousandth of an inch when
they are made. And so rigidly
braced that the spacing cannot

change with the knocks and
jolts of shipment and handling.
In tubes of the 280 type and

the 224 screen-grid type, which
have heavier elements, this

rugged Eveready Raytheon
4-Pillar construction is of par-
ticular importance.
Only with Eveready Ray-

theon Tubes can you have this

improved construction advan-

tage. It is exclusive and pat-
ented. Eveready Raytheon
Tubes come in every type, in-

cluding tubes for television
transmission and reception.

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON

Eveready Raytheon Tubes
are sold by dealers everywhere.

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC.

New York, N. Y.
Unit of

Union Carbide
and Carbon
Corporation

Eveready Raytheon ER 224 Screen Grid
Tube. The 4-Pillar construction perma-
nently holds the four heavy elements of

this super-sensitive tube in the perfect re-

lation which assures laboratory performance.

JULY -1929 123
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SPECIAL
TEST EQUIPMENT

for use in the service labora-

tory is soon to be announced.

This will include an oscillator

for measuring the over- all

response characteristics of a

receiver for the entire broad-

cast band. It will be inex-

pensive, compact, and of

General Radio quality.

Write for Bulletin G-l

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
30 State Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts

274 Itran ii a ii Street

San Francisco, California

MODEL 489 D. C. PORTABLE
THREE-RANGE VOLTMETER

750 - 250 - 10 Volts

1000 Ohms per Volt Resistance

A STURDY, miniature instrument,
suitable for home or laboratory

use popular because of its small size

and unusual electrical characteristics.

A truly professional instrument, with

all the niceties of design and construc-

tion which make a "Weston" so desir-

able.

Solid black bakelite case, convenient

pin jacks, and test cables equipped with

pin terminals for insertion in the jacks.

Reasonably priced.

Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.
604 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.

WESTON
RADIO

INSTRUMENTS

WHY
POLYMET- EQUIPPED

RADIOS
ARE WORTH MORE

Here aresome ofthe
advertisements Vie have been

running in the Saturday EveningPost-
interesting, instructive messages, that

acquaint the non-technical public \vith

the functions of the condensers and re-

sistances we manufacture, and, at the
same time, awaken a nation-wide con-
sumer acceptance of, and preference for,

sets equipped with well-known Polymet
Products.That'swhy these setsareworth
more to radio manufacturer, jobberand
dealer.

POLYMET MFG. CORPORATION
837 East 134th St. New YorkCity
POLYMET PRODUCTS

Jensen Patents
allowed and pend
ing. Licensed un
der Lektophone

Patents

A-
/** the demand
of an INDUSTRY

the new

MIWERTMMAMII
Peter L. Jensen has applied en-

tirelynew and original principles
in the design of this new dynamic.
The cone is 10 inches in diameter.
The moving coil represents an in-

novation in design. The sensitivity
is greater than that ever attained
in any previous dynamic speaker,
and tne ability to reproduce enor-
mous volume is exceeded only by
the Jensen Auditorium Dynamic.

,
The ConcertDynamic definitely

sets a new standard of excellence.

For along with the musical repro-
duction of bass notes as low as 30

cycles, the higher frequencies are

reproduced with extraordinary
brilliance. In fact the entire mu-
sical scale is reproduced with a

brilliance and firmness of quality
never acquired before.

There is no need of a "side by
side" comparison to appreciate the

superiority of this new speaker.
Wherever it is heard its perform-
ance is both startling and impres-
sive.

Write for complete information
and ask for a frequency response
curve of this new speaker if you
are interested. Ask also about the

new Jensen Imperial, a beautiful

cabinet equipped with either the
Concert or Auditorium Unit.

NEW PRICES
JENSEN CONCERT DYNAMIC

with 10 inch cone

D7AC, $35.00 D7DC, $27.50

JENSEN AUDITORIUM DYNAMIC
with 12 inch cone

DA5AC, $70.00 DAS, $55.00 DA4, $55.00

JENSEN PATENTS ALLOWED AND PENDING
LICENSED UNDER LEKTOPHONE PATENTS

JENSEN RADIO MFG. Co..
6601 S. Laramie Ave., Chicago, 111.

212 Ninth St., Oakland, Calif.
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SILVER
McMurdo Silver..

Designer and Builder

ofSCREEN-GRID
RADIO Since 1927

Silver Radio Features

No aerial, no loop, no installation
bother. 8-tube, all-electric. 4 screen-

grid tubes; two 245 power tubes in

push-pull. Screen-grid power detec-
tor. Matched impedance dynamic
speaker. Overtone switch
for static reduction.
Sheraton Lowboy, wal-
nut finish as illustrated, Less tubes

Also sliding-door Highboy, $195
(Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies')

160

Manufactured by

SILVER-MARSHALL, Inc.

6443 West 65th Street Chicago, Illinois, U.

\i^

RADIO
the direct descendant of those custom-

built screen-grid radios of last season whose
remarkable performance has been primarily
responsible for the present sharp trend to-

ward the screen-grid principle.

Silver Radio is the only screen-grid receiver

which has back of it 25,000 successful screen-

grid sets, and nearly two years of screen-grid

manufacturing experience.

at the R.M.A. Show in Chicago, screen-grid
receivers predominated. This proves our pre-
diction that "1929 will be a screen-grid year."

make it your business to HEAR Silver

Radio. If you're a dealer, mail the coupon
and we'll arrange it with your nearest
distributor.

\ SILVER-MARSHALL, Inc.

%
6443 West 65th Street, Chicago, U. S. A. \
% Please ask our nearest distributor to arrange *

\ for a demonstration of SILVER RADIO. \
_________ *

* Firm Name \

\ Address ..... t

\

S. A.
IndividuaI
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A Finer Screen -Grid Instrument
Browning & Millen Designed NATIONAL Built

-fl TV IfD ^C\ wit

The Mb-29 Tub

The NATIONAL VEL-
VETONE AMPLIFIER-
POWER SUPPLY is

especially designed foi

use with the

NATIONAL MB-29

with its 4 A. C. Screen 'Grid
and 227 detector, with

its beautiful shielded alum-
.auni chassis in frosted finish with the Newest
NATIONAL Weld-Built Condensers and the 1930 Model
Velvet Vernier Projector Dial offers the Large Scale

Custom Set Builder, as well as the Radio owner and the

Experimenter, a fine, engineered, R. F. Tuner of enor-
mous gain and selectivity ready for combination with

power supply and audio especially suited for consoles,

and radio-phonograph combinations. Write for Bulletin

RB-7, to-day.

SCREEN-GRID MB-29 TUNER
NATIONAL CO. INC., Maiden, Mass.

1914

A Good

SUMMER SELLER!

Lightning Arrester

List $1.OO
The CORWICO VULCAN LIGHTNING AR-
RESTER not only protects a radio receiver

against lightning but it also dissipates accumu-
lated static charges. Corwico Vulcan is the best

value lightning arrester on the market. It is big

it is colorful, an attractive dark green shade,

and it is packed in an eye-catching, two-color

box.

$100 GUARANTEE
Inclosed in every box is (a guarantee to repair

up to a cost of $100, any radio set protected by
a CORWICO VULCAN LIGHTNING AR-
RESTER that is damaged by lightning. Stock

this item now for quick sales and profits.

If Your Jobber Cannot Supply
You, Order A Sample Direct.

CORNISH WIRE COMPANY
30 Church Street, New York City

Makers or

Corwico BRAIDITE Hook-Up Wire

The HAMMARLUND
R. F. CHOKE COIL

Is Better Built

Diagram shows the Hammar-
lund ft. F. Choke in the tlclerlnr

plate circuit of a radio receiver,

blocking R. F. currentsfrom the

audio transformer and prevent-
ing distortion.

A specially developed method of

./TE winding and impregnating gives

the Hammarlund R. F. Choke an ex-

tremely high impedance to all fre-

quencies in the broadcast range.

Having no pronounced natural period,
its action is uniform throughout the

broadcast frequencies.

Compact and completely shielded with
a handsome Bakelite case. Current

capacity, 60 milliamperes. Two sizes:

85 and 250 millihenries.

Write Dept. RB7 for special R. F.
Choke data, showing important

uses in modern receivers

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.

424-438 W. 33rd St., New York, N. Y.

I lx ^k^^4** **-^^
liammarlund

^1J ^ mzc/stoN
' " PRODUCTS

Potter
Condensers

Potter Dynamic
Speaker Filter .75

POTTER FILTER BLOCKS

250 type tube amplifier

Condenser for the push-pull
250 type tube amplifier.

T ?Qftft Condenser Block for _the single

T-

TOfiQQ
Condenser Block for single

~L,\JJO 210 type tube amplifier

_ _on .._.. Condenser Block for

1 -2oO-171 power pack with 280 type
tube rectifier.

Condenser Block for Silver-

Marshall power amplifier
and power supply units. . . .

rT> ritr* Condenser Block for single

KK-Z45 anli push-pull 245 type tube

amplifier.

$20.00

$22.50

$20.00

$18.00

$20.00

$19.75

The Potter Co.
North Chicago, Illinois
A National Organization at Your Service

attention
service men

A quality re-

placement au-

dio transformer

for the service

man. Possesses

the same high

degree of per-
formance which
characterizes
all Thordarson
audio un i ts.

Provides highest amplification con-

sistent with quality reproduction.

Unique Mounting Feature The

mounting bracket of this transformer is

designed to fit all standard mountings
without the necessity of drilling addi-

tional holes. May be mounted either on end

or side or may be used as bracket to

support sub-panel.

Remember: Thordarson radio trans-

formers are Supreme in musical

performance.

R-100 - List Price $2.25

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Transformer Specialists Since 1895

Huron, Kingsbury & Larrabee Sts., Chicago

OAR
replacement

audio transformer
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Is There No Limit
To Wkat an S-M

Receiver Will Do?

Australia to New York
On Six Tubes

MORE and more astounding are the
records of long-distance reception

with Silver-Marshall screen-grid re-

ceivers. First the S-M 710 (Sargent-
Rayment Seven) made itself famous as

the one set which, in California, could
be relied on to bring in Japanese broad-

casting stations in any kind of favorable

conditions and often when conditions
were otherwise. Later, reports began to

be published of reception across the
Pacific with the S-M 720 Screen-Grid
Six using only three screen-grid r.f.

stages instead of four. Then, in March,
came the publication of verified recep-
tion in New York City, from 2BL at

Sydney, with the 710.

And now the Australia-to-New York
record has been duplicated with the 720
Screen-Grid Six.

Not every one, perhaps, has the neces-

sary skill to bring in stations from half

way around the globe but the hard-to-

please listener, wherever he may be,
soon finds that screen-grid tubes, com-
bined with Silver-Marshall engineering,
are the ultimate answer to every demand
for superlative radio reception.

Mr. J. Unite,
3054 Klngsbrldge Ave.
Brooklyn,
NElt YORK. U.S.A.

(Mr. White states this is his fourth
reception from 4QG. Any one wish-
ing to write him is requested to en-
close a self-addressed envelope.)

Never-Equalled Tone Fidelity
With S-M Audio Transformers

Equally startling records for faithful musical reproduction
have been made this season by S-M Clough System audio
transformers. These remarkable instruments, practically

eliminating hysteretic distortion in all types of radio re-

ceivers, are now available in a full line of models. The tre-

mendously popular 255 and 256 straight audio types cost only
$3.6O NET, and correspondingly low net prices have been
set on all other types, including push-pull and output trans-

formers and chokes.

New List Prices (NET) on S-M Sets
That Have Made History

S-M
No.
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The PIONEER
of the new

A-C Screen-Grid Tube

J\. YEAR AGO the Arcturus
A-C Screen-Grid Tube was

placed with set manufacturers.

TODAY leading set manufac-
turers use this new Arcturus

A-C Screen-Grid Tube as stand-

ard equipment.
Arcturuspioreeeredthis latest

A-C Radio Tube development
and is now building into the

No. 124 A-C Screen-Grid Tube
a full year's experience.
Arcturus Tubes act in 7 sec-

onds, give clearer reception as

hum is banished, and they hold
the world's record for long life.

Insist on Arcturus Blue A-C
Tubes in your A-C set. Your
dealer has an Arcturus A-C
Tube for every socket. Try
them today you'll be amazed
at the vast improvement.

ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE CO.
22O ELIZABETH AVE. ~ NEWARK, N. J.

BLUE TUBES

EIECTRAD

FROST.RADIO
Brass Tack Talks

on Rheostats

Let's talk brass tacks
on rheostats. You'll

agree that the pri-
mary requisites in a

\

rheostat are a char-

acter of design and a
sturdiness of con-
struction that will

mean long life and
thoroughly satisfactory service. Rheo-
stats must be designed right and built

right. Frost-Radio Rheostats are me-

chanically and electrically right. They
are built with the highest grade resis-

tance wire wound on die-cut threaded
flexible strips of genuine Bakelite. The
German silver contact arm and spring
are specially designed to give maximum
pressure with minimum wear and abso-

lute smoothness of action. All exposed
metal parts are nickel plated and buffed.

Arrow pointer knob is genuine Bakelite.

Every detail of Frost Rheostat design is the
result of long study and of thousands of tests

under all classes of service. As a result, ourrheo-
stats are eminently practical, good-looking, and
serviceable to the Nth depree. We could not
build them better if we sold them for several
times our prices. In use they give a splendid ac-

count of themselves over long periods of time,
with an entire absence of any sort of trouble.
When you knowhowgood they are you'll never or-

derany othermake exceptFrost-Radio Rheostats.

HERBERT II. FROST, Inc.
Elkhart. Indiana

160 North La Sail.- Street, Chicago, III.

The World's Largest Manufac-
turers of High Grade Rheostats

Jenkins & Adair

Level Indicator Panel

Type B (Calibrated)

For Broadcasting, Electrical Record-

ing, and Power Speaker Systems

The Type B Level Indicator Panel is designed for

direct reading of the voice level on any 500-ohm tele-

phone circuit, the range being from minus 10 TU
to plus 20 TU, in steps of 2 TU each. The parts con-
sist of itn accurately built input transformer, a spec-
ially designed potentiometer, a filter retard and con-
denser, and direct current galvanometer calibrated for

this work.

The use of this panel is essential wherever a specific
level must be maintained. The calibration is highly
i! ecu rate, and cannot alter while the tube constants re-

nuitn normal. The potentiometer is built up of ni-
chrome wire units, held to an accuracy of 1 /10 of 1%.
The panel is extremely simple in operation, is direct

reading in TU's, and minimizes the change of load
on the measured circuit when the level settings are
changed. This last feature Is a great improvement
over present types.

The dimensions of this panel are 19 x 7% in. It
Is of 5/16 in. black sanded bakelite and weighs,
complete, 18 Ibs. It ope rates on 12 volt A battery
and 135 volts B battery, and requires a 102E tube
(not furnished by us). The parts of this panel are NOT
sold separately. Bulletin 8 gives a more complete de-
scription and will be mailed on request. The net price
in the United States and Canada is $250.00 f. o. b.

Chicago.

J. E. JENKINS & S. E. ADAIR
Engineers

1500 N. Dearborn Parkway
Chicago U. S. A.

Manufacturers of Recording Amplifiers

PLUG
in a Falck Claroceptor between wall

socket and radio set and eliminate

"static" from motors, street cars, telephones
and electrical appliances. This new improve-
ment by a pioneer radio parts manufacturer
grounds and thus blocks out line interference
noise and radio frequency disturbances. Also
improves selectivity and distance. Requires
no changes in set. Measures just 35/2 x 5

l
/i x

2 l
/2 inches. Thousands now all over America

use the Claroceptor for clearer A. C. recep-
tion. Get one right away at radio parts
dealers. Write for descriptive folder.

$7.50 complete with
cord and plug

CLAROCEPTOR
Built by ADVANCE ELECTRIC CO.

1260 W. Second St. Los Angeles, Calif.

JOBBERS and DEALERS, GET OUR PROPOSITION
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PAMPAM-5

Keeps Pace with the Best
PAMs kept thousands along the shore of Biscayne Bay in constant touch
with every phase of the International Boat Race pictured above. The voice

of the announcer was easily heard above the roar of the giant motors used

by Gar Wood and Seagrave.

Wherever speed kings reign on track, or ice, or sea in this and other lands,
there you will find PAMs which tell the crowds every detail of the contest.

Pictured above are two new PAMs, the

PAM-5 which uses one 227, one 280 and

two 112s, and is designed to work out of

the detector tube of a radio set, a magnetic

phonograph pickup, or microphone amplifier.

Its output is such that it will feed any
number of PAM-25s according to power

output required for a particular installation.

The PAM-25 uses two 281s and two 250s.

When used in conjunction with a PAM-5,

it has a power output of 14 watts. Multi-

ples of this undistorted output can be had

by the addition of each PAM-25.

A new 16-page bulletin giving mechanical

and electrical characteristics, representative

installations, and many new amplifiers will

be sent upon receipt of lOc in stamps to

cover postage. Ask for bulletin No. RB8
when writing.

Main Office:

Canton, Mass.

\amson

Manufacturers Since 1882

Factories at Canton

and Watertown. Mass.
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among other things

rriHE TRADE SHOW is over. It is of no importance to

JL discuss whether it was "biggest and best" but it

was certainly the most business-like of any we have

yet attended. The arrangements this year provided for

exhibitions and demonstrations in three hotels and,

although they are quite close together, we believe it

was generally agreed that the arrangement was a mis-

take. It is hoped that next year a location and city can
be chosen where it will be possible to have exhibitions

and demonstrations under one roof. We noticed among
the dealers present an air of seriousness, a business-like

attitude that appeared to have been less apparent in

previous years. It seemed to us that those of the selling

profession who attended were more interested in the

merits of the merchandise shown than in more super-
ficial matters. Dealers appeared more interested in

technical features of the various offerings than in dis-

counts. The Show was excellently managed by Clayton
Irwin, Jr. and responsibility for the smoothness of the

whole affair can largely be laid at his door.

A s FOR TRENDS that word, we fear is almost becoming
I\. a bromide there were many. These we have sum-
marized on another page. It is without doubt, a screen-

grid year. The engineers have seized upon the a.c.

screen-grid tube because of its great technical advan-

tages; the merchandisers have seized on the tube as a

fine wedge to developing a new public appeal. Consum-
ers everywhere are asking, What is this screen-grid?
What does it mean? Dealers must be prepared to

answer these questions and in a compelling reply will

lie many new set sales. Undoubted public interest has

been aroused by the screen-grid tube and it is the dealer

who bears the greatest burden of translation. If 1928

showed the rise of the console cabinet, the 1929 show

brings the console to its zenith. Table models were

literally snowed under. All in all, it looks like a big

year for radio.

OUR
AUGUST ISSUE will contain the new special sec-

tion devoted to the tube industry, a second article

by our research department on the figures on the radio

business, continuing the one in this issue, and a number
of especially interesting analyses of business methods of

successful dealers. In our engineering section will appear
a technical description of the new Stromberg-Carlson
set, J. M. Stinchfield of Cunningham writes on detec-

tion, and we will present a technical description of the

Hazeltine Laboratories' system of uniform amplifica-
tion.

WILLIS KINGSLEY WING.
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WRIGHT- DE COSTER REPRODUCER

"E" Cabinet
Small Console Model

Speaker of the if
ear

NO HUM
DID you hear this speaker at

the "R. M. A." show? Clear,
distinct enunciation no hum

Soft Mellow Music. Write

Department R for descriptive
matter and address of nearest

district sales office. If you are

in a hurry for a sample speaker
order one at the same time.

"D" Cabinet

Table Model

WRIGHT DECOSTER, INC
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORIES

ST. PAUL, MINN.
JULY -1929 131



QuestionstKeTmcle Shotu
QnsViered

ALL
eyes in the industry were turned toward the

Trade Show in June and now the question is what
did it mean, what are the lessons? A complete

canvass of all the showings was made by RADIO BROAD-
CAST in order to determine the trends and a summation
of the set manufacturers' offerings. This summary, we
present here. This summary is to be taken only for what
it is a tabloid rendering of the June exhibits. Many
makers will have new models before September and by
that time or before, some of the models involved in this

tabulation will be altered in appearance, and design.

Reprinting of any part of this summary must not be
made without our written permission.

IHow many sets are using screen-grid lubes ?
A large number, considering this is the first year

that these tubes have been available. Out of the 215
models covered by our survey, 98 sets 45 per cent. use

screen-grid tubes and 117 do not. It looks like a landslide,
doesn't it?

2 What about the 245 power tube ?

Consumers have complained about lack of power
but now they will have lots of it. Out of 202 models, 156
77 per cent. use 245-type tubes in push pull. Such

amplifiers are 6.5 times as powerful as last year's sets

which used a single 171 tube. The output of two 245's

in push pull is 4.5 wattsl

Only 8 per cent, of the sets use 250-type tubes, 13

per cent, use the 171-type, and 2 per cent, use the 112

type. The sets using 112-type tubes are battery operated.

3 Consoles or table models ?

Figures can't lie only 16 per cent, of the sets

at the Show were table models; the rest 84 per cent.

were consoles!

4 How many tubes per set ?

Of the new sets, 40 per cent, use 8 tubes, 27 per
cent, employ 9 tubes, 23 per cent, have 7 tubes, and only 10

per cent, use 6 tubes.

5 How many tubes will 1929 sets require ?

A total of approximately twenty-four million tubes
will be required for initial installations in new sets, figuring a

sale of three million receivers averaging eight tubes each.

6 How many screen-grid tubes will be needed ?

At least half of the sets to be sold this year will use

screen-grid tubes, it is estimated, and this will call for be-

tween 3 and 4 million of these tubes for initial installations.

7 How much will sets cost in 1929 ?

Out of 212 models, 17 per cent, are priced at $100
or less, 17 per cent, at $100 to $150, 31 per cent, between
$150 and $200, 21 per cent, between $200 and $300, and 14

per cent, over $300. Your customers can spend $1000 or

more for a receiver.

8 What about the 226 tube ?
Out of every 100 sets 74 will not use 226-type

tubes 224- and 227-type tubes are being used almost ex-

clusively.

9 Push pull versus single amplifier lube ?

Push-pull amplification is being used in 199 out of

202 models. The reasons are : quieter operation, better fidel-

ity, and more power.

10 Does the dynamic loud speaker hold its own ?

Yes, in 97 per cent, of the models.

MHow many phonograph radio combinations ?

There are 22 such combination receivers out of
the 202 models displayed. Generally speaking, they cost

between $300 and $400. A few are lower in price.

Screen-Grid Tube
245 Power Tube
226 A. C. Tube

classified

215
202
202

98
156
53

not using tube

117
46
149

No. of models
classified

212

No. of models
classified

190

PRICES OF RECEIVING SETS
(Number of models below)

$49.95-$100
36

$100-8150
36

$150-$200
66

$200-$300
45

J5.TOO up
29

NUMBER OF TUBES USED IN SETS
(Number of models using)

6 lubes
18

No. of models
classified

198

No. of models
classified

215

No. of models

classified
202

No. using
2//5'

156

No. of models
classified

202

7 lubes
44

CABINETS

No. of
consoles

166

LOUD SPEAKERS

No. using
dynamic loud speakers

209

POWER TUBES

No. using
250'

16

PUSH PULL

No. using
push pull

199

8 lubes
77

No. of
table models

32

9 or more lubes
51

No. not using
dynamics

6

No. usin
171's

No. not using
push pull

3

No. using
112A-S

AVERAGE PRICES OF VARIOUS TYPES
Type of Receiver

All models
All table models
All console models
All screen-grid table models
All screen-grid console models ]

Average Price

$204.00
80.60

240.00
120.00
235.00

How about d.c. sets and receivers requiring batteries ?

The industry has gone a.c. at the show there were

only 9 d.c. sets out of 190 models; these included both battery-

operated and d.c. light-socket-operated receivers.

Can chassis be purchased separately ?

Twelve out of 46 set manufacturers will sell the

chassis
separately.

The idea, of course, is for the dealer to install

the chassis in a cabinet selected by the customer.

What is the price range of new sets ?

The cheapest set is a small table model for $49.95;

the highest priced set, a combination radio-phonograph, lists at

$2500. The average price of all sets is $204.

What are the new features ?

Various forms of automatic and semi-automatic

tuning control were evident. Three manufacturers showed a

remote tuning control device which allows the user to control

one receiver from almost any home location. Eight stations

on the average can be tuned-to and the remote control also in

each case allows for remote control of volume as well. One
maker featured a remote control allowing not only pre-adjust-
ment to eight stations but also provided for remote control of

the entire movement of the condenser gang in both directions

with provisions for stopping at any point. Automatic volume

control is evident in the higher-price field, but the trend is not

yet general. Some indication that the local-distance switching

arrangement is returning to popularity was evident and this fea-

ture was noted chiefly in screen-grid sets. Cabinet design is best

described as good, but uneventful. Ease of servicing has been
considered by the majority of makers and without exception,
receiver design is more simple, more sturdy. Unit construction,

in which the tuning unit is separate from the power-audio units

for ease of servicing is a very distinct trend. Prices have come
down as our summary shows.



HOWARD W.
DICKINSON

writes on

flow
the Dealer Can Improve His Point of View

The author of this article, Howard W. Dickinson, is a merchandiser of the
widest experience. For many years he was executive vice-president of the

George Batten Company, one of the best known of our advertising agencies.
Here, he was in constant touch with business problems in a wide variety of

fields, notable among which was radio. While connected with Batten, Mr.
Dickinson among others was in charge of the advertising account of the
DeForest Radio Company and the Cliquot Club Ginger Ale Company. The
famous Cliquot Club "Eskimo" program was begun by him and his ex-

perience with radio matters goes back into the early history of the business.

:\lr. Dickinson is now spending his entire time in writing about his special
field of knowledge merchandising and his articles appear regularly in

Printers' Ink, Advertising and Selling, and many other general publications.
He is the author of two books, The Primer of Promotion and Crying Our
Wares. When Mr. Dickinson writes about radio merchandising, he knows
whereof he speaks and we are sure his articles will be read with the widest

interest. THE EDITOR.
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SELLING THE ROMANCE OF RADIO

|F i WERE to be asked what one thing the

radio retailer needs most of all to help him

in his business, I should say a great increase

in ability to gloat a bit, nicely of course,

over the importance of his business and the

charm of the things which he sells.

He is very practical and scientific. It may pay him im-

mensely to learn the art of telling some of the true fairy tales

which his industry is full of.

Maybe someone else can tell you the proper relation between

inventory and annual sale. I can't, and I am not sure that

anyone else can in exact terms.

Somebody else may tell you a whole lot more about window

display than I can. I only know when I like to look at a show

window. I have found two types of windows that I like to

look at. One is the kind that is filled up with tools or other

things which interest me. The other kind is where genuinely
artistic effects of color and form demand attention and ad-

miration. Beautiful as the second kind may be, I am apt to

be just entertained by it, while the display of real things
often compels me to go in and buy. A combination of the two

is irresistible.

The Average Dealer's Viewpoint

I
HAVE BEEN in many a radio shop. I always feel as if the

proprietor or even the man behind the counter is my
superior in one very important respect. He knows a great deal

about a very interesting subject of which I know but little.

He is a magician to me. He deals with one of the most fascin-

ating and delightful fruits of scientific magic. What is a

mystery to most of us is an open book to him.

He knows the fascinating labyrinth of wires and coils. He
knows how the tiniest force imaginable is caught, focussed, and

amplified. He knows the multiple function of the vacuum
tube. And he calls it all a "Hook-Up."
Respect and admire him as I do, I am a little bit ashamed

of him too. I do not dare to voice my enthusiasm to him. He
looks so sophisticated and practical. He seems to be selling

diamonds by the pound and not by their lustre and quality.

He seems to have left me to pick up the romance of radio

wherever I will if I do pick it up at all; he is willing to sell me
a machine.

The Radio Dealer's Position

Now
i AM supposed to be an advertising man, a practical

chap, and one might wonder why I talk like this. In this

article, and the few which may follow it, I want to help make
a better salesman out of the radio retailer. So far, it seems to

me, he has been pretty much in the position of the coffee

and sandwich man just outside the gate through which a

hungry crowd is pouring. He hasn't been obliged to sell for

he happens to have things which people wish to buy. There is a

difference. The radio dealer has been a purveyor to actual

demand. He hasn't been compelled to stimulate general de-

mand as have merchants in many lines. For example, how

many radio dealers make the slightest effort to help sell

broadcasting itself or give the slightest thought to the mat-

ter of helping people to enjoy radio.

Look in the window of an office for selling transportation

over the Great Northern or the Canadian Pacific. Get their

folders and you are treated to wonderful views of Glacier Park

or the Canadian Rockies things to see and the fun of seeing

them.

Radio broadcasting is full of interesting things and inter-

esting personalities. You are in a fascinating and romantic

business. Why not make that fact pay you bigger profits by
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learning how to stress it? Radio has developed fast but it is

by no means an "old story." The romance of it is still there.

Are you so completely scientific that you can talk only in

terms of "selectivity," "distance," "elimination of static,"

"one-dial control," and so on? Are you so completely practical

with respect to price, durability, current consumption, and

such things that you can't encourage the very practical sales

art of sympathizing with the romance that is in the soul of

the set buyer just as the romance of lakes and mountains is in

the soul of the trans-continental traveller?

Promoting Your Business

L
H, i AM really afraid that you have a superiority complex.

I come to you about something you know much more

about than I do. I show my respect for your knowledge, then

you feel that you must be an oracle and in your kindly but

positive way talk down to me. You can still show your

knowledge, but, if in addition to your superiority in knowl-

edge you have the art of sympathizing with me as a real or

possible radio nut, you can make more money out of me.

Really, aren't you the least bit inclined to "high-hat" me
because I am an ignorant dub about hook-ups and such

things in which you are wise?

Can't you realize that if I just have a radio set in the house

because every one does, and that I have brought it to you for

repair because my daughter said I must, it might pay you to

get a bit of enthusiasm pumped into me about radio and the

fun I can have with it myself? If you succeed in that I am
not going to be satisfied with this old set that needs repair

every few months. You must be a salesman to get the most

out of your business, and salesmanship is largely a matter

of understanding the customer.

Promotion of your business is what I am talking about.

If you can in the course of time get fifty of your customers

to realize that you are interested in the quality of broad-

casting, the fun of listening in, and selectivity with reference

to programs, then you may make more sales than you now

expect to. To you the important thing is the quality and price

of instruments, to me the really important thing is radio pro-

grams. If you jump that gap yourself and get on my side of

the ditch your influence with me will double. I'll still know
and admire your scientific qualities and your technical skill.

Yes, even more than ever because you sense my need and I

recognize that you are a broad man.

A dealer is rather bound by the established routine of

buying and selling. Sometimes that is rather drab and unin-

teresting. Selling easily gets into a stupid rut. Sometimes a

single dealer and sometimes a group of dealers make a plunge
into a profitable cultivation of the spirit of romance that

imperishable spark which lives in us all, even in this sophis-

ticated age.

Romance in Other Industries

SAY
IT WITH FLOWERS."A great industry has united to spread

this romantic touch, and it has done so with enormous

profit. Even the old substantial Western Union has branched

out into romance, and, strange as it may seem, has made a

Cupid out of the messenger boy who delivers thousands of

love notes sent by wire. Greeting cards, particularly at

Christmas, have offered incense on the altar of romance, good

tkdrit KadioinhucurligMsccltet
WKcfhtlulfntertainmentevery evening
in yearcufafyome

Following Mr. Dickinson's ideas, the actual show window pictured above has been designed to suggest a
radio installed in the home. It causes the observer to consider radio as a practical

Utility rather than a complicated mechanical device.
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wishes for years now and more than

ever will go out next Christmas.

That same chummy, friendly, hu-

man element is in radio. Radio is full

of it. People like to talk about it. Do

you use it for all it is worth? Do you

perhaps pride yourself in being only on

the mechanical side of this industry?

Do you fail to interest yourself in the

art side? Do you fail to realize that

the art of selling canned salmon is a

very different art from that of selling

flowers, or pearls, or pictures, or radio?

// / Operated a Radio Store

WHAT
WOULD I do about it if I

operated a radio shop?" A fair

enough question. Specifically, I don't

know. Generally speaking, I'd try to

get some of the atmosphere of broad-

casting into my shop. I doubt if I'd

do it by having a loud speaker over

my door with its noises mixing with

the street noises into a blend of dis-

cord. If I fancied the microphone work

of Graham MacNamee or some othor

famous announcer, I think I'd try to

have his picture in my shop. I'd ex-

pect it to start some conversation

which might make a sale. If I had

pictures about I'd have some good
ones of announcers and artists. I'd

make all the "hook-up" I could with

the broadcasting side of radio. Sepa-
rate parts of an industry are very

prone to isolate themselves from each

other to their mutual detriment.

I believe I would employ a store

decorator and tell him or her that I

wanted a genuine atmosphere of

broadcasting as well as of the me-

chanics of radio. I'd consult that dec-

orator and try to work out something
fine. If a manufacturer who sold me
goods should also send me cheap-John

lithographs I'd send them back and
tell him what was wrong with them.

I'd study the problem from all angles, consult authorities if I

could find them, and try to work out something which gave
to my shop the physical aspects of romance, the existent

romance which radio still means. I'd show graphically, in

any way I could, the news values and the. educational fa-

cilities which radio offers as well as the art values.

"Everybody knows all about radio." Guess again. Nobody
knows all about radio, and the majority know but very little.

It is easy to show most anyone how much more fun and profit

he can have from radio.

Keeping Radio Alive

DON'T
LET the romance of radio be absent from your shop!

We will keep radio alive and growing by keeping its

romance alive. We have to assume that our dealer knows the

elements of retailing, knows how and what to buy, and how to

mark up to make a profit. What we are concerned about par-

ticularly is the extra chance of business, maybe 20 per cent.,

Your customer's
on his side

interest is in programs. If you jump the flap and get
of the ditch your influence with him will double

maybe more, in which profits lie. That extra chance lies in the

personality of a business, its artistic and social good will, its

ability to be friendly and instructive.

Put an understanding of the fine points in human relation-

ships on top of the knowledge which a radio merchant must

have and his selling chances begin to increase rapidly. If I

could give the radio man a phrase to remember about his

business it would go something like this: "Commonplace and

familiar to me, very interesting to others." I think our dealer

is apt to know so much about his trade that he forgets the

fact that others do not know so much, and that they can be

interested easily in anything pertaining to radio. He knows

much about it. If he keeps that knowledge all in his head he

misses a big chance to use it at a profit. If he makes his shop a

fascinating place to visit, more people will visit it. If they are

shown things there more people will buy.

Simple? Yes, but easily forgotten, and the radio dealer has

this advantage to a greater degree than most others. He has

a more interesting product to sell than most others.
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New Hope for Clearing the Ether

The Rural Radio Dealer's Problem

Commission's Personnel Completed

SHETHER A MORE forceful policy will be

adopted by the Commission, now that, its

personnel has been completed by the

appointment of General Charles McK.
Saltzman for the Fourth Zone and William

D. L. Starbuck for the First, only exper-

ience will determine. We may take slight comfort from the

fact that four minor stations have been denied renewal of

their licenses and a few others placed on probation. Threats

have been made regarding frequency deviations, but we must

confess that warnings by the Federal Radio Commission

have been issued too frequently in the past without being

followed up to warrant taking them seriously.

It is obvious to any unbiased observer with a sensitive

receiver that the clear and the better regional channels render

such greatly superior service, as compared with that of the

local and poorer regional channels, that any move to crowd

these channels, further is absolutely contrary to the dictates

of common sense. Nevertheless, new licenses continue to be

issued and power increases are permitted on the regional

channels. We earnestly hope that some of the serious experi-

ments now being conducted in synchronization will help to

reduce the number of heterodynes on the shared channels.

Apparently it is a vain hope to rely upon the Federal Radio

Commission to undertake the prime function for which it

was originally organized, namely the drastic reduction of the

number of stations operating, and hence synchronization is

the only remaining hope for improved conditions.

In dictating strict adherence to frequency stability and

staunchly defending the clear channel, the Commission may
still serve an important and useful purpose because it is only a

matter of time before engineering advances in synchroniza-

tion will help materially in improving the quah'ty of reception

provided on the crowded channels. But even this hope will be

destroyed if too many new stations are licensed and too many
power increases are allowed on local and regional channels.

Trends in Radio Merchandising

IT

is AS much the concern of the radio receiver manu-

facturer as of the radio dealer that retail merchandising
shall be profitable. Receiver manufacture has proved a

profitable and satisfying enterprise for most of those engaged
in it with adequate capital and sales and engineering ability.

However, if the dealer who retails the receiver does not enjoy
this same prosperity, his failure will soon be reflected in the

profits of the manufacturer.

With quantity production, drastically lower prices, and a

great increase in the number of effective selling outlets, the

lot of the smaller dealer in the radio

field, particularly in the less-populous

communities, has become more and more

difficult. The unit of sale grows smaller

andjalthough the turnover is increasing,

it
[is

not sufficient to counteract com-

pletely the smaller profits per sale now

made. The average sale has fallen to about $158. This still

leaves an ample margin for efficiently conducted radio busi-

nesses. Efficiency implies low overhead per dollar of sale and

that, in turn, depends upon a considerable turnover. Where

large sales volume is not attainable, the dealer may operate

without profit. There is much complaint to this effect at

every dealer's meeting. Usually the answer lies in lack of

sales ability, poor selection of lines, or excessive competition.

Nevertheless, there are locations where none of these factors

account for the dealer's failure to show profit. In such cases,

sales are made almost entirely in low-priced merchandise,

but population and economic conditions preclude the build-

ing up of adequate sales volume.

In the smaller community, the

answer to the dealer's problem lies in

the development of a more compre- ^Mtt^flE .-^
hensive business by the sale of allied wl s f&m\
non-radio products. A manufacturer

who would ingratiate himself with

dealers serving rural areas could very

profitably make a study of the economic position of the rural

dealer with a view to point out solutions for his indi-

vidual problems.

Educational Possibilities of Radio

AIRIEF

REVIEW of the British Broadcasting Corpora-
tion's latest edition of Talks and Lectures, a leaflet

issued periodically to assist in taking advantage of its

comprehensive educational lecture service, is sufficient to

convince any American listener that we are overlooking

many of the richest possibilities of radio broadcasting. While

no educational lecture is greeted with enthusiasm by a major-

ity of the audience, those whom it does serve are served

significantly and the benefit accruing to them is of far greater

permanent value than could possibly be derived from the

type of program which is the stand-by of American listeners.

We have to blame the economic system upon which our

broadcasting is based for its lack of genuine service value.

There is no progressive or comprehensive plan to take ad-

vantage of the educational opportunitieswhich the microphone
offers. Morning talks, presented for women, are little more

than blatant and direct advertising of the most forlorn and

discouraging type. Since the support for broadcasting is ob-

tained on the strength of the good will accruing to national

advertisers, it is natural that features should be presented

which attract as broad a cross section of the listening audience

as possible. This precludes any serious educational effort and

levels all programs to a standard level of appreciation.

Radio is principally a serviceable instrument for securing a

background of music in the home with a minimum of effort.

There is sufficient variety to appeal to any average musical

desire. During political campaigns and outstanding sporting

events, radio serves very acceptably as a news reporting de-

vice. But this is about as far as it goes and the serious con-

structive purposes served are highly exaggerated.

There is just as great a field in child and adult education in

languages, dramatic, and literary criticism, travel, history.
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Advantages of Dealer Cooperation
American-British Radio Programs

and home economics as there is in broadcasting classical

music. This the British Broadcasting Corporation has

adequately recognized; in fact, it has probably gone as far

in stressing these subjects too much as we have in relegating

them to obscure hours. Talks are not compressed into

five or eight minutes; they are half-hour lectures, presented

by outstanding speakers. They use not only our conventional

hour of 10:45 A. M., addressed to

women, 3:30 p. M. to women and

children, but also such evening hours

as 6:00., 6:30, 7:00, 7:25, 8:15, and

9:15 for regularly planned lectures.

The presentation of such programs
would not appeal to the national ad-

vertiser because there is no educa-

tional subject which interests a broad cross section of society,

and serving only a part of the audience well does not have

the good will value of serving a larger part in an insig-

nificant way.
The broadcasting companies should make some effort in the

direction of educational programs as sustaining and good-will

features. "Sustaining" programs, however, have begun to

designate fill-in periods which cannot be sold commercially

rather than any effort to embellish the radio fare.

A close scrutiny of available educational features from all

stations serving the more-populous radio areas does indicate

that a fairly broad range of subjects is discussed before the

microphone, but this is done in such a disorganized manner

and at such hours that the listener who concentrates upon two

or three stations for his program service hardly has occasion

to know that there is anything of an educational nature on the

air. The newspapers have taken to publishing programs in a

rather sketchy and uninformative manner so that they serve

as but little more than a reference guide to those already

familiar with the nature of the features offered.

A dealer might serve a useful purpose by sending a regular

bulletin to his customers and prospects giving in some detail

the educational features which the listener in his territory has

available through his radio receiver. This information, con-

scientiously collected, would have a surprising amount of

sales appeal not only among highbrows but among all classes

of listeners. The desire for self-education is strongly inherent

throughout the American public as anyone familiar with the

enormous enrollment of correspondence schools from all

classes of society can testify.

Local Dealer Associations

IN

MOST cities of less than a hundred thousand population,

the number of dealers is too small to warrant a local

dealer's association and the mutual problems which

such an association might discuss

are hardly suited to cooperative

action. But, in larger cities, there

are many fields for useful coopera-

tion. Local man-made interference

can be tackled effectively by
such a body; cooperation with

local broadcasting stations effectively maintained, trade

abuses corrected, and delegates sent to national conventions

of dealers so that the whole community may be benefited

by their report. This department would welcome correspon-

dence with successful local dealer associations in order that

their experiences may be made of benefit to other communi-

ties which have not yet appreciated the potential value of a

local dealer organization.

International Program Exchange

THE
RECENT trip through Europe, taken by Merlin H.

Aylesworth, president of the National Broadcasting

Company, can be counted on to produce some significant

results in international broadcasting. While the technical

problems must first be solved, the value of the impetus given

by personal contact of the

leaders in broadcasting on

both sides of the water is

certain to spur on the ef-

forts of the engineers. C. W.
Horn, recently appointed

general engineer of the N.

B. C., is encouraging tech-

nical progress in the same

manner that Mr. Aylesworth is cementing the executive

relations of the two principal broadcasting systems of the

world, the N. B. C. and the B. B. C. There is a romantic

tinge to international re-broadcasting which is certain to in-

crease the market for radio receivers in both countries.

European Radio Population Grows

CONTINUED

INCREASE in the number of licensed listeners

in European countries is indicated by statistics for the

years of 1927 and 1928. The total number of license

holders rose from 5,897,000 to 7,163,000 or 21.4 per cent.

The British total, on January 1, 1929, was 2,684,941; the

German, 2,635,537. The following is a tabulation of the

number of licensed radio receivers per 1000 inhabitants:

1927



Used set display of the Germantown Radio Co. Note that every set is plainly lagged, the low price at which they are offered being a
decided asset in promoting their ready sale.

What to do With Used Sets

RADIO'S TOUGHEST SALES PROBLEM

By HARRY P. BRIDGE, JR.

tiimtmmimimiiiiimiimi!

TRADE or not to trade?

This, says H. G. Emslcy, of the German-
town Radio Company, 5431 Germantown

Avenue, Philadelphia, Pcnn., is the question.

More than that, this matter of accepting old

sets as partial payment for new ones is his

toughest sales problem.
"The trade-in market is a big one," says Mr. Emsley.

"
That is one reason why it is so hard to find just how to tackle

it. The dealer who rushes headlong at it is apt to see only the

opportunities and overlook the pitfalls. I've stepped into a few

of them and almost stepped into a lot more."

He adds: "Almost every radio set owner, other than those

who have sets of the most modern light-socket-operated type,

is a good replacement prospect. That's one of the good features

about the radio business. New developments are coming along
all the tune to make repeat buyers out of old customers and

thus stave off the saturation point in sales that is so much of a

worry to a lot of long-established industries. The really big

problem in this connection is not how to interest present set

owners in the latest and best but rather how to make the old

sets pay their way. As long as a set works, an owner won't

scrap it. Chances are, he has an exalted idea of its trade-in

value. What is more, the dealer who does take it in at a fair

price still has a goodly share of his profit on the new set tied

up in the old one until it is satisfactorily moved."

Mr. Emsley is not given to personal publicity and self

praise. It was hard to get him to talk about his solution of

this problem not because he was loath to pass along any
ideas he might have but for the simple reason that he can see

little of an outstanding nature in what he has done in this re-

spect. Perhaps that is so. The fact remains that he has built

up a surprisingly stable year 'round business selling radio alone

also that his ability to handle trade-ins has been responsible

for his success in no small part.

This dealer has been in business in this prosperous

Quaker City suburb for more than six years. Each year

has shown a substantial increase in his business, and the busi-

ness has been good from the start. Last year showed a 20

per cent, increase over that of the year before and he is plan-

ning on a similar growth in 1929. It is not unusual for him to

sell as many as 30 or 40 used receivers in a week. Moreover,

he does it without any advertising other than that given by

frequent window displays. No high-pressure selling is used
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to persuade set owners to trade in old sets on new ones, and

therein lies the story of Mr. Emsley's solution to the problem.
He has found that this is not necessary to get all of this busi-

ness he can safely handle.

As he has already hinted, one of the greatest difficulties

came in knowing where to stop in dealing with the replacement
market. Piles of old and hopelessly unsaleable sets on dealers'

shelves plus a generally soured outlook on the part of the

proprietors concerning trade-ins are mute evidence that

many have failed. In going over the new sales they have over-

estimated their ability to re-sell the old sets and sell them at

a profit.

Early in the game, this dealer decided three things: first,

that haste must be made "
slowly

"
in the handling of trade-ins

that to tap the market any faster than the old sets could be

resold would be both foolish and unprofitable; second, that

definite policies with regard to used sets must be fonnulated

in order to take this end of the business out of the hit-or-miss

ciass, and, third, that it is just as important to build consumer

confidence in the second-hand outfits as it is in the new ones.

It may seem somewhat paradoxical to say that Mr. Emslcy
does not aggressively seek trade-in business, yet this is merely
a natural development of his policy. He does, however, have a

definite and straight-forward proposition to put to every
trade-in prospect and he knows exactly what to do with a

used set after he gets it. As a consequence, he has become

widely known as headquarters for the radio owner who wants

to trade in his old set on a new one. More than that, his store

is something of a mecca for the man who wants to buy a good
reconditioned outfit at a reasonable price and with a reason-

able guarantee of satisfactory operation.

At least one prominent radio manufacturer bases his yearly

production largely on the number of sets he has made the year
before. He knows that a good set is its own best advertisement

and feels that one satisfied customer will beget many more.

Fair Deal Brings Trade

So
IT is with the trade-in business, Mr. Emsley has found.

One customer who gets fair value for his old radio is

quick to tell a friend who likewise becomes a good prospect.
And so it goes. Consequently, by conscientious handling of the

business, Mr. Emslcy has built a substantial volume and, by
putting something of a curb on his original ambition to cut a

wide swath through the used set market, he has avoided the

danger point which lies in having more used sets on the shelves

than there are buyers to be found. By "making haste slowly"
he is progressing steadily year by year, and he learns rapidly
as he goes without paying a high price for the experience or

jeopardizing his future.

The fact that he has sold as many as five sets to a single

customer in a comparatively short space of time is indicative

net only of his success but also of the manner in which the

market may be made come to the dealer under these meth-

ods.

Allowances for used sets represented a ticklish problem.
"There are exceptions to all rules," says Mr. Emsley, "but

one of the most rigid rules a dealer should have is that of

refusing to accept an old set unless it can be resold. More than

that, I have found that it is not safe to base trade-in allow-

ances on the original cost of the set. The one and only thing to

be considered is its resale value. If that doesn't amount to a

little more than you'll be called on to give for it, then it had
best be let alone.

"To take a used set with the idea of discarding it and

figuring the allowance as part of the cost of making the new
sale is just another way of cutting prices. I never felt it was
sound business to cut prices literally and I don't believe it is

sound business to do it this way, either. Besides, in the long

run, I have found it isn't necessary."
As a consequence, some of the most profitable business, so

this dealer says, is the business he doesn't get at all.

If he can't make a sale produce a profit, then he is content

to pass up the sale in favor of any other dealer who sees fit to

make it. Prospects who insist that they can get a better allow-

ance elsewhere are told politely but convincingly that the

company's offer was carefully estimated and is the best that

can be made.

"Naturally," says the proprietor, "the best allowance you
can possibly make on a set often seems mighty low to a

customer who doesn't realize that radio is pretty much in

the same class as automobiles in this respect perhaps more
so. Frequently, people of this kind can be made see the 'light'

sometimes not. In a number of cases. I have been successful

An attractive window showing hotc new sets are displayed by the Germantown Radio Co.
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in getting these folks to dispose of the sets themselves. They
can do this by advertising them in the classified columns of

the local newspapers or giving them to friends or relatives.

Many people are susceptible to the latter suggestion, es-

pecially when it is put to them that the satisfaction of giving

a radio to a deserving party would likely be worth far more

than even the best trade-in allowance."

Emphasis is placed on the service on new outfits offered by
the Germantown Radio Company and no attempt is made to

beat around the bush in showing that this is made possible

only by fair profits on every sale. Through the years, Emsley
service has become so well known that this argument usually

swings the doubtful sale.

Importance of Service

Too
MUCH stress cannot be laid on this particular point

for Mr. Emsley feels that prompt, efficient service has

been the most important factor, not only in building up his

business generally but particu-

larly in making it possible for

him to gain such a large used set

volume. While other dealers were

still debating as to the handling

of service, and while some were

rendering more or less indifferent

service only on the sets they

had sold, Mr. Emsley had this

end of his business unusually

well organized.

Whether radio owners who
called for assistance were cus-

tomers of his mattered not at all.

All received visits from skilled

men in 24 hours or less. A fleet of

trucks not only made it possible

to extend this work over a large territory but effected worth-

while economies as well. These same trucks are equally useful

in facilitating new installations.

Sets sold by this company are serviced for three months

without charge while the service cost to others is decidedly

moderate. Almost from the start, this department has paid

its way directly. Even more important have been the indirect

results. People who did not buy their receivers from the Ger-

mantown Radio Company originally did come when they

were ready to get new ones.

"If there's any one factor that is important in building

for success," says Mr. Emsley, "it certainly is the right kind

of a service department. It is particularly indispensable if you
handle used sets for that is when you reap the full benefits."

No old sets are accepted "sight unseen" nor are allowances

based on the prospect's description of them. Estimates are

sometimes given in this manner but a definite offer is never

made until a serviceman has visited the home and passed

expert judgment on the outfit in question.

Particular pains are taken to create a feeling of confidence

in the concern's used sets and, consequently, to create a

broader market for them. Every old radio that comes in is

gone over carefully by the service department and put in the

best possible condition. Tubes, batteries, power-supply units,

and other accessories are carefully checked and replaced

where necessary. Frequently, cabinets are refinished. Dubious

trade-ins are never sold for the company will not accept a

radio it cannot pass on with a genuine assurance of value re-

ceived to the customer.

In the isolated instances when complaints do come in, no

What a successful dealer does with trade-in sets.

See page 138.

Applying a new idea to retailing radio. Seepage 133.

Percentages by states of a.c. and battery set

sales for 1928. Seepage 142.

Will the screen-grid a.c. tube displace the 227 type
as a general-purpose tube? See page 144.

All the facts about the 245-lype lube. See page 167.

How good servicemen have reduced the number of
return no-charge calls. See page 145.

Technical data on Crosley, Silver, and Fada receivers.

See pages 155, 161, and 171.

time is lost in making good providing they are made within a

reasonable time and also providing that the fault lies in the set

and not in a customer who expects too much of it.

Used sets are sold for just what they are no more, no less.

As with new radios, customers are not led to anticipate the

exceptional in distant reception, performance, and the like.

They are led to realize that, while no radio is perfect, the

right kind of an outfit properly operated and properly serviced

offers a truly delightful orchestra seat at the "Theatre of the

Air." That, says Mr. Emsley, is the only way to insure lasting

and widespread consumer satisfaction.

All used sets are sold for cash only and they are sold

quickly. There is no carrying over of large stocks from

month to month, much less from year to year. This dealer

has long recognized the importance of prompt turnover and

is just as alert in applying this experience to trade-ins as to his

general stock. As soon as a supply begins to accumulate, into

the window they go. Thanks to the combination of his splendid

location on a busy main thorofare plus the enviable repu-

tation he has built through the

years, no other sales impetus has

been necessary.

Old sets are never displayed in

the window for more than a week

at a time. The fact is, sets are sold

directly from the window and as

fast as one is sold another old one

is displayed in its place. However,
even in this manner used set dis-

plays are not kept in the window

for more than a week. From ten to

fifteen sets (depending upon their

size) are kept in the window at a

time, all being plainly marked

with price tags. During the Octo-

ber season last year Mr. Emsley
sold his complete stock of used receivers (about forty sets) in

three complete displays within a week.

Resale prices on used sets at the Germantown Radio Com-

pany run from $8 to $25 with the average being in the neigh-

borhood of $15. Radios priced at the latter figure are generally

the most saleable. Occasionally a used set is sold for as much
as $50 but such a case is the exception rather than the rule.

The best seasons for disposing of used sets are during the

Fall and immediately after Christmas. Mr. Emsley explains

that they sell particularly well at the latter time, either to

people who did not receive the radio set they wanted for

Christmas or to those who received a little money which was

insufficient for the purchase of a new set.

Although he frequently does not make as much on the sale

of second-hand equipment as he does on the sale of new, Mr.

Emsley sees to it that the resale price allows for a fair margin.

Otherwise he figures he would be making two sales to produce
a single profit. Once in a while, it is found necessary to reduce

the price on a used set to bring about its ready removal in line

with the proprietor's ideas on turnover. He realizes that the

longer a set remains unsold the greater is its cost to him.

Do not misunderstand the nature of the business of the

Germantown Radio Company through a reading of this article.

Despite the fact that he regards trade-ins as his toughest

problem, Mr. Emsely's aim is first, last, and always the sale

of new sets. His is not a business in second-hand material. He
has found, however, that the ability to handle trade-ins in

a high-grade, strictly ethical manner has greatly increased

his market for new sets and consequently enlarged the

profits of his store.
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The Trade-in Problem

THE
DESIRABILITY of establishing a workable trade-in

mechanism has long been appreciated by leaders of the

radio industry. If such a system were developed it would be

beneficial to the buyers and sellers of used sets, to radio

dealers, and to manufacturers. A study of existing conditions,

however, shows that there are many delicate problems which

must be solved before the desired result may be obtained. In
this connection, Curliss Abbott, sales manager, Radio Divis-

ion, National Carbon Company, makes a number of pertinent
remarks:

To the Editor:

Realization of the fact that trade-in value exists in his old

set is a decided incentive for the owner to purchase a new and
modern receiver. Therefore, a standardized trade-in policy
would be of decided benefit to the industry. To this end the

most obvious course is to establish a set of valuations for the

more recent models of radio receivers.

The value of an old receiver is determined by three major
factors: (a) its value in service to the buyer; (b) The degree of

technical development involved in its design as compared
with current models; and (c) the law of supply and demand.

In establishing trade-in values it is especially important
that they be made as fair as possible. If used sets are priced
too low it is a reflection on the products of past years and does

not encourage trade-ins; excessive valuations are the same as

reducing the prices of new receivers.

Giving the trade-in valuation of a receiver on the basis de-

scribed above may often prove embarrassing to a dealer when
faced with a customer to whom he sold the set originally

three or four years back. In such cases it must be explained
that half of the original investment was represented in the

cost of accessories and supplies which are no longer of value,

and then the dealer must point out, how the improved ap-

pearance, selectivity, sensitivity, tone range, and operation
of new sets affects the price of old sets. In addition, the im-

proved convenience of new sets, namely, a.c. operation, has

placed a very marked handicap on the value of old sets.

From the viewpoint of the dealer, the used set business is

dangerous unless it is handled expertly. Giving substantially

large allowances provided only a false stimulation of business

and in extreme cases result in converting the stock of new
models into one consisting of second-hand obsolete sets and
it is not a demonstrated fact that large numbers of used sets

may IK- sold. At present the value of the turned-in product is

depressed greatly by the superiority of current models, and

great activity in the sale of old sets cannot be expected for two
or three years, at which time a.c. sets will be turned in.

A possible solution of the dealer's problem is the establish-

ment of regular channels for the distribution of old sets. At
the present time it is customary for each dealer to dispose of

his own second-hand stock, which is unsatisfactory in many
cases because of the character of his clientele. On the other

hand, the situation might be improved by moving these

sets to large cities where there are prospects of a type which
would be more interested in the opportunity of buying old

receivers at a low price.

H. CURTISS ABBOTT.

Interference Hunters

MANY
AGGRESSIVE dealers have found that the best way to

create good will in their vicinity is to give complete service

and this may be considered to include the elimination of inter-

ference throughout the town. This trend has created a demand for
data on the design of interference-hunting receivers. RADIO
RROADCAST has received several letters from dealers on this sub-

ject, and the one which follows is especially interesting as it

outlines the essential electrical and mechanical characteristics

of such a piece of apparatus.

To the Editor:

While I cannot claim to be an expert in the field of inter-

ference hunting, I have done some experimenting enough
so that I know what an interference hunter should do, and
how it should be built. Therefore, I am taking the liberty
of mentioning a few of the points which I deem desirable :

1. The outfit should be complete with batteries and a self-

contained loop, it should weigh not more than 20 pounds, and
should be very compact, say, not more than 4 to 5 inches

thick, perhaps 12 inches wide, and not exceed 14 to 15 inches

in length. It should be carried by means of a shoulder strap,

and it should be possible to operate it while it is being carried.

2. Interference hunters should have a minimum number of

controls, one tuning dial, a volume knob, and a switch being
an ideal combination. The tuning mechanism should offer

enough resistance to changes so that its setting is not al-

tered while being carried. The volume control should be

across the output so that it may function as an audibility
meter. An output meter is desirable for comparing signal in-

tensities and should be included together with a push button

for connecting it. A filament voltmeter and rheostat is also

desirable in order to insure constant voltage during a test.

3. A set consisting of one stable r.f. stage, a fixed detector,

and two a.f. stages is probably best suited for this work
as it can be made compact and light in weight. C batteries

should be used for the power supply to reduce the weight.

I also wish to point out a few of the disadvantages of the

average interference hunter. In the first place, most of them
are too heavy and have to be set down, opened, and adjusted
before a reading can be taken. Usually the setting has changed
or cannot be duph'cated and, as a result, it is impossible to

obtain an accurate comparison. With the receiver I have in

mind, the operator can take a reading in one location, turn

off the set, walk a block, and then take another reading
without readjusting the dial. The -output meter would in-

dicate accurately the relative intensity at pach location,

H. J. GODDABD.
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90% and over

80% to 89% incl.

70% to 79% incl.

2] Less than 70%

This map of the United States shows how the popularity of the a.c. receiver has increased in various sections of the country. The figures

give the percentage of the total sales for the year of 1928 which is represented by the a.c.-operated receiver.

How A.C. and Battery Set Sales Compare /

ANALYZING THE 1928 RADIO SURVEY

By T. A. PHILLIPS
Manager, Research Division. Doubleday, Doran and Co., Inc.

is the first of a series of three articles,

analyzing the 1928 radio survey compiled

by the Electrical Equipment Division of the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

This survey is probably the most complete

and important study concerning the radio

market made this year. A casual inspection of the report fails

to disclose the many significant facts lost in a great mass of

detail. This series of articles will analyze the important facts.

A recent study made by the National Carbon Company
discloses the fact that there are ten million homes that

are not wired for electricity. Of this astounding number very

few are not potential customers for radio sets. The following

figures taken from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-

merce reports show the relative importance of these two types

of receivers.

Dealers' Stocks on Hand

Sales By Population Groups, 1928

Population Gallery

Less than 10,000 25%
10,000 to 25,000 16%
25,000 to 50,000 14%
50,000 to 100,000 11%
100,000 to 200,000 8%
200,000 to 300,000 8%
300,000 to 500,000 8%
500.000 to 1.000,000 6%
1,000,000 and over 11.6%

A. C.

75%
84%
86%
89%
92%
92%
92%
94%

88.4%

January 1, 1928
January 1, 1929

1927
1928

Last quarter 1928

Battery Sets A. C. Sets

72% 28%
20% 80%

Number of Sets Sold

Battery A. C.

74% 26%
14% 86%
11% 89%

Discussion of Figures

THE
MAP of the United States on this page presents

geographically the relative sales of battery and a.c. sets

by states. The figures show that in Kansas, Nebraska, South

Dakota, North Dakota, and Montana, battery sales still

represent a significant portion of total number of sets sold.

New Jersey, Illinois, Alabama, Louisiana, Utah, California,

the District of Columbia, and Oregon are mighty poor sales

territory for battery sets; more than nine out of every ten are

a.c. sets, but even in these territories there are still an impor-

tant number of homes not equipped with electricity. For

example, in the District of Columbia 28,300 homes are

unwired.

An analysis of the population groups shows that with the in-

creases in Dooulation there is a relative decrease in the sale
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ofbattery sets, with one excep-

tion. In New York, Philadel-

phia ,Chicago, and the District

of Columbia battery sets still

find a good market. This may
be accounted for by the fact

that these cities are the stamp-

ing grounds of gyp dealers

selling obsolete sets, and also

because these large cities con-

tain many homes supplied

with direct current and

houses in old sections which

have never been wired.

A study of the sales for the

fourth quarter of 1928 will

show sales managers, those

states where battery sets are still holding their own as well as

the states where they are losing ground. The survey showed
an average increase of 3 per cent, in a.c. sets over battery
sets for the last quarter compared with the entire year. The

following states showed less than a 3 per cent, increase:

DEALERS STOCK ON HAND The following states showed

the greatest increases:

Arizona
Idaho
Kansas
Maryland
New Mexico
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Vermont
Virginia
Wyoming

12%
7%
7%
8%
7%
8%
7%
9%
8%
9%
13%
8%

January 1,1928 January 1,1929

These charts show the extent to which the a.c.-

operated receiver has replaced the battery set on the
shelves of the average radio dealer during the

year of 1928.

Alabama
California
Colorado
District of Columbia
Kentucky

Louisiana
Maine
Missouri
Nevada
North Carolina

Oregon
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

The intelligent progressive

dealer will not lose sight of

the fact that regardless of

his locality he is bound to

pass up some good prospects
if he does not have a supply
of good battery sets. In ad-

dition to those radio users who are still unconvinced that the

a.c. sets gives them as good, or better reception, there will

always be an importont number of homes not equipped to

use a.c.-operated radio receivers.

Sales managers, using these figures as a basis, should make
careful studies of their territories to determine those localities

where battery sets must be sold, if radios are to be sold at all,

regardless of the improvements or popularity of a.c. receivers.

ENTIRE YEAR. 1928
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IT is SAID that there is a potential mar-

Needed a Simple ket in this country for nine-million radio

Battery Set for receivers for homes in which there are

the Farmer no power wires. These are rural homes,
,:,, n and homes far enough away from power

lines to make it uneconomical to extend wires to them. It is

in these nine-million homes that we believe a manufacturer

with a good three- or four-tube receiver operating entirely

from batteries and doing it economically would do not only a

remarkable piece of business, but a great public service too.

Using one screen-grid tube of the 222 type as r.f. amplifier,

another screen-grid tube as detector (which will be about five

times as sensitive as the 20lA), and a power tube of the

112 type, the total plate current will be of the order of 15

milliamperes and the filament current required would be from

0.4 to 0.5 amperes at 5 volts.

The difficulty is that people have been educated to want

greater power output than the 112 tube can deliver. The

solution, which has been found in England and on the Con-

tinent, is the pentode tube, a tube with five elements instead

of three or four as is common practice at present. It is an

efficient power tube, consuming less filament power than

most of our battery-operated tubes, requiring only moderate

plate current at moderate plate voltages, and needing only a

small input signal in order to deliver a moderate power

output.

Elsewhere in this issue (page 154) will be found some

technical data on how much power one can obtain from a

tube of this type. These curves and independent measure-

ments in the Laboratory indicate that a pentode will supply

a power output equivalent to that obtainable from a 171-type

tube at a plate potential of 180 volts which until a year ago

satisfied nearly every one. Furthermore, the plate current

drain of a pentode is not over 12 milliamperes.

Now let us see what this means. If the pentodewere connected

to the detector through a 2 :1 transformer the detector would

have to put out from 2.5 to 8 volts (depending upon the tube)

to load it up. A fully modulated signal of 0.25 volts (r.f.) will

produce an audio voltage of 0.5 volts across 50,000 ohms in

the plate circuit of a 30lA acting as a grid leak and condenser

detector. If the 322 is five times as sensitive it will deliver, on

the same input, an output of 2.5 volts and will require about

0.75 volts to deliver the required 16 volts.

In a single stage of screen-grid amplification a gain of 50

can be obtained, and if the antenna is series tuned and coupled
to the screen-grid amplifier another voltage gain of 15 can be

obtained, making the voltage step-up from antenna to grid of

detector 50X15 or 750, so that a field strength of approxi-

mately 80 microvolts per meter into a 4-meter antenna would

deliver 700 milliwatts into the loud speaker. This is the sensi-

tivity of receiving sets of a year ago.

Such a receiver would deliver signals of almost as good

fidelity as receivers of a year ago. It would be somewhat

deficient in low frequencies, and would not have particularly

good discrimination against unwanted stations. It would have,

SPEAKING
perhaps, 30-kc. selectivity. The entire receiver, including loud

speaker as is conventional practice now would be pro-

vided by the same manufacturer and so the farmer, or

dweller far from power lines, could get his economical radio all

in one package.

THE FACT that the screen-grid tube is the

The General-Pur- tube par excellence for radio-frequency

pose Tube of the sockets, and that it can be used as a
Future the 224 detector, coupled with the general use of

m i. single-stage a.f. amplifiers leads us to

wonder if the a.c. screen-grid tube will not become the general-

purpose tube of the future.

As a detector of the C-bias type, the 322-type tube is about

three times as sensitive as the 327-type tube and the 324 is

about ten times as sensitive as the familiar heater-type three-

elemen* tubes now employed in the detector socket of all a.c.

receivers.

An article is being prepared for RADIO BROADCAST which

will show the characteristics of the new a.c. screen-grid tubes

when used as detectors, and data now at hand indicates that

an audio-frequency output of sufficient voltage to load up a

171- or 245-type tube may be obtained with an r.f. input of

from 2 to 3 volts.

Now let us look at this rather critically. Such a tube wilt

have to be coupled to the grid of the following tube either

through a resistance or a choke because of its own very high

plate resistance. A 500-henry choke or a 200,000-ohm resistor

could be used, but the latter would make it necessary to sup-

ply more voltage to the ground end of the coupling resistor

than is used in the power tubes which we shall assume will

be the 245 type, for it appears to be the power tube for nearly

all home receivers.

It looks, then, as though the screen-grid detector must be

coupled to the following power tube through a fairly low-

resistance high-inductance choke of low distributed capacity.

If shunted by a 250,000-ohm resistor and by a capacity of not

over 100 mmfd., a 500-henry choke would provide a character-

istic as good as many of the best a.f. amplifiers now being

put into commercial radio receivers.

The disadvantage of resistance or choke coupling would be

the fact that a push-pull amplifier could not be used, and it

seems to be the tendency at the present time to make the

final stage push pull. If, then, another a.f. stage were inserted

between the screen-grid detector and the power tube, a lot of

a.f. gain would have to be thrown away in order to enjoy the

advantage of push pull, namely freedom from hum on a.c.

operation, cheapness of output transformer, and freedom from

overloading difficulties.

With one or two screen-grid tubes as r.f. amplifiers, a screen-

grid detector, and a power tube, with pre-selecting ahead of the

r.f. amplifier, we ought to have a pretty economical set to

build, operate, and keep in order. And there you are. Will the

screen-grid tube become the general-purpose tube of the

future? Our guess is as good as any one's.
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Practical Talks to Service Workers IV

VALUE OF FUNDAMENTAL KNOWLEDGE
By JOHN S. DUNHAM

QRy Radio Service, Inc.

AGREAT DEAL of discussion has arisen about the ques-

tionnaire published in the April, 1929, RADIO BROAD-

CAST which is used by the QRV Radio Service, Inc.,

as an examination of applicants for the position of radio

servicemen. Insofar as we have been able to ascertain

it, the consensus is that the examination is more difficult

than would be necessary to determine the ability of a good
serviceman. We have talked

with a considerable number
of representative service

managers and servicemen,

most of whom feel that a

good serviceman need not

know enough to obtain a

passing mark on that ex-

amination. Some few of the

service managers with

whom we have talked very

heartily approve of the test

and there have been a few

who thought such an ex-

amination might justifiably

be made even more difficult;

but those who entertained

that opinion have been dis-

tinctly in the minority.

The purpose of this ar-

ticle is to illustrate the value

of the knowledge possessed

by a serviceman who could

obtain a good mark on that

test. We shall attempt to do that by taking each question
or group of questions separately and discussing just how the

knowledge required to answer that question can be of practi-

cal aid in the servicing of broadcast receivers.

Service Standards

IT
is our opinion that one of the greatest troubles with the

service game to-day is lack of realization on the part of the

average serviceman that servicing broadcast receivers is a

difficult technical pursuit, requiring both general and special-

ized electrical training. Because the average serviceman does

not realize that fact, he is, as a rule, making little effort to

provide himself with the technical knowledge pertaining to his

work, without which he can never become a thoroughly effi-

cient worker in the field he has chosen. It is our belief that the

generally accepted standard of knowledge possessed by men
who are considered "good" servicemen has been far too low,

simply by virtue of ignorance on the part of the average

employer of servicemen that there are men who know a great
deal more about their work, and that an intelligent service-

man can be trained to know more and thereby become more
efficient than has been generally thought necessary. It has

been our experience that a man who cannot make a grade of at

least 70 per cent, on our examination has not enough general

knowledge of broadcast receivers to be a successful serviceman

This motorcycle service and delivery truck is cut ting
flou'n service costs/or Atchison's Radio Shop, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

without a great deal of further training. And by a successful

serviceman we mean a man whose work is not followed by a

number of return calls, within two weeks, greater than 5 per
cent, of the calls made by that man. The return call records of

the work of three men employed by QRV, compared with their

marks on the test, illustrates the point very clearly. One of

these men who is no longer with us obtained an examina-

tion mark of 60.5 per cent.

Over a period of four

months, his work was

followed by 14.4 per cent,

no-charge return calls. The
second man had a mark of

81.5 per cent. His work for

the same period was fol-

lowed by 4.3 per cent, re-

turn calls. The third man
achieved a mark of 96.75

per cent. His work for the

period was followed by 0.7

of one per cent, return calls.

Each of the three men made

approximately the same
number of calls during that

period.

Replacing Rheostats

SOME
of the servicemen

who thought the ex-

amination to be of value,

taken as a whole, are of the

opinion that the portion of it in which we attempt to ascertain

the knowledge of simple fundamentals possessed by applicants

is an entirely unnecessary requirement. It is our opinion, and

it is well borne out by long experience, that a thorough knowl-

edge of the simple d.c. and a.c. circuits is exactly as important
a part of the serviceman's working equipment as is his knowl-

edge of how to locate an open in a plate circuit. For example,
let us assume the case of a burned-out rheostat in an old set,

the manufacturer of which is no longer in existence and for

which no parts catalogue is obtainable. In such a case it is ex-

tremely rare to find the resistance value of that rheostat

marked on it. The serviceman is faced with the problem of

determining the proper value of resistance with which the

damaged rheostat must be replaced. If he does not possess a

working knowledge of Ohm's law, the only method by which

he may determine the proper size of rheostat to get is to

remove whatever remains of the resistor element of the

damaged rheostat and take it with him on a time-wasting
search for a new rheostat, the size and length of whose wire

appears physically to match that of the old one.

On the other hand, if he is familiar with Ohm's law he will

take out his pencil and set down the familiar fact that R=
E/I. He will then multiply the filament current drawn by one

tube by the number of tubes controlled by that rheostat, to

get the total amount of current through the rheostat. He
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knows that the voltage supplied by the

storage battery is 6 volts, that to be sup-
plied at the tubes is 5 volts, and he knows,
therefore, that the minimum drop which
must be caused across the rheostat by the
current taken by those tubes must be one
volt. But he knows also that it would be
advisable to be able to reduce the voltage
at the tubes to about 2 volts so that
the maximum drop which will be neces-

sary across the rheostat is 4 volts. Know-
ing the current through the rheostat and
the maximum drop required he can sub-

stitute those values in the simple formula
and very quickly determine the resistance

value of the needed rheostat. Knowing
that value and the value of current which
the rheostat must carry safely, he can

telephone an order to his distributor for a

new one and thereby save himself and his

organization the time which he would
otherwise waste in hunting for a rheostat

to match the old one. If the type of re-

placement which he orders is rated
_
in

watts instead of in current carrying

capacity, he can calculate the wattage
required by substituting the voltage and
current values in one of the two simple
Ohm's law formulas, W = EI, or W = 12R.

The time required for those computations
should not exceed five minutes, but the

time required in searching for a physical
mate of the damaged rheostat may
very easily extend into hours.

Exactly the same considerations

apply in most instances when the

replacement of any fixed or variable

resistor is necessary in sets for which
no parts catalogues are in existence,

or, if in existence, are difficult to ob-
tain. The experienced serviceman
knows that there are literally hun-
dreds of models of receivers in use

to-day for which such parts lists can-

not be obtained. He also knows that
in most cases neither the resistance,

current, nor wattage values are

marked on the parts which need re-

placement. For that reason alone the
few hours that it would take the ser-

viceman to learn the fundamental
formulas of Ohm's law would, gen-

erally speaking, save him at least an

equal number of hours monthly, and
often weekly.

Measuring Other Resistors

rriHERE ARE a good many times

J_ when it is impossible to match
resistors by their physical appear-
ance. It is usually possible to do so

with variable resistors of low value,
such as filament rheostats and wire-

wound potentiometers of less than
1000 ohms, but it is rarely possible
to do so with any other types of

resistors, either variable or fixed.

Fixed resistors such as those used in

voltage-divider systems are usually
covered ^with protective enamel so
that the wire itself cannot even be seen.

Resistors of higher orders of value than
are generally employed in divider systems,
such as grid-leaks which run up into the
hundreds of thousands and millions of

ohms, are usually not wire wound. Even
if they were wire wound and the wire ex-

posed, the size of wire used would be so
small that it would be impossible to

compare its resistance with that of another
resistor simply by visual inspection.
In any such case the only method by which
a new resistor of the proper value can be
selected in the absence of a parts list is

by arithmetical calculation of the value
needed in that particular part of the circuit.

The serviceman who is not able to perform
the necessary computation can be more
hopelessly lost than a child separated
from its parents at Coney Island on a hot

Sunday, for there may be no kindly police-
man around to guide him.

Let us take another example of a service

problem that arises frequently with sets

supplied from either alternating- or direct-

current lighting circuits. In both of those

types we have voltage dividers usually
consisting of wire-wound resistors upon
the value of which and the current through
them depend the voltages applied to the

plates of the tubes. If the value of one of
those resistors changes in use the voltage
applied to the tubes will no longer be the
correct value. When servicing a set, if

the EJ at the tube or :

group of tubes
with common plate supply is incorrect,
but the Ip is normal, the voltage supplied
to the divider itself is normal, and there
are no incorrect conditions elsewhere in the

set, it is highly probable that the value of
the resistance providing the drop for that
tube or group of tubes has changed.
There are two ways in which the correct-
ness of that supposition may be deter-

mined. One is by substituting a new
resistor of known value for the suspected
resistor and then determining by test

whether the Ep has returned to normal.
That method can be used only if the
serviceman happens to have with him the

proper replacement unit for that particular
divider system, which he is unlikely to

FREQUENTLY USED FORMULAS
Theformulas pire/i below are those which the ser-

viceman may line daily in liift work. Each of the.se
xhauld be memorized so thai they become a practi-
cal part of liis working knott'ledge, of electricity.

Ohm's IMW (Three Versions)

Volts (E) = Amperes (I) X Ohms (H)

R - ER "T I =
R

Poieer in Walls (Three formulas)

W = I X E W = ^ W = V R

Condensers in Parallel

C TOTAL = Ci + Cj

Condensers in Series

C, X C, 1

C TOTAL
C, + C, T f

Resistors in Parallel

Ri X Rj 1

Hi + 1,1

firsisliirs in Nerie.t

H TC.TAI. =
III + II.

have in most cases because the values and

physical sizes of such resistors vary so

widely that it would be necessary for a
man who was performing service on all

makes of sets to carry an entirely imprac-
tical number of such units with him.
The other method is to determine the

exact value of the suspected resistor with-
out removing it from the circuit, by the use
of Ohm's law. Measuring the current

through the resistor by inserting a milli-

ammeter in series with it and measuring the

voltage across it and the milliammeter at

the same time, substituting the values ob-
tained in the Ohm's law formula (R = E/I),
and solving for the value of R, is an opera-
tion which can be accomplished in less

time than would be required to remove the
resistor and connect a new one in its place.
That method not only saves time but it

accurately determines the amount of
variation from the correct value, and it

also may be performed readily without

equipment other than the usual good set

analyzer. The man equipped with Ohm's
law in that case saves time and he obtains
definite knowledge which the man who is

not so equipped could not obtain. That
ability to calculate the value of a resist-

ance is even more important when servic-

ing some of the older socket-powered re-

ceivers than it is with the usual modern
set, because some manufacturers were

guilty of employing voltage-divider resis-

tors which were not wire-wound (of the

grid-leak type) which often do not have a

sulliciently high wattage rating, with the
result that their values are subject to wide
changes.

Series and Parallel Resistors

SUPPOSE
IN the shop it is found that the

value of a divider resistor in a power
pack has risen above its correct value to
an extent which requires that it be re-

placed. Suppose also that no new resistor

of the proper value is at hand, but there
are in the shop a miscellaneous assortment
of resistors of suitable wattage rating,
which might be used for replacement. If

the serviceman does not know how to cal-

culate the value of resistance ob-
tained by connecting resistors of
known values in series or in parallel
he will be unable to obtain the value
he desires to use except by a lengthy
and haphazard process of trial. If,

on the other hand, he knows the
two simple formulas for calculating
the resultant value of both series

and parallel arrangements, he can

quickly, readily, and accurately pick
out from his miscellaneous assort-

ment a combination of resistors

which not only will give him the
desired value for replacement, but
will also employ for that purpose
the smallest number of those resis-

tors which is necessary. The process
of determining whether the miscel-

laneous resistors in the shop will

be suitable and of designing a com-
bination to give the proper value is

one which may be performed in a

very short time, whereas the trial

method without the use of formulas
can consume a very long time.

Capacity Determinations

THE
SAME considerations apply to

the value of knowing the for-

mulas for series and parallel capaci-
ties. For example, suppose that the
familiar ailment of a broken-down
filter condenser has occurred and
the only capacities which are avail-

able for replacement of that con-
denser are of different values than
the one required. Assume that the

value of the condenser which has broken
down is 4 mfd. and the serviceman has
available in his shop, or with him on the

job, two capacities of 2 mfd., each of which
would be suitable for replacement in the fil-

ter in so far as their voltage rating is con-
cerned. If the serviceman does not know the

effect on total capacity of either series or

parallel connection of capacities, and if he

happens to know that connecting two resis-

tances in series increases the total resis-

tance in that circuit which he might know
without being familiar with the formula
it would be logical to assume that he would
connect those two capacities in series in

the belief that the total capacity obtained
would be the sum of their separate capaci-
ties, or 4 mfd. Actually, of course, the

total capacity obtained would be 1 mfd.
and in most cases when the set was con-
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nected up again the 60-cycle hum evident
in the loud speaker would be greater than
its previous normal value, and in some
cases the output voltage of the filter would
be lower than normal depending upon
the position of the condenser in the circuit.

The serviceman, still assuming that he had
replaced the filter condenser with the

proper value of capacity, would not know
the reason for the increased hum or the
lower voltage and might spend fruitless

hours in endeavoring to ascertain the
cause. On the other hand, if that service-

man were familiar with the two simple
formulas for determining the total capacity
of series and parallel arrangements, he
would have connected the 2-mfd. capaci-
ties in parallel, thus obtaining the total

capacity of 4 mfd. and when
the equipment was connected

up again for trial the hum
would not be greater than it

was before, and the voltages
would be correct, assuming all

other conditions to be normal.

Assuming the same trouble
as that described in the preced-
ing paragraph, suppose that
the only capacities available
for replacing the 4-mfd. filter

condenser were two capacities
of 8 mfd. each, but the voltage
rating of which was only half

that required in the filter sys-
tem at that point. The same
serviceman would assume that
the total capacity obtained by
connecting those two capacities
in series would be 16 mfd. With-
out even elementary knowledge
of fundamental laws he might
also assume it to be impossible
to use those condensers because
of their low voltage break-down
rating. The serviceman who
was familiar with the series

and parallel capacity formulas
and who also possessed a gen-
eral knowledge of a.c. and d.c.

phenomena would know, as
illustrated in the preceding
paragraph, that the sum of the
two 8-mfd. capacities in series

would be 4 mfd. and he would
also know that the voltage drop across each
of the two equal capacities would be ap-
proximately half of the total voltage across
both of them (assuming the resistances
of the two capacities to be approximately
equal). The latter serviceman would insert

those two condensers, knowing that they
would meet the requirement, whereas the
former serviceman, because of his lack of
even elementary fundamental knowledge,
would not use those two suitable replace-
ment units and would keep the owner of
the set waiting unnecessarily while he ob-
tained a single 4-mfd. unit, and he would
unnecessarily continue to carry in stock
the two 8-mfd. units which might have
been used up. These examples of the value
of some knowledge of fundamentals are

just a few picked at random for illustra-

tion, and enough similar illustrations of
different cases where such knowledge is

of very real value to the practicing ser-
viceman could be given to fill many pages
of this magazine. The money value of the
time saved in actual practice by the
serviceman possessing such knowledge is

so much greater than the money value of
the time necessary to acquire that knowl-
edge that the returns on such an invest-
ment are well worth while.

A.C. Knowledge Essential

THE
QUESTIONS under fundamentals in

the examination referred to deal only
with d. c. except for the last question on ca-

pacities. However, it is important and is

becoming increasingly so because of the

increasing use of a.c.-powered sets, for the
serviceman to have a working knowledge
of fundamental a.c. phenomena. In the
examination we are now preparing with
which to determine the knowledge of ap-
plicants who come to us this Fall and which
will replace the one under discussion,
there will be a number of questions
devoted to a.c., under the heading of
fundamentals. All signal currents, both
radio frequency and audio frequency, are

alternating. The filament currents em-
ployed to heat the tubes in modern re-

ceivers are alternating. It is alternating
current which is rectified to direct current
for supplying the plate currents used by
the tubes. The only direct current used in

A ivell-e<iuipped service department plus service-
men carefully selected for their ability to create
good will is one of the outstanding reasonsfor the
success of Lancaster Radio Sales and Service,

Philadelphia, Pa.

impedance of approximately 4000 ohms
at 1000 cycles, whereas the input imped-
ance of the average dynamic speaker is

of the order of about 10 ohms. Had that
man been possessed of working knowledge
of fundamental electrical laws he would
have known that maximum transfer of

energy is obtained when the impedance of
the load matches the output impedance
of the transformer or other supply to
which the load is connected, and that the
transfer of energy falls off badly as the
load impedance is decreased. He would
also know that there is a modification
of that rule which applies to the transfer
of energy in the audio circuits of radio
receivers. The modification is that the

greatest amount of undislorted energy is

transferred when the load im-

pedance is approximately twice
that of the impedance out of
which it works. The service-

man described who did not
know those things spent a large
amount of time trying to dis-

cover the cause of his trouble,
with the sole result that he
became thoroughly disgusted
with the dynamic loud speaker
and pronounced it to be de-

fective, with no basis for that
conclusion other than the fact

that it did not work. Had he
known those a.c. laws pertain-
ing to the transfer of energy
he would have procured, be-
fore he attempted to connect
the dynamic loud speaker to
his set, an output transformer
with a sufficiently high step-
down turns ratio so that, while
its primary impedance would
still match the output impe-
dance of the last tube, the

impedance of its secondary
would be equal to, or less

than, the input impedance of
the loud speaker at 1000 cycles.

Higher Standards

the modern radio receiver (other than
those sets designed for operation from d.c.

lighting circuits) is that which supplies
power to the plate circuits of the tubes. All
the rest is a.c. It would seem logical, even
to a layman, that it would be worth while
for a man whose vocation is the servicing
of such receivers to know something of the
fundamental phenomena of the currents
with which he is constantly working. If a
doctor whose business it is to work on a
mechanism of arteries and veins carry-
ing vital blood, which are comparable to
the circuits of a radio receiver carrying
vital electric currents, knew nothing of
the fundamental laws governing the action
of those vital currents in the human body,
it is obvious that it would be impossible
for him to succeed in his profession.

Exactly the same conclusion may be
drawn about the serviceman who knows
nothing of the laws governing the action
of the currents in a radio receiver.

A very good example of the value of such

knowledge was brought strongly home to
us recently. A serviceman of our acquaint-
ance purchased a dynamic loud speaker
which did not have an input transformer
with it. He connected it to the secondary
terminals of an output transformer follow-

ing the usual 17lA-type tube, fully ex-

pecting improved results over the cone
loud speaker he had been using. Naturally
the results were very poor, by virtue of
the fact that the impedance of the second-

ary of the usual output transformer is

designed to work into a loud speaker

STANDARDS
of service are

slowly but surely being
raised. Service organizations

discovered long ago that there is a very
definite relationship between the extent of

knowledge, theoretical as well as practical,

possessed by a serviceman and the percent-
age of return calls with which it is neces-

sary to follow that man's work. Dealers
who realize the dollar and cents value of

giving good service to then1 customers are

discovering that the average servicemen
who apply to them for positions in their

service departments are not capable of

giving their customers really satisfactory
service. They are also discovering that the
reason the average serviceman cannot per-
form efficient service is that he has not had
adequate training for the work at which
he professes to be an expert. A few dealers
are learning gradually that there are,

among the many servicemen who apply to

them for work, a few here and there who
have actually studied radio, and from
their experience with the few men of that

type whom they have been able to employ
they are waking up to the fact that only
such men are a profitable investment in

service personnel. It behooves the service-

men who desire to continue servicing
broadcast receivers as a means of liveli-

hood and who have enough ambition to
desire to increase their earnings by means
of increasing their efficiency, to see the

handwriting on the wall and realize that
in order to learn thoroughly the subject
of servicing radio receivers it must be
studied with the same <liligence with
which one would study any other highly
specialized technical activity.
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IN THE RADIO MARKETPLACE
News, Useful Data, and Information on the

Offerings of the Manufacturer

New Receivers Announced

JHE
WARE MANUFACTURING COR-

PORATION is the maker of a new
receiver incorporating a band-pass

amplifier to obtain sharp tuning without

sacrificing the fidelity. The r.f. amplifier
uses screen-grid tubes and the output stage

employs a 245-type power tube. The
table model lists at $195 and the console,
which contains a dynamic loud speaker,
retails at $125.

THE C. R. LEUTZ COMPANY has an-

nounced the Seven Seas Console Set. The
set consists of three stages of tuned r.f., a

detector, and one stage of a.f. Screen-grid
tubes are used in the r.f. stages and two
210-type tubes in push pull are employed
in the output. In the console is incorpo-
rated a dynamic loud speaker.

RADIO RECEIVERS for operation on 32-

volt farm-lighting plants are being manu-
factured by the Federal Radio Corpora-
tion. The farm-lighting system supplies
current for the filament and ordinary R
batteries must be used for the plate sup-
ply. These sets are completely shielded

and use the same circuit as is incorporated
in the Federal sets, models E and F, de-

signed for 110-volt a.c. operation. Prices

range from $100 to $325.

THE FEDERAL ORTHOSONIC Model M
is an all-electric receiver using five 227-,

two 245-, and one 280-type tubes. The
receiver is shielded thoroughly and each

plate lead to the r.f. tubes is filtered by re-

sistors and by-pass condensers. The set is

equipped with a "timber" control which

permits the user to vary, to some degree,
the characteristics of the audio system.

THE CONTINENTAL RADIO CORPORA-
TION has announced three new designs
of "Star-Raider" receivers, models R-20,

R-30, and Rp-40. The Technidyne circuit

is used in a chassis consisting of seven 227-

type tubes, two 250-type power tubes,
and two 281-type rectifier tubes. An
automatic line-voltage regulator is in-

cluded in the power supply. The set has
two dials, one a station selector and the

other a volume control. A phonograph
pick-up jack is provided. All models use a
14-inch dynamic loud speaker.

THE AMERICAN ROSCH MAGNETO COR-
PORATION announces three new receivers

which have been designed to use the a.c.

screen-grid tube. All three of the sets will

use the same chassis which employs three

screen-grid tubes as r.f. amplifiers, one

227-type tube as a detector, two 245-

type tubes in push pull, and a 280-type
rectifier. The table model is reported to list

at $119.50, the combined set and loud

speaker console at $168.50, and the De
Luxe highboy at $240.00.

Miscellaneous Apparatus

THE
MASTER ENGINEERING COM-

PANY, of Chicago, is the maker of a

complete series of hr.e-voltage con-
trol devices. Units with the capacity of
either 60 watts or 100 watts may be ob-

tained, the 60-watt size being generally
suitable for use in such sets as the Atwater
Kent, Radiola 18, Crosley, Philco, etc.

The 100-watt size is especially adapted
for use with radio sets utilizing dynamic
loud speakers such as the Majestic, Ra-
diola 62, Sparton, Zenith, Roister, Fada,
etc. The 60-watt unit sells for $2.50, and
the 100-watt unit for $3.00.

A VARIABLE RESISTANCE capable of

handling 20 watts and having a range of

from about 40 to 10,000,000 ohms is

being made by the Pilot Electric Manu-
facturing Company. This new resistor,

known as the "Resistograd," will with-

stand potentials as high as 500 volts. The
retail

price
is $1.00. Other resistors are

made in sizes as follows: 0-50,000 ohms,
0-100,000 ohms, 0-200,000 ohms, and
0-500,000 ohms. These latter resistors

will carry 0.125 watts and sell at $1.50.

THE DUBILIEH type 688 filter con-
denser is rated at 2000 volts d.c., 1500
volts a.c., and is designed for use parti-

cularly in conjunction with the a.c. mer-

cury-vapor rectifying tube which is fre-

quently used in small transmitters.

ELECTRAD, INCORPORATED announces
two new products, a 5-watt high-resistance
volume control and a complete line of

wire-wound covered resistors. The new
volume control measures 2 fj by 2 }|

by | inches deep and is one-hole mounting.
It incorporates a graphite resistor cle-

ment fused to an enamel base. The volume
control may be made in any desired range
and either of uniform resistance or tapered
to meet specifications.
The new Electrad fixed resistors are

made in various sizes from 7.5 to 100
watts with various values of resistance up
toapproximately 175,000 ohms. The nickle-

chromium alloy which is used for the re-

The neu; Bosch console receiver
filnncn above has three screen-

grid tubes and a dynamic
speaker connected to the output
of a push-pull stage. The cabinet

has sliding doors.

sistance wire is wound on a piec of

refractory tubing and is covered with an
elastic enamel.

NEW TYPE volume controls, balancing
condensers, and small molded condensers
are being made by the Polymet Manu-
facturing Corporation. The volume con-
trols are made in various values of resist-

ance. The molded condensers contain two
insulated mounting holes and measure J

by is by | inch.

A UNIQUE "Rainbow" dial is being manu-
factured by the National Company. As
the knob is turned various colors in turn
illuminate the face of the dial. Other new
products announced by this company are
a tuner, type MB-29, which uses four a.c.

screen-grid tubes and the new "Velve-
tone" amplifier. The latter device is

completely a.c. operated and uses two
245-type tubes, one 227-type tube, and
one 280-type rectifier. Another new pro-
duct is the National Polarizer, a unit

designed to supply voltages to condenser-

type loud speakers. It lists at $12.50.

A DYNAMIC LOUD SPEAKER IS being
made by the Transformer Corporation
of America. The diaphragm is one piece of

large diameter. Special construction per-
mits the elimination of the suspension
spider at the apex of the diaphragm.
These loud speakers are furnished to

manufacturers with and without rectifiers

or transformers. Special field coils are

supplied to meet individual requirements.

A NEW DEVICE, the Plugairial, is an-

nounced by the Consolidated Corporations
of Chicago. The device is designed to plug
into a light socket and connection is

provided for the antenna. List price: 85^.

Hems of Interest

I^HE

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF
AMERICA is prepared to furnish

aluminum sheet of high purity,

ordinary commercial purity, and in the

form of various strong alloys. This material

finds frequent use in radio receiving sets.

The company also manufactures aluminum
foil for use in fixed condensers. Complete
data on the products of this company
may be obtained from any of their local

sales offices located in the following cities:

Albany, N. Y.; Roston, Mass.; Buffalo,

N. Y.; Chicago, 111.; Cincinnati, Ohio;

Cleveland, Ohio; Detroit, Mich.; Indian

apolis, Indiana; Kansas City, Mo.; Mil-

waukee, Wis.; Newark, N. J.; New York,
N. Y.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Pittsburgh, Pa.;
San Francisco, Calif.; St. Louis, Mo.; Tole-

do, Ohio; and Washington, D. C.

A MICROPHONE for use in broadcast

stations is being distributed by the

Gotham Engineering and Sales Company.
It is of the two-button type with a

_solid
back and uses a stretched duraluminum

diaphragm. The unit lists at $75, or com-

plete with ring desk mount, covers, and
cord at $98.50.

A RADIO TEST PANEL for jobbers and
dealers has been announced by the Jewell

Electrical Instrument Company. This new
model No. 581 panel makes possible the
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rapid checking of both old and new re-

ceivers. The panel contains seven instru-

ments as follows; 0-7.5 volts d.c., 0-75
volts d.c., 0^150-300-750 volts d.c.,

0-15-150 inilh'amperes d.c., 0-4-8-16
voltsa.c., 0-150-750 volts a.c., and 0-1.5-15
microfarads. The latter instrument
measures capacities.

THE STERLING MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY'S new tester, type H-522, makes

possible the complete checking of all

types of a.c. and d.c. tubes and sets. It

contains six meters with no more than two
scales on any one meter. Binding posts
are provided so that the meters may be
used as separate instruments if desired.

The entire instrument is supplied with a
morocco leather-grained case. The retail

price is $40.50.

Personal Notes

H.
P. DAVIS, vice-president of West-

inghouse and formerly in charge
of manufacturing operations, will

devote his entire time to the activities of

Westinghouse in the radio field. J. S.

Trittle, formerly manager of the mer-

chandising department, at Manfield, Ohio,
will succeed Mr. Davis as head of manu-
facturing operations. Mr. Davis was

graduated from Worcester Polytechnic
Institute and has been with the company
since 1891.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS of Roister
is headed by Rudolph Spreckels, chairman;
other members are R. O. Bokee, Frederick

Dietrich, Herbert H. Frost, Frank H.
Hitchcock, M. C. Rypinski, Robert Hayes
Smith, Howard Spreckels, and Ellery W.
Stone. Officers of the company are:

Ellery W. Stone, president; Frederick

Dietrich, vice-president; Herbert H. Frost,

vice-president; Howard Spreckels, vice-

president; Robert Hayes Smith, vice-

president; Augustus Taylor, vice-

president; Henry C. Lang, secretary and
treasurer. Saint G. Lafitte, who comes
from the Spreckels companies in Cali-

fornia, was chosen executive vice-

president.

A. E. EMERICK has been appointed
manager of the Edison Distributing Corp.,
500 Elm St., Dallas, Texas.

W. C. EVANS, formerly assistant

manager of radio operations for Westing-
house, has succeeded C. W. Horn as

manager. Mr. Evans was formerly
manager of KYW in Chicago and began his

radio career at the age of 15 as
radio operator aboard a Great
Lakes ship. Immediately before

his new appointment he was work-

ing closely with RCA Photophone
in the sound motion picture field.

C. W. HORN, formerly manager
of radio operations for Westing-
house, has joined the National

Broadcasting Company as general
engineer. He recently returned
from a trip abroad with M. H.

Aylesworth, president of N. B. C.,
where an inspection of foreign

broadcasting was made.

BYRON B. MINNIUM is now chief

radio engineer with Stewart War-
ner. Mr. Minniurn, a graduate of
the engineering school, University
of Cincinnati, was, like many
others now in various branches of

engineering work, formerly a ship
radio operator. He pounded brass
aboard Great Lakes passenger ves-
sels for many years. He is respon-

The new Eveready Model 32 con-
sole receiver. The compact cab-
inet is made of selected walnut.

sible for the design of the Stewart Warner
"balanced bridge" circuit used in their

line this season.

THE TRIAD MFG. Co., Pawtucket, R. I.,

announce the appointment of V. K. Wil-
son as assistant sales and advertising
manager. Mr. Wilson comes from the
Tower Mfg. Co., Boston, where he held a
similar position. H. H. Steinle is vice-

president and general sales manager of
Triad.

GOLD SEAL, makers of radio tubes under
the same name, announce the appoint-
ment of Frederick Holborn, Ph. D., as
chief engineer. Dr. Holborn studied

physics at Frielburg, Goettingen, and
Wuerzburg and received his Ph. D. at
Jena. He has been with DeForest, West-
inghouse, and Kolster in recent years in

research work.

PAUL J. McGEE, formerly of Zenith, is

now service manager of Edison Radio.
While with Zenith, Mr. McGee accompan-
ied the MacMillan Arctic expedition in
1925 as radio operator.

Two NEW directors have been added to
the board of directors of the Jenkins
Television and the DeForest Radio Com-
pany. They are Robert A. Gardner of
Mitchell, Hutchins & Co., Chicago, and
Chas. G. Munn. president, Reynolds
Spring Co., Jackson, Mich.

Two views of the new Silver Ratlio. This model
in a sliding-door console cabinet lists for $195.

DR. ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH is now vice-

president and general engineer of the
Radio Corporation of America. His former
title was vice-president and chief broad-
cast engineer. As before his office remains
at 411 Fifth Ave., New York City.

' THE FRED G. SMITH COMPANY, 1049
Oakdale Ave., Chicago, has been ap-
pointed mid-west sales representatives of
the General Amplifier Co., Cambridge,
Mass. A. R. Wilson, formerly of General
Radio, is president of General Amplifier
which specializes in the design and manu-
facture of a complete line of power ampli-
fiers.

JOSEPH GERSHON is director of sales of
the Buckingham Radio Corp., Chicago,
one of the newest of the R.C.A. receiving
set licensees.

AHCTUBUS ANNOUNCES the appointment
of John L. Stone as assistant to L. P.

Naylor, sales manager. Other appoint-
ments include A. S. Van Bochove as
western sales representative.

Neivs of the Industry

JOY-KELSEY CORP., of Chicago,
have reorganized and are now
known as the Oxford Radio Cor-

poration. The new company is locating in

a new Chicago plant at 3200 West Carroll

Ave., where dynamic loud speakers will be
made exclusively. Frank Reichmann, in

charge of sales and engineering, announces
that it is planned to build 500,000 units

during 1929.

THE TRANSFORMER CORPORATION OF
AMERICA, headed by Ross D. Siragusa,
president and general manager, has just
removed to a new plant at 2301 South
Keeler Ave., Chicago. The new equipment
will give eight times the capacity of the
former factory at 1428 Orleans St. At the
new location 25,000 finished units a day
can be produced.

THE WEBER DISTRIBUTING CORPORA-
TION, formerly located at 90 West St., New
York, is now located at 200 Hudson St.,
New York. The Weber Company dis-

tributed antenna wire, antenna kits, ac-

cessories, and replacement parts.

R. E. SMILEY, vice-president in charge of
sales for Bremer-Tully, Chicago, an-
nounces that the purchase of the B.T
capital stock by Brunswick in no way af-

fects the sale or production of radio sets

under the B-T trademark. Bremer-

Tully will [continue to operate
under its own identity.

THE SHORT-WAVE transmitter of

KOIL, owned by the Monamotor
Oil Co., Council Bluffs, la., went
into operation late in April. The
call signal is w9xu, and the oper-
ating frequency 6060 kc. (49.5

meters). Operating schedule isfrom
6A.M. tO 10 A.M., 11 A.M. to 2 P.M.,

and 5 P.M. to midnight, daily, C.
S. T. W9xu carries all KOIL pro-

grams including those of the Co-
lumbia system and local programs
from the KOIL'S Council Bluffs

and Omaha studios.

CLUB ALUMINUM ENTERS RADIO

THE CLUB AIAJMTNUM COMPANY
and associates will manufacture an
electric radio receiving set which
will be sold direct to the home
through salesmen and not dealers,

it was announced by William A.
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Burnette, president of the company. This

phase of the company's business is termed
the Radio Division and Douglas H.
Cooke, of New York City, is general
manager. All of the preliminary work has
been perfected, it is said.

The Club Aluminum line will include
three standard nine-tube models. In the
manufacture of these sets the company
has the use of all important radio and
phonograph patents. The sets will retail

at $240 complete, with tubes, and in-

stalled in the home.
"The same selling policy of Club Alu-

minum which has brought its products
into more than 2,000,000 homes in the
United States will be adopted by the Radio
Division," Mr. Cooke said.

"
Our men will

take the radio direct to the home and
give a demonstration." It is expected that

10,000 salesmen will be qualified to sell the
sets in offices in every principle city in the
United States by this fall.

RADIO-VICTOR CORP. OF AMERICA FORMED

THE RADIO-VICTOR CORPORATION OF
AMERICA, incorporated under the laws of

/.'. II. Minnium, radio engi-
neer, Stewart Warner Corpor-

ation, Chicago, III.

The Radio Dealer's Note Book

NO. 5. VACUUM TUBE MANUFACTURERS
Free -Complete Information*

A CCURATE summaries of useful information are constantly of value to those
-T\- radio folk who deal with the public. This sheet, one of many on various

subjects to follow, sets down collected information on vacuum tube manu-
facturers. The dealer or serviceman can remove this part of the page for his

notebook or he can have it photostated.

Tubes are certainly the most important
item, apart from radio receivers, that a dealer
must handle. For this reason considerable

thought must be given to the problem of how
many makes of tubes he will stock and from
what manufacturers he will purchase them.
Even though a dealer may have decided these

questions to his own satisfaction he should,
nevertheless, make certain that he is thor-

oughly familiar with the products of all the
tube manufacturers. Under such conditions
the dealer will frequently find it possible to
draw helpful comparisons between the tubes
he is carrying and those being made by some
other manufacturer. The list of manufacturers
in this month's

** Note Book "
is quite complete,

representing practically all of the prominent
companies.

Ms a service to readers, the Editors have arranged that dealers may obtain complete information on
the products of all the manufacturers listed in the table by writing to the Service Department of
RADIO BROADCAST and asking for data on vacuum tube manufacturers. All requests must be written
on a business letterhead or a card must be enclosed to identify the wr'.ter as a dealer or serviceman.

MANUFACTURER

Allan Mfg. and Electrical Corp.
American Bosch Magneto Corp.
Arcturus Radio Tube Co.
Armstrong Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Bond Electric Corp.
Cable Radio Tube Corp.
CeCo Mfg. Co.
Champion Radio Mfg. Co.
Consolidated Vacuum Tube Co.
E. T. Cunningham, Inc.
Daven Radio Corp.
DeForest Radio Co.
Diamond Battery Company"
Diamond Vacuum Products Co.
Duovac Radio Tube Corp.
Duval Radio Corp.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Co.
French Battery Company
Gold Seal Electrical Co.
Grigsby-Grunow Company
Hygrade Lamp Co.
Hytron Corp.
Hyvac Radio Tube Co.
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
Ken-Had Corp.
La Salle Radio Corporation
Marvin Radio Tube Corp.
Munder Electric Company
National Carbon Co.
Neonlite Corp. of America
Northern Mfg. Co.,

Ferryman Electric Co.
Radio Corp. of America
Raytheon Mfg. Co.

Schickerling Products Corp.
Sonatron Tube Co.
Sunlight Lamp Co.
Sylvania Products Co.
Televocal Corp.
The Quinn Radio Tube Co.
Triad Mfg. Co.
Tung Sol Lamp Co.
Universal Electric Lamp Co.
Van Home Tube Co.
Zetka Labs., luc.

TRADE NAME

Vogue
Bosch
Arcturus
Armor
Bond
Speed
CeCo
Champion
Kovac
Cunningham
Daven
Audion
Diamond
Diatron
Duovac
Duval
Elektron
Ray-O-Vac
Gold Seal

Majestic
Hygrade
Hytron
Hyvac
Kellogg
Ken-Rad
La Salle
Marvin
Vox
Eveready-Raytheoii
Neonlite
Marathon
Perryman
Radiotron
Eveready-Raytheon

Sonatron
Crusader
Sylvania
Televocal
Quiun
Triad
Tung-Sol
Buck
Van Home
Zctka

REMARKS

All types
All types
A. C. tubes and rertilicrs

All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
A. C. tubes and rectifiers

AH types
All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
A. C. tubes only
All types
All types
All tyi>es
All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
All types
AH types
AH types
AH types
All types
All types
All types
All types
A. C. tubes and rectifiers

All types
All types
A. C. power tubes and

rectifiers

Delaware, will take over the sales activities

of the R.C.A. and Victor. On the board of
directors are representatives of General

Electric, Westinghouse, and R.C.A. They
include H. P. Davis, J. G. Harbord, J. L.

Ray, A. W. Robertson, David Sarnoff,
E. E. Schumaker, Gerard Swope, and
Owen D. Young.
David Sarnoff is chairman of the board;

J. L. Ray, president; I. E. Lambert vice-

president and general counsel; A. E.

Reoch, vice-president in charge of produc-
tion, service, and traffic; H. C. Grubbs,
vice-president Victor Talking Machine
Division; Quinton Adams, vice-president
Engineering Products Division; Meade
Brunei, vice-president Radiotron Division;
E. A. Nicholas, vice-president Radiola
Division; E. C. Grimley, treasurer and
comptroller; Francis S. Kane, secretary.
"The world-wide sales organizations of

Victor and R.C.A.," said General Harbord,
"will be brought together under one

management. The personnel of both will

be retained. The unified laboratory, fac-

tory, and sales facilities of the new
company will make possible a more
complete service to the trade and public,

according to J. L. Ray, the new president,
Under the new arrangement the Van

Courtlandt Park Laboratories of R.C.A.
now house only the Research Division.
This is headed by Julius Weinberger and
his technical staff includes Messrs. Ray-
mond Guy, Irving Wolff, T. A. Smith,
Ringel, and Griswold. On April 15 the
Technical and Test Divisions, headed by
Arthur F. Van Dyck, removed to the
Camden Radio-Victor plant. Located in

Camden with Mr. Van Dyck are the fol-

lowing engineers: E. T. Dickey, F. H.

Engel, E. J. Quinby, Anderson, Howard,
and Bunting.

CHANGES IN KELLOGG ORGANIZATION

RECENT CHANGES in the Kellogg or-

ganization at Chicago include the ap-
pointment of W. J. Leighner as works

manager, E. J. Brennan as Chicago Dis-

trict Sales manager, and Fred H. Timper-
lake, of Chicago, as sales representative in

Michigan and Indiana.
Mr. Leighner for the past six years was

works manager for Westinghouse plants
at South Bend, Milwaukee, St. Louis, and
Valdosta, Ga.
Howard F. Curran has been appointed

manager of the Kansas City Branch,
Edison Distributing Corporation. Mr.
Curran was formerly radio department
manager of H. L. Spencer Co., Iowa radio

distributors.

R.C.A. OPENS TRANSCONTINENTAL CIRCUIT

Tin-; FIRST STEP in an R.C.A. domestic
radio system was taken recently, in the

opening of a radio telegraph circuit be-

tween New York and San Francisco, ac-

cording to James G. Harbord, president
of R.C.A. In experimental operation,

speeds as high as 250 and 300 words per
minute have been obtained, using the

"improved beam-projector" system. It is

understood that about 20 kw. is employed
in the high-frequency transmission. In-

terruptions due to static and fading have
been minimized through the use . of

multiple receiving antenna systems. Mes-

sage transmission is made on high-speed

tape transmitters but it is understood
that it is not yet possible to employ auto-

matic recorders at the receiving end.

Transmission is direct between New York
and San Francisco and messages are ac-

cepted at the Boston and Washington
offices of R.C.A. Communications, Inc.,

whence they are sent to New York by
wire circuits. Rates are the same as those

now applying on land wire circuits.
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THE ALLIED BROADCASTING COMPANIES,
INC. are now located at 1780 Broadway,
New York City. Allied Broadcasting rep-
resents the following west-coast stations:

KJR, Seattle; KEX, Portland; KGA, Spokane;
KYA, San Francisco; KMTR, Los Angeles;
KDYL, Salt Lake City; and ELZ, Denver.
The New York Oflice handles all matters

relating to broadcasting on this network
from points east of Chicago.

RADIO SET FOR AUTOMOBILES

THE AUTOMOBILE RADIO CORPORATION
OF NEW YORK recently showed a receiver

called the "Transitone
'

for installation on
motor cars. The controls of the set are

located in the dashboard of the car by re-

locating the instruments there; the

antenna is installed in the roof, or, if the

car is of the open type, the screen antenna
folds down with the top with satisfactory
results in either position. A standard tuned
r.f. circuit is used and a special filter

system to reduce ignition noise is a part of

the installation. Offices of the company are

at 37-7 Queens Boulevard, Long Island

City, New York. Ralph Heina is chief

engineer.

ZENITH ENTERS LOW-PRICE FIELD

MODEL 42 is announced by Zenith, of

Chicago, to sell at $175. It uses eight a.c.

tubes including rectifier. Screen-grid tubes
are employed as well as "automatic"

tuning. Unusual sensitivity is obtained,

according to the announcement, through
the use of a separate control which serves
as a combination switch and volume con-
trol. Additional selectivity is attained

through the use of another control on the

right. A patented switch and connection
is also provided for a phonograph pick-up
unit. The automatic tuning unit is con-
cealed at the upper right of the cabinet,
which is a lowboy console. Zenith states

that its recent acquisition of a new factory
in which all their cabinets are produced
enables decreases in list prices. The com-
pany now makes all its parts as well as
cabinets.

NEW KELLOGG RECEIVERS

THREE NEW SETS are announced by
Kellogg, of Chicago, Nos. 523, 524, and
525. Each' employs screen-grid a.c. tubes
and large power-handling tubes in the
last stage. Model 525 is a combination

The Transformer Corporation of America has removed to the new plant
pictured above. Their new equipment will have eight times the capacity

of theformer factory.

The new National "Rainbow"
dial is of modern design and
construction. As the knob is

turned the scale reading is pro-
jected in color on the ground-

glass screen.

radio-phonograph set. The other two are

arranged to permit the use of a phonograph
pick-up unit. Each set has three screen-

grid tubes in the r.f. system feeding a

"power" detector with high plate and grid

voltages. The detector output in model
523 feeds a push-pull 245 audio channel,
while two 250 tubes in push pull are used
in the other models. Each set is equipped
with a manual and automatic volume
control. Model 523 employs the following
tubes: three screen-grid a.c. tubes, three

227-type a.c. tubes, two 245-type power
tubes, and one 280-type rectifier. Model
524 and the radio-phonograph, model 525,
use the following: three 224's, three 227's,
two 250's, and two 281 rectifiers.

CONTINENTAL RADIO OFFICERS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS of the Con-
tinental Radio Corporation, Fort Wayne,
Ind., are Charles M. Neizer, chairman
of the board; S. Paul Mozeman, vice-

president; John A. Thieme, secretary-
treasurer; other board members are,

Henry J. Miller, W. H. Noll, W. J. Vesey,
Max B. Fisher, Carl D. Boyd, W. C.

Rastetter, and Joseph Lush (also treasurer,
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.). Carl D. Boyd is

president of the company, and Henry S.

Schryver is chief engineer.

NEW TELEVISION SCHEDULE

IN ORDER TO allow a greater period for

study of television reception at various

locations, especially during the evening,
the daily transmission schedule of the
Radio Corporation's experimental tele-

vision station, w2xBS, has been extended
to include the hours of 9-11 P.M. This

change took effect May 6th. Beginning
April 30th, w2xBS has been operating on
Eastern Daylight Saving Time.

Since early in March, when the operat-

ing schedule was announced, w2xss has
been transmitting daily from 7-9 P.M. on a

frequency of from 2000-2100 kilocycles.
Transmitted pictures consist of sixty hori-

zontal lines, each divided into seventy-two
elements laterally. Twenty pictures are

scanned per second. The new daily
schedule will permit experimenters to

observe signs, photographs, and views of

persons between the hours of 7-11 P.M.

NEW FINANCE PLAN

UNDER THE terms of an arrangement
just completed between the Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company of

Chicago, and the General Contract Pur-
chase Corporation of New York, Kellogg
dealers may now avail themselves of a

convenient and economical method of

handling their customer's time payment
paper.
A feature of the plan is a copyrighted

sales chart furnished to the dealer which
eliminates any necessity on the part of the
dealer for figuring teems or rates.

With the payment chart the dealer

merely asks the customer how much he or
she can afford to pay each month on the
due balance. The sales chart then gives
the exact amount of the contract, the
exact amount of the payments, and the
number of months the contract runs.

Another most desirable feature of the

plan is that the customer, seeing the

printed figures, does not try to haggle or

bargain. He accepts them as they are.

ERLA BUYS CABINET FACTORY

THE CHICAGO PLANT of the Cable Piano

Company was bought by the Electrical

Research Laboratories. Cabinets, receiv-

ers, electromagnetic pick-up units, and
dynamic loud speakers will be manu-
factured. Equipment for manufacturing
1500 cabinets daily was taken over as part
of the purchase, and contemplated addi-

tions to the equipment are expected to
increase cabinet capacity to a maximum
of 2500 per day.

Manufacturing operations now con-
ducted at the Erla plant at 2500 Cottage
Grove Ave., and at the Greene-Brown

plant at 5100 Ravenswood Ave., will be
transferred to the Cable plant as rapidly
as possible.

THE CHICAGO OFFICE of the DeJur-
Amsco Corporation, at 77 West Washing-
ton Street, has been removed to larger

quarters in the Wrigley Building, Chicago.
The change was made May 1st. Mr. Wil-
liam E. Burgoyne is in charge.

SPARTON DEVELOPMENTS

CONTINUING ITS POLICY of manufactur-

ing of every part that goes into Sparton sets

the Sparks-Withington Company of Jack-

son, Michigan, are equipping a new plant
for the making of light metal punchings.
Machinery is being installed which will be
used in the making of a great number of

parts for Sparton sets. The new plant will

provide space for several hundred addi-

tional employees. During the peak of the

1928 season more than 4000 persons were

engaged in the making of Sparton sets,

and this will be increased greatly during
the coming year. The Sparton organization
has grown from approximately 500 in-

dividuals to more than 4000 within the
short space of four years.
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Data on Modern Technique

LOUD SPEAKER RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS
By P. H. TARTAK

Chief Engineer, Sleeper Kailio and Manufacturing Co.

~W~1T TITH THE ever increasing demand
%/%/ of the public for faithful repro-
f f duction and true tonal values

from loud speakers it has become neces-

sary for various manufacturers to develop
equipment of such a nature that the

fidelity of loud speakers may be indicated

by some visible means and the results
examined at leisure. This article deals with
a method for measuring the characteris-
tics of a loud speaker on a comparative
basis. It also includes a discussion for

making tests on amplifiers and radio sets.

The tests performed are applicable only
to a laboratory and were made in a spe-
cially constructed sound-proof room. A
loud speaker under such conditions would
not give the same response to the ear that
it would if it were' operated in the average
home because of the acoustical properties
of the room. However, the results are
indicative of the performance of one loud

speaker in comparison to another sub-

jected to the same test and under the same
conditions.
To study the behavior of the loud

speaker under test with variation in fre-

quency output, a responsograph and its

associated equipment were used. This
apparatus consisted of a beat-frequency
oscillator having an external variable
condenser the shaft of which was coupled
to a drum on the responsograph. The
output of the oscillator was put through
an a.f. amplifier and then to the loud

speaker on test in the sound-proof room.
A two-button microphone was placed in

front of the loud speaker and a shielded
cable led from this room to the modulation
control box and then to an amplifier, whose
output fed into a specially designed
vacuum-tube voltmeter. The microam-
meter, which is a part of the vacuum-tube
voltmeter, was mounted inside the re-

sponsograph.
The responsograph itself is shown in

Fig. 5 and consists of a variable condenser
whose rotor is coupled to a paper
roller. The frequency of the oscillator is

altered by rotating the condenser, which
moves the paper strip upon which the

graph is made. At the same time the varia-
tions of the needle on the microammeter
are followed by a lever which is connected
to a stylus. The stylus is constructed so
that its motion is linear, even though the
motion of the needle is circular.
An audio-frequency oscillator of the

beat-frequency type was found to work
best for making the curves because of the
ease of varying the frequency from 50 to
5000 cycles. The oscillator produced a very
good sine wave as indicated by an oscillo-

graph and its output was very steady
over the entire range. The detector output
of the oscillator was arranged so that it

could be switched to any type of a.f.

amplifier, since different types of response
curves of loud speakers could be obtained
by using different amplifiers and tulics.

T\\e Sound-Proof Room
nnnE SOUND-PROOF room is of specially
J. constructed sound-absorbing material
and its walls are eight inches thick. By
placing the microphone at various dis-

I Complete view of the loud speaker measuring apparatus described
in this article.

tances and angles from the loud speaker it

was determined that standing waves due
to reflection were negligible. The picture
in Fig. 2 shows the interior of the sound-
proof room with a speaker microphone in
test position. It was found by experiment
that the best results were obtained when
the microphone was placed one foot away
from and in line with the center of the
loud speaker because the waves were then
transmitted directly to the microphone.
A two-button microphone was used in

conjunction with a resistance-coupled
amplifier having a straight-line-frequency
response. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the

amplifier is arranged so that the output

Fig. 2 Interior iiiew of the
son iid-pronf room in which loud
speakermeamiremen ts are made.

/nay be attenuated by means of varying
the resistance in the grid circuit of the last
tube.

The vacuum-tube voltmeter is of the
plate-rectification type and uses the

voltage-bucking method of keeping the
plate current out of the microammeter.
In order to get the complete curve on the
paper without changing the scale or at-

tenuating the signal during a single test
the vacuum-tube voltmeter was designed
so that its voltage variation was not linear.

This was accomplished by using the proper
shunt across the meter and a resistance in
scries with it. For convenience in making
the test and also for increasing the ac-

curacy of the vacuum-tube voltmeter, a

reading of ten microamperes was taken
for the zero setting. The d.c. voltmeters
are arranged in the circuit so that the cor-
rect filament, grid, and plate voltages may
be obtained readily, thus maintaining the
calibration of the voltmeter.

Figs. 1 and 4 indicate apparatus layout
as well as their position with reference to
the responsograph.

In order to keep the results consistent
from day to day, middle "C" or 256 cycles
was chosen as a reference point and the

output of the apparatus was adjusted at
this frequency. At the beginning and end
of each test the output of the oscillator-

amplifier combination was thrown to a
calibrated vacuum-tube voltmeter used
as a volume indicator and the value
checked at 256 cycles. By keeping this
value constant for all readings and also

noting the attenuation on the microphone
amplifier all the curves were comparable.

In all loud-speaker response curves, the
sound intensity in DB was plotted against
frequency. The equipment was adjusted so
that the highest peak obtained reached
the 100 mark on the microainmeter scale.

This voltage, E, was taken and the height of
the various reference points were calculated
in DB on this basis. From the mathematical
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formula DB = 20 log E, and from the
calibration of the vacuum-tube voltmeter,
E was obtained for various points. Thus it

was possible to measure just how many
DB one peak was above another.
Curve A in Fig. 6 shows the response

curve for an Airchrome loud speaker; B
is the curve of an air-column loud

speaker; c is that of a cone loud speaker; D
is that of a dynamic loud speaker, and E
is that of the same dynamic with the con-
denser across the loud speaker input. The
curves indicate the resonant peaks caused

by the component parts of the loud speak-
ers and units. By using filters consisting
of condensers and chokes, various peaks
can be removed without affecting the

response at any other point. The first

resonant peak of fair size indicates the
fundamental response of the diaphragm.

Value of Curves

INASMUCH
AS the microphone was not cali-

brated with the equipment used, the

tests, as previously explained, have been
made only on a comparative basis; that is,

the performance of a loud speaker and the

response in one loud speaker can be com-

pared to another only when the tests are

made in the same laboratory. However,
by using a condenser microphone and a

thermophone, the respon-
sograph can be calibrated

easily on an absolute basis,

in which case the curves
obtained in one labora-

tory would be compar-
able with those obtained
in another one.

Unless a pure sine wave
is impressed at all times,
the shape of the curves
for any loud speaker
would not be the same
from time to time and
the tests would mean
nothing.

All of these tests were
made using a sinusoidal

input and do not indi-

cate the performance of

the loud speaker when
music or speech is im-

pressed. This accounts
for the fact that, al-

though a loud speaker
very often gives a good
response throughout the
entire range of fre-

quency, it does not per-
form well on mixed frequencies. This is

due to the fact that the lower frequen-
cies carry most of the speech energy
while the articulation and intelligibility

depend upon the higher frequencies.

In studying the be-
havior of loud speakers
it was , observed that

changing the shape of
the diaphram or its

mass affected its re-

sponse. It was also
observed that when a
loud speaker had a

condenser across its in-

put the high frequencies
were cut off. This gave
the low frequency or
bass notes a predomi-
nance and speech then
became difficult to un-
derstand because the
articulation decreased
when the high notes
were cut off.

Using the responso-
graph, it was also pos-
sible to study the effect

of battling loud speakers,
the response varying
with the size of the
baffle. It was also pos-
sible by means of the responsograph to
determine the cabinet resonance of any
compartment in which the loud speaker
was placed. Another interesting experi-
ment consisted of testing the efficiency of

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES

Fig. 6 Sample response curves made with five
different types of loud speakers. Note: These
curves are not intended to indicate the level at
which the speakers are operating but only the

relative response at various frequencies.

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the a.f. ampli-
fier used in making loud speaker response

measuremen ts.

Fig. 5 f 'ific of a responsograplt of I he typf nsedfor
making comparative loud speaker measurements.

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram slum-ing the set-up
of apparatus when making loud speaker com-

parisons.

various band-pass filters as well as de-

termining how sharp the cut-off's were.
Another use to which the responsograph

could be put is to measure the overall char-
acteristics of a radio set and loud speaker

combination. For this

purpose an r.f. oscilla-

tor modulated by means
of a beat-frequency os-

cillator would be used.
\\ith this apparatus it

would be possible to
observe just how cutting
off sidebands affects the
a.f. system. It would
also provide a means of

perfecting the radio set so
that there is nearly con-
stant frequency response
throughout the entire

range.
The author wishes to

acknowledge the use of

apparatus and the assis-

tance which has been
rendered by Professor
Andres and his staff of

engineers at the Temple
Laboratory.

BOOK REVIEWS
TELEPHONE AND POWER TRANSMISSION,

by R. Bradfield and W. J. John. Published

by John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York
City, 234 pages. Price: $5.75.

This new book will take its place in the

telephone library along with other stand-
ard texts on the theory underlying the
transmission of intelligence along wires.

It was written by R. Bradfield, late of the

engineering department of the British
General Post Office, and W. J. John,
lecturer in electrical engineering at East
London College.

This book is not like that of K. S. John-
son's Transmission Circuits, a practical
book, but is one dealing with the mathe-
matical theory of the propagation of
electric waves on wires. It furnishes its

own mathematics but to prevent throwing
a scare into any potential reader, let us
hasten to set down the aim of the authors,
"to write for that vast majority of stu-

dents and practical engineers who are

engineers first and mathematicians only in

so far as their profession demands."

The authors realize that hyperbolic
functions look more formidable than they
really are, and that a telephone engineer
has little need for the mathematical con-

cepts on which hyperbolics are based. An
engineer wants to know how to solve

problems by their use and to serve that

end, examples and problems are included
in the text.

There are chapters on general theory of

transmission, the application of theory to
actual telephone transmission, measure-
ments of line constants, transmission of

power on wires, effect of transformers on
voltage drop in transmission circuit,

traveling waves in transmission lines, etc.

More than half of the book is taken up
with the transmission of power on wires,
and for anyone contemplating the trans-

mission of radio programs on power wires,
this part of the book is useful.

There are a number of tables in the

book on such subjects as sizes and resist-

ances of standard-gauge wires, attenuation
of various types of lines, mathematical
tables of hyperbolic functions, etc. It is

interesting to note that the decibel (D B) or

the transmission unit does not seem to be
mentioned in the book and that losses

and attenuation is still spoken of with

regard to the mile of standard cable,

-k. H.
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STRAYS from THE LABORATORY
"" ' """"" THE CURVES IN Fig. 1

Data on and Fig. 2 are published
Foreign-Made through the courtesy of
Pentode Tubes M. E. Bond, engineering
"" M.ii.iiimiiitn department, American
Bosch Magneto Company. They show the

power output from a Mullard Pentode,
and the manner in which it varies with
various load resistances. It is interesting
to note that with an input of 5 volts on the

grid, a power output of 800 milliwatts can
be obtained. In the Laboratory it was
possible to get this same power from the

Philips (Holland) Pentode with a grid

voltage of 16, and so the Mullard valve
is more sensitive.

Experiments in the Laboratory with
Ediswan Pentodes indicate that such a
tube with 150 volts on the plate and draw-

ing about 12 milliamperes will deliver power
equal to that from a push-pull 171 amplifier
with about one third the input voltage.

Listening tests, comparing the Ediswan
Pentode working into standard loud speak-
ers through an Ingranic output transformer

designed to couple these high-resistance
tubes to low-resistance loud

speakers,
indi-

cate that there is still a lack of low-

frequency response compared to the

reproduction from the 171 push-pull ampli-
fier using an Amertran transformer. This
lack of low frequencies, however, is not as
bad as may be noted from someof the newly
designed loud speakers sold in this country,
and touted as being the last word in "per-
fect reproduction."

"""'"" ' '""" IN RADIO LANGUAGE
.Svm doi.s Used there are many symbols,
in Technical short-hand expressions,
Radio Writing that make it rather pic-
" """"" immmm turesque and rather un-

intelligible for the layman. Some of these

symbols have international acceptance,
some are used only in this country, and
some have not been agreed upon generally
even in this country.
For example the Greek letter

"omega" (u>) is sometimes used
to indicate resistance in ohms,
and sometimes megohms. Simi-

larly, the large Greek letter

"omega" (Q) is used indiscrimi-

nately for ohms and millions of
ohms.
The Greek letter "mu" (n) is

used generally in this country for

the amplification factor of a vac-
uum tube. It is also an abbrevia-
tion for "millionths"; thus,
microhenry is abbreviated to ixh.

The small "omega" (o>) is used
for the expression 2iu f or 6.28 X
f where f is the frequency in

cycles. It enters into many elec-

trical calculations. Thus, the re-

actance of an inductance is o>L or
6.28 X L X f. Strictly speaking,
u is an abbreviation or symbol
for the "angular velocity of the
vector representing a sine wave
of current or voltage, and is ex-

pressed in radians.' A radian is

a measure of the arc through

which the end of the vector travels, 6.28
radians constituting an entire circle of 360

degrees.
The Greek letter

" lambda" (X) is used for

the wavelength in meters. Thus X = 300
would be read "wavelength equals 300
meters."
The small or capital letter "r" and "R"

is used almost universally for resistance.
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How and Why Good Receivers Are Made Better

ENGINEERING BEHIND A CROSLEY SET

By KENNETH W. JARVIS

.

Jarvis

K\ ERY SEASON has

brought forth upon the
market new radio
receivers; new in ap-
pearance, new in opera-
tions, and new in
claims as to their great
superiority over all pre-
vious models. Just
what provokes this cus-

tomary offering on the
altar of public service?

Technically, it is a re-

sult of new inventions
or from more intensive engineering de-

velopment. From the merchandise angle,
the public demand for something new and
different is an impelling motive. It is the

purpose of this article to show how such
a recent set (the Crosley Jewelbox) was
developed and how its claims to superiority
are justified.
The "average" radio receiver of last

season comprised an untuned radio-

frequency amplifier and two or more tuned

stages of radio-frequency amplification.
This was followed by a grid-leak-condenser

type detector using a heater tube, such as

the 227. The first audio stage, as did

the radio stages, used a low-voltage fila-

ment tube such as the 226. The output
system employed one or two low-imped-
ance tubes such as the ITlA. The set was
transformer coupled throughout, good
design insuring a satisfactory fidelity. The
volume control was a variable input sys-
tem to the untuned r.f. stage.

then the station may be received at two
places on the dial. Obviously, this can
occur only with stations operating between
550 and 750 kilocycles. (The second har-
monic of 750 kc. is 1500 kc., the limit of the

tuning range of the receiver). Due to this

same non-linear characteristic, and the
lack of selectivity, a strong local station

may modulate a weak distant station, and
therefore be heard whenever these weak
stations are tuned-in.
There is certainly room for improvement

here. The tuned stage has major advan-

The respective merits of untuned
and tuned antenna systems, "power"
detection and conventional detec-

tion with the two-stage audio ampli-
fiers, as well as the engineering
data behind the Crosley Jewelbox
receiver will be found in this article

by Mr. Jam's, formerly of the

Crosley Radio Corporation and
now Chief Engineer of the Sterling

Mfy. Co., of Cleveland, Ohio.

THE EDITOR.

The First Improvement

i figure.
the amplification is measured from the in-

put voltage in the dummy antenna system
to the grid of the first tube.

Antenna Input Design

15, and 36 turns was used. These are num-
bered (3), (2), and (1), respectively, in Fig.

tages in the increased amplification and
selectivity. However, the cost is greater
and it adds an extra control to the receiver.

Measurement and experiment have shown
that the proper utilization of these ad-

vantages far outweighs the disadvantages.
A comparative idea may be obtained from
a study of Fig. 1. The dashed line shown
is an amplification curve of a good choke-

WITH
THIS as a starting point, changes coupled untuned radio-frequency amplifier,

can be suggested and tried out. The In this, and the other curves in this figure,
first proposal is to change the input sys-
tem. The advantages of the untuned in-

put system are very real or so many manu-
facturers would not have used it. Its great-
est advantage is in producing a unicontrol

set, as the antenna capacity cannot affect

any of the tuning units. It is economical TN THE design finally adopted for the an-
and conservative of space and material. J. tenna system, a coil with three taps at 3,

A properly designed choke coil can be used
to provide a greater amplification on the

lower radio frequencies and

thereby flatten out the usually
sloping sensitivity curve. It pro-
vides a convenient place to op-
erate a volume control.

However, in comparison with
a tuned input system, the un-
tuned amplifier shows several

gross faults. It is relatively in-

sensitive. If the average amplifi-
cation over the entire broadcast
band is greater than one, the

designer may consider himself
fortunate. The untuned system
does not contribute in the least

to the selectivity of the receiver,
a factor which is requiring major
consideration in these days of

congested broadcast traflic. Due
to the fact that no vacuum-tube
amplifier is absolutely linear in

characteristics, this untuned
stage may produce peculiar
effects. The second harmonic
of strong local stations may
be generated in this tube and
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lished on this point, it seems well to dis-

cuss it rather thoroughly in connection
with this receiver.

As compared with the grid-leak-
condenser detector, the bias-type detector
is often referred to as a "power" detector.
This meaning has come from the fact that

by operating with the proper values of

grid and plate voltages, a much larger

power output can be obtained from the

SENSITIVITY
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Gang Cond.

The complete circuit diagram of the Crosley
804 receiver (The Jetvelbox). Note the taps on
the antenna coil and the arrangement of the
detector which is designed to overload before
the power tubes so that the distorting blasts

from the loud speaker which indicate over-
loaded amplifiers are eliminated. Fig. 4
shows that distortion from the Jewelbox
actually decreases as the input is increased
while the conventional grid leak and con-
denser detector overloads sooner and the dis-

tortion increases at a rapid rate.
Cable & Plug

corresponding to about 1-watt output
(171's in push-pull with 4000-ohm load),
the power distortion is only 1 per cent. ! As
the radio input is further increased, the

output voltage increased to about 82 volts

(output 1.7 watts) with a distortion of
9 per cent. If the radio input voltage be
further increased, the audio output voltage
will decrease as shown by the reversing
curve. The percentage of harmonics in-

creases slightly and then decreases as the
radio input is continuously increased.

This is a new idea in receiver design and
one which deserves further comment.

The Output Circuit

rT^HE OUTPUT system of this set consists of
JL two 1 7 1A-typetubes in push pull . Singly ,

these tubes are capable of delivering about
0.7 of a watt. In push pull they will de-
liver slightly more than twice this value,
about 1.5 watts. If the input voltage to
such a push pull stage is increased to give
a greater power output, the distortion will

be enormously increased. In fact, it will

sound terrible!

But if some means were provided to

prevent a great overload of these out-

100
RO



An Invaluable Device for Radio Servicemen

A SIMPLE LINE-UP OSCILLATOR

By GLENN H. BROWNING
Consulting Engineer

THE
AVERAGE serviceman is equiped

to take care of the ordinary troubles
which are encountered in receivers.

However, many times the set simply lacks

signal strength on semi-distant stations

and a careful check on voltages and tubes
shows that as far as they are concerned the
set is ok. Usually, in this case, the tuning
circuits are not lined up properly and as
a consequence signal strength is lost.

In some single-control receivers there
are small compensating condensers which

may be adjusted; in other cases the only
way to line up the gang of tuning units is to
bend slightly the rotor plates of the tuning
condensers. In either case it is very difficult

to make this adjustment unless there is a

station transmitting which is just audible
in the loud speaker, and even then, when
the set has three or four tuned circuits, it is

somewhat of a question as to which of
these are off resonance. In fact, this ques-
tion of alignment in single-control receiv-

ers is becoming a problem.
The set manufacturer, of course, does

his best to see that the receivers are in-

spected carefully before they leave the

factory, but in mass production there are

always slips.
For a number of months the writer has

used an oscillator with a grid meter for

determining the resonance point of any
tuned circuit. This has been found so con-
venient and accurate that he wishes to pass
the idea along. Fig. 1 shows the circuit

used. It will be noted that a standard type
of oscillator is used and that the design is

such that it may be connected to any a.c.

or d.c. electric light socket. R is a 440-ohrn
resistor which will carry a quarter of an

ampere for the filament supply of the20lA-

type tube. The 110-volt supply is not
connected to the plate of the tube as more
accurate readings may be obtained when
the oscillatory current is low, which will be
the case if only about 22 volts is used for

the plate supply. Ci is a variable air con-
denser whose maximum value is 500 mmfd.
LI is an inductance which may be made by
winding 68 turns of No. 26 wire on a two-
inch bakelite form. L^ is the tickler coil

and consists of 18 turns of No. 34 wire

wound on the filament end of LI. Cs is a

small condenser for coupling some of the

energy developed in the oscillatory circuit

to the circuit in which resonance is to be
determined. Usually a two-plate midget
neutralizing condenser set at its minimum
value is about right. M is a d.c. millia-

meter reading not more than 2 mA. full

scale. (The author used a Dawson meter

The line-up 'oscillator ready for action.

which cost $45 but a much less expensive
meter can be used a Weston Model 301,
for example Edilor.)
The apparatus is connected as shown.

In connecting the tickler be sure that it is

connected so that the circuit will oscillate.

This may be determined easily by placing
the finger on the grid connection of the

v
To connect lo Stator Plates of

tuned circuit to be measured

HOV.D.CorA.C

Fig. I

Interior view of Mr. Browning's oscil-
lator.

tube whereupon the meter will show a
small reading if the circuit is oscillating.
Now adjust point "A" along the HO-
ohm resistor until the milliameter reads
about 1.0 m.\. and the oscillator is then

ready for use.

Operating Data

To
DETERMINE the resonance point of

any tuned circuit in a radio set. clip
the flexible lead which is connected to the
small condenser, Cj, to the stator plates of
the circuit under test. Turn the dial on
the condenser Ci until the meter gives a

sharp reaction. This reaction is a sharp
lowering of the reading of the meter. Now
adjust the condenser carefully until the
meter is at its lowest reading and any
adjustment either way increases its read-

ing. It is necessary for accurate adjust-
ment to have a vernier dial on the oscil-

lator condenser, and at the same time one
which may be read accurately. During
this process the ground should be con-
nected to the set. If the adjustment of the
oscillator condenser is so broad as to cover
more than a fraction of one division on the
oscillator dial the coupling condenser,

C2 , is too large and its size should be
reduced.

In a single-control receiver the tuning
point of each circuit may be determined as
follows. Clip the flexible lead from the

coupling condenser of the oscillator onto
the stator plates of the first tuning con-
denser in the radio set. Adjust Ci on the
oscillator for the reaction point and record
the reading on the oscillator condenser. Do
the same with second, third, etc. tuning
condensers in the radio set. During this

process the tuning control on the receiver

should be left fixed. If the adjustment of

the oscillator condenser for each section of
the tuning condenser is the same the cir-

cuits are properly lined up, if not an ad-

justment may be made to advantage. In
this manner the line up of the tuning con-
densers in the radio set may be determined
for any setting on the dial.

The theory of the line-up oscillator is

briefly this: when the circuit LiCi is oscil-

lating, the amount of grid current passing
through the meter depends on the intensity
of the oscillations. If any energy is taken
from the oscillator the reading on the
meter decreases. If coupling is obtained

by any means to another tuned circuit this

circuit will absorb the most energy when
it is exactly in tune with the oscillator.

Thus a reaction is obtained on the meter

only when the two circuits are in tune.
The reason for using only a small voltage
on the plate of the oscillator tube is so the

oscillatory current will be weak and any
energy taken from this circuit may be ob-
served easily on the meter.

Incidently, the lower the resistance in

the tuned circuit coupled to the oscillator

the greater the amount of energy absorbed
and the greater the reaction on the meter.

List of Parts

THE
following is a list of the apparatus

used in the writer's oscillator:

One National Co. precision dial:

One variable tuning condenser 0.0005-mfd (Ct);
One coil wound as per instructions (Li, L?) ;

One tube socket;
One CeCo tube, type A:
One 440-ohm resistor. Electrad (R ) :

One 0.5-mfd. by-pass condenser. Tobe (Ca):
One Rawson meter, type 507 A:
One Two-plate neutralizing condenser (Cz).
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No. 27 Radio Broadcast's Set Data Sheets
i

THE MAJESTIC MODEL 180 RECEIVER
July, 1929

Three stages of r.f. amplification are used in this Majestic re-

reiver. The inductance associated with the antenna circuit, is ar-

r;mg<*d so that it can be varied somewhat in order that this circuit

may be brought into exact resonance with the other tuned circuits.

2 meg.

27

It should be noted that heater-type tubes are used throughout the
set except in the power stage. It is also interesting to note that the

(ibonbarapfa pick-up unit is connected across the small tapped sec-
tion of the lirst audio-frequency transformer.

Speaker Field

2730 ohms
Model G-2 '.

50 /

90 130V.

THE COLONIAL MODEL 31 A.C. RECEIVER
This receiver utilizes six a.c. tubes and a 280-type rectifier. It

consists of two stages of r.f. amplification, a detector, and two stages
of a. I", amplification, the output stage being push pull. Two re-

sistors, not indicated in the diagram but connected in seri

lead to the light socket, function as automatic voltage coi

30-ohm variable resistor is a hum adjustment.

1 megohm

es with the
ntrols. The
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No. 28 Radio Broadcast's Set Ifata Sheets

THE SONORA MODEL A-36 RECEIVER

July, 1929

This receiver consists of four stages of tuned r.f. amplification, a coupling in the r.f. amplifier, a special first-stage a.f. transformer

grid leak and condenser detector, and a two-stage transformer- phonograph pick-up, a push-pull output stage, an electrodynamic

coupled audio-frequency amplifier. The set contains the following loud speaker, and an automatic control to compensate variations

interesting features: combined electromagnetic and electrostatic in line voltage.

AVERAGE VACUUM TUBE AND LINE VOLTAGES
FOR SONORA INSTRUMENTS
Models A-20; A-36: A-44; A-46

Line Voltages



An Example of Modern Receiver Design Trends

NEW FEATURES IN THE SILVER RADIO

WHAT'S
NEW in radio?" is the ques-

tion that is being asked nowa-

days. Qmte a few things are new
in broadcast receiver design this year.
One good way of answering the question is

to review briefly the trends evident at the

R. M. A. trade show, and to describe a

typical example of a modern radio receiver

employing a majority, at least, of these

features. Such is the purpose of this paper;
the new design trends which should be
looked for in . the 1929-30 season being
listed below, while their application to a

practical receiver is well exemplified in the

Silver Radio chassis to be described in

some detail.

(a) The use of 224-type screen-grid a.c.

tubes as both r.f. amplifiers and power
detectors, to the probable almost

complete exclusion of the 226- and

227-type tubes heretofore popular.

(b) The general use of "band-selector"

tuning as an aid in attaining the

desirable ideal of a rectangular re-

sponse curve, with its freedom from
sideband cutting (attenuation of high
musical frequencies).

(c) The widespread use of 245-type tubes
in push pull, feeding a high-grade

dynamic loud speaker unit of im-

proved response over the musical

range of 50 to 5000 cycles, the ampli-
fier having an undistorted power out-

put of about three watts.

(d) Automatic regulation of fluctuations

in a.c. power line voltages.

(e) A tendency to use smaller, or even self-

contained, antennas for convenience,
when receiver sensitivity permits.

In addition to these general trends in

the design of all-electric broadcast re-

ceivers, and in addition to the fact that

each season prices come down, or actual

values given increase (which amounts to

the same thing), certain other trends will

be evident among a few manufacturers,
as follows:

(f) Use of but one a.f. stage following a

power detector in sets where the at-

tenuation of high frequencies resulting
from the necessary high-ratio a.f.

coupling transformer is not considered

of as great importance as the cost

saving resulting.

(g) A tendency toward condenser loud

speakers, not at all general, because
of present poor efficiency,

high polarizing voltages
needed, excessive bulk,
and fragility of existing

types.
(h) Use of so-called automatic

tuning; as, for example,
devices for selection of a
small pre-selected group
of stations by means of a

multiplicity of buttons
instead of the usual single
selector knob.

(i) Extension of the repro-
duced audio tone range
up to 4000 or 5000 cycles
to give naturalness and

brilliancy, with the addi-
tion of an overtone cut-

out switch to diminish

high-pitched atmospheric
noises in bad weather.

By McMURDO SILVER
President^ Silver-Marshall, /nc.

Features of Silver Radio

THE
RECEIVER here described embodies

all of the above features except f, g,
and h, which will not be found in wide
general application this year.
An article dealing briefly with the one

audio stage trend, (f), will be found on
page 15 of the May, 1929, RADIO BROAD-
CAST. Another article, upon condenser loud

speakers, (g), appears upon page 369 of
the April, 1929, RADIO BROADCAST. Auto-
matic tuning, (h), usually accomplished by
mechanical selectors, is so simple as to

require little special description.
At this stage of the radio art it is un-

fortunately difficult to make evident the
merits of a receiver simply and concisely

Fig. 1 Rear view of the new
Silver Radio showing chassis and

dynamic loud speaker.

Fig. 2 The chassis of the Silver Radio with shield cover
removed.

(as should be the case) by means of quanti-
tative measurements, as few overall re-

ceiver measurement curves have been
published (due in a large measure to the

difficulty of making such measurements,
even on older type sets). In presenting
Figs. 3, 4, and 5 there is little data to

compare them with and the curves must,
therefore, be interpreted to be rendered

readily comprehensible. Incidentally, it is

"to be hoped that, as overall measurements
are now possible in any well-equipped
radio laboratory, manufacturers will have
more recourse to facts and less to fanciful

"sales talks" for radio receivers in the
future.

Fig. 3 illustrates the overall sensitivity
of the set of Figs. 1, 2, and 8 under two
different antenna conditions. Curve A is

for the small self-contained screen antenna
(8"x 24") attached to the bottom of the

cabinet, while curve B is for a typical
broadcast antenna of characteristics stated
on the curve. The order of sensitivity
shown is thought to be greater than that
of any other receiver offered today.
Measurements on typical six-tube, one-
dial a.c. sets having three tuned circuits

show an average sensitivity of forty to

sixty microvolts per meter, and measure-
ments on other sets of the same general

type, having four tuned circuits (4 tuned
r.f. stages), show about 15 to 20 microvolts

per meter sensitivity. Considering curve
B of Fig. 3, indicating an average sensitivity
of 2 microvolts under standard conditions,
the sensitivity of this set is seen to be
about seven to ten times that of the typical
t.r.f. set of four tuned circuits, and about

twenty to thirty times that of the average
three-tuned-circuit set. Suffice it to say
that a sensitivity of 1.2 to 3.5. microvolts

per meter, (the antenna input required to

produce 50 milliwatts output, a purely
arbitrary measurement standard) is suffi-

cient to bring in almost any station audible
above average prevailing noise levels.

Comparative tests have furthered the
belief that no more sensitive receiver

may be used in the average home to-day.

Overall Fidelity

IN
FIG. 4 appear two overall fidelity curves

for the receiver, taken at the middle of

the broadcast band (1000 kc., 300 meters).
If the reader unthinkingly
compares curve A with typical
curves of audio amplifiers
such as are often furnished to
indicate the audio response
characteristic of a radio re-

ceiver, this fidelity does not

appear to be particularly

startling. Here again, the
dearth of overall fidelity mea-
surements of existing receivers

prevents the true excellence

indicated by curve A from be-

ing appreciated at first glance.

Referring again to a previous
article in RADIO BROADCAST
as one of the few sources of
overall measurements that
tell any real story of receiver

merit, the reader's attention
is called to the fidelity curve
of Fig. 5, page 16 of the May
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OVERALL SENSITlVin
SILVER RADIO

r~r
Standard Antenna, 200 mmfd.,

100 uh..'?5 .ohms

500600 700 800 900 100011001200130014001500
FREQUENCY. KILOCYCLES

Fig. ,3 Overall sensitivity curve
of receiver; (A) with self-con-
tained antenna, (B) with outside

antenna.

issue. As both the sets to which measure-
ments apply use the band-selector method
of tuning for preservation of high tones,
some idea can be gained of the terrible ex-

tent to which the average, ordinarily selec-

tive t.r.f. set (not employing band tuning)-
cuts sidebands; i.e., suppresses high musi-
cal notes. It is the writer's personal opinion
that 999 out of every thousand radio listen-

ers have no idea of what faithful reproduc-
tion of high audio tones in radio reception is

in other words, that no single receiver

available in the past season reproduced
tones in the neighborhood of 4000 cycles at

even 50 per cent, of the value at which they
were transmitted. This opinion is based

upon many measurements and practical

competitive tests between the set here des-

cribed and other types. The holding up
of the high end of curve A is, it is felt, as

good an argument for band-selector tuning
as could be asked for, particularly when
the high sensitivity and selectivity in-

dicated in Figs. 3 and 5 are considered.

Curve B of Fig. 4 indicates a possible
concession to bad radio reception weather
or locations. It shows the resulting overall

fidelity of the receiver after an "overtone
cut-out switch" has been set to cut a

0.001-mfd. condenser into the detector

plate circuit to diminish response to high
audio frequencies to a level comparable
with that of ordinary commercial receivers.

This provision is made for two reasons;
individual listeners may prefer drummy,
bass-accentuated reproduction, and in bad
weather static, usually found in the higher
audio tone ranges, may be diminished to

make reception more enjoyable.
In Fig. 5 appears an overall selectivity

curve, taken at 550 kc. It indicates that

the frequency band passed is 10 kc. wide,

at a level at which an interfering station

would have to be ten times as strong as the
desired station to produce equal volume

(or, at which level the interfering one of
two equally powerful stations would be

only one tenth as loud as the desired one).
At the level at which the interfering station

would be reduced to one-one-hundredth of

the volume of the desired station, the
band width is 24 kc. To the average reader
used to tuning sets of claimed "10-kc.

selectivity," "knife-like sharpness," etc..

such a curve is far from the ideal rectangle
10 kc. wide at its base. Again the dearth
of overall measurements is the unfortunate
reason for possible hasty misjudgment, for

the fact remains that the degree of "ap-
parent" selectivity indicated by Fig. 5

has, in practice, proven considerably
greater than that of any commercial
receiver so far tested. It should be noticed

that the effective selectivity is independent
of antenna size; i.e., the set does not "go
broad" on a large antenna.

The Silver Chassis

THE
STOCK Silver Radio chassis upon

which the above measurements were
made is illustrated in Fig. 2 and diagram-
med in Fig. 8. Mechanically, it consists of

a cadmium-plated steel chassis carrying,

at the left, an r.f. shielding case, with re-

movable cover, divided into four compart-
ments. In the left compartment is the
antenna coupler, first r.f. tube, and first

section of the four-gang tuning condenser.
The second, third, and detector tubes, with
their tuning condensers, are, respectively,
in the next three compartments to the

right. The detector compartment also

houses the first-stage a.f. tube. Beneath
the chassis, in four separate sections under
the r.f. shielding case, are the coils, con-

densers, and resistors necessary to the

r.f. circuits. At the exact front center
of the chassis, is an illuminated vernier
drum dial, with translucent scale marked
directly in "telephone numbers" (kilo-

cycles) for easy tuning. At the right rear

is a steel case housing the power trans-

OVERALL
SELECTIVITY:
ILVER RADIO
550 YC

-40 -30 20 -10 10 20 30

550 KC. OFF RESONANCE

Fif!. 5 Overall sensitivity curre
token at 550 kc.

former which furnishes all A, B, and C
power for the set. In front of this case are,

left to right, two 215-type power tubes, a
socket for an automatic line-voltage

regulator, and the 280-type rectifier tube.

On the rear edge of the chassis appear a
hum adjuster, a jack for a phonograph
pick-up unit, speaker plug socket, and two
sets of primary fuse clips. A single fuse,

shifted from one set of clips to the other,
allows omission or inclusion of the automa-
tic line regulator, if required by power
line fluctuations in any given territory.
The dynamic loud speaker chassis is a

DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS
SILVER KADlOi
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V\hile the values of r.f. gain may appear
low, as compared to the maximum that

may be had from a single stage, they are

about as high as may safely be obtained

stably in production, and result in an
overall gain of as high an order as can be
used in practice.
The r.f. circuits are isolated by means of

by-pass condensers, resistors, and chokes
to a point where the only coupling existing
to cause oscillation is the input to output
coupling, and this has been effectively
eliminated by grounding, not only the set

chassis, but the loud speaker frame as
well. In isolation, the matter of defining

accurately all r.f. current paths, and avoid-

ing the use of the metal chassis as a com-
mon path, was found most important.
The r.f. tubes are operated at plate

potentials of about 170 volts, with screen

voltage variable from zero to 67 volts for

volume control. C bias is obtained automa-
tically by means of individual resistors

common to grid and plate returns. The r.f.

amplifier does not oscillate, being com-
pletely stable under all conditions of opera-
tion.

Power Detection

IN
THE past the 227-type tube operated

at a high plate voltage and with a highly
negative bias (so-called "power detector")
has been considered the most generally
satisfactory detector available. In this

set, a new detector is used a screen-grid

power detector of such high efficiency that
it is probable that within a short time it

will replace all other types of detectors.

Its conversion efficiency (r.f. signal
modulated 30 per cent, at 400 cycles to a.f.

signal at first audio grid) is illustrated

clearly in Fig. 6 at A as compared against a

typical 227-type power detector at B.

A comparison of the respective slopes
indicates the great superiority of the

screen-grid detector, which was operated
with a 60,000-ohm bias resistor, a total B
potential of 170 volts, and a plate resistor

of about 300,000 ohms. A particular point
to be noted is the flattening off of the curve
at increasing signal voltages. This occurs
at such a point as to prevent serious over-

loading of the audio amplifier, for it has
been found that such "distortion" as
exists is of a volume limiting nature, and
is far less annoying than overloading of
the power audio stage the detector

characteristic, therefore, serves as a means
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Solving a Sometimes Baffling Problem

WHY A.F. TRANSFORMERS BURN OUT
By HERBERT M. ISAACSON

PERHAPS

THERE are many who have
wondered with the writer why trans-
formers

"
burn out." Why the trans-

formers in one set will stand up indefi-

nitely, and yet transformers of the same
make will break down frequently in a
different set. That a transformer of "X"
make should last longer than one manu-
factured by "Y" might be accounted for

in a number of ways. Fiber is almost al-

ways used as the insulating material be-
tween the core and the primary, and be-

tween the primary and the secondary. In

addition, the terminal mounting strip
of many transformers is made of fiber;
and fiber almost always contains traces of
acid. "Y" transformers might invariably
break down more frequently than "X '

transformers, because the fiber used in

them contains more acid, which, of course,
eats the fine copper wire away. But, that
transformers of "X" make should on the

average last five times longer when used
in sets made by "A" than they do in

sets made by "B", as has been found by
the writer, indicates the presence of

factors, outside of the transformers, that
affect their life.

Some time ago, the writer returned to
the manufacturer for replacement, a trans-

former with an open primary, mentioning
that it had been in use in a conven-
tional two-stage amplifier, using double-
circuit jacks in both stages. The manu-
facturer wrote back saying the

open
was

undoubtedly caused by "surges' set up
when the plug was removed from one jack
and inserted in another; that if automatic
filament jacks were not used, then the set

should be shut off before plugging from
one stage into another, to prevent these

surges.
Now, the fusing point of No. 40 wire, the

size ordinarily used in a.f. transformers, is

1.85 amperes. The d.c. resistance of the

average primary is 2000 ohms. To cause a
current of 1.85 amperes to flow through
this winding, a terminal voltage of 3700
would be necessary 6845 watts!

[This is an interesting calculation but it

neglects the possibility that comparatively
high voltages may be developed across an
inductance, such as an audio transformer,

if the circuit is suddenly opened. These
voltages do not depend upon the im-

pressed voltage but are directly a function
of the inductance of the circuit and the
rate of change of current. If the circuit is

opened quickly the rate of change in cur-

rent will be high and comparatively large

voltages will be produced across the
transformer. The current would not be

greater than the normal plate current of

Mr. Isaccson, who is a member

of the QRV Radio Service in New
York City, has discovered a very

interesting fact regarding audio

transformers: namely, the way in

which the unit is connected in the

circuit has an important effect on
Us life. Therefore, the next time one

of your transformers "goes west,"
examine the diagram of the receiver

before blaming the manufacturer.
THE EDITOR.

Fig. 1 Thepoint marked "X" in
this drawing shows where elec-

trolysis takes place in an a.f.

transformer.

the tube but the voltages will be greater
and the transformer might arc over at

some point. If this occurred frequently
enough the conductor would finally break
at the point where the arc takes place.
This is undoubtedly the effect which the
manufacturer had in mind when he spoke
of

"
surges." Editor.]

Recently, the writer took apart a large
number of defective transformers of a
certain make. About half of them came
from sets of one make and the other half

from sets of a different make. In "A" sets

the cores were grounded. In "B" sets

they were not. The transformers in "B"
sets had lasted about five times longer
than those in "A" sets. In unwinding the

primaries, it invariably was found that in

those transformers that had their cores

grounded, the first few layers of wire near-
est the core were eaten away; in those

transformers with ungrounded cores, there
was no regularity in the position of the
lesion. Apparently the grounding of the
cores was an important factor in deter-

mining the life of the transformer. Butwhy?
If we have two conductors at a potential

difference, immersed in a conducting solu-

tion known as an electrolyte, electrolysis
will take place. The action is, briefly, as
follows: The electrolyte is made up of

positive and negative ions. Ions are

atoms holding charges of electricity. The
conductor which is maintained at a posi-
tive potential with respect to the other is

the anode. The negative terminal is the
cathode. Due to the law of attraction of
unlike charges, the positive ions are at-

tracted to the cathode. When a positive ion
reaches the cathode, its charge is neu-
tralized by it, and it becomes an atom,
which in the case of copper is deposited on
the cathode. Under certain conditions the

positive copper ions of the anode material

go into the electrolyte and are carried to

the cathode. The effect of all this then is a

tearing down, a disintegrating of the

anode, the positive conductor, and the

building up of the cathode, the negative

conductor. The process is electroplating
and is also what takes place in our trans-

former.
The primary of our transformer is the

anode. It is connected to the positive post
of the B battery. Anything connected to
the minus post, very often a metal chassis

or metal panel, is the cathode. Moisture
constitutes the conducting path, the

electrolyte. As has just been shown, under
the stimulus of the B voltage, the copper
wire of the primary will be disintegrated
and deposited on the metal chassis and

panel. The rate of electrolysis is propor-
tional to the current flow through the con-

ducting moisture path. The current is in-

versely proportional to the resistance of
the path, which in turn is proportional to
its length, assuming that the path is of
uniform resistance. And here is where the

grounded core enters.

The grounded core is a cathode, separ-
ated from the first few layers of the

primary, an anode, by a very short
distance (see Figs. 1 and 2). Assuming that
it is twenty times nearer than any other

cathode, electrolysis will then take place
twenty times faster, which means that,
other factors being the same, the trans-

former with a grounded core will have a
life only ^o as ' ng as ne with an un-

grounded core. Incidentally this electro-

lysis goes on all the time the primary is

maintained at a positive potential, which,
in the case of a battery-operated set, is all

the time, whether the set is turned on or
not. In the case of sets securing B voltage
from the house current, it takes place only
while the set is turned on.
Now that the cause of transformers

becoming defective is known it is impor-
tant to discover a satisfactory method of

overcoming the trouble. It is well known
that in many a.f. amplifier circuits it is

essential to ground the cores of the trans-

formers in order to obtain satisfactory

operation. However, it will be found that
in most cases the same stabilizing effect

may be obtained by connecting the core

to the positive B wire, and this would

place the core at the same potential as the

primary (inside) winding, thus effectively

preventing electrolysis.
The next time an a.f. transformer in

your set "goes west," don't be too quick
to blame it on a voltage surge; the trouble

probably has been caused by the proces-
sions of millions of atoms of copper, each

bearing its charge of electricity, hurrying
to a "Happy Hunting Ground" called the
cathode minus B in the vernacular
there to give up its charge, its mission

having been accomplished.

Electrolysis takes plan
at this point

Fig. 2 The arrow in this circuit

diagram indicates where trans-

formers are apt to burn out.
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Knockabout Wavemeters

THE EXPERIMENTER'S ARMCHAIR
iiuimiiiimiiiiimi

BEFORE

GETTING down to the main
discussion I should like to make a

suggestion as to the usefulness of

dividing one's wavemeters into two classes.

A good example is found in the practice of
theRadio Frequency Laboratories, Inc. The
precision meters of this establishment
are reserved for precision work; during the

preliminary adjustments simple and con-

venient knockabout wavemeters, such
as shown in the picture (Fig. 1), are

used. If one of these is damaged replace-
ment and recalibration are easy
and prompt. To save guesses, I will

explain that the two large coils

are wound on General Radio type
277u forms, the variable con-
densers are of National Company
make, and the two smaller coils are

of 3-16th-inch copper tubing. The
long baseboard not only carries a
calibration chart but also provides
room for the long insulating shaft
and the National type A vernier
dial which materially facilitate

readings. The wavelength ranges
in meters in this case happen to be
1.856.1, 5.527.2, 25.0122.5,
and 118.0 565.0. Lamps are

placed in the tuned circuit of the
two larger wavemeters but are
omitted from the smaller ones for

the obvious reason that their in-

ductance would be a considerable

proportion of the total and would
be changed on replacement of the

lamps.

By ROBERT S. KRUSE

a complete change-over should be quite
painless. What are the opinions of the

congregation?

Thirty-Megacycle Reception

1 us get down to the main topic.
Our material this month comes from
C. A. HART, whose location has been

in rapid succession at San Diego, New
York, San Pedro, and wherever else the
U. S. S. California has gone. The corre-

WAVELENGTH VS. FREQUENCY
The wavemeter charts are in dial

setting against wavelength not

frequency. This recalls a discussion held
last month. A group of six experimenters
agreed thoroughly that frequency was logi-
cal as a basis for calculation but was not

equally convenient for measurement, and
amounted to a positive difficulty during
rough preliminary work. The point is, of

course, that wavelength is related to the
size of things while frequency bears an
inverse ratio. During the preliminaries
much time is saved if one may estimate the
needs without the mental contortion of

taking reciprocals of everything. If one
insists on talking frequency the only way
to avoid such a thing at every turn is to
think in reactances instead of inductance
and capacities. This in itself involves some
detours.
At short waves it is furthermore an

infernal nuisance to say "Sixty-thousand
kilocycles" when "5 meters" will do just
as well. I was quite tickled to find that
from the Bell Telephone Laboratories
there emerged the same opinion and this

was printed in the I. R. E. proceedings.
I am not quite sure whom the joke is on
because one of our I. R. E. Committees
has proscribed the meter and I belong
to the Committee!

Incidentally, if frequency is preferred
lubberly numbers may be avoided by
speaking in megacycles whenever dealing
with the territory below (I have fallen

back on wavelength again) the ordinary
broadcast band. I believe Dr. Pickard is

the sponsor of the megacycle terminology.
It is in sufficiently general use now so that

Fig. 1 Knockabout wavemeters are used at the
Radio Frequency Laboratories for preliminary
adjustments. This picture shows four such
instruments of different wavelength ranges.

spondence has accordingly taken some time
to develop what follows. Let us first look
at Mr. Hart's experiments.
A receiver was built up with the conven-

tional oscillating detector and a.f. ampli-
fier for the purpose of going somewhat into
the necessities in the region of thirty
megacycles. Because such receivers are

notoriously weak as to holding calibration,
the next step may seems surprising, but
this will be explained presently. The curve
of Fig. 2 was made by heterodyning the
receiver with a crystal-controlled driver.
It will be seen that the range of the
receiver was from 27.62 megacycles to
45.16 megacycles (10.85 meters to 6.64

meters). For this range the grid coil con-
sisted of one turn and the tickler of 2|
turns of No. 18 enameled wire wound on a
standard ux tube base and tuned by a
"
5-plate" variable condenser. The lengths

of connecting leads are shown in the insert

diagram of Fig. 2. The ability to take and
hold calibration requires the removal of

tuning effects from the operator's hands,
the antenna, and the regeneration control.
If really good permanence of calibration
is desired one must also be careful to avoid

changes due to shifts of filament and plate
voltage, the commonly neglected changes
in ordinary r.f. chokes, and, of course, one
must keep (and not mistreat) the same
tube.
Hand capacity was removed by the use

of extension controls rather than shielding.
The effect of antenna variations or of

changing to another antenna is very large

when coupling in the customary amateur
manner through a condenser connecting
the lower end of the antenna to the upper,
or grid, end of the tuned circuit. Therefore,
magnetic coupling was used with a primary
coil of three times the diameter of the

secondary. With a 30-foot antenna ade-

quate coupling is obtained when this coil

is placed about 1J" from the secondary,
whereby the capacity effect is made
sufficiently small so that the differences
between various thirty-foot antenna's

are of no consequence. One ac-

cordingly needs to carry only a 30-
foot piece of wire and put it up in

any convenient manner which will

keep it reasonably clear of things.
The teeth of the regeneration con-
trol were drawn by the simple ex-

pedient of cutting and trying until
a combination was obtained which
permitted leaving this control en-

tirely alone while at the same time

giving continued smooth oscilla-

tion when tuning across the whole
scale. This is in line with the sound
amateur tradition of throwing out
those things which make trouble.
The necessity of doing this while
not forcing the tube accounts for

the abnormal tickler. The regener-
ation condenser size is not stated
but a small photograph suggests
that its capacity runs to several
hundred micromicrofarads.
To secure uniform operation

across the tuning range the single-

layer chokes common to transmis-
sion were avoided in favor of a type
likely to give a broader response
though possibly not of as high an

impedance. Three pairs of 1" bakelite

squares were strung on a quarter inch
bakelite rod. These were located so as to
form three slots \" wide and J" apart. In
the narrow slots were placed scramble-

wound, windings consisting of 100 turns
each of No. 28 s.c.c. wire, the three wind-

ings being connected in series. Smaller
wire in the same form proved inferior.

With this combination smoother oscil-

lation was produced than with any com-
bination using higher filament voltages
and smaller regeneration capacities in the
usual manner. The detector plate voltage
had to be kept up to 90 and a 5-megohm
grid leak was used. The a.f. stages were
run at lower plate voltage than the de-
tector. Concerning this point Mr. Hart
says "This may be explained by quoting
from Van der Bijl's Thermionic Vacuum
Tubes, page 214. 'The higher plate po-
tential, of course, gives a higher amplifica-
tion because the plate resistance of the
tube is lower. It is seen also that the

amplification at 1000 meters is about 3
times as large as the amplification at 100
meters.' Since without amplification there
can be no oscillation, it follows that for
10 meters or less the plate potential must
be high."
With this receiver changes of filament

voltage such as ordinarily made had very
slight effect on the beat frequency, which
is unusual for such receivers. The noise
level was lower than the other receivers
used in the 15-40 meter region, probably
because of the loose magnetic primary
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coupling. The suggestion made above that

magnetic coupling gives a better signal-
noise ratio than the usual amateur method
of capacity coupling to the end of the
antenna was confirmed on some previous
experiments on higher wavelengths by en-

closing the primary in a metal box with a
2" hole facing the secondary coil. This

permitted magnetic coupling but static

coupling was prevented by an ordinary
static screen of insulated wire hanging
vertically across the hole. The upper end of
each wire was secured to the metal box
and the lower end hung free. Doubtless
the same result would have been secured
at 10 meters.

COMMENTARY

It will be seen that Mr. Hart's set de-

parts widely from current short-wave

practice of using a large ratio of C/L in

the tuned .system. For his particular pur-
pose a wide tuning range was desired

but the very great merits of a high C/L
ratio can be retained while securing a more
open tuning scale by merely putting most
of the capacity into a fixed form as was
suggested in a previous "Armchair" dis-

cussion. A 16-megacycle tuning range
without variation of the regeneration con-
trol is far beyond that ordinarily obtained
in short-wave receivers which rarely

manage to go a tenth that far and, there-

100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10

TUNING CONDENSER SCALE DIVISIONS

Fig. 2 Calibration curve of Mr.
Hart's 30-megacycle receiver.
Insert diagram shows lengths of

connecting leads.

fore, rarely are fit for calibration. The
signal strength for a well-made oscillating
receiver seems (and measures) unchanged
by large alterations in C/L. The choke used
has undoubtedly a capacity reactance at
10 meters which would be very unfortunate
in circuits of conventional proportions
but in this case is of distinct advantage.

The absence of shielding is intentional.
Since frequent alterations were to be made
in the set, a shielding system would have
been troublesome during the first stages.
Most builders of short-wave receivers

entirely fail to appreciate that shielding
is useful only if there are no circulating r.f.

currents in the shield and if the wires

emerging from the shield are effectively
bypassed and choked. This means that the

apparatus inside the shield must connect
to the latter at one point only, and that
much thought must be given to the loca-

tion of that point, the bypasses, and wires

going to it. Frequently the easiest solution
is to place a metal sheet inside the shield

to which these things are connected and
which, in turn, touches the shield at only
one point. This is a rudimentary double
shield. At very short waves bypasses are
not to be judged by their capacity but by
their inductive reactance. Paper con-
densers of 1 microfarad capacity are fre-

quently much less effective than a small
mica "postage-stamp" unit of a hun-
dredth the capacity. Chokes, if placed
outside the shield, have missed a part of
their function and if placed inside may
easily reverse it and collect r.f. power
which the wire alone would not have

intercepted. Again double shielding is

indicated as the most desirable solution
to the problem.

SKIP-DISTANCE AND RANGE TABLE
For frequencies between 1500 and 30,000 kc.

(This table was prepared especially for RADIO BROADCAST by L. C. Young, Naval Research Laboratory)

Frequency
III

K ilocycles



A Tube Making Possible Many Economies

ENGINEERING FEATURES OF THE UX-245

By F. H. ENGEL
Technical iitnl TV.if /J<*/ r t men f, KnrHtt J'irfor

F. H. Engel

THE yx-245 is a power
amplifier which has
been developed to meet
the demand for an out-

put tube which would

permit the manufac-
ture of broadcast re-

ceivers having good
tone quality and rea-

sonable volume at a

price well within the
reach of the average
purchaser. Heretofore,

the medium-priced receiver has been
limited to the use of the UX-112A and
ux-lTlA types of output tubes, and, while
the fidelity of reproduction was satis-

factory, the volume obtainable with these

types was, in many instances, not con-
sidered sufficient for all purposes. Re-
ceivers utilizing ux-210 or ux-250 tubes
are inherently above the middle-priced
range so that a gap has always existed

between the medium-priced, good-fidelity,
low-volume receivers and the high-priced,

good-fidelity, high-volume receiver. The
ux-245 tube is intended to fill this gap.
The electrical rating of the ux-245 tube

is as follows:

Filament volts 2.5
Filament amperes 1.5
Plate volts 250 .

Some misunderstanding has existed in

the past regarding the voltage ratings of
tubes so that a few words in explanation
will not be amiss here. The filament volt-

age rating of a Radiptron, for example, as

given in the instruction sheet accompany-
ing each tube, is a normal value, i.e.,

optimum set performance and life will be
obtained when the tube is operated at its

rated (normal) value. This means that

receiving sets operating on socket power
should have transformers or resistors in

the filament circuit which are designed to

operate the filament or heater at rated
value under average line voltage con-
ditions. A reasonable amount of leeway is

incorporated in the tube design so that

ordinary line fluctuations downward will

not cause undue loss of electron emission
and appreciable decrease in set perform-
ance. In the normal voltage range the
filament of the i

-x-2t5 tube operates af a

dull red color and, with normal plate
voltage and grid bias, the sturdy, coated
filament gives exceptionally long life per-
formance.
The plate voltage ratings of tubes are

maximum values and are so indicated
on the instruction sheets. In the case of the

ux-245, the 250-volt rating means just
what it implies, i.e., the value beyond
which it is unsafe to go from the viewpoint
of life performance. Several methods of

obtaining this voltage regulation are avail-

able but their discussion is beyond the

scope of this article. In general, however,
the amount of voltage fluctuation caused

by line-voltage variation, load variation,
and manufacturing variations in the ap-
paratus must be determined or estimated
and an average design value should then
be decided upon so that under the operat-
ing variations to be encountered the volt-

age ratings of the tube will not be exceeded.

Electrical Characteristics

TABLE
i gives the electrical characteris-

tics of the ux-245 tube under the two
operating conditions which will be used
most generally. It should be remembered
that the values given are average and that
individual tubes may vary somewhat from
those stated below.

Table I

AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS THE
UX-245 TUBE

CHARACTERISTIC
Filament volts 2.5 2.5
Plat* volts 250. 180.
Neg. grid volts 50. 33.

Ampl. Factor 3.5 3.5
Plate Resistance (ohms) 1900. 1950.
Mutual Conductance

(micromhos) 1850 . 1800 .

Plate Current (mA.) 32. 26.

In Fig. 2 a family of plate current-plate
voltage curves for various grid-bias

voltages is shown. These curves are useful
in determining the undistorted power out-

put of the ux-245 tube. The method em-
ployed has been referred to in an article

which appeared on page 329, March, 1929.
RADIO BROADCAST ("A High-Power Output
Tube The 250," by K. S. Weaver) and
has also been described, among others, by

Messrs. J. C. Warner and A. V. Loughren
in the I.R.E. Proceedings, December, 1926,
so that this discussion will not be re-

peated.
The undistorted output obtainable from

ux-245 tube is shown in Table II together
with similar data on ux-17lA, ux-210,
and ux-250 tubes.

Table II

OUTPUT OF VARIOUS POWER
RADIOTRONS

Undistorted power output in milliwatts
PLATE VOLTAGE ux-ltl.A ux-210 ux-245 ux-250

180 720 780
250 310 1600 900
425 1600
450 4650

It will be noted that the ux-245 lies

between the ux-lTlA and ux-250 with re-

gard to the undistorted power which it is

capable of delivering to a loud speaker,
and it has the same output as the ux-210
tube. The advantage of the ux-245 over the
ux-210 lies in the fact that the ux-245
delivers the same power as the ux-210
but at about one half the plate voltage
required by the latter. This feature is of

great importance in connection with set

design from the cost standpoint and is one
reason for the assured popularity of the
new ux-245 tube.

Operation

As
STATED ABOVE, maximum power out-

put from the ux-245 is obtained when
it is operated at normal filament potential.
250 volts (maximum) on the plate, and
with a negative grid bias of 50 volts.

Filament voltage recommendations for

the ux-245 have already been discussed.

However, a few remarks concerning the
characteristics of this filament may be of
interest. The filament of the ux-245 is of
the coated-ribbon type and has high
thermal inertia which, in addition to the

relatively low filament voltage required,
insures "humless" operation on alternat-

ing current. This type filament is not
affected by the presence of small amounts
of residual gas and a slight blue glow in

the tube is no indication that the tube is

defective or that it is improperly operated.
The usual midpoint connection to a re-

To Power
Tubes

Fig. 1 These diagrams illustratefour methods which may be used for obtaining all potentials required for the

operation of a receiver without exceeding the rating of a standard UX-280 full-wave rectifier tube. Each of these

power supply systems is designed to supply a receiver of different voltage and current requirements.
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sistor piaced across the filament terminals
or a center-tapped transformer should be
used for plate- and grid-circuit return.

The grid swing (50 volts) required to

work this tube at its maximum output is

easily obtained with sets of present-day
sensitivity although when used in "push-

pull
"

circuits the signal input requirement
is doubled and this arrangement will call

for a set having high over-all

gain. When increased power
output is desired without in-

creasing the plate voltage sup-
ply or grid swing capabilities of

the receiver, two ux-245 tubes

may be operated in parallel.
The grid-bias voltage for the

ux-245 should preferably be
obtained by means of a voltage
drop across a resistor of proper
value placed in the plate-
return lead. This is particularly
true in resistance-coupled cir-

cuits where grid leaks are

employed. This "self-biasing"

arrangement automatically
prevents overloading of the

plate and takes care of normal
line voltage variation and varia-

tions among tubes. When re-

sistance coupling and grid leaks

are used it is imperative that
the self-biasing connection be
used. The grid leak should be
made not greater than one

megohm so that the grid bias

will not be materially reduced
in the event that current should
flow in the grid circuit.

The plate voltage require-
ments of the ux-245 are such
that the maximum potential
(250 volts) may be obtained easily from
the type ux-280 rectifier tube. However,
the problem of plate voltage supply be-

comes more involved when two ux-245
tubes are to be supplied in addition to the

excitation current for a dynamic loud

speaker field and the plate power for the

amplifier and detector tubes of the receiver.

This condition of use is quite general in

this year's receivers and the circuits shown
in Fig. 1 will be of interest as they show
several methods of obtaining all voltages
and currents required without exceeding
the rating of the ux-280. This is of particu-
lar interest because the use of the ux-280
to supply the plate voltage of a receiver
means reduced cost of power pack and
reduction in the cost of the receiver.

The rating of ux-280 is as follows :

A.C. volts per anode (r.m.s.) 350 (max.)
D.C. output current 125 mA. (max.)
This gives approximately 350 volts at 125 mA.

(d.c.)

Because of the many types of dynamic
loud speakers in use no values have been
Mssisjned to the various components shown
in Fig. 1 since the resistance of the loud-

20 40 60 80 100120140160180200220240260280300320340360380400
PLATE VOLTAGE

Fig. 2 The undistortedpower output available

from a UX-245 tube under various operating
conditions may be determined easilyfrom the
above family of plate current-grid voltage

curves.

full voltage of the rectifier and a con-
siderable voltage drop at a moderate value
of rectified current is permissible in supply-
ing the rest of the set. This would be in

case the ux-245, either singly or in push
pull, is used as the output tube and either
ux-226 or UY-227 tubes are used in the
rest of the set.

Circuit c is of advantage where the out-

put power tube requires ap-
proximately the full voltage
output of the rectifier and only
a low voltage drop at a low cur-
rent is permissible in supplying
the rest of the set.

Circuit D, shows a series

reactor-type filter circuit for

use under circuit conditions
similar to those of circuit B.

In this connection, the series

reactor decreases the instan-
taneous peak current through
the rectifier and thus permits
that tube to work under more
advantageous conditions. How-
ever, in order to get the full

value of rectified current from
this arrangement, the voltage
on the tube must be increased

beyond the present maximum
value of 350 volts, and this is

not recommended.
The arrangement of loud

speaker field as shown in cir-

cuit c may be used also in

connection with circuit D.

Conclusions

I

speaker winding and its power consump-
tion determine their values. The following
general discussion of the circuits will serve
to illustrate the fundamental practice; the
set designer can easily fit into his design
the constants and select 'circuit best

adapted to this problem.

Four Power Supply Circuits

CIRCUIT
A is of use where a considerable

voltage drop at a fairly high value of

current is permissible; for instance, where
the UX-171A, either singly or in push pull,
is used as the output tube and ux-226 s or
UY-227's are used in the rest of the set.

Circuit B is of value where the output
power tube requires approximately the

N CONNECTION with 8 dlS-

cussion of plate voltage
supply for the ux-245 it might

be well to point out that high plate voltage
does not of itself produce appreciably
higher volume. It does permit greater
volume without distortion provided suffi-

cient signal is available to swing the grid
with maximum efficiency. In sets which do
not have sufficient overall gain to swing
the grid of the ux-245 to its full value

(50 volts) it is good practice to reduce the

plate voltage, as conservative operation of
this tube, as well as other types, con-

siderably prolongs its life. Under all recom-
mended conditions of use a transformer or
choke and output condenser should be

employed to couple this tube to the loud

speaker in order to prevent the plate cur-

rent of the ux-245 from flowing through
the windings of the loud speaker.

BOOK REVIEWS
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK, The

American Radio Relay League, Hartford.

Conn., 4th Edition, 200 pages, paper
covers. Price: $1.00.

Like its predecessors, the fourth edition

of The Radio Amateur's Handbook makes
no attempt to cover the amateur radio

field but confines itself rigidly to tele-

graphic amateur radio with much stress

on message-handling.
The compact first chapter, "What is an

Amateur," has been replaced by a longer
one on "Amateur Radio." The second

chapter remains, as before, a very good
introduction to code-learning.
The quite exceptional Chapters 3 and 4

by F. E. Handy have been retained from
the original text. They cover the troubled

questions of "Fundamentals" and "How
Radio Signals are Sent and Received" in

a manner that is unusually clear and quite
free from the usual semi-correct conces-
sions to brevity.

Chapter 5 on "The Receiver" has

chosen to drop the design information of
earlier editions and to substitute an array
of "how-to-build-it" discussions. Although
they are to be classified as amateur-band

covering, only two of the designs include
the 160-meter band. The three-tube re-

ceiver by Westman is unusually well de-

signed and may well serve as a model.
This reviewer must of necessity approve

of Chapter 6 since it is written on the text

of his own preachings to the amateur trans-

mitter these past years. By this is meant
the proper attention to adjustment of

transmitters and the use of circuits with
a high ratio of C/LR. The chapter presents
an array of constructions which crowds out
the very good coil-design information of
the earlier editions.

Chapter 7 on " Power Supply, Keying,
and Interference Elimination" is sound
and adequate. Transformer design, rectifier

construction, and battery plate supply are

discussed. The classic Dellenbaugh filter

information has properly been retained.

Chapter 8 does all for transmitting an-

tennas that one may reasonably expect in

10 pages. The 160-meter band again is

somewhat lightly touched upon.
Chapter 9 undertakes the impossible by

attacking at once "The Frequency Meter"
and "Radio Measurements." The dis-

cussion of frequency meters and monitor-

ing oscillators is capable but the designs
fail to reach the 160-meter band. "Radio
Measurements" cannot be treated in 5

pages without references.

Chapters 10 and 11 relate to the mech-
anism and manners of the message-hand-
ling game which is exhaustively discussed
in the 26 pages covered by these chapters.

In recognition of the manifest inade-

quacy of the space Chapter 12 on "The
Experimenter" makes no effort at detail

but contents itself with a one-page outline

and a reference to some prospective acti-

vities.

The appendix contains additional infor-

mation on coded phrases, distance com-

putations, a few formulas, and a good,

though short, bibliography. R. S. K.
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BUZZERS IN RADIO EXPERIMENTS
July, 1929

AGREAT DEAL may be learned from a buzzer,

although many never think of it in this

connection. There are several ways in which a
buz/er may be used to generate radio waves.
In Fig. 1, a few turns of wire and a large con-
denser of one or two microfarads are con-
nected across the contact points. When the
contacts are separated, the large condenser is

charged by the battery, and when they are
closed it suddenly discharges through the few
turns of wire. On account of the very high
ratio of capacity to inductance, this discharge
is highly damped and probably results in only
two or three oscillations. This sudden impulse,
however, starts oscillations in the secondary
circuit, which continue for some time as they
are but slightly damped, due to the fact that
this circuit has plenty of inductance and very
little capacity. The wavelength of the result-

ing radio currents in the secondary, circuit will,

accordingly, depend on the values of L and C,
and may be determined from the equation

\\.ivHength = 1884) L X C where L induc-
tance in microhenries and C = capacity in mfd.

Another Method
In Fig. 2 another method of generating radio

waves is illustrated. The connections are the
same, except that the condenser is smaller and
the inductance larger, which reduces the damp-
ing effect. High-frequency currents of consider-
able strength may be generated in this manner
by applying several cells to the buzzer, and it

has the merit of not seriously affecting other
portions of the circuit by inducing stray cur-
rents therein.

Probably the most satisfactory circuit for

general laboratory work is that shown in Fig.
3. When the contacts are closed, the coil, L,
is surrounded by a magnetic field due to the

Fig. 1

L
i

Ooo

Fig. 2

direct current flowing therein. When the con-
tacts are open, this field collapses rapidly and
thereby induces a voltage in the coil, which
charges the condenser, C. When the magnetic
field has ceased to generate further voltage,
the condenser discharges through the coil, and
so on until the resistance of the circuit com-
pletely dampens the oscillations. At the next
movement of the vibrator, the process is re-

peated.
The buzzer simply functions as an electrical

hammer that applies a blow to an electrical
weight, at regular intervals, the weight con-
tinuing to oscillate at its own natural period
between the blows. If the value of L and C were
such as to have a wavelength of 300 meters, and
the buzzer had a pitch of 1000 per second, there
would be time for 1000 radio oscillations for
each oscillation of the buzzer.

By means of the buzzer and the inductance
and capacity standards referred to in "Home-
Study Sheets," Nos. 20 and 24, we are now
in a position to set up a radio current of any
desired wavelength, but before undertaking
this it is desirable to consider the mechanical
features of buzzers, and also to provide some
additional measuring apparatus.

Unsatisfactory Types
There are several high-pitched buzzers on

the market that will answer very well in this
connection. These are made specially for radio
work, such as code instruction and testing
crystals. The ordinary house buzzer is of too
low a pitch to be satisfactory. Also, the kind
that is connected up as indicated in Fig. 4
should be avoided, for the reason that when
the contacts are open there is still a fairly large
capacity across them due to the fact that one
of the binding posts is in contact with the case
and the magnet cores, while the other is con-
nected to the surrounding coils. Sometimes buz-
zers are provided with a resistor across the

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

contacts to prevent sparking. Such a resistor
would have to be removed to make the buzzer
suitable for radio work.

Making a Buzzer

It is quite surprising to learn what a satis-

factory radio current may be generated by a

single dry-cell battery and a very small buzzer.
Suitable ones of high pitch are not very diffi-

cult to make, and they lend themselves admi-
rably to the construction of bridges, wave-
meters, etc. Fig. 5 illustrates the general plan
of construction, and to what extent the di-

mensions may be reduced. Buzzers of this type
may be made that will vibrate as high as 5000
times a second. The magnet core is simply a

piece of soft iron wire about an eighth of an
inch in diameter or a bundle of soft iron wire
(stove-pipe wire will do) of the same size.

In making the hair-pin turn, care will be neces-

sary to keep the two legs straight and parallel.
On a straight piece of the same material a thin

paper tube is formed by wrapping it with a
strip of paper to which glue has been applied.
When the tube has hardened, two suitable

lengths are cut, and each is wound with num-
ber 32 or 34 enameled wire. Shellac must be

applied during the winding, and if consider-
able tension is used in placing the turns, each
successive layer may be stepped back half a
space, as indicated in the drawing. In this
manner the necessity of making two very small
bobbins is obviated. When the shellac has
hardened thoroughly, the coils are then

pushed onto the iron core and the connection
between is soldered.
The vibrator is a one-eighth inch strip of the

thinnest commercial tin, from which the tin

coating has been polished off. While this may
be supported by soldering it to one of the
magnet poles, it is preferable to provide a sep-
arate brass block. This should be heated in a
clean flame just enough to permit the tinning
of the space where the vibrator is to be ap-
plied. The latter may then be coated with flux,
and steadily held in position until cool. In this

way there should be no danger of drawing the
temper of the vibrator.

Considerable care will be necessary in provid-
ing the contacts. A small piece of platinum
wire should be procured from the jeweler,
say about an inch of No. 30 guage. Hammer out
one end to form a little spring, not over three-
sixteenths of an inch long. Using a piece of

heavy tinned copper wire as a soldering iron,
attach the platinum to the vibrator with the
least amount of solder possible. When the
contact screw has been provided, a short length
of the platinum wire is soldered on the end,
care being taken to remove all surplus solder.
The base should be cut from a piece of panel

material, to which the magnet is secured by

means of a thin brass yoke held down by two
4-36 screws.
That such a buzzer is working properly can-

not be determined by its sound, although it is

essential that the note be clear, musical, and
steady. It is only when the resulting radio
currents are detected with a crystal and are
listened to in a telephone receiver that the
final result can be ascertained. Not infrequently
the strength and quality of the note can be
improved materially by placing a rather large
fixed condenser across the magnet coils.

Determining Frequency
There is a simple way of determining with a

fair degree of accuracy the frequency of high-
pitched buzzers. It is also interesting and
instructive from the standpoint of radio.
In Fig. 6, L is a 1500-turn duo-lateral or honey-
comb coil, the inductance and distributed ca-

pacity of which we will accept from the manu-
facturer's statement. Li is 8 or 10 turns of wire
wound on a wooden core and slipped inside of
the large coil, L. C is a calibrated condenser
reading up to 0.001 mfd. and to one side is

connected a crystal detector with a telephone
receiver across it. If the buzzer is now started,
the sound should be heard clearly in the re-

ceiver, and, as the condenser C is varied, the
character and intensity of the note will pass
through a series of changes, alternately becom-
ing clear and loud, and then indistinct and
confused. The points at which these changes

1500
Turns

0.001
mfd.

1 mfd.

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

occur will be found close together at the lower
dial readings and further apart toward the up-
per end of the scale.

In the circuit with which we have been ex-

perimenting each impulse of the buzzer starts
a series of oscillations in the circuit L C, and
the frequency of these oscillations is given by
the formula

f =s
15920"
^ITc

When the note in the telephone receiver is

strong and clear, the frequency of the radio
oscillations is an exact multiple of the fre-

quency of the buzzer. To illustrate by figures,
assume that at 100 on the condenser dial, C indi-
cates a capacity of 0.001 mfd., and that the
lower readings are strictly proportional, as
would be the case if the condenser capacity
curve were truly a straight line. Let it be
further assumed that the coil, L, has an induc-
tance of 175,000 microhenries. With these
values a critical point might be noted at, say,
number 23.1 on the condenser dial, a second
one at 'M\, a third one at 41.1, and so on.
The corresponding capacities would be 0.000231,
0.000315, and 0.000411 mfd. Multiplying these

by 175,000 we find the value of L C, and the

corresponding frequencies may then be found
from the formula or by consulting the wave-
length and frequency table presented in "Home-
Study Sheet" No. 19 (April RADIO BROAD-
CAST). In the present case, these will be found
to be frequencies of approximately 12,000,
14,000, and 16,000 cycles per second. The uni-
form difference of 2000 is the frequency of
the buzzer.

In actual practice, depending on the values
involved, five or ten critical points may be
identified, in which case it is necessary to divide

only the difference between the first and last-

radio frequencies by the number of steps in-

volved, which will, of course, be one less than
the number of readings taken. It is also neces-

sary, if accuracy is desired, to add to the ca-

pacity of the condenser at each reading the
distributed capacity of the coil L, which will

be of the order of .00003 mfd.
When a radio-frequency galvanometer, to

be described later, has been made, it may be
inserted directly in the oscillatory circuit L C,
and the crystal and receiver may be dispensed
with. The experiment is more striking when
carried out in this manner, as the galvanometer
shows a marked increase in deflection whenever
a critical point is passed.
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COUPLED CIRCUITS
July, 1929

'TTTHEN TWO circuits are placed or inter-

VV connected so that energy may be trans-
ferred from one to the other they are said
to be coupled." Morecroft, Principles of Radio
Communication, p. 95, Second Editioq

Kind of Coupling
Circuits may be coupled together by means

of resistance, capacity, or inductance. Thus,
in Fig. 1, the plate circuits of two radio-

frequency amplifier tubes are coupled. These

'*
Resistance of

B Supply

Fig. 1

tubes get plate current through some device
that has an internal resistance, the voltage di-
vider of power supply equipment, for example.
Now the plate currents of tube No. 1 and tube
No. 2 flow through this resistor which is com-
mon to both circuits. The voltage that is

across this resistor due to the plate current of
tube No. 2 is impressed in the plate circuit of
tube No. 1. This is our definition of coupling;
and so tubes Nos. 1 and 2 are coupled together.
This is resistance coupling.
The classic example of undesired coupling

duetto capacity is that existing within a tube
due to grid-plate capacity. Thus, in Fig. 2 is

a representation of a tube circuit in which Ri
is the input circuit, the voltage across which is

amplified by the tube to reappear in the plate
circuit as ^-Iv.:. M > is the output resistance
which is in series with the plate resistance and
E^Eg, and C^p is the grid-plate capacity which
couples Ro to Ri. If the coupling due to <

'

becomes great enough that a voltage is produced
across Ri equal to that across Ro divided by
the mu of the tube, oscillations occur.
Of

f course, the most familiar example of
coupling is that due the mutual inductance
between!two coils a transformer as in Fig. 3.

The bracket, marked M, indicates that mutual
inductance exists between P and S.

Inductance formulas and laboratory experi-
ments demonstrate that the inductance of a
coil varies as the square of the number of turns,
so that if one doubles the number of turns on
a given coil he will have four times the induc-
tance. Now let us suppose we have two identi-
cal coils, Li and La. as in Fig. 4. If they are
connected in series so that the turns are in
the same direction the same effect will be pro-
duced as if twice as many turns had been
wound on a single coil. The inductance will be
four times the inductance of a single coil. Now
if one of the coils is reversed so that its turns
are in the opposi te direction to those in the other
coil, the inductance will be zero. Actually, how-
ever, the inductance* will bej neither four times
that of a single coil in one case nor zero in the
other because it is not iossible to get perfect
coupling between coils.

In the
'*

series-aiding" case where the induc-
tance is increased by adding two coils together,
the measured inductance will be made up of
the inductance of coil 1. plus the inductance of
roil 2. plus the mutual inductance due to the
lines of force from coil I that go through coil 2,

-If

C9P

and plus the mutual inductance due to the
lines of force from coil 2 that go through coil 1.

Thus:

Series Aiding. L = Li + L + 2M
Series Opposing, I = Li + 1^ 2M

and if the coupling between coils is perfect and
Li is equal to Ls, La will equal 4 Li. If the

coupling is less than perfect, and in air-core
coils it is always much less than perfect, the
total inductance will be less than Lo in the

series-aiding case and greater than zero in the

series-opposing case.

Measuring Mutual Inductance

Let us suppose we have a transformer, as in

Fig. 3. and we want to know how much mutual
inductance exists between the two coils, P and
S. How shall we measure it? Let us connect the
two coils in a series-aiding circuit and measure
the inductance La. Then connect them in a

series-opposing circuit and measure the induc-
tance Lo. Then we have two equations ijivtMi

above and if they are subtracted, we shall have
4 M = La Lo. Of course, if we already
know Li and L we can calculate M from cither
of the equations above, but when measuring
inductance it is just as simple to measure both
the series-aiding and series-opposing cases.

Example 1: In the Laboratory it was desir-
able to know the mutual inductance between
the primary and the secondary of an interstage
r.f. transformer. The primary and secondary
inductances measured 10 and 160 microhenries,
respectively, and the total series-aiding induc-
tance was 210 microhenries. The series-op-
posing inductance was 130 microhenries. What
was (lie mutual?

Solution:
La = 160 + 10 -f- 2M = 210
Lo = 160 + 10 2M = 130

Subtracting La Lo =
-}- + 4M = 80

M =20

and thus the mutual inductance wus 20 micro-
henries.

Coefficient of Coupling

It is desirable to have some expression \\ hirfi

tells us how much two circuits are coupled;
that is. the expressions "loosely" or

**

closely"
coupled are only rela tive and really tell us

nothing at all about what the mutual induc-
tance is. What would be considered as close

coupling in an air-core transformer would be

very loose in an iron-core transformer.
The expression '"coefficient of coupling" is

such a term. It is

K =
M

A/Li

Perfect coupling gives a coefficient of 1: it is

sometimes called "unity coupling." A closely

coupled circuit at radio frequencies may give
a coupling as high as 70 per cent, (a coefficient

of 0.7), but this is higher than obtained in

most cases. K can never be greater than 1.

Example 2: In Example 1 what is the co-
efficien t of coupling between primary and
secondary?

Solution:

20 20 on
;-=0.5;orthe

Fit*. 2

A/160 X 10 A/ 1600
coupling is 50 per cent.

Fig. 5, taken from Morecroft, p. 33. explains
how the coefficient of coupling must be cal-

culated.
When circuits are coupled by a transformer,

or by any other kind of coupling, current flow-

ing in one circuit induces a voltage in the other.
This voltage forces current to flow through
the load in the secondary circuit and thus uses

power. The secondary voltage is given by

Es = Ip X Mw
where Ip is the current in the primary.

the primary
of the radio-frequency transformer in Example
1 is one microampere at 1000 kc. what is the

secondary -voltage? Answer 125.6 microvolts.
The case of the transformer with tuned secon-

dary of the type used in the great majority
of modern radio receivers was considered in

"Home-Study Sheet" No. 22 (May. 1929.
RADIO BROADCAST). Now what happens if both
primary and secondary are timed?
Such a transformer with both primary

and secondary tuned to the same frequency

L a
=

LI L = LI * L 2 -2 M

Fig. 4

may be applied lo the antenna circuit as a
sort of preselecting circuit or as a coupling
means between tubes. As a pre-selector. the

system is used, with certain modifioatiODB, in

trie Sparton receivers as well as the Conti-
nental Radio Corporation's "Sky Raider."
both built under Technidyne patents. Between
stages in an r.f. amplifier trie doubly-tuned
transformer is used in the "Ili-Q 29" kit re-

ceiver, in the Radiola 60 intermediate-fre-

quency amplifier, and in the Freshman Mys-
tery receiver.

If two circuits are tuned independently to

the same frequency and then coupled to each
other, there will be two frequencies to which
tin- circuit will tune and neither of these fre-

quencies will be the original frequency to which
the two circuits were tumid individually. If

the coupling is weak, the two frequencies will

be close together and give a flat-topped response
curve; if the coupling isclnsc the (\vo frequen-
cies will be far apart and give a response curve
looking like two peaks widely separated with a
deen valley between them.
The two new frequencies to which the circuit

will respond are given by

ft = fo 4- K

fa = ^ VT~~~K

in which fo is the frequency to \vhirh tin* indi-

vidual circuits are independently tuned and
K is the coefficient of coupling.
Example 3: If the coupling helween two sm h

circuits is 10 per cent, (k = 0.1), the two n<-\\

frequencies will be respectively fo X 1.0."> anil

fo X 0.95 and so. if the frequency fo is 1000 kr.

the two frequencies will be 1050 and 95(1 kr..

respec lively.
If the two circuits are identical, having

the same capacity, inductance, and resistance.

and are attached to similar circuits, the two
peaks will have the same height.

Problem 2: Assume a fixed degree of coup-
ling. say 1.0 per cent., and calculate the peaks
of the two frequencies as fo is. respectively, 600,
1000. and 1500 kc. As a result of these calcu-
lations do you see any reason why the system
may fail in radio receivers?

Problem 3: Assume a fixed value of fo, say
1000 kc., and various values of coupling. Cal-
culate the frequencies of the two peaks as Un-

coupling varies through small values, say 1

per cent, to 10 per cent.
Problem 4: Suppose the frequency fo is 100

kc.. as in a super-heterodyne, and calculate the

response frequencies as the coefficient of cou-

pling varies from 0.1 to 0.9.

V(00 6*0,08)2
= 0.189

V(4.02.<1)U620)
=,0.329

Fig. 5
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How the Engineers Solved Their Problem

DESIGN DETAILS OF THE FADA SET

By E. A. UEHLING
Engineering Department, F. A, D. Andrea, Inc,

A)NG
THE most important of the

recent contributions to radio are

the screen-grid tube and the band-

pass filter. The first of these permits a

flexibility in circuit design that has been

possible with no other tube. It makes possi-
ble the separation of the function of station

selection from the function of amplifica-
tion.

Separating the functions of amplifica-
tion and selection is essential if signal se-

lection is to be accomplished in any other

way than by the method of single-
resonance circuits in cascade, with its

attendant frequency distortion. There is

another advantage in this separation of

functions. If the desired signal is not en-

tirely separated from the undesired signals
before being passed on to the first am-
plifier tube, the latter may modulate the

former, because of the non-linear character-

istic of the amplifier tube. This modulation
is especially noticeable in the neighborhood
of a strong broadcast station, which, as a

consequence, may be heard over a large

portion of the broadcast range whenever
another carrier is tuned-in, the frequency
of which may be as much as 40 or 50 kilo-

cycles from the fundamental frequency or

harmonic frequency of the interfering
station.

For the reason described above, if for no
other, it is important to precede the ampli-
fication in the receiver by adequate signal
selection. These functions can be separated
by using a band-pass filter to precede the
first amplifier tube with the result that

very good selectivity can be combined with

very slight frequency distortion in the

radio-frequency part of the receiver.

The receiver described in this article has
a band-pass station selector unit of pre-
assigned characteristics followed by two
stages of radio-frequency amplifi-
cation, a detector of the plate-
rectification type, and an audio

amplifier having in the output
stage two 245 tubes in push pull.

Requirements of a Good Set

coop RECEIVER should have a

radio-frequency voltage am-
ification of about 5000. If the

amplification is considerably less

than this value the receiver may not be
capable of distance reception and a de-
tector of the plate-rectification type is not

entirely satisfactory. If the amplification is

greater than this value, the receiver will, in

general, amplify signals that are below the
noise level, and it may be unsuited for

general use in localities in which there are

powerful broadcasting stations in this im-
mediate vicinity.

Before considering the methods by
which this value of amplification is to be
obtained, let us consider the single stage.
The amplification per stage with a screen-

grid tube is

g=Gm RL
where Gm is the mutual conductance of the
tube and RL is the load resistance.

This relationship holds for the 224-type
tube because all values of RL that can be
attained in practice are small compared
with rp.

If R is 10 ohms at 535 meters, L is 200
microhenries, and C is 400 micrpmicro-
farads, RL is equal to approximately
50,000 ohms. Since the mutual conductance
of the 224-type tube is about 1000
micromhos, the total amplification that
can be obtained with one stage is equal to
the product of 1000 X 1(M and 50,000 or
50. Two stages will then give an amplifica-
tion of about 2500, and, with a gain in the
antenna and filter circuit of only 2 or 3, we
have acquired the required amplification
of 5000.

Impedance Coupling

THE amplification problem was
first considered, all methods were

subjected to theory and experiment. The
final choice of tuned impedance coupling
is based on the results of actual experi-

Copper,]!
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same wavelength and for a transformer
of mutual inductance equal to 200 X 10-"
henries is 51,000 ohms.

Simplified Design

rrwus, THE amplification problem has
J. been considered without resort to the
more complicated amplification formulas
that must be used for other types of tulx's.

The very high plate resistance of the

screen-grid _tube makes for simplification
in design as'well as simplification in mathe-
matical circuit considerations.

In the original experimental work on this

receiver, it was necessary to measure the

amplification under actual operating con-
ditions in order to check the theoretical
results. At that time there was no cali-

brated oscillator with a calibrated signal
output of a wide range of values available
and a method of making these measure-
ments had to be developed.
Because of the high amplification of the

screen-grid tube the required input voltage
had to be so small as to offer considerable

difficulty in measurement. Several methods
of measuring these small voltages were
tried with only partial satisfaction. Finally
it was decided to use a method that did
not require the measurement of the input
voltage. A relatively large signal current
that can be measured with a sensitive

thermo-couple was made to flow through
a definite length of straight copper rod of

negligible resistance. The inductance of
this short, straight rod of copper could be
calculated and thus the reactive voltage
drop was known. The circuit used in

making of these measurements is illus-

trated in Fig. 1. The copper rod is 29.2 cm.
in length and 0.14 cm. in diameter with a
self inductance of 0.341 microhenries at
550 kc. and 0.339 microhenries at 1500 kc.

SELECTIVITY CALIBRATION
AT

200 METERS

Microvolts required in a 0.00025

mfd.Antenna to produce a Stand

ard Signal of 50 Milliwatts

Its impedance at 545 meters is, therefore.
1.179 ohms and at 200 meters it is 3.197
ohms. With a current of 2 milliamperes
flowing through it, the reactive voltage
drop is 2.358 millivolts at 545 meters and
6.394 millivolts at 200 meters. This method
is not absolutely accurate because of end
effects and the mutual reactance between
the rod and the rest of the circuit and
ground. But with a little care in arrange-
ment of the rod itself, and the lead wires
to the rod, errors arising from this source
can be reduced to a very small value.
Actual amplification measurements as
obtained with this apparatus for a few
of the more interesting conditions are
shown in the graphs (Figs. 2 and 3) on
the preceding page.

Amplification per Stage

TV TOTHING HAS been said up to the present
1>| regarding the conditions that affect
the actual value of amplification per
stage. Regardless of the kind of coupling
used, the amplification is inversely pro-
portional to the radio-frequency resistance
of the resonance circuit. Low-loss coils of

large size wire and good shape factor are

very important, and this implies further
that the coil shielding itself must be ;is

AL.-
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large as it is practical to make it. As a
second condition for good amplification,
the ratio of L to C should be large. Making
this ratio large also improves the selectivity
of the circuit.

There is, however, a very practical upper
limit to the value of the ratio of L to C.
The larger L is made, the smaller will be
the maximum capacity of C necessary to
reach the upper limit of the broadcast

range. There are, however, fixed capacities
in the circuit such as the plate-filament
capacity of the tube, and capacity of the

compensating condenser, and the minimum
capacity of the tuning condenser itself.

the total value of which fixes the upper
limit of L.
Attention may be called to the amplifi-

cation curves of Figs. 2 and 3 which were
made by using the circuit of Fig. 4. It will

be seen at once there is a discrepancy
between the calculated amplification for

impedance coupling and the measured
values. It is obvious that the results that
can be obtained with impedance coupling
are largely dependent on the characteristic
of the r.f. choke coil supplying the tube

plate voltage. The measurements on im-

pedance coupling already referred to were
made before the r.f. choke coil used in this

receiver was designed. This choke coil

has three sections. It has an impedance at
500 meters of 70,000 ohms which increases

gradually as the frequency increases to a
value of about 500,000 ohms at 200 meters.
The resonance point of this choke coil falls

at approximately 200 meters, or a little

higher.
Thus far we have considered only the

amplification per stage and find that the

amplification of two stages on the basis of
the results already discussed, is sufficient
and all that is desirable in a good receiver.
There will, of course, be some regeneration
though none has been purposely intro-

duced, and the actual shape of the ampli-
fication curve may be modified to some

o
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phone work. But a filter that will meet the

requirements for one case may not be at

all suitable for another. As a result, it has
not been easy to supply a filter of band-

pass characteristics for broadcast use.

All filters that are simple enough me-
chanically and electrically for radio re-

ceiver use have the unfortunate character-

istic of varying band width for different

frequencies in the broadcast range. In

most filters already used the band of fre-

quencies transmitted is narrow at the high
wavelengths and very wide at the short

wavelengths. This condition is an unfortu-

nate one, not only because the width of

band varies with wavelength but also be-

cause it varies in the way it does. The
selectivity at the short wavelengths is

usually not very good even in the best

receivers because of the increased re-

sistance of the radio-frequency circuits

at the higher frequencies. It is obvious
that if the width of the band transmitted

by a band-pass filter increases as the

wavelength decreases, the tendency toward
broad tuning at the shorter wavelengths
will be even more pronounced.

The Band-Pass Circuit

A SIMPLIFIED CIRCUIT of a band-pass
-T\_ filter having more desirable charac-

teristics is shown in Fig. 5. It will be noted
first of all that no magnetic coupling ex-

ists between the two circuits. There are

two principle advantages of coupling these

circuits as shown and these advantages
will be described as follows: We are in-

terested in the width of the transmission
band which depends on the value of the

quantity \/Ri/R2 (M2 R,R2 ) where Ri
and Rj are the circuit resistances and M2

is the absolute value of square of the coup-
ling impedance. It will be seen that this

coupling impedance should vary as the

product RiR2 varies with frequency, so

that the quantity (M2 R! R2 ) is as

nearly constant with frequency as it can
be made. When the coupling between the

circuits is magnetic the variation of the

mutual reactance is numerically equal to

L and when the coupling between the cir-

cuits is capacitive, the variation of the

mutual reactance with frequency is

numerically equal to 1/&>
2C

Suppose we decide on 4 per cent, coupling
as the value which gives the desired width
of band at the longest wavelengths. With
230-rnicrohenry tuning coils the mutual
inductance will then have to be 9.6 micro-
henries and the variation of the mutual
reactance with frequency as expressed by

the first formula above will be 9.6 X 10 '.

Now, if the coupling between the circuits

is capacitive, and a coupling of 4 per cent,

is again chosen, the coupling capacity
will be about 10,000 micromicrofarads,
and at 550 meters the variation of react-

ance with frequency as determined by the

author's mathematical calculations will be
10 X 10 6

. For either type of coupling the

variation of reactance with frequency at

550 meters when the coupling percentage
is adjusted for the same width of band is

the same. But in the case of magnetic
coupling this variation is constant regard-
less of frequency, and in the case of the

capacity coupling the variation in react-

ance with change in frequency decreases

00
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as the frequency increases. Thus we find at

200 meters the variation of reactance with

frequency is equal to only 1 X 10 6 as com-
pared with 10 X 10 6 at the same fre-

quency for magnetic coupling. So in the
broadcast range capacity coupling gives a
more nearly uniform width of band than

magnetic coupling, provided the width of
the band is made the same for both types
of coupling at 550 meters. That is, the
actual arithmetic variation in band width
is less for capacity coupling than for in-

ductive coupling.
The second of the two principle advan-

tages of this type of band-pass filter is that
whatever variation in band width there is,

is in the most desirable direction as already
stated. As the receiver tuning dial is

turned to the shorter wavelengths, the

coupling percentage is reduced constantly.
This reduction in percentage of coupling is

slightly more than is required to give con-

stant width of band with the result that
there is a slight decrease in band width at

the lower wavelengths.
The use of a band-pass filter is not with-

out some loss in voltage amplification as

compared with other methods of signal
selection. But in this receiver with its two
stages of screen-grid amplification, the
full voltage step-up usually obtained in

the antenna circuit is not only unnecessary
but actually undesirable. In another part
of this paper it was stated that there is a

voltage gain in the antenna circuit of this

receiver through the band-pass filter of
about 2 at 550 kilocycles and about 4 or 5
at 1500 kilocycles.

Overall Performance

npHE OVERALL performance of the re-

_l ceiver is adequately described by four
sets of measurements made on the receiver

with the aid of a calibrated signal gen-
erator. These measurements are illustrated

in Figs. 6,7, 8, and 9. In obtaining the data
for all of the curves, the input to the

dummy antenna of the receiver was ad-'

justed until a standard signal of 50 milli-

volts in a resistance connected across the

secondary of the output transformer was
obtained. In all of these measurements an
0.00025-mfd. antenna was used. In Figs.
7 and 8 the data obtained in making a set

of selectivity measurements at high and
low wavelengths are plotted as a function of

kilocycles below and above resonance. In

Fig. 9 we have an overall fidelity curve
of the receiver. The absence of sideband

cutting is apparent, yet the selectivity
measurements just described show that the

receiver is unusually selective at both

high and low wavelengths. In obtaining
the fidelity curve the modulation was held

constant at 30 per cent, as the audio fre-

quency was varied. As before, the input
was adjusted for a standard signal in the

output, and the ratio of the input at vari-

ous frequencies to that required at 800

cycles was taken as the basis for obtaining
the variation in transmission units of the
overall radio-frequency characteristic of
the receiver.

A circuit diagram of the radio-frequency
circuits of the new Fada-35 receiver which
embodies the features that have been
described is shown in Fig. 10. Provision
is made for connecting the output of a

phonograph reproducer or a condenser

microphone in the detector grid circuit.

This provision makes the receiver suitable

for certain kinds of public-address work.
The output is designed to match a 3-ohm
voice coil of a dynamic loud speaker.
The receiver can be used with a short

antenna in most localities with good re-

sults. In apartment buildings and other
localities where an antenna is not available,
the link switch can be closed connecting
the receiver input to one side of the power
line. With this connection no external

antenna of any kind is required.

UY224 UY-224 UX245

Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of the Fada-35.
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THE SERVICEMAN'S CORNER
Hints on Majestic Sets

f | ^HK MAJESTIC receiver is one of the
season's most popular sets, and the

J_ following points on their servicing
will be of assistance to many of our pro-
fessional readers.

Short by-pass condensers: ART HUGHES,
of Newark, N. J., writes: "I have been
servicing Majestic Sets since they first

made their appearance.
"The troubles with Majesties are very

few and simple, but for a man who does
not understand the set they may appear
many and serious.

"When he goes to answer a service call

and finds, through his Weston or Jewell,
he gets only 50 volts on his r.f. and first

a.f. and about 10 volts on his detector

plate, first thing he blames is the power
pack, takes it out, and puts same on bench
for test. He is all wrong, the pack is ok.,
the trouble is in the chassis.

"The trouble invariably is a shorted
twin by-pass condenser in the r.f. B-pIus
lead located near the volume control.

Do not take chassis out, just take a 100-
volt a.c. pair, put one wire on the chassis
and touch the other on the outside ter-

minals of the loud speaker connections.
Before doing this remove the ground wire
from the set, also the loud speaker from
the terminal strip.
"The result of applying the a.c. is simply

this: the short is cleared, due to the heavy
current burning the condenser wide enough
so that the comparatively low current and
voltage used by the set will not jump the

punctured section.

"To test a power pack on the bench
you have to connect either the loud speaker
field or a suitable choke across the 96-volt
and 220-volt terminals on the connection
block in power pack."

Poor connection through eyelets: "This
trouble was encountered in a Majes-
tic set. The set would play satisfac-

torily and then suddenly cut out. As
usual the set would play all right when
the serviceman arrived. Continuity test
showed all connections apparently ok.
It was found that upon pressing the

speaker and speaker-field-coil connection

strip that the machine would cut out.
This strip was removed and to all appear-
ances seemed to be in good condition.

However, upon reconnecting, it acted the
same as before. The lugs for the connec-
tions on this strip are held by eyelets
punched through the bakelite. These eye-
lets are not soldered to the lugs so they
form a possible chance for a poor connec-
tion. After the lugs were soldered to the

eyelets, the receiver performed satis-

factorily. This trouble was not due to
failure to tighten the binding posts as
might be suspected."

H. WEIMAR, Appleton, Wis.

Adjusting gang condensers: ROBERT
FREEMAN, dealer in Majestic and Ever-
ready receivers, of Adel, Iowa, helps the
cause along as follows:

"In servicing Majestic radio receivers

The well-arranged and equipped service department of the Electric
Service Company, Inc., of Allston, Mass.

we required a method to adjust the gang
condensers to resonance. A modulated
oscillator and a 0-125 milliammeter across
the input to the loud speaker did the trick.

Each trimmer screw was adjusted to give
a maximum reading on the meter.
"A fraction of a turn made a decided

difference in the reading of the meter."

Hum Its Cause and Cure

IN
A GENEROUS response tp OUr TC-

quest for data on hum, radio service-
men have contributed the following

suggestions on this all important subject:

Hum in dynamic speakers: "The use of

dry rectifiers in popular-priced dynamic

We like to think that RADIO
BROADCAST is to the serviceman
what the medical journals are to

the physician. We endeavor to

cover general and specific consider-

ations involved in the servicing of
all radio receivers. However, there

are additional publications, in the

nature of books, radio courses, and
special pamphlets issued by manu-
facturers and other publishing
sources that should not be neglected

by the efficient serviceman. We re-

view these from time to lime in this

department, staling specifically
where they may be obtained, and
the price, if any.

loud speakers has been discovered the
source of hum in many instances.
"The hum which is common in a.c.

dynamic loud speakers, can be eliminated
almost entirely by connecting dry C bat-
teries or flashlight batteries across the
rectifier output. The positive terminal
of the battery should connect to the pos-
itive side of the rectifier. As the voltage
supplied to the field coil varies in different

types of loud speakers, it should be mea-
sured before connecting the batteries. If

no voltmeter is available, try various

battery voltages, with the current turned
on, until no spark is seen when the bat-

tery connection is made or broken. It is

best to have the battery voltage slightly
lower than the rectified output, so that
no current will be drawn from the bat-

tery. A switch must be used to discon-
nect the battery when the loud speaker
is not in use in order to prevent the bat-

tery from discharging into the rectifier.

This arrangement makes a very effective

filter, and is much cheaper than a low-

voltage condenser."
A. H. GOUD, South Portland, Me.

Hum from rectifier discs: "When de-

termining the cause of hum or extraneous
noise in an a.c. outfit, if there is a dry
disc metallic-type rectifier in the installa-

tion it should not be overlooked as a pos-
sible offender. The Elkon type as used on
some dynamic loud speakers and A-power
units seems to radiate, producing a pe-
culiar grind which may be likened to the
'static created by a large Tungar-type
charging unit.

"In a Fada 70 receiver I traced this

noise to the Elkon rectifier used on the
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Fada 14s dynamic chassis. We had one
set on the floor which was normal in every
respect but terribly noisy, so bad, in fact,

that some locals were blanketed. This is

a common occurrence in our location, but
in this case I 'smelled a rat.' Acting on a

hunch gained through experience with
Elkon trickle chargers, I disconnected
the voice coil leads and plugged in a mag-
netic loud speaker, leaving the a.c. loud

speaker leads in the circuit. The noise

persisted but, on pulling out the a.c.

plug to the loud speaker, it disappeared.
With the dynamic chassis out of the

cabinet and field coil energized, if I touched
the chassis the interference was increased

to a tremendous degree, making any re-

ception impossible. This led me to believe

the rectifier was producing some sort of

r.f. and the rnetal chassis was acting as a

radiator, because when I touched it, the

radiating surface was increased. The
remedy was evident: ground the loud

speaker case. This may be accomplished
with a one- or two-microfarad condenser
between the case and one side of the

a.c. line."

ELGIN D. MORELL, Service Radio Labora-

tory, East Orange, New Jersey.

Hum from dynamic load speaker: "After

hooking up a dynamic loud speaker with
a 100-volt d.c. field to a high-grade ampli-
fier supplying the current to this field,

I was greeted with a loud deep-pitched
hum. This hum seemed to be entirely in

the field winding.
"After making several unsuccessful

attempts to remove this hum, I hit upon
a simple remedy that entirely eliminated
it. This may prove of interest to those who
are struggling with this condition, as I

understand it as a common fault.

"Simply connect a 200-volt fixed con-
denser of from one to six microfrads
across the loud speaker field. Theoretically
the larger the condenser the better results.

The writer used a four-microfarad unit
which removed the hum to a point where
it was inaudible a foot from the loud

speaker, whereas without the condenser
it could be heard all over the house."

E. R. HATHEWAY, Worchester, Mass.

Mr. Hatheway's experience is along
the arguments adduced in the Aerovox
Research Worker, March, 1929, which can
be secured free of charge by writing to the
Aerovox Wireless Corporation, 70 Wash-
ington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. An article

in this publication shows, by means of

interesting curves, how it is possible to

eliminate such hum almost entirely by
shunting an Aerovox 1500- or 2000-mfd.
"A" condenser across the field winding.

By use of high-capacity condensers it is

possible to reduce the ripple level con-

siderably below the minimum secured by
hum coils.

Reducing hum by lube shielding: "A
considerable reduction in hum can often
be effected by shielding one or more of

the tubes in a receiver generally in-

cluding the detector tube.

"A good many manufacturers are turn-

ing out a.c. sets in which the tubes are

RADIO SEKVKE
FRANK J. SHANNON
5315 BAVtSfOSD AVt MUKUM
MMOUMCUUfr
AHO AIL MAKtS
WORK GUARANTTID

FUTURE REFERENC.E-

Original and effective! Black type on
a yellow card makes this reminder
easily located among the contents

of the average desk drawer.

placed adjacent to one another in a

straight line. If the rectifying tube is

close to any other tube, especially the de-
tector tube, it introduces hum in the
set. A very simple remedy for this trouble
is to take an ordinary cylindrical baking-
powder can and solder a lead to the bot-
tom. If the can is then slipped over the rec-

tifying tube and the lead connected to the

ground post, the reduction in the hum
will be gratifying."

GEORGE EAJVL SPEIRS, Revere, Mass.

Ballast cap reduces hum: "In many of
the modern electric sets using a heater-

type detector tube (227) a bad hum
will sometimes be noticed in the loud

speaker. If an ordinary ballast tube cap
of the type used for microphonic tubes
is placed on the detector tube, and a wire
from the ground attached to the cap, the
hum will be found to diminish or disap-
pear entirely."
W. GORDEN GENTVER, JR., Great Neck, N. Y.

Test and service laboratory of E, F. McLaughlin, of Rockland, Mass.,
dealer in At water-Kent, Radiola. Kolster, and Majestic receivers. Prom-
inent portions of this equipment include a modulated oscillator and a

tube reactivator.

Home-made tube ballast: H. J. GODDARD
of Ellendale, N. D., does the same thing
a little more economically:
"A bad case of hum in an a.c. set that

refused to respond to the usual treatment,
was quieted by wrapping the 227-type
detector tube with tinfoil and grounding
this to the chassis."

Miscellaneous cases of hum: The "April
installment of the 'Serviceman's Corner'
discussed an interesting case of hum which
recalled to my mind a similar trouble which
I ran into some months ago. I was called

upon to service a newly built power pack.
It hummed badly, although it worked
well otherwise. Apparently the circuit was
connected properly as the plate, grid, and
filament voltages checked correctly.

"After increasing the capacity of the
detector by-pass condenser, the hum re-

duced materially, however, not sufficiently.
It was apparent at once that something
was wrong in the condenser bank. Upon
careful inspection I found that the con-
denser bank consisted of two groups of
condensers. The lead from the rectifier

tube ran directly to the group of condensers
which contained the detector by-pass
condenser instead of first going through
the choke. Thus, the hum was induced

capacitatively into the detector circuit.

By simply re-arranging the leads from
the choke to the condenser groups the
hum was eliminated."

FRED F. OEHLEIN, Philadelphia, Pa,

*
Poor arrangement of parts causes hum:

CHARLES H. JENKINS, JR., Radio Service,
of Audubon, N. J., is both lyric and ef-

fective:

"'Hum'! How often have I heard it

and how elusive it is sometimes.
"In power amplifiers where the audio

system and the power-supply apparatus
are on the one board or very close together
you will often have a hum if the audio

system is built of good transformers and
the loud speaker a good dynamic cone. If

the audio transformers are too near the
chokes or transformer in the power sup-
ply, you will get a hum regardless of the
fact that the transformers may be shielded
and grounded. The greater the amplifica-
tion the more likely you will hear the
hum. Changing the relative positions does
not help a great deal. There is only one
sure answer, i.e., allow plenty of room
between the power supply and the audio

system.
"Another frequent cause of hum from

good amplifiers that I have constructed,
is the value of the grid leak. Generally
speaking, a high-resistance leak in the
detector circuit will permit more hum
to come through than (a low-value unit.
Of course, the lower the resistance of the
leak the less sensitive is the detector, but
with sets having two or more stages of

radio-frequency amplification a 1-meg. leak

usually holds down the hum and does not
impair the operation of the set.

"Another cause of hum is the voltage-
divider system. Too low a resistance
shunted across the high-voltage output
places a load on the rectifying tube and
causes hum."

Hum in A-K Sets: "The most common
hum trouble that I have experienced in
Atwater-Kent electric sets has been
traced to a loose nut that makes connec-
tion with the common negative return to
the transformer and the ground connec-
tion.

"This is one of the two screws that hold
the bakelite terminal plates down to the

ground connection in the transformer,
choke, and condenser box, and the
trouble seems to be caused by the warmth
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of the transformer causing the bakelite

to contract enough to let the connection

get loose and cause a bad hum.
"While I am at these bolts I always

tighten all of the screws that hold the ter-

minal plate of the cable down."
A. J. BAHBON, Shawnee, Okla.

Incorrect C bias: "Just recently I ser-

viced a home-made receiver using all a.c.

tubes. When the dial was set to a place
where no station could be heard the set

showed no sign of any objectional hum,
but as soon as a station was
tuned-in there was a hum that

could be heard all over the

room. I happened to be able

to correct this condition in a

short time, because I had the

same trouble on a set which I

had constructed myself. The
trouble was all in incorrect

grid bias. When a tube has the

wrong grid bias it is not being
worked on the straight part of

the curve, and in doing so the

tube acts as a detector. This
condition may often occur
when a different tube is placed
in the socket, the reason being
that the tube is getting its

grid bias by the voltage drop
across a resistor, and when
the plate current changes the

drop across this resistor will

also change and cause the

wrong bias on the tube. An
old tube that is losing its

emission will readily show
this condition to be true."

GEORGE J. WINTER, Kearny, N. J.

The C bias to all tubes except the power
tube, secured by the IR drop method,
can be checked with a zero to 1 milliam-
meter in series with a 10,000-ohm resis-

tor, the voltage being equal to 10 times
the fraction of a milliampere indicated.

This, of course, is a simple application of
Ohm's Law, E = IR.

Identifying distilled water: "Distilled
water can be identified from tap water

by its conductivity. Use a zero to 5 milli-

ampere meter in series with a lj-volt

dry-cell battery and a 3000-ohm resistor.

The resistor may be cut out if an original
test indicates a safe deflection without it.

The purer the water the higher its resis-

tance. Good battery water should not pass
more than 0.1 milliampere."

J. P. KENNEDY, South Bend, Ind.

Items of Interest

HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & Co., INC.,
ofNew York City, have put together an

excellent radio tool kit ("Radio Tool Kit

connection, made five seconds later, will

give next to no click on a good condenser
but a loud click on a poor one.

Original Advertising Cards

After Bridge - Radio Concert

United Electric Radio Store
Unexcelled Standard.

SALES RADIO SERVICE

FRONT and MA0ISON AVENUE.
TELEPHONE 3368 PLAINPIELD, N. J.

[BRIDGE SCQREJ

HONORS HONORS

ANOITHIEIR

WILL BE FURNISHED
<O|M REQUEST.

Bridge score pads withyour mes-
sage printed on them constantly
bringyour name to the attention
of customers and their friends.

The "JVo. 1 Radio Tool Kit" as conceived
Hammacher-Schlemmer. A convenient ou

for the serviceman.

Number 1") selling for $20.00. This con-

tains all the tools the serviceman will re-

quire on the average call from an elec-

tric soldering iron to socket wrenches
and it packs into a convenient canvas roll.

,J]f
THE KENNEDY MFG. Co., of Van Wert,

jl Ohio, are featuring an interesting'line of

steel tool kits (without tools) several of

which adapt themselves to the needs
of the radio serviceman. These can be
obtained in various combinations of

shelves and drawers that will accommodate
tools, test equipment, tubes, and spare

parts. Their complete catalog can be se-

cured for the asking.

C. WASHBUBN, certified radiotrician, of

Jacksonville, Fla., and authorized S-M
service station, is a familiar contributor

to readers of the "Corner." He refers the

radio expert to the Sears Roebuck cata-

log for a tool container:
"In the search for a suitable carrying

case for tools and supplies which a service-

man needs, I ran across a portable tool

chest which can be procured from Sears-

Roebuck Company at a cost of about

$2.75. It measures 20" X 8" X 8" and is

made of wood with a thin covering of tin

and brass-bound corners. It has a conveni-

ent carrying handle on the top and has
a strong lock. In appearance it resembles a

miniature steamer trunk. It has a sliding

tray in which I carry an electric soldering
iron, pliers, screw drivers, etc., and in

the bottom there is room for new tubes,

condensers, head-phones, and meters."

Miscellaneous Data

RUN-DOWN

B batteries: H. B. MOULIN,
of Oilman City, Mo., says, look for

leaking by-pass condensers in all

cases of short-lived B batteries, testing

preferably with a high-resistance volt-

meter. They can also be tested with phones
in series with a B Battery. Completing the

circuit through the condenser, a second

T~^RANK J. SHANNON, a consistent

1-^ writer for this department, be-
I lieves in effective mailing cards.
In the following letter he tells us a few

things about himself:
"As I have been at service game so

long, I advertise 'all makes repaired' but

emphasize Radiola Special-
ists, as I served one year
straight as an employee of
an exclusive RCA dealer and
serviced only RCA models

during that one year. It

seems that few servicemen

thoroughly understand RCA
models I suppose this is

because of RCA's methods
of 'Dealer-Service,' the
closed policy system, and
that they closely guard the
distribution of their 'service

data
'

so that none other than
their dealers receive informa-
tion.

"I have a total radio ex-

perience of approximately
15 or 16 years, counting
back to amateur transmit-

ting days before war then
to merchant ship operator,
U. S. Navy during war, Na-
val Reserve, public-address
work, radio serviceman, radio
broadcast operator, etc.

"I am enclosing two additional cards
which may interest vou. The colored one
is for leaving with customers they lose

the ordinary small card so quickly that I

thought a contrasting colored card would
be found among their papers more easily.
This card may also be used as a distribu-

tion circular as it will fit into these new

apartment 'locked mail box' slots. The
printed government postal card is for brief

communication and it serves also as a
'mail-ad.'

by
tfit

RADIO 5fpwc ALLEGHENY
\flHAlLKHtf3 C5O7I

FRANK J. SHANNON
^

RADIO ANHOVHC.ER - ENGINEER.

ERfQRpAvf --PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Making the most of thepostcard.
An attractive card that suggests

wide-awake servicing.
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[THE OPINION of George

Lewis, vice-president of
the Arcturus Radio Tube
Company, the success of
the 245-type power tube
Arcturus 145) will put a

stop to the expensive
clamor for higher-pow-

ered receivers. The way in which the de-
mand for greater power output changed
with time is shown in Fig. 1, and Fig. 2

gives Mr. Lewis' figures which show the
relation between power output and cost
of home-made B-power units. It is possible
to build a 90-volt B-power unit for about
$20.00 (retail cost of parts), a 180-volt

power unit for $30.00, a 250-volt power
unit for about $45.00, and a 450-volt

power unit for about $120.00. In other

words, a supply device that will furnish

enough power for two 145-type power
tubes in push-pull can be constructed
for less than fifty dollars while a similar

device for a single 250-type tube, which
would furnish approximately the same un-
distorted power output, would cost over
twice as much. "Proportionate savings will

1922 1323 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929

"TELEPHONE HORN CONE DYNAMIC
RECEIVERS SPEAKER SPEAKER SPEAKER

Fig. 1

be experienced by manufacturers," says
Mr. Lewis.
Readers of "Strays from the Labora-

tory" may recall that in that department
appeared Mr. Lewis' statement that the
usefulness of a tube increases according
to some "high-powered" function of the
number of elements within the glass bulb.
This statement, appearing at a time when
many thought the screen-grid tube was
a "dud," did not create the impression
it should. Those who scoffed at the screen-

grid tube will probably change their tune
in 1929 this four-element tube will prob-
ably be the general-purpose tube of the
next few years. Who knows but that the
receiver of the future may be a three-

tube set with a single stage of screen-grid
r.f. amplification, a screen-grid detector,
and a pentode power tube?

No Tube Shortage in 1929

EVERYONE
KNOWS that 1928 saw an

enormous shortage in tubes and

nearly everyone is wondering whether or
not 1929 will see similar difficulty. After

examining many statements from all ofthe

well-known tube manufacturers about
their expanding production plans, we
believe that there will not be a tube

shortage in 1929. According to M. F.

Burns, sales manager of E. T. Cunning-
ham, Inc., there will be ample tubes for all

present and contemplated receiver sockets
in 1929.
"The Cunningham organization will

produce as many tubes during the first

six months of 1929 as during the entire

year of 1928, the banner year in the com-
pany's history. Our company delivered
61 per cent, more tubes in 1928 than in

1927, during which time production facili-

ties were increased consistently until we
were able to enter the present year with

production capable of meeting demand.
"At present our personnel has been in-

creased to 5000 employees, with factory
space and equipment added to maintain
full schedules. We are providing a tube

supply well in excess of the trade's most
optimistic estimate of the market's

growth," he declared.

Readers may find other signs that there
will be no dearth of tubes in the following
items gathered from various sources.

A new plant has been projected for the

Ferryman Electric Company, Inc. It

will cost $300,000, will have a capacity
of 50,000 radio and electric tubes, and
will double the company's output. Un-
filled orders (May 13, 1929) amounted to

2.000,000 tubes. Daily production is ex-

pected to be at the rate of 25,000 a day
by September 1.

The Hygrade Lamp Company, of

Salem, Mass., which produced 5000 tubes
a day in May, expected to be in daily-

production of 10,000 tubes by the middle
of July and 15,000 tubes by September 1.

Large orders on hand and demands from

large set manufacturers have forced the
Cable Radio Tube Corporation to add to

their Brooklyn plant. The new plant is

located at 80-90 No. Ninth Street, Brook-

lyn. The daily capacity of the Cable fac-

tories is now 25,000 tubes.

The Schickerling Radio Tube Corpora-
tion has been incorporated in Delaware
to acquire the business and assets of Con-

rad Schickerling, Inc. To provide for the

expansion of the company's Newark plant,
the company will offer 100,000 shares of

no-par-value capital stock. The principle
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RADIO BROADCAST

Here's the
Answer

to every question about the
principles, methods, or
apparatus of radio trans-

mitting and receiving.

THE
RADIO
MANUAL
A Complete Course in

Radio Operation
In a Single Volume

A Handbook for
Students
Amateurs
Operators
Inspectors

For the first time an
entire course of train-

ing in one book the
most complete and
up-to-date work on
radio. Developed
simply and clearly
from the elementary
stage right through
all phases of princi-

ples, practise, and ap-
paratus so that a be-

ginner with no knowl-
edge of elect ricity

may get all he needs either for

amateur operation or to qualify
for a government license as opera-
tor or inspector.

Prepared by Official

Examining Officer
The author, G. E. Sterling, is Radio Inspector
and Examining Officer, Radio Division, U. S. Dent,
of Commerce. The book has been edited in detail by
Robert S, Krtue for five years Technical Editor
of QST., the Magazine of the Radio Relay League.
Many other experts assisted them.

Ifi Clinntorf CntMtv Elementary Electricity10 LtiapierS ^OVer. and Magnetism; Mo-

Wavemeters; Piezo-Electric Oscillators; Wave Traps;
Marine Vacuum Tube Transmitters; Radio Broadcast-
ing Equipment; Arc Transmitters; Spark Transmitters;
Commercial Radio Receivers; Radio Beacons and Di-
rection Finders; Radio Laws and Regulations; Hand-
ling and Abstracting Traffic.

/Voil) Infnrntattnn never before available suchnew information M a comp iete description
of the Western Electric 5 Kilowatt Broadcasting Trans-
mitter; description and circuit diagram of Western
Electric Superheterodyne Radio Receiving Outfit type
6oo4-C; Navy Standard 2 -Kilowatt Spark Transmitter;
etc., etc. Every detail up to the minute.

Free Examination

ior iree examination. It you do not agree that it is

the best Radio book you have seen, return it and owe
nothing. If you keep it, send the price of $6.00 with-
in ten days.

Order on This Coupon \

D. Van Nosti and Co., Inc.,
8 Warren St., New York
Send me THE RADIO MANUAL for exam-
ination. Within ten days after receipt I will
either return the volume or send you $6.00, the
price in full.

(Radio Broadcast 7-29)

Name.

St. & No

City and State.

The Radio Broadcast

LABORATORY INFORMATION
SHEETS

By HOWARD E. RHODES

THE aim of the RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheets is to present, in a con-

venient form, concise and accurate information in the field of radio and closely allied

sciences. It is not the purpose of the Sheets to include only new information, but to present

practical data, whether new or old, that may be of value to the experimenter, engineer, or

serviceman. In order to make the Sheets easier to refer to, they are arranged so that they may
be cut from the magazine and preserved, either in a blank book or on 4" x 6" filing cards.

The cards should be arranged in numerical order.

Since they began, in June, 1926, the popularity of the Information Sheets has increased

so greatly that it has been decided to reprint the first one hundred and ninety of them (June,

1926-May, 1928) in a single substantially bound volume. This volume, Radio Broadcast's

Data Sheets, may now be bought on the newsstands, or from the Circulation Department,

Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, for $1.00. Inside each volume is

a credit coupon which is worth $1.00 toward the subscription price of this magazine. In oilier

words, a year's subscription to RADIO BROADCAST accompanied by this $1.00 credit coupon,

gives you RADIO BROADCAST for one year for $3.00 instead of the usual subscription price

of $4.00.

THE KIMTOH.
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ensitivity
-power-tone
reproduction-
unsurpassed
volume
all these and
more in the

TUIHUE
If you want a thrill from an extra-

fine performance of your radio, in-

stall a complete set of CeCo Tubes
at one time.

Users of CeCo Tubes have learned

to expect exceptionally faithful

reproduction of tone quality. They
also know that it is not necessary to

shift tubes from one socket to

another in order to obtain the best

reproduction their set is capable of

giving the high quality and

character of CeCo Tubes are

uniform.

There are 64 reasons for this.

Every tube that leaves the CeCo
factory is thoroughly seasoned and

given 64 exacting tests for uniformity
of quality and characteristics that

affect successful radio reproduction.

The result is not only uniformity,

but much longer life as well.

If you need just one tube, try a

CeCo. As the other tubes wear out,

install CeCo's until you have a

complete set. Then call in your

neighbors and ask them if they ever

heard better radio reproduction.

CeCo
Manufacturing
Company, Inc.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Licensed under patents and applications of

the Radio Corporation of America, the

General Electric Company, and the West-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-

pany.

MILLIONS IN USE
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FILTER CIRCUIT DATA

July, 1929

IN
"LABORATORY SHEETS" Nog. 258 and 259

some data were given on filter circuits showing
the effect on the regulation, output voltage,
and tube load when using and when not using
a choke at the input to the filter system. Similar

data will be found in Roger Wise's article

"Characteristics of Power Rectifiers" in the

April, 1929, RADIO BROADCAST. Several readers

have written us to the effect that they have not
been able to duplicate these curves when using
a choke in the input. Some have obtained

greater and others less output voltage than
was indicated by the curves in "Laboratory
Sheet" No. 259.
This discrepancy between the values we gave

and that readers have obtained is undoubtedly
due to the use of a different size choke coil in

the input than was used to obtain the curves on
Sheet No. 259. For these curves a standard
filter choke of some 30 henries was used. The
output voltage, of course, is greatest when
there is no choke coil connected in tin- input
and will decrease when a choke is placed at the

input. The greater the inductance of the choke,

the greater the decrease in output voltage.

Those experimenters who obtained greater

voltages than the curves indicated probably
used an input choke of low inductance and
those that obtained smaller voltages used a

choke of high inductance.
It could appear from these considerations

that a small choke should be used but it should

be remembered that the primary reason for the

use of choke input circuits is to reduce the

instantaneous load on the rectifier tubes so

that their life will be a maximum. With chokes
of low inductance this desirable effect of re-

duced load on the tube is not obtained to any
considerable degree. In designing such systems
a compromise must, therefore, be reached
between the use of a large choke giving a good
tube load characteristic and a small choke

giving a less desirable load characteristic but

greater output voltage (assuming that the

transformer input voltage is not changed. ~\
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VOLTAGE-DOUBLING CIRCUITS

July, 1929

TN CASES WHERE there is need of a plate-supply
-*- device delivering greater voltages than can
ordinarily be obtained from the usual type of
rectifier tube, such as the type 281, it is possible
to use these tubes in

"
voltage-doubling" cir-

cuits. Two circuits together with their regula-
tion characteristics are given on Laboratory
Sheet No. 292. Although the 281-type rectifier

in ordinary circuits can supply only about 600
volts to the filter system it should be noted that
when using these special circuits it is possible
to obtain an input to the filter of approximately
1600 volts.

The circuit shown at A is probably the more
familiar type of voltage-doubling connection.
As indicated by the curves the voltage regula-
tion is rather poor but, when only small
amounts of current are to be drawn from the
system, this circuit can be used and has the
advantage that it requires but little apparatus.

Improved results can be obtained from the
circrtit shown at B. With this arrangement four
rectifier tubes ore used in a full-wave system
supplied from a center-tapped transformer
having a secondary potential of from 500 to 700
volts a.c. either side of the center tap. Two
separate transformers, each supplying from 300
to 700 volts might, of course, be used. The curves

for this rectifier system show it to have much
better regulation than that obtained from the
circuit in Sketch A. With circuit B a maximum
current of up to 170 niilliamperes can be drawn
from the filter system.
The disadvantage of circuit B over circuit A.

is that the former requires three separate fila-

ment windings each of which must provide the
full output voltage.
The first filter condensers in these circuits

must be capable of withstanding a potential
of one half the load voltage. The second
condensers must, of course, be able to with-
stand the full load voltage. The filaments of
the tubes should be turned on before the high-
voltage winding is closed. If this is not done,
the initial charging current may overheat the
tubes or cause them to arc over. Across the
output of the filter systems resistors should be
connected as indicated at R. In general a
100,000-ohm resistor may be used and it

should be capable of carrying some 20 milliam-

peres. This resistor is especially necessary when
using circuit A since, with this arrangement,
the voltage tends to increase quite rapidly
when the load is less than 20 milliamperes.
The data for this "Laboratory Sheet" were

supplied by E. T. Cunningham, Inc.
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VOLTAGE-DOUBLING CIRCUITS

VJ [OutputofCX^l irt _
*

. Special Rectifier Circuit

VOLTAGE DOUBLING CIRCUIT
^ Two Tubes

Four Tubes

OOOO OOOOO
<N" *t l> CO o ^ *T ^
FULL WAVE VOLTAGE
DOUBLING CIRCUIT
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RADIO BROADCAST ADVERTISER

DEEP
END

Christopher
Morley

. . . "No one doubts the

amazing vivacity and facility
of Christopher Morley . . .

'OffThe Deep End,' like sever-

al of its predecessors is a col-

lection of stray pieces, short

stories,briefplaylets, humorous

squibs and Lambsian essays.
The reader saunters, so to

speak, through Mr. Morley's
engaging purlieus admiring the

gusts of the greenery, the

sparkling quality ofthe stream-
let of wit and the whimsicality
of the curious growths" New
York Times.

. . . "Whatever he does

will be fascinating talk . . . talk

which makes his book of essays
a pleasant adventure" New
York Evening Post.

. . . Other books by
Christopher Morley. THE RO-

MANY STAIN, WHERE THE BLUE

BEGINS, THUNDER ON THE LEFT
and THE HAUNTED BOOKSHOP.

DOUBLEDAY DORAN
ft COMPANY, INC.

Garden City, New York

$2.50 at all bookshops

A RADIO RECEIVER
LIKE A CHAIN

A CHAIN of parts, if you please . . .

transformers, tubes, condensers, re-

sistances and the like as links of the chain.

Unless each link performs to perfection
the whole receiver is condemned and

your name with it.

A lot of grief can be traced to one little

part . . . the volume control. Noises
are set up ... uneveness of control

develops . . . locals are hard to handle.

You can save yourself plenty of trouble

by seeing that the name "Centralab" is

stamped on the volume control. The
Centralab exclusive rocking disc con-

struction prevents any change in the

resistance or the development of noise.

Centralab controls give a perfect control

of all stations with an even, "velvety"
smooth action.

Th i> shows the exclusive rocking diic construction
of Centralab volume control.; "R" is the resist-

ance. Contact disc ''D" has only a rocking action
on the resistance. Pressure arm "P" together
with shaft and bushing is fully insulated.

This is the action of the usual wire wound con-
trol after it has been in. us.- for tome time . .

like dragging a sticktovcr a cobblestone pavement.

CENTRAL RADIO

20 Keefe Ave.

LABORATORIES

Milwaukee, Wis.

The tailor uses the same principle as OntralnY
He does not want to ruin the garment by placing
the iron on it so he places & cloth in between.
Centralab controls cannot ruin the resistance
because the rocking disc is In between the pres-
sure arm and the resistance.

AERO CALL

Factory-Built, Ready

to Plug Into Any Set

Shielded Filtered

No Motorboating

This amazing instrument now makes it possible to

reach 'round the world. Gco. Moicroft of Pa. tuned
in England, Australia and Holland on his initial test.

Gets stations regular receivers cannot get. No change
or wiring required. All complete, ready to operate.
Golden brown, compact metal cabinet in crackle fin-

ish. Size 9x54x2$ in. The only converter we know of

that really works on alt sets. Two models A.C. and

D.C., at $25.00 each. Write for Catalog and liter-

ature and dealers* discounts; also give jobbers' name.

Send for Aero
Short Wave Guide

Gives the very latest details on Aero Coils and Kits,

Short Wave Radio, newest broadcast radio receivers,

short wave converters, telephone transmitters, coil

kits, adapters and a host of new wrinkles for 1929.
The kits everyone is talking about are fully described.

Chronophase, Metropolitan, Trio, International,

Standard, Radiophone in Shield Grid, A. C. and
D.C. models all good summer sellers.

Be sure to send for your copy worth #25.00 to any-
one who wants to keep up with the latest radio

wrinkles. Mail coupon for your copy today now!

INCORPORATED
4611 . Ravenswood Ave., Dept. 279, Chicago, 111.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW-
AERO PRODUCTS Inc.

4611 E. Ravenswood Are., Dept. 279, Chicago, 111.

Send me your Short Wave Guide, giving the latest

information on what's new in radio, short wave, etc.

to help me boost my summer sales.

Name

St. & No

City . State.

years of

proved reliability
Cunningham Radio Tubes continue to

supply the demand for absolute inbuilt

integrity and tube quality.

E. T. CUNNINGHAM, Inc.
New York Chicago San Francisco

Dallas Atlanta
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Model No. 102

A massive wal-
ut cabinet
quipped with
nlitriialic pho-
ofjraph and an
rnproved radio
eceiver.

DIO

nly DURHAMS
are good enough for

this Great Receiver!
JNY manufacturer can cut his

/M parts costs, but it takes lead-
-^ -*-

ership to aim at quality re-

ception as a means of winning a

quality market, such as Steinite
has done in a few short years.
Steinite operates on the principle
that you can get out of a radio

only what you put into it. And so
Steinite means a quality circuit

embracing every practical modern
idea, not the least of which is

DURHAM Resistors and Power-
ohms the metallized resistances
which are endorsed and used by
leaders in every division of the in-

dustry. Durhams may cost a tri-

fle more than average resistances,
but experience has proved that
their slight additional cost is cheap
insurance against imperfect per-
formance and against dissatisfied

purchasers. Ask Steinite! We shall
be glad to send engineering data
sheets and samples for testing up-
on request. Please state ratings in
which you are interested.

DURHAM Metallised RES1S- I

TORS and POWEROHMS are
avttiluhlf for every practical
resistance purpose in radio
find television circuits, 500 to
200,000 ohms in power types;
1 to 100 Megohms in resistor
types; ratings for all limited
power retjuirernents; stand-
ard, pigtail, or special tips.

THE LEADERS STANDARDIZE ON

RESISTOR S
& POWEROHMS
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
2006 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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REGENERATIVE R. F. AMPLIFIERS

July, 1929

RADIO-FREQUENCI
amplification may be ob-

tained by the use of carefully designed r.f.

circuits or by the use of carelessly designed cir-

cuits with regeneration. Many of the sets made
a few seasons ago had considerable inherent

regeneration in them, not because circuits to

prevent regeneration were not known, but be-
cause the sets were not properly designed. The
tendency to-day is to design the set so that
without any regeneration the gain and selec-

tivity are satisfactory. If an engineer relies ou
regeneration in a receiver to give it gain, it is

generally found that in the mass production of
the set in the factory it is not

possible
to control

the set's characteristics closely enough to give
just the right amount of regenerative amplifica-
tion. As a result in production some of the sets

will be found to oscillate while others will not
have sufficient regeneration and will be practi-
cally dead. This is perhaps one of the major
reasons why regeneration is being used less

und less in manufactured sets.

There is one time, however, when the use of
regeneration to i ncrease the gain and the
nbctivity might be considered the best thing
to do. This case arises in the servicing of an old
receiver that has poor gain and poor selectiv-

ity. Such a set would be improved greatly by the
use of some regeneration, and, since the service-

man who changes the circuit to give it some
regeneration can introduce just enough in this

particular set to provide satisfactory perform-
ance, there is little difficulty involved in its use.

Regeneration can be added most readily to
an existing receiver by the use of one of the
circuits indicated on Laboratory Sheet No.
294.

In Sketch A regeneration has been added by
winding a coil (No. 32 or smaller wire) around
the filament end of the secondary, Li. The
number of turns should be the maximum that
can be used without causing the set to oscillate.

In Sketch B a small variable condenser, Ci
for example, a neutralizing condenser is con-
nected between the plate of the detector and
the plate of the preceding r.f. amplifier tube.
The capacity should be adjusted to the maxi-
mum possible without making the detector
oscillate.

In Sketch C regeneration is secured by
tapping the secondary, Li, as indicated and
connecting a small variable condenser (maxi-
mum capacity about 0.0001 mfd.) between the
lower end of the secondary and the plate of the
detector.

Arrangement B is generally the most con-
venient although in some cases it may be
simpler to use the circuits of A or C.
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REGENERATIVE R. F. CIRCUITS

R.FAmp.

R.FAmp. R.F.Amp.
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TUBE-TKSTIM; CIRCUITS

MANY
COMMERCIAL tube-testing devices are

equipped with a button which is used to
determine whether or not the particular tube
being tested is up to standard. Generally the
procedure is to place the tube in the socket,
read the plate current, then press the button,
and again read the plate current. Then it is

possible to determine from these two readings
whether or not the tube is any good.

Just how this circuit functions should be of
interest. The arrangement described below may
not be|the one actually used
in some of the testers but the
principles are certainly the
same. When a tube is placed
in the socket (see the sketch
A on this sheet) the plate cur-
rent as read on the plate mil-
liammeter depends upon the
plate voltage and upon the
C-bias voltage. With the
switch, S, which represents
the button, in the open posi-
tion, the bias is equal to the
voltage of the C battery.
When, however, the but ton is

pressed the bias is reduced to
zero. This change in bias,
of course, produces a change
in plate current and the a-
mount of change determines
how good the tube is. What

we are actually doing is determining the
mutual conductance of the tube by noting the
change in plate current obtained from a given
change in C bias.

This circuit, it should be pointed out. in-
dicates only one of the many possible arrange-
ments. Another arrangement, for example,
would be to make S a single-pole double-circuit
switch (sketch B) so that in one position the
bias is zero and in the other position it has a
value equal to that of the C-battery voltage.
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QUALITY RAW MATERIAL -:-

MODERN -:-*

* FACTORY
TECHNIQU
MONEY-:--:
-'-TIME -:--:-

ORGANIZATION
** THOUGHT

+ -:- ENERGY -:

-:- BRAINS-:- -:-

EXPERIENCE

MENTS *

UNIFORM
'--'-QUALITY
:- * TON E -:-

PERFECTION :

* FINER -:--:-

REPRODUCTION
LONGER LIFE*
REASONABLE

-.'--:- PRICES **

YOU
GET THIS OUT
OF THE TUBE

A COMPLETE *
-:- LINE -:- -:- -:-

A QUALITY LINE*
AN ADVERTISED

-:- LIN E :- -:- *
-:- CONSUMER -:-

-
-:- -:- DEMAND-:-

QUICK TURNOVER * LIBERAL
DISCOUNTS -i- LARGE PROFITS

LE RADIO TUBE CORPORATIO

MAKERS
(formerly Cable Supply Co.)

84-90 N. Ninth St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

OF RADIO TUBES SIN C E 1924



Sylvania Announces

THE SILENT SLEEVE CATHODE
The pioneering courage and exhaustive experimentation

that always have been part of Sylvania development,

again bear fruit. This time in the silent sleeve cathode

which definitely solves the long baffling problem of crackle

and hum in the 227 tube.

The Sylvania 227 now minimizes hum and further increases

amplification as a result of the Sylvania designed sleeve

which extends over the entire length of the heating

element.

The same kind of diligent research and intelligent applica'

tion of discoveries account il>r the superior performance
found in all types of Sylvama tubes.

We will be glad to send you bulletins showing the char'

acteristics and advantages of all Sylvania tubes.

SYLVANIA PRODUCTS COMPANY
Emporium Pennsylvania

RADIO TL BI:S

For Further Information

Please Use the Coupon
YOU'RE WELCOME!

R.B.7-29

W. R. JONES, Sales Engineer
Sylvania Products Co.

Emporium, Pennsylvania

Please send me bulletins showing characteristics of your
humless 227. Also bulletins on the following other types:

Name..

*
Company...

/ Position

Address

/ City and State..
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r/\lVl Muted Notes
Modern musicians in their search for original effects use muted instruments more

than ever before and thus lessen the power of music to penetrate the distant

corners of large ballrooms.

This difficulty has been overcome entirely at the Marigold Ballroom, Minne-

apolis, Minnesota, where the orchestra music is picked up by a microphone which

delivers it through a PAM installation to loud speakers placed in remote corners.

Thousands of ballrooms need PAM equipment today and wide-awake dealers will

see that they are supplied.

A new 16-page bulletin giving mechanical and electrical characteristics, repre-

sentative installations, and many new PAM amplifiers will be sent upon receipt of

lOc in stamps to cover postage. When writing ask for bulletin No. RB 9.

Main Office:

Canton, Mass.

Factories at Canton

and Watertown, Mass.

Manufacturers Since 1882

PAM -45

t

***

MARIGOLD MAfMCQLO

DANCING OAHCttW

A,K '. fcjk.4..*

MARIGOLD BALLROOM, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,PAM EQUIPPED

RADIO .BROADCAST. August, 1929. Published monthly. Vol. XV, No. 4. Published at Garden City, N. Y. Subscription price $4.00 a year. Entered at the post
office at Garden City, N. Y., as second class mail matter. Uoubleday. Doran & Company, Inc., Garden City. N. Y.
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An Eye-Opener!
No further proof required!

Every Service Man and Dealer MUST be equip-

ped with SUPREME DIAGNOMETER
Model 400-B if he is to profitably solve every
radio service problem.

No other testing device or equipment on the

market approaches the great range and flexibility

of this complete, portable, simplified radio-labor-

atory ... in a carrying case providing com-

partments for all necessary tools, adapters, tubes

and accessories.

The greatest medium available for producing
service profits creating good will and in-

creasing sales of receiving sets!

Turn Service Worries

into Sales and Profits
T71OLLOWING the enthusiastic reception given
H SUPREME DIA GNOMETER Model 400-R.

at its initial sho wing at the Chicago RMA
show, dealers everywhe re are placing orders in such
volume as to prohibit promises of immediate de-

liveries.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW! Orders will be

accepted for future deli very on specified dates

against which reservations will be made that will

insure delivery on desired date. Make use of thin

plan to avoid later disappoi utments.

Most good distributors carry the SUPREME DI-
AGNOMETER in stock. If your distributor can-
not supply you, send your order direct on this

order form.

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP.
332 Supreme Bldg., Greenwood, Miss.

Please ship SUPREME DIAGNOMETER
Model 400-B, on the basis checked below:

D Net Cash $139.50 F.O.B. Greenwood.JMiss.

D Time-payment Plan
$33.50 Cash and 8 monthly pay-
ments of $15.00 each. F. O. B.

Greenwood, Miss.

(No dealers' discounts)

Date of shipment .

Signed

Firm name

Street address

City ..State

Reference*:

Name . . .

Address .

Name . .

Address .

Name . . .

Address

Name . .

Address .

Distributor:

The following is a comparison of the Supreme Diagnometer with the three

leading set testers, and the most popular test hoard on the market , which sells for

more than double the price of the Supreme Diagnometer.
"x" indicates YES. Blank space indicates NO.



Care-Free, Long-Life Reception
use Dongan Power Parts

and get the Best in Radio

EVERY evening the radio is a faithful and hard-working entertainer in millions of

homes. No other musical instrument is called upon for such regular and enduring
service. Whether we spend the evening quietly reading or entertain at bridge the

familiar station announcements keep pace with the

family clock.

Anything as much demanded and appreciated, a source

of never-ending interest and enjoyment, should not be

slighted, should not be the victim of petty economy.
Today anyone can own the type of radio receiver that
will operate hour after hour without attention. Music
and speech are resonant and real.

You can have this kind of radio at a moderate cost. The
new UX 245 Tube has made possible an even lower gross
cost than was necessary with UX 250 Tube.

It will pay you to find out about this new tube and the

accompanying Parts.

No. 994 Power Amplifier Transformer ---_-__-__ $12.00
either

No. 2189 Push-Pull Output Transformer-----_-___ 12.00

with

No. 2142 Push-Pull Input Transformer ---_______ 4.50

or

No. 3107 Straight Output Transformer -__-_-____ 12.00

,with

No. 2158 Audio Transformer ----------____ 4.50

Two Secondary Windings (for either No. 2189 or No. 3107), one for

Magnetic type and the other for Dynamic type Speaker.

D-946 Standard Condenser Unit ----------__ 22.50
This Condenser Unit is also designed for use with No. 994 Transformer
for Power Amplification.

No. 5554 Double Choke, use in Filter Circuit -------_ 11.00

No. 2124 Transformer

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
2991-3001 Franklin Street

Detroit

Just Off the Press
A NEW

Catalog
Send for it today for

complete listings of

Radio Convenience

Outlets, Connector
Plugs, Rheostats.Fixed
and Grid Resistances,

Jacks, Jack Switches,
Phone Plugs, etc.

YAXLEY MFG. CO.
Dept. B, 9 So. Clinton St., Chicago, 111.

This is a good time to subscribe jor

RADIO BROADCAST
Through your dealer or direct, iy the year only {4.00

DOUBLEDAY, DORAN & CO., INC. GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

Prevents
Current

$1.10 with mounting
(in V. S. A.) at all

dealers.

Install Ampc rile for everytube
and smooth out MAM current
wabble that ruins reception.
Amperite adjutu iuelf to the
exact need ofeach tube. A type
for every tube A. C. or D. C.

ff^efliall (SompanyM FRANKI1N ST., . NIW vdibc.

FREE-'Amprrite Bine BookT
of modern circuits and
'valuable construction data.
Write Dept. KB 8.

The child
will soon
be leadmg
the parent

Here was the split-up of the average
radio dollar in 1922:

*10% $ 6,000,000 spent for tubes
90% 54,000,000 spent for parts and

sets

Between 1922 and 1928 the tube mar-
ket increased 18-fold while the mar-
ket for sets and parts increased only
10-fold in dollars. Here is the split-

up in 1928:

*I7% $110,250.000 spent for tubes
83% $539,750,000 spent for sets and

parts

Your future prosperity depends to a
great extent on how well you develop
the tube market in your locality.

Figures courtesy of "Radio Retailing."

The CeCo Policy
The CeCo Manufacturing Company 19

embarking on a nation-wide advertis-

ing program to help the dealer widen
his market for tubes.
The CeCo Couriers broadcast every

Monday night at 7:30 Eastern Stand-
ard time over the Columbia System.
We have proved the quality of CeCo

Tubes by the most severe tests any
radio tubes have ever had to stand.

Tests made by independent labora-
tories have proved that CeCo Tubes
have from 30% to 50% longer life

than any other tubes tested.

How to increase
your tube sales

Send for the dealer book"
Tomorrow in the Tube

Industry." It contains

many helpful suggestions
for building up tube sales

and shows what progress
other dealers are making
along this line.

The AC 224 Screen
Grid Tube was de-

veloped and per-
fected by CeCoover
ayearandahalfago.

Licensed under patents and applications of the
Radio Corporation of America, the General
Electric Company, and the Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company.

Ce Co Manufacturing
Company, Inc.

PROVIDENCE., R. i.

CeCo Manufacturing Co., Inc., Dept. 108, MOO
i-ddy St., Providence, R. I. Send me a copy
of the dealer book on the radio tube market

Name-

Company-

Address

1 84 AUGUST 1 929
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224 A. C.

Developed by Cable

in 1928

o
TENDERFEET

HERE!
The technique of radio

tube production is no

schoolboy's exercise, to

be learned in a day, a

week, or a year. Of It takes

the knowledge so pains-

takingly learned over a

period of years from the

incandescent lamp, prop-

erly attuned to the newer

concepts of physics, chem-

istryand radio science.QfTo

this must be added the

most modern equipment,

the finest obtainable mate-

rials, the organization nec-

essary to combine all

smoothly. Satisfy all these

requirements and you have

the "SPEED" Radio Tube.

<J"SPEED" dealers have

the best proposition in

the field. The reason OfThey have implicit

confidence in the complete line of "SPEED"

tubes tests for volume, clarity, long-life,

quicker- heating, bear them out. Of They have

implicit confidence in the "SPEED" organi-

zation J. J. Steinharter, J. J. Grossman,

Fred Guinther, all pioneers from lamp days

and making radio tubes since 1924. Of And,
when the product is right, the sales and re-

sales are right and the profits take care of

themselves. Of Think it over. Write us It

will pay you.

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES SINCE 1924

AUGUST 1929 183



KEEP PACE

WITH THE NEWEST!

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON

TUBES FOR

TELEVISION
AND TALKING PICTURES

Eveready Raytheon Kveready Raytheon

ARE OF PROVED
DEPENDABILITY AND

PERFORMANCE
THE Eveready Raytheon Kino-Lamp
for television reception is the first

tube developed commercially which
will work with all systems.
With its uniform glow over the

entire plate . . . tested performance
. . . long life . . . perfect reproduc-
tive qualities . . . the Eveready
Raytheon Kino-Lamp is a great step
forward in television.

The Eveready Raytheon Foto-Cell
is a long-life transmitting tube for
television. Used also for talking
pictures. Made in two sizes, either
hard vacuum or extra-sensitive gas-
filled.

Correspondence is invited from
everyone interested in television.

Foto-Cells to special specifications
will be made at reasonable prices.

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC.
General Offices: New York, N. Y.

Unit of
Union Carbide

and Carbon
Corporation

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON

The Spirit of

Accuracy
SETTING

standards is half the work of

science. The standard oflength a plati-

num -iridium bar; the standard of time

stars passing the hair line on a lens.

And in radio the standard of reception.

This is the ultimate goal of the radio engi-

neer. Progress toward that standard depends

upon the uniform excellence of the tubes

used for tests.

The Spirit of Accuracy enters into every

ARCTURUS Tube and is manifest in each test,

check and process of manufacture. Oxides

filtered through sieves that hold water...

gauges that detect the fraction of a hair's

breadth... a vacuum that approaches nothing-
ness all contribute to the standard the

engineer demands.

Radio engineers use ARCTURUSA-C Tubes
with the sincere assurance that these tubes are

as fine and uniform as it is humanly possible

to build them a new standard in radio tubes.
COPERNICUS

From the Tainting by OTTO BRAUSBWETTER

BLUE
ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY, NEWARK, N. J.

A Complete Line of

Quality Volume Controls

U. S. P.U.

1593658,
1034103,
1034104.

Superior workmanship,
smooth operation and long
life characterize the

ELECTRAD
TONATROL

Made in a var-
iety of values
suitable for
most circuit**.
One of the

most popular of the
many Electrad Volt-
age Control devices
with manufactur-
ers, c u s t om -set
builders and experi-
menters. Supplied
with or without fila-
ment switch. List,
1.50 to $3.00.

The Super - TONATROL-
the remarkable new Elec-
trad Volume Control foruse
in high-voltage receivers.
Entirely different in con-
struction and design. Easily
dissipates 5-watts. Resist-
ance element fused to an
enameled metal base. Pure
silver floating contact gives
amazingsmoothness. Seven
typeswith uniform ortnper-
ed curve. List, $2.40 to $3.50

.... .-COUPON_ .

ELECTRAD, Inc., Dept. RB,
175 Varick St., New York

Plen.e -.ml TONATROI. anil Super.
Tl-ATHOL literature.

Name
Address

1 86

EIECTRAD
/VVVVVVVVXlNC./VN/VVVVV'V
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Jenkins & Adair

Level Indicator Panel

Type B (Calibrated)

For Broadcasting, Electrical Record-

ing, and Power Speaker Systems

The Type B Level Indicator Panel Is designed for
direct reading of the voice level on any 5 00 -ohm tele-

phone circuit, the range being from minus 10 TU
to plus 2fl TIT. In steps of 2 TU each. The parts con-
sist of an accurately built input transformer, a spe-
cially designed potentiometer, a filter retard and con-
denser, and direct current galvanometer calibrated for
this work.

The use of this panel is essential wherever a specific
level must be maintained. The calibration is highly
accurate, and cannot niter while the tube constants re-
main normal. The potentiometer is built up of ni-
chrome wire units, held to an accuracy of 1/10 of 1%.
The panel is extremely simple in operation, is direct
reading In TU's. and minimizes the change of load
on the measured circuit when the level settings are
changed. This last feature is a great Improvement
over present types.

The dimensions of this panel are 19 x 7 % in. It
Is of 5/16 In. hi,irk sanded hakelite and weighs,
complete, 18 Ibs. It operates on 12 volt A battery
and 135 volts B battery, and requires a 102E tube
(not furnished by us). The parts of this panel are NOT
sold separately. Bulletin 8 gives a more complete de-
scription and will be mailed on request. The net price
in the United States and Canada is $250.00 f. o. b.

Chicago.

J. E. JENKINS & S. E. ADAIR
Engineers

1500 N. Dearborn Parkway
Chicago U. S. A.

Manufacturer* of Recording Amplifier*
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They said"

"S-M will do it

thi
99

is year
S~M has done it!

BUILDING
upon the experience of last year when

the S-M 720 and 710 Screen-Grid receivers set new
high marks of accomplishment, both in extreme distance

reception (such as Australia to New York on the broadcast

band) and in musical excellence Silver-Marshall an-

nounces a development as important to the 1930 builder
as was the 1929 S-M supremacy in screen-grid receiver

design.

This year there is an entirely new keynote in designs for

the setbuilder: CONVENIENCE. Formerly considered as

the one feature monopolized by factory-built sets, perfect
convenience in operation is now brought within the reach
of all and yet with even better performance than the

best "kit sets" of last year the S-M 720 and 710.

And this, too, at lower cost rather than higher for the

great new S-M factory, five times the size of last year's,

and one of the largest in America, is bending its mighty
power to bring still lower the cost to the setbuilder of

those phenomenal results he feels a right to expect from

any S-M receiver.

S-M 722

Band-Selector Seven

Far better in actual performance than the famous
72Oand 720AC Screen-Grid Sixes, as well as more
convenient, the 722 Band-Selector Seven is strict-

ly all-electric, and tuned entirely by a single
illuminated drum. It embodies a.c. screen-grid
amplification in two r.f. stages, band-selector

tuning, screen-grid power detection followed by
resistance-coupled first r.f. stage, push-pull 245
output tubes, and provision for dynamic speaker.
The 722 makes top-notch 1930 quality no more
costly than merely mediocre reception.

And If That Sounds Startling Read This
The Seven-Twelve Tuner

A Refinement of the Sargent-Rayment
For fhe setbuilder who wants the best regardless of cost, S-M is able
to repeat the promise made and kept a year ago. The Sargent-Ray-
tnent 710 was acknowledged to stand head-and-shoulders above all

other receivers offered at any price and the same laboratory which
perfected it now offers a further refinement in the S-M Seven-Twelve
Tuner. Though not high-priced, the Seven-Twelve will this year
duplicate the achievement of its illustrious predecessor and will far
surpass in performance anything offered to the setbuilder at any

price
whatsoever. Built to realize every advantage of a precision

band selector tuner entirely separate from its audio amplifier, the
Seven-Twelve uses 224 a.c. screen-grid tubes in three r.f. stages,
band-selector tuning, and power detector. Perfectly adapted to give
to the 712 a tone quality in keeping with its own outstanding sensi-

tivity and selectivity is the new 677 two-stage power amplifier
(245 push-pull). The 712-677 combination will be the setbuilder's
ace for 1930 and at a price that will astonish the most skeptical.

Have you seen the intimate description of these three alt-new S-M
receivers as first printed in the S-M RADIOBUILDER? If you
want to keep up-to-date on the new developments of the S-M labora-
tories, don't be without the RADIOBUILDER. Use the coupon.

Custom-builders tvho use S-M parts have profited tremendously
throughout the past season through the Authorized S-M Service
Station franchise. If you build professionally, let us tell you about
it^-write now.

735 Round-the-World Six
All-ElectricShort-Wave and Broadcast-Band

The first completely a.c.-opcratcd short-wave receiver to be offered
upon the American market. Built on the same chassis as the 722
illustrated above, the 735 demonstrates in short-wave reception the
same mastery of design for the 224 a.c. screen-grid tube which
distinguishes the new S-M broadcast receivers. Built into it also
is a typical S-M two-stage audio amplifier with push-pull 245 tubes.

rnpin coils give a range of from 17 to 65O meters. Strictly one-
dial tuning, full a.c. operation, and provision for dynamic speaker
unite to make the 735 a real milestone in short-wave development.

Get your order in
right away to your
S-M parts distribu-

tor, forone or more
of these 1930 re-

ceivers. Net prices
will be found in
the new S-M fall

catalog; see cou-
pon.

SILVER-MARSHALL, Inc.

6403 West 65th St., Chicago, U. S. A.

Silver-Marshall, Inc.
6403 West 65th Street, Chicago, U. S. A.
.... Please send me, free, the complete S-M
Catalog; also sample copy of The Radiobuilder.

Kor enclosed in stamps, send me the
following:

SOc Next 1 2 issues of The Radiobuilder
f 1 .00 Next 25 issues of The Radiobuilder

S-M DATA SHEETS as follows, at 2c each:

No 3. 730. 731. 732 Short-Wave Sets
4. 255. 256. etc.. Audio Transformers
5. 720 Screen Grid Six Receiver
6. 74O " Coast-to-Coast" Screen Grid Four
7. 675ABC High-Voltage Power Supply .

8. 71O Sargent-Rayment Seven
9. 678PD Phonograph-Radio Amplifier
10. 720AC All-Electnc Screen-Grid Six
12. 669 Power Unit (for 720AC)
14. 722 Band-Selector Seven

.No

.No

.No

.No

.No

.No
No
.No
.No
No 15. 735 Round-the-World Six
.No. 16. 712 Tuner (Development from the

Sargent-Rayment )

.No. 17. 677 Power Amplifier for use with 712

I Address

L BUB HH1K
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rinHERE is no good in reiterating that broadcasting is

1 the one branch of the radio industry on which every

other depends. You can't find a soul to dispute it. But

the fact is, that with very very few exceptions, the radio

industry has rested secure in the belief that the broad-

casters were doing pretty well by themselves, thank

you, and have not so much as looked up from the press

of their immediate problems. Leaders in the industry

paused at the Chicago Trade Show to sound a note of

warning about the degree to which direct advertising

has come to dominate radio broadcasting. To our mind,

an unusually interesting discussion of this question

appears on page 214, "Curing the Direct Advertising

Cancer." Plain speaking is necessary now, but not

dismal pessimism, for we believe that far behind the

scenes in the councils that rule broadcasting in various

sections of the country, the broadcasters themselves

are struggling earnestly, if silently, to decrease the hold

that direct advertising has gotten on their programs.

It is to be hoped that present conditions are only a tem-

porary phase through which broadcasting seems fated

to pass.

rpHE MACKENZIE RADIO CORPORATION, one of

J_ Zenith's New York City distributors, has a most

interesting junior salesman plan which M. W. Crad-

dick, vice-president of the organization describes on

page 193 of this magazine. Mr. Craddick has found the

plan eminently workable for his organization; we should

like to hear from heads of other organizations who have

found success with a plan in any way similar.

ACABEFUL
STUDY of the best retail statistics now

shows as detailed at length in Mr. Phillips' article

on page 206 that dealers who sell more than $100,000

worth of merchandise per year are still getting the

largest share of the total radio sales. But close exami-

nation also shows that the smaller dealer in proportion
to his sales volume is getting an increasing share of the

business. This is a recent trend. Is it permanent?

rpiHE September RADIO BROADCAST will contain a

L useful study of trends and facts in radio marketing,
a description of an unusually successful house-to-house

selling campaign, a practical discussion of the dealer

relation to finance companies; the engineering section

will present for the first time anywhere a discussion of

the Technidyne circuits, an engineering discussion

of the new Bosch screen-grid receiver, and many other

valuable articles.

WILLIS KINGSLEY WING.
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What counts like

tone quality
In the last analysis the customer's yard-
stick is the one by which radio values will

be measured. In hisjudgment tone quality
conies first.

The audio end of the set controls the final

performance so transformers and speakers
can make or mar a receiver.

T-CrA products meet their responsibility

squarely. They deliver the goods. In perfec-
tion of design and construction, they ful-

fill the most exacting demands of your de-

signing department.

Completely manufactured ... rigidly in-

spected ... carefully tested . . . and through
controlled volume production, offered at a

price no higher than you pay elsewhere.

A Dynamic of exceptional
sweetness and volume ...
substantial ... beautiful
...possessingmanyexclus-
ive developments. Write

for details.

TRANSFORMER CORP. OF AMERICA, 2301-2319 South Keeler Avenue, CHICAGO
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UNIQUE EFFICIENCY

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON
B-H TUBE

Type B-H Standard for
"B" Power Units.

125 m.a. at 300 volts.

THE ORIGINAL
GASEOUS

RECTIFYING TUBE
FOR "B" ELIMINATOR

UNITS
THE Eveready Raytheon B-H Tube
uses ionized helium instead of a
filament. Not only is it unusually
efficient ... its life is uniformly
long and its voltage is sustained.
Unlike a filament, the electron

emission of which gradually de-

creases, ionized helium supplies
millions of electrons a second
over and over again.

If you use a "B" eliminator, it

was almost certainly designed for
the B-H tube. A new tube will

probably give you a tremendous
increase in power and quality.

If you are experimenting, and
require an unfailing source of
steady D. C., you can be sure of an
efficient heavy-duty rectifying tube
in the B-H.

NATIONAL CARBON Co., Inc.

New York, N. Y.
Unit of

Union Carbide
and Carbon
Corporation

FORWANT OF A NAIL
EVERYBODY

remembers the verse about the courier in the battle

of Waterloo speeding to get reinforcements for Napoleon. His

horse faltered and fell. . . . For want of a nail a shoe was cast . . .

and the battle lost.

A radio receiver is very much the same.

You may have the "reinforcements" in

the form of fine workmanship, good con-

densers, good transformers and yet there

may be a "nail" that causes trouble.

Look to. the volume control for a great

amount of the grief . . . mechanical

and electrical noise . . . inadequate

and uneven control. Are those the sym-

ptoms?

Then turn to Centralab controls whose

quality is vouched for by this fact: the

great majority of radio manufacturers

include them in standard equipment. Be

sure the manufacturer of the receiver

you sell has done likewise.

This shows the exclusive rocking dlic construction
of Centralab volume control., "R" is the resist-

ance. Con taut disc "D" has only a rocking action
on the resistance. Pressure arm "p" tofethr
with shaft and bushing la fully insulated.

This is the action of the usual wir wound con-
trol afcer it has been in; use for some time . . .

like dragging a stick m-er a cobblestone pavement.

CENTRAL RADIO

20 Keefe Ave.

LABORATORIES

Milwaukee, Wis.

The tailor uses the same principle as Centraloh.
He does not want to ruin the garment by placing
the iron on it so he places a cloth in between.
Centralab controls cannot ruin the resistance
because the rocking disc is in between the pres-
sure arm and the resistance.

i

According to Your

Specifications
\\/"E ARE prepared to make
* *

special models of the Ham-
l

marlund Equalizing and Neu-
tralizing Condensers, either

single or in gang, to manufac-
turers' specifications. Su-

perbly designed and con-
structed compact, accur-

ate, efficient.

Bakelite base; brass stator

plate; mica dielectric;

phosphor bronze spring

plate; convenient adjust-

ing screw and connect-

ing lugs.

The standard mode.s
range in capacity value
from 2 mmfds. mini-
mum to 70 mmfds.

maximum.
Write Dept. RB8 about your needs

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
424-438 W. 33rd St., New York

ammarlund
PRODUCTS
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Screen Grid
Tubes and
Power

Detectors
Get the Thordarson

August Bulletin

Input Couplings

Speaker Couplings
Filament Supply
Power Compacts

For the new "245" power
tubes single or push-pull
and the new screen grid power
detector.

DAR
Transformer Specialists Since 1895

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Huron, Kingsbury and Larrabee Streets

Chicago, III.

Potter
True-Tone Electrostatic

Reproducer

NEW DESIGN
NEW PERFORMANCE

NEW APPEARANCE

Created

Great Sensation

at

R. M. A. Show

Potter
Type "BE" Electrochemical

Condenser

Ideal for Filter Blocks

(Edelman Patents)

The Potter Co.
North Chicago, Illinois

A National Organization at Your Service

With an Audio-System really

Designed for Short-Wave Work

Operates from

NATIONAL
Velvet-B

Write us today
for full details

A special audio system has been built for this Double-Duty
National THRILL BOX SW-4 . It embodies new improve-
ments on the former NATIONAL Impedaformers, per-

mitting the use of a high-mu audio tube and giving a very

high audio-gain. The two audio-units are placed in one

case for compactness and to make wiring more simple.

And the SW-4 is designed for stable and quiet operation
with a 2oo-A detector an added and unusual advantage.

Every other detail is just as carefully thought out. The

SW-4 is not a copy it bristles with new and ingenious
details for your convenience and pleasure.

4 Tube THRILL BOX SW-4
NATIONAL CO. INC., Maiden, Mass.

Est. 1914

THREE OF A KIND
NEW YORK

PLANT
829-839 E. 134th

St where Poly-

met Condensers

and Resistances

made.

COILTON
DIVISION

Eastern, Pa., the

home of Poly-Coila.

STRAND
& SWEET
DIVISION

Wuuted,Conn.
where Polymet
enameled magnet
wire is manufac-

tured.

V" The Three New Plants of &
POJLYMET

The seal ofgood radio set essentials

POLYMET MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
837 East 134th Street New York City

POLYMET PRODUCTS

PLUG in a Falck Claroceptor between wall
socket and radio set and eliminate

"static" from motors, street cars, telephones
and electrical appliances. This new improve-
ment by a pioneer radio parts manufacturer
grounds and thus blocks out line interference
noise and radio frequency disturbances. Also
improves selectivity and distance. Requires
no changes in set. Measures just 3^ x 55/2 x
2 l
/2 inches. Thousands now all over America

use the Claroceptor for clearer A. C. recep-
tion. Get one right away at radio parts
dealers. Write for descriptive folder.

J7.50 complete with
cord and plug

CLAROCEPTOR
Built by ADVANCE ELECTRIC CO.

1260 W. Second St. Loi AiUelei, Calif.

JOBBERS and DEALERS, GET OUR PROPOSITION
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SPECIAL
TEST EQUIPMENT

for use in the service labora-

tory is soon to be announced.

This will include an oscillator

for measuring the over- all

response characteristics of a

receiver for the entire broad-

cast band. It will be inex-

pensive, compact, and of

General Radio quality.

Write for Bulletin G-l

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
30 State Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts

274 Brannan Street

San Francisco, California

AtRC CALL

Factory-Built, Ready
to Plug Into Any Set

Shielded- Filtered

No Motorboating

This amazing instrument now makes it possible to
reach 'round the world. Geo. Moicroft. of Pa., tuned
in England, Australia and Holland on his initial test.

Gets stations regular receivers cannot get. No change
or wiring required. All complete, ready to operate.
Golden brown, compact metal cabinet in crackle fin-

ish. Size 9x5^x2) in. The only converter we know of
that really works on all sets. Two models A.C. and
D.C., at $25.00 each. Write for Catalog and liter-

ature and dealers' discounts; also give jobbers' name.

Send for Aero
Short Wave Guide

Gives the very latest details on Aero Coils and Kits,
Short Wave Radio, newest broadcast radio receivers,
short wave converters, telephone transmitters, coil

kits, adapters and a host of new wrinkles for 1929.
The kits everyone is talking about are fully described.

Chronophase, Metropolitan, Trio, International,
Standard, Radiophone in Shield Grid, A. C. and
D.C. models all good summer sellers.

Be sure to send for your copy worth $25.00 to any-
one who wants to keep up with the latest radio
wrinkles. Mail coupon for your copy today now!

INCORPORATED
461 1 E. Ravenswood Avc., Dept . 289, Chicago, 111.

................MAIL THIS COUPON NOW...............

AERO PRODUCTS Int.
4611 E. R.reniwood At.., Dept. 289, Chicago, III.

Send me your Short Wave Guide, giving the latest
information on what's new in radio, short wave, etc.
to heln me boost my summer sales.

Name .........................

St. & No......................... .. ........

City .......... .. State...

FROST-RADIO
Brass Tack Talks

on Rheostats
Your experience with
rheostats is likely to
have convinced you
they are made either

to wear or to repair.
Frost Rheostats are
made to WEAR. And
how they do live up
to their reputation !

There doesn't seem to be any "wear
out" to them. Rheostats we made years
ago are still giving the same trouble-free
service they rendered the first day they
were installed. Windings, contact arms,
spring tension, knobs, frames all are
designed primarily for SERVICE.
Having made many millions of rheo-

stats of all
_
sizes and types, we have

gained a wide experience that is re-
flected in today's Frost Rheostats the
finest your money can buy.

It may interest you to know that we could
save much by making Frost Rheostats not
quite so good but we don't and we won't. The
best of everything, tested countless times dur-
ing manufacture, ia combined with our knowl-
edge of rheostat design and construction to give
you as close to absolute perfection in a rheostat
as modern science can produce.
for your protection, and to insure the best

possible reception for your set, insist that only
rrost Rheostats he used. Then you will know
that their service will equal that of the set itself.

HERBERT II. FROST, Inc.
Elkhart, Indiana

160 North La Salle Street, Chicago, III.

The World's Largest Manufac-
turers of High Grade Rheostats

ROBERT S. KRUSE
Consultant and Technical Writer

103 Meadowbrook Road, West Hartford. Conn.

Telephone Hartford 45327

DEEP
END

Christopher
Morley

. . . "No one doubts the

amazing vivacity and facility
of Christopher Morley . . .

'OffThe Deep End,' like sever-
al of its predecessors is a col-

lection of stray pieces, short

stories,briefplaylets, humorous
squibs and Lambsian essays.
The reader saunters, so to

speak, through Mr. Motley's
engaging purlieus admiring the

gusts of the greenery, the

sparkling quality ofthe stream-
let of wit and the whimsicality
of the curious growths" New
York Times.

. "Whatever he does
will be fascinating talk . . . talk
which makes his book of essays
a pleasant adventure"-- New
York Evening Post.

. . . Other books by
Christopher Morley. THE RO-
MANY STAIN, WHERE THE BLUE
BEGINS, THUNDER ON THE LEFT
and THE HAUNTED BOOKSHOP.

192

DOUBLEDAY DORAN
8C COMPANY, INC.

Garden City, New York

#2.50 at all bookshops
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Introducing the "Junior Salesman

Plan of Merchandising

As told by

MYRON W.
CRADDICK

A JOBBER
LOOKS AT HIS DEALERS

JHE NEXT few years in radio merchandising
will see a rapid development of what can

best be described as the "Naborhood Radio

Store," a standard-price store carrying

recognized lines and giving reliable service

to a well-established local clientele, accord-

ing to Myron W. Craddick, vice-president and general man-

ager of the Mackenzie Radio Corporation.
That prophecy, together with an explanation of his novel

"Junior Salesman" system for maintaining close jobber-
dealer contact and first-class service for dealer customers,

formed the closing part of a recent interview with Mr. Crad-

dick on present merchandising trends and practices. As man-

aging head of the Zenith distributing organizations in Con-

necticut, southern New York State, northern New Jersey,

Westchester, and the Bronx, Mr. Craddick has an intimate

knowledge of merchandising methods in the entire gamut of

markets: metropolitan, urban, suburban, and rural.

In weighing the worth of present trends in radio merchan-

dising, he balances two sound ones against two unsound ones.

The increasing recognition by individual dealers that a small

number of lines can mean more business than a large number
of lines, and the recent efforts by progressive dealers to build

up a permanent clientele, he considers sound. The frenzied

price-cutting by some of the chain-stores, and the contin-

ued apathy of dealers toward the radio service problem, he

terms unhealthy.

The "Junior Salesman" scheme, which will be described

in later paragraphs here, was evolved to stimulate dealer-

interest in the first two trends, and to offset as much as possi-

ble the deleterious effects of the latter two.

A Word of Warning

BEFORE
WE START," Mr. Craddick warned, "remember

that while my experience with dealers gives me inti-

mate views of their problems in practically every type of

community and market, what I say about one market doesn't

necessarily hold true for another. Some of the policies that my
dealers in New Jersey towns have found most profitable, for

instance, are not acceptable to d alers in the Bronx. And there

can be no attempt to impose a majority precept on the

minority dealers; each dealer has his own problems for which

there can be no text-book solution."

More and more dealers in all types of markets, however,
are coming to reah'ze that they can do more business, with

greater satisfaction to each customer and a corresponding
increase in prospective customers, by handling one or two
lines of radio receivers than by handling eight lines, accord-

ing to Craddick.

"A floor salesman can learn all there is to know about a

couple of good makes of sets, where he can't hope to grasp
more than a superficial knowledge of each of seven or eight
makes. And, of course, a floor salesman who knows his sets

inside out can explain and sell any one of them to a customer

with conviction and assurance. No customer is easily sold

when a salesman talks about a set like an advertising pamph-
let, but is unable to answer particular questions about its

construction or operation.

"Again, no dealer's serviceman can be expected to become
an expert in each of seven or eight different makes. And a

dealer's serviceman who makes a service call and can only stall

around until he admits that he'll have to get hold of a factory

serviceman, has done about all he can do to lose for the dealer

the prospects that that customer, if pleased, should normally

provide."

Radio Vs. Automobile Trade

THERE
is a close analogy between the radio dealer and the

automobile dealer, as Mr. Craddick sees it. The day
of the general motor agency, where one dealer handled as

many different makes of car as he could contract, has long
since passed, even in small communities. Automobile dealers

now have one or two different lines, and then- salesmen are

thoroughly familiar with the product they sell. Furthermore,
the man who purchases an automobile to-day has absolute

confidence in the dealer's service department, since he knows
that the garagemen are experts in that particular make of

car. In the early days, the automobile purchaser learned by
sad experience that the sales agency's service department was

only a tinker-shop, no more wise in the ways of his car than
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was the "General Repair" garage down by the freight depot,

and was in fact often less capable. That feeling exists now
about the average radio dealer's service department, and the

sooner it is counteracted by the dealers the better for radio

merchandising.

The recent revival of the long-condemned practice of price-

cutting has had a serious effect upon the radio retail trade.

Whether or not the chain-store system is going to prove econom-

ically sound in the radio business, Craddick does not attempt
to prophesy; but the cut-price policies of some of the metro-

politan stores are, to his mind, short-sighted. The manufactur-

ers who permit their lines to be advertised and sold at cut

prices, he points out, may be helping themselves out of a tem-

porary over-produced condition, but they are nipping what-

ever faint buddings of dealer loyalty and confidence they maj
have raised.

"No dealer who is attempt-

ing to build up a stable busi-

ness in a community can be

expected to utter cheers when

he finds that list prices on a

certain line are made only for

some competitor to undersell,''

he said. "But the question of

price-cutting has been argued
ever since radio retailing came
out of the novelty trades."

Dealer apathy toward the

service problem is decreasing

at far too slow a pace, Crad-

dick has found. There are, he

adds, one or two reasons why
that is so, but they are only

superficial reasons.

"Very often the dealer gets

a call for service from a cus-

tomer, and sends the service-

man around only to find that

there's nothing wrong with the

set. The customer isn't satis-

fied with that report; he still

says the set isn't working prop-

erly, and back goes the dealer

serviceman for a second time.

I've known cases where the

dealer serviceman has made
four calls, each with the report

that the set was operating all right. The customer, still

dissatisfied, hounds the dealer until the latter asks the

distributor's serviceman, or a factory serviceman, to look the

set over. The report is still '0. K.', but the customer believes

the factory man where he didn't believe the dealer's man.

"And the one thing that a dealer's service department
should do it doesn't do, in ninety cases out of a hundred. That

is, to make an unrequested inspection visit a week or so after

a set has been installed in a customer's home. Such a call will

often uncover little things that have been bothering the cus-

tomer; lots of times the customer hasn't learned how to tune

the set properly, and doesn't realize that he's not getting
the reception he is entitled to have. And, even when that

second visit, the
'

call-back' trip, as we term it in our organiza-

tion, doesn't find anything that the serviceman should correct,

it makes a splendid impression
on the customer and gives him
the feeling that the dealer is

genuinely interested in having
him satisfied.

"Too few dealer servicemen

avail themselves of the oppor-

tunity of spending two or three

days in the factory learning

how the sets are made, and why.
That's the shortest and surest

way for them to become experts
in the particular h'nes that

their employer handles, and
the distributor and manufac-
turer are more than willing to

give them the free tuition, so to

speak, if only they'll signify a

desire to receive it."

The "Junior Salesman"

plan, which has now had al-

most six months' trial and has

proven itself a thorough suc-

cess, has incidentally demon-
strated the value of the "call-

back visit" beyond any doubt.

Briefly, the "Junior Sales-

man "
plan is this: the jobber's

salesman, who covers a large
area and acts as salesman,

contact-man, and adviser to

(Continued on page 242)

One week after a new set is installed the junior salesman makes an unrequested inspection visit.
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Does
ELECTRICAL
ADVERTISING

By F. A. ORTH
Federal Electric Company

rlEON!
What is it? Is it a man's name? Will a

neon sign help my business? Is a neon tube

sign to be preferred over a lamp bulb elec-

tric sign? Are there wires in neon tubes?

What will it cost?

These and many other questions arise in connection with

neon tube signs the most outstanding development in the

history of the electric sign industry. Consequently, there will

be answered in this article those questions which are asked

most frequently, so that the reader may obtain a general

understanding of the very real value of this type of advertising.
It was in 1898 thirty-one years ago that a new gas

was discovered by Sir William Ramsay. He gave to this new
element the name "Neon," a Greek word meaning "new."

Soon afterward, he discovered that when an electric current is

passed through this gas sealed in a tube, a beautiful orange
red color results. Realizing the possibilities of his discovery

from a commercial standpoint, the following year he asked

Georges Claude, a Frenchman, to endeavor to develop his

discovery so that it might be utilized in this way. Georges
Claude accepted Sir William's proposal and together with

J. de Beaufort, worked with this new gas in his Paris labora-

tory, devising methods and devices for its practical use.

As a result, in 1914, the first neon commercial signs made
their appearance in France. To-day, many outstanding

examples of the advertising value of neon light mark the

thoroughfares of Paris and other European cities, as well as

those of this country.

What was, perhaps, the first neon sign erected in this

country (United States) was the Packard sign manufactured

in Paris and brought to San Francisco by Earl C. Anthony.
It was placed on the home of Packard Motors in San Francisco

in 1922. It read "PACKARD, EARL C. ANTHONY, INC."

The word "PACKARD" predominated in the sign, while

"EARL C. ANTHONY, INC." appeared directly beneath

the word "PACKARD," and was, apparently, an enlarge-

ment of Mr. Anthony's handwritten signature. The sign

was forty feet long and twenty feet high. Considerable in-

terest was created along Van Ness Avenue with the appear-

ance of the Packard sign.

Growth of Ekctrical Advertising

SINCE
THEN, successful business men have been quick to

realize the commercial value of neon tube signs as a

real asset to business. Many who had not previously enter-

tained the idea of electrical advertising, as embodied in the

type of sign which derives its lighting effect from electric

lamps, immediately grasped the opportunity afforded by
neon. Since the appearance of the first neon sign in the

United States, the growth of electrical advertising in the

neon field has been phenomenal; in the short period of seven

years 1922 to 1929 numerous signs and ornamental de-

signs have been erected throughout the country.

Neon signs and ornaments may be used not only where

other electrical display signs are adaptable, but in many
other places as well. Trade marks and designs may be re-

produced accurately inasmuch as the tubes can be bent to

any desired shape. They may be erected where the electric

lamp sign cannot be utilized.

For example, the tower of the Coliseum in London is out-

lined with red neon tubes. At night the tower stands out in
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beautiful relief against the black background of the sky and

has caused unstinted admiration throughout London. This

application of neon light to the Coliseum is typical of the

various uses of neon. It may be used on buildings of unique

architecture to serve as a border for the windows, doorways,

or even the entire building. It takes no stretch of the imagina-

tion to visualize the beautiful effects which may be created in

this way.
Neon tubes do not have in them any wires of any kind.

There is merely an electrode extending into the tube from

each end for about two inches. The tube is filled with neon

gas and when an electric current is passed into the tube, the

gas conducts the electricity, giving off a color of a prede-

termined hue. Different colored lights yellow, green, blue,

tan, and violet are obtained by the addition of certain gases

or the use of glass tubes of-special composition.

particular store, and ascertain whether or not an electric

sign influenced him in any way.

"By George, you're right," he replied almost before I had

finished.
"

I went out to buy some flowers the other day to send

to a friend of mine who is in the hospital. I looked around for

a sign, subconsciously. I now realize I saw one erected over a

florist's place of business, and went there to buy those

flowers."

And so it is. Consciously or subconsciously, in the prospect's

mind, an electrical advertising display sign plays an important

part in determining for the prospect where he will buy.

It reminds him of his needs and wants while he is on the buy-

ing path.

During the day, your sign's distinctive lettering, back-

ground, and design stand out in sharp contrast to the sur-

roundings, compelling attention and action and bring people

DATA ON A TYPICAL SMALL SIZE DOUBLE-FACED DEALER'S SIGN

COST OF VARIOUS TYPES

(1) Radio in r 2-inch Neon letters

and company name in 4-
inch Silveray letters.
Price: $290.

(2) All reading matter in Silveray
letters. Price: $200.

(3) Radio in lamp illuminated

letters and company name
in Silveray letters. Price:

$235.

Size of sign 2'/2 " 5 feet

RADIO
JOHN JONES CO

OPERATING COSTS

(1) Initial installation all types
$18.00

(2) Cost of current.

Sign No. i $4.95 per month

Sign No. 2 $9.90 per month
Sign No. 3 $14.88 per month

(See column on left)

(3) Replacement Neon tubes

$7.50 per letter. Average
life 5000 to 12,000 hours.

Neon signs or ornamental writing are effective twenty-four

hours a day. They may be illuminated with almost equal

effect both day and night, regardless of climatic conditions.

Sunshine has little effect on their brilliancy or legibility.

"But," you ask, "will a neon electrical advertising display

sign help my business? Will it pay?" And those are fair

questions. In answer, it is interesting to observe that there are

over a quarter of a million electric display signs burning every

night in this country, and that millions of dollars are spent

each year by progressive merchants and manufacturers on

electrical advertising display signs. Hard-headed business

men who insist that proof of forthcoming results be given

with each item calling for an appropriation in the annual

budget seem to agree that electrical advertising does pay.

Proof of Signs Value

AN
INTERESTING example of the effectiveness of electrical

advertising came to my attention only a few days ago.

I was talking to one of my business associates, when he asked

me, "How can you prove, without a doubt, that electrical

advertising pays? Of course, you can tell me that millions of

dollars are invested annually in electrical advertising and that

an electric sign guides people into the store over which it is

erected, but how can you prove that those people who go into a

store having an electric sign would not go into that same store

were there no sign erected there?"

In reply, I asked him to see whether or not he could answer

that question for himself to prove from his own experiences,

that electrical advertising does pay. To help him along, I

asked him to think back over his purchases during the last

few days, determine what prompted him to buy in this or that

into your store to buy. At night it blazes your message to

passers-by and tells them who you are, where you are, and

what you sell. In addition, week after week, month after

month, people see your sign and become more and more

conscious of your store and what it sells. Then, when they are

in need of a radio, your sign's message comes to mind and

their wants are satisfied at your place of business.

Tying in on Advertising

APOINT QUITE often overlooked by many radio retailers is

that the electric sign enables them to cash in on local or

national advertising done by radio manufacturers. It is the

connecting link between local or national advertising and the

retailer's place of business. Magazine, newspaper, car-card,

and billboard advertising create in people the desire to buy,
whereas electrical advertising tells them exactly where to buy
the article they want.

The value of electrical advertising to the retailer under these

circumstances becomes at once apparent. Thousands of dollars

are spent annually by radio manufacturers to advertise their

product to create in people the desire to buy the particular

radio they manufacture. People read these advertisements,

decide to purchase the radio advertised, and start out on the

buying path. The retailer, having a sign erected over his

place of business, indicating that the radio which that person
is looking for may be found there, is the one who makes the

sale.

Many manufacturers, realizing the value of electrical

advertising as a medium which enables them to enjoy greater

returns on their national advertising, go to retailers with a

proposition like this:
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"
Mr. Retailer, you agree to handle our radio for a certain

number of years and we will pay part of the purchase price of

an electric sign to be erected over your place of business. You

may suggest the reading matter for the body of the sign.

All that we ask is that you include on the sign the trade name

of our radio."

Because painted signs peel in hot weather and need repaint-

ing at least once every six months to keep them attractive in

appearance, users of electrical advertising display signs are

turning more and more each day to the vitreous-enameled iron

sign. This type of sign needs only an occasional washing with

soap and water to keep it always as new in appearance as it

is on the day it leaves the factory; it does not fade

or peel in hot weather; it is impervious to heat,

cold, rain, and snow, and it never requires repainting

of its faces. It is manufactured by all reputable sign

manufacturers and is invariably recommended by
them because of its outstanding advantages over

the painted type of sign.

The purchase price of a vitreous-enameled iron

sign is slightly greater than that of a painted sign,

but, when the cost of repainting a painted sign every

six months is added to a painted sign's original

cost, the vitreous-enameled iron sign is found to be

cheaper in price in the long run. In addition, it is

more attractive and, when properly designed and

erected, adds considerable attractiveness to the

building on which it is erected and to the district in

which it appears.

Two Types of Signs

AND
NOW for the question,

" What should an

electric sign say?" The answer is that the sign

should say, in effect, either "buy me," "buy here,"

or both.

A "
buy me" sign has on it words such as radio,

drugs, or hardware. It tells prospects what they can

buy in the store it advertises. It is specific.

A "buy here" sign has on it the name of a

company, a trade name, or a trade mark. It, too, tells

prospects what they can buy in a store, but does it

by carrying a name which, in the prospect's mind,

is associated with specific merchandise. It is not

specific.

A sign which is specific which has on it the

name of merchandise being sold in a particular

store is usually more effective than a sign that

carries only a company name or trade mark.

Of course, if a company name or trade mark is

so well known that it is instantly associated in the

prospect's mind with a specific product, then it is

just as effective as a "buy me" sign.

If the size of the sign permits, it is well to show on it both

the type of product which may be bought in the store it adver-

tises and the name of the company. If in doubt as to which

type of sign to choose, it is best to purchase a
"
buy me" sign.

A neon sign costs slightly more than an incandescent lamp
sign of the same size, but its current consumption is approxi-

mately one third that of the incandescent sign.

Cost of Electric Signs

INFORMATION

OF a definite character regarding the cost of

the various types of illuminated signs may be of interest.

In this connection a typical double-faced dealer's sign 2| by
5 feet will be considered as an example.

Assuming that the word "RADIO" is to be in 12"

Neon letters and the words JOHN JONES CO. in

4" Silveray (raised white glass) letters, and that the

sign is to read the same on both sides, the cost

would be $290.00. Should all of the reading matter

be in Silveray letters, the cost would be $200.00.

Should the word "RADIO" consist of lamps on the

outside of the sign and the words JOHN JONES CO.
be in 4" Silveray letters, the cost would be $235.00.

In each case the installation cost would be approxi-

mately $18.00 and the body of the sign would be

made of vitreous-enameled iron.

The cost for electricity where the word
" RADIO"

consists of lamps on the outside of the sign, would be

approximately $14.88 per month, while the cost for

electricity, should all of the reading matter be in

Silveray, would be approximately $9.90 per month.

In the case of the word
" RADIO" being in Neon and

the words JOHN JONES CO. being in Silveray, the

cost for electricity would be approximately $4.95 per
month. The above estimates are, of course, for aver-

age conditions.

It is obvious, therefore, that although a Neon sign

costs slightly more than the other types of signs, the

difference in cost of current quickly makes up for the

difference, at which time the increased value of the

'Neon sign continues to manifest itself.

The cost of upkeep in the case of Neon means

only those costs that are necessary to have the signs

washed occasionally with plain soap and water. The
tubes burn anywhere from 5000 to 12,000 hours and

may be replaced, in this instance, at a cost of about

$7.50 per letter. The electric lamps in the sign un-

dergo "casualties" no more than the ordinary lamp
in your home.

Vitreous-enameled iron signs never require re-

painting, therefore the upkeep is confined merely to

keeping the sign clean, a cleansing process being

necessary notmore often than once every three months.

*
*^"*, *
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HOWARD W. DICKINSON says-

IF I OWNED A RADIO

STORE

Fd make it PAY.

ABOVE title comes naturally to one of my
breed. Most any advertising man or ex-

advertising man is a Mr. Fixit by habit

and training.

The idea of my owning a radio shop is not

such a far cry, though. I am keen for radio,

convinced that it has possibilities much bigger than are being

realized. I should enjoy retailing. It is the intimate, human
side of business contact which interests me. A retailer of ex-

perience is apt to be a good judge of human nature. He may
or may not be skilled in catering to human beings but he

generally understands them pretty well.

Why Fd Enjoy Radio Retailing

I
LIKE MECHANICS and electricity. I am reasonably handy
with tools and I like the adventure that lies in the things

a radio set can do. Yes, I'd enjoy the retail radio business.

While the above does not prove that I would be a good
radio retailer, I hope it indicates that I would be an enthusias-

tic one. In fact I have enjoyed thinking about it so keenly that

I have pipe-dreamed myself into the business already. I am
afraid I have even bothered a few dealers by sticking around

and asking questions, disguised as a customer. I really am a

customer for a new set but I can't afford to buy one from every
dealer I've talked to, so I hope the others will forgive me.

In my pipe-dream radio business I am keen to see how my
competitors do it. And I am sorry to say I've seen some poor

salesmanship in radio shops. I've been rather high-hatted in a

great department store's radio department. The "brilliant"

young salesman couldn't see why I wanted to look around and
ask questions. He couldn't see why I need do any more than

follow his advice. He was very courteous about it all, but to

me it seemed like the kind of courtesy which comes out of a

can rather than from a chummy heart. Evidently he has been

instructed on how to work on averages of human beings rather

than to try to understand individual human beings. In some
of the smaller shops I've found proprietors who seemed so

keen on repairs and service that they didn't seem to have any
keenness left for making a sale. Give them a pair of pliers and a
screw driver and they fairly purr. Give them a cash customer
for a new set and they don't act naturally, although they really
want to make the sale.

That's where I imagine my pipe dream might make me a

living, I'd get a tremendous pleasure out of demonstrating
and selling. I'd feel that I was selling daily joy, that I was sell-

ing high adventure, and I'd try to make my customers see it.

Oh, I wouldn't gush too much about it, particularly with

men. "Not half bad," to a man may mean more than "glorious,

gorgeous, simply perfect" might mean to a woman. If I were

dealing with a woman I'd not try to imitate her adjectives

either, as a woman knows how to interpret men, and senses

intuitively whether or not they really believe in the stuff they

are trying to sell.

Where I have an idea that I might fall down would be on

trade-ins. I am afraid I would allow too much on trade-ins

and rob myself of profits. On the other hand, I would need

every bit ofmy profits. I know I should need them to support
a good service shop and also to put a little money in the bank,

and above all things there is another thing I'd try to do. Even
if I had a little eight by twelve hole-in-the-wall store, I'd

organize it as a business, pay myself a salary as manager,
and expect to make a profit as owner in addition to that. I'd

have a good bookkeeper, at least part time, and I'd learn how
to use a bank for my own profit and advantage.

Many a small dealer falls down by forgetting or by not

learning these things. He thinks all the money in the till and

in the bank is his, and forgets that all the bills are his too, also

that the kind of troubles which may come from sailing too close

to the wind will be his, too. He doesn't figure out whether all

the money he takes out is salary or profit or what is the pro-

portion of each, and he lacks the check-up necessary to make
him increase his working capital up to the point of safety

and progress.

Dividing the Surplus

SUPPOSE

HE has made a gross profit of $15,000. If he pays
himself a $3500 salary takes a business profit of $2500

he can put $9000 into surplus and working capital, be in

position to expand, open another shop, or take a bigger place

and equip himself for a bigger business. If that $15,000 means

a new high-priced car and a lot of luxuries look out!

I have seen businesses successful one year, go broke the

next year, even when they didn't need to. Usually it is because

they used all the profits and put none into sinking fund or

usable surplus.

Two valuable things can be had from that $9000 undivided

profits insurance against a temporary slump and more pro-

motion. I've taken the small shop as an example. A $15,000

gross profit is not a big business. The principle is just the same
with $50,000 or $150,000 or $6000 gross profits. I consider
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a business profit one of the most important things for a be-

ginner in retailing to look out for and surely the experienced

dealer should know all about it.

If I could pay myself a salary as manager of a ousmess and

make a profit as owner, then my business would be a success

and I would only have to hold my extravagant tastes down till

the business had grown to such a point that I could aiford to

gratify some of them.

Another thing I should do is to begin to write off the value

of all my equipment, store furniture, and fixings tools and

all. If that equipment cost $5000, I should figure on paying

myself for it in five or ten years out of profits. So in my surplus

I figure myself as setting aside $1000 cash, or less, for this

purpose. Suppose I make it $1000. Then in five years I have

made my equipment earn the money to pay for itself. I can

add to it or junk it for what it will bring and have the cash

to buy more up-to-date fittings. To get in the position where

you are five years ahead of your business furnishings in money
instead of five years behind them is to be on the road to

worth-while success.

Another thing I'd do with a part of my surplus would be

to keep my insurance up to the minute.

The Bankers Advice

I
SPOKE ABOUT using a bank for my own profit and advan-

tage. I'll tell a simple little true story about that. A
grocer in Cambridge, Mass., went to his banker to make a

loan. He was a bit crowded on some over-due debts to jobbers.

The banker was a good friend of his and a customer of his

store. The grocer wanted a $5000 loan. It was refused. Jones,

the grocer, said, "Do you know that this refusal of yours may
wreck me? " The banker replied,

"
Sure I do, that's why I must

refuse you. I can't see where we'd get our money back. How-

ever, Jones, let me ask you some questions. How much do you
take out of your till for your own personal use?"

"Oh I guess about $4000 a year, I don't keep track of it."
"
Second question, how much do you take home from your

grocery stock for your family use?
"

"Oh, I don't know, not much. I don't keep track of it."

"Jones," said the banker, "if you will do what I tell you

to, I'll lend you $10,000 instead of $5000. Here's what I mean.

I want your solemn promise to give yourself a salary of $4000

a year, not a cent more. You can pay yourself by the week or

by the month as you choose, but never a cent over your salary.

Second, you must promise to charge against profits every

thing you take home, and keep an exact account of it. At the

end of the year you can figure out what profits you have left

and they will be yours, but even then you should leave a part

of them for extra capital."

Jones agreed. He had to. At the end of a year he had a profit

of a little over $5000. He had taken out his salary of $4000

and nothing else, except his own groceries which he charged

to himself. He was surprised to see what his own groceries had

amounted to, even at wholesale prices. He found that while

spending only $4000, his salary, he had to economize and

move carefully to get by, but he did it.

Jones admitted to his banker that previously he had prob-

ably been spending about three times as much.

"There you are," said the banker. "Your business makes a

(Continued on page 229)

Mr. Dickinson says, "To get in the position where you are five years ahead of your business furn-
ishings in money instead offive years behind them is to be on the road to worth-while success."
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A Wide-Awake Dealer

Solves Some Problems

That Every Radio fj

Merchant Meets

1 corner of the display room

Whitaker, of

Bradentown

General view of Whilaker's service shop

B. B. Barber tells

bases his success on adhering strictly to four
business principles:

1. Prompt and intelligent service.

2. Consistent and persistent advertising.

3. Outside selling with home demonstrations.

4. A simple, complete cost system.

WHAT A FLORIDA DEALER DID

ITERATING IN a town of 18,000 where radio

reception other than that from local stations

is limited to about six months of the year,

A. K. Whitaker, of Bradentown, Florida,

has done a job of radio merchandising

which is outstanding. The factors on which

Whitaker has built a monument of success are only four.

And these four factors, he feels, will serve to spell success

for any dealer anywhere who will apply the principles, adapt-

ing them to the more or less local conditions with which he

may be surrounded.

Whitaker' s Four Principles

A OUTLINED by Whitaker these principles are:

1. Prompt and intelligent service.

2. Consistent and persistent advertising.

3. Outside selling with home demonstrations.

4. A simple, complete cost system.

After the bottom had fallen out of Florida real estate,

Wr

hitaker opened his store, June, 1926, with two lines of radio

and an electrical refrigerator account. It is interesting to note

that none of the original lines is carried to-day; the electrical

refrigeration business passed out of the picture completely,
while the two former lines of radio have long since been aban-

doned in favor of other lines, featuring Atwater Kent. A line

of talking machines replaced the refrigerators and to-day the

business is exclusively musical, being confined to these two
lines and their appurtenances.

In launching his radio business, Whitaker determined at

once to secure a line on the radio situation as it existed in

the homes of the territory he proposed to serve, to learn what

sort of radio equipment had been sold prior to his entering the

field, how much of it had been sold, and if possible the con-

dition of that equipment.
As the survey progressed, most of it being done over the

telephone on a standardized talk, he realized that he was

learning exactly who his prospects were, which families owned
sets and which did not, and which owners of old sets were

about ready to buy new ones. He wound up with a clean list

of interested prospects on which he decided to concentrate

his selling efforts.

As his sets began to move into Florida homes Whitaker

used his telephone again and again. From his satisfied owners

he secured the names of friends who had heard the new in-

struments and had expressed interest in them. Many of these

he converted into customers and then he repeated the process,

widening liis circle of contacts through sets serviced or sold.

The Service System

BUT
GETTING back to Whitakcr's four principles for conduct-

ing a successful radio business and considering them in

their proper order, or at least in the order in which he sets them

forth, we find first that he is a stickler for having all the facts

at hand. This is indicated by the "Service Record Card"
which is printed on two colors of stock: pink for those sets

which he has sold and white for the sets of other makes sold

by others. The "work ticket" numbers of all jobs, whether

cash or charge, are kept on the individual card with the

amount of the purchase. On these cards, in condensed form, is
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a complete record of each customer's business. The details of

any particular job or purchase can be found at once from the

reference numbers. These are kept in an ordinary box file.

In service work there are three separate problems as

Whitaker sees it: first, doing satisfactory work; second,

being sure that the customer is pleased with the way in which

the work is done; third collecting the money. The whole ser-

vice procedure is cared for on one card the "work ticket "-

from the time the work is requested for until it is billed. The

information is filled in when the customer places the call,

whereupon it is passed to the service department. The depart-

ment record is made upon the reverse side of the card giving

complete details as to nature of the trouble, materials used,

and time consumed, while a general report goes on the front.

The service department places this card on a clip board.

Each day the cards are removed by the bookkeeper, who,

whenever possible, checks the operation of the set on the tele-

phone. If the work has not been satisfactory the card goes

back to the service department for further attention. If

sa isfactory it goes to the administrative offices where the

labor is priced and the invoicing okayed.

The numbers of these cards are, of course, transferred to

the "Service Record Card" of the individual customer and

then filed numerically. These service reports are used for work

done in the customer's home. Shop work is cared for by a tag

which is attached to each article as it is brought in either by

the customer or the service department. Information as to the

equipment and trouble is filled in on the front and the record

of work done by the service department goes on the back.

Advertising Methods

THE
ADVERTISING budget is set at 5 per cent, of the esti-

mated sales. Originally started with newspapers and

direct mail it has been expanded to include billboards. Ordin-

arily the mat service of manufacturers is used but slight

changes have been found advisable from time to time because

of local conditions. A daily advertisement is changed monthly.

The direct-mail phases of the company's activities are

divided into five general classifications:

1. Manufacturers' campaigns (with space for Whitaker's

imprint)

Store Introductory Series

Demonstration Assistances Series.

After Trial Series

Monthly Series

for Customers.

Each of the above fills its own particular place. The first

three are in reality part of the sales campaign.
Manufacturer's campaigns are .sent to a general fist of

prospects. These are usually charged with selling copy ap-

propriate for particular seasons such as Easter, Christmas,

Inauguration, etc. Whitaker finds them generally effective if

they are followed up. The store introductory series is sent to

active prospects, people whom Whitaker has reason to believe

are about ready to buy. There are five letters in this series

and they are mailed at three-day intervals. They serve to

pave the way for the salesman when he calls.

When a demonstration is secured the Demonstration

Assistance Series is brought into play. Again five letters are

used, one each day, or until the sale is closed.

When the Sale Is Made

WHEN
THE sale is finally made the salesman turns in the

order, payment-papers, and check for the first payment.
The sale is invoiced and confirmation sent to the customer

together with the first of the "After Sales Series" of letters.

In the case of deferred-payment customers a copy of the con-

tract is attached to a special letter which further impress the

necessity of prompt payments.
A week after the set has been installed a letter is sent with a

return postal asking for the names of friends who might be

interested. Near the end of the sixty-day guarantee period
another letter is sent along with two return postals, one for

use in case the customer wishes to avail himself of a yearly

service contract and the other to permit him to register a

complaint in case any trouble has developed with the set.

With the advent of the house-current set, which has reduced

so greatly the service problem, the yearly service contract is

not being stressed as much as it was a year or so ago.

of Whitaker's store, which is located in the heart of the business district of Bradentoicn, Fla.

Insert shows display counter.
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House-to-house sales work is done with the direct-mail

assistance described. Sets are demonstrated for two or

three nights if conditions are good, or if conditions are un-

favorable until a good night or two is secured. Salesmen are

paid a straight ten per cent, commission, then1

money being

due and payable when the contracts are accepted and cash

payments turned in. Whitaker does not ask, nor does he ex-

pect, or desire, his salesmen to work on "cold-turkey" calls.

He paves the way for them through his direct-mail campaigns,

through telephone calls, and in other ways. He keeps his name

before the public in the newspapers, on billboards, and

through the mails. But he properly estimates the value of the

combined effect of all these forms of advertising, as sales

promotion activities and not as actual selling.
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Finally we come to the fourth proposition, a simple,

complete cost system, and Mr. Whitaker apparently has

just that. The forms used by Whitaker Radio Sales show that

he breaks down both sales and expenses into various parts
from which the monthly operating report is obtained. The
cost of goods sold is determined by the average discount

method. A complete budget is set up at the beginning of the

fiscal year. Sales quotas and expense appropriations are set

and divided into months. Estimates and actuals are compared
monthly and cumulatively to date for revision. Of course, a

finance plan is used. A carrying charge is added to the price
for deferred payments. These papers are discounted as needed

to meet purchases while collections are made from the store.

The methods and plans outlined above have enabled the

Whitaker Radio Sales Company to keep in touch with its

market, to work up cold prospects, to introduce its salesmen

pleasantly and under favorable conditions, to close sales more

easily, to keep its customers happy, and to make some money.
And as the company is doing all these things successfully it

is not unreasonable to say that it is doing a well-balanced,

outstanding merchandising job.
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MORE TUBE RESEARCH NEEDED
k
PFARENTLY THERE must always be some weak link in the

broadcast chain. Flushed with pride at what radio en-

gineers had done as evidenced by the Trade Show
we asked a well-known design engineer what he considered the

proton major technical problem facing the radio industry. He
came back with no hesitation, "Tubes!"

According to this engineer, tubes are lamentably short on

life, and long on gas. Tube manufacturers are long on self

confidence and short on money for research. A tube manu-
facturer will willingly pay a super salesman ten per cent, to

sell the tubes, but will not

pay a research department or

consulting engineer five per

cent, to make better tubes.

It is true that tubes have

changed, but these changes
are toward new kinds of

tubes, or the same tubes at

lower prices. What is desired is a better

tube at the same price, or one that costs

more but lasts longer.

The Western Electric company has

developed tubes that last 20,000 hours.

It is true that they cost plenty of good

money, and that a set that stays in a

consumer's house for 20,000 hours is an

exception. But it does seem reasonable

that tubes could be made for radio re-

ception that would last longer without

going gassy or losing emission.

It is true that few tube manufacturers

have installed laboratories or research

staff, or have been willing to do anything
but copy what someone else has devel-

oped. This is a rather serious arraign-

ment against the tube industry, and is

probably due to the uncertainty of its

patent structure, or to the fact that it

was easy to make tubes of a sort, or to

the fact that tubes of practically any
life and characteristics could be sold.

It seems to us that tube manufac-

turers will have to do some fundamental

research into filaments, metals or ele-

ments, the glass wall, methods ofexhaust,

and bombardment with the thought in

mind that, while the electrical charac-

teristics or present tubes are probably

as good as necessary, their life is poor.

It reminds us of the story of an au-

tomobile manufacturer who made such

a cheap car that it failed prematurely
or whatever it is cars do. Sales began to

fall off, public enthusiasm began to wane.

SPEAKING

YCI DDI 1QS Y
A. ATWATER KENT: "I like a

game which puts me on my mettle,

which makes me keep my wits about

me, which forces me to meet and
beat new problems. . . . You can't

go stale in radio without going

bankrupt, because the other fellow

will pass you."

X
D. H. KELLEY, president, U. S. L.

Battery Corporation: "If a concern

is making a net profit of 10 per cent,

it is better for them to lose ten sales

than to be stuck with one finished

article on hand. This is a case of

simple mathematics, but it is

overlooked so frequently."

X
R. H. WOODFORD, radio sales

manager, Stewart-Warner: "Radio
sales for 1929 will increase 20 to 25

per cent. Our radio production this

year will be quadrupled."

X
GEORGE M. STUDEBAKER, Colin

B. Kennedy: "The point of satura-

tion in the radio field is not in sight,

radio, to my mind, being in the

same position as the automotive

industry was fifteen years ago. . . .

Radio reaches the popular fancy to

an even greater extent than the

automobile."

X
PRINTERS' INK: "There will be a

place for the good specialty jobber
for some years to come. He still

performs economically a service

which the usual manufacturer can't

perform for himself except at a high
cost."

The solution was to put the profits from the car back into

the car itself not to decrease the price, but to make the car

better. Sales began to climb, public confidence came back,

proving again that you cannot sell a poor product, no matter
how little it costs.

REGARDING HIGH QUALITY
TATEMENTS OF receiving set manufacturers that 1929

receivers will be more selective than those made a year

ago, have already stirred up pleasant dreams in the

minds of those who play with frequency assignments. If sets

are more selective, why not

cut down the frequency band

each transmitter can occupy

say to 8000 cycles instead

of 10,000 cycles and, with

new selectivity, have the sit-

uation that we enjoy (?) now?
Rumor has it that sugges-

tions have already been made to reduce

the channel width to 4000 cycles each

side of the carrier. Now let us look at

this suggestion seriously. This would

mean that receiving sets would not de-

liver to a loud speaker any audio tone

above 4000 cycles, just as at present

they are not expected to transmit any-

thing above 5000 cycles. The disadvan-

tage would be that the user would get

poorer fidelity.

But would they? Is it not a fact that

the majority of listeners prefer reception
with a minimum of noise, and hiss, and

other forms of unwanted racket? Is it

not a fact that the general public is not

at all critical about fidelity so long as

there is plenty of bass? Is it not a fact

that the majority of receivers have

audio-frequency amplifiers or filters

which cut off above about 3500 cycles?

Is it not a fact that the efforts of a

well-known receiver manufacturer to

produce the best fidelity possible a

year or so ago failed because of too

much high-note reception, and that after

many sets of this type came back, a

filter was put into the audio system that

put its audio amplifier back into the

class of those a year before?

We believe all of these things are

facts, and we deplore them. We believe

that the frequency range of receivers

should be broadened, not reduced, that

the number of stations should be

(Continued on page 242)
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Showing Extent to Which Leading Producers Assemble Sets

WHAT MANUFACTURERS MAKE AND BUY

-MANUFACTURERS

100

IADIO RECEIVER manufacturers will make in

their own plants approximately 62 per cent,

of the parts they require for use in their

1929-30 receivers. The remainder, or 38

per cent, of the parts, will be purchased
from outside companies. All the manu-

facturers will build their own r. f. tuning coils and practically

all of them will build or as-

semble their own audio and

power transformers and filter

choke coils. The parts which

are generally purchased from

outside companies are fixed

and variable condensers, fixed

and variable resistors, and

cabinets.

These are some of the con-

clusions determined from a

survey made recently by
RADIO BROADCAST among
prominent set manufacturers.

Requests for the necessary

data were sent to a list of 26

of the largest manufacturers,

and, at the time of this writ-

ing, replies have been re-

ceived from 14. The manu-
facturers who have replied

are listed in this article. The
list includes many of the

largest and probably they
will account for the sale of

at least 75 per cent, of all

the sets to be sold during the

coming season.

In gathering the data for

this survey it was decided to

concentrate on 17 different

classifications of parts, it

having been found that prac-

tically every piece of appa-

BUY
MAKE

MAKE & BUY

*' O-r ' /V- i .

?<///3 I I

ratus that is ordinarily employed in radio receiver construc-

tion would fall into one of these groups. The various

classifications of parts are given in Table 1. The survey
indicated wide variations in the practices of different

companies. For example, one manufacturer makes 89 per
cent, of all his parts and another prominent company makes
only 6 per cent, of the parts, purchasing 94 per cent.

It should be understood

that the references in the

preceding paragraphs to

parts "made by the manu-
facturer" means simply that

the manufacturer does not

buy the completed device,

although he probably does

buy the various components
used in the particular part.

For example, a manufacturer

may not buy a complete
audio transformer, but will

purchase the coils and lami-

nations and then assemble

the transformer, from these

parts, in his own plant.

Table 1 gives a com-

plete tabulation of the 14

replies received, indicating by
an "x" in each case which

parts are purchased and
which are manufactured. In

some cases it will be noted

that an "x" appears under
both headings, purchased and

manufactured. The parts in

which this double classifica-

tion appears most frequently
are fixed resistors and cab-

inets. This probably means
that many companies make
the various small fixed resis-

tors required in the set but
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Table 1 Tabulation of Parts Made and Purchased by Manufacturers Covered by Survey

Manufacturer * K



How Each Dealer Shares In the Total Radio Sales

ANALYZING THE 1928-29 RADIO SURVEY

By T. A. PHILLIPS
Manager, Research. Division, Doubleday, Doran & Co., Inc.

T. A. Phillips PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
BUSINESS DONE BY THE

THIS is the second of a series of articles

analyzing the quarterly radio surveys made

by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce with the assistance and coopera-

tion of the National Electrical Manufac-

turers Association.

It is an

old axiom
that the rich

get richer

and the poor get poorer. To the

casual observers it has seemed

that the large radio dealer with

his huge yearly volume is con-

stantly increasing his sales and

forcing his smaller competitor

to the wall. There is good pre-

cedent for this. Twelve per

cent, of all furniture dealers do

70 per cent, of the furniture

business; 14 per cent of all

sporting goods stores do 50

per cent, of the total sporting

goods business; 14 per cent, of

all hardware stores do 65 per

cent, of the hardware business.

Department stores having a

gross volume in excess of

$1,000,000 a year do 95 per
cent, of the department store

business.

A close study of the distribu-

tion of business done by radio

dealers, as reported by the

Department of Commerce,
should gladden the hearts of

the average radio retailer

whose gross sales do not ex-

ceed $20,000 a year. It is very

apparent that the narrowing
of the margin of differences in

merit and prices between the

products of various radio
manufacturers has made for a much more general distri-

bution of sales among dealers of all sales volume classifications.

The dealers selling more than $100,000 a year are still

obtaining the larger share of total sales. However, the number

TABLE I
PERCENT op TOTAL NUMBER'OF DEALERS IN GROUPS ACCORDING TO LIMITS

OF BUSINESS DONE
Last Quarter

-100

90

80

PERCENTAGE OF OUTLETS
INDICATED IN VARIOUS FIELDS

PERCENTAGE OF

BUSINESS DONE

FURNITURE
SPORTING
GOODS

This chart shows how the retail radio business
compares with retailing in other industries. In each
case it indicates that a few large dealers handle
more thanfifty per cent, of the retail business. The
department stores indicated are those having a

gross volume in excess of $1,000,000 a year.

Limits of
Business Done
Under $1.000
1.000 to 4.999
5.000 to 9.999
10,000 to 19,999
20,000 to 49,999
50.000 to 99,999
100,000 and up

1928
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dealer acquired in the various

groups, to the total business

done. Table III illustrates our

point.

TABLE III reads: 1368 dealers

reported a sales volume of

$655,308 or an average volume of

$479 per dealer. All the dealers

reported a total sales volume of

$70,877,517.00. Each dealer hav-

ing a sales volume under $1000

therefore got $6.70 of each million

dollars of business reported.

This analysis shows that the

dealers having a volume for the

first quarter of 1929 in excess of

$100,000 increased their individ-

ual proportionate share of busi-

ness only 98 per cent, over 1928,

while the dealers selling from
$5000 to $20,000 increased their

proportionate share 175 per cent,

and 17ft per cent., respectively.

The slightly above average
dealers doing between $50,000

and $100,000 a year show the greatest increase 195 per cent.

These figures demonstrate, therefore, the soundness of our

conclusion at the beginning of this article that the smaller

SHARE OF TOTAL SALES ACQUIRED BY EACH
DEALER IN THE VARIOUS GROUPS FOR EVERY $1000000

OF TOTAL SALES.
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Valuable Pointers from Weil-Known Sales Managers

MERCHANDISING SCREEN-GRID RECEIVERS

F. Goodman

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORP.

FRANK W. GOODMAN, General Sales Manag-
er, Radio Division: The merchandising of

screen-grid radio receivers will largely take

care of itself. Like any other major im-

provement in any commodity, the public

becomes conscious of it almost as quickly

as the trade. The introduction of screen-

grid sets may be compared readily to the

introduction ofballoon tires on automobiles.

It took no particular effort on the part of the auto-

mobile dealer to merchandise balloon-tired cars; the public

was eager for them and recognized the advantages almost

instantly. In the same manner, the public will recognize

the advantages of screen-grid radio receivers, and will buy
more readily because a lower investment is necessary.

The most important factor in merchandising screen-grid

radio receivers is, from the viewpoint of the dealer, "which

screen-grid set shall I sell" and from the customer's view-

point, "which screen-grid receiver is best for me to buy."
There will be a large number of screen-grid receivers avail-

able this year. However, any well-versed radio engineer will

explain without hesitancy that the screen-grid tube is ticklish

until properly mastered. The introduction of one or

two screen-grid tubes in a radio set is not the answer

to this year's problem. A radio receiver must be

engineered carefully from the ground up in order to

obtain all the advantages of the screen-grid tube and
at the same time avoid the pitfalls.

To turn again to the automobile industry, in

the first season of balloon tires, many manu-
facturers placed these tires on cars then in

production in order to meet quickly the public's

demand. As a result many disadvantages were evident because

proper clearances were not available in existing models, turn-

ing radii were too great, etc. On the other hand, those manu-
facturers who properly designed their models to secure the

full advantage of balloon tires were successful, their dealers

made money, and the public was satisfied. Those manufac-
turers who have carefully engineered their screen-grid receivers

this year will also be successful, their dealers will have a

profitable business, and the customers will be well pleased.
The public will quickly seek out the well-designed receivers

and will obtain performance such as they have never had
before.

F. A. D. ANDREA, INC. (FADA)

FRANK A. D. ANDREA, President: Radio receivers using

screen-grid tubes really speak for themselves. Therefore,

merchandising is best linked up with actual demonstrations.
No dealer can fail to become personally enthusiastic over the

performance of the best new receivers, and he should pass
that enthusiasm along. It is more of a paramount factor in

sales success than ever before in overcoming competitive
pleas and promises.

Dealers should precede the demonstration of a receiver
with an analysis of the advantages accruing from the use of
these tubes. To do that the dealer must study the information

F. A. D. Andrea

concerning the 224-type tubes which is readily available to

him from the manufacturers of sets and tubes. He should

absorb this information so that he is able to translate it into

simple terms for the benefit of customers who know little

about radio receivers other than that they bring in the desired

programs. Not all dealers are technical experts, but there are

a few who do not have a basic conception of a set and its

operation and who do not have a trained serviceman at their

beck and call. Such dealers should make an effort to improve
their knowledge if they wish to compete in the 1929 market.

At the present time the conception of the screen-grid re-

ceivers by those who have not seen them (meaning the major-

ity of our population) is that they are better "in some way."

Telling what that "some way" is forms the first job of the

radio dealer. And he must not neglect to emphasize that with

the screen-grid tube it is necessary to use specially designed

circuits, differing considerably from those employed in previ-
ous years and which used lower "mu" tubes like the 227's.

The dealer should make it clear that the screen-grid tube

receiver is not an experiment that it need not be regarded
with suspicion, but that it represents long-term development
in the radio art. Only after months of intensive laboratory

experimenting have the a. c. screen-grid tubes been released.

In addition to technical facts the dealer should know that

the screen-grid tube is not new, although it was
not used generally in broadcast receivers until

this year. The great possibilities of this tube were

disclosed by engineers of the General Electric

Company in 1919 when laboratory models were

perfected and used in a four-stage r.f. amplifier
which gave an unusual amount of amplification
without any tendency toward oscillation.

It has required most of the interval of ten years
that has elapsed between the time the first labora-

tory models were made and the present date to perfect the

tube for general use.

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION
EDWARD C. HILL, Sales Promotion Manager: There is

always an important factor in the merchandising of any prod-
uct, and that is knowing that product. This is especially true

in selling screen-grid radio receivers.

The all-electric set of last season using a.c. 227-type heater

tubes, push-pull amplification, and a dynanu'c loud speaker
left little to improve, but, although there were signs of stabil-

ity in the radio industry, every manufacturer has been striving
to produce better apparatus at lower cost. This has been

accomplished this year in the better makes of screen-grid sets.

In the mind of the radio retailer there is no question that

performance is the outstanding feature in selling radio appara-
tus; tone quality, selectivity, distance, and

reliability are still considered the chief sell-

ing points of a radio set. With the advent
of the new screen-grid tube, which has
created such wide-spread interest through
the publicity given to it by tradejournals and

newspapapers throughout the country, the
dealer and the public look to this de-

velopment to give them the utmost in E. C. Hill
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radio performance. We believe that the dealer should know

the fundamental features of this tube as an amplifier in

a radio receiver with a properly designed circuit. With this

information the dealer can build up a splendid sales talk that

will be of great interest to his customer.

Aside from technical advantages, which are many, the

greatest consideration from both the manufacturers' and

dealers' point of view is that the screen-grid tube

marks the advent of quality receiving apparatus at

a price that will enlarge the replacement market and

attract the new set buyer who has remained out of

the market because the price of real performance

was not obtainable for the amount he was able

and willing to invest. In other words, the screen-

grid tube by permitting simplification of circuit

design makes it possible to offer outstanding per-

formance at a relatively low price. A properly

designed screen-grid receiver represents not only an

initial saving but also a substantial saving in the matter of

tube replacements, etc., when compared on a basis of perfor-

mance with sets employing the older types of tubes in the

radio-frequency stages. Hence, Federal's message to dealers

will be: wider markets to tap, increased stock turn over, and

decreased service expense.

SILVER-MARSHALL, INC.

HAROLD C. BODMAN, Sales Manager: We are on the thres-

hold of a new era in radio receivers and with a greatly im-

proved product the screen-grid set we are destined to see

greatly improved methods of merchandising. Just as the a.c.

receiver, two years ago, opened up a vastly broader market for

radio receivers by rendering them more convenient to install

and to operate in the home so the screen-grid tube opens up
new markets for screen-grid radio receivers, and new methods

of merchandising them.

A well-designed screen-grid receiver allows certain feats to

be accomplished that were never before practical or possible.

For instance, the sensitivity is so high that all local stations

and many distant ones may be received with a finger touching

the antenna post serving as the only antenna. Then also, it

possesses selectivity such as is found in none of the previously

known receivers without sacrifice of tone quality. These

two advantages alone offer the radio dealer such tremendous

opportunities for effective home demonstrations that it

would be almost a miracle if screen-grid receivers did not

revolutionize radio merchandising in 1929.

Radio "retailing" is fast changing to radio "merchandis-

ing." The dealer who waits for customers to come to his store

to buy is fast being supplanted by the "merchandiser" who

extends the four walls of his store to embrace his entire trading

area. And no development that engineering genius has pro-

vided since light-socket operation has been so vitally impor-

tant to the dealer as to-day's well-designed screen-grid set.

In selling screen-grid receivers, a dealer can arrange three or

four demonstrations in a single evening due to the fact that

such sets may be installed as quickly as a floor lamp. And,

when he can use a lead pencil a pen knife, or even an ice pick

as an antenna, and bring in stations that are in-

audible on previously known types of sets, is it con-

ceivable that he would not take fullest advantage of

the home-demonstration method of selling? This

year it is expected that at least 70 per cent, of all

radio sets sold will be sold in the homes of the

prospects, and not on the floor!

From the dealer's viewpoint, the particular

makes all the difference in the world. Screen-grid tubes

don't make a screen-grid receiver any more than "clothes

make the man." The most important thing for the dealer

to consider is: "What make of screen-grid receiver best

lends itself to the home-demonstration method of selling.

When a screen-grid receiver has been selected which has a

reputation back of it, which performs as a real screen-grid

receiver should perform, and which is confidently

and aggressively pushed by the manufacturer, half

the battle is won.

The other half of the battle is to train salesmen,

establish a trade-in policy, follow a safe financing

plan, advertise effectively, and watch administrative

expenses.

In connection with the actual selling of these

H. C. Hodman receivers it should be pointed out that the

most successful and most profitable method of

making home demonstrations is not by "cold-turkey

canvassing" but by being invited by the prospect to

demonstrate. Door-to-door canvassing does not build

prestige for the store nor customer good will. On the other

hand, the most advisable method of securing customers is to

reach out for prospects by means of well-aimed letters to the

householders of your community, asking for an opportunity
to demonstrate your screen-grid radio receiver. Your tele-

phone, too, provides an effective means of introducing your-

self and your product to picked prospects. Advertising in your
local paper will also cultivate the families of your community
and establish your identity, bringing inquiries and prospects

and making your selling job easier and quicker.

These are days of great opportunity and strenuous com-

petition for the customer's dollar. While the old time retailer

is "watching and waiting" for customers, the "merchan-

diser" of 1929 is going out after them, building a reputation

for being alive and building up his bank account as well.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TEL. MFG. CO.

GEORGE A. SCOVILLE, Vice-President and Sales Manager:

Merchandising of the new screen-grid receivers on the part

of the dealer need differ in no way from merchandising any
new and better product. It is true that screen-grid receivers

represent a very important step forward in radio; it is un-

questionably the most noteworthy advance since "total

shielding" of receivers and the introduction of house-current

operation. Screen-grid receivers, which are really screen-grid

receivers not simply a screen-grid tube or two stuck into an

ordinary circuit offer to the customer something better in

radio than anything that has been on the market heretofore,

and it naturally presents something of a problem to dealers

in connection with present stocks.

Yet, the problem will right itself quickly if the dealers, and

manufacturers as well, will use discretion. The foregoing

statement is made with facts behind it, for, when a.c. tubes

were introduced, which was a more abrupt change than the

screen-grid tube presents, our company produced nothing
but receivers with direct-current tubes for a full year after-

wards. We were probably affected by the advent of a.c. tubes,

yet our sales actually did increase during that period.

Automobile dealers have been confronted with

the same situation which screen-grid tubes have

created in radio to-day, and a good many times in

the history of their industry, and so have the type-

writer people, and many others. Advancement in.

product, the bringing out of goods radically better

than anything before, is what gives zest to an in-

screen-grid receiver which he plans to merchandise C. A. Scoville dustry. It stimulates sales. It is the life of trade.
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The Value of the Newest Tube

WHAT THE SCREEN-GRID SET DOES

MANY
ARGUMENTS pro

and con on screen-

grid receivers are

taking place behind and in

front of counters where sets

are sold, and it is no secret

that such arguments have

occurred in the offices of large

set manufacturers, or that

these manufacturers are di-

vided into two general groups,

those who do and .those who
don't believe that screen-

grid radio is 1929's panacea.

What are the facts about

screen-grid radios? In the

following paragraphs some of

the advances that are pos-

sible in receiver design be-

cause of the advent of this

new tube are pointed out. It

must not be assumed merely

because such advances are

possible, that they already

exist. Nor must it be as-

sumed that the screen-grid

radio will displace other

types of sets. In the words of

several large set engineers, the screen-grid tube is another

tool; a useful one, but one which must not be taken as the

cure-all for every radio ill.

Some of 1929's receivers using screen-grid tubes will be su-

perior to sets made a year ago without the advantage of the

new tube; it is equally true that a general advancement has

taken place in the year and that sets using three-element

tubes throughout have progressed toward the goal of better

selectivity, better sensitivity, and improved fidelity.

Screen-grid tubes make possible a more sensitive, and more
selective receiver than was possible a year ago, and one in

What Screen-Grid RadioMeans
which the fidelity of repro-

duction may be improved
over that obtainable in 1928.

Let us look at the sensi-

tivity angle. Last year (1928)

receivers were about ten

times as sensitive as those

of a year or two previous.

And many sets of 1929 are

ten times as sensitive as

those of 1928!

What does this mean? It

means that one can receive

more distant stations, or a

given station louder, or a

given station from a greater

distance, or lower-powered

transmitters, or he can attain

all of last year's results on a

smaller antenna.

On page 213 will be found

a drawing showing the effect

of increasing the sensitivity

of a receiver by ten times. If

an antenna 12 feet high was

required in 1928 to deliver

a given loud speaker signal

from a given station, an an-

tenna only 1.2 feet high will be necessary in 1929. Well-

designed screen-grid receivers can get along with only a very

small wire or a metal screen as an antenna. For apartment

dwellers, this means the complete elimination of the unsightly

and dangerous antenna erected on the roof far from the re-

ceiver.

In another illustration an attempt s made to show how the

receiving range of a receiver may be increased by the use of

screen-grid tubes. If the sensitivity of a receiver is increased

ten times, the receiver can be placed ten times the distance

from a given station and still deliver the same loud speaker

7
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signal. This implies that the set is located in a quiet place

which is free from local noise.

So much for the sensitivity of the 1929 screen-grid sets.

In proper designs, the new tube makes possible a more
selective receiver. The difference between the selectivity of

receivers built in 1928 and those of 1929 may be somewhat
difficult to determine because some of the sets of a year ago
were so selective, due to regeneration, that high audio notes

were badly chopped off. Because of reasons inherent in the

screen-grid tube itself, somewhat greater selectivity is possible.

Previous to the present season, receivers had to depend

upon a sensitive detector of the grid leak and condenser type
for a considerable part of their sensitivity. This kind of de-

tector is a notorious offender when considered from the view-

point of fidelity. In some receivers using this type of detector,

the distortion occurring in the detector circuit alone amounts

to 25 per cent, of the desired signal. This much distortion is

audible to the most hardened listener. At the same time high
audio tones have been reduced by the old-type detectors.

With high gain r.f. amplifiers C-bias detection can be used

and this type of detector does not discriminate against the

high audio frequencies.

The picture diagram accompanying this article shows how
the amplification available from new sets compares with

those of 1928. A considerable

part of the amplification that

existed after the detector,

in 1928, now comes before

the detector. This means

that the detector input signal

has been increased over that

of last year. And so, the

"power" detector comes into

the radio picture. It is a

detector that will handle

large input signals without

overloading. Also the de-

tector circuit can be designed

to have a linear character-

istic so that it will put out

large signals without the 25

per cent, addition of distort-

ing harmonics. At the same time it need not discriminate

against high audio tones as does the older type of detector.

In well-designed circuits the tube not only increases the

At the same time the major qualities of a radio receiver

have been improved, certain other electrical and mechanical

improvements and simplicities may be effected by the use

of the screen-grid tube.

TYPICAL



The MARCH
The R. M. A. Elects New Officers

Improvement In Radio Programs Needed

Curing the Direct Advertising Cancer

|HILE GRATIFYING progress has been made in

the technical improvement of broadcast

transmission and reception, the funda-

mental concern of the radio industry the

broadcast program reproduced in the lis-

tener's home is suffering dangerously

from an insiduous "cancer." Little by little, the incubus of

commercialism, at first welcomed because it brought economic

independence to broadcast station

operation, is now threatening

radio broadcasting with paralysis.

The commercial announcement

has evolved from a courteous and

restrained good-will appeal to a

The New R.M.A. Leaders

G

knockout dose of advertising, so

potent that one can no longer

enjoy a radio program without a

feeling of apprehension.

For several years, while it was

owned and operated by the

American Telephone and Tele-

graph Company, WEAF set un-

impeachable standards for com-

mercial broadcasting. The organi-

zation which evolved the eco-

nomic foundation for broadcast-

ing, launched radio advertising

upon an indisputably high plane.

Its clients fought for concessions,

but nothing more than the firm

name and slogan at the beginning
and end of each program were

allowed to get out over the air.

Fulsome descriptions of prod-

ucts, testimonials strangely
reminiscent of quack medicine

advertising and smart-aleck

announcement characteristic of to-day's offerings,

were simply prohibited. After two or three years of

activity, the company withdrew from broadcasting
station operation and sold WEAF to the Radio Corpo-
ration of America, which, together with Westinghouse and
General Electric, formed the National Broadcasting Company.
Three years of operation under these auspices has resulted

in an enormous extension of radio advertising and chain broad-

casting. [Powerful salesmanship was exerted upon the ad-

vertisers, with the result that appropriations for radio pro-

grams increased enormously. The professional standing of

artists appearing before the microphone has been lifted to the

BEAT WISDOM was shown by the membership

of the Radio Manufacturers' Association

in choosing the officers who are to guide the

destinies of that body for the coming year. H. B.

Richmond, the new president, is acclaimed on every

side as an able and popular leader. As chairman

of the Engineering Committee of R. M. A. for a

number of years, Mr. Richmond has demonstrated

a wide knowledge of industry problems, a remark-

able ability to "get things done," and a diplomacy

and kindly suavity that promises much to the radio

industry with leadership of this calibre, One of the

outstanding elements in the make-up of the new

R. M. A. president is a broadness of vision which

will keep association activities on the highest of

planes, freefrom petty politics and pointless bicker-

ings.

Aiding Mr. Richmond is an unusually able and

representative group of officers and directors. They
are: T. K. Webster, Jr., treasurer; Morris Melcalf

(American Bosch), vice-president; Henry C.

Forsler (Utah Products), vice-president; William

Sparks (Sparks-Withington), vice-president. The

new directors, electedfor three years, are: H. C. Cox

(Columbia Phonograph), Henry C. Forsler, George

C. Furness (National Carbon), B. J. Grigsby

(Grigsby-Grunow), Ralph H. Langley (Crosley),

A. G. Mesick (U. S. Radio), R. T. Pierson

highest standards. But broadcasting has receded from its posi-

tion as a prune interest of the American public. The good-will

program has evolved from a courtesy to an annoyance, in

spite of its improved artistic standing. The habitual listener

is now as grateful for the commercial program as he is for the

billboards which grace the principal highways.

To be satisfied with their investment in broadcasting, an-

nouncers are compelled by sponsors to launch into detailed

descriptions of their products; they must attempt to intrigue

their audiences with countless slogans, discuss financial ar-

rangements, detail payment plans,

quote prices, enrapture sup-

posedly gullible listeners with

high-priced testimonials, and pro-

claim real or imaginary points of

superiority with which the spon-

(Bremer-Tully),

Richmond (Gen

II. B. Richmond

and H. B.
eral Radio).

W. K. W.

sors consider their products to be

endowed. How far from the

standards originally charted for

commercial broadcasting has the

art wandered 1

In fairness to broadcast man-

agements, it must be said that

most of them have attempted to

resist misguided attempts tomake
radio a direct-advertising medium.

Many programs are still models

of good taste. Having brought

prosperity to commercial broad-

casting, however, the demands of

many affluent advertisers for

stronger and stronger doses of

advertising are not easily curbed.

On the printed page, advertisers

may say what they please; why
not over the air? They certainly

pay enough for the privilege.

No one objects to superla-

tive statements on the printed'

page because the reader can, by a turn of the page,
dismiss the advertisement instantly, without sacrific-

ing the entertainment or educational value for which

he purchased the publication. The radio listener, on
the other hand, must dismiss not only advertising but enter-

tainment as well. Unless he seats himself at the controls of

the receiver, within a few inches of the reproducer, dismiss-

ing unwelcome advertising is a considerable inconvenience.

Many in the broadcasting profession accept the advertising
announcement as a necessary evil which must be tolerated.

But they are traitors to the ideals which ought to animate the

broadcasting industry. By then- attitude, they acknowledge
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OF RADIO
Regarding Screen-Grid Receivers

The Listener's Attitude Should be Studied

their failure to make advertisers appreciate the attitude of the

listener who finds, at least a dozen times in an evening, that

he has invested a hundred dollars or more in a means of in-

.viting poorly disguised canvassers into his home. These apolo-

gists for radio advertising have failed to devise a method of

capitalizing good will gained through a high-grade program

by means of an effective but inoffensive tie-in

because their ingenuity is incapable of originat-

ing a practical method of enticing audience re-

sponse. There is no logical user of broadcasting

for whom a tie-in cannot be originated, appeal-

ing directly to his prospects.

The task ofassuring the intelligent and effective

utilization of commercial broadcasting would be much easier

if accurate investigations of listener attitude were made. The

"statistics" distributed by most broadcasting stations as to

coverage are of little value. The population and wealth within

an arbitrary distance of a broadcasting station gives no indica-

tion of a particular station's real audience and almost invari-

ably embraces areas not served by the station involved.

Popularity contests mean still less because unrepresentative

groups respond to them and questionnaires are subject to the

same failing.

The great public utilities have learned accurate methods of

measuring public attitude, employing investigations of a

comprehensive character and involving highly specialized

techniques. No organization in the radio field has gone further

than to estimate the total potential audience for all stations

in an arbitrary radius. It is entirely within the capabilities

of scientific investigation of public attitude to determine the

habitual audience of a given station at all hours of the day in

its true service area, as indicated by field-strength surveys;

to evaluate the good will loss or gain for specific types' of an-

nouncements and the relation of the good will won through

broadcasting upon the effectiveness of printed advertising

and upon sales resistance.

Once modern methods, which have been successfully ap-

plied in other fields, are used by the broadcasting fraternity,

the advertiser will readily appreciate that radio as a good-will

medium has tremendous potentialities, fully justifying huge

appropriations, and that, employed as an advertising medium,
it creates more ill will than good will. In the meanwhile, the

average listener, because of the increasingly offensive and

effusive character of the announcements, becomes less_and

less responsive to the good-will influence of broadcasting. I

Screen-Grid Receivers, Good and Bad

As
THE forward looking element of the radio industry

has anticipated for two years, the appearance of the

a. c. screen-grid tube resulted in its instant adoption

by practically every manufacturer in the industry. The tube

manufacturers had only to produce an alternating current

screen-grid tube and its superior

amplification possibilities assured

its immediate utilization. Here and

there, however, we hear rumors

that there is to be grief in con-

nection with the screen-grid tube,

and that there is still a great deal to be learned before

service difficulties are overcome.

Similar rumors floated about when the alternating current

tube first appeared and, prior to that, when the a. c. power-

supply unit replaced the battery. Grief did accompany these

innovations, which was quickly dispelled by engineering and

manufacturing experience. But there is no

question about the future of the screen-grid

tube. If there is to be criticism, the failure will

not lie with the tube but with faulty engineer-

ing ofthe receiver to which it is applied unsuccess-

fully. There are many examples of marvelous

engineering design and successful application of

the screen-grid tube which will prove to the rest of the in-

dustry that.competent and forward looking engineering pays.
These receivers are the product of months of experimental
work with the battery-type screen-grid tube which has long
been available to the laboratory.

This is the season when slap-stick designing and engineering

by imitation will expose itself. We have tried some screen-

grid sets which must have been hurriedly put together in May
in order that the manufacturer might be at the trade show in

June with a screen-grid receiver. Some of these are merely
inefficient so that little of the benefits of screen-grid amplifica-
tion are obtained; some are regenerative with disastrous re-

sults in audio quality, culminating in obvious loss of the higher

frequencies so essential to clear articulation of speech and
brilliance in music; one or two which we tried actually oscil-

lated at one or two sections of the dial so that we were re-

minded again of the regenerative receiver days. But the screen-

grid tube technique will yield to good engineering and, pre-

sumably before large-scale production begins, these deficien-

cies will be remedied.

To the radio dealer, who must judge numerous offerings

made to him, we recommend exhaustive tests and discriminat-

ing selection. This is a screen-grid year and the dealer must be

ready to meet the demand. It will pay him to use caution

and to determine by actual comparison whether he is con-

sidering a product of hasty engineering or whether there is a

year or two of experimental experience with screen-grid tubes

back of the line which he selects.

The Men Who Write Our Radio Laws

THE
PROGRESS of radio seems to be made and unmade

by the legislation adopted respecting it. No body is

more important in determining the course of that legis-

lation than the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee.
For some time, this august body has been taking testimony
from hither and yon in order to clarify its views with respect
to the Couzens Bill, providing for a combined radio, telephone,
and telegraph commission. Apparently the Federal Radio
Commission has either discharged its duties to the satisfaction

of the Senate or it is con-

sidered not to have enough
to do. Senator Pittman of

Nevada distinguished him-

self during these sessions by

(Continued on page 256}
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JUNE, without doubt, there

was a serious shortage of

good screen-grid tubes. At
that time an estimate was
made that the total pro-
duction of all prominent
tube manufacturers was

only 15,000 screen-grid
tubes a day, although the demand was
for about 75,000.

Everyone believed that the problem of

making a good screen-grid tube at the

price announced by the Radio Corporation
was a major problem indeed, and one
which was not at all certain of solution.

Several tube manufacturers coincided

with the belief that such tubes would cost

in the neighborhood of $2.00 to build, and
that plant production would be reduced

by from 40 to 60 per cent, by their con-

struction. There is no certainty yet that

the tubes will stay good in service after

they are made.
It is a fact that the more complicated a

tube becomes, the shorter its life. The fact

that the 226-type tube is going out of the

radio picture strikes out one of the easiest

tubes to make. The screen-grid tube with

its additional material becomes very dif-

ficult to make and to keep free from gas.

It is our belief, and one which seems to

be shared by some tube manufacturers at

least, that more cooperation between tube

and set designers would be welcome. If,

say a year before any new idea is to be

exploited, the tube and set people were to

get together and discuss the problems of

each, is it not possible that a better set

could be engineered, with the certainty
that the tubes would last longer? Or is it a

fact, as many have darkly hinted, that the

tube people do not want tubes to last very
long? We cannot believe that a reputable
tube manufacturer who refrains from sell-

ing seconds and thirds and who is not here

to be gone tomorrow, would hesitate to

increase the life of his tubes.

There is a race among tube manufactur-
ers to determine who can make the most
tests and checks on the tubes before releas-

ing them to the trade. The greatest number
we have seen is 137 and, according to the

engineer who made the statement, it is only

by such an array of tests that it is possible
to deliver uniform tubes. It seems to us
that this is an admission that modern
methods of making tubes are somewhat
faulty. If any tube manufacturer has more
tests than 137, we'd like to hear about it.

EARNINGS OF TUBE COMPANIES

ACCORDING TO NEWSPAPERS, DeForest
earned 22 cents a share on its outstanding
stock during the first three months of

1929. Cable, it is reported.will institute a
dividend of 50 cents a share.

SCREEN-GRID VS. SERVICE

SPECULATION AS to whether the screen-

grid tube will increase the service problem
of radio set manufacturers seems to dis-

turb many in the industry. It will not ac-

cording to Paul Ware (now making the
Ware Radio), who states that set people

who have really engineered a receiver will

experience none of the troubles from oscil-

lation, suppression of higher audio tones,

and other griefs in which the manufacturer
who has merely thrown together a screen-

grid set will find himself.

1929 RADIO TUBE SALES

EDWARD T. MAHARIN, vice-president in

charge of sales, CeCo, believes the radio

industry will absorb seventy-five million

tubes in 1929. He thinks at least six mil-

lion new sets will be sold. Since sixty-one
million tubes were sold in 1928, Mr. Ma-
harin's estimate seems somewhat conserva-

tive. Others have guessed as high as 130

million tubes. The best guess seems to be
in the neighborhood of 100 million for

new sets and old.

ZETKA CHANGES NAME

ZETKA LABORATORIES, INC., for several

years manufacturers of special-purpose
tubes and a series of long-life tubes for one
of the large communication companies,
has become the Radio Utilities Corpora-
tion. Its entire effort will be concentrated
on the production of power and rectifier

tubes.

FERRYMAN'S PRODUCTION

FERRYMAN ANNO_UNCED in June that

daily production in three plants was
10,000 and that by the end of this summer
the production would be increased to

24,000. According to Benjamin S. Katz,

president, the company had unfilled orders
for 2,000,000 tubes including 600,000
sold at the Chicago show.

CABLE'S UNFILLED ORDERS

THE CABLE RADIO TUBE CORPORATION
had unfilled orders of $2,000,000 in June;
the daily production of 8000 was soon to

be raised to 10,000 and to reach 25,000 by
September 1.

CECO RECEIVES LARGE ORDER

A SINGLE ORDER for tubes to the extent
of $550,000 was secured by CeCo the
tubes to be furnished to Sears Roebuck.

May sales were 217 per cent, ahead of

May, 1928.

ARCTUHUS TUBE PRODUCTION

AT THE BEGINNING of 1929, Arcturus
made 14,000 tubes a day. In June the

production had been speeded up to the
tune of 23,000 a day.

REGARDING SLOGANS

DEFOREST produces an interesting
booklet entitled Dealer Manual for 1929.

It describes window posters, etc., all of
which emphasize the DeFprest slogan,
"The Father of Radio." This reminds us
that few of the tube manufacturers have
created slogans, names, or cartons that
can be remembered by the layman. Many
of them claim to make "high-vacuum"
tubes, but this means little to the man who

buys the tube. He must have a catch

phrase, something that will stick in his

mind.

A NEW RECTIFIER TUBE

WITH dynamic loud speakers and push-

pull 245's, the 280-type rectifier tube is

being called upon to deliver so near its

maximum current and voltage that some
tube people are working on a new tube
which can stand up under this load. Such a

new rectifier tube will probably have a
heavier filament and a larger plate.

In the meantime it is understood that
some set manufacturers place 400 volts per
anode on the 280-type tul>e and that

everything works out properly provided
the total current taken from the tube does
not exceed 110 milliamperes.

A $200,000 ORDER

A SINGLE ORDER for over $200,000
worth of tubes was secured by E. A.

Tracey, vice-president of the Northern

Manufacturing Company (Marathon),
at the Trade Show.

TUNE IN ON TRIADORS

Triad joins the ranks of tube manu-
facturers who take time on the air. Wjz
and associated stations broadcast the
Triadors on Friday evenings from 8 to 8.30.

BATTERY MAKERS ENTER TUBE BUSINESS

THE ADVENT OF BATTERY manufacturers
into the tube industry is a new and in-

teresting phase of the radio business.

The Eveready-Raytheon combination has

already been noted. Tubes are also sold

under the names of Ray-O-Vac, Bond, and
Diamond. Burgess, we understand, has
also made some overtures in this direction.

THE TRIAD GUARANTEE

WITH EVERY TRIAD tube is packed an
insurance certificate which guarantees
the efficient life of the tube for at least

six months. Any tube found faulty within
that time and returned to the dealer with
the certificate will be replaced.

WHY TUBES ARE RETURNED

FOR THE FIRST six months of operation,
the return of tubes to DeForest were less

than 1 per cent. This percentage would be

reduced, according to A. H. Fajen, en-

gineer in charge of inspection, if the public
would be sure to put each tube in the

proper socket of the set, and would not
remove or replace a tube without turning
off the power. Frequently, a tube will be

damaged by putting it in a socket with the

power on so that the filament and plate
terminals make contact before the grid
does, with the result that a high plate cur-

rent flows corresponding to zero grid
bias. Premature failure of power tubes

may be traced frequently to such mis-

handling.
Sixty-five per cent, of all tube burn

outs may be traced to placing tubes in the

wrong sockets, says Mr. Fajen.
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IN THE RADIO MARKETPLACE
News, Useful Data, and Information on the

Offerings of the Manufacturer

CONDENSED FACTS REGARDING NEW RECEIVERS

BREMER-TULLY : Three stages of r.f. am-
plification, a detector, and two stages
of audio are used in the new sets of the

Bremer-Tully Manufacturing Company.
The output tubes are 245's in push pull.
The cabinet models use a 10-inch dynamic
loud speaker.

ZENITH: Automatic tuning continues to

be a feature of the radio receivers manu-
factured by this company. Model 39A
uses ten tubes including rectifier and is

designed for operation on a loop an-

tenna. A phonograph pick-up jack permits
the set to be used for the playing of phono-
graph records. Screen-grid tubes are used.

FREED-EISEMANN: The new receivers

announced by this company use a neu-

trodyne circuit in conjunction with an
inductor dynamic loud speaker. Two chas-

sis, one eight tube and one nine tube, are

being used in these sets.

ATWATEH KENT: The new A. K. screen-

grid radio receivers use the a.c. screen-

grid tube in the r.f. amplifying circuit with
two 245-type tubes in push pull in the out-

put circuit.

DAY-FAN: Type 245 tubes in push pull,

improved dynamic loud speaker, phono-
graph pick-up jack, and a shielded detec-
tor circuit are among the features of the

Day-Fan Electric Company's new sets.

The chassis employs nine tubes including
five 226's, one 227, two 245's, and one 280.

KOLSTER: Remote control and automa-
tic tuning with screen-grid tubes in the r.f.

stages are the features of the new Kolster
receivers. Two 250-type tubes are used in

the output of the Model K-45. The Models
K-43 and 44 use 245-type tubes.

BOSCH: All the new receivers of this

company will use screen-grid tubes in the
r.f. amplifier circuit. All models are de-

signed for dynamic loud speaker operation,
the consoles being supplied with the new
Bosch dynamic loud speaker. Bosch tubes
will be marketed this year with Bosch sets.

BRANDES: A "selector tuner" is used on
the new Brandes receivers. With this

tuner there is always in full view on the
dial the eight favorite stations of the user.

GREBE: Three screen-grid tubes, band-

pass filtering in the r.f. stages, power de-

tection, push-pull amplification, automatic
line voltage control, and a dynamic loud

speaker are features of the new receivers
made by A. H. Grebe and Company.

VICTOR: A "Harmonic Modulator" is

used in the new radio receivers manufac-
tured by the Victor Division of the Radio-
Victor Corporation of America. The chas-
sis utilizes six 226's, one 227, two 245's,
and one 280 tube. Tuning is accomplished
by a single leader control which operates
over a full-vision scale calibrated in kilo-

cycles with space at the top for marking
the names of favorite stations.

KENNEDY: Two new receivers, the Royal
Model 310 and Royal Model 210, are being
manufactured by the Colin B. Kennedy
Corporation.

CONTINENTAL: This corporation manu-
facture a number of "Star-Raider" re-

ceivers. The Technidyne circuit is used.The
console models are equipped with phono-
graph pick-up jacks and the Model RP-40
is a combination radio and phonograph.
The dynamic loud speaker used in the
console model has a 14-inch cone.

A fete of the season's new models viewed front the Editor's desk.
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SPARKS-WITHINGTON: The new Sparton
receivers continue to use the Equasonne
circuit with its automatic-tuned amplifier
and band-pass filter which has proven so

popular in previous receivers made by this

company.

SILVER-MARSHALL: The new Silver

radio receivers use screen-grid tubes in the

detector circuit and in the r.f. amplifier.
The output circuit uses two 245-type tubes

in push pull. An automatic line-voltage

regulator maintains the voltage supply
for the tubes constant even though the

supply varies from 90 to 130 volts.

FRESHMAN: The Earl radio receivers of

the Charles Freshman Company, Inc.

use an eight-tube circuit with 227-type
tubes and 245's in push pull in the output.
The circuit is of the neutrodyne type.

GRIGSBY GRUNOW: New Majestic re-

ceivers incorporate several new features,

one of the most interesting of which is an
automatic sensitivity control consisting
of a device connected to the gang conden-
ser assembly which automatically varies

the bias of the r.f. tubes to maintain the

sensitivity more nearly constant.

STERLING: This company is building
two radio receivers, the Oxford and the
Stuart. The former set is a cabinet model
using a tuned radio-frequency circuit of
three stages and two stages of a.f. with

245-type tubes in the output. The loud

speaker is of the dynamic type with a 10-

inch cone, the field circuit being supplied
with current from the B-power unit. A
phonograph pick-up jack is included in the
circuit. The Stuart uses three stages of

screen-grid r.f. amplification followed by a

detector and audio amplifier similar to that
used in the Oxford.

COLONIAL: The new Model 32, a re-

ceiver using four screen-grid tubes, three

of them in the r.f. amplifier and one as a

detector, has been announced by the Co-

lonial Radio Corporation. Uniform sensi-

tivity is obtained. The sensitivity as

measured on a General Radio signal

generator is 5 microvolts per meter. The
circuit includes a filter network to prevent
the possibility of cross-talk on strong local

stations. The detector feeds into two 245's

in push pull which, in turn, supply power
to a Cutting dynamic loud speaker.

RADIO-VICTOR: Two new receivers,

the Radiolas 44 and 46, have been an-

nounced by the Radio-Victor Corporation
of America. The Radiola 44, a table model,
uses three screen-grid tubes, two of them
as r.f. amplifiers and one has a detector.

The detector is followed by a single stage
of audio using one 245-type tube. A rather

unusual dial is used on the 44. When the

set is in operation the scale markings are

projected upon a screen

in the center of the

escutcheon plate. The
set has a local distance

switch. The Radiola 46
uses the same circuit as

the 44 but is a console

model including a dy-
namic loud speaker of

the model 106 type.

F. H. SchnellKING :Thenew Royal
model, a product of the

King Manufacturing
Corporation, uses an eight-tube neutrodyne
circuit in conjunction with a dynamic loud

speaker. The set is contained in a console.

A-C DAYTON: The "Navigator" re-

ceivers employ the Technidyne circuit in

which all tuning is accomplished before

the signal is amplified. Nine tubes are

used with 245's in push pull in the output.
The set is available in both console and
table models.

BUSH AND LANE : A number of receivers

are manufactured by the Bush and
Lane Piano Company. The company is

licensed under RCA and Hazeltine patents.
All the receivers use the same chassis

with screen-grid tubes in the r.f. amplifier.
The console models use dynamic loud

speakers.

NATIONAL CARBON: The new series 30

Eveready receivers incorporate several

features among which are sturdy mechan-
ical design of the chassis foundation, a
variometer tuning of the antenna circuit,

and dual loud speaker provision so that

either dynamic or magnetic loud speakers

may be used. The new sets are very sensi-

tive and the National Carbon Company,
manufacturers of these receivers, recom-
mend their use with an indoor antenna or

an outdoor antenna of not more than 20
feet. The receivers incorporate three

stages of r.f. amplification with 227 tubes,
a detector, and two stages of audio with

17lA-type tubes in push pull in the output.

KELLOGG: Features of the new receivers

of this company are automatic volume
control, screen-grid tubes, 250-type tubes
in push pull in the output, power detec-

tion, and a rugged dynamic loud speaker
capable of handling tremendous volume.

EDISON:
"
Light-O-Matic Tuning" is a

feature of the new Edison radio receivers.

With this tuning device a red light indi-

cates whenever the user is tuned to one of

his favorite stations. The circuit utilizes

five 227-type tubes and two 245's in push
pull, in some models, and in other models
the 245's are replaced by 250's.

FADA: The new receivers of this com-
pany use screen-grid tubes, a band-pass
filter, power detection, and push-pull

amplification. All models can operate on a

light-socket antenna thereby requiring
no loop, antenna or ground.

RECENT OFFERINGS BY LOUD SPEAKER MANUFACTURERS
iT THE RECENT Chicago Trade Show
/\ many of the loud speaker manu-
/~\ facturers showed new models.
In the following paragraphs some data is

given on some of the more important new
improvements.

Jensen Radio Manufacturing Company's
newest loud speaker is the "Concert
dynamic" loud speaker which uses a ten-
inch cone. The other two models in the
Jensen line are the "Standard" with an
eight-inch cone and the "Auditorium"
with a twelve-inch cone. According to
Peter L. Jensen, president of the com-
pany, the new "Con-
cert" dynamic is unique
in that it uses an es-

pecially prepared and
treated material for the
cone and heavy alum-
inum wire for the mov-
ing coil. Both of these
factors increase the

rigidity and strength of
the loud speaker, at
the same time increas-

ing the lightness and
freedom of motion of
the cone so that it gives a better response.
Loud speakers are available in various
cabinets in both a.c. and d.c. types.
The Transformer Corporation of America

has developed a loud speaker incorporating
several modifications among which are
the use of an unusually large diaphragm
made ofone piece and the complete elimina-
tion of the suspension spider at the apex
so that perfect centering of the voice coil

is easily obtained. All the connections are

W. Bouck

grouped at the back on convenient lugs
mounted on a bakelite panel. These loud

speakers are available with or without
rectifiers and transformers.
The Rola Company offers both magnetic

and dynamic loud speakers in about twelve
different models for either a.c. or d.c.

operation and either, in cabinets or just
chassis. Prices vary from about $15 for

the magnetic chassis to $60 for a dynamic
mounted in a cabinet and completely
equipped for light-socket operation.

Four dynamic chassis are being made
by the O'Neil Manufacturing Company.
Two models are for d.c. operation and two
models are for a.c. operation. These loud

speakers are provided with an adjustment
for the mov ing coil which makes it possible
for the most inexperienced person to

realign the coil by simply loosening two
screws, adjusting the coil, and then tighten-
ing the screws. These cones are made with
either nine-inch or twelve-and-one-half-
inch diaphragms.
The United Reproducers Corporation

offer a number of Peerless reproducers
in three types; magnetic, dynamic, or
condenser. The condenser loud speaker
known as the "Kylectron" is available in

several cabinet models listing at prices up
to $600. The magnetic loud speakers in

cabinets list at about $25, the chassis

being about $14. The dynamic loud

speakers in cabinets list at about $50.
The dynamic loud speakers use a voice
coil consisting of but a single turn of cop-
per wire of sturdy construction so that it is

impossible for the coil to get out of align-
ment.

The Wright-DeCoster Company olFer

new dynamic loud speakers in distinctive

cabinets and also a combination phono-
graph and power radio speaker. This latter

unit consists of a phonograph turntable
with pick-up unit in conjunction with a
Samson amplifier and a dynamic loud

speaker. It is priced at $425 less tubes.
This company also offer baffles and horns

designed for use with their loud speakers
in theater installations.

Inductor dynamic, electrodynamic, and
magnetic loud speakers are being made by
the Farrand Manufacturing Company.
Prices vary from $12 for the magnetic
chassis, $18-$20 for the inductor chassis,

$26-$30 for the dynamic chassis, and up
to $60 for the dynamic chassis in a cabinet.
A variety of horns designed especially

for use in theaters and auditoriums are

manufactured by the Kersten Radio Equip-
ment Company. For d/iving the horns this

company also make two electrodynamic
units priced at from $40 to $75.
The Utah Radio Products Company

offer a number of dynamic loud speakers
in various types of cabinets priced at
from $35 to $55. They also have two
magnetic loud speakers, one priced at $15
and the other at $19.50.
The Best Manufacturing Company offer

a new dynamic loud speaker using an unus-

ually large pot magnet, which, according
to the manufacturers, gives a flux density
of 114,000 lines, much greater than that
found in other dynamic loud speakers.
The diaphragm has a diameter of approxi-
mately 13 inches. The chassis h'sts at $95
less tubes.
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PERSONAL NOTES OF THE RADIO INDUSTRY

APPOINTED SALES MANAGERS

PAUL HITTINGER has been appointed sales

promotion manager of Freed-Eisemann.

His task is to sell radio sets
to^those

who
have never before owned one. "When we
create a new radio fan," he says, "we are

enriching the industry far more than when
we sell replacement sets."

WILLIAM B. NEVIN has been appointed
sales manager of Colin B. Kennedy. He
returns to this company after an absence

of seven years, having been sales and

advertising manager in 1921-22. Kennedy

plans to make 150,000 receivers this year

and they will be merchandised exclusively

through distributors.

RICHARD GRAVER, who answers to the

cheerful hail of "Dick" all over this coun-

try, has been appointed to the general

sales managership of theCeCo Manufactur-

ing Company. His headquarters will be

at the home-office in Providence, but like

all the rest of the CeCo sales officials he will

be a hardy traveler.

WILLIAM C. HEATON has been appointed

sales-promotion manager of Fada. He
has been with the Welte-Mignon Corpora-

tion, manufacturer of reproducing pianos.

Frank C. Kenyon, Jr., formerly with

Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.,

an advertising agency, has been appointed
assistant general sales manager. Eric

Palmer, widely known radio and pub-

licity man, has resigned from the Allied

Broadcasting Companies and will have

charge of the new department in the Fada

organization designed to coordinate the

work of the sales, advertising, and public

relations departments.

JULIAN A. GREEN resigned as district

manager for Atwater Kent Manufacturing

Company on April 15 to accept the posi-

tion of general sales manager of the

Supreme Instruments Corporation, of

Greenwood, Miss. Mr. Green is now

planning an aggressive merchandising cam-

paign through distributor channels.

NEW DIVISION MANAGERS

AFTER FIVE YEARS with Crosley, R. P.

Crawley has rejoined the Kennedy organ-

ization. He is in charge, as division man-

ager, of the Kansas City district.

ED LEVY, formerly with Sonatron, is now
district manager for Triad in charge of

their New York office. Six salesmen will

operate under him at 34 West 33rd street,

New York.

WITH HIS resignation as sales manager of

the Sunset Electric Company, of Seattle,

Washington, W. E. Kennard left to enter

the services of the Colin B. Kennedy Cor-

poration, of South Bend, Indiana, in the

capacity of Pacific Coast division manager.

NEW OFFICIALS ELECTED

Louis SISSKIND, until recently president

of the Central States Electric Supply

Company, has joined the Harrison Whole-

sale Company, Chicago, as vice-president.

Harrison Wholesale handles the Earl line

as well as electrical supplies, lighting fix-

tures, automotive equipment'and sporting

goods.

P. Ilittinger

THREE IMPORTANT officials of the CeCo

Manufacturing Company, makers of CeCo

tubes, have been made vice-presidents ot

the company. They are N. O. Williams,

chief engineer; John E. Ferguson, plant

engineer, and Edward T. Maharin, sales

director.

WORCESTER BOUCK has resigned from

The Equitable Trust Company, of New
York, where he served as an official for

many years, to become a vice-president,

treasurer, and a director of the Arcturus

Radio Tube Co., of Newark. Mr. Bouck,
who resides at Montclair, N. J., will make
his headquarters in the general offices of

the Arcturus company at Newark and
will have supervision over the company's
financial affairs.

OTTO N. FRANKFORT, vice-president in

charge of sales of the All-American Mo-
hawk Corporation, of Chicago, manufac-

turers of Lyric radios, and De Witt L.

King, treasurer and
factory manager, have
been elected to the
board of directors of

the corporation.
Mr.

Frankfort and Mr.

King replace E. N.
Rauland and G.
Frankel, who recently
left the board.

Messrs. Frankfort
and King have both
been with the Ail-

American Moh'awk

Corporation since its inception. Mr. King

recently completed a reorganization of

manufacturing facilities.

HAVE NEW POSITION

ROBERT V. DACOSTA, who for the last

twelve years has been in charge of the

manufacture of coils and condensers at

the Atwater Kent plant, is now the pro-

duction manager of Atwater Rents

neighbor, in Philadelphia, the H. H. Eby
Manufacturing Company, Inc., makers of

binding posts, sockets, and tip jacks.

Before going to Atwater Kent, he had

headed the enamelled wire and winding

department of John A. Roebling Sons for

seven years, and had been a member ol

the firm of the Doyle and DaCosta Manu-

facturing Co., of Easton, Pa., for two years.

LT. COMMANDER F. H. SCHNELL, U. S.

Naval Reserves, for six years traffic

manager of the American Radio Relay

League, and more recently with the Engin-

eering and Research Laboratory of the

Burgess Battery Co., has become chiet

radio engineer of Aero Products, Inc., ot

Chicago, specialists and manufacturers ot

short-wave radio equipment.

R R KARCH, who has been associated

with Tnomas A. Edison, Inc. for the past

eleven years, was recently appointed

assistant to A. L. Walsh, vice-president

of Thomas A. Edison, Inc. In his new

position, Mr. Kerch's major duties will

be to correlate the Edison jobbers activi-

ties with those of the Edison factory and

wholesale distributors of Edison radios,

phonographs and records.

Practically all of the fourteen branches

of the Edison Distributing Corporation

were established personally by Mr. Karch.

THE KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY

COMPANY, of Chicago, has recently ap-

pointed Edward J. O'Neil assistant to

C W. Hunter, Kellogg sales representative

in the Pacific Coast territory. Mr. O Neil

has been associated with L. G. Heno

Company, Oakland, California, distri-

butor, whom he represented until recently.

A. P. SIROIS is now advertising manager
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of Colin B. Kennedy, South Bend, Ind.

Several notable national advertising cam-

paigns are to his credit, among them being
those for: Benjamin Electric Company,
makers of Crysteel electric ranges and
electric refrigerator cabinets, Cle-Ra-Tone
radio sockets, industrial illumination;

Yaxley Manufacturing Company, radio

appliances; Trimm Radio Company, loud

speakers and head sets.

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

THE HANDEL-DAMES COMPANY, 202

Chester-Twelfth Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio,

has been appointed district sales repre-

sentatives for De Forest. Their territory

is Ohio and Kentucky.

J. J. BACKER COMPANY, 2607 Second Ave-

nue, Seattle, Wash., has been chosen

district sales representatives for Deforest
covering the states of Oregon, Washington,
and Montana. This organization also

maintains branch offices at Spokane and

Portland. The Backer Company at one

time handled Raytheon. Now, in addition

to De Forest, they handle Audak and

Wright-De Coster.

NEWS OF TRADE ASSOCIATIONS

GEORGE H. CURTISS, secretary of the

Pacific Radio Trades Association, reports

that an East Bay Retailer's Association

has been organized and meetings are held

regularly from 8 to 9 A. M. once a month
at the Leamington Hotel, Oakland, Cali-

fornia. An active program of work is in

progress, notably with reference to co-

operative advertising and radio inter-

ference elimination.

HERBERT J. FREEMAN, of the Freeman
Radio Shop, Allentown, Pa., was chosen

president of the Lehigh Valley Radio

Trade Association. Other officers are:

Harold Lucky (Lucky Radio Co.) vice-

president; Earl Arnold, secretary-treasurer.

Retiring officers are Francis J. Hardner,

president and Michael McGee, vice-presi-

dent. The association has been discussing

elimination of the "home free trial" of

sets without a deposit.

FRIENDS OF J. W. A. Henderson, man-

ager of the Edison Distributing Corpora-

tion, Minneapolis Branch, are con-

gratulating him upon his recent election

to the Board of Directors of the Northwest

Radio Trade Association.

PAUL B. KLUGH, vice-president and gen-

eral manager of the Zenith Radio Corpor-
ation, announces the

resignation of Thomas
H. Endicott as general
sales manager, an-

nouncing at the same
time, the appointment
of Mr. Endicott as
Zenith distributor for

the entire state of

Connecticut.
Mr. Endicott will

head a distributing

corporation which he

is forming. Head-

quarters will be established in Hartford.

NEW LYRIC DISTRIBUTORS

TEN NEW Lyric distributors in various

parts of the country are announced by the

All-American Mohawk Corporation, ot

Chicago, manufacturers of Lyric radios.

They are: The Bloomberg-Michael Furni-

ture Co., of Richmond. Va., H. G. Bork

& Son, of Watertown, S. D., The Electric

'Continued on page 241)
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THE SERVICEMAN'S CORNER
More Information on Hum

HUM,
ACCORDING to many service-

men, is still a major considera-

tion in apparatus operated from the
house power lines. We shall continue to

publish data on its reduction as it comes in-

to "The Corner." Here is a new and logical
slant on the subject from BORIS S. NAI-
MARK, with the Riverside Auto Supply and
Radio Company, of 4746 Broadway, New
York City, general service and dealers in

Colonial and Steinite:

"In my experience as a serviceman I

have learned that some of the finest B
power packs produce a hum which is quite

pronounced during the silent periods of a
radio broadcast. If a thorough examination
of the operating conditions discloses that
such a trouble is caused neither by the

electromagnetic coupling between the

power unit transformer and the receiver

proper nor by an improperly biased last

audio stage, the remedy described below
will be found effective in reducing the
hum.

"It is a well-known fact of electrical en-

gineering that the inductance of a choke

(audio) increases with any decrease of di-

rect current flowing through it. Thus, if we
could only keep out of the chokes used in

the power pack the direct current ordina-

rily drawn by the power tube in our last

audio socket, the filtering action of the
remainder of the current supplied by the

power pack would be increased.

"A study of the diagrams below will

illustrate just how this can be accom-

plished by taking the high-voltage tap off

between the chokes, as shown, instead of

from the output side of the second choke.
Such an arrangement will reduce the

filtering of the current supplied to the

power tube, but will improve the filtering
of the B current supplied to those portions
of the set's circuit that are most suscepti-
ble to a.c. hum, i.e., detector and first a.f.

tubes."

Center-tapped resistors: FRANK FOLSOM,
of the Flint Broadcasting Company, oper-
ating station WFDF in Flint, Michigan,
and specialist in Radiola service,
finds resistor troubles at the bot-
tom of many hum complaints:
"I want to take this oppor-

tunity to pass on a few wrinkles
that I used recently. One example
is the case of an a.c. receiver taken

put of a table model cabinet and
installed in a console cabinet with

dynamic loud speaker. The set was
installed in a home but the custo-
mer complained of a hum which
was very disagreeable. One of
the troubles was that the center-

tapped resistor across the 1.5-volt
line was open. This, of course, was
replaced and the set was returned
to the home. Still a very bad hum
was present. The trouble was
located finally in the dynamic loud

speaker which was located too
close to the detector tube. It was
impossible to move either set or

loud speaker enough to help, so by shield-

ing the dynamic loud speaker and ground-
ing it all objectionable hum was eliminated.

As a safety measure a 1-mfd. condenser
in series with the ground lead was used.

In these days of good and inex-

pensive all-electric radio equipment,
it may seem illogical that many
receivers, originally designed as

battery sets, are in everyday service

in thousands of homes throughout
the country. The serviceman runs
into many of these, and invariably
encounters the problem of moderniz-

ing this equipment, in reference to

the. audio channel, and in rearrang-

ing it for operation from the house

current. How do YOU handle this

job? Exactly what equipment do

you use, what do you pay for it,

and how do you figure your profit?
How long does it take you to do the

job? We are making an effort to

collect information on this subject.

THE EDITOR.

"I have found that by inserting a 1000-
ohm variable resistor from the center-

tapped resistor on the 226-type tubes to
the negative B wire the hum can be re-

duced; then by measuring the amount of
resistance in the circuit with a bridge the
desired value can be obtained by substi-

tuting a fixed resistor. This also helps
in suppressing oscillation and improves
the tone.

"Sometimes you can minimize a per-
sistent hum by shielding the 227-type
detector tube and grounding it.

"In my experience as serviceman the
customer usually doesn't understand very
much about taking care of his set and if

you take a little time to explain as fully
and as simply as possible what he should
do and also what he should not do to his
set you will be rewarded with his business

Input
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othersjwho are employed in the same game. intermittent that it was noted merely as a ner will operate satisfactorily for a long
Here's one: variation of light intensity through the period of time."

This trouble was experienced on a
Bosch all-electric set and manifest itself as

a loud buzz at one spot on the dial.

The noise would would rise and fall in

volume and would cover the whole dial at

times.
"It could not be heard outside of the

house with a portable super-

heterodyne and disconnecting
the antenna and ground
stopped the noise. The wiring
in the house was inspected
but nothing was found. After
much scratching of heads we
decided to disconnect the

lightning arreXter. This

stopped the noise.

"The arrester was taken
into our shop and tested for

short circuit, and, with a high-
resistance voltmeter and a
110-volt battery, it would
show a very irregular swing of
from 50 to 100 volts.

"On breaking open the ar-

rester it was found that the
brass points were set in the

porcelain with melted sulphur
which had corroded until it

would pass current between
the gap."

It may have been due to
moisture as the arrester was
mounted in such a way as to
let water run down into it if

there were a small crack in

the sulphur filling."
J. E. DEINEHS," w9cv,

Kansas Power Light Co.,

Topeka, Kansas.

figure scale when we chanced to be looking
at the scale. When the bulb was at rest it

was not loose enough to become extin-

guished."

Noisy Transformers: "Transformers in the
audio systems of modern radio sets often

The Hickok No. 4600 a.c. test set listing at $135.00. This
test set contains the necessary shunts and resistors for
practically every type and continuity encountered in

servicing work.

More trouble with arrestors: J. P. HOWARD,
of the Fayette Tire and Battery Service
of Fayette, Mo., dealer in Crosley, Bosch,
and Majestic, comes to a similar conclu-
sion.

"As a serviceman I have foi^nd a de-
fective, lightning arrester causing trouble
in several cases. The symptoms in. each
case were weak distorted signals or none
at all.

"The trouble was located by disconnect-

ing the antenna or ground from the ar-
rester while the set was in operation and
noting the change in reception.
"In one case the terminals were found

to be directly shorted. In several cheaply
constructed arresters, moisture was found
across the insulation due to defective

sealing."

Pilot lamps and noise: "a call for aid in

eliminating a noise of this nature, tick,

tick, tick, for all the world like an arc light

doing its bit, was received recently. The
rub was that it was daytime with no lights

burning. Investigation failed to located
the offending tick and the set was about
to be sent back to the shop when it was
noticed that the dial light was flickering;
and when replaced by another the trouble
ended."

RAYMOND WAFNER, Erie, Pa.

ARCHIE KUNGBETL, of the thriving
metropolis of Ashtabula, Ohio, veteran
contributor to "The Corner," ran into

pretty much the same thing:
"A source of varied and intermittent

crackling noises in an a.c. receiver was
accidentally discovered to have been
caused through the vibration of the re-

ceiver from loud speaker volume on certain
tone frequencies, which in turn vibrated
the small dial light bulb, making and
breaking the bulb circuit rapidly at inter-

vals and causing a short series of occasional

crackling. This bulb was only slightly

loose, and the vibration was so rapid and

become 'noisy,' that is, cause a scratching
noise in the output of the set. A good
remedy for this, while not always success-
ful in curing a transformer which has be-
come noisy, is to short the highest B-
power unit (or battery) voltage across the

offending winding, very often a trans-
former that has been shorted in this man-

Serviceman's Corner Index
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"
In addition to the above mentioned

disturbances, several rarer cases have
been encountered, among which two of

special interest will be mentioned. In the
first case, reception rose to normal volume
and then died out, repeating the perform-
ance in a regular cycle. In the second case,
a slight whistle interfering with reception
built up and died down periodically.
Both of these troubles were caused by de-
fective heaters which open circuited when
the cathode warmed up and closed again
when the cathode had cooled off.

"
Recently, some experiments were made

with the Arcturus 127 tubes. While the
few tubes tried were found to be ab-

solutely free from the above-mentioned
disturbances, the tests were not exhaustive

enough to prove anything conclusive."

A Book for Servicemen

RADIO TROUBLE SHOOTING, by Enno
R.Haan, E. E.:

This is a book by an associate editor of

Popular Mechanics Magazine, and is pub-

Frank Folsom of WFDF who
services Radiolas on the side and
gives serious thought to the
problems of hum reduction.

lished by the Goo dheart Willcox Company.
It is written as an elementary practical
manual for the average serviceman, and
as such it fills the bills effectively. While I

should hesitate to say that no serviceman
should be without it, certainly most ser-

vicemen, and particularly the beginner,
will benefit greatly by reading it and then
keeping it handy . There are excellent

chapters on tools, equipment, service pro-
cedure, installation, and specific and
general trouble shooting. The book, to-

day, is thoroughly up to date, and should
be valuable as a reference work for several

years to come.

Items of Interest

wE HAVE commented before on the
difficulty experienced by independent

servicemen in securing reliable data on
different receivers directly from the manu-
facturers. As a large percentage of all

service work must inevitably be carried on
by the independent serviceman, and the
ultimate reputation of any set manufac-
turer rests upon the service obtained by
the owner, it is obvious that the manu-
facturer is doing a four-fold injustice to
himself, his dealer, the serviceman, and
the set-owner in withholding this informa-
tion from any reliable serviceman regard-
less of whether or not he retails that
particular receiver.
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{[[MELVIN L. SHOOK, of Shook and
J Jones, radio maintainance and ser-

vice, of Akron, Ohio, writes:

"Here is something that may interest

you. Needless to say, as soon as I receive

the latest edition of RADIO BROADCAST the

first articles I read are those on Service.

Well, a couple of months ago, I happened
to read John Dunham's article which
said that the wide-awake radio manu-
facturer would be glad to send service data
to service concerns, if said service concern
wrote on their business letterhead. I

immediately wrote to 28 of the possibly
35 known radio manufacturers. Twenty
one sent us their manuals, two others

charged fifty cents and one dollar, respec-
tively (We don't mind paying for a manual
if it is any good), one never answered, and
four refused.

"While we have only 14 makes of the
various 28 sent for, represented on our
customer file, the manuals have facilitated

things considerably, and we have the data
for the sets of future customers.
"We find it helpful to examine the cir-

cuit diagram of the set to be serviced be-
fore starting to service the set, no matter
how many times we have serviced that
same model before.

"The four manufacturers that refused
were: R.C.A., Temple, Bosch, and Strom-

berg-Carlson. The latter two referred me to
local dealers a futile source of informa-
tion for independent servicemen."

The I. R. E. 1929 Year Book: A pub-
lication of considerable interest and

value to the serious serviceman the

expert verging on the engineering side of
his art is the 1929 Year Book of the In-
stitute of Radio Engineers. This publica-
tion is available to non-members from
the Institute at 33 West 39th Street, New
York City, for $1.00. Over one hundred
pages of the Report of The Committee
on Standardization make up a volume of
authentic and useful radio information
from the definition of radio terms to the

description of standard tests on radio re-

ceivers. Some of this latter material will be
of use to the general serviceman.

A
Letters from Servicemen

FEW NOTES on the economics of
servicing: "Dear Ed.: Here's my
idea of how much a serviceman

should charge. This is when service calls
are made in the city. I don't know how
much to charge the out-of-town service
calls because I never had one.
"When I come in a house to service a

radio set, the customer does not pay me for
the work I do but for how much I know.
Here's an example. I walk into the parlor
and turn-on the switch for the set. If I

find that the set is giving insufficient
volume and a tube is the cause of it, I

replace the defective tube. My charge is

two dollars for the call plus the retail price
of the tube. I never give or service a set
on trust. This is bad business."

If I find from routine tests that there is

a broken connection or something is

burned out then I will most likely take the
set to the repair shop. However, if I can fix
the set right then and there, I will, so as
not to keep the customer waiting and put-
ting a burden on my shoulders. If a trans-
former or fixed condenser is blown, right
to the shop it will go, where I have no in-
terference. This is how I charge on sets

brought in. The service call is a standard
two dollars. If anything is blown or burned
out I charge the retail price for replace-
ment. I also charge two dollars per hour
on repairing. Even if I work only a half
or three quarters of an hour, I charge two
dollars. In this way of charging I am not
the loser and no other good radio service-
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man should be. When a customer calls on
you he expects you to fix up his set prop-
erly and he also expects a bill. Some
servicemen find that customers will not

pay. With my system, if I have the set in

my hands, I do not take it back until the
bill is paid. If I put the set in the console
and make it work and they refuse to pay
the full amount, then, after several un-
successful attempts of collecting, I put his
name on my black list which means that
no service until the bill is paid."
WALTER OSTROWSKI, JR., Radio Sta-

tion w9cMx. Chicago, Illinois.

A new phase of real service:
"

I am in the
service business as far as the locating and
cure of radio interference is concerned.
But after all that is one of the most im-
portant branches. This work is not limited
to our sets but to'everyone that complains
of interference to the power company.
"We have a truck equipped for this

work a standard half-ton panel body
and in it there are three sets, a Radiola
26 super, a four-tube radio-frequency set
and a three-tube set on loop. All sets are

portable. These sets are mounted on spring
supports to take the shocks away from
the tubes.

"We also carry all kinds of filters, choke
coils, and condensers so that most any
kind of a cure can be recommended."

In my work I have found most every-
thing in the catalog that interferes and
some that are not in it. Some of these

things would no doubt be of interest to
others that are in the same game and a
help to those that are trying to clear up
their town to increase sales."

_J.
E. DEINES, w9cv, Kansas Power

Light Co., Topeka, Kansas.

Telephone Directory Advertising:
" Un-

intentionally we have become specialists in

servicing one make of set. In running an
advertisement in the classified section of
the telephone book, we used a small Fada
cut mainly to make the copy more prom-
inent and compelling to one glancing
through that section. This has brought in

Boris S. Naimark who describes
himself as a "temperamental

debutante."

quite some Fada service, and is, in fact,
the only advertising that seems to pay
for itself. Outside of that we have been
taking care of everything that has come
along. I think I have run into almost every
breed of receiver at one time or another,
old ones, new ones, and plenty of trick
ones."

E. D. MORELL, Service Radio
Laboratory, East Orange, N. J.



. T)oubleday, T)oran & Co.

announce the selection of MR. RUSSELL DOUBLEDAY as Editor

of WORLD'S WORK. From the conception of the idea of this

magazine and from the publication of its first issue,

MR. DOUBLEDAY has been closely associated with it. His

work with this house, including his connection with the

management of its periodicals, his authorship of several

books and, in recent years, his services as editorial head of

its book publishing department, has given him a sympa-

thetic understanding of the aims and purposes of WORLD'S

WORK; and so, our loyal friends and readers can confidently

be offered the assurance that the highest ideals of the

founders and former editors will be upheld.

On the following page is reproduced a memorandum from

the Editor to the Circulation Manager. It is printed here

because of its interest to the thousands of men and women

who have followed this magazine for nearly thirty years.



May 29th, 1929

Dear Mr. Eaton:

Now that the WORLD'S WORK is about to enter its thirtieth

year it seems fitting that its ideals and convictions should be restated

and some suggestions made of its history and background. I was for-

tunate in being present at the modest birthday party of the WORLD'S

WORK and took part in many of the discussions in early 1900 when the

plan and scope of the magazine were fixed.

Walter Page, in the opening editorial of the first number,

forecast the position this country was to occupy in world affairs and

with amazing prescience and clearness set forth our national respon-

sibility and our opportunities for usefulness, and the part the magazine

hoped to play in these foreseen great events. He ended with this

paragraph:

It is with the activities of the newly organized

world, its problems and even its romance, that

this magazine will earnestly concern itself, trying

to convey the cheerful spirit of men who do things.

The founders of the magazine believed very definitely in certain

principles. This being a forward-looking country just emerging from its

pioneer days the WORLD'S WORK should express that spirit. It was be-

lieved that the wrongs, the mistakes, and injustices should not be

ignored but the remedies should also be set forth. Great progress in in-

dustry, in government, in science, in art, come through the power and

genius of man, so, much of the magazine was to be devoted to fact

stories of men and women who do things. It was believed that beauty
and interest should go hand in hand and that good writing is not in-

compatible with sound information. I have heard Page say a thousand

times: "But the man can't write!" and out would go the article. It

was planned to illustrate the magazine with photographs or reproduc-
tions of great paintings because it was believed that good photographs
carried conviction and could still be beautiful.

The WORLD'S WORK has for more than a quarter of a cen-

tury been built month by month on these solid foundations and some

notable achievements in periodical journalism have been given to the

loyal supporters of the magazine during those momentous years.

It is with a mixed feeling of humility and confidence that I take

up the work of editing the WORLD'S WORK: humility because I realize the

greatness and capacity of Walter Page and his successors and because I



quite understand that comparisons will be made with their work and mine.

But I have some confidence also, because I have lived with the magazine
since its birth. I have worked for it, had to do with its management,
written for it at times suffered when it did not come up to its best

standards, and was cheered when it did its job well, as often happened. If

this varied experience is helpful in editing the WORLD'S WORK, I am for-

tunate. I believe it will be useful in my new job.

Certain of the characteristics (I will not call them features) of

the WORLD'S WORK which have been rather lost sight of recently, we shall

restore. The March of Events, that summary of important doings here

and abroad, will be put back in the front of the magazine. We hope to

make it vigorous, interesting, and progressive. The financial articles will

resume their rightful place. Authoritative information was never so much

needed as today. The flood of new books makes a general survey impos-

sible, but we hope to show their tremendous importance in our daily lives

through an account of various human experiences. But of that more later.

All this is general. To be specific: We shall have the biographies

of two of our important diplomats:

Myron T. Herrick, so many years ambassador to France, and

Henry Morgenthau, who recently accomplished that enormous job of

repatriating the Greeks. I wish I had space to tell you how he made

the Bank of England turn over to him $50,000,000.

The disregard for law is one of our national sins. A series of

articles by various authorities will be published on this subject. And an

attempt will be made to lay the situation bare and then remedies will be

suggested. An exposure of a sore is useless unless a remedy is suggested.

Much can be done to change and I hope improve the maga-

zine in two or three months but you realize, I am sure, that it will

take some time to get articles written and prepared for press.

The WORLD'S WORK has a big job to do and I hope that I

may count on you and all the able men and women in our business to

help me do it.

Let us work together "to convey the cheerful spirit of men

who do things."

Heartily yours,



FREE with the compliments of

WORLD'S WORK

Thrills, secrets, emotions passions, ambitions, successes . . . 100 of

the world's most powerful biographical stories in this complete four-

volume set "PERSONALITY 100 PATHS TO SUCCESS" are yours
ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT COST with an 18 months' new, or renewal,

or gift subscription to WORLD'S WORK.

ASULTRY NIGHT. Boston's
waterfront showed but a
dim silhouette ofsteeples,

warehouses, and the feathery
lacework of spars and rigging. A
red-headed immigrant boy,
starved and penniless, furtively

crept from the steerage hold to

the deck and dropped into the

murky waters of Boston Harbor.

Desperation alone prompted
"Old J.P." to risk being drowned in the dead of

night rather than face immigration officials. This
was a night on which the fates gave to our country
a poor, unfortunate young man who but eighteen
years later paid $346,000 for the New York World!

Immigrant boy, soldier, mule hostler, stevedore
the remarkable life of Joseph Pulitzer truly reads
like a chapter from the Arabian Nights!

It is but one of a hundred phenomenal stories
that you will enjoy in this amazing 4-Volume Set
"PERSONALITY 100 PATHS TO SUCCESS."
Crowded into each story is the essence of a great
life spectacular episodes, romance, love, drama
material more than sufficient for a full-length
novel !

Send No Money
Mail Coupon Whether Yon
Are a Subscriber or Not

DOUBLEDAY, DORAN & COMPANY, INC.
Dept. W. W.-8, Garden City, New York

YES, send me absolutely free the remarkable 4-voIume GIFT-SET,
"PERSONALITY-100 PATHS TO SUCCESS," at the same time en-
tering my subscription to WORLD'S WORK for 18 months for only
$6. (plus 35c. for packing and shipping charges). If, after a week. I

am not thoroughly delighted with the books, I will return them at
your expense and you will cancel my subscription. When you bill

me, I understand I have the option of paying the entire $6.35 at once
or may send you the first payment of $1.35 and easy monthly in-
stallments of $1 each for the balance.

VAME.....

ADDRESS
(If I am now a subscriber, the 18 months' subscription will start from
the expiration date of my present subscription.) Books and Maga-
zine may be sent to different addresses.

Here Is Life Shorn of
Conventional Restraints

Read how Tex Rickard rose from Nevada gambling
saloon-keeper to supreme King of Sports how
Edgar B. Davis makes millions in extraordinary oil

deals the legend of Calvin Coolidge the lives of
President Hoover and Al Smith. Read how Jessica

Ogilvie and her six sisters built a prosperous nation-
wide business as beauty specialists the intimate
stories of Greta Garbo and Lon Chaney "Schwab's
Story ofCarnegie" -"American Girl Pleads Lepers'
Cause" "He Refused a Million-Dollar Salary"
and 88 other powerful stories equally fascinating.

Explorers, authors, business men and women,
teachers, screen stars, scientists, laborers, presi-
dents, criminologists, kings, gamblers, multi-
millionaires, adventurers . . . you live with them
the greatest thrills of their lives. From their own
lips you learn the secrets of their amazing suc-
cesses. On your confidential visits to their homes
all conventional restraints are laid aside and their
innermost thoughts, emotions, passions and am-
bitions -the all-powerful governing motives of
their lives are revealed for your personal benefit
and entertainment.

Order Your Free Set TO-DAY !

These four 300-page volumes of biographies are priceless!
They cannot be bought anywhere at any price because they
are published exclusively for WORLD'S WORK subscribers.
In preparing them, WORLD'S WORK has taken infinite

pains to combine every desirable merit of good reading
value; inspiration; guidance towards success; education;
and above all, enthralling entertainment.
To fully appreciate these books you must see them for your-
self delight your eyes with their beauty give your mind
the enjoyable treat of their reading. Simply mail the cou-
pon and your four-volume GIFT SET will immediately go
forward to you. And we will enter your order for a new, or
renewal, or gift subscription to WORLD'S WORK for 18
months at a price which thousands of delighted subscribers
consider a bargain at actually less than the single-copy
cost. But, you must mail the coupon immediately before
our supply is exhausted.
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STRAYS from THE LABORATORY
Free Detector Voltage

A SCHEME FOR using the C bias of a

power tube as the plate voltage for

a detector is shown in Fig. 1 . In this circuit

the upper part of the C-bias resistor, which
is in the center tap of the filament winding
of the power tube, is more positive than
the lower part by the voltage drop along
the resistor. For example, this resistance
is of the order of 2000 ohms with most
power tubes and the voltage along it

varies from 40 volts for the 171 tube to
80 for the 250 when worked at its maxi-
mum voltage. These voltages are of the
same order that are required for detector

plates. It is only necessary to connect the
heater of the detector tube to the point
of lowest potential on the C-bias resistor

and the plate circuit as shown to apply
this voltage to the tube in question.
The only advantage we can see is the

decreased cost due to the elimination of one
resistance, that used to lower the con-
ventional 90 volts for amplifier tubes down
to 45 volts. The disadvantage is that
common coupling between two tubes is

provided. If the condenser across the
resistor is large, so that its reactance at low
frequencies is small compared to the re-

sistance of the unit, little a.c. voltage will

be developed along the resistor and very
little coupling between tubes should occur.

Radio and the Stock Market

THE
FOLLOWING story may be inter-

esting to those who either do or do
not believe that the Federal Reserve
Board should have anything to do with
stock market speculation.
The wife of an economics professor in a

southern university bought a little battery-
operated Radiola long ago. She was so
interested and pleased with the set that
she thought thousands of
other people would be in the
same frame of mind, and
had a "hunch." If so many
people were liking radio so

much, stock of the Radio
Corporation ought to be
valuable. She learned from

/
her husband exactly what
to do and bought some
Radio at about $80. After
a little her stock went to
$140 and taking her hus-
band's advice sold out. Sub-

sequently Radio went sky
high as everyone knows.

In the same university a

professor of English bought
a Victrola and enjoyed it so

that he too had a "hunch."
He bought all the Victor
stock he could on margin,
breaking all the rules for

conservatism and mortgag-
ing everything he owned.
When the Orthophonic
came along his stock went
up and up and after a little

he sold out clearing some-

thing like $100,000. This is another one of
those stories to which the reader must
connect his own moral.

Call
Letters

Detector Power Tube



Practical Talks to Service Workers V

WHAT SERV^MEN SHOULD KNOW

John S.

Dunham

WHAT INFORMATION
must a serviceman
have about tubes and
batteries in order to

service properly radio

receivers? Of what

practical value is a

knowledge of the plate,

filament, and grid
voltages, filament cur-

rent, plate current,

plate resistance, and

amplification constant
of all the standard

tubes in use? When can a serviceman find

definite use for information
on the life ofB batteries under
various current drains? Here
are certain definite questions
and our answer to them is

that such information is al-

most essential if a man is to
service all types of receivers

quickly and satisfactorily.
That the writer is of the opin-
ion that servicemen must
have such knowledge is in-

dicated by the examination
(see page 405, August, 1929,
RADIO BROADCAST) which is

given to all newcomers in his

organization. In this organi-
zation a serviceman without
this knowledge would be

An idle member and good
for nothing

Russus Ephesius.
If there is one characteristic

peculiar to the radio industry
it is the number and variety
of designs which it produces
annually. These tricks and
changes in circuit arrange-
ments will put any service-

man on his mettle and they
will put the serviceman with

practical experience only at a
distinct disadvantage in com-
parison with the man who has
added to his practical ex-

perience the knowledge we
have found so essential.

We realize quite fully, how-
ever, that many servicemen
feel that they can get along
satisfactorily without this

knowledge they damn it

with the triumphant ques-
tion, "Of what use is it?"

Therefore, we will discuss the

subject for the double pur-
pose of showing employers the

knowledge which their ser-

vicemen should have in order
to build up customer sat-

isfaction and of showing
servicemen how they may increase their

ability.

Value of Tube Knowledge

FIRST
LET us talk about tubes and see

if we can't give some sound examples
to indicate the value of a knowledge of
tube characteristics. Probably the most
familiar data on tubes is the filament
voltage, Ef. required by the various types,

By JOHN S. DUNHAM
QRV Radio Service Inc.

but a knowledge of the filament current,

If, requirements is perhaps not so common
and there are cases where knowing the

filament current is essential. Take, for

example, the case of a battery-operated
radio receiver (there are still many in

use) supplied with filament current from a

storage battery. The job is to connect a

trickle charger to the storage battery and

adjust it so that it will keep the battery-

charged. Unless one is familiar with tube
data and can determine the total filament

current drain of the tubes in a set, there

would be no simple way with the usual

field service equipment, which does not

This page of the QRV examination for servicemen
contains the questions considered in this article.

contain an ammeter of sufficiently high
rating of determining how much current
the trickle charger would have to supply to

keep the battery charged. On the other
hand, if the serviceman has a knowledge
of tube data he can calculate that
the total current drain of a five-tube
set, for example, is 1.25 amperes, since
each tube requires j amp. Multiplying
by the number of hours the set is used per
day, for example five, we get the number

of ampere hours which in this case is 6.25.

Because the battery is only 75 per cent,

efficient somewhat more than 6.25 ampere
hours must be supplied to keep it fully

charged. Therefore, let us say that in the
19 hours (24 5) the trickle charger must
supply 7.75 ampere hours. Dividing 7.75

by 19 gives 0.41 ampere as the current

required from the trickle charger.
It is equally, if not more important, for

the practising serviceman to know the

plate voltage, Ep , and the plate current,

IP, requirements of standard tubes. In

battery-operated sets, one must know the
EP requirements to determine how many

B batteries are required and
the Ip requirements to deter-
mine whether light- or heavy-
duty batteries are necessary.
In choosing a B-power unit to
be used with a particular set,
one must be able to determine
whether the current and volt-

age the unit can supply is

sufficient for the receiver.

Suppose a particular radio
receiver uses a single 171A
tube supplied with 180 volts
on the plate from a B-power
unit and that the owner of the
set wants it changed over to
171 A'S in push pull because
the single tube overloads too

readily. Will the B-power
unit be able to supply suffi-

cient voltage with the addi-
tional 17lA in use? A knowl-
edge of the plate current

requirements of all the tubes
in the set to which must be
added the additional plate
current drain due to the extra
171A tube would enable one to
know definitely whether the
total plate current consump-
tion would be greater than
that which could be supplied
by the B-power unit.

Problems in A.C. Sets

THE
ABOVE examples have

referred particularly to

battery sets but the increasing
use of a.c. receivers should
make it obvious that a knowl-
edge of the Ep and l p require-
ments of a.c. tubes is also

essential. Sometimes when
servicing an a.c. set the ser-

viceman may have on hand
the charts supplied by the
manufacturer indicating the

plate currents and plate volt-

ages, but frequently such in-

formation is not available. If

the average operating characteristics of
the tubes are known, however, the service-
man will be able to know approximately,
in most cases, the voltage values he should
find applied to the various tubes. Similarly
he will be able to judge whether or not the

grid voltages are approximately correct.

Without this information he can only guess
and guessing is a pretty certain indica-

tion of inefficiency.
A knowledge of the plate resistance and
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amplification constants of various tubes

is not as essential as is a knowledge
of the plate, filament, and grid volt-

ages and plate and filament currents.

but, nevertheless, it is highly desirable.

If one type of tube is to be substituted for

another type it is generally advisable that

they have about the same plate impedance.
If a low-impedance tube is used in an r.f.

amplifier in place of a high-impedance tube-

it is likely that the amplifier will oscillate.

If one substitutes a power tube with an

amplification constant of about 3, the 171 A,

for a power tube with an amplification
constant of 8, the 112A, he would find that

somewhat greater signal voltage would be

required on the grid of the 171A tube to

deliver the same output as was obtained

from a 112A. These voltages might be

high enough to overload the preceding
audio amplifier tube. Therefore, when

using a low-mu power tube in place of a

power tube of a higher-mu, it is always
advisable for the serviceman to consider

the possibility that the preceding audio

amplifier stage may be overloaded with a

new tube in use.

Such information as this is not only
valuable in this very practical manner,
but is also useful as stock information to

enable the serviceman to answer intelli-

gently the questions of his customers
when they ask why a 171A tube should be

used in their set in place of a 112A or why
the B-power unit they have will not be

satisfactory with a new type of tube.

A knowledge of batteries seems perhaps
to be a prosaic sort of information and

perhaps, in the years to come when all

sets are a.c. operated and batteries are

simply a curiosity, servicemen will be

able to get along without knowing very
much about them. Nevertheless, we ven-

ture to prophesy that such information

will prove of daily value for the next ten

years.
Some servicemen feel that the right

way to test dry batteries is simply by
connecting a high-resistance voltmeter

across them. It is not so, however. When
batteries that have been in use for some
months are to be tested, the set should first

be turned on and be permitted to run for

several minutes before measuring the

voltage of the batteries. Dry-cell batteries

recuperate considerably when not in use,

and, if their voltage were measured with-

out first turning the set on, it would show

up much higher than would be the case

with the batteries in service.

Testing Batteries

A FTER much practical experience in

^Vmeasuring batteries we have found
that good new dry cells which will have a

long life show an initial no-load voltage
between 1.55 and 1.6 and that B batteries

A view of the test bench installed in the Newark
office of the QRV Radio Service, Inc.

show between 46 and 48 volts. Supposedly
new dry cells or B batteries which show-

lower voltages under the same conditions
are either not fresh or are of inferior con-
struction. This is information which we
have obtained after numerous tests and it is

well worth while to keep these voltages in

mind when installing new batteries. B
batteries should be discarded when their

terminal voltage under load is less than
37 volts.

In our examination we also test the

applicant's knowledge on the care and

operation of storage batteries. In this

connection it should be pointed out that the
method of testing batteries is not always
fully understood. A voltage reading, for

example, to determine the condition of a

storage battery is of very little value
and serves only to indicate whether the

voltages of the three cells are approxi-
mately equal. The state of charge of an

ordinary lead-cell storage battery can be
determined most accurately by means of

a hydrometer. When fully charged the hy-
drometer will read about 1250 and a bat-

tery should never be permitted to dis-

charge below the point where the specific

gravity, as indicated by the hydrometer,
is less than 1100.

The height at which the electrolyte
should be maintained is very important,
especially when a rather high trickle

charger rate is used. With such an
installation there is liable to be consider-

able gassing and if the electrolyte is too

high in the jars some of the acid spray will

escape through the vent holes and cause

corrosion of the terminals. If the electro-

lyte does not cover the plates, the un-

covered portions will heat excessively and
the wooden separators will be damaged.
A knowledge of such things is obviously
of daily usefulness in insuring the greatest
life of the battery.

Conclusions

WE HOPE we have succeeded to some
extent in our endeavor to indicate

why we know information of this sort on
tubes and batteries is so essential. We
don't for a moment believe that the service-

man should be academic he must be

practical. But, figuratively speaking, we
don't want to argue whether the horse or

the cow is most useful. Both are essential

just -as practical and theoretical knowledge
are essential to good service work.
The road to knowledge any knowledge
is a difficult one. We can't personally

conduct one along the way but have only
tried to indicate the path. In a sense, when
one takes the path he is a searcher into the

unknown, but facts of importance may be
in the path of any digger though he digs

only for potatoes.
The prime requisite in increasing one's

knowledge is that the added information
should be usable. We remember reading
a sportsman's recipe for cooking porcupine
which included long stewing with many
changes of water. The recipe concluded
with the advice to throw it all away with-

out serving. Excellent advice under the

circumstances, perhaps, but the writer

can assure the reader that if he goes to the
trouble of getting sound radio knowledge
he won't have to throw it away with-

out using.

IF I OWNED A RADIO STORE I'D MAKE IT PAY

profit of between $9000 and $10,000. You
are spending $12,000 and going into the

hole. Your business was making more than
double the profit you thought it was, and

you were spending over three times as

much as you thought you were. This year
you've paid your loan, on the dot, made
another and paid that on the dot. You've
done other things too. You've looked out
for your collections, got your money in;

your store looks better and more attrac-

tive; you buy your stock less wastefully.
Now what are you going to do with your
profits?"

"I need $1500 of them. The rest I'm

going to keep in the business."

The banker who told me this story
also told of doing the same sort of thing

(Continuedfrom page 199)

for an Italian fruit dealer and several

others.

We make a great mistake if we think

that the whole function of a bank is just to

say, "Yes, you can have this loan," or,

"No, you can't have this loan." Bankers
themselves recognize their obligations to

give advice and the profit there is to them
in establishing confidential and advisory
relations with their customers. While a

banker may not always be able to give

important advice on business promotion,
he is always able to give the best practical
ideas on the financial layout of a business.

Really there isn't an awful lot to learn

in order to establish a business on a basis

to take care of costs, profits, overhead,

promotion, and expansion, but there are

altogether too many who neglect these

things and who fail where they might
succeed if they knew just where they
stood financially.

If I could put into my pipe-dream radio

business the simple financial organization
which I have been talking about and add
to my equipment the belief I have in the

immediate possible development of radio

sales which a merchant can stimulate with

good promotion material, I have a hunch
that I might make a little money.

Personal good-will building, working
capital increase, salesmanship, advertising,
service you or I may be better naturally
at some of these things than at others, but
we've got to have them all well covered to

succeed and grow.
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Engineering Data on the Stromberg-Carlson

A MODERN DESIGN OF RADIO RECEIVER

VIRGIL M. GRAHAM
Radio Engineer, Stromberg- Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Company

lirgil M.
(rraham

l\ DESIGNING modern
radio receivers one of
the principal problems
confronting engineers
is that of selecting the
vacuum tubes to be
used. This selection

must not be made hap-
hazardly as a well-

cnpineered job must
have a sound reason
for everything.
The latest addition

to the list of tubes
which may be considered by engineers for

use in the r.f. stages of broadcast receivers

is the 224-type a.c. screen-grid tube. If

the receiver designer contemplates using
this tube in his radio amplifier stages he
must satisfy himself that there are very
definite reasons for employing it, other, of

course, than the fact that it is new.
The designers of the receiver described

in this article The Stromberg Carlson

Receiver, Models 641 and 642 studied
the problem carefully and found very
good reasons for adopting the a.c. screen-

grid tube for radio amplifiers. The first

consideration was, of course, the effect

on fidelity of reproduction. Investigations
showed that a material gain in this charac-
teristic could be obtained when three radio

amplifier stages with 224-type tubes' were
used as this made possible two improve-
ments in the detector-audio system. One of
these is the use of the "linear" power de-

tector, which reduces to a negligible value
the harmonic distortion common to the

ordinary square-law detector; the other,

dependent on the first, is the use of a

single audio tube, the power output stage
being fed from the detector. These ad-
vancements are made possible by the

greatly increased radio-frequency voltage
which can be supplied to the detector by a
radio amplifier using 224-type tubes. Both

BOO looo iio4

KILOCYCU3

Fig- 2 An "analysis" of the
screen-grid r.f. amplifier de-

scribed by the writer.

It is with considerable pleasure
that we present this article by Mr.

Graham, of the Stromberg-Carlson

Telephone Manufacturing Com-

pany, for few organizations are as

generally held in high esteem as the

engineering department of this

company. This article on the design

of the new Stromberg-Carlson

screen-grid receiver, models 641 and

642, will, we are sure, prove es-

pecially interesting and helpful to

our readers.

THE EDITOR

the above mentioned improvements de-

pend on this increased radio-frequency
voltage. (See "Detection at High Signal
Voltages, Part I" by Stuart Ballantine,
delivered at U. R. S. I. I. R. E. Meeting,
Washington, May 15, 1929.) A detector

having linear characteristics that is.

KM* <*-,

150 WX1

fO UV lit 1W

m uuxrcul

Fig. 1 Amplification curve of a
radio transformer used with the

224-type tube.

characteristics which avoid distortion
of the audio frequencies in the output when
the signal has high modulation is es-

sentially a device which works on com-
paratively high voltages. A detector which
supplies enough audio voltage in its plate
circuit to enable the single stage of audio
amplification also requires the high radio

voltages whether it be of the "linear"

type or not.
Let us now consider the second problem,

namely, selectivity. The examination in
this case showed that with properly de-
signed radio-frequency transformers the

224-type tubes would enable the selectivity

10
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of the receiver through the standard I. R.

E. dummy antenna. The ordinates are

plotted in microvolts for convenience and
not in "microvolts per meter." The former

unit may be converted to the latter by
dividing by four (the standard antenna
assumes a height of four meters). The
curves showing the microvolts necessary
at the various control grids to produce a

standard output were taken with the signal

fed to the control grid through a one-half

microfarad capacitor and with the tuning

system of that stage realigned to com-

pensate any capacity from the lead wires

to ground. Examination of these curves

will show that the voltage gain in the an-

tenna transformer is quite appreciable and
that the distances between the curves for

the successive grids are substantially

uniform, allowing, of course, for the usual

variation in tube characteristics. It will

also be noted that the value of the voltage

amplification agrees very well with that

shown in Fig. 1, being slightly lower on
account of the various leads which are

present in the receiver but which are not

used in the "ideal" set-up for measuring
transformer characteristics only.

Fig. 4 shows the selectivity of the re-

ceiver taken at 1000 kc. The dotted line

shows the selectivity of a good receiver

employing 227-type tubes in the same
number of radio amplifying stages. In

taking these selectivity curves the in-

terference output is not used,
but they are plotted as the

"
Ratio

of Input Voltage off Resonance
to Input Voltage at Resonance
for Standard Output."

Fig. 3 shows the fidelity curve
of this screen-grid tube receiver.

The ordinates are in decibels (DB)
and show response throughout
the range with respect to the

standard signal obtained at 400

cycles as "zero level" or refer-

ence point.

Complete Shielding Needed

IN
DESIGNING a receiver em-

ploying a. c. screen-grid tubes
for radio amplifiers, as described

above, where the radio voltage
applied to the detector runs from
three to ten volts, great precau-
tions are necessary to insure
proper shielding, adequate by-
passing, and correct location
of wiring. In this receiver
the radio transformers are

POWER
SUPPLY
CORD

RECTIFIER
TUBE
SOCKET

TERMINALS OF>
CAPACITOR n
ASSEMBLY

TERMINALS OF^ OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
ASSEMBLY

AUDIO
AMPLIFIER
SOCKET

TERMINALS OF
AUDIO

TRANSFORMER

TERMINALS OF \

FILTER VOLTAGE
INDUCTOR DIVIDER
ASSEMBLY RESISTORS

SHIELDS COVERING
RADIO AMPLIFIER

WIRING

Fig. 5 Bottom view of the screen-grid chassis with all shields in place.

enclosed in seamless copper shields which
have tight-fitting overlapping covers.

These copper shields are 2| inches inside

diameter and 2f inches inside length.
The transformers are wound on 1| inch
outside diameter formica tubing. The
secondary of an interstage transformer is

GRID CLIPS

UX-280
RECTIFIER
TUBE

UX-245
AUDIO ^

AMPLIFIER

UV-Z27
DETECTOR

TUBE

Fig. 6 Top view of the screen-grid chassis with covers
over the r.f. and detector tubes removed.

wound with 96 turns of No. 30 B & S
enameled wire and the primary is wound
over one end of the secondary "turn for

turn." The primary consists of 53 turns of
No. 39 triple-silk-covered resistance wire,
the total resistance of the winding being
about 380 ohms.

Each unit of the variable gang
capacitor is enclosed completely
in a metal compartment and
special short contact springs
are provided to ground the
rotors to the partitions between
the units. Such short springs are

necessary to prevent undesirable
effects due to the inductance of

longer springs. Fig. 9 shows the
construction of the gang capaci-
tor. The radio amplifier and de-

tector tubes are each enclosed in

a metal compartment adjacent
to the corresponding units of the

gang capacitor.
The by-pass capacitors are

specially made, low-resistance

units and have their lowest im-

pedance at the frequency where
maximum gain is obtained in the

receiver. A radio-frequency filter

in the detector output cir-

cuit, located close to the plate
terminal, is employed to pre-
vent radio frequency from get-

ting into the audio system.

POWER
SUPPLY CORD

HI-LO-
SWITCH

DETECTOR
PLATE
FILTER

Fig. 7 Bottom view of the screen-grid chassis icith all shields removed.

This filter consists of a ten-millihenry
choke and two 0.0005-mfd. capacitors
in the usual pi arrangement. Fig. 6
shows the top view of the chassis with
the tube cover removed and all tubes
in place. Fig. 5 shows the bottom view of
the chassis with the shields in place and

Fig. 7 shows the receiver with the flat

shields and the transformer shields re-

moved. It will be noted that the arrange-
ment of apparatus is such as to secure all

shielding possible; for instance, the by-
pass capacitors serve as shields between
the radio amplifier tube sockets.

Schematic Diagram

Fig. 8 is the complete schematic circuit

of the chassis. The secondary of the output
transformer is designed to work into the

moving coil of the built-in dynamic loud

speaker and the current to energize the

field of the loud speaker is obtained from
the power outlet shown connected across

the output of the rectifier tube.

The 227-type tube is used as a linear

detector with automatic bias, the grid bias

being adjusted automatically to the proper
value for the strength of signal received.

This type of detector does not overload
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Fig. 8 Complete schematic diagram of the Stromberg-Carlson screen-grid chassis. This receiver is designed to

operate in connection with a special built-in dynamic loud speaker.

readily and the output of this set is auto-

matically prevented from passing the
level of serious overload and "blasting"
in the power-output stage.
The circuit diagram also shows the

double-acting volume control, functioning
to reduce both the voltage supplied from
the antenna and the gain of the amplifier,
It is arranged, however, so that the biases

on the grids of the first two radio amplifiers
are not changed until the signal is reduced

greatly by the antenna input control,

preventing distortion due to overload of
the first radio amplifier tube. Such an ar-

rangement is accomplished by operating
two potentiometers by a single knob. The
first is connected across the antenna pri-

mary ("high-impedance" type) with the
antenna attached at one junction of coil

and resistor unit and the lever or movable
contact connected to ground. Thus, as the
knob is rotated, varying amounts of signal
are admitted to the radio amplifier. The
second potentiometer is connected so that
the biases of the control grids of the first

two radio tubes are increased as the signal
into the radio amplifier is reduced by the
first potentiometer. To prevent the over-

loading effect mentioned above, this

second potentiometer is constructed so
that the bias voltages are not changed
until the movable contact has traveled
about one quarter of a revolution. This
insures that the signal applied to the
first radio tube is of small enough value to
avoid distortion.

It will be noted that while the detector
is of the plate-rectification type, there is a

grid leak and capacitor shown in the cir-

cuit. These have nothing to do with the
detector action, but allow the magnetic
pick-up unit for phonograph operation to
be connected directly between the de-
tector grid and ground without short

circuiting it through the radio transformer

secondary, thus greatly simplifying the

switching arrangement necessary. The

0.00025-mfd grid capacitor also serves

as a scratch filter for the magnetic pick-up
unit which is designed to operate with
these receivers. The pick-up unit is con-
nected for operation by turning the
volume-control knob counter-clockwise.
The audio filter between the power tube

and the output transformer is designed to

secure the proper cut-off above the useful

range of audio frequencies.

The B-Supply Circuit

THE
B SUPPLY employs two stages of

specially designed filter to secure the
I'xtreme filtering action that is necessary.
The tapped inductors in the arrangement
shown allow much greater filtering action

Fig 9 View of the gang tuning
condenser unit showing special
short contact springs to the

rotors.

to be obtained per stage with the same
amount of material than is possible other-
wise. This additional filtering is ac-

complished by a
"
bucking" action between

the fields set up by the current in the two
portions of the inductor, one in the main
circuit and the other in the branch circuit

in series with the capacitor.
There is little else unusual about the B

supply. It should be noted that the speaker
field circuit is connected directly across

the output of the rectifier tube as indicated

in Fig. 8. Although not so indicated the

power transformer is arranged with four

taps on the high-voltage secondary. The
inside taps are used in the model 641
set which is designed for use with a magnet-
ic loud speaker. Because of the extra

load imposed on the filter system by the

dynamic loud speaker used in the model
642, somewhat greater voltage must be

applied to the rectifier tube and the outer

taps are therefore used.

FRESHMAN ORGANIZES
CANADIAN COMPANY

GHAS.

FRESHMAN Co., INC. in conjunc-
tion with Canadian interests has or-

ganized the Freshman-Freed Eise-
1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 Radio Ltd. with headquarters located
at 20 Trinity Street, Toronto, Canada.
This recently formed Canadian radio

corporation has issued $400,000 preferred
stock and 1000 shares of common stock, all

of which has been absorbed by private
subscription. C. A. Earl president of the
Chas. Freshman Co., -Inc., heads the new
corporation and George H. Gooderhan,
of Toronto, is vice-president. The Board
of Directors includes C. A. Earl, Joseph
D. R. Freed, and Warren J. Keyeg, repre-
senting the Freshman interests and George
H. Gooderhan, H. S. Gooderhan, W. S.

Turnley, and K. S. MacLacklan, repre-
senting the Canadian interests.

Over half a million dollars worth of
business has already been booked by the
Canadian Corporation and the new distri-

butors and dealer outlets for both the new
Earl and Freed Radio Receivers are being
contracted for every day. The sets will be
assembled in Canada under special Cana-
dian licenses which have been granted by
the Neutrodyne and other patent owners.
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THE FEDERAL MODEL "L" RECEIVER
Tin:

MODEL i, receiver is not the first. Federal
set to utilize the new a.c. screen-grid tubes

but this new act does constitute a distinct step
forward in the design of screen-grid receivers.
Because of the use of these particularly effec-

tive tubes and the new 245-type power tube,
outstanding performance is obtained.
The receivers are housed in conveniently

arranged cabinets. In the upper compartment
of the cabinet is the radio set proper consisting
of three stages of radio-frequency amplification,
a detector, and the first audio-frequency stage.
In the lower compartment is located a ten-
inch dynamic cone, the second-stage audio-

frequency amplifier, and the power apparatus.
The radio receiver is mounted on a sliding shelf
which may be withdrawn completely from the
back of the cabinet, the shelf still acting, how-
ever, as an extensible support which holds the
receiver while tests are being made or the tubes
are being replaced.

If the radio receiver housed in the upper com-
partment were examined carefully it would be
found to contain three stages of r.f. amplifi-

cation with a tuned-coupling transformer be-
tween the antenna circuit and the first r.f.

amplifier tube, a detector using special circuit

arrangements, and the first stage of audio-
frequency amplification. The elements of each
radio-frequency amplifying stage, namely the
tuning condenser, transformer, and a screen-

grid tube, are completely shielded. In addition
there is a second shield around each of the r.f.

transformers and around each tube. All of the
power leads to each r.f. stage are filtered

thoroughly. This extreme care is used in the
design of the set so that maximum gain will

be obtained from the screen-grid tubes and so
that the complete amplifier will be perfecUy
stable and free from distortion.

In the design of this receiver the vital depend-
ence of the hum output on the design and cir-

cuit arrangement of the detector stage was
realized and a dual type of hum eliminator was
installed in order to keep the detector hum com-

pletely under control. The power amplifier circuit
is composed of two high-quality push-pull trans-

formers, a cut-off filter, a timber control, and,

of course, the two 245 tubes. The cut-off filler

eliminates the very high audio frequencies.
The timber control is an essential part of the

receiver. It contains three positions, each hav-
ing been given .a name to indicate the type of
reproduction it provides. These three names
are utilized in connection with organs to indi-
cate which stop is]being used. The tirstposilion
on the timher^control is known as the "Clarion"
stop which, as its name implies, gives very
brilliant reproduction. It is especially useful
in rooms that are acoustically rather "dead."
If the set is to be used in more normal surround-
ings, the "Mezzo" stop should be employed.
With this stop some brilliancy is sacrificed to
secure somewhat better balance. This is the
most useful of the tops and Model L receivers
when shipped have the control set on the Mezzo
stop. The third position is known as the

"
Bour-

don" stop. With this stop considerable emphasis
is given to the extremely low tones.

[Note: We are advised that changes in this
circuit are being considered. If necessary, a re-
vised circuit will be published Edtlor.\

- CHAS1S

THE PHILCO MODEL 65 RECEIVER
Since the issuance of the^sircuit below on the Model 65 by the Phila- placed by a tapped coil, the taps making connection to a "local-

in the distance* switch on the panel. Note the use of double primaries ondelphia Storage Battery Company, one change has been made ii

antenna circuit. The antenna coil shunted by a resistance has been re- the r.f. transformer to give more uniform gain throughout the band.

245 Tube

Gnd Ant

Indicates

Chassis ^
A These stages are shielded

from each other. The shields are

not indicated in this schematic. TYPE
TUBE
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THE EDISON MODELS R-4, R-5 AND C-4 RECEIVER
These receivers incorporate several unusual features among which are switch which automatically indicates when the set is tuned to a favorite

an interesting hum adjustor (n-13) connected to the mid point of the station. Type 227 tubes are used throughout except in the output cir-

push-pull transformer feeding the two power tubes, the double primary cuit where there are two 245's. The volume control functions to reduce
windings on each of the r.f. transformers, and the "light-o-matic" the input from the antenna and also to increase the r.f. bias.

Pick-up

Speaker Input Transformer

THE FREED-EISEMANN NR-95 A.C. RECEIVER
Four stages of r.f. amplification, a detector and two stages of audio-

frequency amplification are used in this receiver. The antenna circuit
is tuned by means of a variometer. Each r.f. amplifier stage is neutral-
ized by means of double-wound primaries on the r.f. transformers. In

all the stages except the last heater-type tubes are used. The use of
heater tubes conforms with a general tendency among set manufacturers
to utilize this type of tube rather than the 226 type. A light-socket an-
tenna is provided in this receiver.

A-Arcturus Type 127
B-Arcturus Type 145
C-Arcturus Type 180

for 60 CyCles - 1 mfd.-600l.'

For 25 Cycles - 2mfd.-600)
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Improvements in Antenna Coupling Circuits

A SYSTEM FOR UNIFORM AMPLIFICATION

By w. A. MACDONALD
Chief Engineer, Ilaseltine Service Corp. Laboratories

ONE
OF THE faults with a radio receiver

of the tuned radio-frequency type
is that it is not possible to attain

uniform amplification over the broadcast
band unless certain definite measures are
taken. A receiver without these definite

measures will have considerable amplifica-
tion at high frequencies and much less at
lower frequencies where the selectivity is

somewhat greater. The effect upon the
user is a receiver that seems very selective

at low frequencies, and rather broad at
the high frequencies; or from the stand-

point of amplification, the receiver is com-
paratively insensitive at the longer waves
and very sensitive at short waves. This is

a disadvantage.
This article is the result of work by engi-

neers of the Hazeltine Service Corp. Labor-
atories. It describes an antenna coupling
system which makes possible an almost un-
iform voltage step-up over the operating
broadcast range or, by slight modification,
a greater voltage step-up at the low-

frequency (long-wavelength) end of the

range than that obtained at the high-
frequency or short-wavelength end of the

range. In any case, the voltage step-up
obtained at low frequencies is a substantial

improvement for a given number of tubes,
over methods now in use.

Two Systems Now in Use

BEFORE
GOING into a detailed descrip-

tion of the arrangement, a better

understanding of it may be had by a brief

discussion of the two forms of antenna
coupling arrangements now commonly
used. Fig. 1 consists essentially of coupling
the antenna structure to the input of the
radio receiver by means of a comparatively
small number of primary turns rather

closely coupled to the secondary or input
tuning of the receiver. Where a separate
tuning adjustment is provided for in the in-

put stage, the mutual inductance between

Antenna

Capacity

Fig. 1

the primary and secondary of the input
transformer may be fairly large. That is,

the primary or antenna winding, L,, may
consist of a coil of 15 or 20 turns of wire

supported on a 2" form, having an induc-
tance of possibly 25 microhenries, which
is very closely coupled to the secondary
winding, consisting of, say, 70 turns of

wire, supported on a 2" form having an
inductance of 200 microhenries. When an

input transformer of this character is con-
nected to an antenna structure, a certain

amount of the antenna capacity will be
reflected into the secondary circuit;

hence the minimum capacity of the circuit

is increased, which in turn requires an

increase in the maximum value of the

input tuning condenser of approximately
nine times the value of the effective mini-
mum increase. With a circuit of this type
operating with an average antenna having
a capacity of 200 mmfd., the voltage
step-up, as measured across the secondary
circuit, is approximately 35 or 40 at 1500

Antenna
Capacity

"W" Fig. 2

kc. and 7 or 8 at 550 kc. The amount of

detuning of the first circuit as compared
with the following circuits is then a func-
tion of the size and character of the an-
tenna employed, the detuning being small
for a small antenna and increasing as the
antenna capacity is increased.
Where a circuit of this nature is em-

ployed with a uni-control receiver, it has
been found necessary to decrease mater-

ially the effect of the antenna upon the

secondary circuit of the transformer. A
convenient way of accomplishing this is

by providing two or three taps on the

primary or antenna coil, as in Fig. 2,
so that when the receiver is used with a
small antenna about 15 or 20 microhenries

may be employed in the antenna coil and,
as the antenna capacity is increased, a
smaller and smaller inductance value may
be employed. With such an arrangement
it has been found necessary to provide
an additional capacity for the remaining
stages of the amplifier so that they will

"track" properly with the input stage.
The value of the capacity is usually in

the neighborhood of from 7 to 10 mmfd.,
which means that the effect of the antenna

upon the input circuit may be in the neigh-
borhood of from 7 to 10 mmfd. In this

way the various stages of the amplifier
are made to track, but at a considerable

expense: first, in the form of voltage step-

up as determined by the input stage, and
second, by increased cost in the tuning
condensers, for, as the minimum capacity
of all tuning condensers is increased by
at least 7 mmfd., it will be necessary to
increase the maximum capacity by ap-
proximately 60 mmfd. The voltage step-up
in a transformer which produces, with an

average antenna, an increase in the grid-
filament capacity of the first stage of from
7 to 10 mmfd. is approximately 20 at 1500
kc. and 2 at 550 kc.

A Coupling Tube Circuit

/CIRCUIT No. 3 employs an antenna-

\^ coupling tube or a substantially aperi-
odic input circuit which links the antenna
to the input of the radio receiver. A con-

venient way of accomplishing this is by
employing either a high resistance or high
inductance connected between antenna
and ground and utilizing the voltage drop
to supply signal voltage to the input of the

coupling tube. The output of this tube

may be coupled to the receiver by one of
the conventional coupling transformers.
With such an arrangement the antenna
constants have little or no effect upon the

tuning of the following circuit.

In some cases, it has been possible to
secure a small voltage step-up in the coup-
ling tube. This may be obtained most
conveniently by utilizing a choke coil

connected between antenna and ground
which, in conjunction with an average
antenna, tunes to approximately 500 or
550 kc., provides a voltage step-up in the

neighborhood of 4 at resonance and dimin-

ishing to 1 for remote frequencies. It has
not been found practicable to employ a

greater voltage step-up than this in the

coupling stage because of the effect of

powerful local stations, which produce
an effect termed "cross-talk" in the re-

ceiver. That is, even though the radio
receiver may be tuned to one station, the

large voltage developed in the input coil,

as a result of the proximity of another
station, tends to modulate the input
tube, thereby allowing both signals to be
heard.

A New Circuit

THE
ARRANGEMENT discussed in the fol-

lowing paragraphs eliminates certain ob-

jectionable features of both of the previous
arrangements. It consists fundamentally
of a rather large inductance which may be

coupled to the tuned secondary. The value
of the primary or input inductance may be
selected to come either just within or some-
what outside of the lowest frequency in the
broadcast range when employed with an

average size antenna.

Fig. 3

Assume that a 200-mmfd. antenna is to
be employed, then the magnitude of the

primary inductance will probably be in

the neighborhood of 400 to 600 micro-
henries. This would produce a circuit

resonant to about 560 to 460 kc. which
would pass the least current at 1500 kc.

and the greatest at resonance. The voltage
induced in the secondary circuit by a given
primary current, however, is the highest at
1500 kc. and the lowest at 550 kc. The
resulting effect of these two conditions

produces a substantially uniform voltage
step-up over the operating range, with a
somewhat higher value at low frequencies.
Where antenna capacities in excess of the
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Interesting Data on Their Design and Use

CHARACTERISTICS OF R~ R CHOKE COILS

R. S. Kru.se

IN A HECENT article in

RADIO BROADCAST, the
author made the gen-
eral statement that it

is sometimes quite
troublesome to have
an r.f. choke present a

capacity reactance in-

stead of the inductive
reactance that one

usually attributes to

it. A request has been
received for a more

specific statement on this point.

Unfortunately it is difficult to make any
statement that is both specific and general.
More or less qualification is necessary and
the reader is asked to keep in mind the

necessity of some analysis of his particular
circuit before deciding if the remarks

apply there.

Rather obviously the choke will act as

an inductance at low frequencies, since its

distributed capacity is of no importance
then. As the frequency is raised one even-

tually arrives at the point where the choke
is in resonance ; that is, the inductance and
the self-capacity of the choke tune it to

the frequency being fed to it. The result is

that the choke presents a high impedance
to the r.f. (which is desirable), but at the
same time tends to develop a large "cir-

culating current" inside the choke itself.

This circulating current can be thought of

as going in one direction through the

inductance of the choke and returning
through its self-capacity. Since these con-

stants are distributed it follows that the

circuit is not a simple one but instead is

capable of showing multiple resonances.

On one side of each of these resonances
the choke presents (to the external circuit)

an inductive reactance; on the other side it

presents a capacitive reactance both

being high in normal designs of chokes.
Further general statements become im-

possible; we must consider the various

types.

An Incorrect Assumption

FIROM
WHAT has been said one may

assume that it is necessary always to

operate in the inductive-reactance regions,

avoiding the resonant points and those of

capacitive reactance. This assumption is

not correct. In many cases it is of little

consequence whether the reactance is

positive or negative, as long as it is high

222 Detector

+ B

Fig. 2 In this circuit the r.f.

tube tvasfed through the tuned
circuit of the following tube.
Somewhat higher output was
obtained because of the rela-

tively higher load impedance.

By ROBERT S. KRUSE
Consulting Engineer

enough and for some applications it does
not even need to be high ! Furthermore, the
resonance points need not be avoided in

the more common cases for reasons that
are given in the following paragraphs.

Let us first take the case of the simple
cylindrical choke, having one layer of

wire, the length of the coil being perhaps 4
times the diameter, and the wire size small.
Measured alone, this coil will show promi-
nent resonance at a frequency such that a
half wave is standing on it (voltage at both
ends and none at the center), likewise at 3
times and 5 times this frequency, above
which the resonances become less distinct.

It will be noted also that the alleged third
harmonic is not exactly at 3 times the
lowest resonance frequency, likewise the
fifth is not at exactly 5 times the funda-
mental. This is the usual action of a reso-

nant circuit with distributed constants;

Detector

Audio

Amplifier

Fig. 1 The effectiveness of the
choke between the detector and
amplifier was noted by the sig-
nal obtainedfrom the two-stage
amplifierfollowing the detector.

antennas act similarly. The reason is that
at each system of resonance we have a
different current distribution which is

equivalent to rearranging the current
carried by each of the various small por-
tions of the coil's self-capacity. The effect

of these self-capacities accordingly varies

from that at the fundamental.
So far we have dealt with laboratory con-

ditions a coil hung out in space and meas-
ured by a weak field cautiously coupled
into it. This is not the way the equipment
will be used. Instead we will connect ap-
paratus to the two ends of the coil and
feed r.f. to the coil through this apparatus.
This is quite different from the process of

magnetically manufacturing the voltage
in the coil itself, and again we find the
elusive self-capacities shifting about so as

to alter the seeming resonance points.
It follows that the goodness or badness of
a choke depends not only on the choke but
also on the suitability of the job for the
candidate. This leaves us badly at sea.

We have not determined anything and
have discovered several new variables.

Until one has learned something by trial

and error it is usually impossible to gener-
ate useful theory. Let us see, therefore,
what practice teaches us, then perhaps we
can apply the theoretical speculation to

step on toward a better type to be given
practical test. Let us leave the single-layer
coil for a moment.
We find that where the r.f. voltage

across a coil is high, or where a very high
irnpedence is necessary, it is essential that
the coil have physical length. If we do not

have length distance between the two
terminals we obviously will have fairly

strong electric fields directly between the
ends of the coil without much regard to
the manner in which the wire wanders
about. If the frequency is high there will

be entirely too much bypassing due to this
end-to-end capacity of the coil, entirely
without any reference to the turn-to-turn

capacity or the layer-to-layer capacity.
Very well when is this serious and what's
to do about it?

The reply to this is that it is serious only
for receiving equipment working with
shunt-fed screen-grid tubes, short-wave
sets working below 50 meters, and for

transmitting sets using shunt feed of plate
supply or grid bias. The cure depends on
which of the cases we consider.

Screen-Grid Circuits

O HUNT FEEDING screen-grid tubes is fairly
kj common practice, frequently with
small regard for the effect on the gain of the

stage. Unless one knows what the load of
the tube looks like it is hard to say if the
feed-choke should have a capacity or in-

ductive reactance. One knows with cer-

tainty, however, that it should have a very
high reactance. Even at broadcast fre-

quencies this means that the inductance
must run to many millihenries and the
distributed capacity to a very few "micro-
mikes." The average receiving r.f. choke
entirely fails to supply such a combination,
since it consists of a mere "scramble
winding" divided into sections. This sort
of choke works well enough when it is

required only to keep r.f. out of an audio-
transformer primary or to perform some
other chore in connection.with a 201A or a
227 tube. Inspection of trie tube constants

suggests that equally good work at the
same wavelengths with a 222 or 224 tube
will require jV the self-capacity and 10
times the inductance or something of
that general sort. Such an improvement is

hardly to be hoped for, hence we must
either put up with the nuisance of feeding
through a tuned (tunable) circuit or else

do the best we can. The obvious way to

improve the choke seems to be that of

lengthening it and making it slimmer so as
to reduce self-capacity. Unfortunately,
one is limited as to space and this process
does not help much before the inductance

2% =20 Slots

Clip-..

winr

lOMJUUlM]

pint
SMlfL^

Slots in which
Wire is wound

Fig. 3 A common type of
multi-section choke. The slots
were wound full of No. 38 wire,
and when placed near a hetero-

dyne icare meter, resonances
werefound at or near thefollow-
ing frequencies: 982, 1022, 162H,
1930 kc. Other small resonance

peaks were alsofound.
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begins to fall off badly. The next obvious
weak spot is the "scramble" winding of

the usual choke, since this permits choke-
coil turns to slip down inside the winding
and come near other turns that should be
removed from them. A systematic winding
would seem to be of advantage but trial

shows that plain layer winding produces
so much inter-layer capacity as to ruin the

choke rather completely. This leaves the

expedient of a winding with narrow layers
of the "universal" or "honey-
comb" type, or else a winding
with layers but one wire wide!

This last sounds foolish but is ac-

tually done in the Samson choke
which consists, in effect, of spirals

(one wire wide) laid side to side.

Lest this seem to run to hair-

splitting let us show a few con-

crete figures. To secure these a
tuned 222 stage was fed from a

1-meter antenna, the driver being
a sinusoidally modulated 50-watt
transmitter some distance away.
The r.f. output of the 222 stage
was fed to a detector and two-

stage audio amplifier, the a.c. out-

put being measured with an a.c.

meter suited to the modulation

frequency of 120 cycles. Various
chokes were used to shunt-feed
the 222 tube whose plate load was
the detector-input tuned circuit.

Choke Meter Readings (Scale 0-200)
used 15 meters 80 meters 360 melers

Fortunately, also the lumped types of

chokes have so many resonance points
that they overlap into a sort of mountain

range, giving a fairly uniform high im-

pedance over a wide range and then sinking

imperceptibly into the normal Xc and XL
curves. One accordingly has a wide useful

range. Though the peaks are not as high as

in a simple solenoid, which is very much
better over a small range, the voltages
involved are low and the circulating cur-

A
B
Samson
C
D
E

8
10
25
18
6

28

80
50

100
90
35
110

The chokes used were as follows:
A Commercial tube using a wooden form

with three unequal grooves wound full

of No. 38 enamel.
B Same as A except as to proportions.
Wire size about 34.

C Three small "Universal" coils 2J"
diameter by 1J" wide, wound with No.
38 single silk.

D One Universal coil 161'," wide and with
outside diameter of 2".

E Feed through tuned circuit

It will be seen that even the
best of the chokes drops off in

impedance with wavelength. This is not

altogether the fault of the choke, since

the tube falls off also. For comparison
there is provided the set of figures ob-
tained with the same tube fed through
the tuned circuit, as in Fig. 2. It is

only fair to say that the chokes used
were considerably better than the average.
Some of those sold gave no reading at all

at 80 meters and values as low as 10 at
360 meters.
The circuit used here would work well

as long as the choke reactance was high
regardless of Us sign: that is, whether it

was capacitive, inductive, or resonant.

Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson (right), consulting
engineer of the General Electric Company, ex-

amining the memory meter which he developed
for depth soundingfrom airplanes. The mem-
ory meter intercepts the radio echo and records
the altitude for the observation of the pilot.
With Dr. Alexanderson in the picture is his

assistant, S. P. Nixdorff.

rents due to resonance are accordingly low
also.

The case for the transmitter is different.

Here the voltages are materially higher
and serious currents will flow through the
choke unless its impedence is very high
indeed. If we attempt to run the imped-
ence up to the requisite value by using a
"tuned trap" (coil shunted by a variable

condenser) we will have large circulating
currents and large losses in this trap.

Fortunately, the transmitter, unlike the re-

ceiver, is not required to work at all wave-
lengths and we are enabled to do away with
tunable circuits, using instead a coil hav-

ing small C, large L and ample length so

as to cut down the field intensity. In gen-
eral, this becomes a slim solenoid or else a
series of small honeycomb coils strung
on a rod with their fields additive. In the
latter case the sections may be equal or

unequal without marked change in per-
formance. The wire size must be as small as

possible frequently a small wire will heat
less than a large one. However, the smaller
wire must retain the same thickness of

covering to secure this result. The
effect is even more noticeable if

the spacing in turns per inch is

kept constant as the wire size is re-

duced. This is often difficult with-
out the introduction of grooved
forms, whose value is dubious in-

deed in this work.
It has frequently been denied

that working a choke at resonance
is a practical operating condition
but the writer can find no case
where resonant operation is not

satisfactory, given a suitable choke
design. This statement has not
been checked above 3000 volts and
the experimenter may get into
difficulties higher up on the scale.

A distinct exception must be
made in the case of regenerative
operation which is to say either
in transmission or in receiving
with a regenerative stage or one
imperfectly neutralized. Here a
resonance peak on a choke is a
nuisance since a change of tuning
may throw the choke reactance

positive or negative with an un-

pleasantly strong effect on the de-

gree of regeneration. In the case of
the receiver this may be dodged by
using the types of chokes which
have multiple resonances in suffi-

cient number to cause the peaks
to tie together throughout working
range. Abrupt changes of voltage
distribution in the choke may be
found but these are harmless.
At ultra-high frequencies, cor-

responding to wavelengths below
20 meters, it is best to arrange
circuits so as to minimize the

need of r.f. chokes, since it is almost im-
possible to combine satisfactory choke
performance and good mechanical ar-

rangement. Where chokes must be used
a special effort must be made to decrease
the inter-turn and the end-to-end capacity.
Very small "basket weave" or Lorenz
coils are fairly satisfactory if the wire is

not over number 34 and the leads are
continued for several inches with the same
wire before reaching larger wire or metal
parts. A diameter of f

" works out well and
may be made on a form consisting of five
slim wire nails driven into a board and
beheaded.

WHAT MANUFACTURERS MAKE AND BUY
have rearranged these data in Table IV.

In the preceding paragraphs we have
pointed out some of the salient facts ob-
tained from the survey. It is hoped the
executives of the various set manufactur-

ing companies will be able to obtain some
useful information from the various tables.

It should be helpful to compare the

practices of the various companies who
cooperated in this survey with the prac-
tices in one's own plant. Whether or not
one makes a particular part will depend on
the manufacturing facilities available,

keeping in mind always that outside manu-
facturers who make a specialty of a parti-
cular item might, in many cases, be able
to build it more economically than could
an individual set manufacturer. Parti-

(Conlinuedfrom page 205)

cularly in the case of the small set manu-
facturer, the more parts he purchases on
the outside, the more space and time can
he devote to the making of complete sets.

However, among large set companies with
adequate manufacturing facilities avail-

able, the tendency, as indicated by our

survey, is build as many parts as possible
in the plant.
The companies from whom data were

obtained for the figures in this article are:

All-American Mohawk Corporation
American Bosch Magneto Corporation
Atwater-Kent Mfg. Company
Crosley Mfg. Company
Day-Fan Electric Company
Federal Radio Corporation
Chas. H. Freshman Company
Grigsby-Grunow Company

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company
National Carbon Company
Philadelphia Storage Battery Company
Sterling Mfg. Company
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Company
Temple Corporation

MAJESTIC SERVICE FOR DEALERS
GRIGSBY-GRUNOW is now publishing, for
dealer distribution, an illustrated roto-

gravure paper called "The Voice of the
Air." It is supplied fortnightly. In addition
to many news pictures of general interest,
the new publication includes a complete
timetable of network programs, pictures
of radio stars, and a radio log of all leading
stations, divided into four geographical
areas. The first issue, it was announced,
had an edition of 1,170,000 copies.
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Formulas and General Theory

CALCULATING DETECTOR OUTPUT
By J. M. STINCHFIELD
Engineering Dept., E. T. Cunningham Inc.

WHEN
REDUCED to its simplest form

the detector action of a vacuum
tube should be as readily understood

as the generally accepted relations for the

amplifying properties of a tube. \\ hen

considering amplification, the tube may be

replaced by a generator whose voltage is

jju%, whose internal resistance is rp, and
whose external load impedance is Zp . The
useful part of this voltage, that impressed
across the load, is the voltage '^jes multi-

plied by the ratio between the load im-

pedance to the total impedance in the plate
circuit.

In an amplifier tube, plate and grid

voltages are chosen which will insure oper-
ation over a nearly straight portion of the

characteristic. For detection voltages are

chosen which place operation on a curved

portion of the characteristic. For example,
if the bias on an amplifying tube is in-

creased until operation takes place about
a point near plate current cut-off, then,
in addition to the voltage ^eg appearing
in the plate circuit, there will be a rectified

voltage, E, due to the curved characteris-

tic. This voltage, E, may be expressed as.

Its D - c- (D

Where. E (peak) is applied to the grid,
for instance a carrier wave, and rp

'
is the

derivative of rp writh respect to Ep .

Taking small intervals along the charac-
teristic Ip curve and dividing the

Ep intervals by the I p intervals, we obtain
rp . Plotting rp against Ep and taking in-

tervals of rp and Ep , the quotient is rp'.

Knowing these characteristics of the

tube, the rectified voltage is readily calcu-

lated. The voltage E is the total internally

generated, rectified voltage and is analo-

gous to the voltage fxee in an amplifier.
The portion of this voltage appearing
across the load Zp is,

epd = i E8 (2,

This is the d.c. voltage appearing across

Zp (where Zp is the impedance to d.c., i.e.,

resistance) when a carrier wave of E peak
volts is applied to the grid. If the carrier

Grid Resistance vs Grid Voltage

C-327 Tube No.2

'Ef -2.5 Volts ..

E b
= 45 Volts
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Grid Current vs Grid Voltag
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Ef- 2.5 Volts

E b
= 45 Volts

1.2 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5

GRID VOLTAGE E c

Fig.l

wave is then modulated M X 100 per
cent., the d.c. voltage will be increased by

the factor I 1 + -=- I. A voltage of modula-

tion frequency resulting from the variation
in amplitude of the rectified voltage will

also appear. Its amplitude will be 2M

TABLE I

A. F. Modulation (M) = 0.20 at 60 cycles
Zp = 50.000-ohm power factor unity
EC = 4.5 volts
EP = 45 volts

Carrier

Volts

0.100
0.200
0.354
0.707
1.000
1.500

times the internally generated voltage of
rectification due to the carrier alone. See

equation (1). The internally generated
audio voltage analogous to ixeg is then:

A.F.

Volts

r.m.s.

0.0027
0.0107
0.034
0.134
0.269
0.605
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To illustrate the use of these relations

the detector characteristics of a Cunning-
ham type c-327 tube will be calculated. A
grid current-grid voltage curve of a typical
c-327 tube is shown in Fig. 1. Reading the

grid current at intervals of 0.025 volt along
this curve, and dividing the current change
into the voltage change per interval gives
a good approximation to the value of the

grid resistance (rg ) at the mid-point of the
interval. This data is plotted in Fig. 2.

Two scales from zero to one and from zero
to ten megohms have been used to extend
the accurately readable range. A similar

procedure is applied to the re curve. In-
crements of grid resistance are divided by
increments of grid voltage and these data
are plotted as the. T% curve shown in the
insert graph of Fig. 2. At any given operat-
ing point the factor for the internally gen-

erated II Jvoltage
of rectification can

be evaluated readily from these curves. For
convenience this factor is plotted against
grid-bias voltage in Fig. 3.

The operating point can be determined

by drawing a line with slope equal to the

grid-leak resistance and intersecting the

8000

Plate Voltage

Amplification Factor Change

Plate Voltage
C-327 Tube No. 2

E[-2.5 Volts

EC =-45 Volta

0.02

"25 30 35 40 45 50 55 , 60
'

PLATE VOLTAGE E h

Fig. 5

EC axis at a voltage equal to the biasing
potential. On filament-type tubes the posi-
tive filament or A terminal gives a bias of
plus 5 or 6 volts. The internal contact po-
tential of the c-327-type tube causes suffi-

cient grid current flow with the connec-

tion_
returned to the cathode. The inter-

section of the grid-leak line and the grid
current curve determines the operating
point. In Fig. 1 these points have been
located for grid leaks from 0.5 to 5.0 meg-
ohms. Referring to the corresponding
points in Fig. 2 the grid resistance is found
to range from 67,000 to 450,000 ohms.
This accounts for the broad tuning in the
stage feeding a grid-leak detector. In a
later section, it will be shown that the
smaller size grid leak is advantageous in

reducing the loss of the high audio fre-

quencies in the grid condenser and in

maintaining good detection with large
signals.

Assuming a grid-leak of one megohm, a
load resistance of 50,000 ohms, and 20 per
cent, modulation, the detected audio
voltage can be calculated from equation
(6). The results are shown below.
The last column shows data obtained by

actual measurement with a 675-kc. carrier
modulated 20 per cent, with 60 cycles.
The measured data is about 15 per cent,
low due to a loss of radio-frequency voltage
in the leads from the signal generator and
in the grid condenser. Usually the meas-
ured and the calculated data are in close
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IN THE RADIO MARKETPLACE
(Continuedfrnm page 219}

Specialty Co., of Dallas, Texas, C. E.
Hamlin Sales Co., of Jackson, Mich.,
National Auto Supply Company, of

Independence, Iowa, Michigan Automo-
tive Supply Co., of Detroit, Mich., Radio
Supply Co., of Tulsa, Oklahoma, The
Royal Furniture Co., of Baltimore, Md.,
Southern Ohio Radio Corp., of Cincinnati,
Ohio, and the Union Tire & Supply Co., of

Burlington, Iowa.
It is also announced that the distributor-

ship for Rhode Island has been

given to the Plymouth Elec-
tric Company, New Haven,
Conn., of which R. J. Mail-
house is the head. The company
will open offices in Providence.

CAMPBELL & PENFIELD have

completed arrangements with
the Federal Radio Corporation
of Buffalo, whereby they have
become distributors in the De-
troit area for Federal Ortho-
sonic receiving sets. Show-
rooms and warehouse have been
opened in Convention Hall at
3 181 Woodward Ave. where the
new Federal "M" and "L"
models are now on display.

THE STATE RADIO DISTRIBUT-
ING COMPANY, with headquart-
ers in Newark, N. J., will act

as wholesaler for Federal Ortho-
sonic radio in the northern New-

Jersey territory, operating as
far south as Trenton, N. J.

many of which will use higher voltages and
screen-grid tubes. The 400-B can be used
for making all types of tests on all receivers

including those using screen-grid tubes.
With this instrument it is possible to
measure the full output of filament-type
rectifier tubes. It is also equipped with a

modulated oscillator, a tube rejuvenator
for rejuvenating up to 12 tubes, and tube-

testing features which make possible mea-
suring the static characteristics of tubes

THE FEDERAL RADIO CORPORA-
TION'S distributor for the New
York area is the Superior Cabinet Corpo-
ration, 206 Broadway, New York City.
B. J. Greenbaum is general manager.

A. D. STHATHY, sales manager of Cable

Supply, announces the appointment of the

following distributors for Speed tubes:
The Gardner Radio and Electric Corpora-
tion, 2728 Locust Street, St. Louis, Mo.,
is handling southern Illinois and the state
of Missouri exclusive of Kansas City;
F. C. Somers, 115 E. 66th Street,
Kansas City, Mo., is handling Oklahoma,
Kansas, Iowa, and Nebraska; C. M.
Mclntosh Company, McClintock Build-

ing, Denver, Colorado, is handling Col-

orado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Utah, and
Eastern Montana; H. V. Scott & Company
506 S. Canal Street, Chicago, 111., is

handling northern Illinois including the

Chicago territory and Wisconsin; J. E.

Date, 818 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis,
Minn., is handling Minnesota and North
and South Dakota; S. C. Steinharter,
2353 Greenfield Street, Grand Rapids,
Michigan, is handling Michigan and Ohio;
Martwell Sales Company, Inc., 1501

Broadway, New York, N. Y., is handling
the metropolitan area of New York with a

special concession covering furniture,

musical, and departmental stores in certain
other territories.

SUPREME: A new model of their set

tester has been announced by the Supreme
Instrument Corp. It will be known as the
Model 400-e. This model does not differ

fundamentally from the former model, No.
400-A, but there have been incorporated
in the new tester certain refinements which
will prove advantageous to the serviceman.
The model 400-A will be continued so the
400-B constitutes an addition to the line.

The new 400-B is designed particularly
to take care of all the new receiving sets,

Checker, model c, makes it easy to test

all types of radio equipment at the time of
sale. Among other things it will test bat-

teries, B-power units, transformers, resis-

tors, and tubes. Price: $26.25. The Flewell-

ing Radio Set Analyzer and Tube Checker
is a combination instrument which makes
possible the complete testing of receiving
sets and tubes. Price: $85.25.

RADIO-VICTOR: Reductions in the list

prices of seven types of Radio-
trons were announced June 12th

by the Radio-Victor Corpora-
tion of America. The uY-227
was reduced from $3.00 to $2. 50,

the ux-226 from $2.00 to $1.75,
the ux-222 from $6.50 to $4.50,
the ux-280 from $3.50 to $3.00,
the UX-112A from $2.50 to

$1.25, the UX-201A from $1.40
to $1.25, and the UX-171A from
$2.50 to $1.25. Large-scale
production and improved tube

manufacturing machinery were

given by an official of the

corporation as the reason why
it has been possible to reduce

prices.

The Supreme set tester, model 400-tt.

as well as testing when they are oscillating.
With the instrument it is possible to adjust
to exact resonance the various tuned cir-

cuits of a receiver. For this test the modu-
lated oscillator is used to supply a signal
to the input of the receiver, and the output
of the receiver is measured in either one
of two ways; one method utilizes the low
scale of the a.c s voltmeter which is con-
nected across the output of the set, the
other method can be found only in the 400-
B which utilizes a thermocouple in con-

junction with a d.c. voltmeter to indicate

the a.c. output current of a special output
transformer, the primary of which is con-
nected across the loud speaker terminals.

In adjusting the set, therefore, it is simply
necessary to tune-in the signal from the
modulated oscillator and then adjust the
various condensers until maximum output
deflection is obtained. Three meters used
in the 400-B are as follows:

D.C. Voltmeter, 4 scales 0-750, 250,100,
10.

A.C. Voltmeter, 4 scales 0-750, 150, 16, 3.

D.C. Milliammeter, 3 scales 0-125, 25,

milliamperes and 0-2.5 amperes.

CLAROSTAT: A line ballast Clarostat
has

just
been announced. It is designed for

use in the primary circuits of power trans-

formers and maintains the input voltage
of the set constant within about 5 per
cent.

RADIO PRODUCTS: This company is

manufacturing a number of instruments

designed for use by dealers and servicemen
in making measurements on tubes and re-

ceivers. The Flewelling tube-checker, model
B, will test all of the following tubes 120.

199. 20lA, 112A, 17lA, 226, 280, 281, 250,

210,240, 245, 222, 224, Kellogg, and Car-
don. The net price of this instrument to

dealers is S22.75. The Flewelling Counter-

DETROIT RADI/J DEALERS
ASSOCIATION: A special radio

exposition to be held in the

Olympia at Detroit, September
9th to 15th inclusive, is being
sponsored by this association.

It is the purpose of the Associa-
tion to direct public interest

to the radio industry in ad-

vance of the usual peak season.

The executive management of

the exposition will be in the hands of

Corley W. Kirby, managing secretary, and
Richard Dunn, general manager of the

Olympic.

MEISSNER LICENSEES

B. F. MEISSNER, well-known inventor,
has licensed the following companies under
his patents:
Atl-American Mohawk
Bremer-Tully (including sets made for Brunswick)
Crosley Radio Corporation
Consolidated Radio Corporation

(WeUs Gardner and Arborphone Divisions)
Electrical Research Laboratories, Inc.

A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc.

Howard Radio Co.

King Manufacturing Corporation
Roister Radio Corporation
Splitdorf Radio Corporation (including its manu-

facture for Thomas A. Edison, Inc.)

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Co.
U. S. Electric Corporation
Walbert Manufacturing Company

The royalty schedules show the cost to

the average maker will run in the neighbor-
hood of twenty to twenty-five cents. Mr.
Meissner's patents and technical services

are largely in relation to design of filters,

and in the reduction of a.c. hum. Other

patents pending and issued include No.
191,195 with broad claims covering the

low-voltage, low-temperature, high-heat-
inertia type of filament lube. It is said

these claims cover the 226- and 245-type
tubes. Patent No. 50,555 is said to cover

the use of a tube having a cathode so

designed as to generate small hum when
energized with alternating current, pre-

ceding a tube having a cathode designed
to generate large hum, and this, in order

that the small hum can be used to neutral-

ize the large hum of the preceding tube.

This patent is said to cover any set using
the indirectly heated type of cathode or
226 type of filament in the detector and
first audio stage in advance of the 171,

245, 210 or 250 in the output stage.
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A JOBBER LOOKS
HIS DEALERS

(Continuedfrom page

AT

his dealers, employs a younger assistant.

The assistant is an expert serviceman, and

incidentally a sales representative. When
the salesman makes his weekly visit to a

dealer, he asks him for the names and ad-

dresses of the dealer's new customers,
whose sets have been installed recently.
The junior salesman calls on them, settles

any misunderstandings or questions they
may have about the operation of the set,

checks over the installation, and sees to it

that they are thoroughly satisfied with
their purchase. The practical result of the

system is best described in Mr. Craddick's
own words.

"
Here's a concrete instance. A salesman

and his junior called on a dealer in a New
Jersey city and received the names of ten

people who had just bought sets from the
dealer. The junior made the ten calls, and

brought back to the dealer the names of

ten new prospects, given him by the cus-

tomers. Out of those ten prospects, the
dealer sold five within the next few days;
the junior salesman made his calls on those

five, and from them got the names of two
new prospects, both of whom the dealer

sold within a week of the junior salesman's
first appearance at his store.

"There were seven sets sold as a result

of the original ten sales and the junior
salesman service. Now take the dollars

and cents of it. The salesman has to pay
the junior's salary. Suppose that he paid
him, in that instance, sixty dollars a week
flat salary. Seven sets were sold, which
we'll put at an average price to the dealer

of $200. That's $1400; the salesman works
on a 5% commission, which brings him
$70, or an added income to him of $10
for that week due directly to the hiring
of the junior salesman. And that, of course,
was just from one of the several dealers on
his weekly visit list.

Furthermore, THE dealer is delighted.
He's made staunch friends of 17 cus-

tomers, who will give him, and the

particular set, priceless word-of-mouth

advertising in the community. And also,

the junior salesman can make the more
troublesome of the dealer's ordinary ser-

vice calls. Many dealers now greet the

junior salesman with a list of service calls

from their customers, all of which are

made by the junior at the regular fee.

"It's a novel scheme, I think. At first

my salesmen didn't take to the idea of

paying an assistant's salary. In every case,

however, a trial has shown them that it

means more business and so more money
for them, and they're all strong for it

now."
In addition, Mr. Craddick concluded,

the dealers have seen the value of expert
service work, of the "Call-back visit after

installation, and have been helped in

building up their community clientele.

Which is just what the junior salesman
scheme was designed to do.

PROFESSIONALLY SPEAKING
( Continuedfrom page 203 )

reduced, not increased, that the public
should be encouraged to listen for high
frequencies and to appreciate the improve-
ment in fidelity brought about by the use
of better audio systems. We believe that

those who talk of increasing the number
of stations by reducing the channel width
should spend their energy on reducing
"man-made static" and thereby permit
the full use of high-" quality

"
amplifiers.

We laud the set manufacturer who con-
tinues to put the best possible audio sys-
tem into his set, even though the listener

in general is not yet educated to look for

real fidelity. Receivers of fidelity of a high
order may seem to be more noisy on

" DX"
but even now, some makers are including
filters which can be switched on to cut
down high-frequency response when the
set is asked to "reach out."

CALCULATING DETECTOR
OUTPUT

(Continued front page 2'iO)

is employed. The data of Table li shows
the signal must be increased to 0.8 volt

r.m.s. to obtain the same output as ob-
tained with grid detection and a 0.20 volt

r.m.s. signal. The ratio of signal input for

the same output is then four to one.

Columns 3 and 4 of Table I show a

comparison of the computed and measured
d.c. component of the rectification. The
agreement is close up to very large signal

amplitudes.
An actual comparison of overall results

obtained with grid leak and with plate
detection shows less difference in sensitiv-

ity than is indicated here. The selectivity
and the amplification in the stage feeding
the detector are increased considerably by
changing to plate detection. Plate detec-
tion is particularly advantageous when the

signal input is large. Grid-leak detection is

not used for inputs greater than a few
tenths of a volt. Plate detection may be

employed for any signal amplitude by the

simple expedient of increasing both grid
and plate voltage. It is possible to use

inputs of several volts delivering sufficient

output to operate the power tube without

any intermediate audio stage.
Some data showing the a.f. output of

several tubes used as detectors are given
in Fig. 6. They show the superiority of the
c-327 as a grid-leak detector.
To summarize the preceding, the object

has been to illustrate the calculation of
detector characteristics from the well-

known static characteristics of a tube. It

is hoped that the curves and relations given
have illustrated the problem adequately so
that detector theory will be applied more
often to numerical solutions in approxi-
mating the performance of that stage.

Many factors influencing the quantity
and quality of the detector output have
not been mentioned here. The discussion
of these factors will be reserved for a later

article.

SUMMARY OF RECEIVERS EXHIBITED AT THE CHICAGO TRADE SHOW
(Continuedfrom paye ?0.9)

COMPANY



Who Are You p

Please Tell f

Dear Reader:

Approximately thirty thousand readers of Radio Broad-
cast will buy this issue from Newsdealers. If YOU bought
this copy from a Newsdealer please tell us who you are.

Our advertisers want to know who our readers are.
Unless you tell us they cannot know. We estimate that 84%
of our readers (newsstand buyers included) are connected with
the radio industry. You help us prove it!

Simply check your classification below. Do it NOW!
This tangible evidence of your interest in Radio Broadcast
will be of very great value to us with our advertisers and
this in turn will enable us to give you a better magazine
in the future.

Let us have your reply pronto!

Thank you!

Faithfully yours,

W. H. Eaton:H.M. Circulation Manager

If you do not wish

to mutilate your

copy of the maga-
zine please let us

know by letter.

CHECK THIS COUPON NOW AND MAIL TO-DAY

RADIO BROADCAST
Garden City, N. Y. R.B.-Aut-29

Dear Sir: In response to your urgent request, I purchased this copy from a

Newsdealer and I have checked classification below.

Manufacturing
. . . Sales Executive

. . .Engineer Executive

. . .Service Engineer

Radio Wholesaling

. . . Sales Executive

. . . Service Executive

. . Serviceman

Radio Retailing

. . .Owner Radio Store

. . . Servicing for Dealer

. . . Independent Service

Other Radio Connection

!\ame

Address .



TRIAD INSURANCE.
sells more tubes^protects your profits

Tube insurance a radically new Triad sales idea ! A
printed guarantee of six months' perfect service or a

satisfactory adjustment made with every Triad Tube.

Now for the first time the dealer can be sure of greater
tube sales and profit protection !

Unique triangular
Triad carton. Builds

up into a striking

attention-getting dis-

play. Use Triad car-

tons in your windows

and on your counter

to link up with Triad

national magazine,

newspaper and radio

advertising.

When a tube is

backed by a printed
certificate guaranteeing six

months of perfect service, it must be

good! Tube purchasers realize it that's

the reason for the tremendous popularity of

Triad. And that's why dealers are winning

greater sales with Triad than they have ever

enjoyed before. But that's only the first

step Triad does more than that for the

dealer it protects the profits he has won.

The insured certificate assures him and his

customer of absolute satisfaction should an

adjustment be necessary. He retains every
cent of profit that he has made in the sale!

No wonder dealers are enthusiastic about

this line. For sales, satisfaction and pro-
tected profits, it will pay you to stock Triad!

Call your Jobber or write us for
complete Triad dealer information

TRIAD MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
Triad Building Blackstone. Middle and Fountain Sts.

PAWTUCKET, R. I. t

THE COUNTRY LIFE PRESS, GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK
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UNIFORMITY

WHETHER
in cartons or carloads, you will find TRIAD

quality absolutely uniform! UNIFORM because the

complete materials for TRIAD Tubes (except glass and base)

are made right in the TRIAD plant; UNIFORM because the

manufacturing process, from first to last, is personally super-
vised by world-famous radio engineers; UNIFORM because

TRIAD Tubes are subjected to nine exhaustive tests for vital

characteristics before ever reaching the packing department
and even there they are sorted for uniformity and again

inspected before shipment! J^ven the testing machines them-
selves are made by the TRIAD Company, and are built to

the U. S. Bureau of Standard Specifications. TRIAD Tubes
are "honor-built" throughout! That is why TRIAD alone

can insure every tube for six months' perfect service and it

is exactly the reason why you can win (as thousands of other

dealers are now doing) far greater tube sales and profits
with TRIAD than you have ever enjoyed before!

Call'your jobber or write us direct for

complete TRIAD dealer information.

TRIAD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
Triad Building Blaokstone, Middle and Fountain Sts.

PAWTUCKET. R. I.

TRIADINSURED
TUBES

Above is shown TRIAD
T-24 Screen Grid Tube

(of AC use.

Tune in on the "Triadors"

every Friday evening

8 to 8.30 Eastern Daylight

Time on WJZ and as-

sociated NBC Stations.

RADIO BBOADCAST. September. 1929. Published monthly. Vol. XV. No. 5. Published at Garden City. >". Y. Subscription price $4.00 a year. Entered at the post
office at Garden City, N. Y., as second class mail matter. Doubleday. Doran & Company, Inc.. Garden City, N. Y.
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The only complete portable
radio testing laboratory

THE
SUPREME DIAGNOMETER is recognized by every radio engineer and technician as the

most complete, thorough and efficient testing apparatus ever devised. Complete in every

detail, yet surprisingly simple. All service can be performed so easily and quickly that the

cost of servicing is negligible compared with antiquated methods, and returns to distributors or

factory for repair or adjustment are completely eliminated. "Scientific Analysis" is substituted

for "Guesswork" and "Experimentation," insuring the perfect results that create enthusiastic

customer satisfaction and good will.

Tube Testing Plus
The only dependable test on all tubes, including screen grid. Tests

each plate separately of '80 type rectifiers. . . . An exclusive feature
of prime importance. Tubes tested under actual working conditions,

revealing every possible deficiency, many of which cannot be deter-
mined by any other service instrument or tube checker.

Screen Grid Analysis, etc.

Accurate screen grid analysis without producing oscillation in

the set.

Synchronizing by thermo-couple meter or A. C. meter. Easy'
and accurate; the same method almost universally employed
in factory practice.

Neutralizing external connections to all apparatus.
All continuity tests without the use of batteries.

THEDIAGNOMETER'S COMPLETENESS, RANGE AND FLEX-
IBILITY WILL PROVE ASTOUNDING. Write for the chart,
"A Test That Challenges Attention."

"Set Testers" prove only
29%to 40% efficient in comparison
with the SUPREME DIAGNOMETER

Supreme Service League
TO RADIO OWNERS:

Look for this emblem in your radio shop, on the

lapel button or card of your service man. It is your
guarantee of dependable radio service.

Most good distributors carry the SUPREME DIAGNOMETER in

stock. If yours cannot supply you, send direct on form to the right.

SUPREME

Order Now
Present production permits imme-
diate deliveries but the momentum
of sales is such that buyers are

cautioned to place their orders now.
Reservations will be made against
all orders placed for future delivery
on specified dates. Make use of
this plan to avoid disappointments.

RadioDiaqnometer

cvncewa&te
Makes everyjtest on any Kadio Set-

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP
338 Supreme Bldg.

Greenwood, Miss.

Please ship SUPREME DIAGNOM-
ETER Model 400-B on basis checked
below.

D Net cash $139.50.

D Time payment plan $33.5(
cash and 8 monthly payments
of $15.00 each.

All prices are F. O. B. Greenwood
Miss. No dealer's discount.

Date shipment desired.

Signed

Firm Name . . .

Street Address .

City State.

Please give three or more bank or trade refer-

ences and names of distributors from whom most
purchases are made.
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ELECTRIC
TUBE BASE

BBANDERS
Impress Neat,

Clean Letters

into

your

Bases

Power Driven

HAND
OPERATED

THE LATEST AND BEST
Machines for Marking Bases

Designed and Built by

GEORGE T. SCHMIDT, Inc.
4100 Ravenswood Ave. Chicago, 111.

Dealers can carry
a more complete,
convenient and less

expensive stock by
purchasing sepa-

rate units.

'The Speaker
OF THE YEAR"
in these cabinets of true Early

American design combine the
skill of scientist and wood work-
er toproducean instrument that

marvelously reproduces every-
thing from the talking voice to

a symphony orchestra.

Write depV G for descriptive
folder and address of nearest
sales office.

WRIGHT DE COSTER, Inc.
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

The New
MODEL 547

Radio SetTester

- saves time

simplifies testing

increases sales

C ERVICE men remember theO time when radio set testing re-

quired hours of time and satchels

full of equipment. The Model 537
reduced radio set testing to its

utmost simplicity and made radio

servicing a profitable business in-

stead of a necessary evil.

NOW Model 547 for A. C. and
D. C. Receivers meets the service testing

requirements of radio's latest develop-
ments, even taking into account the

number of new tubes, sets, and circuits.

Handsome in appearance, it is light, but

rugged, convenient and complete.

Provided with three instruments,

carrying case, removable cover, panels
and fittings of sturdy bakelite.

A. C. Voltmeter 750/150/167
8/4 volts. Only one selector

switch is necessary.

D. C. Voltmeter high range
increased to 750 volts. Other

ranges 25O/:oo/50/10/5 volts.

D.C. Milliameter double range
T 00/20 M. A. provides for lower

readings with better scale char-

acteristics.

Tests On A. C. sets the heater volt-

age and plate current can be read through-
out the test while the D. C. voltmeter

may be indicating plate bias or cathode

voltage.

Self-contained, double -sensitivity con-

tinuity test provided. This can also be
used for measuring resistance as well as

testing for open circuits. Grid test can

be made on A. C. or D. C. screen grid
tubes also the '27 tubes when used as a

detector without the use of adapters.
Two sockets on the panel UY tube

adapters eliminated.

INS
WESTON ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CORP.
604 Frelinghuysen Ave.

Newark, N. J.
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The most perfect detector made

that's why SPEED 227's cost more

for us to make, but not (or you to buy .

Burn - out proof ! Fast heating 5

seconds flat (not by words by test!)

OF RADIO

New? Not to us. In production in

1928 when demand was only ex-

perimental. While others have been

announcing, we have been improv-

ing. That's what foresight and tube-

making experience were able to do.

"THE SPEED Tube line is, of course, complete*.

But these are the "Big Three" now the ones

you're interested in particularly, because they're

the ones your customers want. Carry the quality

227's, 224' s, 245's, SPEED and your tube

business is assured.

The SPEED proposition demands the consider-

ation of every wide-awake jobber and dealer as a

matter of good business. Work fast write at once

franchises are going fast.

Perfected and in production weeks

ahead of others. Very rigidly con-

structed extra bracing of the

elements and special anchoring of

filament in the SPEED 245 give

added volume and finer tone quality.

* The SPEED line also includes the 201A,

199, X140, WD11,WD12, 200AA, 112A,
171 A, 171 AC, 210A, 250, 226, 280, 281.

84-90 No. Ninth St., Brook'yn, N. Y.

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES SINCE 1924
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LIKE A CAR WITH A
BALKED GAS LEVER
IN HEAVY TRAFFIC

This shows the exclusive rockinft disc construction
of Centralab volume control. "R" is the resist-

ance. ConUctdisc "D" has only a raking action

on the resistance. Pressure ami "P" together
with shaft and bushing is full; insulated.

This is the action of the usual wire wound con-
trol after it hat been in use for some time . . .

like dragging a stick over a cobblestone pavement.

1 OUR foot on the gas

brings a jerky response . . . you're

holding up traffic that's anxious to

move.

Your variable resistance feeds the

"gas" to your radio receiver . . . and
there's all the difference in the world if

it's a CENTRALAB.

Quiet, even flow of current without a

crackle or a sputter . . . that's CEN-
TRALAB performance ... a scientif-

ically constructed precision resistance

control for the modern radio receiver.

Write us for Free Booklet
'

\

"Volume and Foliage Controls

Their Uses' J

The tailor ueee the tame principle as Centralab.
He does not want to ruin the garment by placing
the iron on it eo he places cloth in between.
Centralab controls cannot ruin the resistance

because the rocklnff disc is In between the pres-
sure arm and the resistance.

CENTRAL RADIO

20 Keefe Ave.

LABORATORIES

Milwaukee, Wis.

4 SCREEN-GRID TUBES
AND POWER-DETECTION!

The NATIONAL Vel-
vctone Amplifier
Power Supply is anRCA licensed push-
pull power amplifier,
sold completely
wired, and designed
for finest perform-
ance with the MB-29.
Write today for com-
plete information.

Tubes for utmost sensitive-
ness and ditance,-a newly

designed system of Power Detection necessary to get the most
out of the modern high-percentage-modulation broadcasts;
Band-Pass Tuning for complete separation of stations

without any cutting of side-bands, these are only three of
the outstanding features of the new NATIONAL MB-29 Tuner.
The shielded aluminum chassis, precision matched coils,new NATIONAL Projector Dial and Weld-Built Condensers,
all make possible the construction of an A. C. Receiver
which combines the cleancut finish and appearance of the
finest factory-built model with the quality and perfection
of a custom-built job.
There are available a selection of beautifully finished and
specially priced consoles and tables for housing the MB-29,
in various popular combinations.

NATIONAL CO. INC., Maiden, Mass.
. <|J> 1914

136

SCREEN-GRID MB-29

THE TECHMCAL DEPARTMENTS OF

80%
OF THE GREAT RADIO
MANUFACTURERS

SPECIFY

POLYMET
PRODUCTS

This statement appeared in our Saturday
Evening Post advertising. The publishers
investigated its truth before we could use
it' We wereglad they did for now you can
know that "80% equip with Polymet" is not
so many words, but to muckfact.
Doesn't such overwhelming endorsement of

POLYMET
Radio Set Essentials speak for itself?

Use the Quality Parts used by the Industry.

POLYMET MANUFACTURING CORP.
837 East 134th St. New York City

Screen Grid
Tubes and
Power

Detectors
Get the Thordarson

August Bulletin

Input Couplings

Speaker Couplings
Filament Supply
Power Compacts

For the new "245" power
tubes single or push-pull
and the new screen grid power
detector.

DAR
Transformer Specialists Since 1895

THORDARSON ELFCTRIC MFG. GO.
Huron. Kingsbury and Larrabee Streets

Chicago, III.
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SUPREME /
in everything that counts in an ElectricPick

SALES

^PRODUCING features engi'

neering leadership, correctness of

design, precision manufacture, and
a resulting magnificance of tone you
get them all in the newest, finest

Webster Electric Pick'up!

What a profitable success it has been
for dealers everywhere. The few weeks
since its introduction have proved this

irrefutable fact:

The public wants Webster's product!

They recognise the Webster Electric

Pick'Up as a perfect medium for the

true reproduction of music in any form.

Accurate, life-like interpretation of in"

strument or voice, in soft whispers or

crashing crescendos, determines Web'
ster selection in every comparison.

Webster tone is the logical result of the

Webster features listed below. Collec-

tively, they represent the highest pick-

up development in the sound-reproduc'
tion field.

The new Webster Pick-up is available

in two models, each for either battery

operated or A. C. sets. Both models
are packed in attractive self-selling car-

tons if your jobber has not stocked
the Webster, order direct.

The New Webster Model 2A includes

Pick'Up head, supporting arm, built-in
volume control and adapters.

Model 2B includes Pick'

up head, separate vol-

ume control, and neces-

sary adapters.

1 The famous Webster lov

inertia stylus bearing, utiliz-

ing an all-metal pivoting ac-

tion, eliminates necessity for

bulky construction. Posi-

tively no rubber on bearings.
Perfect balance is assured.

2 The Webster Pick-up
head is small and compact,
perfectly balanced, light in

\vcight. Weight of head on
record only 4'/2 ozs. No
counterbalancing or springs

necessary.

These Features Make the Webster Supreme
3 Highest grade Cobalt

magnet of greatest possible

density is used.

4 Shock-absorbing arm
bearing with pivot at base

an exclusive Webster de-

velopment.

5 Unique method of turn-

ing head with arm to conve-

niently insert playing needle.

6 Volume control incorpo-
rated in base compact and
easiest to install an orig-

inal Webster feature.

7 Base is weighted. Can
be screwed to motor board
or merely set in place.

8 Card completely con-
cealed all bearings free
from play and chatter.

9 Construction lends itself

easily to use of varied
lengths of arm for either
standard or talking picture
records.

The Webster Electric Thetter Pick-up
This special model is offered for use with
16" records operating at 33 1

/} R. P. M.
An adjustable counterbalance makes it

possible to correctly control the weight
on the record. Provisions are made for

mounting of base with rubber bands to

obtain vibration-free mounting. Standard

length from needle point to center of

base is 12", but shorter length may be

specified. Finished! in instrument black.

Model 2D Standard Impedance
Head List $25.00

Model 2D-1 Low Impedance
Head (200 tihm) List 30.00

Model 2D-l'<ian also be furnished with
an impedance matching transformer at

$7.50 extra.

1

WEBSTER ELECTRIC Co.
Racine, Wisconsin

Export Department:

154 Nassau Street, New York City

Tilectric Tick-up
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Only the BEST
if CJoodEnough

FREED RADIO

DURHAM Metallise* RESIS-
TORS and POWEROHMS are
available for every practical
resistance purpose in radio
and television circuits, 500 to
200,000 ohms in power types;
1 to 100 Megohms in resistor
types; ratings for all limited
pouter requirements; stand-
ard, pigtail, or special tips.

There are many makes of resistance
units but only one DURHAM the
Resistors and Powerohms which are
used by leading quality receivers. Freed
Radio could cut the cost of their re-
sistances by a small fraction, but their
engineers, their dealers, their jobbers
and their ultimate consumers get added
value in finer reception because FREKD
RADIO RECEIVERS use Durhams. The
presence of Durhams in a receiver is a
guide to the quality of all other parts.

We shall be glad to send engineering data
sheets and samples for testing upon re-
quest. Please state ratings in which you
are interested.

THE LEADERS STANDARDIZE ON

METALLIZED

RESISTOR S& POWEROHMS
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
2006 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia. Pa.

248

A Resistance Unit
that embodies an entirely new develop-
ment in construction the only doubly-
insulated, moisture-proof, wire-wound,
non-inductive accurate resistor. "a

screw terminals permit its instant use

in any type of circuit in any convenient

manner as well as in standard grid-leak

mountings or fuse-clip mountings or by
soldering.

The SUPER AKRA-OHM
besides containing all these unusual features has

a very low temperature coefficient, a minimum
distributed capacity made to dissipate one watt
but will stand an overload without injury. Type
6-M has a tolerance of accuracy of approximate-

ly 1% P'US or minus. Closer tolerances made
on special order.

Complete stock of all values enables us
to make immediate shipments, full
information and prices will be fur"
nished promptly on request.

Jewell Radio Set
Analyzers revolu-
tionize radio servic-

ing. They service
screen grid sets, test

tubes, and test re-

stage by stage. Bind-
ing posts make all

instruments availa-
ble for special tests.

Data and instruc-
tions simplify servicing, and make it accurate
Every serviceman should have a Jewell. For sale by
jobbers everywhere.

FREE&SERVICEMEN
Jewell Booklet
containing data
on sets of lead-

ing radio manu-
facturers furn-
ished free to
serviceme n.
Mail coupon
today.

Jewell Electrical Instrument Company
i65o Walnut Street, Chicago, Illinois

Send your booklet, "Instructions for Serv-
icing Radio Receivers," also literature de-
scribingjewell Radio Service Instruments.

Name

Address. .

PLUG
in a Falck Claroceptor between wall

socket and radio set and eliminate
"static" from motors, street cars, telephones
and electrical appliances. This new improve-
ment by a pioneer radio parts manufacturer
grounds and thus blocks out line interference
noise and radio frequency disturbances. Also
improves selectivity and distance. Requires
no changes in set. Measures just y/2 x 5^ x
2J/2 inches. Thousands now all over America
use the Claroceptor for clearer A. C. recep-
tion. Get one right away at radio parts
dealers. Write for descriptive folder.

$7.50 complete with
cord and plug

CLAROCEPIDR
Built by ADVANCE ELECTRIC CO.

1260 W. Second St. Los An Seles. Calif.

JOBBERS and DEALERS, GET OUR PROPOSITION

BUILT BETTER
CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS

Moulded Mica Condenser
Acknowledged Standard

ACCURACY,
minimum dielectric

losses and freedom from change
under the influence of varying tem-

perature, weather and chemical
action have contributed to the ac-

knowledged pre-eminence of the
moulded mica condenser for use in
radio frequency circuits.

In Aerovox Moulded Mica Con-
densers made in a variety of shapes
and sizes to fit every requirement
only the best grade of India Ruby
mica, pure tinfoil plates and high
quality bakelite are employed. High
quality materials, skilled workman-
ship and constant research combine
to produce a moulded mica con-
denser that is accurate, permanent
and efficient.

Send for Catalog
Complete specifications of Aero-

vox moulded mica condensers and
other units are contained in a com-
plete catalog that will be sent free of

charge on request.

The Research Worker
contains, each month, valuable in-

formation on radio design. It will
be sent free on request.

AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP
7S'/i Washington St.. Bklvn, N. Y. I

PRODUCTS THAT ENDURE
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With EVEREADY

RAYTHEON 4-PILLAR

Tubes, you can get the

from your present radio receiver

PEOPLE in all parts of the

country are telling of the

greater power, increased dis-

tance, improved tone, and quick
action of these remarkable
new tubes. The reason is that

Showing the exclusive, patented Eveready
Raytheon 4-Pillar construction. Note the

sturdy four-cornered glass stem, the lour

heavy wire supports, and the bracing by
a stiff mica sheet at the top.

Eveready Raytheons are built

stronger immune to the

bumps and jolts of shipment
and handling. They come to

you in as perfect condition as

when they leave our laboratory

test room.

The Eveready Raytheon 4-

Pillar construction is exclusive

and patented. Examine the

illustration at the bottom of

this page. See how the ele-

ments of this tube are anchored

at eight points.

This is of particular impor-
tance in tubes of the 280 recti-

fier and 224 screen-grid type
which have heavier elements,

and in tubes used for push-pull
audio amplification, where uni-

form characteristics are most

essential. Eveready Raytheon
4-Pillar Tubes come in all

Trade-marks

SEPTEMBER 1929

types. At your dealer's. He
also has the famous B-H tube

for "B" eliminator units.

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC.

General Offices: New York, N. Y.
Unit of ITHXa and Carbon

Union Carbide Corporation

Eveready Raytheon Screen-Grid Tube,
ER 224. Without Eveready Raytheon's
4-Pillar construction, this type of tube is

delicate, liable to severe damage in

shipment.
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rPHE many readers of this magazine who are
*- interested in the selling of radio and all that

pertains to it have welcomed the division of our

articles into the two distinct sections of the

magazine. The Merchandising section of RADIO
BROADCAST contains interesting and useful informa-

tion about selling problems as they are and as we
would like them to be. It happened that in our

August issue, wholesalers and retailers from many
different parts of the country found a number of our

articles notable enough to request reprints. These

were gladly furnished and it is our hope that they
were of help in the merchandising of radio a con-

tinual problem of this industry hi which RADIO
BROADCAST is primarily interested.

'T'HOSE primarily interested in radio selling will
* find the issue now before them of more than

usual service. A successful house-to-house selling

plan is described in the story beginning on page 253;

comments on deferred payments selling are helpfully

made by G. S. Corpe (page 256) who has been on the

firing line for years; Howard Dickinson, a merchand-

ising authority of national reputation, discusses

trade gossip and its evils (page 258); the annual

behavior of tube sales are detailed on page 260

and interesting information it is too; and B. H.

Darrow, who has been associated with schools for

many years, outlines the size of the radio school

market (page 263).

'T'HE October RADIO BROADCAST will present
*- many short articles on the most useful sales

ideas, tested in the furnace of practical experience,
a discussion of the best means of advertising a local

radio shop, a consideration of the merchandising

plans for the current year to meet new problems,
and many other articles written from a practical

background.

HPHE technical section will contain a description,
*-

published for the first time anywhere, of the

new Stromberg-Carlson automatic volume control

set, an engineering discussion of the British pentode
tube (about which we are going to hear much more
in this country as the months roll by), and an
unusual article on detection problems by a tube

engineer of national repute. These articles are all in

addition to the regular features which regularly

appear and which have become so popular.
WILLIS KINGSLEY WING.
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t your ears
Dy the only standard which gauges
sales success the ears of the pur-
chaser the T*CrA Dynamic is a

better speaker.

T'C'A's claim for superiority does

not hang on the slender thread of a

detail here or a detail there. It does

not hang on an obscure character-

istic of only academic interest.

It hangs on a definite and perfectly

apparent tone value that impresses

itself not only upon the critical ear

of the engineer, but upon the un-

practiced ear of the ultimate layman
who buys the set.

After all, the most important func-

tion of a speaker is to faithfully re-

produce the broadcast program.

It is this characteristic that sells the

set and pays the dividends.

As audio amplification specialists, the T'C-A or

ganization is at your service. The T-CvA Dynamic

is, however, only the final step in the audio series.

The precision, uniformity and tone quality of the

audio transformers and chokes are by no means a

secondary consideration. Nor can a noisy, humming

power-pack be corrected by any companion parts. Like

the links in a chain, each successive unit from the

power-pack to the speaker must carry the responsibility

for perfect reproduction. T-C-A parts are meeting this re-

sponsibility squarel y in many of the finest and most popu-

lar sets on today's radio market.

TRANSFORMER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
2301-2319 S.puth Keeler Avenue, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

SALES QJFICES IN PRINCIPAL. CITIES A
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*ncreases seang
capacity

BECAUSE
of the PAM installation no

one need stand or be turned away for

lack of seats at the Second Church of

Christ, Scientist, Boston, as long as there

is a seat available in the Sunday School
Room or other parts of the church.

Every word of the speaker is picked up
by microphone and PAM amplified for

the loud speakers, which deliver it crys-
tal clear to the overflow assemblages.

Every church or parish house is a logical

prospect for PAM equipment for this or

entertainment purposes, and every radio

dealer should see to its installation.

A new 16-page bulletin giving mechan-
ical and electrical characteristics, repre-
sentative installations and many new
PAM amplifiers will be sent upon receipt
of lOc in stamps to cover postage. When
writing ask for bulletin No. R.B.-10.

Main Office:

Canton, Mass.
Factories at Canton

and Watertown, Mass.

Manufacturers Since 1882
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House
to
House
SELLING

EIGHTEEN months of experience, a

small but active organization in New York

City has proved to its own satisfaction

that the principle of house-to-house can-

vassing, so successful in selling washing

machines, vacuum cleaners, and other elec-

trical appliances, can be applied to radio receiving sets with

profit. Furthermore, the two men behind Reynolds Radio,

Inc., of 130 West 42nd Street, New York City, have found

that when properly modified and amplified to fit the particular

needs of the trade, the house-to-house method of radio sales

has produced greater profits than can be expected from the

less intricate and supposedly more stable appliance lines.

The two men, K. L. Saunders and Herman Resnick, started

on January 1, 1928, with what Mr. Saunders describes as
" two

salesmen, ourselves, and an idea." The two salesmen were

good, Saunders and Resnick had worked successfully together

in managing a dircct-to-consumer washing-machine business,

and the idea seemed to have a few more advantages than dis-

advantages.

Disadvantages of Plan

The disadvantages which militate against a house-to-house

selling business in New York City are more numerous in the

radio trade than in any other, especially so since Saunders and

Resnick decided to confine their efforts to Manhattan and the

Bronx. There are almost as many radio stores in those

boroughs as there are drug-stores. The New York newspapers

carry more radio advertising of retail shops than do the papers

in any other city, and a large proportion of those shops are cut-

How Two Young Men Built Up a

Paying Business in New York City

price stores. Furthermore, house-to-house selling is of necessity

a time-payment business, and with one-third of New York's

population "transient," and one-quarter of the "permanent"
residents addicted to moving to new addresses on every Octo-

ber 1st, the possibilities for lost sets and untraceable debtors

are large.

The Advantages

To offset those drawbacks, Saunders and Resnick figured

that the all-electric set has a greater appeal to apartment
dwellers than it has to house-owners, a greater appeal to the

always-busy New Yorker than to the suburbanite who has

long evenings in which to tinker over his own concoction or

keep his old set in good condition. They balanced the possi-

bilities of absconding debtors against the natural honesty of

human nature and the highly developed credit statistics

available to all New York merchants through the credit associ-

ations. And they knew that a radio set is a luxury, and that

people will buy luxuries for the home far more readily than

they will buy such efficient labor-saving appliances as washing
machines.

At the end of the first year, they had a force of fifteen sales-

men, had done a gross business of $157,000, and cleared a

net profit of $15,000, or 15 per cent. And they had found some

very interesting facts.

"From the beginning, we handled only one line of sets.

We have found that our policy has more than justified itself.

Our salesman know the set thoroughly, and have confidence in

it. The customer feels that if we didn't think it was the best

set, we wouldn't be banking on it to the exclusion of others.
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And by handling only one line, our service problem is simpli-

fied, and we are sure that our servicemen can give expert work

and satisfaction. Once the set is installed and has been ser-

viced, subsequent complaints can often be handled over the

telephone. At the present time, we are giving service satis-

faction by telephone in about 20 per cent, of our complaints,

since we can diagnose the trouble from the customer's descrip-

tion."

The average contract has been for 8200, and the medium-

class market has been the best.

Some business has been done

in the very wealthy districts,

and a little in the very poor,

but the people who are buying

radio sets are those in the

middle level of salary and

social position.

The quality of service ren-

dered has been the determin-

ing factor in ch'nching the

house-to-house sales, and

Saunders and Resnick have

built up a service department
which few if any retail stores

have attempted to equal. The

installation problems in New
York apartments have made

an "interference elimination"

department absolutely neces-

sary, and the work of that

department has in turn

brought increased business to

the salesmen.

Sets are never sold at less

than list prices, despite the

competition of cut-price stores,

and with the quality of ser-

vice which accompanies that

higher price, only one customer

out of every three hundred has

made any complaint regarding

the initial cost.

The policies and practices of the successful house-to-house

canvass are best illustrated by taking a theoretical case. The

salesman makes his contact, interests the customer, and ar-

ranges to have a set installed for demonstration. No sales

contracts are signed until after the customer has heard the

set in actual operation in his or her home, and is satisfied with

its performance. If the delivery-man who makes the installa-

tion finds that there is interference or noise, he will not let

the customer accept the set until it has been serviced by the

interference-elimination department. If the interference-

elimination is successful, the customer pays for the cost of

the materials (the filter condensers and so on), but pays

nothing for the labor involved. If the interference cannot

be eliminated, the set is not sold.

One Year Guarantee

All sets are sold with a service guarantee of one year, and a

six-months guarantee on tubes. A record card of each set sold,

showing the date of sale, with customer's and salesman's name,
details of installation work, and individual records of each

service call during the year, is kept at the office.

If a set proves faulty, or otherwise in need of repair, it is

removed from the customer's home and another one substi-

tuted during the tune required for repairs.

Keith L. Saunders

"We never let a repairman work on the interior of a set in

the customer's home, where the customer can see him fiddling

around with a soldering iron or puzzling over a diagnosis. We

pull the set right out, replacing it with a good set. In many

cases, we leave the loaned set there permanently, and, after

the other set has been reconditioned to our satisfaction, we

treat it as a new set. Our follow-up service system assures us

that there will be no dissatisfaction from the purchaser of the

set, since if we can't recondition it properly we discard it,"

Mr. Saunders explained.

The operations of the inter-

ference-elimination depart-
ment can be shown by one

incident, where the cost to the

customer ran to the unusual

total of $127.50. The usual cost

varies from $7.50 to $20. The

customer was a wealthy man,

living in a large cooperative

apartment. He had never been

able to get a radio set that

suited him, because no dealer

could eliminate the house in-

terference. The Reynolds man
went to work, and before he

was through he had to take

care of interference from six

elevators, five service pumps,
and eight electric ice-boxes.

The customer was more than

pleased, paid the cost of ma-

terials gladly, and, as a result

of that work, the salesman

was able to place two other

sets in the same apartment.
In several apartments, where

house interference had made
radio reception virtually im-

possible, the salesman have

arranged with four, six, or

eight prospective customers to

share the cost of eliminating

the interference, and in every such case each prospective

customer signed a sales contract gladly as soon as the inter-

ference was removed.

Quoting Prices

The Reynolds salesmen always quote the final price to the

prospective customer. They are not permitted to use the

"less tubes" or "less speaker" quotations. The price given

the customer at first approach is the price he will pay
for the set complete, installed, and in actual operation, unless

there is an interference-elimination charge.

Frank confession of previous troubles in "bad" areas is

also a first tenet of the Reynolds sales policy. No set is sold

without actual trial in the location where it will be used, and

in some cases sets are removed against the prospective cus-

tomer's wishes.

"We've found that if the set doesn't function to suit our

servicemen's standards, there is no sense in leaving it there,

even though the customer says he doesn't mind the interfer-

ence or the other deficiencies. Sooner or later, the customer will

mind them, and then we will be in for more service trouble

than the sale is worth. Sometimes, of course, if the customer

insists that he wants the set and is willing to forego the guaran-

tee which we won't give him, the set is sold. There was one
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case like that, a man
who lived in the same

building with a beauty

parlor. We couldn't elim-

inate the interference,

we tried three different

types of filters without

getting results that

suited us, and finally we

told him we couldn't give

him the kind of radio

service we insist on giv-

ing, so we took the set

out. A few weeks later,

he came in, said he

missed the radio, and

bought the set because,

even with the poor re-

ception he got, he liked

it," Saunders said.

Service within twenty-

four hours of every com-

plaint has been a fixed

rule of the company ever

since it started. That ser-

vice is possible because

of the accessibility of all of the company's customers, the

boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx being easily divided

into service districts.

Repossessions, or charge-backs, sets which have had to be

removed because the customers failed to pay up their install-

ments, amounted to 2 per cent, of the gross business in 1928,

and will be smaller in the future because of added safeguards

now taken by the company. One thing that the Reynolds

company learned during its first year was never to install sets

on trial just before an important prize-fight, election.or other

COST OF OPERATION

Sales Expenses

Service $5,345. 29

Advertising 220. 65

Trade-in allowance 1,014. 13

Installations 2,588. 53

Installation supplies 1,580. 75

General Expenses

Office rent $ 2,250.00

Stationery, printing 766. 83

Telegrams 104. 09

Telephones 525 . 54

Office salaries 11,382.00

Income

Gross sales $157,152.91

Regular sales (cash) 31,724. 50

Net profit 15,095.90

major broadcast attrac-

tion. The rule now is

that no sets are sent out

on trial on the two days

preceding such events.

"Ninety-five per cent,

of the repossessions were

due to outside misfor-

tunes which made it im-

possible for the custom-

ers to continue payments,
and are the natural
hazards of installment

selling. Many of those

repossessions, however,

were transferred directly

to friends of the original

customer with the service

guarantee still in force,"

said Mr. Resnick. "Less

than one-half of one per
cent, of our sets were

stolen by customersmov-

ing away before their

payments were com-

pleted."

In the accompanying table arc figures of sales and general

expenses for the year 1928. These will make interesting com-

parison with those of retail store dealers hi the same area.

The figures are not completely reproduced here, only the more

important and unusual items having been selected. Office

salaries were about $5,000.00 larger than necessary during the

first year of operation (1928), owing to what Mr. Saunders

calls "our experiments and inexperience." They will be

considerably lower than the 1928 figure this year, despite the

expansion of the business.

HOW RETURNS AND ALLOWANCES VARY WITH VOLUME OF BUSINESS

THE
PRELIMINARY report on the National Retail Credit

Survey, recently released by the Domestic Commerce

Division of the Department of Commerce, includes

statistics on the percentage of bad debts on open and install-

ment credit sales for department stores, automobile dealers,

and independent retail grocery stores reporting by April

13, 1929.

The open credit loss, hi the case of both department and

grocery stores, was found to vary inversely with the size of

establishments, i.e., the larger the store the smaller the pro-

portion of open-credit loss. No such relationship was found

between the size of department stores and their installment-

credit losses.

The average loss for the 440 department stores reporting,

representing the ratio of total bad debts to total open and

installment credit sales, was 0.4 per cent, on open-credit

accounts and 1.1 per cent, on installment accounts. Chain de-

partment stores had an average loss on open-credit sales of 0.8

per cent, and on installment sales of 1.3 per cent, compared
with 0.4 per cent, and 1.0 per cent, for other department
stores.

The 339 automobile dealers, on the other hand, lost less on

their installment accounts than on open-credit sales, bad

debts representing 0.4 per cent, of installment credit and 0.9

per cent, of open-credit sales.

The percentage of bad debts on open-credit accounts for

the 843 grocery stores doing cash and credit business was

0.6 per cent., the range being from 4.9 per cent, loss for stores

with total sales under $9000 to 0.4 per cent, for stores with

total sales of $250,000 and over.

VALUE OF CREDIT INFORMATION

THE
data collected in the study of credit conditions

among Louisville retail grocery stores showed that, as

a rule, the credit stores which used a credit bureau

had a lower percentage of bad debts than those which did not.

The difference is brought out by the following table:

VoLt'ME GROUP
OP STOBES



THE DEALER

and the

FINANCE COMPANY
By G. S. CORPE

KNOW, although all of us prefer other

parts of our business, the financial side of it

just must have at least a small portion of our

attention and effort. Whether we like it or

not, we have to mix in a little collecting of

slow accounts with shooting bugs out of

somebody's bum radio; and we are forced to call on our banker

once in a while, along with our calling on prospects for a new

model radio receiver.

Regardless of how much money a radio dealer may have,

it seems to be the consensus that it is best to let a finance

company handle and collect time-sale paper. And now-a-days,

when 85 per cent, or more of our sets are sold on the monthly

payment plan, what dealer has not a connection with some

sort of a finance company? That is what we wish to talk about

here your relations, as a dealer, with a finance company.

It doesn't matter much whether the party who handles your

paper is a big million-dollar corporation, or just a well-heeled

friend ; there are certain things in connection with your rela-

tionship that deserve the same careful attention that your

advertising, servicing, selling, or any other department gets.

Speaking broadly, the good old Golden Rule covers the sub-

ject. Don't try any "fast ones" on your bank or finance com-

pany that you wouldn't want to have tried on you, were your

positions reversed. Handle every transaction with your finan-

cier just exactly like you would wish him to do for you.

If he asks that you get one-third down on all sets sold on

contract, get one-third down. Don't try to get by with a

Table Shows Cost of Financing Radio Installations of Various Values

(These data were prepared from the rate table of one of the largest finance companies handling radio paper, and are considered representative.)
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Now-a-days 85 per cent, or more of our
sets are sold on the monthly payment plan.

Don't throw that past-due
notice in the waste-paper
basket and just hope that

the customer will pay soon;

give it honest attention, right

away.

contract with only one-fourth down ; and let's not try the old

trick of "bubbling" the contract, so that it appears that the

total price and the down payment are more than they actually

are; finance people make it their business to have full knowl-

edge of prices on all sets they will handle paper on.

If your financier asks that payments do not run longer than

10 months, make all your contracts that way. Don't bother

him by asking him to make a special exception and take on a

12-month contract just be-

cause you know the buyer is

good pay, or because he is a

close friend of yours, or for

any other reason.

Probably one of the most

common causes for a falling-

out between a radio dealer

and his finance company is

the failure to cooperate in

making collections. The pay-
ments on radio paper are us-

ually of such a small amount
that the finance company
cannot afford to be sending

out a collector, and depends

upon the dealer to take care

of delinquent payments. The
usual procedure is to send a

past-due notice when the

payment becomes five days

delinquent; then another

stronger one ten days after

the due date; and usually a

final notice five days later,

or 15 days after the due date.

The dealer gets copies of

these past-due notices. And
if he wants to continue to

get along with his financier,

he will get busy and find out

why the payment has not

been made just as soon as

he gets the first notice, and

without letting a second

notice become necessary.

Don't throw that notice in

the waste-paper basket and

just hope the customer will

pay soon; give it honest at-

tention, right away. You will find that prompt collecting on

any slow accounts will help you in more ways than one. It in-

creases the respect of not only the finance company for you,

but actually of the customer, also. And remember that a

prompt follow-up may often save you from a serious loss.

Why a customer will sign a contract, setting forth payments
on certain dates and then proceed promptly to forget it, is a

mystery; but it seems to be human nature, which we cannot

change; and the live-wire dealer will be right on the job re-

minding his customer and getting the money.

Advertising your ability to sell sets on monthly payments
in a judicious way will often give you a profit that otherwise

might be lost. The angle of this depends upon the community
where you do business; study it and work it accordingly. For

example, if your business is in a rural community you would

hardly advertise that "Sets can be paid for on the budget

plan
"

most of your customers may not even know what you
mean. And likewise, if your business is in a city where industry

Advertising your ability to sell sets on

monthly payments in a judicious way
will often give you a profit that otherwise

might be lost.

Nearly all finance companies
have what is called a "road man"
. . . Here is your chance to get

some valuable information. Talk
over general business conditions

with him.

A dealer's motto should be "Gel

money, keeping the customer in

humor whenever it is humanly possible
to do so; but if you have to do it, gel him

mad enough to pay."

is the main-stay, tell your customers that payments may be

arranged to be met from their salary, each month, and on the

date most convenient for them to pay. Or if you are selling to

farmers where their money is received only from one or two

principal crops a year, go to your bank and arrange to discount

that type of paper, and don't be bashful in telling your farmer

customer that you can put a radio in his home upon the

payment of only one-third down and that you have arranged

so that the balance may all

be paid in one payment,
when his crop is sold.

A successful connection

that I have observed be-

tween a good dealer and a

good finance company re-

sulted in several hundred

dollars additional profit each

year. The dealer knew the

finance company would "go
the limit" with him; and in

turn, the finance company
knew that the dealer was

absolutely dependable and

that anything or everything

he told them would always
check up 100 per cent. With

that common ground to work

from, the dealer proceeded
to sell successfully all kinds

of radio accessories on small

monthly payments; many of

them on such small payments
that the paperwould be hope-
less to sell, ordinarily. He
sold complete sets of replace-

ment tubes, instead of selling

only the one which abso-

lutely needed replacement;

and he took as down-pay-
ment the price of the one

necessary tube; the balance,

of course, was covered by a

contract and note with

monthly installments. He
sold dynamic loud speakers

to people who had a good set

but wanted a modern loud

speaker; and he took their old

loud speakers at a very low figure for the down-payments and

got the balances in such easy installments that the buyers were

not hurt at all. One of the most important things he did along

this line was getting clear of old sets; all of us know how these

will accumulate. But he moved them out at from $10 to $25

each, on mighty easy terms and his finance company handled

the paper on them, too because they knew he would get the

money on every contract, promptly. Phonograph pick-ups,

short-wave receivers, power amplifiers, and even amateur trans-

mission equipment, were sold on the monthly payment basis.

And, at the risk of boring you, let me repeat: the only way he

was able to swing all this extra volume of business was through

the implicit confidence his finance company had in him.

Every dealer should conduct his dealings with his outlet for

paper in the same manner, and with the same end in view.

I stated above that it probably is best to let someone else

handle time-sale paper, even if you have enough money to

(Concluded on page 289)
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GOSSIP

is REALLY a wonder that any industry ever

settles into its stride. The men who make

their bread and butter through a particular

industry seem bound to keep the industry

upset and themselves in a perilous state of

uncertainty by the recklessness of their

gossip. This would be easy to correct if it were not based on

human nature. Gossip is a very human pastime.

Radio dealers want their business to "stay put" long

enough to sell their stocks on hand, at least. But "I hear

that Manufacturer A is coming out with a set which utilizes

the wind on the roof for power." Or
"
They tell me that ABC is

about to go broke and their sets will be in job lot sales." Or

"The Gyps have all the best of this business. I can't keep

prices where there's a living in it." Or "We got stung by
XYZ's advertising promises and stocked up and look what

happened to XYZ." Or "Wonder how PQ gets away with it,

he never made a good set in his life." Or
"
JZ is playing up

to the big dealers and doesn't give the regular radio shop a

look in," or worse and worse.

The Dangers of Gossip

Gossip in a new trade presents great dangers and a very
difficult problem.

Actual news of the trade is very important. It is very fool-

ish to shut your eyes to the facts of your industry. You
should know them. And yet unrestrained gossip in an industry
is a breeder of many evils. Here are some of them.

Fear or getting the imagination set upon the difficulties

of your business. These things grow and grow in the imagi-

nation, and soon fear looms bigger than the hope of profit and

growth. That is a condition which almost surely dooms a dealer

to failure. It has many forms, such as fear to invest in neces-

sary stock, lest it shall go stale; fear that a competitor will

allow more on a turn-in and so you will lose the sale ; fear that

the industry as a whole is on the skids. Fear is not the frame of

mind to carry one to success. Careless gossip is its breeder.

Fear and Success do not ride in the same car.

Price Cutting. "Everybody's doing it." "Only way to

compete with the big people." "This business just won't

let you make a good living and get ahead." "So much new
stuff on the market, no chance to move it all then bang!
Prices will go right under us and leave us carrying the bag."

THAT
TRADE
GOSSIP

By
HOWARD W.

DICKINSON

There are insidious forms of price cutting, sometimes

fostered by the very same manufacturer who should protect

you. I have been offered an unbelievable "turn-in" allow-

ance, provided I would buy a certain high-priced set. The

offer was $150 on any set I might turn in, even an old one-

tube set. I was tempted to wrap some wire around a couple of

old tin cans and see if I could get $150 allowance for that. I

believe it would have been accepted.

How can I ever figure I am getting the bottom price on

that expensive set? As a believer in reasonable performance

in trade, I wouldn't have that set at any price, even if it were

the most perfect reproducer on the market, and no matter

how much it is advertised. Until it is priced reasonably, no

dealer should be asked to carry it.

Uncontrolled gossip breeds distrust. This is shown hi an

FEAR
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attitude of repulsion to ideas which may be profitable to you,

but which you refuse because you think that maybe you are

being played for a sucker. "Why is he so anxious to unload

this thing on me? He makes it sound good, but how do I know
there isn't a nigger in that woodpile?

"

A dealer needs to buy well just the same as he needs to sell

well. An over-suspicious attitude makes him a poor buyer
both selectively and in the quantity he buys. It spoils his

trade judgment and dumps him into just the hole he is trying

to avoid.

Gossip in the retail trade spreads to the distributor and

the manufacturer. Such gossip upsets them and injures the

cooperative friendliness which should extend through all the

parts of an industry. A salesman suspicious of the good intent

of a dealer, working with a dealer suspicious of the manu-

facturer whom the salesman represents that is an all loo

common picture and does not make a good background for a

mutually profitable business. The only man who wins under

those conditions is the Gyp, who has learned how to make a

PRICE CUTTING

profit out of being suspicious of everybody, and who has no

good will to protect. He doesn't care a hang who is suspicious

of him. Extravagant and foolish gossip plays right into his

hands. He does not appeal to the quality sense, anyway. The

price nerve is all he tries to excite.

Customer Distrust

Worst of all, upsetting gossip works on the customer

and makeshim doubtful about what to buy, makes him wonder

if this is the time to buy. If a dealer is in a gossipy condition

his customers get reflection of it, shy off from their intentions

to buy and wait for things to settle down or until the wild-cat

predictions of impossible new inventions shall come true.

Those vague predictions come to the customer through

customer gossip as well. Customer gossip can be made harm-

less only through the dealer's calmness and his knowledge of

facts.

Everybody in radio knows pretty well that the business has

suffered greatly from foolish and uncontrolled gossip ever

since it started. How can we keep up to the minute in the real

news of the industry and also help kill destructive gossip?

The answer is not to keep mum, but to be sensible in what we

say.

To go back

Fear is an imaginative bogie man. He can be killed by
realities and by getting the imagination as well as the legs and

voice at work doing business and making money. There is

plenty of business to be had, even if too little of it comes in

DISTRUST

and begs you to sell to it. Imagination working upward leads

to the necessary boldness, taking full profit and letting it be

known that you intend to keep on doing it, insuring yourself

in credits, and not falling for turn-ins on which you can't

make full profit. Allowing $50 on a set that you've got to sell

for $7, if you can sell it at all, is ridiculous, and no matter if

a million dealers are doing it, it is unnecessary. Customers

will admit it, too, if you tell them so frankly. If it is done it

is because dealers are weak-kneed because they follow each

other in this thing like a flock of sheep. Some other industries

have cleaned their houses of this pest and have standardized

profits.

Price Cutting

Losing customers by price cutting of competitors is

unnecessary to any great extent. Building a reputation for

fine service, quality goods, and courteous treatment will abso-

lutely cure it. Price isn't always the customer's first con-

sideration. Competition shopping takes time and most people

are busy. Be known as a fine, reliable shop and you can get

along without the bargain hunters. In fact, if you have a fine

reliable shop you will give many genuine bargains on which

you will make your profit.

In a certain great city there are two fine stores, not radio

shops, a block apart. They carry similar lines of merchandise.

In one store the mark-up is 50 per cent. In the other it is 100

per cent. There is one line a standard line which they both

carry on which they both do just about an equal volume at

very different prices.

Distrust is destructive to an open mind. If a mind is not

open it is not receptive to new ideas. You need new ideas.

You need progressive development of your store display, ideas

on demonstration, on new and better merchandise, on how

you can advertise at a profit. These things are all upset by
uncontrolled and foolish gossip. The wise man realizes that

talk is cheap and that there are many cheap talkers. I have lost

a little money in the years past by trusting friends. But by

having friends I have made a hundred dollars for every dollar

I have lost. With an attitude of distrust it is hard to have

friends. The balance of profit is overwhelmingly in favor of

having friends.

Cooperate With Manufacturers

Ever since manufacturers made goods and retailers

sold them, these two partners in trade have been suspicious

of each other, have made love to each other, have fought each

(Concluded on page 302)
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The shadow cast by the twelve repre-
sentative tube cartons in the illustration

on the left indicates the way in which the

sale of vacuum tubes varies throughout
the calendar year. Each tube carton

represents a month, starling on the left

with January and ending with December
on the right.

HOW TUBE SALES GO
By T. A. PHILLIPS

Manager, Research Division, Doubleday Doran, Inc.

SPORTING EVENTS and other broadcasts

which create national interest affect the

sale of radio tubes tremendously. A study of

the monthly sales of tubes in the past three

years demonstrates the influence of such

events on tube sales. It was found, for ex-

ample, that the Tunney-Dempsey fights of

1926 and 1927, and the Presidential Cam-

paign of 1928, made decided changes in the

trend of the sales curves for radio tubes for

the years in which they occurred.

It was possible also to determine how the demand for

T. A. Phillips

tubes varies throughout the average year. In June the be-

ginning of the radio year the sale of radio tubes is near its

lowest ebb, and from this point business begins to pick up
gradually during the months of July and August. Sales take a

big jump in September, and, in October, according to the

average curve, reach the peak of the year. After October

tube sales begin to drop, gradually at first and then more

rapidly after the first of March. The lowest point in the sales

curve is reached during the month of May.
These facts are illustrated graphically on this page. Below

will be found a chart giving tube sales in percentages by

(Concluded on page 301)
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These curves show how the demand for tubes has varied during the last three years.
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"THE
COURT
DECIDES"
Some Decisions of the Higher Courts of the

Country Affecting the Daily Interests of Dealers
By LEO T. PARKER

Attorney at Laic

PRINCIPAL advantage of radio dealers

obtaining legal information is the avoidance

of litigations. Obviously, a person who under-

stands his obligations is less likely to per-

form acts that will

result in legal lia-

bility, when compared with a dealer

who is unfamiliar with the law or

one who relies upon "hear-say"
information which, in the majority
of instances, is quite undepend-
able.

Moreover, frequently the records

of fresh higher Court cases may be

utilized advantageously in defend-

ing a suit. Therefore, the purpose
of this article is to review several

higher Court cases, decided during
the past few months, involving radio dealers in which un-

usually important points of the law are explained.

Purchaser of Defective Radio Sets

The majority of persons are familiar with the established

law that the maker of a negotiable note is bound to pay the

proceeds to a disinterested and innocent party, who purchased
it from the original holder, although the latter defrauded the

maker when receiving the note.

In other words, a retail dealer of radio receivers is bound to

pay a note given in payment for defective radio equipment,

providing the manufacturer of this apparatus sold the note

in good faith to an innocent purchaser.

On the other hand, it is im-

portant to know that this law

is not effective under circum-

stances where the manufacturer

sells the note to a person for the

purpose of avoiding the responsi-

bilities of the law, which is a

rather frequent practice.

For illustration, in Stevens vs. Gaude, 120 So. (Louisiana)

79, it was disclosed that a retail radio dealer purchased several

radio sets from a manufacturer who guaranteed them to' be

satisfactory. The manufacturer accepted notes in payment
for the equipment and soon thereafter sold the notes to a

man named Stevens.

\N hen the radio dealer discovered that the radio sets would

not operate satisfactorily he refused to pay the notes and

Stevens filed suit, contending that he was a disinterested

party.

However, in view of the fact that the manufacturer had

agreed to repay Stevens any expenses he incurred in collect ing

the notes, the Court held the retail dealer not required to pay
the same, saying:

"The testimony of the defendant, Gaude (radio dealer),

corroborated by his son and two other witnesses, shows that

the radio receiving sets were not

satisfactory, and that for some

reason they would not work in a

satisfactory manner. . . . We there-

fore find that the notes are and

were without consideration at the

time they were executed. ... It

is our conclusion that these notes

were never negotiated and deliv-

ered to Mr. Stevens in the execu-

tion and performance of an intent

to sell them to him outright, but

that the transaction between Mr.

Stevens and the manufacturing

company was merely a plan whereby the notes were sued on

in the name of Mr. Stevens for the purpose of cutting off

the equity of the makers."

Contract Held Legally Altered

In many instances, buyers and sellers enter into contracts

the terms of which are cancelled or altered by mutual consent

of the parties, although no written evidence may be in-

troduced to prove conclusively the facts.

Therefore, it is important to know that the Courts look

through obscurities surrounding sale contracts and endeavor

to render verdicts in accordance with the true intentions of

the parties.

For example, in F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., vs. Dodge, 28 F.

(2d) 147 (Pennsylvania), it was

disclosed that a manufacturer of

radio cabinets and a manufacturer

of radio receivers entered into a

contract by the terms of which

the latter agreed to purchase ap-

proximately 900 cabinets each

month.

Later the buyer required a greater number of cabinets

monthly and wrote the seller the following letter:

"Starting December 1, we are willing to allow you a bonus

$1.00 per cabinet for each cabinet that you deliver, provided
that deliveries of 1100 cabinets per week are sustained

throughout the balance of the contracts. We are willing to

pay you this bonus at the end of each month if your deliveries

throughout that month amount to 1100 or more cabinets each

and every week."

Some time after Christmas, the radio manufacturer wrote

the seller explaining that he did not require so many cabinets
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monthly, and requested the seller to reduce the shipments

and revoke the bonus agreement. The seller answered that he

had rearranged his production and agreed to supply fewer

cabinets each month, but did not agree to reduce the Sl.OO

bonus per cabinet which the purchaser had agreed to pay in

the above quoted letter. However, the seller failed to bill the

buyer the $1.00 bonus for the cabinets delivered after agreeing

to reduce the monthly shipments.

Later, controversy arose between the parties and the seller

filed suit against the purchaser to

recover $14,571, including Sl.OO

bonus for all cabinets delivered

after the purchaser agreed to

pay this additional amount. The

seller contended that the pur-

chaser was liable because the

offer to pay Sl.OO was accepted

by both parties and became a part of the contract which

neither party had altered after the monthly deliveries

were reduced. However, the Court held the buyer not

liable for payment of the bonus, thus showing that in litiga-

tions involving uncertain contracts, the Courts endeavor to

interpret the intended meaning of the parties.

Employer's Liability

Since in many instances radio dealers have been held

liable for damages caused by employees who install radio sets

in purchasers' homes, the recent case of Davis vs. Harry B.

Loeb Piano Co., Inc., 119 So. 746 (Louisiana), imparts un-

usually valuable information.

The facts of this case are that an employee, sent by a

radio dealer to install a radio set in the purchaser's home,

removed a screen and in restoring it he failed to fasten

or secure it properly. Subsequently the purchaser's minor

child, who was accustomed to play on the window and use

the screen as a support, fell through the window by reason

of the insecurity of the fastening of the screen, and sustained

severe injuries.

The child's parents sued the radio dealer for heavy damages,

contending that the employee's neglect to fasten securely the

screen in its position was the proximate cause of the injury.

However, it is interesting to observe that this Court held the

radio dealer not liable and stated important

law, as follows:

"In order to be a proximate cause, a cause

must be, either in itself or in connection with

other causes, in direct and unbroken sequence,
an efficient cause of an accident; but where the

supervening cause, such as in this case, the per-

mitting of the child to use the screen as a sup-

port, was in itself an efficient cause of the accident, the other

cause then becomes the remote cause. ... To hold a person
liable under the circumstances set forth in this case would

be far-reaching in its effect, because any one who made an
installation of any kind would, by virtue thereof, become
liable to third persons injured by coming in contact with

or through the use or misuse of the particular installation,

notwithstanding the damage could not be foreseen, and not-

withstanding it was caused by some supervening cause."

Minor Not Required to Pay
Contrary to the opinion of the majority of persons, the law

gives to a minor, for his protection against persons taking ad-

vantage of his inexperience, the privilege of avoiding con-

tracts which are injurious to him and rescinding all others,

whether fair or not, excepting contracts for necessaries, and

executed contracts, where he has enjoyed the benefit of them

and cannot restore the other party to his original position.

In other words, if an "infant" makes a sale contract for

a radio, and receives the radio and disposes of it before

his majority, either by losing, expending, or squandering

it, this is nothing more than the law anticipates of him, and he is

not required to pay for it.

For instance, in Shutter vs. Fudge, 143 All. 896 (Connecti-

cut), a minor seventeen years old purchased $415 worth of

radio parts and used them for

the purpose of building radio sets

which he sold to various purchas-

ers. He refused to pay for the

parts and the dealer filed suit.

However, the Court held the boy
not required to pay the bill,

saying:
"
It is evident that, if the infant is, in every case, bound to

return the consideration which he received, or its equivalent,

in order to avoid or rescind his contract, the protection ac-

corded to him, as such infant, is seriously impaired, and may
often be destroyed, for it is precisely because he is supposed to

be improvident, and likely to misuse and squander what he

receives, that his contracts are made voidable. . . . Where he

(infant) has exercised his right to repudiate the contract,

the infant may be required to return the consideration, or such

part thereof received by him, as still remains in his hands

and under his control. But if, during his minority, the infant

has lost, wasted, or otherwise disposed of the property or

other consideration received under the contract, he may,

nevertheless, repudiate it without making restitution in

order to give effect to his disaffirmance."

Monopoly of Patent Contract

In Radio Corporation of America vs. Lord, 28 F. (2d) 257

(Delaware), it was disclosed that the Radio Corporation

owned certain patents and made contracts with various firms

containing clauses by which the Radio Corporation endeavored

to induce the firms licensed to build radio sets under its patents

to use in such sets the vacuum tubes manufactured by the

former, on which its patents had expired. The Court said:

"A single old element, whose patent monopoly has expired,

cannot be put into a new patented combination as

a constituent element, and thus have its individ-

ual monopoly revived for seventeen years more.

This would be a new method of securing a patent,

or a means of evading the patent law, by doubling

the length of the life of a patent. ... A patentee

may not prevent the individual manufacture, use,

and sale of a single unpatented element, which the

world is free to make, use, and sell, by simply including it as an

element in a new patented combination. To put it differently,

the inclusion in a patented combination of an unpatented ele-

ment does not give the patentee of the combination a monopoly
of each element, and the exclusive right to make, use, and sell

that element independent of the combination. So long as the

patent covering vacuum tubes was in existence, the patentee
of this element of the combination was protected, and it

could not be included in the combination without a license to

do so; but, when the patent on this tube element expired, the

rights, which were theretofore vested in the patentee, be-

came the property of the public, and not of the patentee of

the combination. ... A patentee may sell his patented pro-

duct at any price he desires, to whomsoever he will, and

under whatever restrictions he conceives to be advantageous,

provided he does not violate the law in doing so."
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THE
LITTLE RED SCHOOL HOUSE

COMES TO MARKET
By B. H. DARROW

SA'S GREATEST INDUSTRY Education

is turning to radio. Here lies a golden op-

portunity for the radio industry which should

receive the careful consideration of every

manufacturer, distributor, and dealer.

%. Briefly, it means that the schools in the

United States represent a potential market for three hundred

thousand radio receivers and for nearly one million loud

speakers!

The fact that radio broadcasting has been recognized gener-

ally by educators as a medium of instruction in schools is a

question which no longer need be debated. Many of the schools

which are radio equipped have reported enthusiastically upon
the results which have been obtained, and every day word is

received that new schools are planning to install radio appa-

ratus. However, there is still much room for development in

this field, for only a very small number of the schools proba-

bly not more than one per cent. have facilities for receiving

broacast programs.
Interest on the part of educators in broadcast programs is,

of course, a direct result of the effort made by station manage-
ments during the last few months to provide educational pro-

grams. Whereas until recently practically all daytime radio

programs were made up of "talks to the housewife," music,

direct advertising, etc., to-day there are many features of in-

terest to schools which are broadcast regularly. Such programs
as the Damrosch lessons in music over the WEAF chain, the

"Ohio School of the Air" over WLW, the school broadcast by

WMAQ, Chicago, the standard educational program of KFI, Los

Angeles, etc., provide adequate proof of this trend.

In addition to the deliberately planned educational pro-

grams which are regular features of many stations, education

by radio has other values which are axiomatic, and which alone

are quite sufficient to make it imperative that radio be un-

leashed and set to work with the childhood of America. For

example, an address by the president of the United States or

events of current historical interest may be brought directly

to the classroom. In this and in many other ways radio makes

possible an equality of opportunity never before dreamed of,

in which the smallest country school with an inexpensive radio

set is on an equal footing with the million-dollar metropolitan

school.

Size of the Market

From the viewpoint of those in the radio industry, statistics

on the size of the educational market should be of interest. In

the opening paragraph of this article it was stated that educa-

tion is America's greatest industry, and, after analyzing the

tables accompanying this article, this fact should not be diffi-

cult to appreciate. In this connection the following figures are

also rather convincing: the value of school buildings in the

United States is over $5,000,000,000; the yearly cost of operat-

ing our schools is $2,750,000,000; there are approximately

1,000,000 classrooms in 275,000 school buildings; 978,310

persons are employed as teachers; 29,001,761 persons are en-

rolled as pupils; and it is forecast that $569,172,000 will be

Number of Elementary, Secondary, and High Schools

STATE

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of
Columbia

Florida

Georgia
Idaho
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana

ELEMEN-
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spent for new school building construction during the current

year.

The table on page 263 shows the number of schools ofvarious

types in the forty-eight states. These figures include schools of

all sizes from the one-room country school, of which there are

approximately 150,000, to the large city school. However, it

must be remembered every school regardless of its size is a

sales opportunity, and some of the larger schools may find

need for four or more receivers.

The illustrations and tables on pages 264 and 265 give more

specific facts which are of definite aid in determining the size

of the educational market in the various states. The data

below were taken from "Statistics on Public School Systems"

prepared by the U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of

Education. These figures show, for elementary schools, the

number of pupils enrolled, the number of teachers, and the

value of all property used for school purposes. From these

figures it is also possible to estimate the approximate number
of classrooms (usually there is one teacher for each classroom)

which is useful as it is indicative of the number of loud speak-
ers which would be required in order to equip fully each school.

The way in which the pupils and teachers are divided among
the various kinds of schools is shown clearly on the next page.

It is important to note that 79.5 per cent, of the total number

How Educational Demands and Facilities Compare in the Forty-Eight States
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STATE

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado

Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida

Georgia

Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
MarylandMassachusetto

Mjchigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

TEACHERS
EMPLOYED IN
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS

13,237
2,204
11,078
20,854
7,879

7,592
1,114
1,996
9,462

14,548

3,284
34,725
14,482
18,179
14,256

12,937
9,041
5,408
6,913

18,333

27,040
16,668
12,772
19,911
5,172

PUPILS
ENROLLED IN
ELEMENTARY

SCHOOLS

538,984
70,745
462,175
759,676
195,101

279,106
33,590
60,027

307,603
623,684

95,831
1,095,618
488,780
121,376
340,330

529,996
349,488
112,534
229,971
616,869

744,253
455,853
529,881
612,414
96,949

VALUE OF ALL
PROPERTY
USED FOR
SCHOOL

PURPOSES

$ 43,738,697
12,131,560
28,443,757
328,428,349
54,643,686

83,352,004
6,912,068

22,885,000
53,370,802
40,876,987

20,897,820
322,871,774
155,313,649
129,470,931
74,382,427

35,339,705
45,748,847
27,420,035
38,678,684

182,799,503

240,017,020
136,075,817
36,737,629

128,090,771
27,190,286

STATE

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico

New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Hhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

Tennessee
Teias
Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Total

TEACHERS
EMPLOYED IN
ELEMENTARY

SCHOOLS

11,405
588

2,363
16,707
2,424

60,352
20,691
7.946

30,616
14,453

5,758
43,103
2,897

11,200
7,103

14,518
26,981
3,205
2,383

13,704

7,526
12,331
14,856
2,436

644,63*

PUPILS
ENROLLED IN
ELEMENTARY

SCHOOLS

266,828
12,804
59,628

629,774
79,529

1,643,215
734,170
149,565

1,031,644
565,884

142,711
1,581,767

96,486
435,425
138,166

600,584
1,015,951
110,695
53,551

481,799

258,814
346,716
415,888
40,474

20,9*4,902

VALUE OF ALL
PROPERTY
USED FOR
SCHOOL
PURPOSES

66,045,315
4,664,986

16,217,312
212,243,706

9,516,286

625,182,175
82,764,628
38,052,613

171,083,252
80,857,406

39,514,790
419,964.289
23,131,959
33,911,840
26,246,471

40,432,610
145,543,621
25,018,095
9,757,365

54,850,000

68,403,558
61,733,333

131,933,085
13,717,006

$4,676,603,539
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of pupils and teachers are in elementary schools which com-

pose radio's largest educational market, not only because of

the large number of pupils but also because education by radio

is best suited to the requirements of this class of school.

The tremendous growth of education in America is indicated

by the figures on the right. These data, which were prepared

by the Architectural Forum, show the forecast of the money
which will be spent for new building construction during the

current year. It will be noted that schools hold the third place

on the list.

What Has Been Done

It has already been explained that at the present time the

installation of radio apparatus in public schools is almost a

virgin field, that only a few thousand of the one million class-

rooms have been equipped for radio reception. However, this

condition is changing very rapidly and in some sections of the

country as many as 20 per cent, of the schools are able to tune-

in on educational broadcasts. This is true of Ohio.

In the state of Ohio there are 240 cities, towns, and villages

part or all of whose schools are equipped. Some of the villages

have but one school, whereas some of the cities have as many
as forty. In the latter class is Dayton which has auditorium

or classroom reception for every school. The city of Cincin-

nati now has thirty-eight schools equipped and several other

schools in the city are planning to have receivers installed.

Columbus will have 128 classrooms equipped for reception

when the schools open next fall. In addition, Cleveland,

Youngstown, Sandusky, Elyria, Kent, Barnesville, and many
others from modest beginnings are starting on a program
which calls for equipping every classroom.

How Pupils Are Divided

Forecast of New Building Construction

ELEMENTARY

SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS

Kindergarten

Elementary

High Schools and Acade-
mies
Preparatory Departments
of Higher Institutions

Universities, Colleges and
Professional
Teachers' Colleges and
Normal

Total

Grand Total



RADIO VS. AUTO SERVICE

John S.

Dunham

Dealers Who Look into the Service Systems
in the Automotive Field May Find Ideas

Which Will Aid in Solving Their Problems

THERE is no one sure way of getting rich

in any line of endeavor, and, in the radio

service field, there is no single method which

may be followed that will by itself spell

success. Thatmagic word "success"must be

made up of a large number of well-planned

systems for doing everything which needs

to be done in any particular business.

A group of good servicemen will not make
a service business or a service department

pay for itself unless the prices are correctly designed, the

records are carefully kept and intelligently used, and the

costs of giving good service and the overhead costs of doing

business are known and closely regulated. We must also know
how to secure customers without spending too much money
getting them, and, once gained, how to keep them.

In the space of this article we can't discuss all the ways
that experience has taught us are conducive to success in the

radio service game, but we shall consider briefly a few of

them. In this connection a few of the remarks made to the

author by H. R. Cobleigh, secretary of the National Automo-

bile Chamber of Commerce in New York, should be of interest,

as they considered the solutions to service problems in the

automotive industry which might very profitably be apph'ed
to problems in the service branch of the radio industry.

Perhaps the most striking thing Mr. Cobleigh pointed
out was the difference between the words "maintenance" and
"service." Some years ago there was a great deal of discussion

among automobile men about the advisability of employing
the word "service," he explained. There were many who

thought "maintenance" would be a better term because they
felt that "service" was firmly fixed in the customer's mind as

meaning something that is free, whereas the use of "mainte-

nance" would remove some of the difficulties in collecting for

service performed after the end of the free-service period. The
answer to the question was that maintenance means keeping a

car in proper running order, but that service means satisfying

the customer, and there is a wide difference between the two.

An actual experience with automobile service illustrates

By
JOHN S.

DUNHAM

this point very clearly. A car owner went into a repair shop,

waited fifteen minutes before anyone paid attention to him,

asked for an estimate of the cost of the work he desired done

and how long it would take. He was told it would cost some-

where between thirty and forty dollars, and that they would

try to have it ready by two o'clock the next afternoon. He
returned at the time mentioned the next day, waited an hour

to get his car, found that the bill was $45., and noticed as he

drove out that his steering wheel was greasy and the wind-

shield had not been wiped off. The repair job by that concern

was properly done and the fee charged was a fair one for the

time spent and materials used, so that the work could be

justly called proper maintenance, but the customer was very
far from being satisfied.

The next time that car owner wanted service performed on

his car he went to a new service station a block away from the

first one. He was greeted promptly and courteously, was given

an exact statement of the cost of the needed repairs, and was

told definitely when his car would be ready. When he called

for the car at the specified tune, it was waiting for him, the

windshield was cleaned off, the whole car had been dusted, the

steering wheel and the seat were clean, and the bill presented
to him was exactly the amount he had been told it would be.

The radiator was filled with water. The service salesman

asked if he might fill the gas tank and check the oil and air in

order to replenish them if necessary. That work was service.

The customer was more than satisfied he was pleased

and he has consistently patronized that service station ever

since.

Suppose a radio serviceman went into the home of a cus-

tomer, looked at the radio without asking what the complaint

was, found no trouble in the set other than a dirty volume-

control rheostat which he cleaned, and then immediately

packed up his kit and left without regard to the question of

whether or not the work done would satisfy the customer.

If the set was working normally when he left, the work done

could be termed proper maintenance. However, suppose the

customer's complaint was not about the slight noise ex-

perienced when adjusting volume, but that his complaint
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was of variation of volume during the course of an evening
and of much noise which he was experiencing and very natu-

rally blaming on the set. Although such a call would result in

the rendering of proper maintenance, it very decidedly would

not result in the rendering of service. The customer would be

dissatisfied, it would be difficult to collect from him, and the

next time he wanted service he would go to some other service

organization.

Flat rates for all kinds of service work, against the old

method of rendering service on a time and material basis,

was another subject which Mr. Cobleigh discussed at SOUK;

length. In the automotive field their experience has been

and it applies to owners of radio receivers just as much as to

owners of automobiles, because they usually are the same

individuals that people want to know before they have a job
done exactly what the work is going to cost. When they know
beforehand that it will cost them $100 to have a car over-

hauled, or S15 to have their radio overhauled, if they accept

that figure and give the order and the work is satisfactorily

done, they are invariably satisfied that the money was well

spent. On the other hand, if either the automobile or radio

service organization cannot give them a definite figure at all,

or can give them only the cost of parts and tell them that the

labor charge will depend on the time it is found necessary to

spend on the job, there will be many cases of dissatisfaction

with the amount actually charged, even though the work is

properly done. Our own experience of nearly six years with an

independent radio service organization has amply proven that

the experience of the automotive industry in that respect

can l>e very profitably used as a guide in the radio industry.

Before we instituted the flat-rate system we had a great

deal of dissatisfaction, not with the work done but with the

cost of that work, simply because the customer thought he

might have been able to have the same work done much

cheaper somewhere else. If he knows just what a service call

will cost he can then get estimates from other concerns, and he

will be satisfied with the cost of the job because he has

found, by comparing estimates and the quality of service

rendered by various concerns whose work he has tried, ap-

proximately what it will cost to get the kind of work he wants.

Since we instituted the flat-rate system some three years ago,

we have had practically no
complaints

or dissatisfaction be-

cause of our charges.

The U. S. Chamber of Commerce has stated, as a result of a

very comprehensive survey made in all retail fields, that only
about fifteen per cent, of the business that is lost by the

average individual retailer is lost because the customer con-

siders his prices too high. When we started business in 1923

we charged for labor at the rate of $1.50 an hour. In 1925, in

fear and trembling lest we lose too many customers, we
raised our rate to $2 an hour, and we were surprised and

greatly relieved to find that, so far as we were able to deter-

mine, we did not lose any customers. About a year ago we
realized that our rates were still too low for the service we
were rendering and again with a great deal of trepidation

we revised our entire schedule of flat rates on the basis of

$2.50 per hour, or $20 per man per day. The tabulation of

the results of a survey made this past summer showed us

that only about two per cent, of the customers we lost fol-

lowing our last raise in rates left us because of that raise.

So long as a service department or a service organization in

any industry gives the best service that is humanly possible,

the customers and prospective customers of that organiza-

tion will not worry about the cost of service, provided it is not

appreciably higher than other service concerns charge for

rendering comparable service. The average individual is far

more concerned about the quality of the service he gets than

about the cost of that service, and the dealer's service depart-

ment or the service organization can safely charge fees which

will permit a reasonable net profit over the cost of rendering

the best of service, without any fear of losing customers

thereby.

In the automotive business, a policy which has grown

up out of the flat-rate practice, is the method of paying

mechanics, not by the month, week, or hour, but by the job.

Approximately two-thirds of the automotive service stations

in the New York metropolitan area pay their men on that

basis, according to Mr. Cobleigh. The mechanics make more

This curve shoicin/t the number of service jobs handled per month during the last four years
by a well-known radio firm in New York City indicates a slight tendency to flatten out.
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money on an average over the year than they made before on

the hourly basis, the employer pays his labor only for work

done, and he knows exactly what his labor cost for each job

will be. The disadvantage of the system appears to be two-

fold: one is that the men work overtime in the busy season

and make abnormally high wages, while in the slack season

they do not have enough work to do and consequently make

less than their average
weekly pay over a period of

a year. The other disadvan-

tage is that at all times, and

especially whenever there is

insufficient work, consider-

able care must be exercised

by the service manager to dis-

tribute the work equally among his men.

When employed on a piece-work

basis, fewer men are required in each

shop than were previously needed

because each mechanic does more work
than he did before and the men in a

shop do not want to have additional

help taken on, even in the busy season,

as long as it is physically possible for

them to handle all the work. That has

the advantage that less labor turnover

is required less hiring of men at the

beginning of a busy season and less firing

of men when work slackens. In a certain

repair shop which was using the old

hourly system of pay, twenty-two men
were employed. When the piece-work

system was instituted during a some-

what slack period, eleven of those men
were discharged. The remaining eleven

men were able to handle the work easily

and made considerably more money.
When the busier season arrived and the

work became heavier day by day, the

men in the shop went to their employer,
asked him to please refrain from hiring

any more men, and assured him that

they could handle the additional work

by staying overtime. The boss con-

sented, as a matter of trial, and the shop
went through the busy season without

hiring more men. Those mechanics made
a great deal more money than they
would have made had more men been

taken on, the cost to the employer for

the work done was no greater than it

would have been with twice the number
of men employed, and he was relieved

of the high cost of hiring and breaking
in new men.

Perhaps you are thinking that when
a man is paid a flat rate for a certain

job his natural tendency will be to hurry
that job at the expense of doing it

properly, and that much customer dis-

satisfaction would therefore result from
careless work. The way the problem has

been solved in the automotive field is

by requiring, whenever a job is incor-

rectly done in any respect, that the

serviceman responsible shall do the

YCI DDI 1QS Y
N. P. BLOOM (Adler): "The man-

ufacturers of radio have been laying
the ground for the interchange of

patents within the radio industry,
and I believe before the present
year is over this will have been
achieved."

X
JOHN W. VAN ALLEN (counsel,

R.M.A.): "Radio program sponsors
need listeners to be successful. The
public has accepted sponsors of pro-
grams but has not accepted sales

talks as sufficiently entertaining
to sustain interest."

X
GORDON C. SLEEPER (Temple):

"Radio dealers are increasingly
prosperous and daily becoming in-

creasing factors in their communi-
ties."

X
H. B. RICHMOND (General Ra-

dio): "This year we find a large
number of manufacturers putting
their receivers through a complete
performance test. Receiver design
has been reduced nearly to a mathe-
matical formula."

X
SOSTHENES BEHN (president I.

T. & T.) : "The engineering develop-
ment of communications facilities,
in respect to cables, wires, and wire-

less, has outdistanced the adoption
of more advanced commercial prac-
tices in the use of such services. . . .

The new types of cables, carrier cur-
rent for wire service, and short-
wave wireless equipment will have
so much greater 'traffic capacity
that new commercial practices and
services must be adopted to ab-
sorb these capacities."

X
ALFRED HAND (Edison): "The

questions before most companies
is not whether to advertise; it is

how to advertise. Manufacturers,
in general, owe a certain obligation
to their distributors and should do
all they can to build up good will

and a buying urge in favor of their

product."

X
Domestic Commerce (Govern-

ment): "The opinion of 53.3 per
cent, of manufacturers definitely
answering the question (does dealer-

price cutting affect my distribu-

tion?) was that when dealers cut the

price of a manufacturer's product
its distribution is decreased."

work over on his own time. The result is that each mechanic

is very careful to do the job as it should be done the

first time. Whether the piece-work system would work out

satisfactorily in the service branch of the radio industry,
as it has in the automotive industry, is a question well

worth while considering. It seems to the author that the

majority of our problems so closely parallel those of auto-

mobile service that the

method of paying men a defi-

nite percentage of the flat

labor charge for each job
should be tried out. The

only way to determine
whether it would be better

than the present haphazard
method of paying for labor is by trial.

We believe that a graph of the

amount of radio service performed dur-

ing the year has higher mountains,

and lower valleys than a similar graph

depicting the work of the average
automotive service department or or-

ganization, which, under the piece-work

system of pay, has the disadvantage
that either the pay of a radio service-

man would fluctuate more widely or

else that more hiring and firing would

be necessary than is the case at

present in the older industry. How-
ever, progressive automobile shops
have done a great deal to fill up the

hollows in their yearly volume graph
and to straighten out the whole curve

by selling combination jobs and gen-
eral overhaul jobs at much lower than

normal rates during their slack periods
and by selling an increasingly large

proportion of their customers on the

benefits and the economy of regular

periodic service. If those remedies

can be applied successfully to auto-

mobile service they certainly can be

applied to radio service.

The yearly curve of radio business

has straightened itself out gradually

during these nine years of broadcast-

ing by reason of better summer fea-

tures, better quality of transmission

and reception, and greater power used

by local stations to permit a very

high signal to noise ratio even under

bad atmospheric conditions. Although
there has been gradual improve-

ment, the maximum amplitude of

that curve is still a large multiple
of its minimum and it will always
be so unless the minimum portions
are artificially stimulated by intensive

sales effort. The fact that an older in-

dustry has been successful in artificially

raising the low periods of their yearly
curve is very hopeful evidence indeed

that we can do exactly the same thing
if we start employing both mental and

physical activity to get that work which
can be obtained.
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WHAT COST ENGINEERING?

A FEW YEARS ago there was little demand for high-

grade radio engineers. Pseudo-engineers did most of

the engineering, chiefly because they were young

enough and with so few responsibilities that they did not mind

getting small pay for the work they would do at home anyhow
at no income. Competition among set manufacturers has

put a stop to this business of flirting with the undertaker,

technically speaking. At the present time no high-grade set

manufacturer can stay in business if he does not possess a

laboratory and a staff to work in it.

What does it cost to engineer radio receivers?

In reply to such a question RADIO BROADCAST received

some very strange answers. One chief engineer stated that "in

our own case, it would be a matter of considerable difficulty

and would involve a very considerable expense to give even

approximate answers" to the questions we asked on the cost

of engineering radio sets made by this well-known company.
In other words, the chief engineer did not know how much it

cost him to engineer his company's production! Fortunately

this answer was not at all characteristic.

For example, the following figures are quoted from a letter

from another well-known manufacturer:

1. Total amount charged to radio engineering in 1928:

Production drafting $10,451.27

Engineering administration 31,797.24

Experimental 12,968.27

Research 1,401.82

Total 1928 $59,618.60

2. The total cost of apparatus (meters, bridges, etc.)

utilized by Engineering Department plus the equity in a well-

known licensing organization was $75,000. This company

employed six engineers and three laboratory assistants.

In 1928, the company sold 145,000 sets.

Another company which made approximately 100,000 re-

ceivers and 10,000 dynamic loud speakers had a technical

staff of five engineers and two electrical mechanics. The

laboratory equipment, which represented an investment of

about $18,000, was being increased all the time. The engineer-

ing costs, exclusive of inspection, ran close to 1 per cent, of

the net selling price. These are comparable figures, certainly.

Such figures come from the books of successful manufacturers;

they indicate that the manufacturers in question are not con-

tent to let amateurs do their engineering. The only conclusion

is that such expenditures must pay.

A side light on this subject is the fact that there seems to be

a dearth of really high-grade experienced engineers. A licens-

ing organization with home office in New York had two long-

distance calls from the Chicago area within an hour recently,

both asking for engineers who were equipped so that they

could step into positions paying up to $7500 a year. The licens-

ing organization receiving these urgent requests had no en-

gineers in mind ; they did know where to look. Consolidations

I SPEAKING
among set manufacturers will release some men of the proper

caliber, but there will always be good positions for good men.

One of the manufacturer's best safeguards against decad-

ence must lie in his engineering department. This department
will cost about 1 per cent, for engineering alone; and the

manufacturer will have some difficulty in finding and keeping

good engineers unless he is willing to pay good money for

them.

A WORD TO THE WISE IS SUFFICIENT

THE
FOLLOWING quotation from the Exhibitors' Herald

World a trade journal of the motion-picture in-

dustry is so succinct and needs so little paraphrasing

to make it a shoe for the foot of some manufacturers of radio

receivers that we reprint it as it appeared in the May 4, 1929,

issue of that journal.

"It would be amusing if the matter were not one of such

vital importance to see the number of persons connected in

one way or another with motion-picture affairs who have sud-

denly set themselves up as experts on reproducing devices.

The intentions of some of these may be worthy enough but

the exhibitor who depends upon their guidance is headed for a

painful and expensive experience.
"
It seems almost too obvious to state that when a person

wants advice on a technical matter he should go to a technician

and not to a banker, baker, or candlestick maker. But this

very thing is being done by exhibitors in connection with con-

tracting for reproducing equipment. The theatre man who

follows this course will have to be lucky indeed to escape

seriously unpleasant results."

UNIFORM SELECTIVITY IN 1930?

ONE
OF THE engineering advances which the screen-grid

fervor has masked rather thoroughly is that which

gives radio-frequency amplifiers a flat frequency

characteristic and endows a receiver with uniform r.f. gain.

The tuned r.f. set of a year or so ago had a voltage amplifica-

tion that varied at least three to one over the band and many
varied in a much greater ratio than this. At the same time the

selectivity of the set varied in at least a three to one ratio.

The result was a set which seemed very selective and some-

what dead at 550 kc., and very broad and of proper gain at

1500 kc.

Now what is really desired is an amplifier that has constant

gain over the band disregarding any peculiar method of allot-

ting station frequencies indulged in by the Radio Commission

and in which the percentage selectivity at the high fre-

quencies is three times as great as at 550 kc. For example, at

the lower end of the band we desire to pick a 10-kc. channel

out of 550 kilocycles, or one in 55. This calls for a frequency

separation of 1.82 per cent. Now at 1500 kc. we want the same

10-kc. channel, or one part in 150 or a frequency separation

of 0.66 per cent. three tunes as great as is required at the

other end of the broadcast band.

(Concluded on page 298)
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WEST NORTH CENTRAL
STATES

*71,89O.OOO

EAST NORTH CENTRAL
STATES

$153,660,000

NEW ENGLAND
STATES

$6O,125,OOO

MIDDLE ATLANTIC
STATES

$17O,69O,OOO

SOUTH ATLANTIC
STATES

39,975,OOO

EAST SOUTH CENTRAL
STATES

$16,O55,OOO

WEST SOUTH CENTRAL
STATES

$3O,940,OOO

The figures on this map give an estimate of the tolal radio set sales for the radio year of 1928-29 (July-June).

AX ESTIMATE OF SET SALES
By T. A. PHILLIPS

Manager, Research Division, Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc.

is the last and concluding article analyz-

ing the radio survey made by the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, electrical

equipment division, in cooperation with

National Electrical Manufacturers Associa-

tion. The first two articles discussed the

most important phases of the survey. This article reports
some of the other items covered that are of general interest.

The survey gives radio set sales by states July 1, 1928 to

March 31, 1929, which presents the opportunity of making

an estimate of total set sales for the radio year (July 1, to

June 30) by states. The radio year has passed but it will be

many months before the totals are known. In the meantime,
these estimates will help in determining the future business in

light of past results. The NEMA estimates that set sales will

reach a total of $650,000,000. Taking that as a base we have

made the estimate given in Table I. Note that New York,
New Jersey, and Pennsylvania account for more than one-

quarter of the total sales. The territory east of the Miss-

issippi and north of the Ohio River accounts for more than

Table I: Estimate of Total Radio Set Sales for Each State for 1928-1929
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The figures on
this map show
the average vol-
ume of radio sales

per dealer in each
state. The data
were taken from
the radio survey
for thefirst quar-
ter of 1929 which
was prepared by
the Bureau of
Fore i g n and
Domestic Com-
merce in cooper-
a t ionwithNEMA.

\ L
X^fcR^ite-^,,

almost 60 per cent, of the total sales. The comprehensive-
ness of the survey allows for considerable reliance upon
the figures showing the percentage of total business done

in specific states. Should future estimates of total radio

sales for the radio year 1928-29 differ from the NEMA
estimate of $650,000,000, the per cent, of sales by states

will still, in the main, hold true.

The percentage of the total radio sales handled
by dealers in various districts of the United
States is shown in the chart on the left. These
data are taken from Table I which also gives

the percentage of total sales by states.

The average
values of radio
receivers sold

during the first

quarter of 1929 in
each state are
given in the map
on the right.
Thesefigures vary
from $143.50 for
Oregon to $191.50

for Nevada. The
average for the
entire country is

$165.00.
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TheMARCH
Putting Radio on the Front Page

Let Dealers Suggest Advertising Copy

Tying In With Aviation

IIVE YEARS AGO, radio occupied the same

public attention and the same liberal space

in the press that is to-day accorded to

aviation. There was then no item of the

broadcast studios or of the industry too

insignificant to break into print and one

who had a working knowledge of radio became automatically

a social lion. The radio industry successfully

established itself on a sound footing before its

command of the front page wore off.

Radio is remarkably well adapted to asso-

ciate itself with aviation in the news of the

day. By such an alliance, it may share the

limelight. Most broadcasting organizations have

been too concerned with direct advertising to realize that, in

aviation, they have an ally which may bring them once again

to the front page of the newspaper and to the forefront of

public interest. Consequently, they have made rather limited

use of their opportunities restricting themselves to such events

as the start of the recent transatlantic flights, the inaugura-

tion of the transcontinental air-rail service, and occasional

talks by various aviation experts. These features are scheduled

during obscure broadcasting, hours when audiences are at

their minimum.

If the newspapers had as little conception of news interest

as the broadcasters, they would still be carrying aviation news

in a half column on the fourth page. Why restrict aviation

broadcasts to relatively unimportant hours?

Aviation also means opportunity to the dealer. The public

is flocking in huge numbers to airports, particularly on Sun-

days and holidays. During May, 22,072 people paid admis-

sions to visit Roosevelt Field, Long Island. Leisurely crowds

at airports can be entertained by radio reception to the ad-

vantage of the radio dealer who capitalizes this opportunity.

Open air demonstrations show up the capabilities of the

modern receiver to the best advantage.

Let Dealers Mould Advertising Policy

RADIO

MANUFACTURERS spend tens of millions annually
in newspaper and magazine advertising to stimulate

sales of radio receivers. The influence of that expendi-
ture depends not only upon its magnitude and the skill used

in selecting mediums, but also upon the directness and power
of the appeals made in the advertising copy itself. One must

go far from radio and the advertising profession to evaluate

effectiveness of copy appeal upon those who are neither tech-

nically familiar with radio nor sufficiently interested in broad-

casting to purchase a receiver. To pass judgment, one must
consider advertising copy in the light of the questions asked

by the prospects who visit the

radio dealer's store for the first

time and upon close observation

of the influences which attract

the new prospect and lead him
to buy.

Advertising policies are usu-

ally determined by persons who have no real contact with

buyers and prospects. They are based more upon theory

than upon practice face-to-face with buyers. All sorts of

methods are resorted to by the advertising agents to ac-

quaint themselves with the new buyer attitude. But

none have the opportunity of the average dealer to secure

first-hand information as to the sales appeals arousing the

greatest interest in the non-owning group, now by far the

largest potential market. The dealer can help to mould ad-

vertising policies by practical suggestions made
to the manufacturers whose products he han-

dles, based on his selling experiences.

Radio manufacturers' advertising has an

unconvincing uniformity to the average non-

owner. The claims made by most makers are

almost stereotyped, such phrases as "magnifi-

cent tone quality," "revolutionary in principle," and "new

precision," appearing everywhere. Another favorite advertis-

ing technique is to coin an esoteric technical term to lend a

veil of mystery to what is usually a perfectly ordinary design

feature. This may captivate the dealer who gathers some

glimmer of meaning from the verbiage, but it is doubtful

whether a new prospect was ever won by the hocus-pocus

appeal in advertising.

The disadvantages of being technically expert, when asso-

ciated in the preparation of advertising, are usually not ap-

parent to those who pay the advertising bills. Dealers use

copy sent them by the manufacturer because of its convenient

form and the prestige of those who prepare it. But many a

dealer is better able to suggest copy themes which will bring

people into his store than the manufacturer or his advertising

agent. The dealer's idea of copy may violate all the principles

of advertising which have been laid down so carefully by
armchair experts, but it would be based upon an intimate

knowledge of the buyer's attitude when he enters the radio

store. For that reason, suggestions and conclusions based on

careful observation should be welcomed. A dealer contest for

advertising copy suggestions would be a productive source of

copy ideas for any manufacturer.

The WCFL Controversy

CONSIDERING

THE immense political agitation brought
forward in behalf of WCFL, the Chicago Federation of

Labor broadcasting station, one would derive the

impression that its activities are of vital importance to the

well-being of labor. We were, therefore, sufficiently interested

to read the brief filed in reply to WCFL'S appeal by the Federal

Radio Commission with the Court of Appeals of the District

of Columbia.

The Commission pointed out that the station, in the long

period that it has had full time on its channel, had devoted

only 30 to 65 minutes daily to programs of special interest to

labor, that it has broadcast

patent-medicine advertising
cnir. ., >

and violated the order that

phonograph records be iden-

tified. The Commission con-

tends that labor unions as
or
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OF RADIO
Paramount Enters Broadcasting

District Judges Become Commissioners

a class are no larger or more important than numerous

fraternal and political bodies which could, with equal pro-

priety, claim an exclusive channel on the basis of their

numerical strength. By making the fate of

WCFL a "cause," politically potent labor

may force upon the Commission the neces-

sity of granting it a clear channel. Such a

decision would establish precedents which

will encourage other groups to make pleas for

exclusive channels on the same grounds.

There is no instrumentality which serves the public without

discrimination on a broader scale than radio broadcasting.

It is unfortunate to attempt to make this the tool of any class

or grouping of society. WCFL should base its case on superior

service to all the public and prove itself a better station from

the program and service standpoint than other Chicago sta-

tions assigned clear channels. Dependence on service to labor

unions rather than to the general public might indeed be

construed as a realization that its case is weak from the public

service standpoint. Any group, including organized labor,

better able to serve than existing broadcasters, is entitled to

the channel facilities of inferior broadcasters, but none

deserve consideration on the basis of political threat or

influence.

A Fortune for a Feature

AMOS
'N' ANDY" have captivated the radio public

so successfully that numerous stations have been

broadcasting special phonograph recordings released

them each week. Recently, the services of these artists were

purchased by the National Broadcasting Company from

Station WMAQ for a sum reputed to be $100,000, apparently
the highest price to be paid to date for the release of a single

broadcast act. The sum is not verified, but it is quite probably
correct.

There is no shortage of good radio talent, but it is a matter

of the utmost difficulty to secure real headliners whose merit

and distinctiveness establish extensive and

enthusiastic followings. It is probable that the

National Broadcasting Company will be fully

compensated for its purchase. No doubt, there

is a great deal of scurrying around to find an

advertiser to sponsor these two capable and

expensive entertainers. One of these days, they
will appear in the name of toothpaste, halitosis, or screen-

grid tubes.

In this connection, it is interesting to learn the conclusions

of Duane Wanamaker, advertising manager of the Grigsby-
Grunow Company, sponsors of the "Majestic Theatre of the

Air," after presenting Moran and Mack as a headline feature

over the Columbia System. There has been no question about

the popularity of this feature, he states in Broadcast Advertis-

ing, but headline artists win attention to themselves rather

than to their sponsors.

This reasoning might justify the conclusion that an or-

dinarily good broadcast feature, not sufficiently outstanding
to arouse great public interest in the artists presenting it,

centers good will upon the sponsor and his product most effec-

tively. Therefore, such a program is a better paying broad-

casting proposition than a "big-name" feature.

It is doubtful, however, whether an "average" feature can

attract as large an audience as outstanding
headliners. The average radio advertiser is

no longer content to make his advertising

secondary to good radio performance. Such

reasoning, it seems to us, is fallacious be-

cause the first essential to successful radio

advertising is to attract the largest possible

audience through the program merit of the feature itself.

The advertiser may secure the benefits of headliners by identi-

fying them with names suggesting his products.

Paramount in Broadcasting at Last

PARAMOUNT-FAMOUS

PLAYERS have purchased a half-

interest in the Columbia Broadcasting System, form-

ing a combination somewhat similar to the Radio-

Keith-Orpheum. The statement issued at the time of the

merger set forth that it was brought about by Paramount's

desire to associate itself with radio on account of the coming
of practical television. It is our guess that this was simply

publicity strategy because television has yet to reach a stage

of development of interest to the general public and does not

promise to do so in the immediate future. Paramount has

been linked with the effort to start broadcasting chains

for several years and this merely represents the consummation

of their work in this direction.

District Judges Become Commissioners

THE
FEDERAL RADIO COMMISSION bids fair to be dis-

placed in its most important functions by the District

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia. All the

Commission's major high-frequency allocations in the con-

tinental and inter-continental channels have now been

brought before that court by appeals. This amounts to placing

the decision as to how the high-frequency allocations will be

made with that judicial body. Attacks have

centered upon the generous allotment of fre-

quencies made to the Universal Wireless Com-
munications Company. The Mackay Radio

Corporation, Radio Communications, and In-

tercity Radio have appealed the Commission's

decisions. The latter two fear no comparison
with Universal Wireless Communications in experience in

practical commercial radio telegraphy, their contender in

high frequencies having had none to date.

It is all an extraordinary mess which has not been in the

least simplified by the existence of strong prejudices against
some of the interests involved. Radio communication is of

such importance in national and international relations that

it is well to consider decisions not only from the standpoint
of how they affect the relative positions of various communica-
tion companies and the pet hatreds of some Senators and

Congressmen, but primarily how they affect the economic

future of the United States and its position in international

communication.

E. H. F.
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THE RADIO MARKETPLACE
News, Useful Data, and Information on the

Offerings of the Manufacturer

w New Receivers Announced

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY
Co: Three new receivers, especially de-

signed for use in districts supplied with

25-cycle current, have been added to the

line of sets manufactured by this company.
These new sets, models 526, 527, and 528,

will use 224-type screen-grid tubes and
an automatic volume control. The 526

and 527 have phonograph pick-up jacks.

STERLING MANUFACTURING COMPANY:
This is the first season that this company
has manufactured radio receivers al-

though they have been hi the electrical

business for 23 years. Three sets are being
made, the Stuart, the Avon, and the Ox-
ford. The sets use screen-grid tubes and

245-type power tubes. The loud speaker
is a 10-inch dynamic.

STEWART WARNER CORPORATION: The
series 900 screen-grid receiver and the
Stewart-Warner dynamic loud speaker
are now available in a new console of 17th

century English furniture design.

TEMPLE CORPORATION: The new receiv-

ers of this company are arranged so that
either screen-grid or ordinary 227-type
tubes may be used, the change over from
one type to the other requiring about

thirty minutes work. All models use the

Temple 14-inch dynamic loud speaker.
In converting a Temple set from 227 tubes
to a screen-grid tube receiver, two radio-

frequency transformers and two resistors

must be changed. Then two 224-type
screen-grid tubes are substituted for the
227 tubes in the r.f. stages and the job is

done. The Temple Corp. feels that the

possibility of using either 227- or 224-

type tubes in their sets is a protection for

their dealers in case of a screen-grid tube

shortage.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MAN-
UFACTURING COMPANY: The model 846
receiver is a screen-grid set with automatic
volume control. Two special features pro-
vide for quiet reception. One of these is a
control which reduces the sensitivity of the
set when powerful locals are being received
or when there is considerable static. The
second feature is the "silent key" operated
by a push button, which enables the user to
cut out background noises and station

signals when tuning from one station to
another. The set uses a linear detector and
is tuned by means of a single dial in con-

junction with a tuning meter. A phono-
graph pick-up jack is provided.

Miscellaneous New Apparatus
RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, INC: Four

new power amplifiers have been designed
by this company. The PYP-245 is a three-

stage amplifier with two 227-type tubes
followed by two 245-type tubes in push
pull, the px-245 is a two-stage amplifier
with one 245-type tube, the pxp-245 is a
two-stage amplifier with 245-type tubes
in push pull, and the PXp-250 amplifier
contains three stages with 250-type tubes
in push pull.

JENKINS TELEVISION CORPORATION:
This company recently demonstrated a
complete television receiver for home use.
The complete receiver was contained in a
cabinet measuring 18 by 18 by 24 inches and

the apparent size of the image was 6 by
6 inches. The set is operated by first turn-

ing on the neon glow tube by means of a

snap switch and then tuning in the tele-

vision signal. A crank on the set is turned
to frame the picture properly. The interior

mechanism consists of a synchronous mo-
tor and the scanning drum. A special dis-

tributor serves to flash in succession the
four plates contained in the neon lamp.
Two transmitters of the company, one
at Jersey City, N. J., and the other near

Washington D. C., are on a regular sched-
ule transmitting television programs. Roth
stations are rated at 5 kw. and operate on
140 meters.

JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COM-
PANY: The pattern No. 199 Set Analyzer
is now available in a portable cabinet pro-
vided with a drawer and compartments
for tools and tubes.

Personal Notes

C. J. CALLAHAN, has assumed the duties

of sales promotion manager of Colin B.

Kennedy Corp. Mr. Callahan was for

several years promotion manager of the
Zenith Radio Corporation, of Chicago.

AT A SPECIAL MEETING of the Midwest
Radio Trades Association held at the
Electric Club of Chicago, E. J. Rrennan
was formally elected to the board of direc-

tors. Mr. Rrennan is Chicago district

radio sales manager for the Kellogg
Switchboard & Supply Co.

GEORGE MUCKER, of the well-known

family of Mucher brothers, who operate
in the radio field under the name of the
Clarostat Manufacturing Company, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., has just joined the Clar-
ostat engineering staff, following his

graduation from the Rensselaer Polytech-
nic Institute.

D. W. McKiNNON has been chosen
division manager for the Colin B. Kennedy
Corporation, of South Bend. Mr. McKin-
non will cover the Mid-West territory.

DAVID GRIMES, radio inventor, has
been appointed chief research engineer of
the Pilot Radio & Tube Corporation, it

was announced by I. Goldberg, president
of the firm. He has taken charge of the
main Pilot laboratory, 323 Berry St.,

Brooklyn, New York, where he will con-
duct investigations along original lines.

EDWARD STRAUSS has joined the Bruns-
wick national organization, and he will

be succeeded by Frank S. Horning as the
New York district sales manager.

AMONG THE recent additions to the Colin
B. Kennedy Corporation executive per-
sonnel is G. H. Kratsch, divisional super-
visor at the main office.

O. H. ESCHHOLZ has been appointed
manager of the patent department of the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufactur-
ing Company, succeeding O. S. Schairer,
who resigned to accept a similar position
with the Radio Corporation of America.
Mr. Eschholz's headquarters will be at
the company's East Pittsburgh works.

_E.
W. RUTLER, for the past five years

with the sales and engineering depart-

ment, San Francisco office, E. T. Cunning-
ham, Inc., has been transferred to the
New York executive offices of the com-
pany, it is announced by C. R. King,
vice-president and assistant general man-
ager of the company. Mr. Rutler will de-
vote his time in the same capacity at the

company executive headquarters.

THE STERLING MANUFACTURING COM-
PANY, Cleveland, announces the addition
to their staff of Geo. J. Eltz, Jr. Mr.
Eltz will act in the capacity of manager
of the Radio Division.

A. A. TROSTLEH has just been made sales

manager of the Radio-Panatrope Division
of the Rrunswick-Ralke-Collender Com-
pany, of Chicago. This concern recently
purchased the Bremer-Tully interests.

KEITH SAUNDERS, well-known figure in

the New York radio sales field, has been

appointed assistant sales manager for

the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corporation.
Mr. Saunders will handle all the shipment
problems of the Freed concern and will

contact with the Freed Radio distributors

throughout the nation.

EXECUTIVE PROMOTIONS are announced
by E. T. Cunningham, Inc. George K.
Throckmorton, formerly vice-president
and general manager, to the position of
executive vice-president and general man-
ager; C. R. King, formerly assistant

general manager to the position of vice-

president and assistant general manager;
and M. F. Burns, formerly general sales

manager, to the position of vice-president
and general sales manager.

News from Distributors

W. E. DARDEN has been elected vice-

president and Hal Motor has been elected
treasurer of Ernest Ingold, Inc., Atwater-
Kent distributor of San Francisco.

C. V. CHISHOLM, manager of the Edison

Distributing Corporation, of Boston,
Mass., New England distributors of Edi-
son radios, phonographs and records, re-

cently announced the appointment of

Guy P. Clement as their representative
for the state of Maine.

Ti. B. WOLFE, sales representative of the
Atwater-Kent Manufacturing Company
assigned to the Sioux City distributing
area, has moved to Sioux City and will

serve in the territory embraced by the
A. A. Schneiderhahn Company.

THE BURR-TRUE CORPORATION, At-
water-Kent distributors in Syracuse, N.
Y., devised in connection with their an-
nual Atwater-Kent Dealers Convention,
a very novel and arresting announcement
and reservation blank in the form of a

check, making payable to the invited
dealer "One Profit-fill Day and Enjoyable
Evening," collectible at par at the Conven-
tion Headquarters. The lower part of the

perforated double check, to be returned to

the Burr-True Corporation, is detachable
for the purpose of reservations.

NEW DISTRIBUTORS APPOINTED

THE KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUP-
PLY COMPANY has appointed the Em-Roe
Sporting Goods Company, 209 West
Washington Street, Indianapolis, Indi-
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NEW CONSOLES
(A) The new Victor receiver which has attracted considerable attention. The tuning control consist of a transparent indicator which

slides over an illuminated dial.

(B) A rather interesting cabinet houses this screen-grid receiver manufactured by the Sterling Manufacturing Company. The dynamic
loud speaker is connected to a power stage using two 245-type tubes in push-pull.

(C) This illustration shows the Jensen Imperial Model dynamic loud speaker. This model is available with either the Concert- or Audi-

torium-type dynamic units.

(D) Automatic volume control and power detection is used in this model (No. 846) Stromberg Carlson receiver. The r.f. amplifier

employs three screen-grid tubes.

(E) The Stewart Warner series 900 screen-grid receiver in a 17th Century English Console. The receiver uses eight tubes including
the rectifier.

(F) An Atwater-Kent Screen-Grid receiver and dynamic loud speaker in a well-designed console. The receiver uses three screen-grid

tubes and two 245-type power tubes.

(G) Here is a picture of the Eveready Model 33 radio receiver. It is one of the ten models included in the Eveready line this year.

(H) The Bosch Radio De Luxe Highboy. Sliding doors are used in this artistic piece of furniture. The receiver uses screen-grid tubes

and a dynamic .oud speaker.

(I) Here is a unique cabinet design. No loud speaker grill is required for the loud speaker plays through an opening in the bottom
of the cabinet. It is the Colonial Model 32.

(J) The Radio-Victor Corporation of America makes this receiver, known as the Model 33. The legs are readily detachable making
a table model receiver.
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ana, distributor for the southern Indiana

territory.
Western Missouri and the entire state

of Kansas will be served by the Univer-

sal Equipment Company, 1201 Winches-
ter Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. An-
other distributor recently appointed by

The television receiver pictured
has been developed for home use

Jenkins Television Corp.

the Kellogg Switchboard and Supply
Company is the F. D. Lawrence Company,
Inc., 219 W. 4th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio,
who will serve dealers in eastern Ken-

tucky, southwest Ohio, and the south-
western portion of Indiana.

THE TRIAD MFG. COMPANY has ap-
pointed the Northeastern Radio, Inc.

and John V. Wilson, of Boston, Triad
wholesalers for the New England terri-

tory.

THOMAS A. EDISON, INC., maker of the
Edison Radio, have completed negotia-
tions with Morley Bros., of Saginaw, Mich-
igan, for the distribution of Edison radios,

phonographs, and records in that state,

according to an announcement recently
made by Roy S. Dunn, western sales

manager of Thomas A. Edison, Inc. Mich-
igan Edison dealers will now be served

by two Edison distributors, the other dis-

tributor being E. A. Bowman, Inc., of

Detroit, who is intensifying his Edison
activities within the environs of Detroit.

THE COLIN B. KENNEDY CORPORATION,
announce the appointment of the follow-

ing distributors: Belknap Hardware &
Manufacturing Company, Louisville, Ky.;
Lindsay Electric Company, Rochester,
N. Y.; Whiteemore, Bros., Worcester,
Mass.; Narrangansett Radio Corporation
Providence, R. I.; Tri-State Radio Co.,
Huntington, West Virginia; Ashton-De-

Veer, Inc., Boston, Mass.; J. H. Blimline

& Sons, Reading, Pa.; G. S. Means Co.,
Fort Wayne, Ind.; John Y. Parke Co.,

Philadelphia; and the Gertler Electric

Co., New York City.

W. R. MCALLISTER, sales manager of
the Federal Radio Corpor-
ation, Buffalo, N. Y., an-
nounces the appointment
of the Haas Electric Sales

Company, Cleveland,
Ohio, as a Federal whole-
saler. The company's terri-

tory extends throughout
about half of the state of
Ohio and the tier counties
in the southeastern portion
of Michigan. The company
contemplates opening a
branch in Toledo in the
near future, thereby giving
immediate service to its

trade in its western terri-

tory.

JOBBER-DEALER MEETINGS

DEALER MEETINGS dur-

ing the summer were held

by the following Atwater-
Kent jobbers : Louis Beuhn
Company (Philadelphia) :

Knerr & Company,
(Harrisburg, Pa. terri-

tory); D. T. Lansing Company (Scran-

ton, Pa. territory) ; Southern Wholesalers,
Inc. (Washington D. C. territory); E. J.

Edmond Company, E. B. Latham, and
E. A. Wildermuth (metropolitan New
York area) ; Bertram Motor Supply Com-
pany (Boise, Idaho, area) ; Sunset Electric

Company (Washington state territory);
Ernest Ingold, Inc. (San Francisco terri-

tory); Ray Thomas, Inc. (Los Angeles
area); Albany Distributing Corporation
(Albany, N. Y. area); Stiefvater Electric

Company, Utica N. Y.; Columbus Ignition

Company, Columbus, Ohio; C. L. Hart-
man Corporation, Rochester, N. Y.; Burr-
True Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y.; Kurtz-
mann Company, Buffalo, N. Y.; Strevell-

Patterson Hardware Com any, Salt Lake
City, Utah.

above
by the

TEMPLE DISTRIBUTORS' dealer meetings
were held during the summer by Bihl

Brothers, Buffalo, New York, and by the
Ackerman Electric Company in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. At Pittsburgh, Pa.,
the Keps Electric Company gathered 315
dealers to hear the Temple story and a
similar meeting was held for the West
Virginia territory by the Front Company,
Temple wholesalers in that territory.

News oj the Industry
THE ACTIVE Pacific Radio Trade Asso-

ciation, with George H. Curtiss as secre-

tary, has been sending out dealer window
strips during the summer, plugging sum-

mer radio entertainment to be had over
the West Coast networks. Window strips
at other seasons for important broadcast
events have also been sent out.

NINETEEN DEALER helps are listed in
an illustrated catalogue recently sent to
Atwater-Kent dealers. Among the sales

helps available are the following: window
sign; girl cutout, cardboard musical in-

strument group, name blocks, humorous
cardboard cutouts, organ and disc cut-

outs, heraldic figures, color shafts, minia-
ture posters, 24-sheet posters, bridge sets
valance and window transparencies, card-
board letter, match folders, whistles, and
balloons.

PARKS AND HULL, Atwater-Kent dis-

tributors in Baltimore, issue each week a
folder giving highlights of local broadcast
programs. The cover of the printed piece
gives program features on the air at the
same time every day as well as a list of

regular attractive types of programs to be
heard. The two inside pages are multi-

graphed each week and refer especially
to local programs of interest. Highlights
of Local Programs, as Parks & Hull have
named the sheet, is available to retail sales-
men.

W. S. TAUSSIG, service engineer of
Freshman-Freed Eisemann, believes that
radio manufacturers should encourage
cooperation with manufacturers of elec-
trical and other devices which are, in oper-
ation, capable of setting up interference
with radio reception. In this way, he
thinks, these makers can be induced to
cure the trouble at the source and in a

great measure, relieve the industry of the
onus of curing interference after it is

created.

THE FRESHMAN COMPANY have con-
tracted with the makers of electric flasher

signs, electric pianos,
elevators, telephone ap-
paratus, street cars,
electric refrigerators,
etc., to furnish informa-
tion about the parts of
their products causing
interference and to assist

them in ways of remov-
ing the causes without

altering the operation of
the apparatus.L. T. Breck

WALTHAL'S, New York radio chain, an-
nounce the appointment of Miss Nellie

Brennan as manager of their New York
City store at 142 East 86th Street. It

is said she is the first woman radio store

manager on record.

Walter Nussbaum, president of Wal-
thal's, announces the opening of the 15th
store in the system in Brooklyn. Another
store was recently opened in NewYork City.

Crosley distributors and representatives of seven leading furniture manufacturers met in convention recently
at the Crosley factory at Cincinnati, Ohio.
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TEMPLE is having 5000 feet of film

taken which shows the process of receiver

making. It will be put to good use begin-
ning August 15 when a fleet of Temple
sales-promotion autos starts on a tour
of the United States.

There will be six machines, painted
Temple blue and cream, in the caravan at
the start. Each machine will be equipped
to show films of the Temple plant and will

be prepared to shoot new scenes along the

way. A sales-promotion official, a radio

engineer, and a window trimmer will be
in each car, and, in addition, each auto
will carry a Temple receiver.

THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANU-
FACTURERS ASSOCIATION will hold its an-
nual meeting at the Wardman Park Hotel,

Washington, D. C., during the week of
October 7. A large attendance, represent-
ing the entire electrical manufacturing
industry, is anticipated as this is the only
meeting attended by all the different prod-
uct groups in the Association.

A SPECIAL STOCKHOLDERS' meeting has
been called for the purpose of changing
the name of the Chas. Freshman Co., Inc.

to Earl Radio Corporation. The change
in name was strongly urged by dealers
and distributors who deemed this advis-

able, in order to identify more properly
the company with the new C. A. Earl
Radio which has been so enthusiastically
received by the trade and the public.

HAROLD J. WRAPE and his business as-

sociates in the Benwood-
Linze Company pur-
chased outright the
entire interests of the
Trav-Ler Mfg. Co. stock-
holders. New officers of
the company are Mr.
Wrape, president; C.
Hambuechen, vice-presi-
dent; and C. R. Ogle,

secretary and treasurer.

W. A. Butler, formerly George K.
merchandising manager Throckmorton
of the Benwood-Linze

Company, is general
sales manager for the Trav-Ler Mfg. Corp.

THE NEW Better Radio Reception Man-
ual, published by R. M. A., gives detailed

information as to the various types of
electrical appliances which are liable to
cause interference, how the cause of the
noise can be located, and, finally, how
the noises can be eliminated through the

installation of various types of filters. The
price of the Manual is 25 cents and copies
can be obtained from the Radio Manu-
facturers Association, 32 West Randolph
Street, Chicago, 111.

AT A MEETING of the Board of Directors
of the Grigsby-Grunow Company, the

regular quarterly dividend at the rate of
$4.00 per share per annum was declared.
The Company's fiscal year ended May 31,
and total sales for the fiscal year were
$49,275,990.97.

IN THE PRESENCE of more than 100 dis-

tributors and guests, the All-American
Mohawk Corporation,
manufacturers of Lyric
radios, in June opened
its new cabinet manufac-
turing plant at North
Tonawanda, N. Y. This
was one of the features
of the fourth annual
convention of the cor-

poration's distributors.

Dr. Charles Lauritsen,
chief engineer of
the Colin B. Kennedy
Corporation, has in-

augurated a complete
system of inspection to
maintain production
models of the sets equal
in every respect to the

laboratory models. The
factory test bench is

shown in an illustration

on this page.

Doernbecker Manufacturing Company,
Portland, Ore.

PRODUCTION PLANS FOR 1929

FROM ANNOUNCEMENTS of set manufac-
turers, referring to production plans for
the current radio season:

Kennedy: 1000 sets per day on the

IN OPENING a new real

estate development fea-

turing a modernistic home, the Justin
Matthews Company, developers, working
with 555 Incorporated, Atwater-Kent dis-

tributor of Little Rock, Arkansas, equipped
the home with a new Atwater-Kent screen-

grid electrodynamic radio set.

RADIO AND FURNITURE MEN MEET

SEVEN LEADING manufacturers of fine

furniture were asked to display cabinets
to the distributors of Crosley radio re-

ceivers at a convention held recently in

Cincinnati. Distributors from all parts
of the country, with the exception of the
West Coast, attended, while the latter

group held a similar meeting at San Fran-
cisco at the same time.
The cabinets displayed by the furniture

companies are designed to take the Cros-

ley chassis and moving-coil loud speaker.
Assembly may be made in a few minutes.
Provision has been made to make perma-
nent installation by placing two screws, one
in the chassis and one in the loud speaker.
Steel rails are placed in the cabinets to

permit easy placing of the chassis.

The seven furniture manufacturers who
displayed thirty cabinet designs, were:

Berkey and Gay, Grand Rapids, Mich.;
Sligh Furniture Company, Grand Rapids,
Mich.; Showers Brothers, Bloomington,
Ind.; Thomasville Chair Company, Thom-
asville, N. C.; Memphis Furniture Com-
pany, Memphis, Tenn.; Rockford Fur-
niture Company, Rockford, 111.; and

F. A. D. Andrea showing A. S. Hunter and
J. Sieger, London radio engineers, the new
Fada chassis. F. K. Rettenmeyer, chief

engineer Fada, is on the right.

screen-grid chassis. "Estimates from or-
ders on file place our production for 1929-
30 at 150,000 sets." F. W. Wellington,
chairman of the board.

Bremer-Tully: 2200 complete radio sets

per week. ("Before winter, the company
expects to speed up production to 750 sets

per day." R. E. Smiley)
Majestic: 5100 sets per day.
Temple: 500 sets per day (July 15);

production quota for 1929-30: 250,000
sets.

Freshman: 1200 sets a day; 1500 by
August 1st.

RADIO ADVERTISING SERVICE

STANDARD RATE AND DATA SERVICE,
536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, are is-

suing a monthly radio supplement to their

regular advertising media service. In
addition to rate cards and information
about each station, the monthly issue

provides data on the following broadcast
networks: National Broadcasting Com-
pany, Columbia Broadcasting system,
American Broadcasting Company, and
Trans-Canada Broadcasting Company.

KOLSTER ORGANIZES FIELD FORCE

THE KOLSTER RADIO CORPORATION has

completed the reorganization of its field

sales force into five districts covering the
United States, according to sales mana-
ger L. T. Breck. The company has set

(Concluded on page 303)

Dr. Charles Lauritsen, chief engineer, Colin B. Kennedy Corp., tries to keep production models equal in every
respect to laboratory models. Above is pictured the elaborate factory test bench.
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HOW TO ADVERTISE TUBES

WE HAVE HEARD the belief expressed a

number of times that tube advertising
which suggests a test between two makes
of tubes to determine which gives better

tone quality, distance, etc., is certain of

failure. We have heard of several of these

tests, conducted according to the modern
"blindfolded" fashion, which proved con-

clusively that one set of tubes in a given
receiver was just as good as another set

from another manufacturer. It is our belief

that any test suggested by advertising
which when carried out does not point

conclusively to the superiority of the pro-
duct being advertised is sure to be a

boomerang.
Long tube life, uniform construction,

freedom from hum, the sound judgment
and financial status of the manufacturer,
the superior engineering force as evidence

of good design these are the sources of

copy which the advertising writer can use

to the advantage of his client.

Some manufacturers feel that advertis-

ing which claims a tube "heats" instantly

may be perfectly true but that it is mis-

leading. No tubes "play" instantly, and
even with d.c. tubes there is appreciable
time lag between turning on the switch

and the advent of sound from the loud

speaker. We feel that such advertising
harms the tube in question more than other

manufacturers, who state plainly that their

tubes produce music in from five to ten

seconds, and therefore carries its own pun-
ishment with it. It is just the difference

between a clear-cut statement and one
that is cloudy and it is here that a test

will tell the truth. We should like to see

and to recommend a tube of the

227 type that "plays" instantly.

FACTS ABOUT SYLVANIA TUBES

IN A BOOKLET entitled Business
Facts about Sylvania Radio Tubes,
we find the following four reasons

why the tubes identified by the
"
Flashing 8 on a Green Oak Leaf"

are good tubes.
"
First :Sylvania precision opera-

tions are handled by men trained
for years. And we never rush them,
because if you crack a whip over
skilled workers they become noth-

ing more than laborers, and the

product is bound to suffer.

"Second: We will never let a

Sylvania tube leave the factory
unless it passes fifteen rigid in-

spections. That protects the pro-
duct against rush and hurry
because all tubes must pass those
tests or go into the junk pile. And
junk piles run into money.

"Third: Sylvania has content-
ment. No slot machines are on
Sylvania's payroll. Our hundreds
of employees are treated like hu-
man beings, given good wages and
every consideration, from a com-

pletely equipped hospital and nursing staff

to buses that take them back and forth.

"Fourth: Sylvania's up-to-the-minute
plants at Emporium, Pennsylvania, are in

the heart of the Allegheny Mountains
where the air is crisp and healthful, bodies

rugged, eyes clear, and minds alert."

TUNG-SOL ENTERS FIELD

Entry of Tung-Sol Lamp Works, Inc.,

Newark, N. J., into the radio tube industry
has been announced. A new factory adja-
cent to the lamp factory in Newark will

be built. It will have an operating space of

over 82,200 square feet, a daily capacity
of between 25,000 and 30,000 tubes, and
will be in operation by January 1, 1930.

Tubes will be made under R.C.A. license.

The factory is to be built out of company
earnings. Harvey W. Harper is president
of the company.

NEW TUBE TESTER

THE JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT
COMPANY announces a new Pattern 199
a.c.-d.c. set analyzer designed to test the
new a.c. screen-grid tubes. This instrument
tests practically everything about a radio
set except the kind of program the user
tunes in, and, if there were any way in

which the device could be made to censor

loquacious announcers, we suppose Jewell
would incorporate it into the instrument.

CUNNINGHAM SALES

CUNNINGHAM SALES for the first five

months of 1929 show an increase of more
than 35 per cent, over a corresponding

The New Jewell set analyzer
tests a. c. screen-grid tubes.

period of 1928, according to \I. F. Burns,
vice-president and general sales manager.
It is expected that the figures for the first

half year will show a total number of tubes
made exceeding the total number built

during 1928.
Mr. Burns believes the 1929 tube market

will be greater than any other in the history
of radio. He believes the total production
of tubes for the year will reach 1 10,000,000.

MARVIN'S RADIO DEBLT

THE MARVIN MUSICIANS, sponsored by
the Marvin Radio Tube Corp., of Irving-
ton, N. J., will make their radio debut over
the wjz network of the National Broad-
casting system on Saturday, Aug. 31, at
8:30 p. M., New York Time. The series will
continue for a period of 26 weeks.
Hugo Mariani, ace conductor of the

NBC studios, assisted by a 25-piece or-

chestra, comprise the Marvin Musicians.
Mariani has evolved a novel "musical-
journey" idea which readily adapts itself

to a flexibility in programs.

RUMORS OF LARGE MERGER

RUMORS OF A merger of the manufac-
turers of Televocal, Magnetron, Sonatron,
and Marathon tubes continue to float
hither and yon. No one will deny or con-
firm these rumors which in themselves are
a good indication that something is brew-
ing. The latest rumor (July 25), published
in New York papers, states that not only
has such a merger been completed but that
a license has been granted it by R.C.A.
who has loaned the new company
$2,000,000 secured by an option on 50,000

shares of stock in the new com-
pany.

TUBE SHORTAGE PREDICTED

As LATE AS July 22, William J.

Berkley, assistant to the president
of the DeForest Radio Company,
predicted a severe shortage in

tubes of the -24 and -45 types, and
encouraged all dealers to stock up
on tubes in preparation for the fall

trade when this shortage would
become evident in the retailer's

end of the business.

Certainly there are two serious

aspects of any tube shortage. If a
dealer cannot supply tubes he can-
not sell sets, any more than he
could sell an automobile on the

promise of getting tires later on.
Thus the dealer loses sales. On the
other hand, a pronounced tube

shortage makes it "pie" for in-

ferior products to be dumped on
the market and sold. These tubes
either work but poorly, or fail pre-

maturely and always breed dis-

satisfaction. As Mr. Berkley says,
"Tubes in stock mean more than

money in the bank."
(Concluded on paye 303)
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THE SERVICEMAN'S CORNER
Why Servicemen Go Home

RADIO
SERVICING has settled down

for the greater part to the detec-

tion and solution of a few rela-

tively simple troubles. But every once in a

while, just to make life interesting, we
run into a stumper, and HERBERT M.
ISAACSON, service expert of Brooklyn,
IN. Y., describes two good ones in the

paragraphs that follow:
"
If your customer complained that a

loud bong came from the loud speaker at

every footstep of a person in the room, and
that a howl, low in volume at first, but

rapidly building up to tremendous loud-

ness, occurred whenever the loud speaker
was brought within ten feet of the set,

you'd say that undoubtedly there was a

very microphonic tube in the detector
socket.

"Well, that's what I said, but
"The set was a Garod electric, model

E A. The detector is a 199, and because of
the high audio gain, a tube that is only
mildly microphonic manages to kick up
quite a rumpus. Wherefore, I had selected
a number of 199's that tested practically

non-microphonic, feeling quite certain
that the trouble could be due to nothing
but a microphonic tube.

"A terrific howl was my greeting when I

switched the set on. We'll fix that in a
moment," I murmured confidently to the
customer, and I slipped in a new detector
tul>e. To my chagrin it too howled unmer-
cifully. I tried the rest of my tested tubes
with no greater success.

"The loud speaker had a 30-foot cord,
so that it was possible to move it into the
next room. This stopped the howl which
was due, of course, to accoustic coupling
between it and the set. However, the

scraping of a chair across the floor, walk-

ing or the very lightest scratching of the
set panel with the fingernail resulted in a
noise of considerable volume from the
loud speaker. With my mouth held close

to the panel, every word I uttered was
reproduced, badly garbled but still in-

telligible and with good volume.
"I tried tapping the set at different

places in an attempt to localize the source
of the trouble, but the noise in the loud

speaker was equally loud wherever I

tapped. An examination of the set did not
indicate anything that might cause the
trouble.

"Finally I sandpapered the brass end
caps of the grid leaks and the trouble
cleared up. Although the grid leak was
held tightly between its mounting clips,
tarnish on the end cap evidently caused a

highly resistive contact that varied greatly
under the stimulus of any slight vibration.
The result was to affect grid circuit modu-
lation in the detector.

* * *

"On another occasion, I was called in

to correct a trouble that the customer
assured me I couldn't correct. 'No one
could,' he said. All the local experts had
tried to, and had failed. This fellow was
fairly bursting with pride at being the
owner of a radio that 'no one could fix.'

Two views of the radio service bench at the
Bee Automobile Company, of Allentow?i, Pa.

"This customer had a Garod electric

on which reception was perfect except
for the annoying fact that all stations

would fade in and out. This fading was
gradual and very similar to that encoun-
tered when listening to a distant station.

My first suspicion was that the antenna
was at fault. I disconnected it and strung
a few feet of magnet wire through the room
instead. (The r.f. gain of these sets is

We are publishing this month a

collection of several contributions

on radio service problems caused

by faulty tubes. In the past we
have given space to articles of a
similar nature but these have by
no means exhausted the subject,

as it has been estimated by service

experts that tube trouble is to blame

for more service jobs than the failure

of any other piece of apparatus or

equipment. Fully fifty per cent, of
radio difficulties in many in-

stances fading, distortion, lack of
volume, noise, dead set, howling,

insensitivily, and almost anything
else that can happen to a radio set

can be traced to a lube in the process,

past or present, of "going west."

We should like servicemen to tell

us of the tube troubles they have

run into, simple and complex,
the common difficulties and the

freaks. The more the merrier!

THE EDITOR.

quite high so that good volume is obtained
with very small antenna.) I disconnected
the ground. But WOR faded serenely in

and out. My diagnoser showed that the

voltages at the tubes remained steady
while the fading occurred. A new set of
tubes helped not at all. Jarring the set

didn't seem to affect the fading.
"Then, during one of the periods when

the station stayed 'out' for a few seconds,
I found that I could bring it in again with
full volume by retuning about 3 degrees.
Here was a clew. Whatever was causing
the fading was doing so by virtue of a

tuning effect. I took off the shield cans
which were of brass and bolted to brass
bed plates on which the apparatus is

mounted and inspected the tuning con-
densers. Seemingly, they were perfect.
Careful examination of the r.f. coils

showed them to be perfect, too. Every-
thing appeared to be tight. I sandpapered
the bed plates where they made contact
with the shield cans and secured the cans
back in place. The fading was gone.
"In all probability tarnish and dust

were causing variable contact between the
shields and the grounded bed plates, so
that at times the shields were grounded
and at other times they were 'floating'
with a resultant tuning effect on the coils

mounted inside them."

[These are only two of Mr. Isaacson's
unusual experiences in servicing radio re-

ceivers. We are holding several others in

type and they will be published in a future
issue Editor.]

Tube Troubles

"The big joke was found in a brand new
Tyrman a.c. Imperial 80 (beautiful job).
The trouble: fading signal, no wallop, hum,
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and several minor afflictions. I made strict

search for all defects possible and then put
the little box of tricks to work. Well, the am-

plifier proved ok., plenty of pep and juice

to spare, but when I hooked it all up I lost

all plate voltage on the second detector.

Well then it was the old process of elimina-

tion and the trouble was located as a
direct short from the second i.f. trans-

former space charge to cathode. So watch

your a.c.-24, they're tricky."
R. R. HESCOCK, Manager (Silver-

Marshall Service). Associated Radio En-

gineers, Portland, Oregon.

GEORGE W. BROWN, radio service

manager of the Motor Supply Company,
Boston, Mass., reports the following:

"
Here is a trouble which I have encoun-
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advertising that sells no goods or makes no
friends. Most every serviceman has had
his share of these cases on sets known to

be of reliable manufacture and to have a

reputation for a high standard of perfor-
mance.
"Some RCA 17's suffered from this

trouble last summer in the territory along
the Eastern coastal states and the cause

and correction is now fairly well known
over this territory. The forms on which the

radio-frequency coils were wound, in

some cases absorbed sufficient moisture

to cause a high r.f. loss in the amplifier
circuit. The popular remedy has been to

remove the radio-frequency coil assembly
and dry it out thoroughly in a moderately
heated oven or to dry it out less quickly

by placing the whole set in a warm dry

place for a few days. In almost every case

the original performance has been ob-

tained after this treatment.
"Another group of 'no-volume' cases

was found to exist in the variable tuning
condensers of some models of A-K and
other make sets using bolted-stator con-

densers.

"It was found that by loosening up on
the bolts and turning the spacing washers
a turn or two, a retightening resulted in a

marked improvement in reception."
H. J. S. EMMERICH, Service Manager,
Parks and Hull, Baltimore, Md.

Lack of pep in many single-control jobs
is due to the fact that one or more of the

condenser units have been thrown too far

off resonance in stabilizing the receiver

as often happens with A-K's. The tuning
circuits should be lined up until they are

closer to the oscillation point.

A Pocket Tool Kit: "To the radio ser-

viceman a few tools close at hand when
needed are a great deal more valuable

than a shop full of tools lying somewhere
else.

"Since he is liable to be called on at

any time to go almost anywhere, like a

family doctor, he will likely have to go
home first for his tools, like a plumber.
This is not so good because the sick radio

is liable to start playing again while he
is gone. On the other hand, if the set starts

while he is working at it everything is

'Jake' and he can collect his fee.

"I started early in the game to carry a

small pair of pliers and a screw-driver in

my coat pocket. This practice day after

day soon wore holes in my pockets and

coat-lining. Also, I found it necessary to

buy tools quite frequently to replace those

lost. Therefore, I bought a small leather

pouch that was just large enough to hold
the following:
One five-inch needle-nose, side-cutting

pair of pliers.
One four-inch screw-driver, narrow

enough to fit the set screws in radio switch
knobs and dials, yet strong enough to

loosen most of the screws about a radio

set

One No. 1020 Bonney CV double-end
wrench that fits most of the hex nuts.

A few inches of rosin-core solder.

A short piece of insulated copper wire.

"The leather pouch is not cumbersome
and can be carried any time unnoticed.

The wire is often necessary to make a

splice in the case of a
broken connection. The
rosin core solder needs

only the application of
heat which the ingenious
serviceman will supply
with a match, cigar-

lighter, or a hot poker.
"I carry the kit with

me whether I am on duty
or not and it has pre-

H.P.Erickson vented disappointment

in receiving radio programs many times,
also possibly a reputation."
EDWIN J. BACHMAN, Bee Automobile

Company, Allentown, Pa.

Starling Nuts or Bolls with Rubber

Tubing: "The serviceman or set builder

often finds times when it is next to im-

possible to start a nut or a bolt because
of the narrow space in which he works.
There have been many methods devised
for doing this but all are more or less

emergency devices and call for as much
effort arranging the device as for doing
the work. By using several eight- or ten-
inch lengths of rubber tubing of varying
internal diameters the work can be

quickly and easily accomplished.
"Use fairly heavy walled tubing. To

start a nut simply push one end of the
tube over the nut and then insert that
end in the space and give the tube a few
twirls with the fingers. The nut will catch
on the threads at once. Then pull off the

tubing and finish with the necessary
wrench. Bolt heads can be inserted in the

tubing in the same way and thus started

into any otherwise inaccessible threaded
hole."

This idea, contributed by L. B. ROB-
BINS, veteran supporter of our depart-
ments, in Harwich, Mass., will appeal to

every serviceman who has rubbed his

knuckles against live stuff in trying to

start an elusive nut or bolt which makes
it just about unanimous.

The Ohm-Meter as a Service Instrument:

Reynolds W. Smith, authorized radiotri-

cian, of Manchester, N. H., recommends
the General Radio Company type 287-A

portable ohm-meter as a most useful

service device. The instrument consists of

a 4.5-volt battery and a 7000-ohm meter
in series with a variable resistor. The dial

of the instrument is calibrated directly
in ohms. It is portable, weighing only two
and a half pounds, and rugged.

In checking circuits the ohm-meter

gives a visual indication of continuity,
and shows the resistance of the circuit,

which, when compared with a table of

standards which are easily prepared, is

often significant. The resistance measure-
ments provided by the meter are suffici-

ently accurate for all service work.
This G. R. ohm-meter

sells for $30.00

Reducing Man-Made
Static

The Pacific Radio
Trade Association makes
the following recommen-
dations in reference to

reducing artificial static

by means of a preferred
ground connection:

1. Make the ground
wire as short and direct

as possible.
2. If a water pipe must be used maxe

the connection to the pipe as near the

earth as possible (remember that copper
wire will always have a lower resistance

than a water pipe).
3. Use only approved ground clamps

for connection to water pipe or ground rod.

4. Never connect the ground wire to

steam, gas, conduit, hot water or telephone

grounds.
5. The ground wire must be insulated

and treated in the same manner as the

antenna.
6. To prevent ground pick-up keep the

wire as far away from power wires and

grounded metallic objects as possible.
7. Do not run the ground wire close

and parallel to the antenna.
8. Before attaching a ground clamp to

pipe or rod clean surface with sandpaper.

H. J. S.

Emmerich

The G.R. 287A ohm-meter
give resistance readings directly
without an external battery.

9. Wherever ground pick-up is had
shield the ground wire.

10. Where an unusually low resistance

earth contact is desired, or where the soil

is dry and sandy, two or more pipes may
be driven not less than six feet apart, nor
more than ten feet apart, and the two or

more pipes connected in multiple or paral-
lel to form the ground
for the receiver.

Service Managers
Organize

The Radio Service
Managers Association,
New York City, was re-

cently organized with
the following officers:

E. J. Bachman _ J h S - Dunham,QRV
Radio Service, Inc., presi-

dent; Howard T. Cer-

vantes, Haynes-Griffin, Inc., vice president;
James E. Shannon, Colonial Radio Corpora-
tion, corresponding secretary; C. P. Bald-

win,The Aeolian Company , recording secre-

tary, and O. Ramberg, R. H. McMann,
Inc., treasurer. The three additional direc-

tors provided for and elected are: Wm. W.
Heller, Gimbel Brothers; Henry C.

Struckmann, American Bosch Magneto
Corporation; and J. W. Wiegand, Factory
Radio Service.

The principal objects of the Association,
as set forth in the by-laws are:

1. To act as a forum for the interchange
of ideas and experience relating to service.

2. To secure the cooperation of manu-
facturers and distributors in furnishing
service information for dissemination to
its members.

3. To provide a central source of service

information for the use of its members.
4. To act as a free employment agency

for servicemen and service managers.
5. To establish a system of examination

and classification of applicants for service

and managerial positions.
6. To cooperate with radio service

schools or schools having such courses,
for the purpose of improving the training
available for men who desire to go into

the service business.

All those who are interested in
applying

for membership, or who wish to be in-

formed of future meetings, or desire more
information, may address the Radio
Service Managers Association at Room
406, 1400 Broadway, New York City.
We are anxious to publish names of

local radio service organizations and will

appreciate having secretaries send us the
name of their organization together with
other data, such as the address, number
of members, activities, etc. EDITOR.
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STRAYS from THE LABORATORY
Regarding Cross Talk

The screen-grid receiver has brought
into the limelight a problem which has

bothered engineers in the past and which

assumes a major importance now. This is

the problem of "cross talk." It is distinct

from lack of selectivity, and, as a matter of

fact, may have little to do with the selec-

tivity of a receiver.

The latter is a function of the number
of tuned circuits, their alignment, and the

selectivity of these circuits. Cross talk

occurs in the first tube circuit and is not

confined to screen-grid receivers.

Any receiver which is connected to the

antenna through an untuned or aperiodic

circuit, such as a resistance or choke, may
be subject to cross talk if it is in the vi-

cinity of powerful stations. The strange
fact is not that the receiver is bothered by
local stations when its antenna is floating
in the midst of an extremely heterogenous
field of signals of all frequencies, powers,
and band widths, but that the receiver

gets any one signal at all.

Cross talk may take place when there

is some non-linearity in grid or plate cir-

cuits of the first tube, or it may take place
even though the characteristics are essen-

tially linear.

Suppose two voltages of equal amplitude
at 600 and 700 kc. are impressed on the
antenna and thence to an untuned input
of a receiver. These signals may beat and

produce a sum frequency of 1300 kc. If

the following tuned circuits are tuned to

1300 kc. a signal may be heard in the loud

speaker composed of the modulations of

both the component station frequencies.
It will be a potpourri, and undecipherable.
Suppose the receiver is tuned to a rather

weak 700-kc. signal and that a strong 600-

kc. voltage is impressed on the grid of the
first tube. If this signal is great enough to

cause the grid to draw current, or to cause

any non-linear part of a characteristic

to be traversed, demodulation will take

place and the resultant audio voltages
which will be present in the circuit may
modulate the carrier of the desired

station. Thus it may be possible to hear
the studio program of a local station "rid-

ing in" on the carrier of a distant station.

This carrier may or may not be completely
modulated by the local station's signals.

If the volume control reduces the plate
voltage of the r.f. tubes, or increases the

grid bias of these tubes, a peculiar form of
cross talk may result. If the volume is re-

duced sufficiently, the r.f. tubes become

peak
voltmeters and the peaks of strong

local signals will "blurb" through the
receiver and make intermittent loud

speaker squawks and gasps that sound like

regurgitations of undesired noise.

All of these evidences of cross talk can
occur in screen-grid sets. In fact, they
may appear often unless precautions are
taken to prevent them. The amplitude of

signal that can be applied to the grid of a

screen-grid tube is distinctly limited by the
curvature of the characteristics and the
flow of grid current. A strong local signal
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may overload the first tube and cause cross

talk. If the volume control is on the control

or screen grid and must be reduced too far

to cut down a local signal to reasonable

volume, cross talk may result.

The solution is to use a selective input
circuit to the receiver. In some cases

this may involve the use of band-pass cir-

cuits between antenna and receiver so

that desired signals are admitted and

passed while undesired voltages are at-

tenuated. It seems almost certain that the

volume control of the future will not only
reduce the sensitivity of a receiver but at

the same time must reduce the coupling
of the receiver to its antenna, or increase

the selectivity of the input circuit.

The Berne Radio List

We learn from Wireless World (June 12,

1929) that the first part of the so-called

Berne list of radio stations is ready. This
section (there will be five in all) contains

a list of the commercial and official fixed

and land stations of the world, both long
and short waves. The first section costs 7.5

francs (Swiss) and may be obtained from
the International Bureau of the Telegraph
Union, Berne, Switzerland. The sum in

United States currency is about $1.45.

Other sections of the list will be ready
soon. They will list broadcasting stations,

ship stations, special-purpose stations such
as meteorological, air stations, etc.

Municipal Radio Laws

Tobe Deutschmann, Inc. is distributing
a pamphlet prepared by Paul M. Segal
and Paul D. P. Spearman of the Legal
Division of the Federal Badio Commis-
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- 70 Noise in Stenographic Room
Noise riding in Train
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- 30

- 20 Average whisper 4' away

- 10 Rustle of leaves in gentle breeze

- Threshold of audibility
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How sound intensities

compare.

sion. It deals with "State and Municipal
Regulation of Radio Communication,"
and is dated May, 1929. The laws relating
to prescribing local licenses, limiting the

operation of reception apparatus (radiat-

ing receivers), restricting hours of opera-
tion, etc. are considered in the pamphlet,
as well as those relating to "man-made
static."

Comparison of Noise Intensities

The figures in Fig. 1 are taken from
"Transmission of Sound through Wall and
Floor Structures," by V. L. Chrisler and
W. F. Snyder, Bureau of Standards Journal

of Research, March, 1929. The units are

logarithmic units like the DB. Thus, if the

"threshold of feeling," where a sound be-

comes so intense it affects the nervous

system as a pressure like that of a weight
instead of a sound, is 108 units, the noise

in an airplane is about 10-15 units below
this figure. Note the high level of noise in

a stenographic office.

Grid Leak Condenser Detection

Several articles on detection, written by
Professor Terman of Stanford University
have been published in BADIO BROADCAST.
Mr.Termanrecommends grid leak and con-
denser detection for its greater sensitivity,
better frequency characteristic, and greater

linearity when operated at high input volt-

ages. Some criticism of this type of detector
been has made and it has not been used gen-
erally because of the

"
loading

"
effect on the

previous circuit. Some experimenters feel

that the loss in gain in the previous cir-

cuit makes up for any gain in the sensitiv-

ity of the detector. Other workers in this

interesting field claim that the grid leak

and condenser detector contributes too

much distortion in the form of harmonics.
In a recent letter Mr. Terman cites the

following data of a graduate student at

his university who has measured the out-

put of a detector with a harmonic analyzer.
With a 227-type tube, 33 per cent, mod-

ulation, 90 volts on the plate, the voltage
across a 10,000-ohm load may be as high
as 5 volts with only 5 per cent, second
harmonic. This indicates that with 100

per cent, modulation and a high-quality
3-1 transformer, over 30 volts could be

applied to the following power tube with-
out excessive hafmonic distortion."

After all the argument in favor of bias

detection and against grid leak and con-
denser detection, it would be rather amus-
ing if a majority of receivers were to go
back to the older form of demodulation a

year or so from now. If, as it seems is true,
a grid leak and condenser detector has a

high input which is linear, while the bias

detector is linear over only a very small

range and very near the overloading point,
the former may be demanded by the search
for better fidelity.
An article from the laboratory of E. T.

Cunningham, Inc., giving quantitative
comparisons of the two general types of

detection, is scheduled to appear in

October RADIO BROADCAST.



OBBERS are reducing stock investment, simpli-
fying inventory and increasing turnover and profits
by limiting their tube lines to one or two nationally
known brands. If this is good business for the dis-
tributor it is an equally sound policy for the dealer.

With this new cabinet idea MARVIN makes it pos-
sible for every dealer to have a complete compact
tube department that will give absolute stock con-
trol and show greater profits.

Sturdily built of steel and lithographed in full colors
this cabinet displays and holds the number of tubes
the average dealer should carry in stock.

Ask your MARVIN distributor how you can get
this cabinet without cost, or write us.

MARVIN RADIO TUBE CORPORATION
IRVINGTON, NEW JERSEY

Sales Offices: 225 Broadway, New York City

Against
the Wall
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MARVIN
MASTEK- BUILT
RADIO TUBES

N outstanding nation-wide radio broadcasting
program will serve as a weekly reminder to almost

every radio owner that MARVIN Master-Built radio
tubes serve better and live longer.

Between these programs MARVIN newspaper adver-

tisements, such as illustrated on the left, will

consistently remind the radio public of MARVIN
Master-Built quality.

Through eye and ear these millions of MARVIN
messages are building sales for you

MUSICIANS!
every Saturday night* WREN

8-30 P.M

and, associated x
v i

N'B-C- stations ^. ^''- H



MA,iRVIN colorful literature and dis-

play material tells and retells the story

of the Master-Built tubes that serve

better and live longer.

This advertising material effectively

supplements MARVIN broadcasting

programs and newspaper publicity and

identifies MARVIN dealers everywhere.

There is an old saying that "goods well

displayed are half sold." The MARVIN
merchandising and stock cabinet, win-

dow lithography, window stickers and

transparencies insure MARVIN dealers

of maximum display value for the line.

Your MARVIN distributor will gladly

furnish you with the advertising mate-

rial illustrated on this page and ex-

plain the MARVIN Resale Help Plan in

greater detail.



MARVIN
MUSI CIA. IMS

M.N their regular Saturday Night Concert Hour
the MARVIN MUSICIANS are striving to please
the great radio tube-using public.

MARVIN engineers are also trying to please this

same audience by making radio tubes that serve

better and live longer. The Master-Builder illus-

trated below symbolizes the many famous radio

tube engineers who are responsible for MARVIN
quality. These scientists have made contribu-
tion after contribution to the advancement of
the radio art and their latest achievements are the
newMARVIN MY-227 and MARVIN MY-224 tubes.

Strictly a product of MAR-
VIN'S own laboratories this
Master-Built MY-227 tube
creates a new world's record
for quick starting time by
heating up in five seconds
flat.

Dealers everywhere are find-

ing this tube invaluable for
demonstration purposes and
easier and more profitable to
sell. Complete information
upon request.

Marvin Radio Tube Corporation
Irvington, New Jersey

The instant approval of
MARVIN MY-224 by dealers
the country over is another
testimonial to the Master-
Builders.

This tube, on account of its

ingenious construction, will
not "short" even if dropped.
Outer and inner shield-grids
are doubly supported to pre-
vent displacement or break-
age and it maintains uniform
electrical characteristics.
Complete information upon
request.

General Sales Offices:
225 Broadway, Transportation

New York City

Bldg.



A Rugged A.C. Meier

COPPER-OXIDE RECTIFIER VOLTMETERS
miimiimimiimuniii

By R. J. KRYTER
Radio Engineer, Prest-O-Lite Storage Battery Corporation

WHEN
performing experimental

work in the field of radio, the

ability to make quantitative meas-
urements is of utmost importance. It

is quite essential that one have instru-

ments which will tell him just what is going
on in the circuits he is studying. The aver-

age experimental laboratory is equipped
with d.c. instruments for measuring the

voltages and currents involved in vacuum-
tube networks. On the other hand, the

measurement of the alternating voltages
and currents in these circuits is not

always as readily accomplished as the

necessary instruments are too sluggish
in their movement, or require too much
power for their operation. Thermocouple
instruments have the first two disadvan-

tages, moving-iron instruments have the

last two, and dynamometer instruments
have the first and last drawbacks.

A.C. meters in general are more sluggish
than d.c. meters and require a great deal

more power to energize them. This last

drawback is a very serious one in radio

measurements, for it often works out that

more power is required to swing the

meter's needle than is available in the

circuit being studied. We are accustomed
to d.c. voltmeters requiring only 1 milli-

ampere to produce a full-scale deflection

(sensitivity of 1000 ohms per volt) and
know that a voltmeter consuming 10 milli-

amperes has a limited usefulness in radio

measurements. On the other hand, a.c.

voltmeters of the moving-iron and dyna-
mometer types generally require from 15

to 100 mA. in the higher ranges and from
100 to 500 mA. in the lower ranges. The
power consumption is usually several

watts! Even the expensive and fragile

thermocouple instruments require 10 mA.
to produce a full-scale deflection.

Principle of Operation

When a d.c. instrument is placed in an
a.c. circuit where the polarity is constant-

ly reversing it merely reads the algebraic

average of the reversals, which is zero. The
customary method of measuring alternat-

ing currents is to design the meter so that

its deflection is independent of the direc-

tion of the current flowing through it. The
types of mechanism which will fulfill this re-

quirement are limited, and are responsible
for the shortcomings of a.c. instruments.
A second method of measuring alternat-

ing currents is to use a direct-current

mechanism and to rectify the a.c. passing
through the meter. This method is dis-

cussed in the present article and a simple
and inexpensive arrangement is presented
whereby the experimenter can use his d.c.

instruments for a.c. measurements without

materially impairing their sensitivity or

their quickness of response.

The method of measuring alternating
currents by rectifying them and then pass-

ing the undirectional product through d.c.

meters is old, but in the past has been com-

plicated and inefficient. For this method
to be a practical success, we must have a

rectifier which is compact, self-contained,

and highly efficient. Such a device is found
in the modern dry-disc electronic rectifiers,

such as the Westinghouse "Rectox" unit,

As every engineer knows, a.c.

meters are both expensive and not

universally useful. In this article is

described a method of constructing a

rectifier-voltmeter that will measure

both alternating currents and wit-

ages without many of the disadvan-

tage? experienced when meters of
conventional type are employed.

THE EDITOR
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Fig. 1

and it is around this rectifier that the fol-

lowing method of measurement has been

arranged.
The method makes necessary connecting

in series with the a.c. circuit where current

is to be measured, the a.c. input terminals

of a full-wave rectifier consisting of four

Rectox discs, and connecting the d.c. out-

put terminals of this rectifier to a suitable

milliammeter, as in Fig. 1. If voltage is to

be measured instead of current, the milli-

ammeter used is of the lowest available

range and a multiplier is placed in series

with a.c. terminals of the rectifier. The de-

vice is then connected across the points
where potential is to be measured.
The characteristics of the a.c.-operated

rectifier-meter will depend upon those of

the d.c. instrument which forms the actual

measuring unit. In general, the sensitivity
will be approximately the same, the "dead-
beat" qualities will be unchanged, and
when used as a milliammeter the scale

range will be quite similar to that of the

d.c. instrument used. The writer uses

Weston Model 301 instruments for this

purpose, because they are sensitive, yet

very rugged and are nearly perfectly
"dead-beat." Similar instruments, such as

those made by Jewell, Westinghouse, etc.,

will be suitable.

Due to the geometrical properties of a

sine wave, the d.c. output of a theoretically

perfect rectifier working into a resistive

load is 0.901 times the effective value of the

a.c. being rectified. This being the case, if

our rectifier were perfect, the d.c. meter
would read 90 per cent, of the true a.c.

flowing in the external circuit. Although no
rectifier is perfect, a dry-disc rectifier when

properly used in this service so nearly

approaches the above ideal that its diver-

gence is hardly greater than the errors in

the d.c. meter itself and can often be neg-
lected. Therefore, when once the proper

adjustment is obtained, it is only neces-

sary to multiply the reading of the d.c.

meter by ^-set
= 1.11. Due to the fact

that this constant proportionality exists

between the reading of the d.c. meter and

the a.c. input, the scale of the resultant

meter is practically uniform, rather than

being of the inconvenient "square-law"
type found in other a.c. meters.

Accuracy
The instruments built by the writer are

accurate up to about four-thousand cycles,
but fall off gradually beyond this point,
due to their inherent capacity. No attempt
was made to prevent this effect in the

writer's instruments and doubtless a ma-
terial improvement in high-frequency char-

acteristics could be made by proper design.
In any case the rectifier will have enough
capacity to render it useless at radio fre-

quencies, in which field the vacuum-tube
voltmeter has no rival.

At this point the reader may ask,
" But

will not the insertion of a rectifier in any
a.c. circuit alter materially the wave form
and other conditions in that circuit, and
therefore render the measurementof doubt-
ful value?" The answer is "No," and a
careful inpsection of the circuits will make
the reason clear. Note that the rectifier

feeds directly into the d.c. meter which
absorbs the entire output. Since the meter
used is a milliammeter without any multi-

plier, its impedance is low and consists

almost entirely of resistance. The rectifier

may be considered merely as a synchronous
switch which reverses the current to the

milliammeter in step with the reversals in

the line. Therefore, the rectifier-meter as

seen from its input terminals is merely a
small resistance and this will cause no

appreciable alteration in any circuit in

which it may be placed. The effect of leak-

age in the rectifier is negligible when the

instrument is arranged properly and the

distributed capacity of the rectifier be-

comes apparent only at the high audio

frequencies. When used as a voltmeter
the rectifier is in series with a resist-

ance multiplier, and the effect upon the

circuit under test is merely that of shunt-

ing the circuit with a high resistance. It is

interesting to note that the rectifier-meter

has a smaller phase angle than commercial
meters of the dynamometer or iron-vane

type.

Construction

The following directions apply to West-

inghouse "Rectox" units of 0.6-amp.

capacity such as are used in various trickle

chargers. These directions also apply to

other makes of rectifiers if proper modifi-

cations are made to compensate differences

in construction and operation.

Brass Terminal Plate.
Rectifying Disc

A/ C

LeadWasher
'

Paper Washer -
/

to Raise Current Density

'

D.C.

To Meter

Copper

n Copper Oxido

A-C= AC INPUT TO RECTIFIER: BD=DC. OUTPUT OF RECTIFIER

Fig. 2
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Before constructing the special rectify-

ing unit, the experimenter must decide
the approximate current ranges he wishes
to cover, so that he may adjust his rectifier

accordingly. One of the peculiarities of the

copper-oxide valve is that its degree of rec-

tification and its energy efficiency depend
upon the current density. At low current
densities the copper-oxide couple ceases
to rectify; the completeness of rectification

and energy efficiency increase with in-

creasing current density until the density
becomes high enough to cause local heating;
at this latter point the degree of rectifica-

tion and the efficiency rapidly fall off. The
exact current density de^jrable for any
particular service depends upon the ar-

rangement of discs used, upon the voltage
across each disc, and upon the cooling pro-
vided. For use with meters the minimum
density is about 30 mA. per square inch,
the normal density is about 100-1500 mA.
per square inch, and the maximum density
about 2000 mA. per square inch, although
this last quantity is determined entirely
by the radiating surface provided.
The method of adjusting the current

density is to cover the copper-oxide surface
with a paper disc, cutting out a sector
thereof to expose the area desired. The
working area of the original disc is about
1.1 square inches, and this disc is suited for

rectifying currents of 100-300 milliamperes.
The area of the disc is arrived at as

follows: Although the disc is lj" in diam-
eter, the oxide film is usually chipped or
worn down for a distance of approximately
A" in from the edge, leaving the outside
diameter of the useful surface about If".
Now the area of a circle is 0.785 d2

, which,
in this case, is 0.785 (1.375)

2 or about 1.48

square inches. The disc, however, contains
a hole in the center whose area must be
subtracted to get the actual area of the

ring-shaped piece. This hole is \" in diam-
eter, but again the film is imperfect for
about fa" from the edge, so that we must
consider the hole as being f

"
in diameter

as far as the oxide film is concerned. The
area of a f

"
circle is 0.785 (0 .625)

2 or about
0.31 square inch. Therefore, the maximum
working area of the disc is 1.48 sq. in.

0.31 sq. in. = 1.17 square inches. It will
be noticed that the lead washers are made
If" in diameter and with a f" hole to

120 36 12 2.4

110 33 11.2.2

100 30 10 2.0

90 27 9 1.8

80 24 8 1.6
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10 3 1 0.2
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with paper washers appropriate to the

output desired, face each rectifier disc on
both sides with lead washers, and insert

the brass terminal plates between the

discs. (See Fig. 2.) Cut off the central in-

sulating sleeve to the proper length and
cut the bakelite end-plates to circular form.

See that the discs with their washers and
terminal plates are arranged as in Fig. 2,

the rectifying discs being arranged in two
pairs with their oxidized surfaces in each

pair facing the center. Then reassemble the

stack, clamping it as tightly as possible

by means of the central bolt and nut. The
unit is now ready for trial.

Connect the central terminal to the

negative post of a milliammeter and the
two outside terminals of the positive post.
The intermediate terminals form the a.c.

leads. (See Fig. 2.) In case the unit is

connected to a milliammeter of low range,
say 5 or 10 mA. full scale, try the following

experiment: Place the a.c. input of the
rectifier unit in series with one of the leads

running from the output-coupling device
of your radio receiver to your loud speaker.
Turn on your set and you will find that
the d.c. meter will give a visual indication
of the actual signal current flowing through
the loud-speaker windings, the needle

following the rhythm of the speech or
music being received. Watch for the surges
of current caused by drums or bass chords
on the piano; also note the wide range of

energy in speaking voice.

Calibration

Next comes the item of adjustment and
calibration. If the experimeter merely
wishes to use his instrument to determine
relative values, no calibration will be neces-

sary. If it is desired, however, to have the
instrument read in terms of actual millia-

amperes or volts, it must be checked

against some kind of known standard.

The simplest thing, of course, is to com-

pare the rectifier-meter with a standard

indicating a.c. meter if such an instrument
is available. By making such a comparison
the rectifier-meter can be adjusted for

most efficient operation. The reading of
the d.c. meter should theoretically be 0.90
times the reading of the a.c. meter and in

^Quadrant Divided into Fifths

:ut along these Lines

Shaded Area =Sectdr
Removed

Fig. 5

no case need it fall befow 0.83 times the
a.c. value. If the d.c. meter reads lower
than this, it is an indication that the cur-

rent density is not right, that the stack has
not been clamped tightly enough, or else

the stack has been improperly assembled.
A typical unit gave d.c.-a.c. ratios between
0.83 and 0.90 all the way from 1 mA. to
100 mA., even though it was used with
4 different d.c. instruments. This fact

makes it possible to omit calibration if only
approximately quantitative results are
needed. After a little experience in con-

structing these devices, the experimenter
should have no trouble in obtaining d.c.-

a.c. ratios of 0.85 to 0.90 on the first trial,

and, can assume, therefore, that the a.c.

indicated by his instrument will be be-
tween 1.1 and 1.2 times the reading of his

d.c. meter.
If it is desired to calibrate the instru-

ment and no a.c. milliammeter is available
but an a.c. voltmeter is at hand, the meter

may be calibrated from a known voltage
and a known resistance. If the experi-
menter desires only a rough check on his

work and has no a.c. meter of any kind
available, the 60-cycle house-current may
be assumed as being 115 volts and the
meter checked through known resistors.

For example, a 10,000-ohm resistor will

pass 11.5 mA. from a 115-volt line.

The range of a milliammeter can be
extended by shunting, although this should
be avoided if possible. The shunt should
be placed across the a.c. input terminals
to the rectifier. In the case of a voltmeter,
the range of the instrument can be ad-

justed very conveniently by changing the
value of the resistance-multiplier which is

placed in series with the a.c. input. It is

convenient to adjust the multiplier so that
the volts applied will be some multiple of
the reading of the d.c. milliammeter. Thus,
if a 1.5-mA meter is used, the multiplier
can be arranged so that full-scale deflec-

tion on the meter will be obtained with
15 volts or 150 volts applied.

Fig. 3 shows typical calibration curves
of a rectifying milliammeter, the rectifier

being used in conjunction with four differ-

ent d.c. meters. Fig. 4 shows the calibra-

tion curves of a rectifying voltmeter. In
this case multipliers of known fixed values
were used, without making any attempt
to produce an integral ratio between the

voltage applied and the current read on the
meter.

THE DEALER AND THE FINANCE COMPANY
(continuedfrom page 257)

carry your own. The reason for this is that
it gives you a third-party alibi in making
prompt collections. You can honestly
tell a customer that the finance company
demands the money, and that if he (the

customer) does not pay same, you will

have to. It is often desirable or good busi-

ness to use this leverage in making col-

lections. I think any dealer's motto should

be,
"
Get the money, keeping the customer

in good humor whenever it is humanly
possible to do so; but if you have to do it,

get him mad enough to pay." We must
not forget that statistics show that the
number of businesses going into bank-

ruptcy because of poor credits (or poor
collections the meaning is the same) is

more than four times that of businesses
which fail because of lack of capital. I am
sure that bad debts or poor judgment
in extending credit is the greatest cause of
failure. Watch your overhead expense;
don't buy carelessly; don't let employees'
dishonesty or carelessness rob you of

legitimate profits; but above all, watch

your collections get the money promptly
when due.
So far we have been looking at this

dealer-finance company relation from the

standpoint of what the dealer should do.

Now let's look at the other side. What
about the man who buys your paper?
What should he do to hold up his end of

things?
First of all, of course, he should pay

you promptly for all contracts as fast as
he gets them from you. I know of com-
panies who hold their dealers' checks up

from two weeks to a month while they
are "investigating." There is no reason
for this. If you are dealing with an outfit

who does this ask them to correct it, and
if they fail to do so get another outlet for

your paper.
Demand that you be notified promptly

of a past due account. If the finance com-
pany expects you to be on the job helping
them get their money, they certainly
should notify you of delinquencies
promptly. A radio dealer has to know a lot

of things, but no one should expect him
to include mind-reading.

Regarding Rebates

A contract may often be paid out before

maturity, and if so the finance company
should rebate a portion of the total hand-

ling charge originally figured in the con-
tract. This will not be exactly on a pro-rata
basis because a certain amount of work
must be done in "setting up" the contract
on the finance company's books, regardless
of how long the paper runs. But an unex-

pected two or three dollars promptly re-

funded to a customer when he pays out
ahead of time will make him feel mighty
good toward you.
As mentioned before, very few finance

companies can afford to send a collector

after small individual amounts from pur-
chasers; but nearly all of them have what
is called a "road-man," or "contact-man."
As the name implies, this man calls on all

dealers who deal with his company. Here
is your chance to get some valuable in-

formation. Talk over general business
conditions with him. Find out what other
dealers are doing probably he can tell

you exactly how some successful radio
merchant has solved a problem which

may be bothering you; or ne can tell you
of an out-of-the-ordinary window display
he has noticed; and dozens of other valu-
able pointers. These suggestions apply also

to your talking to jobber's salesmen who
call on you, but the finance company's
man will probably be more fruitful of good
ideas, and what he tells you will not be
colored by a desire to sell you something.

In closing let me say that during this

year many millions of dollars worth of
radio merchandise is going to be retailed

on the monthly installment plan; and I

hope that each of you will be successful

in getting your share.

SCREEN-GRID SHRINKAGE SHRINKS

PRIVATE LAMENT among tube manufac-
turers regarding the abnormally high
shrinkage in tubes of the 224 type contin-

ues, although it seems that shrinkage
figures show a slight tendency to shrink
themselves. We have heard of at least two
manufacturers who can make such tubes
with less than 45 per cent, shrinkage and
of one manufacturer who has reduced the

shrinkage to below 30 per cent. which,
we believe, is getting into the range at
which profit begins. Such low shrinkage is

a product of good mechanical design, in-

dependent research, and unceasing efforts

to iron out small causes of trouble.
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Data on the Bosch Model 48 Receiver

DESIGNING R.F. CIRCUITS FOR THE 224

By BENEDICT V. K. FRENCH
Radio Engineering Division, American Bosch Magneto Corporation

THE
NEW Bosch radio line represents

an example of the commercial ap-
plication of many new developments

in the rapidly changing art of broadcast
receiver design. Of outstanding interest

are the use of the new screen-grid a.c.

tubes as radio-frequency amplifiers, the
linear high-voltage detector, and the single

stage of push-pull audio power amplifica-
tion. These features are incorporated in

an all-steel design of exceptional mechan-
ical strength which consists of two units,
the radio chassis and the power pack, the

two being assembled on a ribbed-steel

base. The receiver is licensed under

patents of the Radio Corporation of

America and under patents and patent
applications pending of the Radio Fre-

quency Laboratories, Inc.

The schematic is given in Fig. 1. It
discloses the use of three screen-grid a.c.

tubes of the 24 type, interposed between
four tuned circuits, a linear high-voltage
detector of the 27 type, and, following this,
a single stage of push-pull audio amplifi-
cation using the new 45-type tubes. Rec-
tified power supply is obtained from a
single full-wave rectifier tube which also
furnishes

the_ exciting current for the
electrodynamic loud speaker.
The electrical design of the receiver as

a whole required the utilization of the
high amplification of three screen-grid
tubes (tetrodes) with a view to the selec-
tive properties of four tuned circuits and
the input voltage requirements of a linear

high-voltage detector whose output is

made capable of working to full power the
single push-pull stage of audio amplifica-
tion.

The R. F. Amplifier
Several considerations make it advis-

able to compensate the inequality of volt-

age gain over the broadcast band which is

an inherent property of capacitance-tuned
radio-frequency amplifier stages. In the
types of antenna input circuits heretofore

employed, the effectiveness of voltage
transfer from the antenna to the first grid
decreased rapidly with increasing wave-
length. The circuit employed in this re-
ceiver represents a distinct departure in
that a reverse effect is obtained. This com-

This view of the Bosch screen-grid receiver shows the chassis
with shield covers removed.

prises a unique type of capacity coupling
for introducing the antenna voltage into
a tuned antenna circuit. The constants
of this type of circuit are proportioned so
that antennas of any size can be accom-
modated and, in addition, changes in ef-

fective capacity of an individual antenna
over the wavelength band have only slight
effect on tuning.
The main element of this circuit is a

variometer driven from the main gang
condenser shaft through a gear ratio which
is proportioned so that the stage tuning
for the average antenna follows closely
the frequency settings of the main tuning
unit. The essential property of this tuning
system is such that it serves to equalize the
overall sensitivity of the radio-frequency
amplifier and allows a design for uniform

amplification over the entire waveband.
The interstage transformers are of straight-
forward design comprising tightly coupled
primary and secondary windings, the
value of coupling being governed by a
consideration of the sensitivity and selec-

tivity requirement of the entire receiver.

These are given in Figs. 2 and 3. For pur-
poses of comparison, Curve A (Fig. 2)
shows the sensitivity in terms of standards

proposed some time ago by the I.R.E.
This curve represents the field strength in

microvolts per meter, in the vicinity of a
four-meter antenna, necessary to produce
a standard output level of 50 milliwatts.
For measurement purposes, the antenna
comprised a fixed capacitance of 200 mmfd.
and a non-inductive resistor of 20 ohms.
Practical considerations indicate the ad-

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of
the Bosch Model 48 receiver.
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visability of expressing the sensitivity in

terms of actual microvolts input at an
output volume level more in accord with
actual reception conditions, and in curve
B (Fig. 2), therefore, is given an analysis
of the Model-48 in terms of microvolts

input to the dummy antenna for an output
volume level of 100 milliwatts. Curve c
of Fig. 2 shows the microvolt level neces-

sary on the grid of first tetrode to produce
the same 100 milliwatts in the output. A
comparison of curves c and B illustrate

the point made above relative to the func-

tioning of the antenna input circuit. It

will be seen that the voltage gain obtained
at the longer wavelengths is over twice
that obtained at the lower wavelengths.
Curves D and E of Fig. 2 represent the

microvolt level applied to the second and
third grids, respectively, to obtain stan-
dard output, and curve F gives the num-
ber of microvolts necessary on the detec-
tor grid to produce standard output. All
of these measurements were taken with the
carrier modulated to 30 per cent, at 400

cycles.

Selectivity Characteristics

In curve A of Fig. 3 is given a selectivity
curve of the Model-48 receiver taken at
600 kc., and for purposes of comparison
curve B of Fig. 3 shows the selectivity
curve of last season's Model-28. This latter

model was considered a very selective re-

ceiver. It employed four tuned circuits

in conjunction with 26-type tubes. The
increase in selectivity, due to the use of
tetrodes with the same number of tuned
circuits, is apparent. The method of mea-
surement and the ordinates chosen for the
curves are such that small selectivity dif-

(R.M.S.VOLTS)
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the input-output characteristic of a typical
case consisting of a 27-type tube with 300

volts applied between plate and ground,
and a grid potential determined by the

plate current flowing through an auto-

biasing resistor of 15,000 ohms bypassed
for audio frequencies by a 1-mfd. con-

denser. (Stuart Ballantine,
" Detection at

High Signal Voltages," Proceedings I. R. E.,

July, 1929, Contributions from Radio Fre-

quency Laboratories, No. 11)

Automatic Grid Bias

The action of this auto bias, in extend-

ing the working range of the detector, is

shown in Fig. 6. This figure also shows on
the same scale of ordinates the output
obtainable from a grid-condenser grid-leak
detector operating at the same plate volt-

age. This curve is abstracted from an
article by F. H. Drake, "An Aircraft

Radio Receiver for use with Rigid An-
tenna" (Contributions from the Radio

Frequency Laboratories, No. 8\, and Pro-

feedings I.R.E., February, 1929.), and,

although the data were taken on a differ-

ent type of tube, it serves to show the

relative performance of plate and grid
detectors. The output obtainable is natur-

ally a function of the modulation percent-

age, and the results in the instance shown
were obtained with a thirty per cent,

modulation. The curve illustrates the ne-

cessity of a high-gain radio-frequency
amplifier since the proper operation of the

detector is entirely dependent upon a high

impressed voltage to the detector input.
Mathematical analysis of detector action

indicates that distortion incidental to

square-law rectification increases rapidly
with an increase in percentage of modula-
tion. The linear type detector, however,
is free from distortion up to very high

percentages of modulation. This fact is

of importance in consequence of the trend

Sg 80-'
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BRANDES MODELS B-15 AND B-16
This receiver is of the conventional tuned radio-frequency type

with grid resistors to prevent oscillations. A grid leak and condenser
detector is followed by a two-stage audio amplifier with two 17lA-

type tubes in push pull in the output. The volume control consists
of a 25,000-ohm variable resistor connected across the antenna coil.

Plate and grid voltages are obtained from a 280-type rectifier tube.

.,187V.
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100120
60 A.C

Cable

Terminal Strip

THE CONTINENTAL MODEL R-30
This receiver licensed under patents of the Technidyne Corp- Volume is controlled by adjusting the coupling between the

oration contains several interesting features. The most important primaries and secondaries of the tuned interstage transformers,
is the use of untuned r. f. stages between each tuned stage. Only one stage of audio-frequency amplification is used.

.--Phono.Transformer
<f 9* Connection

Phono. Radio Switch

Variable Primary Volume Control -

Connections To Set Cable Plug
Heater.

Outlet for Phono.Moto:
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A Problem in Manufacturing

QUALITY CONTROL OF RADIO PRODUCTION
imiuuiliuuiniill nun

VERY
LITTLE has been said of the

modern methods of insuring a
uniform and high-quality produc-

tion in the manufacture of radio sets and

auxiliary equipment. The application of

inspection and test methods has long been
used in high-speed production in the mak-
ing of automobiles, electric motors, and
the many other commodities manufactured
and sold in large numbers. The application
of the broad general principles used in

these industries, when modified to suit the

peculiarities of radio, produces interesting
results.

Some years ago, when the manufacture
of radio receivers began, the process was

entirely along custom-built lines. Each
receiver bore the earmarks and individual-

ity of its builder. Often the same operator
who milled the bakelite panels, drilled

the holes, assembled the component parts
into place (themselves elaborately built

as separate entities) prepared each wire
and soldered it into place, and even tested

his finished product. Each completed set

bore the builder's "fingerprints," his little

personal idiosyncrasies.
It did not take very long for some of the

more progressive manufacturers to realize

that a more uniform product was necessary.
How to obtain this uniformity and how to

get it across to the manufacturing division

was a problem. The producing department,
free from a restraining influence and
and partially uninitiated to the possibility
that there could be any difference in per-
formance of two units seemingly alike,
had a natural antipathy towards anything
that would tend to cut down the total

figures of their day's production.
The same parts were used in

each set and the same wires were
placed in the same places how
could there be any difference?
The sets played, did they not?
What could be wrong? The tes-

ters (originally drawn from the
ranks of that interesting group,
the "amateurs") passed them.
(And did not amateurs have a

reputation of being
"
tin-gods"?)

Little was it realized that many
times the tester had to revise the
receiver and would introduce his

very individual ideas in affecting
the remedies. As we look back
how uncommercial they were!
The problem resolved itself

into two distinct phases. First,

how_could we eliminate the dis-

turbing factors which prevented
a uniform product, and second,
how could we combat that nat-
ural antagonism of one group of
humans towards another criticiz-

ing group. At times, the latter
was the more serious problem,
for, in order to eliminate the dis-

turbing influences, we had to find
them and to find them we had
to utilize the very group that
produced them. Research had to
be conducted on a large scale, in
a field not cognizant of what was
desired and unskilled in the art
of observation. Casual sampling,
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By DAVID SONKIN
Inspection Engineer, F. A, D. Andrea, Ittr.

and the slow, deliberate investigation in the

laboratory were unsuited to the speed of
modern production. If something was
wrong, it had to be discovered, a remedy
evolved and applied immediately. With
large quantities of material to handle, any
delay in production or a continuance of
a faulty operation would rapidly run into
a serious loss in both time and money
and often resulted in the throwing of a

large group of workers into enforced idle-

ness.

The New System

Slowly, with studied care, an illustrative

system of recording and noting the quality
of one item after another was introduced.
To begin with, those items which previous
experience had indicated as most likely
to give trouble were selected for the intro-

duction of the system. Assignable causes,
such as variations in the raw materials
were soon discovered and better materials
introduced. Better and improved methods
of handling the product were insisted

upon. It was very interesting at this time
to notice a marked "toning-up" of the

factory personnel and appreciation of
the value of the commodity handled was
realized. Subconsciously, the operators
ceased to handle the production of radio
receivers roughly and began to take pride
in their work and in passing along a

good-looking product.
The control system indicated variations

at times which could be traceable only to
a deviation from the specified routine and
sometimes to an influence assignable only

100%
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to a characteristic of the mechanical means
used in fabricating the product.

In the drawing of Fig. 1 we have plotted
the ideal production each and every unit
is identical, 100 per cent, of the units are
alike a condition never attained. The
more normal occurrence and variation can
be represented by the curve of Fig. 2. Here
the greatest percentage of units simulate
the standard, and, as we proceed equal
distances above and below the standard,
we find a lesser and lesser number of units
of the same characteristics, until at some
distance from the standard no units exist.

Even this curve represents an ideal dis-

tribution of the variation among units.
Some of the actual distribution curves

experienced in manufacture are shown in

Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6. Fig. 3 represents a nor-
mal production curve in which the average
is somewhat offset from the standard.
Such a condition might easily exist in the

production of a coil where the specifica-
tions were read 19 turns instead of 18

through a blur in the copy or a typo-
graphical error.

Fig. 4 represents a production where
the maximum performance was expected
and where a deviation from the standard
could be only in one direction. An illustra-

tion of this exists in the production of
iron-core choke coils which may have
been specified with a butt joint. Maximum
inductance was probably required. The
introduction of the slightest gap reduced
the inductance. (An excellent case where
the engineering division can and does
learn of the difficulties of manufacture).

In Fig. 5 we have represented a product
made by two operators using the
same equipment but working in
two shifts. A confusing indicator
was read differently though con-

sistently by each. Here the

remedy is accomplished by the
use of a clearer instrument.
The result of selecting the

better units of a given production
to satisfy a critical customer, and
of leaving the remainder for the
indifferent and very often ignor-
ant purchasers, is given Fig. 6.

The dotted line completes the
normal curve which indicates
that originally there was good
control of the product.
With an attitude of construc-

tive criticism, whereby collective
data is illustratively presented,
it is not difficult to obtain the

complete cooperation of the

manufacturing group. The feel-

ing that the Inspection Division
is "out to get something" on the

Manufacturing Department is

replaced by free hearted desire

by the latter to see and in more
cases that one to actually de-
mand some sort of control. "Let's
see how the job is coming.
Build us a 'gadget' for check-

ing! That dope does show up
that faulty machine! Well,
guess we'll have to replace the

operator." Quality Control tells

"the story.



The Technidyne Equase System

ADVANTAGES OF PRESELECTION

Jacob Yolles

THE IDEAL radio re-

ceiver must embody the

following characteris-

tics: (a) high amplifica-
tion, (b) adequate selec-

tivity, and (c) uniform

reproduction of all tones
in the acoustic range.
These qualities are co-

requisite they must
not vary throughout the
broadcast band. The
latter two must not be

affected by adjustments of the volume
control. In this article an attempt will be
made to describe the mechanism whereby
the Technidyne Equase circuit conforms
to these ideals.

Let us glance for a moment at the fa-

miliar academic diagram of Fig. 1. This
shows the logical sequence of the opera-
tions upon an electromagnetic wave which
are required for the successful reception
of a program. This diagram is indeed old.

It has been reproduced from text to text
as a fundamental.

Regeneration

Considerable progress had been made
in the field of selectivity as a result of

the work of John Stone Stone with coupled
circuits. In order to conform with the
scheme of Fig. 1, an amplifying apparatus
was required. Thus far, the single-tube cir-

cuit had been employed.
De Forest and Armstrong greatly en-

hanced the utility of the single-tube circuit

by the contribution of regeneration. In-

ductive feed-back and the ultra-audion
had enabled a magnification of signals
of from ten to fifty-fold to be realized.

When programs were put on the air, how-
ever, it became apparent that non-

regenerative receivers were needed for

satisfactory reception. That multi-stage

amplifiers were needed was also apparent.
The problem then confronting the engineer
was to find a suitable link for coupling
amplifying tubes in cascade. The difficulty
of securing a moderate degree of amplifi-
cation was increased by the fact that rela-

tively high frequencies (which are more
difficult to amplify), had been allotted

for broadcast purposes.

Untuned Amplification
In endeavoring to follow the logical

scheme of Fig. 1, the early investigators

sought to develop an untuned amplifier.

They were not concerned with other func-
tions within this unit since the selectivity

developed by Stone was available, as were
also detectors and audio amplifiers.
The ideal untuned amplifier is one that,

without any adjustment, amplifies to the

desired extent any one of a chosen band
of frequencies, as, for example, the allo-

cated broadcast band. Since the amplifier
is to be used in connection with a select-

ing apparatus, it must not
react upon the tunable cir-

cuits and render them unsta-

ble, make them oscillate, or

impair their selective proper-
ties. For many years this ideal

seemed to be impossible of

attainment.

By JACOB YOLLES
Engineer, Technidyne Corporation

Invariably, the early untuned amplifier
oscillated and squealed, had inadequate
and poorly distributed amplification, and
reacted strongly upon the tuning system.
Stability was sought even at a sacrifice of

efficiency. Some amplifiers were developed
in which the oscillations could be con-
trolled. What performance could be real-

ized from these was due to regenerative
feed-back and was limited to a very nar-

row band of wavelengths. In summarizing
this phase of the early work, it may be
said that the trend was to follow the logical
scheme of Fig. 1, but that a complication
of troubles hindered this type of develop-
ment. A field was open for the inventor!

Tuned Radio Frequency
The next forward step taken by the re-

ceiving art was through the work of the

Germans, Schloemilch and Von Bronk,
and of Alexanderson. Their work laid the
basis for tuned radio frequency. However,
although they indicated the advantages
that would accrue by the use of the tuned
circuit itself as the coupling element, these

advantages could not be realized in prac-
tice. The tuned circuit turned out to be

extremely susceptible to regenerative feed-
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"Square-Top" Selectivity

Another advantage of Equase selectivity

lies in the "square-top" nature of the tun-

ing characteristic, over a single channel.

With ordinary tuned radio-frequency sys-

tems, the high audio frequencies which
contain the essentials of articulation, tone

definition, and timbre, are not reproduced
in their original intensity (relative to the

low and middle register), due to distor-

tion of the modulation envelope of the

carrier by the "peaked-top" nature of the

selectivity characteristic. Thus, ampli-
tude distortion is introduced even before

the signal reaches the detector.

The Equase selector uses four tuned cir-

cuits. This number is sufficient to provide
a degree of selectivity that is adequate.
In fact, our experiments indicate that

it surpasses the selectivity obtained with

an equal number of similar tuned circuits

when used in a tuned-radio frequency re-

ceiver.

The selectivity characteristic shown in

Fig. 2 was taken on the Sparton Equas-
on nc (Sparks-Withington Co.), a receiver

embodying the Equase circuit. It should
be observed that the measurements were
carried out to the extent of one part in

one-hmndred thousand, a practice that

should be generally adopted. Even this

degree of accuracy in estimating the shape
of the selectivity characteristic does not
reveal the whole selectivity, an air test

being essential, as must become apparent
when the phenomenon of "Phantom"
heterodynes is regarded as interference.

The circuit diagram of the selector is

given in Fig. 3. The four circuits are

coupled as shown by a combination of

capacitive, inductive, and direct coup-

lings.
There are two criteria of the efficiency of

a selector. One is the degree of selectivity
available and the other is the attenuation,

viz., the ratio of output voltage to input

voltage. The selectivity of the Equase
selector, taken in the real sense of being
able to reduce all manner of interference

to a minimum, is very good. The atten-

uation is less than with the old-time selec-

tors of the Stone era, even though at that

time, four tuned circuits were not even

anticipated. In the Equase four-circuit

selector, fully seventy-five per cent, of

the voltage across the first tuned circuit

is available for energization of the first

r.f. amplifier tube. This is due to the

maintenance of optimum coupling and
efficient coil design.

Amplification

The function of the untuned amplifier
of the Equase circuit is to magnify the

output from the selector to the degree

necessary to operate the detector, audio,
and loud speaker systems. The detector
and audio amplifier as used in the Equase
system require about ten volts for satis-

factory loud speaker operation.
The Equase amplifier as embodied in the

Navigator (The A-C Dayton Co.) has the

amplification characteristic shown in Fig.

4. Although the amplification increases rap-

idly as the wavelength increases, the

response of the receiver as a whole is prac-

tically uniform over the whole band. The

amplification characteristic in this case

was purposely designed to increase with

wavelength, since, on the longer wave-

lengths, the efficiency of capacilively tuned

selecting circuits falls off and the ability

of the antenna to absorb energy also di-

minishes. The response curve of the com-

plete receiver is shown in Fig. 5.

Resonance Maintenance

The design of the untuned amplifier is

unique. The principle of operation upon
which the amplifier is based is "resonance
maintenance. A novel design of untuned

coupling transformer further contributes

to the success of the amplifier.
The "resonance maintenance" principle

is described in Patent No. 1,673,287 issued

to Lester L. Jones. It is based upon the

fact that the load in the plate circuit of

an amplifying tube can be designed so as

to make the capacity between the grid and
cathode of the tube

vary in a pre-deter-
mined fashion as

the frequency of the

impressed grid volt-

age varies.A typical
curve showing how
this capacity can

vary automatically
with the wajve-
length is shown in

Fig. 6. The plate
circuit loads are de-

signed so as to make
the input capacity
approximate the
variation of a tun-

ing condenser over
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Accurate Data on Its Resistance

THE LIGHT BULB A HANDY RESISTOR

By WILLIAM H. WENSTROM
With the laboratory Collaboration of William A. Morton, Jr.

EHT
BULBS of various kinds are

among the cheapest and most con-
venient resistors that we have. The

dilliculty attending their use has been
that their resistances are far from con-
stant. We often hear statements such
as "the resistance of this bulb is about
so-and-so." Actually the hot resistance of
a bulb may be ten times its cold resistance.

It is the aim of this article to take the

guesswork out of light bulbs, and to place
their use on some sort of scientific basis.

The use of light bulbs of course depends
on Ohm's Law: E = IR, where E is the vol-

tage drop across the bulb, I the current,
and R the- bulb's resistance at that par-
ticular current. The formula for bulbs in

series is of course RI + Ra = RT ; and for

bulbs in parallel 1/Ri + 1/R2
= 1/RT .

The currents of bulbs in'parallel are added :

TABLE 1

HOUSE LIGHTING
BULB DATA
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Radio-Frequency Amplifier Design

DESIGNING COILS FOR THE MODERN SET

By HUGH S. KNOWLES
Engineering Department, Silver-Marshall ^ Inc.

S.

Knowles

OMEOIVE is credited

with the observa-
tion that the dif-

erence between the work
of a mathematician and
an engineer lies in the
fact that a mathemati-
cian has only one vari-

able for his equations
whereas an engineer has
two one of which is

controlled by economic
factors. We know of no

<:ase in which the economic factors are of

more importance than in the design of a

modern inexpensive radio receiver.

The S-M 722 receiver was designed with
the object in view of providing a receiver

with modern performance to market at less

than $75.00. This meant that the

receiver must have high gain in

terms of this year's performance,
a high degree of selectivity to

make the increased gain usable

as well as to keep the apparent
selectivity up, and a good overall

frequency characteristic which
meant the use of at least one
band-selector circuit.

This resulted in the use of a

band selector or
"
Siamese" cir-

cuit followed by two transformer-

coupled screen-grid r.f. stages and
a screen-grid detector followed

by a transformer-coupled a.f.

stage using a 227-type tube and a push-
pull power stage using a 245-type tube.

Selection of Coils

A very important part of the design
of the r.f. end of the receiver lay in the

selection of a suitable coil design. The data
which were obtained in the design of two

screen-grid receivers last year, and in the

receiver described in July, 1929. RADIO
BROADCAST, were available for this pur-

pose.The results of meas-
urements on nine repre-
sentative coils are listed

in Table I. Cail Diam.
The test circuit was i 2J"

composed of a low-

impedance supply source sTme
having a frequency of
550 kc. and a series- 6

^Hj
6

tuned circuit including a 8 Same
two-ohm thermocouple. Same

Instead of making two observations on
each coil, such as would be required by
the resistance-variation method of deter-

mining the coil power factor, an arbitrary
figure of . merit equal to the square root
of the deflection divided by the capacity
was used. The figure of merit, M, is

tabulated in the eighth column. The
test frequency of 550 kc. was chosen be-
cause the gain of a receiver of this type is

always low at this point and the perform-
ance at this frequency is of prime import-
ance.

Test transformers using secondaries
Nos. 1 and 2 were available since this coil

had been used previously. The interesting

thing about the two coils is that the ratio

of the selectivity factor (ratio of voltage at
resonance to voltage 10 kc. off resonance)

8 9 10 11 12 13

FREQUENCY (CYCLES) 10
S

Fig. 3

at 550 kc. to that at 1500 kc. is more satis-

factory on the smaller coil. This may be
accounted for by the fact that the smaller
coil was wound on an ungrooved tube

resulting in a lower dielectric loss at the

high frequencies. Placing coil No. 2 in a

larger shield than No. 3 (No. 4) resulted
in an improvement which was too slight to

warrant the greater physical volume and
cost of the latter. Whereas the selectivity
factor of the large coil (No. 4) varied

Table I

Turns Wire Spacing Cmm+d. Dtf. M

from 5.22 at 550 kc. to 1.1 at 1300 kc.,

that of the smaller coil (No. 2) varied
from 4.88 to 1.31 over the same interval.

Coil No. 3 was selected because of its very
good performance for a compact form.

Curves A, H, and c in Fig. 1 were run
with a view to determining the possible

gain in the antenna coupler using coil No.
3 as the secondary. Curve A uses a stand-
ard dummy antenna feeding a small prim-
ary winding (tapped for long antenna)
Curve B was run with a 12.5-mmfd. con-

denser in series with the dummy tied di-

rectly to the grid. Curve c was run with
the same circuit as B, except that it was

coupled through the primary with a 25-

mmfd. condenser. As a result of this test,

the transformer shown in curve c was

adopted because of the high gain obtained
and because the gain ratio at

the two ends of the broadcast

spectrum was somewhat better

than the other two. The high gain
in the receiver makes it possible
to use a low coefficient of coup-
ling and an antenna which is

sufficiently small to minimize

detuning of the first condenser.
With proper alignment the varia-

tion of the first tuning condenser
-rl is of the order of a quarter mi-

'

cro-microfarad.

Band-Selector Needed

14

72
124

105

109
120
123

25
29

22

22
Same
23

diam.
close

close

id
Same

355
285
350
300
281
361
398
340
306

94
54
64
56
63
80
90
81
66

When it was definitely estab-

lished that satisfactory alignmentofthe first

stage could be maintained with an antenna

coupled to it, it was decided to place the

band-selector circuit ahead of the first

tube. This is very desirable since the fre-

quency discrimination which occurs ahead
of the first tube minimizes the possibility
of stations having a high field strength,
other than the one to which the receiver is

tuned, of impressing sufficient input on the

first 224-type tube to give second order
variations in the out-

put circuit which
might be amplified suf-

= i/BT/y C Shield ficiently by succeeding
2.73 None stages (when tuned to

None^ the harmonic) to cause

1'IS Ifxt
5

objectionable interfer-
2^84 None ence. The overall gain

3Jx5 from antenna to grid of

the first tube is entirely.D.I kMiiit* . _ ,

2.6r, Same satisfactory because

VOLTAGE

GAIN

5

S

8

S

8
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A From Input of 1st.A.F to L.S.

B " Del. Input
A-Screen Grid Det.as above
B 1928 Grid Leak & Condenser Del.

500 1000

FREQUENCY CYCLES

Fig. 5

50CO

of the fact that nearly optimum coupling
relation exists over the whole frequency
range; that is, G> M must equal the

product of the resistance in the two cir-

cuits (<i> M=Ri R2). The frequency ratio

is very nearly 3 to 1 and, since the
resistance variation is of the same order,
almost optimum coupling is obtained

throughout the whole range.
Fig. 2 shows a characteristic group of

transformer curves using the secondary
No. 2 and various primaries, degrees of

coupling, etc. The gain at 550 kc. varies
almost

directly_
with the primary imped-

ance. The gain limiting possibilities at high
frequencies of the primary to secondary
capacitative coupling are shown in

curves D, E, and F.

In curve D it

would appear to be
desirable to limit
the high-frequency
gain but the actual

selectivity factor of
coil B is superior,

being 4.88 at 550
kc. and 1.31 at 1500
kc. as compared
with 4.03 and 1.05

for coil D. The coil of
curveAwas adopted
because of its high
gain and the excep-
tionally good minimum-to-maximum gain
ratio.

Transformer Coupling
Transformer rather than impedance

coupling was adopted because it is difficult

to build a choke which will have a uni-

formly high impedance over the whole
broadcast band and because of the

difficulty of controlling the selectivity
factor of the interstage coupling device.

Whereas, in d.c. screen-grid tubes, the

plate impedance is sufficiently high so
that the resistance reflected into the
tuned circuit is very low, in the case of a.c.

screen-grid tubes with their lower plate

impedance (particularly at high screen-

grid potentials where the gain is great and
the selectivity is actually needed) the re-

flected resistance, and hence the influence

of the tube on the selectivity, is very
considerable. Impedance coupled ampli-
fiers also offer considerable alignment
trouble and are apt to have a poor gain
ratio.

The alignment problem is one of the
most serious in receiver design, parti-

cularly where band-selector circuits which
have to be symmetrical are concerned.

Although the shielding problem is simpli-
fied by using two coils in one shield

partition, and using the mutual as the

Band Pass"

Circuit

970 980 990 1000 1010 1020 1030 1040
K.C.

Fig. 6

R.F. Amplifier

Fig. 8

"spacing" impedance, it is difficult to
make the two circuits perfectly symme-
trical because of the difference in the

capacity to the two coils and possible
differences in materials in the fields of
the two.

In the first coil designs the maximum
variation between stages (assuming iden-
tical condenser sections) was 3.35 micro-
microfarads. In coils similar to D, Fig. 2,
the variation ran as high as 7 micro-
microfarads. The present design gives a
maximum difference of 0.24 micro-micro-
farads. This is obtained by reducing the

leakage reactance of the transformers to a
rniiumum (maintaining high values of

"K"_ for the inductance used) and yet
keeping the primary to secondary capacity
fairly low and constant.
The use of plate-circuit rectification is

now generally accepted and needs little

comment. The use of a 224-type tube in

preference to a 227-type tube seems ad-
visable for the following reasons:
1. Higher detection coefficient (greater

audio output for given radio-frequency
input)

2. Improved frequency characteristic

(better than leak-condenser type and
superior to numerous bias detector ar-

rangements)
3. Larger undistorted output for moderate

plate voltage.
Point No. 1 is clearly shown in curve A,

Fig. 6 on page 162 of July, 1929, RADIO
BROADCAST. The frequency characteristic
of the detector alone is given in A of Fig. 4.

Curve B is flat from 100 to 1000 cycles
and down 6 DB at 5000 cycles and is re-

presentative of grid leak condenser de-
tectors of a year ago (2-megohm leak).
Curve A, Fig. 5, shows the curve from the

input to the first a.f. tube to the output
of the 245-type tubes in push pull. Curve
B shows the overall fidelity from detector
to loud speaker. The improved detection
coefficient makes it possible (with the
same r.f. gain) to use a low-gain trans-

former with an exceptionally satisfactory
transmission characteristic in working
out of the first audio stage into the 245-

type tubes. By using two audio stages
with the transformer looking into the 245-

type tubes working out of a low-impedance
tube, such as the 227, the frequency
characteristic is not made a function of
the plate impedance which varies over
wide limits in the conventional single audio

stage detection arrangement and results
in a considerably
improved frequency
characteristic. The
input impedance of
the power tube is

not only usually
low but also varies

greatly so that it is

desirable to work
out of a low-
impedance tube

through a low-ratio
transformer to min-
imize the loading
effect of the power
tubes.

The overall gain curve of the receiver is

given in Fig. 3.

The overall frequency curve given in
curve c, Fig. 5, indicates an attentuation
in the r.f. end of 3 DB at 5000 cycles,
which is slightly more than given in the

selectivity curve, Fig. 6. With the loud
speaker with which the receiver is used the

high-frequency response, even at 550 kc.,
is very good and frequently called exces-
sive by those who are accustomed to the
more common values of attenuation or
sideband cutting.
As a final check on the overall perform-

ance the input was held constant and the

percentage modulation varied.

Detector &

Audio Amp.
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The Radio Broadcast

LABORATORY INFORMATION
SHEETS

By HOWARD E. RHODES

'T'HE aim of the RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheets is to present, in a
^- convenient form, concise and accurate information in the field of radio and closely

allied sciences. It is not the purpose of the Sheets to include only new information, but
to present practical data, whether new or old, that may be of value to all those in

the engineering branches of radio. In order to make the Sheets easier to refer to, they are

arranged so that they may be cut from the magazine and preserved, either in a blank
book or on 4" x 6" filing cards. The cards should be arranged in numerical order.

Since they began, in June, 1926, the popularity of the Information Sheets has in-

creased so greatly that it has been decided to reprint the first one hundred and ninety of

them (June, 1926-May, 1928) in a single substantially bound volume. This volume,
Radio Broadcast's Data Sheets, may now be bought on the newsstands, or from the Cir-

culation Department, Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, for

$1.00. Inside each volume is a credit coupon which is worth $1.00 toward the sub-

scription price of this magazine. In other words, a year's subscription to RADIO
BROADCAST accompanied by this $1.00 credit coupon, gives you RADIO BROADCAST for

one year for $3.00 instead of the usual subscription price of $4.00.

THE EDITOR.

No. 296 RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet Sept., 1929

Output Transformer Ratios

SOME
INTERESTING curves which were pub-

lished in a recent bulletin issued by the
Ferranti Company are given on "Laboratory
Sheet" No. 297. These curves show the trans-
former turns ratio necessary for use with power
tubes of different plate impedances when used
with dynamic loud speakers of various imped-
ances. The chart covers tube impedances up to
15000 ohms and loud speaker impedances up to
55 ohms.
The charts are calculated on a basis that the

tube is to work into an impedance equal to
twice its own impedance. That is, for example,
a tube with an impedance of 4000 ohms should
work into an 8000-ohm load. Transformer ratios
for output circuits are always calculated under
this condition and the chart ought to prove
quite useful.

The required ratio of a coupling transformer
is determined by taking the square root of
twice the tube impedance divided by the loud
speaker impedance. Expressed as a formula,

the turns ratio of the transformer is equal to

where Rp is the plate resistance of the tube
RL is the impedance of the loud speaker
T is the required turns ratio of the trans-

former
As an example, suppose we have a loud

speaker with an impedance of 40 ohms and that
we were going to supply it from a push-pull
stage using two tubes each with a plate im-

pedance of 5000 ohms. Substituting in the above
formula we obtain approximately 22.5 as the

required turns ratio. Checking this on the curves
we find that the line corresponding to 40 ohms
and the line corresponding to 10,000 ohms (two
5000 ohm tubes in push-pull give a total

impedance of 10,000 ohms) intersect at a point
corresponding to the line giving a ratio of 22.5:1
which checks our calculation.

No. 297 RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet Sept., 1929

HOW TUBE SALES GO
(Continuedfrom page 260)

months for the last three years, and the
illustration above indicates how sales vary
during the average year. A table also

gives exact tube sales in percentages by
months for the last three years and for the

average year. These figures are believed to
be representative of the entire industry as

they were prepared after examining care-

fully exact sales figures of several leading
tube manufacturers.
An examination of the curves in the

illustration below shows that sales during
1928 parallel more closely the average sales

curve than the curves for the years 1926
and 1927. This may be explained by the
fact that the outstanding special broad-
casts during 1928 were more numerous
and more evenly distributed throughout
the year, and therefore, conditions were
more nearly normal. On the other hand,
1928 has a higher peak during the month
of October sales for the month are 19.2

per cent, of the yearly sales than either

of the other years, which may be explained
by the unusual interest displayed in the
broadcasts of the political campaign.

In comparing the average curve with
the three yearly curves the most interest-

ing fact which will be noticed is that the

peak of tube sales occurred at a different

month in each of the three years. In 1926,
sales were at a peak in November, which is

considered normal as this is the height of
the football season. The curve for that year
also shows that sales in September were
almost equal to those in October, which
is unusual and which was probably caused

by the great interest in the Tunney-
Dempsey fight broadcast over a network
of stations on September 23, 1926. In 1927,
tube sales reached the peak of the year
during September, and this unusual con-

dition was unquestionably caused by the

broadcasting of the second Tunney-
Dempsey fight from Chicago on September
22, 1927. As already explained, the Presi-

dential Campaign undoubtedly caused the

shift of 1928, s sales peak to the month of

October.
Two interesting deductions may be

drawn from the facts stated above. In the
first place it may be assumed that tube
sales would probably reach the peak of the

year in November if they were not affected

at an earlier date by some outstanding
broadcast. This fact, however, is notproved
by the average curve because the peak
in October during 1928 had sufficient

height to shift the peak in the average
curve to this month. The second point of

interest is that important broadcasts have
a greater effect on tube sales to-day than
in 1926. This is probably

due to the fact

that much greater areas are now covered

by the large networks.

Strange as it may seem the sales curves
also show that for the past three years
tube sales have been decreasing during
the first five months of the year January
to May. This tends to indicate that sales

are affected more by important broadcasts

than by the sale of new receivers. The in-

crease in replacement sales in the fall

naturally causes a decrease in sales during
January, February, and March. If it is

desired to flatten out the sales curve it is

suggested that tube manufacturers in-

veigle Mr. Tunney to have a return bout
with Mr. Dempsey sometime in March or

April to be followed by a "barnstorming"
trip between Al Smith and Senator Borah
in May and June.

MARVIN'S NEW SALES PLAN

IN ORDER to introduce its new 5-second

heater tube to the trade, the Marvin Radio
Tube Corporation has arranged a special
offer to its jobbers. This offer is to supply
sets of five standard tubes, the first tube,
the 227, being given free and the others

billed to the jobber at 40-10-2 per cent.

SEPTEMBER 1929 301
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Circuits for the 245-type Tube

MOST OF the new radio receivers are using
audio power amplifiers which employ

either one or two 245-type tubes, the tubes

being arranged in push pull when two are used.

Because of the wide use of this tube we give
on this sheet and sheet No. 299 some data on
the various circuit arrangements generally
used \vi rti the 245.

CIRCUIT A

Two 245-type tubes are indicated in cir-

cuit A on "Laboratory Sheet" No. 299. The
plate voltage required is 300 volts, 250 of
which is impressed on the plate of the tube and
the remaining 50 supplying the necessary C
bias. The filament is shunted by the 10-ohm
resistance. The C-bias resistance is calculated

by dividing the required C bias, 50 volts, by the

plate current, 32 milliamperes. and dividing
by two since there are two tubes. This calcula-

tion shows that the C-bias resistance should
have a value of 750 ohms as indicated.

CIRCUIT B
This circuit shows a single 245-type tube with

transformer output. The required plate voltage
is 300 volts and the C-bias resistance is 1500
ohms. Since the a.c. current in the plate circuit

must flow through the C-bias resistor to get to

the filament, it is essential that the resistor.be

bypassed with a condenser of 1 or 2 mfd. Yhe
output transformer may be an ordinary one with
a ratio of about 1 :1, or it may be the transformer
which couples the tube to the moving-coil
system of a dynamic loud speaker, in which
case, of course, it should have a step-down ratio.

CIRCUIT C
This arrangement is similar to that indicated

at B except that a choke condenser output is

used. With this arrangement d.c. current is

kept out of the primary of the loud speaker or

coupling transformer if one is required. Since
one of the loud speaker terminals returns di-

rectly to the center-tapped resistor connected
aeross the filament, if is not essential that any
condenser be r<mnerteil across this resistance.

No. 299 RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet Sept., 1929
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Center-Tapped Filament Resistors

SEVERAL
READERS have written us request-

ing information on what determines the
value of the center-tapped resistance connected
across the filament of an a.c. tube. In some
cases it is apparently felt that this resistance
must have a definite value in order to produce a
definite load on the transformer secondary
supplying the filament. This is seldon, if ever,
the case, however.
No hard and fast rules can be given for the

value of the resistance used across the filament.
In fact a wide range of resistances can b.j used
with equally good result*. The important point
to consider is the resistance of the filament
across which the center-tapped resistor is to b-
connected and to make sure that the latter*s

resistance is fairly high in comparison with that
of the tube. For example, if a tube filament has
a resistance of 1 ohm then the total resistance
of the center-tapped resistor should be at least
10 ohms and might well be higher. Never use a
center-tapped resistor of an ohmage comparable
to that of the tube across which it is to DC con-
nected.
One other factor is of some importance, espe-

cially in connection with the resistors placed

across the filaments of power tubes. C bias for

these tubes in a.c. sets is obtained by means of
an additional resistor whose value is equal to
the C-bias voltage required divided by the
plate current of the tube. Actually, however,
the center-tapped resistor also supplies some of
the bias for the current in returning to the fila-

ment must flow through both halves of this

resistance. In effect, therefore, the plate current
flows through a resistor equal to one half the
total value of the center-tapped resistance,
since both halves of it are in parallel from the
standDO'nt of the plate current. In calculating
required values of C-bias resistance, it is wise,

therefore, to substract from the calculated
results one half the value of the center-tapped
resistance. For example, two 171A tubes in

Eush
pull draw 40 milliamperes and require a

ias of 40 volts. The value of the C-bias resistor

should, therefore, be 1000 ohms. If, however, a
200-ohm center-tapped resistor (values as high
as this are frequently used) is placed across the
filament of the tube, one half of this value (100
ohms) should be subtracted from the required
1000 ohms leaving 900 ohms. This value should
then be used for the C-bias resistor.

THAT TRADE GOSSIP

(Continuedfrom page 259)

other, and have worked together. Every
difficulty as to harmonious action has been
the breeder of some new form of distribu-

tion, the mail order house, the department
store, the chain store, the manufacturer's
own retailing system and yet the in-

dependent dealer, in the aggregate, remains
the principal retail factor. He and the
manufacturer understand each other a
little better than they did once but not
well enough yet, by far.

Welcome the wholesaler's salesman,
make him your friend, make him work for

you, tell you the news of how other dealers
are making a success, but do not exchange
cheap and unreliable gossip with him.
You can give him much and he can give

you much that is real and important.
To your customer you must always

appear substantial and reliable. There is

money in your pocket in having him
respect you. In your business, your
customer looks up to you as an expert in

a mysterious business.

"The customer is always right?" Not
always. He is not right when he wants to
take your profit away from you and you
should have a nice way of telling him so.

There is a nice way to do this, also a nasty
way. The customer is not right when he
wants to trade-in a bum set for many
times what it will bring as junk. He
generally is not as up to dale about radio
as he likes to appear. No he is not always
right but he is interested, and that is the

thing for you to build on. He needs educa-

tion, both in your merchandise and in the
common rights of a merchant.
Remember this about customers. They

have been catered to, flattered, made love

to by advertising to such an extent that

they are all puffed up with the importance
of their own little dollars. They do not
know how to treat a dealer fairly. They
do not realize that if he gives up his profits
he cannot continue to serve them. But
they are human. Most of them are trying
to make a living for themselves. They are

quite capable of being educated into being

profitable customers.

News vs Gossip

The distinction we have made between
"news" and "gossip" is often a hair-line

distinction. How can we get the "news,"
which is wholesome, and kill the bad effects

of "gossip"?
The iirst step is to see the seriousness of

what it means and act accordingly. The
next is to fix the imagination on being a
successful dealer and act accordingly, that
will keep any man busy.

Simple and self-evident as all these

things are, we are very apt to ignore them.
We are very prone to help foolish gossip

along, then wonder why the good will in

our industry is no better than it is.

Everybody has a stake in this.

"Among the many things we talk about,
what is dangerous gossip, and what is real

and valuable news?"
The only answer I can give to that is

You generally know that difference your-
self if you will stop to think. Broadly
speaking, any display of real enthusiasm
for radio and radio merchandise is promo-
tive and valuable, while knocking of radio,

knocks at people in radio, indications of

fear for radio's future are taking money
out of your own till and throwing it away.

[Another article by Mr. Dickinson will

appear in the October RADIO BROADCAST.
In this article the advertising problems of

a retail radio store will be discussed from
all angles Editor.}
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IN THE RADIO MARKET-
PLACE

(Continuedfrom page 277)

up district offices in each territory and the
district sales managers are now busily

engaged in conducting jobber and dealer

meetings throughout their respective dis-

tricts, cementing closer contacts between
the manufacturer and the dealers and

getting the field in order for a record year.
The five district managers are R. C.

Hopkins, C. H. Griffith, J. G. Baquie, C.
A. Lindevall, and J. A. Ramsey.

R. C. Hopkins is at the head of the

Eastern District, with an office at 39

Broadway, New York. His territory in-

cludes such distributing points as New
York, Boston, New Haven, Albany, Roch-
ester, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Syracuse,
Scranton, Nashville, Atlanta, Miami, and
New Orleans.
The Eastern Central District with head-

quarters at 547 leader Building, Sixth

and Superior Streets, Cleveland, Ohio, has
C. H. Griffith in charge. His distributing

points include Cleveland, Cincinnati, Co-
lumbus, Toledo, Detroit, Muskegon, Pitts-

burgh, and Buffalo.

Chicago is the headquarters of the Cen-
tral District, with J. G. Baquie in charge.
Jobber headquarters in this district in-

clude Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis,

Peoria, Indianapolis, and Elkhart. Central
District offices are now located at 702
London Guaranty Building, 360 North
Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois.

C. A. Lindevall is at the head of the

Western Central District with offices at
550 Gates Building, Kansas City, Mis-
souri. In his territory are Minneapolis,
Mitchell, Omaha, Kansas City, Oklahoma
City, Dallas, Houston, and Memphis.
The Western District, with J. A. Ram-

sey in charge, includes San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Spokane,
Boise, Butte, Salt Lake City, and Denver.

Headquarters are located at 625 Market
Street, San Francisco.

HAZKLTINK PATENTS UPHELD

THE DECISION of the Federal Court of

Brooklyn in upholding the Hazeltine Cor-

poration patents for eliminating undesir-

able generative effects in radio was af-

firmed July 2nd by the Circuit Court of

Appeals.
The Corporation, as a test case, sued

E. A. Wildermuth, a wholesale dealer in

Atwater-Kent models, which, it was alleged,

infringed on the corporation's patents,

applied for in 1920, and issued a year
later. It was indicated that an appeal
might be taken to the United States Su-

preme Court as all the Atwater-Kent
models of that type are involved. The new
Atwater-Kent screen-grid tube set is not
involved, in the suit, however, although a
Hazeltine representative is quoted as

saying that a move against that type of
set may be taken later.

EFFECTIVE RETAIL ADVERTISING

R. B. JOLLEY, Atwater-Kent dealer in

Morristown, N. J., is going far and wide
to advertise and promote his sales. This

progressive dealer's latest stunt is to take
full back-cover space in local motion-

picture theatre programs.
"People who frequent movie theatres,"

says Mr. Jolley, "are red-hot prospects
for the modern radio. That a definite part
of their leisure time is devoted to enter-
tainment the more varied the better
is proved by their more or less regular
movie attendance. I have found that this

method of advertising is particularly ef-

fective, especially from a cost-versus-

coverage standpoint. The majority of the

average local motion pictures programs
are two or four page leaflets easily and
quickly read. Your radio message, cover-

ing one entire page at an extremely low
cost, possesses immediate force and direct

appeal."

SPARKS-WITHINGTON INCREASES CAPITAL
STOCK

WITH BUSINESS in hand to justify the

promise of an unprecedented output of

Sparton radios for 1929-30, and with the

past season, a record year in profits the
stockholders of the company authorized
an increase in the capital stock from
400,000 shares to 2,000,000. At present
there are outstanding 166,498 shares of
common stock, and 7884 shares of pref-
ferred stock. Captain William Sparks,
president of the company, states that
booked orders starting after July 1

amount to double the business prospect
of a year ago.

MAKERS TO EXHIBIT RAW MATERIALS

FIFTY MANUFACTURERS of parts and
raw materials have indicated their pur-
pose to exhibit to the public at the forth-

coming national radio expositions, the
Radio World's Fair, in New York in Sep-
tember, and the Chicago Radio Show, in

Chicago, in October. G. Clayton Irwin,
Jr., general manager of the two shows, has

completed details for a "Parts and Raw
Materials Section" in the shows, and a
"Parts and Raw Materials Directory"
to be made available to all. Such a direc-

tory will fill a definite need. There is no
single source to which radio manufactur-
ers may turn for information regarding
parts or raw materials which enter into

set, speaker, tube, or apparatus construc-
tion.

ADVANTAGES OF PRE-
SELECTION

(Continuedfrom page 296)

tor." This detector utilizes an ordinary
heater-type tube such as is used in the

amplifier. Suitable choice of operating volt-

ages enable as high as 15 volts of modu-
lated r.f. to be applied to the detector

input without overloading.
In practice, the volume control is

usually adjusted to provide sufficient

amplification for raising the voltage of the
received signal to a value of about 10
volts. The amplified signal is impressed
directly upon the detector which is in the
same container as the radio-frequency
amplifier. The output of this detector
when a 10-volt signal is impressed upon
the input is sufficient to operate directly
the largest power tubes employed to-day.

Power Supply Apparatus

The single stage of audio-amplification
employed in the Equase system has a gain
of about ^5 of the conventional two-stage
audio amplifier. The demands upon the
filter are reduced in like proportion. In

fact, the resistance of the field coil in the

dynamic loud speaker may be used in

place of the choke coils usually employed,
and but two filter condensers are needed;
and the residual hum is inaudible! The
saving in weight and size of power unit
and the minimization of service troubles

brought about by this simplicity, results

in a great economy indeed.
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THE TUBE BUSINESS

(Continuedfrom page 278)

OF INTEREST TO WIRE EXPORTERS

WILL MANUFACTURERS who desire to

export tungsten-filament wire, oxide-
coated wire, molybdanum wire, nickel

ribbon, and wire net write to V. Hirota,
managing proprietor, The Sun Denchi
Seisakujo, No. 18 Zengenjicho, Nichome,
Osaka, Japan. On June 10 this company
desired names of manufacturers who sold
such material for the construction of radio
tubes.

SYLVANIA HAS NEW LAB

A "SALES ENGINEERING LABORATORY"
has been established at the Sylvania plant
to aid in "rendering the utmost in service
to the user of Sylvania tubes." This labora-

tory, housed in a neat brick building some
distance from the main factory, and
equipped with modern measurement in-

struments, life-test racks, etc., is under
the charge of Walter R. Jones. The main
purpose of the laboratory is to maintain a
"control" on the quality of Sylvania
tubes; to maintain close contact with the
field, and lend assistance in technical prob-
lems in regard to sales. In maintaining
control on Sylvania output, tubes made at

Emporium as well as at other tube plants
will undergo constant life tests.

REGARDING TUBE LIFE

ARCTURUS ENGINEERS believe that radio
tubes receiving proper care in the average
sets of to-day will last two years. If tubes
need to be replaced at short intervals the
A, B, and C voltages are probably wrong
or fluctuate due to line-voltage variation.
It would be interesting to have the ex-

periences of a sufficient number of service-
men to answer the question, "in actual
service how long do present-day a.c. tubes
last?"

KEEPING ABREAST OF THE TIMES

"A RADIO PLANT is no stronger than its

engineering personnel," says Ernest Kauer
of CeCo. "No institution can keep moving
forward unless it maintains the vigor and
imagination of its engineering department.
Frequently the engineer's tests demand a

rejection of from 25 to 50 per cent, of the

day's output. This is an awful blow for the
head of a plant to have to accept but
there is no way out. High standards are
more important than ever this year, for

many institutions are seeking volume to
such an extent that there is apt to be a
careless attitude toward technical stand-
ards."

NEW FILAMENT PREPARATION

A NEW PROCESS of coating the filament
of a.c. tubes has been developed by Triad

engineers. A non-oxide preparation is used
which has proven highly effective in pro-
longing the life of the tubes. The Triad

company, to quote Harry H. Stienle, sales

manager, is a "new organization of old
manufacturers." The company has floor

space totalling something over five acres;
has a daily capacity at present of 50,000
tubes which can be almost doubled when,
and if, necessary or desirable; will spend
more than a half-million dollars in adver-

tising; will appoint only a limited number
of jobbers.
The Executive Officers are George Goby,

president, Ely Egnatoff, treasurer, Harry
Steinle, vice-president and general sales

manager, and William Cepek, secretary.
Its engineering staff includes S. U. Marie,
Ph.D., Roger Williams, Ph.B., A. S. Fried-

man, Sc.B., and George Rylsky, E.E. M.E.
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START THE RADIO SEASON
WITH A REAL POWER AMPLIFIER
USE

either the UX-250 Tube or the
UX-245 Tube as a basis for equip-

ing your set with up-to-date power
amplification. Programs this year will

far exceed all previous broadcasting and
you can get each one as realistically as

anyone could desire, for a reasonable
cost.

POWER PARTS BY DONGAN
Designed especially for UX-245 Tube, the following Parts will build you the

very latest and finest kind of Power Amplifier the type used with the new high-
priced receivers.

No. 994 Power Amplifier Transformer .......... $12.00
either No. 2189 Push-Pull Output Transformer - - - - $12.00
with No. 2142 Push-Pull Input Transformer - - - - 4.50

or

No. 3107 Straight Output Transformer ------ 12.00
with No. 2158 Audio Transformer -------- 4.50

D-946 Standard Condenser Unit ------------- 22.50

No. 5554 Double Choke (use in Filter Circuit) ------___H.OO
No. 2124 Transformer (for Push-Pull Radio and Phonograph Amplifier) - - 6.00

Get complete information on the new and approved types of Power Amplifiers
using UX-245 and UX-250 Tubes and Dongan Approved Parts. For immediate
delivery of any of these parts send check or money order.

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
2991-3001 Franklin Street

Detroit

A Radio Parts Guide

THE NEW

Catalog
Send for it today for

complete listings of

Radio Convenience

Outlets, Connector
Plugs, Rheostats.Fixed
and Grid Resistances,

Jacks, Jack Switches,
Phone Plugs, etc.

YAXLEY MFG. CO.
Dept. B, 1528W Adams St., Chicago, 111.

th
most amusing of the new
smart accessories found every
month in the pages of The
American Home. $1.00 a year.

Garden City, N. Y.

ROBERT S. KRUSE
Consultant and Technical Writer

103 Meadowbrook Road, West Hartford, Conn.

e Hartford 4S327

A. C. Line

Voltage
Control

For Radio Set Manufacturers
A remarkably convenient
and efficient device which

automatically handles A. C.
line fluctuations over a

broad range.

Does not add to chassis cost.

For Details, Write Dept. RB9.

*r3j%gdia1l Qotnpany
SO FRANKLIN ST..NEW YORK

SMakers

of the

HELPFUL TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

A regular feature of RADIO BROADCAST
is the series of Laboratory Information

Sheets, which cover a wide range of in-

formation of immediate value to every
radio worker, presented in a form mak-

ing it easy to preserve them. To insure

your having every issue, send your check
for $4.00 for one year's subscription to

Subscription Department
Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc.

Garden City, N. Y.
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Single Control
Perfect convenience in operation,

with a tremendous gain in selectivity
and sensitivity that's what has been
accomplished in the new S-M re-
ceivers. Newly developed shielded
coils make possible, with straight
single control, a degree of selectivity
never before achieved, even ic'ith mul-
tiple controls or verniers. One tuning
control, one volume control, an on-off
switch that's all. All these receivers
have push-pull 245 output stages, and
both broadcast receivers embody the
latest band-selector tuning.

All-A. C. Operation
These receivers are absolutely all-

electric even the 735 short-wave set,
the first of its kind ever offered on the
market. Power supplies are built into
the receivers not separate. The full
advantages of the new a. c. screen-grid
tubes are secured. The characteristic

superior S-M tone quality, distance-

range, and selectivity are in these re-
ceivers as never before, due not alone
to band-selector tuning but also to still

greater refinements of design and
accuracy of manufacture.

S-M Speakers and Power
Amplifiers

Nothing more beautiful in sound
reproduction has ever been heard
than the new S-M dynamic speakers,
when supplied from a powerful
S-M push-pull audio amplifier
giving straight-line amplification from
500O cycles down even to below 50.
These new medium-voltage high*
power two-stage amplifiers* using Z45
tubes in push-pull are built into the
722 and 735, and an extra high-grade
Clough-system amplifier is obtainable
separately, as the 677.

Beautiful Cabinets
The handsome new 707 table model

shielding cabinet, finished in rich

crystalline brown and gold, suitable
for 722, 735, or 735DC, is only $7.75.
Special arrangements have been made
whereby these receivers may be
housed in magnificent consoles espe-
cially adapted to them. Be sure to send
for the new Fall S-M General Parts

Catalog, for details of these cabinets.

New S-M Custom
Receiver Designs
Shatter All Records

722 Band Selector
Seven

Providing practically all 1930 fea-
tures found in most new $20O re*

ceivers, the S-M 722 is priced absurdly
low in comparison. 3 screen-grid tubes
(including detector), band-filter, 245
push-pull stage these help make the
722 the outstanding buy of the year at

$74.75 net, completely wired, less
tubes and cabinet. Component parts
total $52.90. Tubes required: 3 '24,
1 '27, 2 '45, 1 '80.

Far more selective and sensitive
even than the Sargent-Rayment 710,
the new single-control 712 with band-
filter and power detector stands far

beyond competition regardless of
price. Feeds perfectly into any audio
amplifier. Tubes required: 3 '24,
127. Price, only $64.90, less tubes,
in shielding cabinet. Component parts
total $40.90.

677 Amplifier
Superb push-pull amplification is

here available tor only $58.5O, less
tubes. Ideal for the 712. Tubes re-

quired: 2 '45, 1 '27, 1 '80. Com-
ponent parts total $43.40.

735 Short-Wave Receiver
A screen-grid r. f. stage, new plug-in

coils covering the bands from 17 to
204 meters, regenerative detector, a
typical S-M audio amplifier, all help
to make this first a. c. short-wave set
first also in performance. Price, wired
complete with built-in power unit,
less cabinet and tubes, only $64.9O.
Component parts total $44.90. Tubes
required: 1 '24, 2 '27, 2 '45,
1 '80. Two extra coils, 131P and
131Q, cover the broadcast band at an
extra cost of $1.65.
Adapted for battery use (735DC)

price, $44.80, less cabinet and tubes.

Component parts total $26.80. Tubes
required: 1 '22, 4 '12A.

Did You Get the Red-Hot News in the July
RADIOBUILDER?

Keep up-to-date on Silver-Marshall progress; don't be without THE RADIOBUILDER.
New products appear in it in advance of public announcements all of the receivers and
cabinets above were described in detail and illustrated in THE RADIOBL7ILDER for
July. Many hints on operating and building appear in it. Use the coupon.

It Looks Like a Big Year For S-M Service Stations
Cstom-bui(ders using S-M parts have profited tremendously through the Authorized

S-M Service Station franchises. Silver-Marshall works hand-in-glove with the more than 3OOO
professional and semi-professional builders who display this famous insignia. If you build
professionally, let us tell you all about it write at onceJ

SILVER-MARSHALL, Inc.

6403 West 65th St., Chicago, U. S. A.

Silver-Marshall, Inc.
6403 West 65th Street, Chicago, U. S. A.
. . . .Please send me, free, the new Fall S-M
Catalog; also sample copy of The Radiobuilder.

For enclosed in stamps, send me the
following:

50c Next 12 issues of The Radiobuilder
$1.00 Next 25 issues of The Radiobuilder

S-M DATA SHEETS as follows, at 2c each:

.No 3. 730,731, 732 Short-Wave Sets
4. 255, 256, etc.. Audio Transformers
5. 720 Screen Grid Six Receiver
6. 740"Coast-to-Coast" Screen Grid Four
7. 675ABC High-Voltage Power Supply

710 Sargent-Rayment Seven

.No

.No

.No

.No.

.No

.No

.No

.No

.

.No

8.
9. 678PD Phonograph-Radio Amplifierm tinAf* All-Electric Screen-Grid Six10..
12. 669 Power Unit (for 720AC)
14. 722 Band-Selector Seven
15. 735 Round-the-World Six
16. 712 Tuner (Development from the

Sargent-Rayment)
. . . .No. 17. 677 Power Amplifier for use with 712

Name. . .

Address .
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Precision manufacturing

safeguards correct design
rTIHE most advanced principles of

JL design, the most unique features

of construction, cannot in themselves

produce tubes of uniform character-

istics. Manufacturing accuracy must

measure up to engineering skill in

every respect.

The unvarying excellence of Arc-

l urns Tubes is due as much to pains-

taking production methods, rigidly

adhering to accurate standards,a8 to

unique design. This rare combina-

tion has gained widespread recogni-
tion for these exceptional tubes.

By inspecting every tube 137 times,

approving only those tubes whose
characteristics fall within the narrow-

est manufacturing limits, ARCTURUS
has set a standard of uniform quality

unsurpassed by any tube on the

market today.

BLUE
ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY * Newark, N. J.

TESTING SCREEN-GRID TUBES

The Type 443 Mutual-

Conductance Meter
tests triodesand screen-

grid tubes with equal

ease. Manufacturers,

jobbers, and dealers

are using this instru-

ment to make inspec-

tion tests.

It is compact, easy to

operate, and thorough-

ly reliable.

Send for Descriptive Literature

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
30 State Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts

274 Brannan Street

San Francisco, California

A
Beautiful
NEW
Panel

Plate

for the

Famous

HAMMARLUND
DRUM DIAL

JLXlCHLY embossed, pebbled hronzo
in the modern mode. It has grace
and charm appropriate to the superb
dial mechanism back-panel that de-
lighted thousands of set builders last
season.
The control knob can be mounted
anywhere on the panel. Illuminated
scale.

Write Dfpt. RB9 for Details

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
424-438 W. 33rd St. New York
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Button, Radio'

ammarlund
f REC ISION

PRODUCTS

"What an
UNUSUAL Way

to Wind
a Resistance"
And a BETTER way too, as

is witnessed by its almost
universal use and endorse-
ment by radio engineers and
manufacturers the world
o\<-r. Here's another unusual

and exclusive feature, the

'^ADJUSTABLE
SLIDING CLIP

which enables instant ad-
justment to the exact resist-
ance value desired.
The resistance wire is first,

wound on a small asbestos-
covered copper core. This is
then \vr;i|t|M><l around a

"g grooved fire-clay base. More
of heavier resistance wire is

'

thus wound in smaller space~ -rnrf more of its surface is
z- exposed and air-cooled,

Hence longer-lasting more
I accurate. Sizes and ratings
- for all standard Eliminator
^ and Power Pack use.
~ Variable models also, with
=c fine knob adjustment the

^ contact moving ENDWISE
"c over the wire with less wear
^ and greater smoothness.
if'i Thoroughly air-cooled. Per-
_ forated metal shield, one- v.

hole mounting. 22 ., .t*i
stock sizes.

^*&^i^
\v* ...- ..

'*&''N** .-

-fja^vr
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COMMAND
the ENTIRE WORLD

with Pilot's Double Duty

SUPER-WASP

Why miss half the joy of radio? The Pilot

Double-Duty Super-Wasp, designed by Robert
S. Kruse internationally famous short-wave

authority, will give you radio's greatest thriil

for a few dollars and a single evening's "work"
with screwdriver and pliers. Uses only four
tubes including the super-sensitive screen grid!
Enthusiastic radio fans report nightly recep-
tion of Chelmsford, (England), PCJ Eind-
hoven (Holland), Costa Rica, Central and
South America, Canada, Cuba, South

Africa and Australia! Exceptional re-

sults because exceptionally engi-

neered, and priced right because

produced in the world's largest
radio parts plant! Hear the

Super-Wasp at any author-

ised Pilot Agency.

CUSTOM SET-BUILDER'S PRICE
A combination short
wave and broadcast re-

ceiver covering all wave
lengths from 14 to 500
meters. Price of kit in-

cludes two sets of five

interchangeable plug-
in coils, full-sized blueprint, and complete
assembly data.

Slightly higher ti'est of
the Rockies

PILOT Now Makes
Pi lo t r o n t u hes
' ' BM i It for Profes-
sionals" are espec-
ially designed and
constructed for the

professional radio
engineer, custom
set- bu i Ide r and
amateur an audi-
ence which is super
critical ami has u
right to be! More-
over Pilotron tubes
are available many
months before you
can obtain them from the usu

gives custom set-builders an
use new tubes long before the
manufactured receivers. You
because of this. Pilot tubes w
but they don't! Pilot's self-coi

ufacturing provides definite^
tubes at the usual prices! St

all Pilot iuithorireJ agencies.

RADIO TUBES!

BUILT for PROFESSIONALS

al sources. Thi
opportunity to

V are aval laMe
would think that
ould cost more-
ntained man-
v superior
ocked by

TRADE MARK REGISTERED

DEALER'S OPPORTUNITY! The Pilot pol-
icy of encouraging individual experimentation
and custom set-builJing is the greatest single fac-
tor in stabilizing and maintaining the parts and
kit business. Technically qualified and financially
responsible dealers are inviteJ to write fur details
of our agency plun.

HOW TO KEEP STEP WITH NEW DE-
VELOPMENTS. Send SOc for four quarterly
issues "Radio Design" and membership in the
Radio International Guild, a 4vorM*u>i<Je orgtini-
Cation of radio engineers, experimenters, ami
custom set-builders. Radio Design, Depr. A. |O3
Broadway, Hrooklyn. N. Y.

1>ILOT RADIO r TUBE COP
WORLD'S LARGEST RADIO PARTS PLANT

323 BERRY STREET
BROOKLYN NEW YORK



A Radiotron

/or every purpose

RADIOTRON UX-201-A
Uiltclur Amplifier

RADIOTRON UV-199
I), led.

RADIOTRON UX-199
Vila-tor Amplifier

iDIOTRON WD-11
t,,r Amplifier

P >DIOTRON WX-12
lor Amplifier

RADiOTRON UX-200-A
De-leclur Only

RADIOTRON UX-120
I'aierr Amplifier

RADIOTRON UX-222
.-.'en-en Uriel Radio

Frequency Amplifier

KAulOTRONUX-112-A
l-ivcr A mpiifir,

RADIOTRON UX-171-A
I'aii-er A mplifier

RADIOTRON UX-210
I'owet Amplifier Oscillator

RADIOTRON UY-224
Screen Urid limlin

frtqafiay Amplifier
(A. C. //enter)

RADIOTRON UX-240
Dft'ftur A m i/lifier for
Itftintancc-couplcd

RADIOTRON UX-245
I'ower Amplifier

RADIOTRON UX-250

RADIOTRON UX-226
Amplifier

(A. C. filament)

RADIOTRON UY-227
Delectur Amplifier
(A. C, Heater)

RADIOTRON UX-280
fall- Warn ttcttifier

RADIOTRON UX-281
llalf-U'att Redifa

RADIOTRON UX-874
Regulator Tube

RADIOTRON UV-876
llallail Tube

RADIOTRON UV-886
Ballast tube

The standard by
which other vacuum

tubes are rated

Look for this mark
on every Radiotron

Sin.-.' ilii- vacuum lubv in ihi- heart of any
receiving set we are nuiuriillv very exacting
In ebooalng lubes for tne testing of AMII.%11

InMtrutnentN. Our experience hai* taught u

that IM'A lladlolrons glv thr bent results.

Consequently we reeommend their mm t*r

all radio nets bearing our name."

All ndii) enpinr frc [lut ftrr a year of veige UM ibe

vacuum lul.r. in radio wi nhould be rrnlared ihruup-houl with
new one* Old lube* led in nut the performance of thr olhen.
for finer ir,ull* comf Iriely recquip your .1-1 o ilb RCA KadiolTODI.

R/%DIOTROI%I

*

t national magazine
advertisement repro-
duced at the left is one
of the 1929 Radiotron
series, each of which
carries the signature of
a leading radio manu-
facturer.

Dealers enjoying the largest tube sales

and making the biggest profits are

those who carry the full line of RCA
Radiotrons and are never out of stock.

Radio customers naturaUy choose the

stores that have a reputation for al-

ways being stocked with the complete

line of RCA Radiotrons.

Superior resources of research and manufacturing guar-

antee to RCA Radiotrons the finest possible quality in

vacuum tubes. They are the standard of the industry-

and so accepted by both the trade and the public.

RADIOTRON DIVISION

RADIO-VICTOR CORPORATION OF AMERICA NEW YORK . CHICAGO ATLANTA DALLAS SAM FRANCISCO

RC/% 91\IMOI ItOX
It MMOTHOVS ARE Till

.

'

HEART OF VOI'll RADIO. SET

THF. COUNTRl LtFE PBtSS, 8ABDEM CITT, NEW XOBK
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TONE
Tone depends on many things, but above

all, on the design and construction of the

audio end of the set. In this department of
radio, T'C'A engineers are specialists,

serving with matchless production facili-
ties many ofthe leading set manufacturers
in the country. Uniformity, authentic de-

sign,perfected construction detail, and

dependable deliveries are inherent char-

acteristics in T'C'A products.

TRANSFORMER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
2301-2319 SOUTH KEELER AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Sales Offices in Principal Cities

Output Transformers

Input Transformers
Audio Transformers

Dynamic Speakers
Power Packs
Chokes

m

UAUIO BROADCAST. October, 1929. Published monthly. Vol. XV, No. r,. Published at Garden City. X. V Subscription price $4.00 a year Entered at the pose
office at Garden City, N. Y., as second class mall matter. Uoubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., Garden City, N. Y.
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Additional
. lave every set sent out on demonstration func-
tioning at maximum efficiency.

Keep all sets sold in continuous efficient operation
at negligible cost.

Know that the tubes you sell or install are right by
testing them under actual operating conditions. De-
fective tubes cause a large percentage of radio
troubles.

Make real profits in servicing by saving time and in-
creasing efficiency.

Eliminate expensive and annoying returns to dis-
tributor or factory by making all adjustments or
repairs in the owner's home accurately and quickly.
Build "good will" thru the enthusiastic satisfaction

Profits
of your patrons an ever growing asset to your
business.

AH of this can be accomplished only by the use of the
SUPREME DIAGNOMETER the only service in-
strument that insures thorough, scientific service
work.

If you don't buy a SUPREME you pay for it anyway
many times over in wasted time and inefficiency. If

you buy a SUPREME you pay for it but once and it

becomes a permanent asset for your business, earn-
ing dividends daily in actual cash and customer
good will.

Don't deprive yourself of these additional profits by
delay.

Only Complete
Portable Radio

Testing Lcilorc*lor>
Thorough and Complete, yet surprisingly simple. The
SUPREME RADIO MANUAL gives full instruction and
much valuable radio information.
No other radio testing device can anywhere near approach the range, com-
pleteness and flexibility of the SUPREME DIAGNOMETER. A test will show
you. Send for ours which is confidently called "A Test that Challenges Atten-
tion." Some of the outstanding features of the SUPREME are :

All tubes tested under actual operat- Modulated radiator for testing, syn-

ing conditions. Provides the onlytube chroniung, neutralizing.

External connections to all apparatus.

Tests both plates '80 type rectifiers.

All continuity tests without batteries.

Universal analyzer plugs.

test of dependable value.

Screen grid socket analysis without
oscillation.

750 Volt 4 scale A.C. and D.C. meters,
3 scale milliameter.

Self-contained power plant.

Handy carrying case providing com-
partments and space for all tools and
spare tubes.

"Set Testers" prove only
29%to 40% efficient in comparison
with the SUPREME DIAGNOMETER

and a requestfor complete specifications will re-

veal numerous other superiorities.

Supreme Service League
To Radio Owners: Look for this emblem in
your radio shop, on the lapel button or card of
your service man. It is your guarantee of de-
pendable radio service. Cash in on the prestige
the SUPREME SERVICE LEAGUE is building.

Order MOW
Present production permits immediate deliveries but the momentum
of sales is such that buyers are cautioned to place their orders now.

Reservations will be made against all orders placed for future delivery
on specified dates. Make use of this plan to avoid disappointments.

"'

(Most good distributors carry the SUPREMEDIAGNOMETER in stock.

If yours cannot supply you, send order direct onform to the right.)

SUPREME

I
I

I

I
I

I
I

Supreme Instruments Corp.
342 Supreme Bldg.
Greenwood, Miss.

Please ship SUPREME
DIAGNOMETER Model
400-B on basis checked below.

r-\
Net cash $139.50.

. - Time payment plan
| I $33.50 cash and 8 month-

ly payments of $15.00
each.

AH prices are F.O.B. Green-
wood, Miss. No dealer's dis-
count.

Date shipment desired

Signed

Firm Name .

Street Address.

RadioDiaqnometer
City..

State.

Makes
everyj^esfan any

Kadio Set-

J
Please give three or more bank or

I trade references and names of tlis-

Ltributora

from tc/iom most pur-
chases are made.
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News
4 WPH

NATIONAL UNION RADIO

PLEDGES QUALITY TUBES

"Finest Tubes science

can design" assured by
Executive Vice-President

"One of the basic features of

National Union policy," says
Nathan Chirlestein, Executive

Vice-President, "is quality tubes
Our plans call for extensive test-

ing systems, expert engineers,

every precaution necessary to
make National Union Tubes
stand for the utmost in quality.
We know very well that you can't
sell a bad tube twice. So you can
rest assured that every effort will

be made to assure jobbers and
retailers everywhere the finest
tubes science can design."

'A Fair-play-to-all
Sales Policy.'*

ASSURES

E. A. TRACEY
Vice-President

in charge of Sales and Advertising

THE "NEW YORK TIMES," AUG. 24,
devoted almost an entire column to the
announcement of the National Union
Radio Corporation.

HERE IS THE STAR'
These Four Brands

are now in :

SONATRON

MAGNATRON
MARATHON
TELEVOCAL

NATIONAL UNION
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s Out!
Newspapers From Coast to Coast

Herald the Entry of a New Giant

Into the Tube Business . . .

National Union Radio Corporation
takes its place beside R. C.A. and Cunningham

. . . experts now forecast the end of

present chaotic trade practices

On August 23rd at 4:10 P. M. the final

papers were signed ... a clerk released the
news to 1100 newspapers . . . the National
Union Radio Corporation had at last

become a fact!

The radio editors of a big New York paper
describe it as "The most important radio

news this year."
A prominent jobber from Chicago wired

"National Union will do much to

stabilize the radio tube business."

Retailers the country over are greeting
the news with enthusiasm.
National Union with a capacity of 75,000

tubes a day becomes one of the three largest
manufacturers of radio tubes in the world.

Capitalized at $16,000,000, lack of money
will not handicap its development.

Directed by a group of the country's ablest
radio executives, it should quickly win a

position at the head of the radio industry.

Through a reciprocal agreement with R.
C. A., National Union will have the benefit

of every important existing radio patent.

Look for big things from this new organ-
ization. Look for the fairest trade practices
in the business. Look for the finest tubes
science can devise.

More big news will follow during the next
few months. Watch the next issue of this

magazine.

RADIO CORPORATION
OCTOBER 1929 309



Manufacturer

You can choose from several Dongan designs of the

approved types of power and audio Parts each type a

production job. Thus you secure at production prices
the transformer and condenser unit exactly suited to

your individual needs.

Dongan laboratories offer perfected designs of Parts to

function with UX 245 and UX 250 Tubes. Dongan
production represents the acme of radio power parts
manufacture.

Exclusively Manufacturers
of Parts for the Set Manu-
facturer.

Transformers
Chokes
Condenser Units

We are prepared to furnish complete parts for construction of

amplifiers for theaters, dance halls or public address systems.

Dongan Electric Manufacturing Co.

2991-3001

Franklin Street
Detroit

Michigan

A Radio Parts Guide

THE NEW

Catalog
Send for it today for

complete listings of
Radio Convenience
Outlets, Connector
Plugs, Rheostats.Fixed
and Grid Resistances,

Jacks, Jack Switches,
Phone Plugs, etc.

YAXLEY MFG. CO.
Dept. B, 1528W Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Reception
AMPERITE automatically

delivers theBIGHT voltage
fbrefficient tube operation. Im-

proves tone, ncnditi vity, volume. A
type for every tube. tl.lO with

<ounting(inU.S.A.)Atalldealeri.

AMPERITE (
661 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
Free "Amperite Vest
Pocket Tube Chart".Write
Dept. K. B. 1O.
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LONG LIFE

AND SUSTAINED VOLTAGE

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON
B-H TUBE

Type B-H
125 m. a.

at 300 volts

THE ORIGINAL GASEOUS
RECTIFYING TUBE

FOR "B" ELIMINATORS

IONIZED HELIUM takes the

place of a filament in the Ever-

eady Raytheon B-H Tube. This

principle gives long life, effi-

ciency and reliability. Ionized
helium supplies millions of elec-

trons a second over and over.

Most "B" eliminators are de-

signed and built for this famous
B-H tube, which is standard in

more than 100 makes. If you are

using such a unit, a new Ever-

eady Raytheon B-H Tube will

make a surprising improvement.
Note to experimenters: If

you require a source of steady,
powerful D. C., you will find the
B-H tube an efficient, heavy-
duty rectifier.

NATIONAL CARBON Co., Inc.
General Offices: New York, N. Y.

Branches: Chicago Kansas City
New York San Francisco

Unit of
Union Carbide

and Carbon
Corporation

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON

Trade-marks
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LEV! F. WARREN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL,WE5T .^WTON,M ASS..PAM &QUlPPD

PAM 16

PAM
the new educator

Walter Damrosch and other famous educators are instructing thous-

ands of children in our schools through radio and PAM installations.

The voice of the educators or

music received by radio or from

phonograph record is amplified

by PAMs for loud speakers in

class rooms and assembly halls.

The PAM equipment installed

for educational purposes is ad-

mirably suited to furnish music
for class parties or other school

social functions.

Many fine installations, such as

that at the Levi F. Warren Junior

Main Office:

Canton, Mass.

High School, West Newton,
Massachusetts, shown above, can
be sold by wide-awake radio

dealers.

A new 16- page bulletin giving
mechanical and electrical char-

acteristics, representative install-

ations and many new PAM
amplifiers will be sent upon re-

ceipt of lOc. in stamps to cover

postage. When writing ask for

bulletin No. R.B.-ll.

Factories at Canton

and Watertown, Mass.

Manufacturers Since 1882
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"I've been in the Radio game
fifteen years and it's by far
the best book Fve ever seen
on Radio."

Radio
Telegraphy

andTelephony"
By RUDOLPH L. DUNCAN

Director, Radio Institute of America

And CHARLES E. DREW
Instructor in Radio, and in charge Electrical

Division, Radio Institute of America

A Complete Handbook for Radio
Students, Operators, Amateurs,
Inspectors, and Engineers.
This new book contains most of the in-
formation that anyone seriously inter-
ested in Radio would want to know.
Subjects never be/ore treated in a Radio
book are covered here in a thorough,
simple, and lucid manner.

26 Chapters: Introduction to Radio;
Magnetism The Electron Theory; The
Production of Electromotive Force;
Electromagnetic Induction; Motor-Gen-
erators Starters; Curve Diagrams; Stor-

age Batteries and Charging Circuits;
Meters; Alternating Current and Fre-

quencies ; Condensers Electrostatic

Capacity Capacity Measurements ; Vac-
uum Tubes; Receiving Circuits; Alter-
nating Current Operated Receivers and A-C
Tubes; Telephone Receivers Loudspeaker Re-
producing Units; Commercial Receivers; Rectifier
Devices Rectifier Circuits Voltage Divider Re-
sistorsFilter Circuits; High Voltage Condensers;
Antennae or Aerials; Resonance; Commercial
Broadcast and Telegraph Transmitters; Commer-
cial Tube Transmitters; Short Wave Transmitters
and Receivers; Spark Transmitters; The Arc
Transmitter; Direction Finders Radio Compass;
Radio Telephone Broadcast Transmitter Equip-
ment; Appendix.
"Radio Telegraphy and Telephony" was
published in May. You

\yill find in this book
the most recent information on current prin-
ciples, methods, and equipment. Over 900
pages for $7.50. You may have it on approval
for 10 daysbut as one radio expert wrote us,
"Ten minutes, not ten days, should be suffi-
cient to convince any real radio man that he
needs 'Radio Telegraphy and Telephony.'

"

A Wiley Book
ON APPROVAL COUPON

JOHN WILEY AND SONS, Inc.
440 Fourth Ave., New York City
Gentlemen: Please send me for examination
Radio Telegraphy and Telephony." Within ten

days after its receipt I will send you $7.50 or
return the book.

l_

Name

Address. .. .

Reference . 10-29

LIKE A SHIP
without \ "
RUDDER

the "control" is gone . . . not powerless . . .

but rudderless ... no longer does she re-

spond to the helmsman.

Your radio without a good resistance device,
like the CENTRALAB resistance, doesn't

respond to the slightest touch of the

"helmsman."

You steer your way through the ether by
fits and starts . . . augmenting the "static

storms" by internal "self-inflicted" noises.

Better be sure that your radio is "Centra-
lab" equipped.

This shows the exclusive rocking disc construction
of Ontralab volume control, "it" is the resist*

ance. Contact disc *'D" has only a rocking action
on the resistance. Pressure arm "P" together
with fhftft and bushing is full; Insulated.

"Volume Control
Voltage Controls
& Their Uses"

is the title of an interesting

pamphlet that is yours for
the asking.

This la the action of the usual wirewound con-
trol after it has been in use for some time . . .

like dragging a stickover a cobblestone pavement.

CENTRAL RADIO

20 Keefe Ave.

LABORATORIES

Milwaukee, Wis.

The tailor uses the lame principle as OntraUh.
He does not want to ruin the garment by placing
the iron on it BO he places a cloth in between.
Centralab controls cannot ruin the resistance
because the rocking disc is in between the pres-
sure arm and the resistance.

ELECTRAD
PERFORMANCE

Builds

Sales

T

The

Perfect

Volume

Control

u. s. Pau.

1034103

1034104

and

Pats, r.-n.l.

You can sell and recommend the
Super-TONATROL because it will
stand up under heavy loads. Labor-
atory tests approximating ten years
average use prove its remarkable last-

ing quality. New type resistance
element fused to an enameled metal
plate. Pure silver contact. Easily dis-

sipates 5 watts. Metal cover for rapid
heat radiation. List price, $2.40 to $3.50

EIECTRAD

BUILT BETTER
CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS

Pyrohm Resistors
Accurate Unchanging
"DEDUCED sensitivity, low volume,
** distortion and poor tone quality
are the inevitable results of using
inaccurate resistors which do not
maintain their proper resistance

values.

To be assured of satisfactory op-
eration in power supply units and
power amplifiers, be sure to specify
and use Aerovox Pyrohm resistors

of the proper resistance values and
current carrying capacities.

These units are made of the best

grade of resistance wire wound on a

refractory tube, and protected by a

porcelain enamel against moisture,
oxidation and mechanical injury.

Send Cor Catalog
Complete specifications of all

Aerovox Pyrohm resistors are con-

tained in a complete catalog which
will be sent free of charge on request.

The Research Worker
contains, each month, valuable in-

formation on radio design. It will

be sent free on request.

AEROVOX WIRELESS CORE

PRODUCTS THAT ENDURE '
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Now All-Electric
Short-Wave Reception
The new S-M 735 Round-the-World

Six brings every marvel of the low-
wave bands within the perfect con-
venience of a. c. operation. A 224
screen-grid tube is connected so as to

produce 2J^ times greater amplifica-
tion than the '22; the a. f. amplifier
(245 push-pull) is free from hum,even
in distance reception. Four plug-in
coils cover from 16.6 to 200 meters.
Two extra coils (cost $1.65) cover the
broadcast band* with an altered con-
nection built into the coil so as to

greatly increase selectivity.

Yet the 735 is low-priced $64.90
net, wired complete with built-in

power unit) the component parts total

$44.90 net. Tubes required are:

1 '24, 2 '27, 2 '45, and 1 '80.

735DC, for battery use only, $44.80
net less tubes and cabinet. Tubes re-

quired: 1 '22, and 4 '12A. Com-
ponent parts total $26.80 net.

Either set fits perfectly in any of the
cabinets referred to at the right.

Band-Selector Tuning
3 A.C.Screen-GridTubes

Custom-Built, $74.75!

AS trim and stylish-looking a one-dial set as was ever
** built to "sell on looks" yet embodying such

extreme performance as only Silver-Marshall can build

into a set with three screen-grid tubes, band-selector

tuning, and even screen-grid power detection five

times as efficient as '27 power detection. Four tuned

circuits highly shielded an audio amplifier combin-

ing resistance coupling and 245 push-pull complete
built-in ABC power unitchassis only 18%" by 9 1/"
all at the price of $74.75 net, less tubes and cabinet, in

the S-M 722 Band-Selector Seven. Tubes required:

3 '24, 1 '27, 2 '45, and 1 '80. Component parts

total $52.90 net. For use with any 90-120 volt d. c.

electro-dynamic speaker.

Ideal for mounting in any of the cabinets mentioned

below.

Up-To-The-Minute Cabinets
S-M 707 metal shielding table cabinet in beautiful

crystalline brown and gold for 722 or 735, $7.75 net.

Three beautiful console cabinets, adapted especially

for mounting S-M 722, 735, or 712 with 677 by the I. A.

Lund Corporation, are available from leading supply
houses: see the new S-M Fall Catalog.

Surpassing the Famous
Sargent-Rayment Seven
You know the Sargent-Rayment

Seven universally found to be the
most sensitive broadcast receiver ever
developed. Here, in the new 712
Tuner, is every feature of the 71O
Sargent-Rayment the five tuned cir-

cuits, the ultra-perfect shielding the
extra-fine r. f. coils all built into an
all-electric strictly single-dial tuner,
with band selector tuning and power
detection. Tubes required: 1 '27,
3 '24. Completely wired in satin-
finish metal shielding cabinet, less

tubes, $64.9O net. Works into any
audio amplifier.
Component parts, including shield-

ing cabinet, total $4O.9O. Fits beauti-
fully (with controls central) in any
cabinet with space 18> by 9^ by
7%-inch high.

Over 3000 Authorized S-M Service Stations are being operated:

many are proving highly successful and profitable. The nearest one

is ready to serve you if you want a custom-built set; write us for

address if you do not know it. If you build professionally and do

not have the S-M Service Station franchise iwite us.

Complete circuit diagrams of the 722 and 735 were first published

in the RAD1OBU1LDER for August. Valuablesuggestions on build-

ing and servicing are to be found in every issue. Use the coupon.

SILVER-MARSHALL, Inc.

6403 West 65th St., Chicago, U. S. A.

Silver-Marshall, Inc.

6403 West 65th Street, Chicago, U. S. A.
....Please send me, free, the new fall S-M
Catalog; also sample copy of the Radiobuilder.
For enclosed in stamps, send me the

following :

. 50c Next 12 issues of The Radiobuilder. BVC not 1 LSBUea IM i lie ixauiuuuuutri

. $1.00 Next 25 issues of The Radiobuilder
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THIS
MONTH we take a few lines to quote the

plaint of a dealer who has the problem of selling

radio in a rural community. His shop is in North

Dakota. He says: "Have the radio manufacturers

forgotten there is a rural population? I do not know
of a commercial receiver that is practical and at the

same time economical in operation for the user of

batteries that can even approach the satisfactory

performance of the modern socket-powered sets.

As
A DEALER in a rural community I expect

approximately fifty per cent, of my business

from the rural population who have no electric

light service, and I have to get along with magnetic
loud speakers and the power output of a 112A tube,

unless they can afford an extensive outlay of B
batteries and continual charging of storage batteries

to operate a larger power tube and dynamic loud

speaker.

IT
is MY impression that any manufacturer who

would market a practical four- or five-tube

screen-grid set with a low plate-current consumption
and the volume level of a 171 A tube or more would be

amply rewarded for his efforts. As it is, sales on

battery sets will be bound to slump badly and a large

potential market is being sadly neglected."

LET
THE rural dealers take heart. It will not be

long that the battery-user will be penalized

for his lack of electric power service. Some sets are

already on the market to meet this requirement
and it is a real one and more are on the way. We
should not be surprised to see new tube design

contribute greatly within the next twelvemonth to

a more complete answer to this need.

THE
ROCHESTER, Buffalo-Niagara, Cleveland,

and Toronto sections of the Institute of Radio

Engineers are sponsoring a district convention to be

held in Rochester, N. Y., November 18 and 19.

Papers will be delivered by A. Hoyt Taylor, W. A.

MacDonald, W. C. White, and others.

WILLIS KINGSLEY WING.
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Ask for the

lube in the

black and
yellow tri-

angular box.

r1^^
Final Tests

* ,* fo assure

perfection
Naturally every TRIAD Tube is constantly,
rigorously tested throughout the entire man-
ufacturing process a special test follows

every individual operation. Yet TRIAD does
more than that! When completed, each
TRIAD Tube is subjected to nine additional
and final tests for vital characteristics tests

so stringent that nothing short of absolute

perfection can survive them! This infinite care
in manufacture has won for TRIADS their

reputation for superior quality and has
made possible that guarantee that goes with

everyTRIAD Tube a minimum of six months'

satisfactory service
^>r

a proper adjustment.
You can rely on TRIADS the tubes backed
by an actual Insurance Certificate!

Call your jobber or write us direct

for complete TRIAD information.

TRIAD MFG. CO., Inc., Pawtucket, R. I.

Tune in on the TRlADORS every FRIDAY evening, 8 to
8:30 Eastern Standard Time, over WJZ and associated

NBC Stations.

TRIAD
I M S U R. E D

RADIO TUBES
TESTS i

Below are listed the nine
final tests for vital characteris-
tics to which every TRIAD Tube
is subjected.

1 Gas
2 Emission

3 Filament Current
4 Plate Current

5 Oscillation

6 Grid Voltage
7 Mutual Conductance
8 Plate Impedance
9 Amplification Constant
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RADIO BROADCAST ADVERTISER.

Cut your service calls

in half. . .

sell ARCTURUS Tubes

Service calls cost money. Many of

them are due to burnt out tubes . . .

noisy tubes . . . tubes that soon lose

their efficiency.

Arcturus Blue A-C Tubes are so

well designed and carefully built that

they cut costly tube trouble to the

minimum. Dealers who equip all their

A-C sets with these exceptional tubes

have found by actual experience that

Arcturus Tubes cut service calls 50%
or more.

This means greater profits from

set sales, and thoroughly satisfied cus-

tomers. Arcturus Blue Tubes make

any A-C set do its best because they

act in 7 seconds, do away with hum,

give true tone and hold the world's

record for long life.

If you are not now selling these per-

fected tubes, write for all the facts and

join the ranks of satisfied retailers who

are making more money with Arcturus.

ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE COMPANY
NEWARK, N. J.

BLUE TUBES



By
EVERETT M. WALKER

1930 Method to Approach

Prospects Who May Be Inter-

ested in Purchasing a New
Radio Is to Make Use of the

Latest and Most Practical

Means of Communication, and

so Use the Telephone.

IPPROACH YOUR prospect from the inside of

his own home and you will have greater

chances of selling successfully a new radio

receiver, than you would through the more

or less antiquated 'doorbell-ringing

method.'"

This is the precise form in which Ernest W. Boyce, sales

manager of R. H. McMann, Inc., a New York distributor,

related to the author a scheme of direct selling which dur-

ing the past radio season proved to be highly successful

in approaching potential new set-owners through a direct

canvass method. This plan is also being operated at top

capacity during the current fall season to facilitate sales

through dealers in the metropolitan area.

Selling the 20th Century Way
"This is the twentieth century," Mr. Boyce points out,

"
the age of science, with the automobile, radio, and last but

not least the telephone. The 1930 method to approach a per-

son who may be interested in purchasing a new radio re-

ceiver is to make use of the latest and most practical means of

communication, and so 'why not use the telephone?'"

"Certainly, Mrs. Jones, who is home all day, or that is,

practically all day, busy with the various duties of keeping

the home in order, will answer the telephone more readily

than the door-bell, and listen to the 'talk' of a house-to-house

canvasser, who may take possibly a half-hour of her valuable

time."

This, summed up, is virtually the plan of making use of the

telephone to approach a potential set purchaser which Mr.

Boyce introduced to aid dealers who are in the territory of the

McMann distributing company. Although Mr. Boyce is

rather modest about claiming credit for the telephone method

of approach, saying that stock houses, and other organiza-

tions conducting a direct sales business have demonstrated

successfully the practicability of the telephone, as far as is

known, this is one of the first instances where it has been used

successfully in the radio industry.

The telephone plan is this: The distributor first conducts a

simple survey of a dealer's territory to determine the number
of residents and the approximate buying power of each

(the method of obtaining this information will be related in

the following paragraphs). These facts are laid before the

merchant, and it is suggested that he adopt the telephone
method of approach, employing the services of an experienced

operator supplied by the jobber.
After outlining his territory, the dealer is supplied with the

telephone number of every resident in his district. This in-

formation may be obtained from the telephone company for

a nominal cost. A telephone operator is furnished by the dis-

tributing company, the requisite being that the dealer pay
the salary. Each operator is trained in the technique of

conducting a telephone canvass, and is supplied with printed
cards which outline the procedure of approaching Mrs. Jones.

The first week the operator is on duty she starts early

in the morning and goes down the list of numbers, asking

questions on whether or not the home is radio equipped,

type of receiver employed, etc., carefully noting down the

answer opposite the question on the card. At the end of the

day these are filed. The conversation, according to Mr.

Boyce's method is as follows:

The First Contact

"Good morning! Is this Mrs. Jones?

"I represent the American Bosch Company. We are con-

ducting a radio survey in this territory. Would you mind

telling me whether or not you have a radio receiving set in

your home? Yes! What make did you say it was and model?
How long have you had it?. Are you well satisfied with its

performance?" etc.

"That will be all, Mrs. Jones. Thank you for giving us this

information."

Through this method of approach the dealer may determine

exactly who, in his territory, has a radio receiver. The data

obtained also enable him to compile an accurate prospect file

giving the make and age of each receiver in use.
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After the approach, Mr. Boyce points out, a follow-up is

essential in order to make a sale, and this should be done

about a week after the first contact is made. The operator

again calls Mrs. Jones, tells her she represents the manu-

facturer of a certain radio receiver, and volunteers a demon-

stration in the home.

Conversation for the second call is something like this:

"Good morning, Mrs. Jones! I represent the American

Bosch Radio Company. We are wondering if you would not

like to hear one of our latest all-electric receivers. It is quite

an improvement over the set you now have, and incorporates

Caid No. I

TELEPHONE SURVEY OF RADIO SALES PROSPECTS
Smith Radio Service Company 1711 Broad Street, East Newton

Name_

Address

City.

Date
interviewed

Is name
a good
prospect?

Phone Number_

(1) Type of set owned?.

(2) When bought? .(3) Battery or A.C.?.

(4) Performance satisfactory?.

/;) If he does not own a Radio set, place check here .

(6) Is he interested in radio?.

(") Remarks

In conducting a radio sales canvass over the telephone Mr. ttayce's representa-
tive first asks the questions listed on the above card. Two weeks later she calls lit

offer a.free demonstration and obtains the data required by card number lu>o.

Card No. t

TELEPHONE CANVASS
Smith Radio Service Company



FEATURES
THAT SELL
RADIO

By
DUDLEY WALFORD

I
FEW COILS of wire, some sockets, condensers,

resistors, and a few soldered connections

produce a radio receiver, an instrument

that gives more entertainment to more

people throughout the world than any other

device. And every succeeding year brings

improvements and refinements in the instrument, so that the

user gets improved operation of one kind or another from a

new radio receiver. What are this year's improvements?
What are the changes in present receivers over past models

that make sets easier to operate, or easier to install, or give

better quality, sensitivity, or selectivity? From these view-

points we analyze, in the following paragraphs, some of the

important features to be found in the new receivers. However,
we make no attempt in these notes to decide to what extent

the advantages inherent in the various features have been

actually realized in practice.

Screen-grid Tubes: It seems natural to start with the screen-

grid tube for it is the most important new feature. This tube,

when properly used, makes a set very sensitive so that more

distent stations can be heard or a smaller antenna can be

used with satisfactory results. Because of the high amplifica-

tion obtainable from screen-grid stages, special detector

circuits which produce less distortion can be used. In addi-

tion, such detectors need be followed by only one stage of

audio-frequency amplification and both of these changes

may result in improved quality and decreased hum.

Decreased A.C. Hum
Power Detection: This is a term used to describe a charac-

teristic of certain receivers which use a detector operating at

comparatively high signal levels and followed generally by

only one stage of audio-frequency amplification rather than

customary two stages. Detectors which are followed by only a

single audio stage must operate at voltage levels some twenty-
five times higher than detectors of the type used a year ago,

and because they operate at these high levels they arc fre-

quently referred to as power detectors. Probably the major

advantage of such a detector is that it permits the use of one

audio stage which means that the set will have less hum and

also that the quality may be better due to avoiding the dis-

Designed ami photographed by Larry June

tortion occurring in the eliminated a.f. stage. Sometimes one

will see references to "linear high-voltage detectors," which

term indicates a detector with linear characteristics. Since

detectors which have curved characteristics produce distor-

tion, linear detectors are an advantage from the standpoint
of fidelity. A so-called power detector may or may not have a

linear characteristic.

The term power detector, as it is now being used, is really

not very accurate. When this term was first used itwas intended

to refer to detectors from which sufficient power could be ob-

tained (without any audio-frequency amplification at all) to

permit the operation of a loud speaker directly from the de-

tector tube. It is now used to indicate the use of high-voltage

plate-circuit detectors.

Improved Fidelity

Band-Pass Tuning: Band-pass tuning is used in a receiver

to improve the fidelity by preventing the elimination or re-

duction of high audio tones and improving the selectivity by
making the sides of the tuning response curve very steep

rather than curved. If the use of band-pass tuning in a receiver

is of any advantage it will show up in the performance of the

set by improving the quality and selectivity.

Automatic Volume Control: Automatic volume control

simplifies the operation of the receiver. It removes the neces-

sity of varying the volume control in tuning from one station

to another. This variation is accomplished automatically;
it is no longer necessary to operate the volume control manu-

ally. With such a set the volume from all stations is practically

the same up to the limit of the sensitivity of the receiver.

Once having set the volume control knob to a satisfactory

point the user is assured that all stations will be received at

the same volume. Automatic volume control helps to reduce

the bad effects of fading by increasing sensitivity automati-

cally as the signal fades and decreasing the sensitivity auto-

matically as the signal strength increases.

A feature of some sets using automatic volume control is a

"tuning meter," a milliammeter mounted on the front of the

set. In tuning a station the operator watches the meter and

adjusts the tuning dial to give the greatest deflection of the

(Concluded on page 368)
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ARE USED SETS

To Persist in Trying Out All

Possible Methods, Without Evert

Asking What Ones Have Previously

Been Condemned in Other Industries, Is

More Than Shortsighted; It Is Unintelligerit

K AUTOMOBILE industry is thirty years old.

The radio industry, in the proportions and

perplexities of an industry, has a history

less than a third as long. And because even

the brightest youngster needs wise counsel

to balance and direct his energetic smart-

ness, more and more radio executives are saying, "Look at

what the automobile industry has done in different cases."

There is no reason why the radio trade should surrender

any of its initiative, no

reason why its executives =====^===
should humble themselves

and sit at the feet of the

more venerable automotive

chiefs, accepting all their

words as binding gospel

for radio enterprises. That

would be more harmful

than would an isolation

policy of indifference to all

that the older industry has

experienced.

There is very good rea-

son, however, why the ra-

dio industry should make
keen appraisal of all the

steps in the development
of the automotive industry;

should study all its past

problems, determining what

similarities they bear to

problems now appearing
or likely to appear in the

radio business, and survey-

ing the older industry's so-

lutions of its problems with

an eye to finding the merits

and weaknesses in each.

Such a study is particu-

larly effective in the nier-

to chummy roadsters. To overlook that fact, and to persist in

trying out all possible methods without even asking what
ones have previously been condemned after bitter experience

in other industries, is more than shortsighted ; it is unintelli-

gent.

"The worst mistake the automobile industry made was

in thinking that its problems were unique and unprecedented
in the history of merchandising," said H. R. Cobleigh, staff

secretary of the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce,

SUCCESSFUL AND UNSUCCESSFUL

Name of Plan

Saginaw

Windsor

National
Used-Car
Market
Report

Oklahoma

Boston

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Principle

Maximum Allowance

Market Price Information

Maximum Allowance

Market Price Information

Maximum Allowance

Maximum Allowance

Cooperative selling of used cars

Operating Method

Dealers fix resale values on all models
for past 5 years, and exchange these
figures among themselves.

Current sales figures on used cars

published in newspapers by cooperat-
ing dealers.

Published periodically, sets allowance
prices, all models and all makes, for
12 zones in United States.

Used car transactions reported weekly
at meeting of cooperating dealers.

All used car sales reported to Central
Bureau, which in turn reports to all

members.

Similar to Boston Plan.

chandising end of an

industry. Merchandising is

an economic science, and

as such has basic laws and
tenets that are as applicable
to radio sets as to sewing
machines, to pipe organs as

Central Inspection Bureau, coopera-
tively maintained, certifies recondi-
tioned cars and approves selling
price.

"Motomart," financed by dealer as-

sociation, appraises, buys, and seUs
all used cars in district:

Junk-yard, financed by dealers, scraps
all cars unfit for use, salvages and
sells secondhand parts.

"Motomart" buys used car, gives customer a receipt instead of cash, and dealer honors
cashes receipt.

Appleby

Omaha

Monopoly of used car business

Cooperative junk-yard
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LIKE USED CARS?

When Local Dealers Fail to

Cooperate, All Trade-In Schemes

Fail Mistakes the Automotive

Industry Has Made What Can the

Radio Industry Learn from the Automobile?

during a recent discussion. "For years our people, manufac-

turers and distributors alike, persisted in using the trial

and error method of solving our selling problems. Nothing
like the automobile had ever been known before, and the

natural but erroneous conclusion was that no similar sales

problems had ever arisen before. For years we struggled

along with the problem of used-car allowances, trying this

and that and the other method of getting a sound policy that

would cover a majority of cases; but it didn't occur to us that

AUTOMOTIVE TRADE-IN PLANS
Formula for Resale

Valuation

1st yr. list less 40%
2nd yr. balance less 20%
Srdyr.

"
25%

4th & 5th yrs.
'

20%

The current cash price for
reconditioned used cars is

the resale valuation.

The current cash price for
reconditioned used cars is

the resale valuation.

The current cash price for
reconditioned used cars is

the resale valuation.

Multiply list price by
.58 1st yr.
.40 2nd yr.
.30 3rd yr.
.24 4th yr.

1st yr.. 60% of list

2nd yr., 45% of list

,'5rd yr., 36% of list

4th yr., 29% of list

Determined by Inspection
Station.

The current cash price for
reconditioned used ears is

the resale valuation.

Trade-in Allowance

Resale value less recondi-

tioning cost and 20% com-
mission.

Resale value less variable
commission and recondi-

tioning cost.

See operating method.

Determined by each dealer
to suit himself.

Resale value less cost of re-

conditioning.

Resale value less recondi-

tioning cost and 10% com-
mission.

Resale value less recondi-

tioning cost and variable
commission.

None*

Very small determined by
each dealer to fit each trans-
action.

Remarks

Has operated successfuly for
10 years.

Is being used in
50 large cities.

than

the piano trade had faced that same problem and worked out

a fair solution to it years before it bothered us."

The mistakes that have already been made are not the

ones to be feared; a mistake once made and recognized is a

mistake well on the road to correction. It is the errors un-

wittingly committed in the early stages of a new problem, the

wrong steps taken before the magnitude of the problem has

become apparent, the mistakes not yet made but in the un-

realized process of being made, that are to be feared and

fought. And it is just there

^=^ that the study of the exper-

iences of others is essential;

without that study, the

budding problems in one's

own industry cannot be

recognized at their true

worth, the first false steps

cannot be prevented.

Two problems have been

costly, and still are being

costly, to the automobile

industry: the used-car prob-

lem and the service problem.

The radio industry is

beginning to meet exactly

analagous problems, and

should decide upon the

wisest methods, rather than

upon the most convenient

makeshifts, for handling the

trade-in set allowance and

the service problems. Many
radio men think they have

found satisfactory solutions

of those problems; some of

them are sure they have.

But a review of the various

measures tried out by the

automobile industry will at

least give radio executives

food for thought. This ar-

ticle will deal with the used-

car problem, since that is

the one which bulks largest

Started by Chicago Autotno-
mobilc Trade Ass'n. Still in

Abandoned after a few weeks
trial.

Central bureau staff paid by
dealers. Abandoned after 3

years' trial.

Lasted 8 months,
failed to notify
Bureau.

Dealers
Central

Still in use. Has increased
market for used cars, has
fixed resale values.

No dealers permitted to buy
or sell used cars. Has been
abandoned.

Protects dealers from buying
same car 3 or 4 times. Is being
adopted all over.

this receipt as part payment on new car. When "Motomart" sells the used car, dealer in the minds of automobile

men. and has for twenty

years.
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The crux of the used-car problem, to the individual dealer,

is expressed in the statement that he must take a loss in order

to make a profit. The list price of the new car allows him a

satisfactory profit; but when he accepts a used car at an

arbitrary trade-in valuation, he has decreased the amount of

his profit by the amount of the trade-in valuation. The point

on which he must make his decision, the consideration

that should govern the size of his trade-in allowance, is

"How much loss can the total transaction absorb and

still leave me a satisfactory

profit."

Some dealers still feel that

they are the best judges of

that point, and that each

individual case should be con-

sidered on its own merits.

But experience has shown

them that, for the majority

YCI DDI 1QS Y

at least,

the used car problem is too big for in-

dividual solution with safety.

Alfred Reeves, general manager of the

National Automobile Chamber of Com-

merce, gives the following illustration

of what the used-car problem has come

to mean to the dealer. It is an actual

case, and there have been altogether too

many of them for the comfort and

peace of mind of automobile dealers.

A man, whom we might as well call

Brown, decided to buy a car. He had

never before owned a car, but he knew

what kind of car he wanted, and he

knew what it would cost him. He also

knew that the trade-in allowance was a

very important factor in buying a car.

He went to an auto junk-yard just

outside the city in which he lived, and

asked the proprietor if he could borrow

an old car for the afternoon. The pro-

prietor, a friend of Brown and a good
fellow not averse to making a dollar or

two in rental if he couldn't make a

sale, agreed; Brown drove away in a

decrepit, but mobile, old ark.

He drove up and parked in front of

the salesroom of the dealer whose car

he had decided to buy, walked in, and
was an easy prospect for the floor sales-

man. He agreed to buy the model he

wanted, and as the delighted salesman

started to write out the sales order,

Brown waved a nonchalant hand toward

the broken-down wreck at the curb

"Of course, you'll give me an allow-

ance on that car of mine," he said.

The salesman looked, swallowed hard,

and not wishing to spoil a sale, agreed
to allow him $150 on his old car. Brown
seemed satisfied, and the deal went

through. As Brown was about to leave

the salesroom, he hesitated, and said,

"Tell you what. I'm pretty attached

to that old tub outside; it's given
me years of good service. Rather than

part with it, I'll buy it back from you
at $75."

J. M. SKINNER (Philco) : "The radio
fan of today who is careful in his

choice of set should be able to get
ten times as good performance as
he was able to get a year ago."

X
C. A. EARL (Earl Radio) :

"
It is now

an assured fact that radio is an all-

year business."

X
THOMAS A. EDISON (Edison Radio)

"
I have always liked my job."

X
HERBERT E. IVES (Bell Telephone

Laboratories) :

"
Color television

constitutes a definite further step
in the solution of the many prob-
lems presented in the electrical

communication of images."

X
M. H. AYLESWORTH (N. B. C.):
"We realize that the appeal over

radio, in order to bring results,

must be brief and interesting and

infrequent."

X
ARTHUR FREED (Freed-Eisemann) :

" More than three quarters of the

population of the United States
cannot afford to buy a radio re-

ceiver that is priced over $100
without inconvenience."

X
GORDON C. SLEEPER (Temple):

"Instead of hurting the phono-
graph industry, radio is now prov-
ing to the public the possibilities
in reproducing phonograph rec-

ords. The phonograph industry
is now grateful for strides made in

radio and in particular for the per-
fected electro-dynamic speaker."

X
COMMANDER EDWARD ELLSBERG

(U. S. N.): "It is one of the fea-

tures of our age that, regardless of

apparently insurmountable diffi-

culties, what public opinion truly
demands speedily becomes feasi-

ble."

X
HAROLD A. LAFOUNT (Radio Com-

mission): "The number of receiv-

ing sets in use in the Fifth Zone
has more than doubled in the past
eighteen months."

The salesman, glad of the chance to get rid of the white

elephant, agreed. Brown drove the ancient bus back to the

junk-yard, gave the proprietor $10 for the loan of the car,

and came out a clear winner of 65 on the deal.

That is not an average case; but it has happened more

often than it should. Now, what has the automobile industry
done to prevent such dealer losses in handling used-car trade-

ins?

A number of plans have been devised and tried by automo-

bile dealers in all parts of

the country. The more im-

portant of those plans are

summarized in the table

accompanying this article;

from one or another of the

nine plans mentioned there,

more than forty variations

have been conceived and tested. Al-

most all of them, together with four

of the basic plans, have been aban-

doned after costly trial periods.

The one feature common to all the

plans, and the point particularly im-

portant to the radio trade, is that the

dealers of each city must cooperate in

finding the solution of the problem.
Until automobile dealers agreed to make

peace among themselves on the trade-in

allowance, the problem remained beyond
solution, and was actually turning the

expected profit on new-car sales into

unexpected loss.

A glance at the accompanying table

will show that the important factor is

the method of determining the resale

value of a used car before accepting it

in trade. If the dealer can know what

he is going to get for the reconditioned

used car, he can set his trade-in allow-

ance on it so as to insure a satisfactory

profit on the whole transaction.

The first method of deternu'ning that

valuation, the "maximum allowance"

principle, figures theoretical depreciation

on each make and model of car, and

establishes a "maximum allowance"

beyond which the dealer should not

go unless he wishes to take a loss. The

second, and increasingly popular, is the

"market price information" principle,

which declares that a used car is worth

what, it will bring in the used car

market, not what it ought to bring. By
posting current used car transactions in

a given city or area, the current resale

value of every make and model of car

in that area can be accurately known.

This is the principle on which the

Windsor plan works, and the Windsor

plan is considered the best solution of

the trade-in problem. It is being intro-

duced by dealers all over the United

States, and has been in use in Canada
for some years now.

Under the Omaha plan, automobile

(Concluded on page 368)
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SAVING
THE SUMMER
SLUMP

s N THE PAST the radio trade as a whole has been

content to sit by idly in the summer and

allow sales to follow their natural course,

chiefly because it was not believed that busi-

ness could be good during the hot months.

This year, however, Duane Wanamaker,

advertising manager of the Grigsby-Grunow Corporation,

decided that, as far as his products were concerned,

he had to ward off the summer slump in radio. The plan

which was followed included a window trimming contest

with district and national prizes in which all Majestic dealers

were invited to participate and an extensive national adver-

tising campaign urging the public to watch the windows of

Majestic dealers during "National Majestic Week." The na-

ture of the advertising campaign was such that it was of de-

cided advantage to all dealers to cooperate, and, as a result,

more than 4000 dealers submitted photographs of their win-

dows to the judges of the contest.

The three windows which won

the highest national prizes are

pictured at the top of this page.

The first prize winner is an

especially interesting window,

although the most important

feature motion does not show

in the picture. The loud speaker

was removed from the set which

was exhibited and in the loud

speaker opening was placed a

piece of ground glass. A small

projector inside the set throw a

moving picture on the glass.

A Double-Barreled Advertising Cam-

paign Tying in With a Nationwide

Dealer Window Trimming Contest is the

Plan Followed by One Manufacturer in

Boosting Radio Sales in Summer

(Right) Gray, Trimble &
Smith Electric Co.,
ttloomington, III., re-

ceive honorable mention
for "The fforlil in Your
Home." (Below left) A
consolation prise teas

awarded to the Maynard
Music Store, Salisbury,
N. C., for "The Most
Humble Home Can
Afford a Majes tic Radio. ' '

(Below right) This
modernistic impression
of "A Cozy Spot iti

Springtime" by the
Power Furniture Co.,

Portland, Ore., received

honorable mention.
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Real Radio
for
Your Home
A Set That is Far Ahead

of Broadcasting

There is radio refined and just

radio. It takes a good ear to make
that distinction. You will always
love the Heroic Radio for its splendid
tonal effects. Have you ever listened

to the Symphony Hour on the

Heroic? Any set will reproduce this

fine broadcasting fairly well, but the Heroic picks out all the

dainty charm in this music.

Hear the Heroic Play Real Music at the

BENSON RADIO STORE
214 Main Street

.->-.-.

By HOWARD W. DICKINSON
Merchandising Consultant

HE DEALER must have something worth ad-

vertising. This thing is personality. The

great house of Tiffany and Company offers

jewelry, silverware, precious stones, glass,

china, and so on. All are carefully selected

and, I verily believe, all sold at very reason-

able prices.

That, however, does not explain Tiffany. The charm of

house personality on top of modern business intelligence

makes that great house.

A Radio Personality

The name, A. Atwater Kent, means a great business in

radio receiving sets. It also spells a very colorful personality,

a personality which fairly exudes idealism with respect to

mechanical perfection and performance. Just try to figure out

what the personality of A. Atwater Kent is worth to-day to

A. Atwater Kent, the manufacturer.

What started me off this way? A remark of a manufacturer
of radio sets somewhat to this effect: "How shall we get our

retailers to do the right kind of advertising? Well, they don't

know much about advertising, often do not know how
to write advertisements very well, so the best thing I know of

is to furnish them with copy already written."

This is why so many manufacturers offer you their cut
and copy service. Generally, it is good stuff good advertise-

ments about their products which you sell. When you are

Have You
Personality?
Then Sell It

The Local Shop Needs Personality Do
Your Advertisements Reflect It? // You
Sell Radio as a Well-Built Machine or

as a Fine Musical Instrument, Choose

that Appeal in Your Advertisements-

How Best to use Manufacturers' Cut and

Copy Service.

busy, haven't time to write an advertisement or get one

written, you use a manufacturer's cut service, putting your
own name in the place left for "dealer's name."

Probably it is true that professionals have written these

advertisements, presumably the manufacturer's advertising

department or his advertising agent. They are about goods

which you offer for sale. True, but they are not about you
and your business in general. They have the manufacturers'

'

personality, rather than your own.

They are good, easy to get, and you should take advantage

of them and use them when they fit your needs, but not,

in my opinion, all the time.

They have to be written to fit everybody, and consequently
cannot quite reflect the individuality of your own shop or

your own personality.

When you use them, you tie up your shop with that manu-

facturer's merchandise (and that is valuable) but in addition

to that you have the chance of using the personality of your

shop in advertising it as an attractive and interesting radio

headquarters, that is, if it is one.

If it isn't, it lacks personality. If it lacks personality, some

should be supplied.

How can we supply it? Only by turning our minds out of

their ruts and pointing them in a different direction.

Look at Your Display
Here's what I mean. The man who runs a shop has selected

(or fallen for) certain lines of merchandise. He has decided how
much stock to carry and carries it. He has folders and adver-

tising matter, strewn about for his customers to pick up.
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His show cases, display tables and all have been arranged

according to spaces in his shop. In nine cases out of ten the

arrangement is conventional and uninteresting, the windows

are poorly decorated, possibly not changed often enough.

If the customer goes in, he is courteously attended. If he

knows just what he wants he can get it. But the feeling that

this is a fine place to visit is too often lacking. The "person-

ality content" of the place is low.

Generally, the personality content is low because only

merchandise is displayed and not very well displayed either.

Suggestion of the use of that merchandise is altogether lacking.

It is true that in your shop you can tune-in and demonstrate

a radio set. You can get a little hash of broadcasting under

most unfavorable conditions, but the customer feels that he

is never going to know that .set till he gets it home. Obviously,

it is no pet of the dealer's. He tells the customer that it must

be good because the great So and So Company make it. He
has been told the same sort of thing for twenty years about

most everything he has bought. There is no savor in it.

Now how can we put in the "personality" content? Ob-

viously, according to the personality of the boss himself. If

he has or can get any artistic sense, let him show it in the

arrangement of his shop.

Selling the "Insides''

If he can only see his job as the sale of machinery, by all

means let him get that phase of personality working, let him

and his salesmen demonstrate the "insides" of a set. "See

what a splendid mechanical job this is!" "How nearly im-

possible to get out of order." "Notice that fine mechanical

finish inside and out." "Precision." "Endurance." "Sim-

plicity." "Fool proof." and all those things. They are effec-

tive, always were, always will be. His shop begins to show

the personality of exactness, mechanical correctness, dura-

bility. The manufacturer's goods gain new saleability and

increased reputation through being commended by a dealer

of. such obvious mechanical ability.

This kind of personality, as all kinds, should breathe

forth from the shop's advertising; a house which appreciates

mechanical perfection, which offers well-made goods, goods

that will stand up and do their work. If I am thinking of a

set principally from the viewpoint of its "standing up" and

giving long service, the "personality" of this shop will

appeal to me greatly.

The man who owns this shop should put his mechanical

idealism into his advertising. "We pick our sets for their

splendid construction and ease of operation." "The shop

where quality and accuracy rule." "We know this receiving

set. it should need almost no servicing."
" Of the last 100 sets

we have sold, only three have been back for repairs, and those

only minor ones." "We get these sets in perfect condition for

you and then they should operate for years with little or

no care."

Such ideas should be in the advertising of the shop which

goes in for mechanical perfection. They are practical ideas,

persuasive ideas, ideas which are salable. They give a "per-

sonality" impression of a very important kind, which should

be borne out by the appearance and the personal work in

the shop itself.

The Artistic Approach
The proprietor of another shop may have less of the

mechanical sense and more of the artistic sense. He may be

able to understand those fine distinctions of tone quality and

refinement of reproduction which the average ear cannot get.

Our second proprietor should put the quality of his ar-

tistic personality into his advertising. Whatever the prices

LOOKING INSIDE

we pick iki
'* our sets for

their splendid construction and

ease of operation K^^ H take,

for instance, the Barnes-Newell

we know this receiver; it

needs almost no service

Radio sets installed by Deny's Barnes-Newell sets we sold,

re right when they leave our only three have been back for

floor and right mechanically and repairs. Buy your Barnes-

electrically when we leave them Newell from Deny's where
in your home. Of the last 100 quality and accuracy rule.

J. DENY RADIO STORE
716 East Front Street

of his goods, he is a quality merchant. That fact can be made

profitable. Here are points he can stress in his own advertise-

ments which will make that apparent:

"Are you appreciative of tone quality? those fine shades

of distinction between just a receiving set and a real musical

instrument? The new Blank receiver is a truly remarkable

reproducer in its tone quality and beauty."

"There is radio refined and just radio. It takes a good

ear to make that distinction." "A set you will always love

for its splendid tonal effects." "Have you ever listened to the

So and So Hour on the Blank Radio Receiver? Any set will

reproduce this fine broadcasting fairly well, but the Blank

Receiver seems to pick out all the dainty charm in this

music."

Such sentences and paragraphs show taste and musical

appreciation in the personality of their sponsor. If he hasn't

those qualities it may be expensive for him to claim them.

He will be selling, and recommending, on the wrong basis and

his customers will find it out. He must be of a personality t*

carry out in his own conversation what he suggests about

himself in his advertising.

Here is a great mistake which many advertisers make.

Instead of turn ing their advertising to the real personality of them-

selves and their business, they use their advertising to bluff their

readers into thinking they are something which they are not.

This inevitably slows up their efforts instead of speeding up.

\Yhen we deal personally with a man we discover whether he

makes good on what he pretends or not.

Of course, we are living in a period of pretense, bluff, and

hypocrisy, but we realize it as never before and consequently

(Concluded on page 366)
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A
Merchandising Plan

That Sells Radio

L. T. Breck, sales manager, Kolster Radio Corp.

owner of the three- or four-year-old re-

ceiver usually says to himself: "Well, the

old music box has been good enough for the

past three years (and it certainly has tuned-

in a lot of distance), why should I buy a new
one?" Consequently, unless permitted to

hear a new model receiver, either in his own home or at his

local dealer's store, he will not be in the market for a new
set until his antiquated set ceases entirely to function. New
prospects must be had, and old users must be told of new
merchandise.

This, according to L. T. Breck, sales manager of Kolster, is < *-

actly why it is necessary for the dealer to resort to a direct

selling method in order to keep his sales quota up to par,
and incidentally to fill his territory with "good sets for good
broadcasting."

The problems of the dealer in preparing his own direct

mail advertising copy, window display material, etc., are
manifold. Printing in small quantities, particularly where
it has to be of high grade in order to accomplish its sales mis-

sion, is costly. Manufacturers, however, prepare good sales

material on a wholesale scale, and supply it to their dealers

through the jobber. The manufacturer can do a more complete
job for far less money than the dealer, and probably many
times more efficiently. The manufacturer, too, is equipped
financially to employ the best obtainable copywriters, artists,
and printers, and can produce, for example, four-color fold-

ers for far less money than the dealer could have a black
and white card printed.

Such a scheme of merchandising sales service has been

compiled by Mr. Breck for both the Kolster Radio Corpora-
tion and the Brandes Corporation.

This new plan has been initiated in order to aid the
small dealer. His merchandising problems are acute with

increasing competition. The small dealer holds an important
position in the radio merchandising structure and if his suc-
cess is impaired the manufacturer suffers.

Dealers Participate in the Cost of Broad-

casting, ReachingNew and Old Customers

By Direct Mail, a Follow-Up Plan Pro-

ducing 40% Returns, Expert Service for
the Small Dealer

The dealer service provided by the Kolster organization is

comprehensive and has elements new in radio selling.

For the amount of $23.50 the dealer may purchase a win-

dow-display unit which stands about seven feet high, with

his name across the top in bronze. Twelve insert cards,

backed by an automatic flasher, which say in large black

Dealers arefurnished with carefully prepared printed
matter which helps them solve their problems.
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letters, "Our Servicemen Are Experts," "Radio Makes a

Lasting Gift," "Out of the Air Education Entertainment,"

etc., not prominently displaying the set manufacturer's name,
are supplied one for each month.

In addition to the window display, the dealer receives a

"broadcast diploma" which states "This is to certify (name
of dealer) contributes to broadcasting" and a supply of 200

folders printed in four colors for counter distribution. This

diploma identifies the dealer to the customer as a member
of an organization sponsoring broadcasting, thereby allowing

him to share in the credit for radio entertainment. The

diploma prominently displayed in the dealer's shop creates

good will among the prospective set purchasers and links

the dealer closely with Kolster broadcasting in particular.

The second unit of the Kolster merchandising service

consists of an elaborate direct-mail service for dealer use in

reaching prospects. The dealer supplies the names of 200

prospects to the manufacturer, and for the sum of $30

five separate pieces are mailed to each prospect by the manu-

facturer. The first mailing requests the prospect to visit the

dealer's store, and inspect his merchandise. The second

volunteers a home demonstration and the third, fourth, and

fifth tell of the advantages of owning a radio receiver, with-

out making particular reference to the Kolster company.

Bringing the dealer into the spotlight, playing him up to

the customer, rather than emphasizing the manufacturer, is

an outstanding feature of this service. It is done to bind the

customer closely to the dealer using the service, who, rather

than the manufacturer, is the actual contact with the cus-

tomer.

This mailing service, Mr. Breck believes, is the ideal me-

thod of approach for house-to-house canvass, and should be

followed within reasonable time by a salesman. In order. to

make it simpler for the canvasser, a complete sales plan is

supplied as the third unit, gratis. This gives an outline of

.oiii.0

Contributes
to radio * > ^

broadcasting;
kOLSTCRL RADIO
CORPORATION

This diploma showing that the dealer contributes
to the support of broadcasting has proven an excel-

lent good will builder.

"sales talk" with cross reference to an excellent, illustrated

demonstration portfolio. Also, the dealer is supplied with

prospect cards to insure his keeping an accurate and readily

used list of potential set owners.

(Concluded on page 368)
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On the folder illustrated above are described many of the dealer aids furnished by the Kolster Merchandising plan.
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KEEPING
SERVICE
SOLD
By JOHN S. DUNHAM
President, QRV Radio Service, Inc.

MONTH the writer discussed some

phases of radio service and compared them

with similar ones in the automotive busi-

ness. In solving our own problems, a few of

the things the automotive industry has

learned about service can help us all. Some
of the methods used in the author's own organization which

have proved to be productive of real dividends will, we are

sure, interest every dealer. And all of the ways of doing things

which can be profitably applied in a purely service organiza-

tion can be applied with equal profit in every dealer's service

department.
It doesn't cost any money to lose customers there are few

things which can be more easily and rapidly accomplished
but it does cost real money to gain new ones. The fewer cus-

tomers we lose, the less we have to spend getting "replace-

ments" for them. Likewise, the more names we can keep
as steady customers, the less we have to spend in advertising

to extend our clientele, because a satisfied customer is the best

advertising medium in existence. It thus becomes profitable

for us to expend a good deal of energy, and some money, for

the operation of a carefully planned system for "keeping
our radio service sold."

The Customer's Viewpoint

In an excellent talk which the Editor of RADIO BROADCAST

gave before a dealer group at the Buffalo Convention of the

Federated Radio Trades Association last February (see

RADIO BROADCAST, May, 1929), he brought out the rather

novel idea that perhaps the average dealer does not consider

the effect on the customer of the service he renders. Perhaps
the dealer fails to put himself in the customer's place and

imagine just how the service rendered would appeal to him
were he actually the customer. The average service depart-
ment is prone to consider that service has been properly ren-

dered when the set has been properly repaired. Actually,

proper service has only been rendered when the customer has

been pleased. If service is to be successful, the fixing of radio

receivers, while absolutely essential, must be secondary to

the main object of "fixing" the customer as well. He must
lose any desire he may have felt to "throw the damn radio

out the window," and decide that it is now working better

than it ever did before, that the serviceman and the rest

of his organization are obliging and efficient workers, and the

world, after all, well worth living in.

Office workers of the service department can do much to

create a strong and pleasant impression in a set owner's mind.
The very first impression made when a new customer tele-

Often, not only the radio, but the cus-

tomer needs fixing Little things keep
service sold Cheap and successful
ideas which make service pay a pro/it

phones in to have a serviceman call is extremely important.

The voice of the person who answers the telephone is worth a

great deal. \\ e have consequently made sure that those who
answer the telephone in our office have pleasing voices.

When our Telephone is Answered

\\ lien our telephone is answered, correct English is

invariably \ised, by our operator and a definite appoint-

ment is made with the customer to suit his convenience al-

ways, rather than our convenience; he is asked not only for

his address and telephone but also for his apartment number,
business address and telephone, the make and model number

of the set he uses, and what his specific complaint is. Those

details are necessary to the performance of g>d service

and they give the average customer an impression of business-

like efficiency, lie leaves the telephone saying to himself,

"Well, that outfit sounds as if they knew their business." If

the person who calls has called for service before, that fact

if not remembered immediately is determined by rapid ref-

erence to the active file, which is within easy reach, before

the customer has done much more than give his name. In

that event no question is asked him other than about his

complaint, and if he starts to give details such as type of set

and equipment, or his apartment number, we reply: "Thank

you, we have all that information," and he again gets an im-

pression of business-like methods that he would not gel

were he asked all of the details he had given the first time

he called for service.

Home Contact

The telephone procedure in the office is only the beginning

of the process of making a thoroughly pleasing impression
on the customer throughout the service department's business

relations with him. The most important part of it is the con-

tact made in his home by the serviceman. Our servicemen are

old enough so that they don't look like high school boys.

They are neatly dressed, their shoes are polished, their

hands and finger nails are clean. They are intelligent, clean-

cut and mature young men. Their appearance, manners, and

speech instill in the customer confidence in their experience

and ability. They endeavor to gel more details of the com-
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plaint than were given to the office by telephone, before they

start to work. They carry the most modern and efficient

testing equipment available and their tools and supplies

are neatly arranged and always in good condition. If they

find it necessary to use any tools after having made tests,

they spread out a special cloth on which to lay those tools. If

it is necessary to pull the chassis out of the cabinet to do

soldering or other work, that is done over the cloth to avoid

any possibility of injury to a fine rug or polished floor. When
the work has been completed, tools are replaced in an orderly

manner, a piece of slightly oiled cheese cloth is wielded to re-

move any finger marks from the wooden or bakelite panel,

and the cabinet, if wooden, is rubbed over. The work-cloth is

used and the brief polishing done whether or not the customer

is present, as a matter of invariable routine.

If the chassis or the whole set must go to the shop, the

serviceman first returns to his car and brings up a heavy,

soft covering in which he wraps the chassis or cabinet, which

minimizes the possibility of scratches or other damage and

impresses the customer with the individual care accorded to

his own pet radio. When the set has been repaired without

the necessity of removal, or when it has been returned,

hooked up, and tested after a shop job, the customer is in-

vited to tune-in the set himself to be sure that he is satisfied

with its operation before the serviceman leaves.

These points, which have utility and almost invariably

impress the customer, are in themselves small things, but

collectively they create an atmosphere of thoroughness and

endeavor to please that is vitally important in the gaining

of a customer's good will to such an extent that he is

entirely willing to pay a good price for that kind of service.

They retain his good will so consistently that he will con-

tinue to be a steady customer.

Handling Complaints

Even when the owner of a radio is pleased with its perform-

ance immediately following the visit of a serviceman, the job
of the service department is not yet completed. The customer

must remain satisfied with the operation of that set. A month

may be a reasonable interval between service calls for one

type of set, and six months for another type, but whatever

that length of time is, the customer must be satisfied that the

intervals between service calls are not shorter than they

ought to be. Always there are a small percentage of cases

in which service was not properly rendered in one respect or

another. As long as we deal with humans there will be just,

and a few unjust, customer complaints. We urge customers

on our billheads, in red ink, to do us the very great favor of

complaining if they are not entirely satisfied with our service,

and we ask for immediate complaint in order to permit prompt

adjustment.

Many people, when not entirely satisfied with a service

call, or even when actively dissatisfied, will neglect to com-

plain in the pressure of business or other affairs, or will

conclude that the service organization is no good and go to

another outfit instead of allowing the first concern the op-

portunity ofmaking good on their own work.

If a man has a complaint to make but does not make it

immediately, or perhaps does not make it at all, his woe

usually becomes magnified as time goes on. If he can be in-

duced to complain immediately and is not argued with,

(Concluded on page 368)

A fete of the cards used by the QRV Radio Service, Inc., to build up customer good wil
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TESTED
SALES IDEAS
These Pages Will Serve Each Month as

a Clearing House For Merchandising
Ideas of Proved Value Which May Be
Presented in a Cons ise Form. This New
Department of Radio Broadcast Is one

Which Every Dealer Will Find of Defi-

nite Value in Making His Business Pay

Cooperative Dealer Broadcasting

St. Louis Atwater-Kent dealers, in conjunction with their

local distributor, the Brown and Hall Supply Company, have

begun a local program of broadcasting over KMOX and WIL.

Programs last fifteen minutes, are primarily musical, and will

extend over a fifteen-week period. Each dealer participating

and there are more than seventy-five receives mention in

one of the programs as joint sponsor. Twice during each pro-

gram, an Atwater-Kent dealer's contest is announced with a

new console model as the prize. Listeners are advised that to

enter the contest and to be eligible for the prize, an entry card

must be secured from their nearest dealer. Newspaper adver-

tisements, containing a directory of dealers, are published

during the run of the program.. Listeners entering the contest

learn that the winner of the essay contest describing what

they think of the new Atwater-Kent screen-grid set will re-

ceive the prize console set. Each dealer compiles a mailing

list from names of entrants in the contest, and a circular letter

is sent to each entrant with which is enclosed five cards with

the request that they be distributed among friends.

Sell Your Golf Clubs Receivers

An Edison dealer in Richmond, Va., sold the Westwood
Golf Club in Richmond a new set, after cooperating in com-

petitive trials. This club, one of the most popular of the

public courses in the city of Richmond, reports that members
now spend more time in the club house than ever before be-

cause of the use of the radio. After the set had been installed

only a week, the dealer secured two live prospects and sev-

eral others are in the offing. Many clubs are already radio-

equipped, but many bought sets in the heyday of battery

operation and are in the market for a new set with the con-

venience and improved operation now possible. Sales to or-

ganizations of this sort usually represent cash transactions,

a pleasant thing to most dealers, but their greatest advantage
is that I lie set they have sold is a continual advertisement of

itself before a group of men whose buying power is frequently

as high as any in the community.

Striking Windoiv Demonstration

To show the dependability of the Fada receiver, we put a

Model 10 on life test in our window, with suitable placards

announcing the details to those who pass by. We have run

this operating test considerably over 6000 hours, which as a

marathon, makes Mr. Pyle's bunion derby look like a 100-

yard dash. The set is still going strong without sign of set

or tube failure.

CARL ZKITLER, Zeitler Piano Company, Chicago, Illinois.

Advertising Value of Good Delivery Trucks

Some type of automobile or truck is essential to the radio

dealer's equipment. Usually, this important item is selected

haphazardly without a careful consideration of its utility

and advertising value. The type of delivery car best suited

to the needs of the radio dealer is the sedan-delivery car.

It resembles in appearance a standard two-door sedan or

coach, with the exception that the side windows are replaced

by solid panels. In the rear of the body, there is a wide

door, making the interior easily accessible. At present, this

type of body is available from both Ford and Chevrolet as a

stock model.

This type of vehicle has definite advantages not found in

any other type of car which the radio dealer may be using.

First is utility. The rear door and substantial body, as well

as easy-riding qualities make the transportation of consoles

and other heavy radio equipment possible without incon-
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venience in loading or unloading. The second important point
is appearance and advertising value. In addition to being

smart in appearance, this type of car offers an ideal place to

display the name and trademark of the dealer. Thirdly, there

is the matter of economy. These cars cost about $600 and are

economical to run. Their bodies are weather-proof and lock

more securely than does the body on the average light de-

livery truck.

Many dealers are content with any car, as long as it pos-

sesses four wheels and the ability to run when supplied with

gasoline and a driver. Some thought expended on the value

of a neat and economical delivery car should result in definite

improvement in the status of dealers in their communities.

Good looking delivery trucks are directly connected with

increases in business.

ALBERT R. HODGES, Providence, R. I.

Novel Window Display

My window was filled with old Atwater-Kent radio sets

and a large banner across it carried this legend: "No orphans
in this line." The oddity of the wording on the banner and

the variety of the sets shown attracted much attention from

passers-by and showed a comfortable increase in sales at the

store of the new Atwater-Kent set. It is believed that this

idea is genuinely novel.

FRANK MULDOON, Freehold, N. J.

Building a Prospect List on New Sales

We mail an attractive card to each of our present custom-

ers, bearing the headline "How to Keep Your Radio in Per-

fect Condition Without Cost." Copy on the card goes on to

explain the offer which is: for every prospect name furnished

by the customer which results in a bona fide sale, the

Have You

a Pet Sales Idea?
These pages will be a regular feature of Radio Broadcast

where we shall present ideas, both b g and little, which are

of proved service to dealers. If you have a pet sales idea, a
stunt that produced results for you, tell us about it. Radio
Broadcast will pay $5 for each contribution used. A letter

will describe the idea, a rough pencil sketch or photograph
will help illustrate it and we shall do the rest. If you have
a pet sales idea, send it in. Address Merchandising Editor,
Radio Broadcast, Garden City, New York.

customer receives credit for $5.00 which can be used in the

purchase of tubes, accessories, or in payment for service.

Many sales of new sets have resulted from returns of these

cards.

BOOKER'S Music HOUSE, Lebanon, Pa.

Dramatizing the Uselessness of the Battery Set

Dealers in the San Francisco area cooperated in a positive

sales idea on a negative subject trade-ins. Two thousand

battery sets were collected and burned outside the City Hall

in San Francisco. The lire was held on August 17th, the open-

ing day of the Pacific Radio Exposition. A few of the best

sets were donated to poor families, but all others were burned.

Dealers worked together in telling the public that the sets

were out of date and possessed no trade-in value.

Selling the Farmer At the Right Time

Dealers in Iowa equipped their cars with a battery radio

set and visited centers of threshing activities. The visits of

the dealers were timed at the noon hour when the threshers

had time to stop and listen to broadcasting, when they were

in the mood to relax and hear 1929 radio reception. Farmers

who too often say they are too busy to talk are overcome by
visits at this time and dealers in the Des Moines area reported

many new prospects lined up by this method.
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THE RADIO DEALER'S
ADVERTISING

DOLLAR
No advertising formula fds all dealers, for lo-

cation and area served bring their own problems in

deciding advertising expenditure. The dealer should

estimate his gross sales in order to advertise through-

out the year intelligently. Three to five per cent, of

gross should be spent among all forms

?
ow SHOULD the dealer expend his precious

advertising dollar? Should the local news-

paper receive the greatest share? Is direct

mail a force that should be more widely

used in helping dealers to ring dollars up
on the cash register? How do the advertis-

ing problems of the rural dealer differ from those of the large

city dealer? And, finally, are all large city dealers alike? Up to

the present these important questions have been answered,

if, indeed, they have been answered at all, by each dealer in

his own way, and if the truth be told, manufacturers them-

selves have not had much really dependable information on

which to base their plans for advertising help to the dealer.

Some real answers to these questions have been obtained

from a survey in which more than 15,000 dealers were asked to

state their experience. The dealers from whom this informa-

tion was secured represented all classes, handled a wide

variety of lines, and their replies were made without the

knowledge that any one company was interested in whatever

they might say. For the results of the survey and the informa-

tion in this article, we are indebted to the Radio-Victor Cor-

poration of America, for whom the survey was made.

The results of this tabulation of representative dealer-

experience indicate the very important fact that the useful-

ness of various forms of advertising in producing returns de-

pends on whether the dealer is a large one or a small one, and

whether he is operating in a large city, small city, or in rural or

suburban territory.

In using the information summarized here, the dealer must

first decide into which of these classes his store fits. Having
decided this, the pie charts on these pages show him at once

what percentage of his total advertising expenditure should be

allocated in the different classes of productive dealer ad-

vertising mediums.

How many different productive mediums are there? The

Large dealers located in strategic positions in large
cities favor newspaper advertising.

This chart indicates how dealers in small and sub-
urban cities spend their advertising appropriation.

paragraph above suggests how the dealer's dollar should be

divided, and five classes are mentioned. Let us review the

purpose and value of each of these groups.

Advertising that dealers use falls into certain definite classi-

fications as follows:

1. Newspaper advertising.
2. Billboard poster advertising.
3. Window displays.
1. Direct mail.

5. Supplementary advertising (folders, lantern slides, novel-

ties, etc.)

The amount of money set aside for advertising should de-

pend upon the estimated gross sales volume for the coming
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year. The advertising appropriation should be from three to

five per cent, of the expected gross sales, the average appro-

priation being about four per cent, of gross sales. If, for ex-

ample, gross sales are estimated as $25,000 then the advertis-

ing appropriation would be about $1000. If these figures

applied to a dealer operating in a small city then the charts

would indicate that thirty-two per cent, or S320 should be

spent in newspapers, twelve and one half per cent, or $125

in supplementary advertising, twenty-three per cent, or -8230

in direct mail, twenty-two per cent, or $220 in window dis-

plays, 10.3 per cent, or $103 in billboards. From such a distri-

bution of his advertising appropriation the average dealer

may expect the best results.

Effective advertising by a radio dealer can be expected to

do five things.

1. Interest prospects in radio who have no set at present.
2. Sell new equipment to prospects whose radio is out-of-date.

DISPU

Direct-mall advertising is popular irith dealers op-
erating In outlying sections of large cities.

.'5. Bring prospects to your store.

4. Keep your name continually before your market.
5. Build good will and prestige for you as a radio dealer.

There are certain mental reactions through which a prospect
must be led before a sale can be consummated. First, the

salesman must get the prospect's attention; second, that at-

tention must be changed to interest; third, the interest must

be developed into an appreciation of the value of the mer-

chandise; fourth, appreciation must be carried to the point

where desire is created; and fifth, that desire must be gener-

ated into the action that completes the sale.

Sometimes these five steps are accomplished in an instant,

but more often days and even weeks of intensive salesmanship
are required. The most economical form of salesmanship, the

form that no modern business ever attempts to do without, is

printed salesmanship or as it is commonly called advertis-

ing.

Advertising and What It Does

Newspaper advertising places the dealer's selling message
for a large audience at low cost per reader. It is one of the most

effective means for telling a story to all types of people.

Newspaper advertising can be used most economically by
dealers who draw business from the entire territory in which

Dealers in rural territories find newspaper advertis-
ing the least effective of thefive types.

the newspapers circulate. When dealers draw business from

only a small portion of the territory covered by a newspaper
there is considerable expensive waste circulation and some
other form of advertising will usually prove more economical

and effective.

Newspaper advertising will yield particularly large returns

when the copy is of the announcement or special inducement

type. Mention of special terms, service, demonstrations, etc.,

are necessary to bring prospects to a store in profitable num-
bers.

Window display advertising has a characteristic posses-
sed by no other type in that it is advertising at the point of

sale. A prospect sees something in the window that attracts

his attention interests him, and without undue effort he
walks into the store. It has been estimated that the entire

population of a town or shopping section pass the store

window of a dealer located on a main street within one week.

Large stores whose windows dominate the street find the

merchandising display card of great value while dealers with

smaller windows find the attention-getting colorful cards more
effective.

Billboard posters serve well as reminder advertising to those

who read as they run. The poster's particular advantage lies

in the portrayal of merchandise in brilliant color and in a

most impressive manner. They display your message before

people who do not read newspapers, and get your story
across the second time to those who do.

The effectiveness of poster advertising depends upon loca-

tion. Two factors govern good location: its value as measured

by pedestrians and vehicular traffic and its position in relation

to clear visibility and readability by this traffic. Unless both

factors are satisfactory to a dealer a particular location should

not be accepted.

Direct-mail advertising as a means of increasing business is

of exceptional value in that it is the only form in which the

advertising messages can be directed to specific prospects.
With this form of advertising you can select definitely the

prospects you want to reach with a direct-mail campaign
consisting of a number of units. You are assured of getting the

full cumulative value of advertising because each advertise-

ment reaches the same prospect.

(Concluded on page 368)
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The Problem of Reducing Prices

How Distribution Costs Can be Lowered

How About The Place of the Jobber?

I
HE AVERAGE purchaser of a radio receiver is

usually amazed if he learns that more than

half his expenditure is devoted to meeting

the cost of distribution. He is even more

startled if he discovers that the cost of

production of a radio receiver is rarely more

than one fifth of its list price. From this, he concludes that

the radio industry is blessed with the most inefficient system

of distribution imaginable. Actually, practically any spec-

ialty product sold to the consumer is as ex-

pensive to distribute as radio.

It is impossible to assign average percentages,

showing how the consumer's dollar in radio is

spent. This is due to the fact that the actual ex-

penditure per receiver for materials and labor

fluctuates between wide limits, depending upon
how widely the cost of research and tooling up is

spread, the percentage of efficiency in utilizing manufacturing

facilities, and how successfully the effects of over-production

are avoided. For example, a plant with a capacity of 100,000

receivers, utilized to only fifty per cent, of its maximum ca-

pacity, has a materially higher cost per set than one operating

at one hundred per cent, of capacity. These and many other

factors vary greatly, not only among different manufacturers,

but season by season with each manufacturer. In general,

the substantial reductions in the cost of radio receivers to the

consumer have been effected almost entirely through manu-

facturing economies, and not through increased efficiency

of the distribution system.

Over and above the cost of production, the manufacturer

meets a substantial national advertising expense, contri-

butes to better broadcasting, pays considerable amounts for

royalty, development, and research. Usually the goods pass

from the manufacturer to the jobber and from jobber to

dealer.

A vital question to the industry is to discover ways that

savings may be effected in order to make possible a still

further lowering of prices and a consequent broadening of

the sales opportunity. Most efforts to reduce selling costs are

aimed at the elimination of the jobber or finding some sub-

stitute for him. Radio is hardly a perishable product, yet the

radio jobber shows little tendency to stock goods. Too often,

he chooses chiefly to watch the credit of the individual dealer.

He sells when consumer demand is built up by the manu-
facturer's efforts. Otherwise he may pronounce the line a

flop and concentrate on something else.

The jobber's function appears to be easily assumed by the

manufacturer and, as a consequence, many have tried the

experiment of establishing their own distribution branches

at principal centers or distributing through a jobbing house

in which they have an interest.

But, as in the automotive industry,

the jobber is found more or less

essential to distribution.

Practically every automobile
manufacturer has sought to elimin-

ate the jobber by establishing manufacturer's branches but,

in general, this has not been found profitable. Manu-
facturers could not make branch managers apply the same

selling zeal and the same watchfulness of the manufacturer's

interests as a jobber whose profits are automatically measured

by his ability. When the difficulty of finding suitable repre-

sentatives is successfully solved, then the factory finds

that the cost of maintaining factory branches about equals

that of selling direct to the jobber, while the manufacturer's

responsibility is considerably increased. Furthermore, auto-

mobiles are delivered to dealers with sight draft attached

to the bill of lading, so that there is no im-

portant credit function involved as in the case

of the radio jobber.

The only prospect of economies through the

elimination of the jobber is, therefore, the

absorption of the jobber's profits by the manu-

facturer, either through ownership ofthe jobbing
business or the assumption of the jobber's

function. This represents little or no saving to the consumer

because the increased risk, investment, and organization

required under such a plan makes additional profit to the

manufacturer essential.

How Can the Dealer's Position Be Improved?

ONLY

THE dealer, then, seems a prospect for cutting dis-

tribution costs. Anyone who has studied the financial

position of the average dealer is convinced that

forty per cent, is the minimum with which he may do business.

This is not due to the fact that forty per cent, is too small a

margin per sale, but because of the seasonal character of the

radio business, service costs, end-season dumping and price-

cutting, which tend to dissipate the profits made during the

more active months.

The fortunes of the radio dealer cannot be judged on

the basis of outstanding successes. It is the case of the aver-

age dealer which we must consider. The discounts extended

to him, when stated in percentage, are large, but, when gross

margin with the average annual turnover is considered, it be-

comes obvious that the discounts cannot be materially re-

duced in the search for lowered costs.

The solution, in our opinion, lies in altering the radio deal-

er's function. Fundamental changes are gradually taking

place, leading to the development of a specialty retail store

with radio as the most important, and major item of sale,

but not dependent solely upon the radio industry for its

profits. Experience will gradually evolve a better combina-

tion of items which will increase turnover and gross sales

without requiring additional personnel, space, selling ex-

pense, or materially increased capital over that at present

invested by the radio dealer. Such combinations as radio

with electrical refrigeration, home motion pictures, electrical

appliances, phonographs and ___________^_____
records, sporting goods, toys, (PADIO &-OTHER TH1NG5/
and automotive accessories are

among the many possibilities.

The day is passing when the

radio dealer must be a tech-
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The Radio Commission's Vacation

Federal Court Upholds the Radio Act

nically trained specialist of such a high order that he cannot

be expected to possess other special knowledge. Nor is the

day far distant when no installation of any kind will be

required to make the radio set function other than plugging
it into the light socket. Antenna and ground
will not require separate connections because

both of these will be obtained through the

power line or otherwise. Service is already

a decreasing problem and, compared with the

day that storage batteries had to be charged
and "B" batteries renewed, it has become

negligible.

Aside from reducing cost of manufacture, the most effective

attack on reducing cost to the consumer is by making the

lot of the dealer more profitable and more stable. The present

position of the industry, with its large dealer discount, is

peculiarly unsatisfactory to all parties. The solution does not

lie in larger discounts but in an improvement in retail dis-

tribution to insure greater profits with smaller discounts.

The function of the radio dealer as a whole is uneconomic be-

cause he works at full efficiency only a small fraction of the

year. It is needless to say that there are numerous exceptions

and that many dealers are making substantial and regular

profits. The exceptions do not alter the facts. The important

point is that the general level of prosperity of the radio dealer

must be improved by making him work efficiently at all

seasons and turn in a profit at the end of every month.

A Medal for Commissioner Lafount

WHILE
VACATIONING at Grafton, W. Va., Judge Ira

E. Robinson, Chairman of the Federal Radio Com-

mission, stated in an address before the Grafton

Rotary Club that he had fought a hard battle in order "that

radio will always be preserved for the common
use and not for the gain of powerful com-

bines. . . I have fought all along for the

people's rights as against the demands of the

R. C. A. and other companies that would

take complete charge of the nation's air

channels for commercial uses."

Even when he is resting, the doughty com-

missioner has his hatchet ready 1 The only question which

is unanswered is whether, in opposing the Radio Corpora-

tion, the commissioner is not taking a stand against the ulti-

mate welfare of the nation. Decentralized and competitive
communications are bound to be inefficient and costly. The

attempt to make communications highly competitive means

nothing less than a complete surrender of American solid-

arity in the spirited international competition for inde-

pendent worldwide systems of communication.

But it is not hard to understand the commissioner's hesi-

tation in trusting the future of communications to a single

group of capital. Our legislators, however, have been able

to permit monopolistic operation of other quasi-public func-

tions, such as railroads, telephones, and power systems, by

establishing suitable regulation. Would it not be more to

the interests of the people at large to permit the continued

growth and building up of an efficient and unified interna-

tional communications system and, by suitable regulation, to

prevent the monopolistic communication organization, built

up under its control, from misapplying its great powers?
While Commissioner Robinson was thus theorizing at home,

Harry A. Lafount visited every corner of his

extensive fifth zone. He conferred with 276 in-

dividuals representing broadcasting stations, 46

desiring construction permits for 31 new stations,

29 representatives of chambers of commerce,
118 spokesmen for listeners' clubs from 19 cities,

172 persons pleading for public or private com-

panies using radio for communication purposes,
27 who want to use radio for private message transmission,
16 amateurs, and the representatives of air transport com-

panies at 16 airports.

Through this active and conscientious study on the ground
of conditions within his zone, Commissioner Lafount is

thoroughly conversant with the problems as they exist among
broadcast listeners and the various fields of communication,

including the newest and potentially one of the greatest, air-

craft communications.

Commissioner Starbuck spent considerable time on air-

craft allocations, held conferences in Y/ashington with short-

wave experts and representatives of the air transport com-

panies, and prepared reports and conclusions.

Commissioner Saltzman and Commissioner Sykes were

not heard from, presumably because they did not address

the chambers of commerce in their home cities. They, doubt-

less, did not dismiss radio from their considerations during
the months of relief from W ashington hearings.

We take this occasion to pin an imaginary, but none the

less genuine, medal upon the breast of Commissioner Lafount

for his conspicuous and outstanding conscientiousness which

is only too little appreciated by the radio

public and the radio industry which it sup-

ports. There is no more thankless job than

that of being Federal Radio Commissioner

and Commissioner Lafount's devotion to his

task is worthy of the utmost public commen-
dation. We have no hesitation in saying that

we greatly admire and appreciate his efforts.

The Courts Strengthen Commissions Position

ALTHOUGH IT has not received much attention in the

/\ press, the decision of Federal Judge Wilkerson, of

JL -L. Chicago, granting an injunction against the American
Bond & Mortgage Company, applied for by the Federal

Government to restrain that company from operating station

WOK without a license, is a broad and substantial upholding
of the Radio Act. The decision not only affirms the Federal

Radio Commission's control over broadcasting and its powers
to close down stations without violation of the Fifth Amend-
ment of the Constitution, regarding property rights, but it

is a most scholarly and studied opinion. Judge Wilkerson

fully understood the problem and set forth all the important

points bearing on the situation of federal regulation of

broadcasting in this masterly decision. E. H. F.
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WE STILL HAVE GROWING PAINS

THE
RADIO INDUSTRY congratulates itself that it is no

longer a boy's experiment it is a man's business. It

says it has graduated from the realm of home-made

radio into that of standardized quantity production. The

industry would have us believe that radio engineering is in a

state of almost zero excitement; that as fast as new develop-

ments come along they are assimilated by set designers.

But we are of the opinion that radio engineering continues to

suffer from growing pains.

We shall not mention the fiasco of a.c. tubes and receivers

put into hurried production in 1927; but now that the screen-

grid tube is here let us look the situation in the face calmly

before other new tubes make their appearance.

It may be a fact that set designers have their business

organized so well that once a receiver is turned over to the

production department, they can look forward to another

year's receiver but visits to prominent set manufacturers

disclose the fact that too many engineers are design men part

of the year and production men the rest. There is too little

time to sit down and think. It may be a fact that tube en-

gineers know pretty well how to add another element to a

tube, how to make machinery to speed up the production of a

new tube, but our impression gained from walking the long

aisles in tube plants is that the tube engineer is always too

near the day when a new tube is actually needed by the sales

force. There is too little time to work on a new project; too

little time to experiment.

There is still a greater source of trouble in the present

set-up. It is the lack of liaison between set engineers and tube

engineers.

This lack of liaison is aptly illustrated by the present

screen-grid rage. In May a prominent manufacturer of re-

ceivers announced that he would make screen-grid sets to

meet the demand of those who liked to experiment and to try

out things, but he hesitated to recommend or promote the

sale of anything until it had been thoroughly proved. The
announcement concluded with the statement that although

the screen-grid set which had been developed was equal to

any other set about to be put on the market, it was little or no

better than a receiver constructed on older principles using

three-element tubes.

In July, a well-known manufacturer told us that of the

many screen-grid sets sent into the field, nearly all, sooner or

later, got into trouble. The difficulty is one of tubes rather

than one of circuit. Some sets of tubes work properly; others

work very poorly. Some tubes "paralyze" when the volume
control is varied, and the ordinary tube tests do not show up
what is wrong. Apparently the trouble is gas or secondary
emission which changes the characteristics of the tube when
the volume control reduces the plate current.

In August, the Research Division of RADIO BROADCAST

got in touch with many representative dealers, asking them
"What effect will screen-grid radio have on set sales?"

4

C 5,

SPEAKING
Some dealers felt it would have no effect; others thought

that 90 per cent, of their sales would be of the new type.

The consensus was that about half of this year's sales will

be screen-grid sets.

This is interesting. But the note of warning and hesitation

that was in nearly every reply is more impressive. One dealer

crystallized the general feeling by staling "W
r

e will endeavor

to push sets that do not have screen-grid tubes. We have tried

eight different makes of tubes and found that only a very small

percentage of screen-grid tubes will function properly. The

sets themselves operate very effectively when proper tubes

are installed but the service problem will be tremendous."

Why, may we ask, did not the set engineers and the tube

engineers find out this potential grief before so many sets got

into the field?

The matter is put succinctly by Ernest Kauer, president of

the CeCo Manufacturing Company.
"There is too little preliminary contact between tube and

set engineers. The ideal condition will be when the two

branches of engineers consult together in advance of a desired

development; define their problem together and work to meet

it together. Just as a set can be no better than the tubes that

arc in it, by the same standard the tubes cannot give their

full value if the set engineering fails to utilize the tube's

characteristics."

So long as tube engineers do not get together with set en-

gineers, the public must pay for the early days of experiment-

ing. We have long advocated that every tube plant should

be equipped with a well-trained circuit engineer; we must add

that every set plant should have a gcxxl tube engineer on its

staff. The difficulty, probably, is to find the required engineers.

FEATURES FOR 1930 RECEIVERS

WILL
1930 be a remote-control year?

At the present moment there is no single feature in

sight for next year which equals the screen-grid tube

as a new talking point. The manufacturing department and

the engineering department of radio plants are thankful for

this; by the same token the publicity department and the

sales department are worried. No new gadget to sell!

Controlling a radio receiver from a distance seems to be the

predominantly recurring thought in most receiver engineers'

minds to-day. As one engineer-president puts it, "Remote

control removes the talking point from radio and projects it

into the realm of mechanics."

We have seen several of these remote-control mechanisms

and we have the same awe and respect for them that a

mechanical engineer has for an intricate radio circuit. One

such device has a time clock attachment which enables the

user to pretune his entire evening's entertainment. By
punching a series of buttons, or setting a series of levers, his

radio will be tuned automatically to the Red network at 8:00

o'clock, to the Blue at 9:00, to another station or back to the

(Concluded on page 368)
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THE TUBE

FINANCIAL NOTES

SONATRON TUBE earned $3.29 per share
in year ending March 31 compared to 71
cents a year ago. Pilot net sales for the
first six months of 1929 amounted to

$706,399 compared with $552,110 for the
same period of 1928, a gain of approxi-
mately 27 per cent. A stock issue of 38.000
shares of no par value common stock of
the Hy-Vac Radio Tube Co., Newark, has
been decided upon. The outstanding capi-
talization upon completion of this financing
will consist solely of 125,000 shares.

PRODUCTION NOTES

PRODUCTION OP Speed (Cable Radio
Tube) tubes has been speeded up to 25,000
daily. 15,000 a.c. and 10,000 d.c. tubes. A
plant has been acquired to produce tools

and parts needed for the manufacture of
tubes. Altogether 47,000 square feet of door

space are devoted to Speed production.
An entire unit of the new Arcturus plant

(we have seen it and it is a beauty) is being
devoted to the manufacture of 180-type
rectifier tubes.

Marvin is operating six tube plants in an
effort to satisfy the demands of Marvin
jobbers. No tubes are being sold to set

manufacturers all go through normal
distribution channels.
CeCo is confining the activities of its

old plant to the production of screen-grid
tubes only. The daily output is 10,000.
The new plant (four acres) will have a

capacity of 35,000 daily by mid-August
and 45,000 by mid-October. It produces
all types except screen-grid tubes.

A new Sonatron plant is coming into full

production of screen-grid tubes. It will

have a total capacity of some 40,000 tubes
of this type a day.

REGARDING QUICKER HEATING

WE QUOTE the following letter from Allen
B. DuMont, Chief

Engineer of De-
Forest:

"Quick heating
in a.c. tubes is no

longer a deep mys-
tery. There are
several ways of

achieving this de-

sired end. However,
to make a tube heat

quickly, operate
quietly, and live a

long time, is quite
another story.

Many methods
resorted to in ob-

taining quick heat-

ing are not sound.
The desired end is

obtained at the
sacrifice of mechan-
ical and electrical

strength, as well as

the span of useful

life.The elimination
of the insulating
tube in the heater

cathode, for instance, makes for quick
heating. But it also makes for a weaker
mechanical construction, and paves the

way for short-circuited tubes even with
normal handling. The practice of over-

loading the heater wire makes for quicker
heating, but also for shortened life. The
use of less insulating material without

compensating such reduction by using a

stronger material makes for quicker heat-

ing but also for a weaker tube.
No one can deny the need for quicker

heating. However, I hope that the industry
will not run a race on heating time at the

expense of the more important factors in-

volved. Also, let us not forget that in

many of our quick-heating tubes we are

rapidly approaching the heating time of the
-45 power tube and the -80 rectifier, so
that nothing can be gained by faster

heaters."

EIGHT TUHE MAKERS BROADCAST

PEOPLE WORRIED a lot in the early days
of broadcasting about who was to pay the
bills. The following table of tube manu-
facturers who take time on the air shows
how the tube business contributes toward
broadcasting maintenance:

TUBE



NEWS

New Merchandising and Other
Services by R.M.A.

Several new services to radio manufac-

turers and expansion of other services to

R.M.A. members and the industry gen-

erally have been ordered by the Board of

Directors of the Radio Manufacturers As-

sociation. The R.M.A. Board provided for

new and comprehensive merchandising

service, and enlargement of its engineer-

ing, traffic, legislative information, patent,

and other services.

The Merchandising Department, in

charge of Major H. H. Frost of New York,
chairman of the R.M.A. Merchandising

Committee, and William Alley, merchan-

dising manager, was authorized by the

Board of Directors to launch at once the

new merchandising service for manufac-

turers, and approved an extensive pro-

gram recommended by the Committee.
Efforts will be made immediately to guard
against any possible prospect of over-

production of radio products, particularly

during the next few months. Strictly
within the limitations and in observance
of the law, the Merchandising Department
will recommend to manufacturers that

their production schedules be checked

against the present and prospective future

orders, to guard against undue expansion.
The R.M.A. Engineering Service, under

the direction of Walter E. Holland, new
Director of Engineering, also will be ex-

tended and reorganized.
For the public and in support of broad-

casting also, the Board of Directors de-

cided to undertake to present another

series of special R.M.A. programs this fall,

to be contributed by various manufac-

turers, and broadcast on national chains.

This enterprise will be in charge of B. G.

Erskine, of Emporium, Pa., Chairman of

the R.M.A. Broadcasting Committee. It

follows the successful series of nearly a

score of R.M.A. programs presented last

spring.

Research at Temple
A visit to the new Temple factory in the

Chicago Clearing district disclosed, under
the guidance of Paul Andres, chief en-

gineer and vice-president, the amazing
fact that complete laboratories are es-

tablished and working at full steam for

all the major departments of radio engin-

eering. Such departments, each under the

guidance of an expert, are audio frequency
design, radio frequency design, loud

speaker design, production tests methods,
over-all receiver measurements, mathe-
matical research, research into raw prod-
ucts, etc. In each of these laboratories was
a group of men measuring everything
that entered or which would ever enter
a Temple product. In the words of "Prof"
Andres, Temple is building heavily on
future security, and security does not lie in

following what someone has already done.

New Jensen Plant Built in Record-Breaking Time

The picture above shows the Jensen

Radio Manufacturing Company's plant in

the Clearing Industrial district at Chicago
as it appears with the completion of the

new unit which was built in record-break-

ing time. Less than a month elapsed from
the time ground was broken for the foun-

dations until the installation of machin-

ery and equipment was started. The Jen-

sen plant is now a city block long and
measures ]40 feet deep, providing over

60,000 square feet of manufacturing floor

space. It is said to be the largest single

factory in the world devoted exclusively
to the inanufactur of loud speakers and

reproducers.
In the foreground of the picture is the

Jensen day shift numbering approximately
600 employees.

Switch tracks of the Chicago Belt Rail-

road which run directly into the building
for the loading and unloading of fac-

tory output and materials enter at the

rear of the structure.

Less Income for R. C. A.

The recent quarterly Cnancial state-

ment of the Radio Corporation of America
shows a smaller income than that re-

ported for the previous quarter. For the

lirst half year, earnings are estimated at

35.2 cents per share on 6,526,000 common
shares and amounted to $4,996, 187 avail-

able for dividends.

In the past, the first half has been the

least profitable for the R. C. A. The sec-

ond quarter of 1929 is the most unfavor-

able for some years. Net earnings for the

June quarter were $1,409,299 against

$3,587,188 earned in the March quarter.
Accurate comparisons with former years
cannot be made because the two quarterly

reports of this year include operations of

the Victor Talking Machine Company
which was merged with R. C. A. at the

start of the year. A tabulation of earnings
follows:

2nd qtr.

1929

1st half

1929

Gross income . . . $28,796,766 $60,439,593

Expenses, etc. .. 27,387,467 55,443,106

1,409,299 4,996,487

The balance remaining, after preferred
dividend requirements are met, for the
second quarter is $58,896, and $2,295,682
or 35.2 cents a share on the common shares

outstanding.

Kolsler In Germany
Ellery W. Stone, president of the Kols-

ter Radio Corporation, announced re-

cently that an agreement had been signed
in Berlin between Kolster-Brandes Lim-
ited and Telephonfabrik Berliner Akti-

engesellschaft, of Berlin, for the manufac-
ture and sale of Kolster and Brandes
models in Germany.
Under the proposed plan the radio di-

vision of Telephonfabrik Berliner Akti-

engesellschaft, one of the oldest telephone
and radio companies in Germany, will be

merged with Kolster-Brandes' German
operations. In the future, the KolsterT
Brandes receivers will be manufactured in

the factories of Telephonfabrik Berliner

Aktiengesellschaft in Berlin and Hanover,
and will be sold in Germany by a com-

pany to be known as Kolster-Brandes

Tefag. Control of the latter company will

be held by Kolster-Brandes Limited, but

there will be no public offering of the

minority stock, since it will be subscribed

for by Telephonfabrik Berliner Aktien-

gesellschaft.
"The arrangements with Telephon-

fabrik Berliner,
"
said Mr. Stone, "will per-

mit Kolster-Brandes Limited to avoid the

German duties on Kolster-Brandes mod-
els imported from our British plants. In

addition, Kolster-Brandes Limited will

secure the benefit of the strong radio

patent situation which Telephonfabrik
Berliner now holds in Germany.
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NDUSTRY
East Battles West for Next Trade

Show
Whether the RMA trade show will be

held in New York City, Atlantic City,
some other Eastern city, or returned to

Chicago is providing spirited conversation

for the entire radio industry.
So aggressive has become inter-city

competition for this major industrial

event, that Jess Hawley, vice-president
of United Reproducers Corp. and chair-

man of the R.M.A. show committee, is now
engaged in personally inspecting the fa-

cilities which each competing city has to

offer.

At the conclusion of a visit to Atlantic

City in August, Mr. Hawley said that he

had not reached a definite conclusion.

Personal Notes

The thousands of friends of B. G. Ers-

kine, president of the Sylvania Products

Company, who make Sylvania Radio

Tubes, will be delighted to learn that he
is once more back on the job and almost

completely restored to health.

Mr. Erskine was stricken with a bad cold

in Buffalo on April 27, and this developed
into pneumonia.

Kansas City Radio Show
The Kansas City Electrical and Trade

Show will be held in Convention Hall dur-

ing the week September 21 to 28. Sam
Furst is trade show manager and reports
that all 80 booths and 11 demonstration
liooths have been sold.

Chicago Radio Show
The Chicago Radio Show will be held

this year from October 21 to 27 at the

Coliseum. It is held, as usual, under the

auspices of R.M.A. and managed by G.

Clayton Irwin, Jr. Raw products manu-
facturers will be represented at the pub-
lic show for the first time this year.

C. R. Leutz, Inc. to Move
C. R. Leutz. Inc., manufacturers of

"Phantom" and "Silver Ghost" receiv-

ers, for many years located in Long Island

City, are removing their manufacturing
plant to Altoona, Pa. A New York
sales and executive office will shortly be
established. It is planned to increase the

sales of Leutz sets by general advertising,
and different distribution methods.

George H. Kiley, a director of R.M.A. of

New York, presented his resignation be-

cause of his new connection with Radio-
Victor. The Board elected Leslie F.

Muter of Chicago as his successor. Mr.

Kiley also was compelled to resign as

Chairman of the Foreign Trades Commit-
tee and was succeeded by H. H. Pol-

lock of New York. Mr. Muter was elected

Chairman of the Credit Committee to suc-

ceed Donald MacGregor of Chicago who
resigned.

W. F. McAuliffe, who has been a mem-
ber of the Kolster Radio merchandising
division since 1925 and stationed at times

on both the Pacific and Atlantic coasts,

has been appointed assistant to the ex-

ecutive vice-president, St. G. Lafitte.

Mr. Lafitte and Mr. McAuliffe have their

offices at 39 Broadway, New York.

An official of the Temple Corporation,
A. J. Bovier, traffic manager, has been

appointed as a member of the traffic com-
mittee of the Radio Manufacturers As-
sociation. The appointment has just been
announced by R.M.A.

F. C. Scrimsher, who recently joined
the Ken-Rad Corporation as special
sales representative, has been assigned to

the Southeastern territory. Under this plan
he will serve jobbers of Ken-Rad tubes in

Sparlon Demonstrate Utility of Airplanes

Cooperating with the Jackson, Michi-

gan, Chamber of Commerce in its aggres-
sive program of aviation promotion, the

Sparks-\V ithington Company of that city
have arranged an interesting demonstra-
tion of the handling of heavy merchandise

by airplane. This year's program is a

"State to State Tour" by members of the

aviation committee of the Chamber of

Commerce, the tour including capitals of
states. Accompanying the tour the plane

"Sparton" will carry a Sparton Radio
receiver to each capital for presenta-
tion to the governor of the state. After

the presentation a new instrument will

be taken aboard from the local distribu-

tor's warehouse, and this in turn trans-

ported to the capital of the next state.

Reorganization of Daven Corp.
Complete

The Daven Corporation has been reor-

ganized, having been through receiver-

ship proceedings. The new concern is

known as the Daven Company. Lewis
Newman is the new president. The Daven
Company has purchased stock on hand,
trade name, good will, and manufacturing
equipment of the former company. The
address remains as before, 158 Summitt
Street, Newark, N. J.

The Daven Company now is doing ap-

proximately 65 per cent, of its business

directly with manufacturers and the re-

mainder is jobber trade. Products made
are tubes, resistors, voltage dividers, grid

leaks, etc.

New Michigan Short Wave Law
A new law in Michigan provides a fine

of $1,000, imprisonment for six months,
or both, for equipping or using an auto-

mobile with a short-wave receiver unless

the car is used and owned by a police
officer or a police permit has been granted.
The law is intended to prevent unauthor-
ized receipt of police broadcast warnings.

Virginia, North and South Carolina, Ten-

nessee, Georgia, Florida .Alabama, Mis-

sissippi, and Louisiana. Before his connec-
tion with Ken-Rad, Mr. Scrimsher was for

years associated with the automotive in-

dustry and has a wide acquaintance among
jobbers throughout the country.

Dr. O. E. Brown, eminent mathemati-
cian on the faculty of Northwestern Uni-

versity for the last five years, who has just
received his Doctor of Philosophy degree
at the University of Chicago, has joined the

research staff of the Temple Corporation.
His duties will consist of a mathemati-

cal analysis of circuits and research work
from a purely technical angle to determine
ideal circuits and their constancy, in which
work he will be assisted by J. Swallow and
a group of practical radio engineers.

A. Crossley, formerly of the Bureau of

Standards and lately chief engineer of

the Steinite Radio Company, has joined
the Howard Radio Company, of Chicago
and South Haven, Michigan, as chief en-

gineer.

H. Bobker, whose name is well known
in radio tube circles, is now associated

with the Triad Manufacturing Company,
makers of Triad tubes of Pawtucket, R. I.

Howard W. Sams has just been ap-

pointed director of territorial sales for

Silver-Marshall, Inc., Chicago. He re-

signed as New York district sales man-

ager of E. T. Cunningham, Inc., to ac-

cept the new position, which makes him
McMurdo Silver's personal sales represen-
tative throughout the United States.
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Grigsby Forms British Subsid-

iary
The Grigsby-Grunow Company, makers

of Majestic all-electric radio sets, is form-

ing an English subsidiary, according to

William C. Grunow, vice-president of the

company. B. J. Grigsby, president of

the concern, is in England relative to the

formation of the Grigsby-Grunow, Ltd.,
he said.

"Plant sites are being selected and
within the next few months the English

company will be in quantity production,"
he declared.

England and the Continent, in the

opinion of Mr. Grunow, are six years
behind America in the utilization of radio

sets.

Bosch Users Report
For some time, American Bosch has put

customer questionnaires in their sets.

They asked for helpful criticism. Bosch
owners have used them and sometimes
write long letters going into detail. An
analysis of the returned questionnaires
indicates how Bosch customers classify
the desirable features of the set. The
analysis:

Tone 18.7%
Volume 17.3

Appearance 16.8

Distance 14.2

Operating Simplicity 16.4

News of Patent Suits
No. 1,173,079, E. F. Alexanderson, Selec-

tive tuning system; 1,195,632, W. C.
White, Circuit connections of electron-

discharge apparatus; 1,231,764, F. Low-
enstein, Telephone relay; 1,251,377,
A. W. Hull, Method of obtaining con-
stant direct-current potentials; 1,426,-
754, R. S. Mathes, Circuits for electron-

discharge devices, appeal filed January
4, 1929, C. C. A., 3d Cir. Doc. 4027,
Shamrock Mfg. Co. v. Radio Corpora-
tion of America.

No. 1,266,988, Pridham & Jensen, Ampli-
fying receiver; 1,448,279, 1,579,392,
same, Electrodynamic receiver, filed

April 30, 1929, D. C. E. D., Pa., Doc.
5029, The Magnavox Co., v. Atwater-
Kent Mfg. Co.

Recently Issued Patents
No. 1,724,191, Combined Radio Receiver
and Phonograph Reproducer and Re-
corder. Alfred N. Goldsmith, New York,
N. Y., assignor to Radio Corporation
of America. Filed June 12, 1925.

No. 1,724,399, High-Frequency Trans-
former. Harold F. Elliott, Palo Alto,
Calif., assignor, by direct and mesne
assignments, to Victor Talking Machine
Company, Camden, N. J., Filed Sep-
tember 17, 1927.

No. 1,724,819, Method and Means for

Reducing Retroactive Currents in Au-
dion Amplifiers. Stuart Ballantine,
White Haven, Pa., assignor to Radio
Frequency Laboratories, Inc., Boonton,
N. J., Filed June 2, 1925.

President's Message

By Michael Ert
President,Federated RadioTradeAss'n.

The officers of the Federated
Radio Trade Association wish to

take this opportunity to extend to

every radio tradesman, a welcome
to participate in the activities of

our Association and its affiliated

groups.
In order that the general condi-

tions within the industry may be

improved, the Federated Radio
Trade Association has built itself

as a national organization of asso-

ciations engaged in the develop-
ment of the radio industry.

It has as its prime purpose, the

encouragement of friendliness and

cooperation between all branches of
the industry in the great battle for

the consumers' dollars. It constantly
watches Federal, State, and local

legislation so that any legislative
acts will not be detrimental or

hamper the progress of the indus-

try, but rather that all acts will

be for its betterment and advance.
In a series of articles throughout

the coming year we will outline the
various activities that might be

engaged in by radio trade associa-

tions to a profitable advantage.
Many unbusiness-like practices in

the trade can be eliminated through
joint cooperation and we appeal
to you to cooperate with our organ-
ization in attempting to bring
about greater stabilization in the

industry and better conditions for

all concerned.

New Location for Steelmaii

Steelman, Inc., exclusive Fada whole-
salers in New York City have moved from
24 Murray Street to 235 Fourth Avenue.
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News of the F.R. T.A.

It is vitally necessary in an indus-

try as new as radio that all members of
the trade cooperate in eliminating evils
which arise. It is the belief of the officers
of the Federated Radio Trade Associa-
tion that the best and quickest way to
stabilize the industry and eliminate the

practices which are eating at the core of
the industry is to form local associations
in every city and municipality, teaching
in this way cooperation by the manufac-
turers, wholesalers, retailers, and the con-
sumer.

The Federated Radio Trade Associa-
tion issued a book, How to Oryanire a Local
Radio Trade Association. This book em-
phasizes the requirements for a local radio

body and lists the more common organi-
zation errors. Among the subjects covered
are initial meetings, constitution and by-
laws, officers and board of directors, dues,
meetings, committees, incorporation, and
legal counsel. Model constitution and by-
laws are provided, suitable for adaption
to local conditions. Logical policies for
local associations on legislative matters
are outlined and a model interference or-
dinance is provided.
A number of associations maintain an

interference department and employ a
capable man for the tracing down and
elimination of the community's interfer-
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ence problems. Forms and reports for this

work have been developed. These show
the causes of interference and outline the

ways to remedy them.
One of the industry's most difficult

problems that of satisfactory servicing
has already been solved in such cities as

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Minne-
apolis and San Francisco by a means of a

system of examining, grading and regis-

tering servicemen. This activity, logically
carried on by their local headquarters,
provides one of the biggest opportunities
for service because it is now generally
recognized that the efforts of the sales de-

partment and the service department are

just about inseparable. A good serviceman
is also a salesman; in addition to his tech-
nical qualification he should have some
measure of sales ability including good
appearance and address.

It is recommended that every registered
serviceman carry an identification card
and that grades be set up so that they are
in conformity with the classification of
other local associations which will enable
servicemen making changes in the locality
to carry on to their own best interests and
the best interests of the industry.
Some local associations stimulate in-

terest and increase public good will by
joint newspaper advertising, joint broad-

casting, and sometimes by the provision
of suitable programs upon special occa-
sions.

Because cost accounting is one of the

principal factors in merchandising, several
local associations have uniform cost ac-

counting systems so that members may
compare cost of doing business with a view
to increased profit. Some groups employ
an accountant to make a monthly check-

up of members' books which is an invalu-
able service to all the dealers privileged to

enjoy it.

One local association has succeeded in

instituting among local finance companies
a system of insurance to cover radio sets

on which there is an unpaid balance and
also on radio sets sent out on demonstra-
tion but not yet sold. The insurance on
demonstration equipment is contingent
on the dealer giving all his business to one
finance company and covers the full

amount of the set's value. Insurance on
unpaid balances covers not only fire but
theft, tornado and conversion for and
by any cause.

The power obtained through local or-

ganization can influence the proper wiring
of apartment buildings for radio, the

quality of programs broadcast locally.
A partial list of the achievements of the

Federated Radio Trade Association in-

cludes publication of the F.R. T.A. News,
exploitation of National Radio Week each
fall; efforts to obtain reduction of insur-
ance rates on radio stocks in store and
warehouse; a study of the possibilities of
a national credit and collection service.

Other outstanding contributions of the
Association to the industry include the
conduct of an annual forum for the secre-

taries of local radio trade associations;

ironing out radio show dates in fall so
that the various shows will not conflict
to the disadvantage of manufacturers

planning exhibits; the conduct of an an-
nual meeting of radio show managers;
provision of membership trade-mark cuts
and certificates to all members.
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Distributors Appointed
TRIAD: The Spencer Company, of

Memphis, Tennessee, has been appointed

factory representative for Triad Tubes

covering the entire southern territory.

KELLOGG: The Fleer-Petty Auto Sup-
ply Company, 2823 Locust Street, St.

Ixuiis, Mo., has been appointed to handle

Kellogg sales in the St. Louis district and

surrounding counties.

The Louisville territory will be handled

for the Kellogg Company by the L. &
L. Tire and Battery Company, 307 N. Ken-

tucky Ave., Louisville, Ky. The territory

consists of a number of counties around
Louisville in Kentucky and a few coun-

ties in Indiana.

The Haub Supply Company, Mulberry,
James and Concord Sts., Lancaster, Penna.,
has been appointed to cover the central

Pennsylvania territory. They will oper-
ate in Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, Wilkes-

barre and the surrounding territories.

The southeastern territory has been
taken over by the Universal Motor Com-
pany, Inc., 1710 Altamont Ave., Rich-

mond, Virginia.

SPEED:The Martwel Corporation, 1501

Broadway, N. Y. C., special sales represen-
tatives for Speed radio tubes, has just
announced the appointment of several

new Speed distributors. G. J. Seedman
Co., Inc., of Brooklyn, for Greater New
York; Northern Distributing Co., of

Newark, for Northern New Jersey and the

Syracuse Auto Supply Co. for Central

New York State.

A. C. DAYTON: The Ideal Radio Cabi-

net Mfg. Co. Inc., of 151 West 19th Street,

New York, will distribute A. C. Dayton
Co. receivers.

TEMPLE : The Temple Corporation an-

nounces appointment of the following dis-

tributors: Wisconsin Auto Supply Co.,

of Wausau, Wis.: Maass Radio Corpora-
tion, of Baltimore, Md.; Broom Distribut-

ing Co., of Binghamton, N. Y.; Johnson-

Ferrill, of Louisville. Ky., and Henry L.

Walker, of Detroit. Michigan. About 70

jobbers and over 3000 dealers are now
selling Temple receivers, according to

Gordon C. Sleeper, vice-president and
sales manager.

GREBE: Brothwell H. Baker, sales

manager of A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., of

Richmond Hill, N. Y., announced the

appointment of Stewart-Downey, Inc., 700

Beacon Street, Boston, Mass., as distrib-

utors of Grebe products in the Boston

territory which consists of Massachusetts,
Vermont and the western half of New
Hampshire.
Stewart-Downey, Inc. is a newcomer

to the ranks of radio distributors but it

enters the field with a wealth of personal

experience in back of it. John Stewart
and Joseph A. Downey organized the Ra-
dio Department of The Boston Post in

1923 and have been in charge of this

department ever since.

SONORA: Appointment of the K. W.
Radio Co., Inc. as New York Metropoli-
tan distributor of Sonora radio, Sonora

phonograph and Sonora radio-phonograph
combinations, including the well-known

Melodon, has been announced by Eugene
P. Herrman, president of the Sonora

Phonograph Co., Inc. Headquarters of

the K. W. Radio Co., are at 350 Hudson

This interesting booth was set up
recently at the Buenos Aires 1929
Radio show by Ditlevsen and Co.,

Atwater-Kent distributors.

Street, New York City. The officers are

Leonard Welling, president, and Gus
Krouse, treasurer.

KELLOGG: In Cleveland a factory
branch has been established by the Kel-

logg Switchboard & Supply Company.
Office and warehouse space has been
leased at 1531 W. 25th Street.

The branch will be in charge of F.

W. Lorenz, formerly sales representative
for the Ohio territory. Assisting Mr.
Lorenz are Mr. Shibler and Mr. Moran.

Crosley Distributor Appoint-
ment

The Dallas branch of the Shield Com-
pany, Crosley distributors, is under new
management, E. B. Howard having suc-

ceeded C. B. Wakefield who has resigned
to go into the wholesale furniture business.

Insitle the Spear and Company
store, New York City, there has
been erected a miniature brick
house in which they exhibit their

outstanding features.

Distributors Sales Meetings
TENNESSEE: The Atwater-Kent deal-

ers of the Memphis territory, held their

annual Dealers Conference at the Hotel

Peabody, Memphis, Tenn., August Itth,
under the auspices of the Braid Electric

Company, Atwater-Kent distributors.

Luncheon was served at 12 o'clock and
the business meeting followed immedi-

ately after the official photograph and the

address of welcome by E. E. Hyde,
Braid Electric Co. W. W. Gambill,
Braid Electric Co., opened the meeting,
and was followed by E. L. Hollings-

worth, A-K territory manager, John F.

McCoy, A-K Mfg. Co., Ben B. Barber,
Atwater-Kent sales promotion dep't.
Luther Still, assistant territory manager
and W. W. Gambill, Jr., Braid Electric

Co.

The next day, Thursday, was devoted
to a service school conducted by Atwater-
Kent service officials, for dealers' service-

men.

TEXAS: The Shield Company, Inc.,

of Dallas and Ft. Worth, announces that

their regular Crosley dealer convention
was held on the top floor of the Texas
hotel in Ft. Worth on August 7th. Short
talks were given by officials of the Crosley
Radio Corporation and representatives
of the Finance Companies who will

handle the finance paper for the dealers

this coming season. This year promises
to be a big one in radio and from the

speedy replies which the dealers are mak-
ing on the invitation letter, this year
promises to be the largest and most en-

thusiastic convention, which The Shield

Company has held. Practically all the

dealers have expressed their enthusiasm
for the new Crosley line for the coming
season by ordering heavier at this time of

the season than at any time in the past.

PENNSYLVANIA: The dealers served

by the Edison Distributing Corporation
of Pittsburgh had their first opportunity
to view the new Edison Light-O-Matic
models at a special exhibit in the William
Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, on July 26, 27
and 28. The exhibit was arranged and con-

ducted by H. F. Andre, branch man-
ager at Pittsburgh, assisted by H. H.

Silliman, eastern sales manager of Thomas
A. Edison, Inc. Several hundred dealers

attended.

NEW YORK: The Majestic Distrib-

utors, Inc., sponsored a novel and in-

teresting banquet, tendered to the Mori-
son Electrical Supply Co., of New York

City, on the evening of July 31, 1929.

The banquet was held in the ballroom
of the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York
City.
There were present 170 salesmen, sale

managers and executives of the Morison
Electrical Supply Co., together with the

executives and salesmen of Majestic Dis-

tributors, Inc. Herbert E. Young,
general sales manager for the Grigsby-
Grunow Co., of Chicago, 111., was the guest
of honor and delivered a message on
"Outside Selling and Sales Promotion."
C. T. Morison, president of the com-

pany bearing his name, also talked,

outlining the plans and policies to be

employed in the campaign which were to
be directed on Majestic Radio Receivers

during the month of August.
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IN THE RADIO MARKETPLACE
News, Useful Data, and Information on the

Offerings of the Manufacturer

Improved Philco Speaker

PHILADELPHIA STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY:
A seamless fabric cone ten inches in diameter
and entirely moisture proof is responsible to

some extent for the improved reproduction ob-
tained from the new Philco dynamic loud speak-
er. In the Philco receiver there is an acoustic

equalizer by which the user can vary the repro-
duction to suit his personal preference. The dial

is calibrated in channel numbers reading from
55 to 150.

Trav-Ler Portable Sets

TRAV-LEH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION:
Deliveries of the new portable raiio receivere

were started near the end of July. The line com-
prises three models in prices from $65 to $100.
All of the sets may be adapted readily for oper-
ation on batteries, 110 volts a.c., or 110 volts

d.c. The seu use four tubes consisting of one
screen-grid tube, detector, ani two audi^ tubes.

The Standard model lists at $6 i.OO, the De Luxe
model at $75.00, and the Aristocrat at $100.00.

New Bosch Radio Tubes

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORPORATION:
This company will market a complete line of
tubes under its own name. Bosch tubes in all

standard types will be available.

The Radiola Model 66

RADIO-VICTOR CORPORATION OF AMERICA:
The new Hadiola 66 employs an improved a.c.

super-heterodyne circuit which includes the
tuned antenna coupling circuit, one stage of r.f.

ampliGcation, oscillator, tirst detector, two

stages of intermediate-frequency amplification,
second detector and one stage of audio-
frequency amplification. The power output
lube is the 245. The single tuning control is

marked with readings from to 100 which are
projected and magnified for easy tuning. List

price: $225.00.

Mountford Resistors

C. E, MOUNTFORD: This company has de-
signed a resistance capable of meeting all usual
requirements for use in modern radio receivers.
The resistor has been designed for manufactur-
er's use to sell at a low price.

Oxford Loud Speakers

OXFORD RADIO CORPORATION: An auditorium
type loud speaker having a diaphragm diameter
of approximately 12 inches has been added to
the regular line of dynamic loud speakers. The
auditorium type is designed especially for use
in theatres or in receivers where exceptional
volume is required. According to Frank Reich-

maim, vice president and chief engineer, the

plant is working at full capacity supplying dy-
namic loud speakers to set manufacturing com-
panies.

Portable Phonographs

CASWELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY: This
company manufactures portable phonographs
and completely a.c. o[>erated portable turn-
tables with magnetic pick-ups. The Powertoue

model illustrated above uses a General Electric

synchronous motor and a Parent Phonovox
electric pick-up. A record nlbum is built into the
cover. List price: $49.50. The following portable
phonographs are made: The Aristocrat, $35.00;
the Monarch, $25.00; the Gypsy, $20.00; the
Melody, $15.00; and the Model 12, $12.50.

United Air Cleaner Line

UNITED AIR CLEANER CORPORATION : This
company is manufacturing a complete line of

magnetic and dynamic loud speakers, two com-
plete screen-grid receivers, and also an electric
turntable and a magnetic pick-up unit. The
receivers are made by the Sentinel Manufactur-
ing Company, a division of the United Air

ration.

DeJur-Amsco Condensers

THE DEJUR-AMSCO CORPORATION: This
company announces a new line of multiple con-
densers of the "bath-tub" type, complete
with dial assembly. They may be had in from
one to four gang units with or without dial and
with from two to eight gang units with dial.

Phonograph Equipment
MOTOR PLAYER CORPORATION: This com-

pany manufactures portable electric turn-
tables and phonograph pick-up units. Style H
portable contains an electric motor and phono-
graph pick-up and lists at $65. The Style i

at $60 is similar but is contained in a somewhat
less expensive cabinet. Separate phonograph
pick-up units list at from $10.45 to $19.00.

Electric Phonograph Units

ALLEN-HOUGH CARRYOLA COMPANY : This
company manufactures electric turntables de-
signed for use by manufacturers in making either

phonographs or combination radio-phonographs.
The motor is of the synchronous type and re-
volves the turntable at 80 r.p.m. The Rotrola is

an electric turntable and phonograph pick-up

unit housed in a small cabinet and designed for
use in conjunction witli radio receivers to

Eftrrnit

the reproduction of phonograph records,
ist price: $45.00.

Transmitting Apparatus

JENKINS AND ADAIR, INC.: A number of differ-

ent styles of transmitting condensers and induc-
tances are being manufactured by this company.
Type KB variable condenser has a maximum
capacity of 0.0006 mfd. with three-inch spacing
between plates. The overall height is 68 inches
and the overall weight is approximately 120
Ibs. The condenser is priced at $550.00 net
f.o.b. Chicago. The Type D inductances are
made up with from 14 to 20 turns and are priced
at $10.00 per turn. Ordinarily the inductances
are built of copper strip but they are made of

copper tubing if desired.

Supreme Diagnometer

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION: The
Model 400-B is a complete instrument for mak-
ing all types of tests on tubes, receiving sets,

power units, etc. The instrument is known
as a "Diagnometer" and is, according to the
manufacturers, equivalent to a complete porta-
ble laboratory. Approximately 40 different
tests can be made.

New Zenith Models

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION: Four new re-
ceivers were announced recently by this com-
pany. They are known as the Models 52, 53,
54, and 55 and are priced at from $175 to $700.
All of them incorporate automatic tuning and
screen-grid circuits. Double push-pull ampli-
fication is used with two 227-type tubes in the

first
push-pull stage, and two 245-type tubes in

the second or output stage. The Model 55 in-

cludes a device for remote tuning. Models 54
and 55 are designed for operation with a built-in

loop antenna.

Super Akra-Ohm Resistors

SHALLCROSS MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
manufacturers of Sui>er Akra-Ohm resistance
units: The Type 7-M units have an accuracy
within 0.5 per cent, and the type 14-M has ac-

curacy within 0.25 per cent. Ine break down
voltage of the insulation on the wire is ap-
proximately 250 volts.

New Pacent Line

PACENT ELECTRIC COMPANY: Phonograph
pick-up units and electric turntables of the

following models are now available. Type 106-A,
a pick-up without tone arm, $12.00; type 106-B

phonograph pick-up with counterbalanced tone
arm, adapters, and volume control, $15.00;

type 106-c Ultra Phonovox consisting of special
pick-up with counter-balanced tone arm, gold
finished, $25.00; type 140 electric phonograph
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motor, $25.00; type 301 Klectrovox consisting
of a type 140 motor installed in a cabinet,
$75.00.

Motors for Phonographs

GENERAL INDUSTRIES COMPANY: A complete
line of spring and Electric motors for phono-
graph and phonograph-radio combinations are

manufacturer! by this company. The standard
electric motor types are designed for 110-volt
50-60 cycle a. c. operation. The large spring
motors have a capacity of about live standard
10" records from one winding.

New Dynamic Chassis

TRIMM RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY:
A dynamic loud speaker chassis has been devel-

oped by this company. The Model nlOO is

designed to \ta supplied with field power from
the power unit. The Model Dvl02 is supplied
with an output transformer to match conven-
tional types of i>ower tubes.

Phonograph Apparatus

ULTRAPHONTC PRODUCTS CORPORATION: This
company is manufacturing the Upco electric

phonograph pick-up unit which is sold complete
with tone arm and volume control. The im-

pedance is 600 ohms at 1000 cycles and the

output is 1.2 volts at 200 cycles. Lists complete
at $20.00.

Radio Service Material

Louis P. HORNING, JR. LABORATORIES:
This company supplies radio service material
such as record cards, service call cards, letter

heads, etc. A test bench has been designed with
the requirements of radio service work in mind.
It is made of heavy material with ample space
for handling complete sets, and space for a large
test panel. Net price: $29.00.

New Lightning Arrestor

L. S. BRACH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION:
The Arres-Tenna is a new protective device

designed to protect radio receivers against light-

ning which may reach the set either through Ihe

antenna or through the lighting system. The <!e-

vire lists at $2.50 and curries a $100 insurance

guarantee.

Beldeii Antenna Kit

HELDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY: A new
complete antenna kit containing every item

of material needed to install a complete antenna
and ground system has been placed on the mar-
ket by this company.

New Eveready Series 30

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY: The Eveready
Series 30 (Models Nos. 30 to 40) receivers

employ a seven-tube single-dial antenna-

operated all-electric a.c. chassis, having three

stages of r.f. amplification, detector, and two

stages of a.f. amplification. The ix>wer stage
consists of two 17lA tubes in push pull. The
rectifier is a type 280. The receiver employs a
variometer in the first tuned circuit, thus
making the sensitivity of the sH more uniform
throughout the entire broadcast baud.

Electrad Resistors

ELECTRAI>, INCORPORATED: Several new lines

of fixed and variable resistors are being manu-
factured as follows: Super Tonatrols, a group of

heavy-duty volume-control resistors, in values
from 10,000 to 50,000 ohms; Truvolt sliding
contact resistors, in values up to 5000 ohms;
Truvolt air cooled resistance bunks, in values

up to 21,000 ohms; Wire-wound grid leaks, in

values from 5,000 to 50,000 ohms.

Amperite Line Control

R ADIALL COMPANY: The Amperite self-

adjusting line voltage controls for a.c. receivers
are designed to handle a line fluctuation of
about 30 volts maintaining the output constant
within about 10 per cent. The voltage drop
across the control varies from about 20 to 40
volts, so that the transformer primary must be
wound for about. 80 volts. The manufacturers
guarantee a life of about 2000 hours.

Automatic Tuning Control

CARTER RADIO COMPANY: An automatic
control tuning device was recently announced
by this company. It cannot be attached to an
existing receiver but is designed to be incor-

porated into the set during its manufacture. The

device is operate-1 by pressing push buttons
each of which functions to tune the receiver to

the station whose call letters are indicated on
the button which was pressed. When a button
is pressed an arm makes contact with a drum.
This closes the motor circuit which immediately
begins to revolve and continues to do so until

the variable condensers have been brought to

the correct point to receive the desired station.

The device is also adaptable to remote-control

operation. Any number of remote-control de-

vices may be employed to control the receiver

from various locations. The device was de-

signed by A. W. Plenser, engineer of the Carter
Radio Company.

New Diaphragm Material

STEVENS MANUFACTURING COMPANY: This

company makes a special diaphragm material
which is used in a number of dynamic loud

speakers being made by various set manufac-
turers. The diaphragm material is known as

Burlex and consists of a special fabric which
can be pressed into any desired shape and im-

pregnated with a water-proofing compound to

make it impervious to moisture.

Burton-Rogers Tube Checker

BURTON-ROGERS COMPANY: The new Model
B tube checker is equipfMvl to test both a.c.

and d.c. screen-grid tubes as well as all other
standard types of tubes. It is completely sup-
plied with power from the a.c. lines and a tube
is checked by simply putting it into the ap-

propriate socket and noting the reading of the
single meter The net price to dealers is $22.75.

New Phonograph Pick-up

E. TOMAN AND COMPANY: The Toman SIIIMT
Pick-up is designed for use in electrically re-

producing phonograph records. List price is

117.50.

Phonograph Pick-Up Units

BUCKINGHAM RADIO CORPORATION: This com-
pany makes several types of electric pick-up
units as follows:
Model A Pick-up only. Manufac-

turer's type $10.00
Model A-l Pick-up only with bracket 10.45
Model e-201 Pick-up with bracket,

volume control unit, and adapter
for dc. sets 15.45

Model B-227 Pick-up with bracket,
volume control unit, and adapter
for a.c. sets 15 . 55

Model c Pick-up only with tone mm.
Manufacturers' type . . . . 14.00

Model c-201 Pick-up with tone arm,
volume control unit, and adapter
for d.c. sets 19.00

Model c-227 Pick-up with tone arm,
volume control, and adapter for

a.c. sets 19.00
201 Adapter model for d.c. sets. . 1.25
227 Adapter model for a.c. sets . . 1 .35

"X-Core" Dynamic Speakers

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY: The "X-Core"
dynamic loud speakers made by this company
are available in a number of different models.
Hither the unit alone or the unit mounted in a
cabinet may be purchased. The units are priced
as follows:
No. 106 7J" cone, 110-190 v. d.c.

No. 107 10" cone, 110-190 v. d.c. .

No. 10871" cone, 180-300 v. d.c.

$21.00
23.00
21.00
23.00
22.00
24.00

No. 109 10J" cone, 180-300 v. d.c. .

No. 20071" cone, 6-12 v. d.c. . .

No. 201101" cone, 6-12 v. d.c. . .

No. 4007}" cone, 105-120 v. a.c. 60
cycles 31.00

No. 401 105" cone, 105-120 v. a.c. 60
cycles 33.00

No. 402 7 J" cone, 105-120 v. a.c. 25

cycles 32.00
No. 403105" 'cone, 105-120 v. a.c. 25

cycles 34.00

Jewell Set Analyzer

JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY:
A new four-instrument set analyzer designed U>

meet all the requirement^ of modern set testing
has been designed by this company. Space is

provided for carrying tools and replacement
tubes.

Automobile Receiver

AUTOMOBILE RADIO CORPORATION: This com-
pany make* the Traiisitone radio receiver de-

signed for installation on the dash board of
automobiles. The antenna is concealed in the

top of the car and the loud speaker is attached
above the windshield or hidden under t he
dash board.
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THE SERVICEMAN'S CORNER

To
START off the "Corner" this month

we have a short article describing a

peculiar short circuit trouble. This
contribution comes from B. B. ALCORN, of
the Kew Radio Electric Company, of Kew
Gardens, Long Island, N. Y. Most readers
of this department will remember Mr. Al-
corn as the author of a series of articles on
"Practical Service Methods" which was
published in RADIO BROADCAST.
"An unusual complaint which will be of

interest to the readers of the "Serviceman's
Corner" has recently come to the attention
of the writer. It concerns a Zenith receiver

having a Jones type plug used for the
connection. The same type of trouble
could easily develop in any set using this

connector and might for a time prove as

baffling as it did for the writer.

"The set was found to be inoperative
with all the indications of a short. It was
checked carefully, but no fault could be
found in any of the parts. Then the power
pack was checked and here the test snowed
a decided short, yet each individual part
seemed to be O.K. Finally the short was
run down to the cable and finally to the
connection plug.

"These plugs are made of small brass
cotter pins run through holes in a block of

insulating material. If the ends of these

split pins are open a trifle too wide it is

easy for them to catch on the edge of their

socket and bend over. This is what hap-
pened and, in bending, it had become
firmly wedged against the next pin, ef-

fectively shorting out the filament supply
for the ux-226's. This particular point
was about the last place that one would
look for trouble and in the writer's experi-
ence it is the first time that a short of this

kind has come to his attention."

Metal Eyelets Cause Trouble: H. W.
HENDELSON, Radio service

and merchandiser, of Vanda-
lia, Mo., cracks another hard
nut.

"We recently had a short
that was a hard one to locate.

We knew this short was in

the r.f. plate circuit, but
could not locate its position.
We tested the by-pass con-
densers and found them O.K.
The r.f. coils were attached
to the subpanel with metal

eyelets and one resistance

strip in the filament circuit

was also attached by an eye-
let. These eyelets also fur-

nished the hole for the wiring
to pass through to the r.f.

stages. The wires going
through these holes were
rubber covered with a cotton

covering between rubber and
wire, and this insulation

appeared to be O.K. where
it went through subpanel.
However, it seemed to me
that there was no other place
for a short, so I opened one
wire at a time, watching the
meter as I did so. As I opened
the wire going through the

eyelet that held the filament resistance I

got a zero reading on meter, thus locating
the short. I placed a piece of spaghetti
tubing around all wires going through
eyelets and in this way corrected the
trouble."

On the Use of Relays: 3. P. KENNEDY,
senior student in E. E. at Notre Dame,

Screen-grid receivers have been on
the market just about long enough to

develop characteristic faults and ail-

ments. The. screen-grid set by now
has become a part of the service-

man's daily routine. We particularly
solicit contributions from service-

men on the problems of screen-grid

servicing, which direct attention to

characteristic troubles and their

correction. These troubles seem to be

lack of selectivity, noisy lubes, short

life, and marked fluctuation in

signal strength.
We will pay special rates for un-

usually interesting contributions on

screen-grid trouble shooting.
THE EDITOR

and radio serviceman of South Bend,
Ind., sends through a couple of notes on
relays:
"The most troublesome feature about

relays used in conjunction with sets having
fixed resistors for filament control has
been the excessive voltage drop across the
series actuating coil. As three-quarters of

an ampere is usually enough to work these

relays, a shunt of nierome or other resist-

ance wire may be bridged across the series

coil terminals. The amount of wire will

vary for different sets and relays but can
always be determined by leaving the set
turned on and attaching the resistance
wire to one terminal and touching various

points on the wire to the other terminal.
When the relay clicks, it means the resist-

ance wire shunt has too low a resistance
and the desired length is that which just
permits the relay to operate when the set
is turned on and off.

"One of my customers has a double
outlet plug in the B-power unit side of the

relay l>ox and a floor lamp alongside the
radio connected to the extra outlet plug.
When the radio is turned on, of course,
the floor lamp lights. The effect is charm-
ing."

Reducing QFtN in D.C. Districts: "The
writer, whose job is servicing radio sets

around the West End 'Avenue section of

Manhattan, has had quite a bit of ex-

perience in curing artificial static caused

by electric refrigerators, sparking motors,
heating pads, and other electrical appli-
ances. Sometimes it has been difficult to
locate the offending instrument and then
again there have been so many of them
that it would have been impossible to fix

them all.
"
Most of this artificial static is picked

up by the lead-in wire and the writer has
found that a marked reduction of static
is obtained, especially where the set
itself is of the shielded type, by raising
the antenna as high as possible above the
roof and replacing the ordinary rubl>er-
covered lead-in wire by some Peldenamel
shielded hook-up wire ($3.50 for a 100-
foot roll) and connecting the shielding to

the ground binding post
of the set."

J. FUTTERMAN, Bronx, N. Y.

-HE

ACB
*a*a

This model, No. 547, is Weston's latest test equipment.
It is designed to run every practical test on d.c. and

a.c. receivers, including screen-grid sets.

A Few Fireworks: Albert

Corideo, radiotrician and
authorized S-M service

station, ofWaterbury, Conn.,
finds hurry calls diverting.
"A woman living two

doors away from me came
dashing into my laboratory
pale with fright shouting
that her radio was on fire. I

made a dash for her house,
and got there before her.

There was a curl of black
smoke rising from the re-

ceiver in the dining room. I

pulled the plug from the

socket, pulled the console

away from the wall, and
through the smoke in the
set observed a bright red

spot."
After giving the receiver

and power pack a testing
which lasted an hour I found
it in good condition. The
part that was burning was
the insulating material on
the power rheostat.
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"
[ replaced the tubes again and turned

on the current. The tubes did not light,
but a bright red spark showed up in the

281-type tube. I replaced this tube with a
new one, and the set was back in working
condition again. In examining the rectifier,

I noticed that the filament had broken,
and one of the broken ends was touching
the plate, causing a short in the tube,
which in turn heated the wind-

ing of the rheostat."

C. WASHBURN, JR., of Jackson-
ville, Fla., suggests reversing an-
tenna and ground posts on many
receivers suffering from low sensi-

tivity. The improvement in sensi-

tivity is generally due to increased

regeneration with the removal of
the stabilizing effect of the

ground.

A Useful Voltmeter Formula:
BORIS S. NAIMARK, service en-

gineer with the Riverside Radio
Service Company of New York
City, notes the formula in

"
Strays

from The Laboratory" for August
for determining the value of an
unknown resistor with a voltmeter
and a battery.

panel and the panel is supported by angle
strips along each side.

"The spring contacts on one side are
about an inch from the angle strip sup-
port, but 1 found that the lightning had
burned the panel and left a smoke or
carbon deposit thick enough to ground
these spring contacts to the angle sup-
ports that held the panel in place.

This is an ideal type of truckfor radio service work.
Note the ladder for making antenna installations.

Mo., notes a cause of sensitivity drop in a

Crosley.
"Sometimes a Crosley Showbox set,

model 706, loses its kick after a few months
use and new tubes do not always remedy
the trouble.

"I have found that in some cases this
loss of volume is caused by a sideway
movement of the stator plates of the con-

denser in the first tuned r.f.

stage. This can be remedied easily

by loosening the two set screws

holding the rotor plates to the
shaft and slipping the plates to
the center of the stator plates
again. This puts the condenser in

resonance with the other two
and the set will tune as sharply
as ever."

How Long Do A.C. Tubes Last?:

George Lewis, of the Arcturus
Radio Tube Company, thinks
that the average set owner should

get along for two years on one set

of tubes. Offhand, service con-
tacts tend to indicate that two
sets of tubes a year is nearer
the mark. We should appreciate
first-hand data on this.

Where R is the unknown resistor

Ei the voltage indicated on the meter
K the voltage of the battery
Rm the resistance of the meter

Mr. Naimark points out that this same
formula can be used to determine the cor-

rect value of a resistor to be used as a

voltage multiplier to secure any desired

range with any voltmeter.

Let R equal the value of the resistor

Ei full-scale voltage of the meter itself

K t!ie voltage desired at full scale
Rm the resistance of the meter

If, for instance, we have a meter read-

ing up to 100 volts, having a resistance of
1000 ohms per volt, and we desire to

place a resistor in series with it so that it

will indicate full scale on 500 volts, what
value of resistance should we use?

The calculation is simple :

The calculation is simple:

R = f^ _
l)

X 100,000

= 400,000 ohms

A Grounded Trans-
former: "After anelectrical

storm last week I was
called upon to service an

Eveready set. I first dis-

covered that the fuse was
blown in the light line,

and, in trying to replace
it, I found that the line

was grounded. After dis-

connecting the radio set

the fuse stayed put.

"Upon close inspection
of the set I found the

socket panel of the power
pack was badly burned
near the transformer, and,

upon testing the trans-
former, found the primary
to be grounded. Every-
thing else OK.
"After removing the

transformer from the set

I failed to test it, which
was careless of me. Re-
placing it with a new
transformer I was sur-

prised to find that I still

had the same ground.
"The primary taps on

an Eveready set run to

spring contacts which are

set in the rubber socket

"After sanding off this deposit of carbon

everything was OK."
ELAINE MARTIN, Cleveland, Ohio.

Installation and Operation of Moving
Coil Speakers: "Many times you will run
across a customer who wants receptacles
for a dynamic loud speaker of either the
6-volt field type or the 90-volt field type,
in two rooms.
"The easiest method to use for this pur-

pose is to attach an old tube base on the

speaker leads and wire a radio tube socket
on the floor in the rooms desired, thus

providing the necessary four contacts for

the field and moving coils."

C. H. JENKINS, Radio Service

Audubon, New Jersey.

Pepping up a Crosley: EUGENE O.

WHITAKER, in charge of service with the

American Electric Company of St. Joseph,

A Home-Made Tube- and Set-Tester

ws

OPERATING AND SERVICE MANUALS
AVAILABLE

IN
RESPONSE to a recent questionnaire submitted by RADIO BROAD-

CAST, the radio manufacturers listed below have indicated their

willingness to supply operating and service data on their receivers to

us for distribution to legitimate servicemen. In order to secure this

material it is necessary to direct your request to RADIO BROADCAST
on your business stationery, enclosing the correct amount in stamps or

money-order when a charge is indicated.

F. A. D. Andrea. Inc.: Wiring dia-

grams and special sheets covering cur-
rent models. No charge.

All-American Mohawk Corporation:
Instructions and Service Manual
(specify model). No charge.

Bremer-Tully Manufacturing Com-
pany: Instruction Hooks and Service
Manuals. No charge.

Colonial Radio Corporation: In-
sl ruction Books, Service Sheets and
Service Manual, at, 50c., 23c., and 50c.,

respectively. RuHetins number 31A-C,

:np-C, 32A-C and 32D-C are also

available.
Continental Radio Corporation:

(Slagle), Service Manual. No charge.
Columbia Phonograph Company,

Inc.: Service Manual. Nominal charge
not yet determined.

Crosley Radio Corporation: Instruc-
tion Sheets or Service Manuals (indicate
nvcivcr model numbers) No charge.
Day-Fan Electric Company: Com-

plete Service Manual. Price: fifty cents.

Electrical Research Laboratories,
Inc.: Instruction Bulletins and Service
Rnlletins. No charge.

Charles Freshman Company, (Karl

and Freed receivers): General literature.

No charge.
Federal Radio Corporation: Instruc-

tion Hooks and Service Manuals
(specify receiver model). No charge.

A. H. Grebe and Company: Operating
and Service Data (specify receiver
models). Nominal charge.

Grigsby-Grunow Company (Ma-
jestic Radio): Operating and Service
Shoeheets. No charge.

Stewart-Warner
poration: Instruction Rooks, Service
Manualals and Wiring Diagrams (specify
receiver types'). No charge.

Steinite Radio Company: Service
Manual in standard binder, 50c.,
leather binder. $1.00.

Silver Marshall, Inc.: Service Rnl-
letin. Silver Radio Instruction Booklet.
No charge. Data Sheets, two cents
each. General catalog, no charge.
Temple Corporation: Service Rul-

letins. No charge.
United Reproducers Corporation:

Operating Data, Service Data. No
charge.

U. S. Radio and Television Corpora-
tion: Service Manuals. No charge.

E PRESENT the following service

contribution from G. WESLEY
TAYLOR, of Berkeley, California,

for the benefit of those servicemen who
make their own test equipment, and who
endeavor to incorporate, in single test

devices, as large a number of functions
as is effectively practical. While there are

several commercial types of testing equip-
ment that may effect individual tests more
conveniently than Mr. Taylor's arrange-
ment, the versatility and economy of this

device will recommend it to many service-

men.
"The average tester tests tubes with

the current supplied by the receiving set.

The tester described on this page tests

tubes regardless of the condition of the
batteries in the receiving set, and will re-

juvenate them if necessary. An oscillator

is built into the circuit to

facilitate adjusting the re-

ceiver in case it is not pos-
sible to pick up a broad-

casting station.

"The d.c. voltmeter isa
Weston with an 0-5 range.

By removing the resist-

ance, this instrument was
converted into 0-8 milli-

ameter. The proper resist-

ances and shunts were de-

termined by the use of
Ohms Law to give the de-

sired ranges. The a.c. volt-

meter is a Jewell with a

range of 0-15. Removing
the resistance from this

meter provided an instru-

ment with a range of
about an 0-8. The above
meters were on hand
therefore the extra work.
If it is necessary to buy
the meters an 0-1.5 d.c.

milliameter and an 0-8
a.c. voltmeter should be
selected. The ammeter was
purchased from an auto

wrecking house for the
sum of fifty cents. The
shunt and the coils were
removed and replaced with
new coils having more
turns to lower therange be-
low that desired. The range
was then adjusted to suit

by means of a new shunt.

Speedometer Cor-
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"Constructional details other than those

suggested in the pictures, and the diagram
are not really necessary.
"The regular circuit tests are made with

a test cable-plug made from the X base

of an old '99-type tube and a cable with

phone tips on the other end. The cable

used should have leads sufficiently heavy
so that there will not be an appreciable

voltage drop when testing a.c. tubes. The
phone tips are attached to the four tip

jacks on the right of the panel, starting
with the grid on the left, the filament

leads in the middle, and the plate on the

right. The tube base is plugged into the

socket that it is desired to test, using a

suitable adapter if necessary, and the

tube is placed in the tester. The two
switches below the a.c. voltmeter and the

rheostat should be in the off position.

"Placing a shorted phone plug into the

phone jack on the extreme left of the

panel will cause the d.c. voltmeter to read

the grid circuit. The 500-volt range
should be used when testing the grid cir-

cuit of a power tube. This test will not

give a true voltage reading because of the

resistance in the grid lead and will indicate

continuity only. The next jack will read
the plate voltage on a 500-volt scale. If the

set is d.c. operated the third jack will

read the filament voltage on
a 50-volt scale. Pushing the
button on the left below the
a.c. voltmeter will short the
50-volt resistance and the

voltage can be read on the
5-volt scale. If the polarity is

reversed it can be changed
by turning the switch above
the button for the 5-volt

range. The fourth jack reads
the plate current. The switch
below the plate-current jack
is for the shunts for the

milliameter, 1 being for the
8 mA. scale, 2 for 25 mA.,
and 3 for 100 mA. If the
set is a.c. operated, the
filament voltage is tested
by turning the a.c. switch,

being the one to the right
below the a.c. meter, to the
'on' position, making sure
that the rheostat is in the 'off' position."

If it is desired to use the meters inde-

pendently the tip jack to the extreme left

is the plus lead. The second tip jack is for

the milliameter lead. The switch below the

plate current jack controls the milliameter
shunts.

"The third tip jack
is for the d.c. voltmeter.

The switch to the ex-

treme left and above the

plus lead controls the
voltmeter resistances, 1

for 5 volts, 2 for 50 volts,

and 3 for 500 volts. The
fourth tip jack is for the
3-0-3 ammeter in the up-
per right corner of the

panel. This meter is used

for testing chargers, etc.,

it being connected so that
if the plus lead is con-
nected to the plus of the

battery the meter will

read discharge when the
set is turned on and

charge when the charger
is turned on. The am-
meter is used whenever
there is any question about the polarity of
the charger or its charging ability. The two
middle tip jacks of the four on the right
of the panel are for the a.c. meter. The
a.c. switch should be on and the rheostat
off.

"A toy transformer with adjustable
voltages is used for filament supply. The
one used gave from 2.5 to 25 volts in steps

Front panel view of the home-made
test set described by Mr, Taylor.

of 2.5 volts. The plate voltage is supplied
by a tapped resistor across the 110-volt
leads. The switch below the socket con-
trols the filament voltages, 1 for 2.5
volts, 2 for 5 volts, 3 for 7.5 volts, and 4 for
10 volts. The rheostat is connected in the
circuit to give closer regulation of voltage.

110 V.

Plate Fit. Fil

Tube Test

Complete u-iring diagram of Mr. Taylor's test set.

The Beynon Radio Shop insure the neat ap-
pearance of their servicemen by providing the

coats shown above.

"The testing of a tube is accomplished
by attaching the cord to a convenient

light socket and placing the tube in the
socket. The a.c. switch should be in the
'on' position and the filament voltage
adjusted by means of the voltage switch
and the rheostat. The phone plug should
be placed in the plate current jack. The
meter should now read about 1.6 mA. for

an A tube. Pushing the but-
ton below the a.c. switch
will short the grid resistance,
and the plate current should
now be about 5mA. The vol t-

age on the plate is about 80
volts. It is also possible to
test 280- and 281-type tubes
in the same way." A coil is connected in the

grid and plate circuits in the

proper relation so that the
tube will oscillate when mak-
ing the tube test. It may be

necessary to reverse the plate

voltage leads to make the
tube oscillate. The desired

frequency is obtained with
a 0.0005-mfd. variable con-
denser that can be adjusted
with a screwdriver. Theoscil-
lator is tuned to about the
middle of the broadcast band

and may be used in place of a broadcasting
station whenever needed for set adjust-
ment. The condenser is mounted inside
the case and may be varied if necessary
with a screwdriver through a small hole
in the back.
"The rejuvenation of tubes is accom-

plished by placing the tube to be rejuven-
ated in the socket and the adjustment of the
filament voltage to the baking value, 4
volts being correct for the '99- and '20-

type tubes, and 7 volts for the A-type
tubes. The phone plug is placed in the

phone jack nearest the socket which dis-

connects the voltmeter and applies the

flashing potential of 12 volts for the '99-

and '20-type tubes. The other jack dis-

connects the voltmeter and applies the
flash voltage of 17.5 for the A-type tubes.
"The line voltage may be checked by

turning the voltage switch to the 5-volt

tap and reading the meter. By testing the
line voltage at various times a reading
can be obtained which will represent 110
volts. Any variation above or below will

indicate a similar change in line voltage
proportional to the voltage being read
on the meter.
"A duplicate phone plug was made

from a piece of \" brass rod threaded on
one end to take a rubber binding post top
and the opposite end turned to the shape of
a phone plug. To facilitate construction the

wiring diagram is drawn as the instruments

appear from the back of the panel, but the

operating instructions are given as the
instruments appear from the front.
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What Every Radio Dealer Should

Know About His Tube Business

By J. J. STEINHARTER
President, Cable Radio Tube Corporation

N 1927, 30,000 dealers sold 33,662,247 tubes

an average of 1 123 tubes per dealer.

In 1928, 3 1 ,000 dealers sold 61,552,846 tubes

an average of 1985 tubes per dealer.

In 1929, 39,000 dealers will sell 100,000,000

an average of 2564 tubes per dealer!

QC*
1927 sales 1928 sales

33,662,247 61,552,846

Courtesy "Radio Broadcast"

1929 sales

100,000,000
(estimated)

'

The tube business is growing more sets,

more tubes per set, new type tubes, more tube

sales per dealer. Are you getting your share?

Of course, half the story is in the line you

carry.

Is It A Quality Line?

Speed tubes are triple-tested . . . first qual-

ity tubes. Made by a company making tubes

since 1924. Speed executives served an appren-

ticeship of over 20 years in incandescent lamp

manufacture.

Is It A Complete Line?

Speed tubes include types 201 A, 199, Xi4O,

WDii, WDi2, 20oAA, ii2A, 171 A, i7iAC,

245, 2IOA, 250, 226, 227, 280, 28l, 224AC.

Is It A Progressive Line?

Speed had a 224AC type in 1928. Speed's

227 has been perfected to heat in 5 seconds-

by test. Speed adopted solid carbonized plates

months ago.

Speed's new manu-

facturing equipment is

the very latest and

best. Speed raw mate-

rials are Ai.

Is It A Well-
Advertised Line?

Speed tubes are ad-

vertised in full pages j. j. STEINHARTER

in the Saturday Evening Post ... in all the lead-

ing trade and fan radio magazines ... in great

newspapers from coast to coast . . . with direct

mail, counter cards, window displays, and every

dealer help.

Is It A Profit Line?

Speed's quality makes for satisfaction, sales,

and resales. Speed's return policy is most

liberal. Speed's discounts are right. Speed is

the tube for profit.

Remember, 100,000,000 tubes this year! Get

your share handle the right line. Franchises

are going fast.

As we say in consumer advertising, "Step

Right Up And Call For Speed."

BLE RADIO TUBE CORPORATION

84-90 N. NINTH ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES

SINCE 1924

Advertisement
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TO THE

MIGHTIEST

VOLUME
the Webster Electric Pick-up Reproduces Perfect/i//

the entire range of recorded

music . . . from the faintest sopra*
no inflection to masterful passages on
the tympany . . . the Webster Electric

Pick-up reproduces faithfully. This

fidelity of tone, this ability to capture
the most delicate harmonies and intona-

tions of voice and instrument, has won
for the Webster supremacy in its field.

As a result of Webster's supremacy in

everything that counts in an electrical

pick-up, its dealers have enjoyed a prof'
itable success with it everywhere ... a
success based on tremendous public de-

mand.

The public wants the Webster Pick-up
because it alone embodies all those fea-

tures that mean true tone quality. Every

part in its construction is perfectly
matched and balanced. Greatest travel

freedom of the needle is assured by a

frictionless stylus bearing. The built-in

volume control in Model 2-A is a dis-

tinct Webster feature, making the unit

extremely compact and easy to install.

If you have not yet investigated the

sales possibilities offered by the beauti-

ful appearance, matchless tone qualities,

and precision workmanship so evident

in the Webster Electric Pick-up, do so

today. Many leading jobbers have al-

ready placed orders for their stocks.

Order direct if your job-
ber has not received his.

WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY, Racine, Wisconsin

Webster Model 2-A
includes Picf^-up head, .support'

tng arm. built-in volume control

and adapters. List Price $17.50.

The Webster Electric

Theater Pic^-up /or use

with 16" records. Two
Models Standard and
Low Impedance. Model
2-D $25.00. Mode! 2'

D'l $30.00. Matching
Trans/ormer $6.50.

PicVup head. Model 2-B.

Both models readily adapt'
able to cither battery op-

erated or A. C. sets.

^Electric ick-

Model 2-B includes Ptdt'Ub
head, separate volume control.

and necessary adapters.
List Price $13.00.



STRAYS from THE LABORATORY
Regarding Band-Pass Circuits

A letter addressed to the engineers of a
lumber of large receiver manufacturers re-

cently asked the question, "Why is it that

you do not recommend the use of band-

pass filter circuits in your receivers?"
The general opinion seemed to be, to judge
from the replies, that such circuits were
more expensive than simple resonant cir-

cuits and the result secured therefrom did
not pay. In this connection it is interesting
to quote from a recent communication from
Dr. F. K. Vreeland.

"It is possible to convert one of the

popular-priced and widely-sold radio re-

ceiving sets into a band receiver at a cost

of only thirteen cents. All that is necessary
in such an operation is the removal of
several feet of wire. Of course, this is but
one of several possible applications of one
element in the Vreeland system, and is

cited merely as an answer to the question
of the added cost involved in the use of the
band receiving system. No doubt, in pro-
duction this small item could probably be
reduced materially."

Efficiency of Crystal Control

DR. J. H. DELLEVGER of the U. S.

Bureau of Standards is authority for the

following figures giving the efficiency of

crystal control of transmission frequency:
the usual broadcasting station frequency is

maintained accurate within one part in

1000; with constant-temperature crystal
control the accuracy of adjustment and
niaintaince may be within a few parts in

100,000; with extraordinary efforts the

frequency can be maintained to within one

part in 10 million.

Data on Pentodes

We are still keeping in mind the interest

in the pentode tube in Europe, and the

growing interest in this country in tubes
of greater efficiency for the power stage.
The curves in Figs. 1 and 2 are published
through the courtesy of the manufacturers
of Igranic output transformers designed
for use between pentode tubes and their

corresponding loud speaker loads. The
curves show the characteristic obtained

by working a pentode (Mullard PM 24)
into various resistive loads with various
turns ratios in the transformer.
The curves show that reasonably good

fidelity may be secured from such tubes
and transformers. One point upon which
we hope to have data soon is the purity
of the output obtained from such tubes.
Whether or not the output has a high per-
centage of harmonics is the question that

may ultimately decide whether pentodes
will be used in this country.

Eight Good Slogans

The following lines appear on the margin
of the circular describing the i929 Stan-
dards Year Book of the Bureau of Stan-
dards. They are good slogans:

Standardization Keynote of Industrial progress.
Science the Guide of Industry.
Standardization Essential to Mass Production.
Measurement The Master Art.
Standardization A Basis of Efficiency.

Standardization touches every human activity.
Standardization is an active continuing process.
Standardization applies New Experience and Sci-

ence.

Engineering Limits

An article is being prepared for RADIO
BROADCAST which wiU discuss the problem
of the engineering limits to be imposed
upon broadcast receivers. That is, should
a receiver be held within a five-to-one ratio

in overall sensitivity, or is a closer limit

desirable? In the meantime it is interesting
to note that two engineers representing
fairly large set manufacturers feel that a
two-to-one variation in sensitivity is about
all that can be expected in production
that is, receivers between the limits of
4 to 8 microvolts per meter in sensitivity
would be passed out of the production de-

partment. In this regard we wonder how
many manufacturers have the courage
to reject sets which have too great sensi-

tivity? Certainly it was common practice
not so long ago for manufacturers to pick
out the best sets for members of the firm,
influential jobbers, etc.

One engineer suggests that the best

method of setting production limits is to

push about 1000 sets through under careful

supervision, and to measure the receivers
and therefrom set the production limits.

It would be interesting to the Editors to
have other engineers' ideas on this matter.

J

a

New Government Books

Research Paper No. 70 of the Bureau
of Standards is entitled "Some Observa-
tions of Short-Period Radio Fading" and
details the work of T. Parkinson, associate

physicist. It is a reprint from the Bureau of
Standards Journal of Research.
The 1929 edition of the Standards Year

Book may be obtained from the Superin-
tendent of Documents for one dollar. Its

contents includes chapters on the standard-
ization of weights and measures; standard-

izing the calendar ; international, national,
and federal standardizing agencies; a

bibliography, etc. It is the third edition of
this invaluable book.

Cost of Quartz Crystals

A letter from S. J. Wise & Co., 47 Rue
Nationale, Antwerp, Belgium, encloses

the prices of crystal control apparatus
made by this concern. Quartz crystals can
be supplied for wavelengths from 35 meters
to 500 meters at prices varying from $8.00
for 3 per cent, precision to $16.00 for 0.1

per cent, precision. For wavelengths above
500 meters the crystals cost $7.50 for 3

per cent, precision and $15.00 for 0.1 per
cent, precision. Crystal blanks can be

supplied at $4.50 for thicknesses varying
from 0.5 millimeter to 5 millimeters.

Radio Sets for the Farm

WE ARE glad to quote from a letter from
J. C. Gilbert, specialist in market news
and radio of the Department of Agricul-
ture, who read our recommendation that
set manufacturers get busy on a cheap
economical battery operated receiver for

rural communities (page 144, July, 1929,
RADIO BROADCAST).

"I wish to congratulate you on having
(Concluded on page 364)

I I M
I

I I I I I

CURVES OF'IGRANICTENTOFOHKE
WITH NON-INDUCTIVE
SECONDARY LOADS

8,000uj Load

CURVES OF"IGRANIC"PENTOFORMER
WITH NON INDUCTIVE

LOADS

Ratio of Transformer.

la 10.0mA
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Data on Performance of Various Tube Types

GRID-LEAK VS. BIAS DETECTION
By J. M. STINCHFIELD

Engineering Department, E. T. Cunningham, Inc.

MANY
RECENT advances in the theory

of detection of a modulated r.f.

carrier have given the develop-
ment engineer a good theoretical basis for

improving the performance of the detector

stage in radio sets. The work of Carson,

Llewellyn, Chaffee, and Ballantine in

this country, and of Colebrook in England,
was of fundamental importance. The re-

lation of tube and circuit components has
been investigated and the influence of

these factors on the performance of the

detector stage has been indicated.

The theory indicates the following
factors to be of importance in the design
of the detector stage.

Grid-leak Detection

(1) The modulated r.f. voltage is ap-
plied from a resonant circuit through a

grid condenser to the grid and cathode
terminals of the tube. A loss of r.f. voltage
will occur in the grid condenser. Usually
this loss is determined principally by the

effective input capacity of the tube to r.f.

and the capacity of the grid condenser.

(2) Rectification takes place in the grid
circuit due to the change in slope (where
the action is essentially thatof high-vacuum
electron conduction) of the grid-current

grid-voltage curve. Small internal grid
resistance and small external grid-circuit

impedance to the r.f. increase the rectifi-

cation. The grid resistance is that due to
electron conduction and is entirely anal-

ogous to plate resistance. The tuned r.f.

input circuit will be damped some depend-
ing upon the grid resistance of the tube and
to a less extent upon the grid-leak resist-

ance. This will affect both the gain and
selectivity from the r.f. stage.

(3) Among the rectified components
will be direct current and audio frequen-
cies. The direct-current component of
the rectification will flow through the grid
leak producing a small change in the
effective d.c. bias voltage. In traversing
the grid circuit the audio frequencies will

encounter the high impedance of the grid
condenser and the high resistance of the

grid leak. The tuned r.f. circuit obviously
offers negligible impedance to the audio

components. The audio-frequency voltage
developed between the grid and
cathode terminals, due to the

impedance of the grid leak and
condenser combination, are am-
plified by the tube in the usual

way. When considering the plate
circuit load impedance of an am- 5?

plifier tube, a load impedance
that is much larger than4 the
tube's internal plate resistance t
at all frequencies will give uniform

output. Since nearly all of the

voltage in the circuit is developed 3
across the load, no change can 1
occur as the load impedance
changes with frequency. In the
same way, when the a.f. load in
the grid circuit is high at all

frequencies with respect to the
tube's internal grid resistance,
the voltage across the load will
be independent of frequency.

The a.f. input capacity of the tube must
be added to the grid condenser capacity
when calculating the impedance.

(4) The tube will also amplify the r.f.

This r.f. in the plate circuit will produce
some plate-circuit detection, depending
upon the change in slope of the plate-
current curve. The plate detection is

R.F.Input A.F.Output
Detection Curves
Modulations 0.22

Plate Voltage +45

0.04 008 0.12 0.16

RADIO-FREQUENCY INPUT (VOLTS FM.S.)

Fig. 1

nearly in phase opposition to the grid
detection, though usually much smaller
in magnitude, so that a small decrease in

the audio output results. A by-pass con-
denser for the r.f. is usually connected
from plate to cathode. While this tends
to increase the plate rectification, it has a

large effect in reducing the input capacity
and increasing the input resistance result-

ing from feedback through the grid-plate
capacity. For example, with a c-327 grid-
leak detector and a 50,000-ohm resistance

-15

CONTROL GRID BIAS VOLTAGE

Fig. 2

plate load, removing the plate-filament
by-pass condenser had a negligible effect

on the output when the r.f. input was
supplied by a potentiometer, but when
supplied by a tuned stage the voltage
gain in the r.f. stage was changed from 7.4

to 3.1. The r.f. amplifier was a c-327 giving
a gain of 10 when feeding a biased detector.
The r.f. bypass and an r.f. choke in the

plate circuit also help to prevent the r.f.

from loading up the audio amplifier and
from being radiated back to the input.
If the impedance of the r.f. bypass at the

highest a.f. is not several times larger than
the impedance of the a.f. load and the
tube resistance, the output at higher audio

frequencies will be reduced.

Bias Detection

(1) When the grid is biased negatively
beyond the point at which grid current

begins to flow, no rectification will occur
in the grid circuit. The modulated r.f.

voltage applied to the grid and cathode
terminals is amplified by the factor mu
and appears in the plate circuit. The recti-

fication takes place in the plate circuit.

Since the amplification factor is not abso-

lutely constant, particularly in the region
of the plate-current cut-off, some non-
linear amplification results. This increases
the rectified a.f.

(2) Small internal plate resistance and
external plate circuit impedance increase
rectification. The external plate-circuit
impedance can be kept low to r.f. by a by-
pass condenser connected between the

plate and cathode terminals. This also

helps to maintain a high input impedance
in the grid circuit by reducing feedback
through the grid-plate capacity.
The rectification produces a number of

component frequencies which include
direct and a.f. currents. If the d.c. resist-

ance of the plate circuit load is high there
will be an appreciable decrease in the ef-

fective d.c. plate voltage. The a.f. voltage
output will depend upon how large the a.f.

load impedance is with respect to the in-

ternal plate resistance of the tube. The
r.f. bypass may reduce the load impedance
at the higher a.f.

In the following the overall performance
characteristics of some tube
types widely used as detectors
are compared.

Fig. 1, shows a comparison of
a cx-30lA tube and a c-327 tube

operated in a grid-leak detector
circuit. The voltages and the
circuit constants are favorable to
both types. It is evident that the
detector sensitivity is greatest
with the c-327. The lower curve
of Fig. 1 shows the a.f. output of
the c-327 as a bias detector. The
load of the biased detector in

this figure was a 150-henry choke
shunt by an 0.25-megohm re-

sistor and an 0.0001-mfd. con-
denser. The other detectors
looked into an Amertran DeLuxe
first-stage transformer.

.

The sensitivity, i.e., the a.f.

output for any given r.f. input,
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is greater for the grid-leak de-
tector than for the biased type.
Increasing the number of a.f.

stages or r.f. stages in receivers
increases greatly the problems
of stability and fidelity. Due to
this fact, and to the desire to

get weak or distant stations,
the "grid-leak detector has been

universally popular in the past.
The trend toward high-quality,
low-ratio audio transformers,
and power tubes requiring large

signal input voltages has in-

creased the output required
from the detector. Improve-
ments in the r.f. amplifier have
been toward more selectivity
and better fidelity, f which in-

volved more tuned stages and
incidentally more amplifica-
tion.

The use of the screen-grid
tube increases greatly the stable

r.f. amplification. All of these
factors put higher input and
output demands on the de-
tector.

The grid-leak detector at
normal recommended operating
voltage shows a rapid falling
off in output when the signal
exceeds a few tenths of a volt.

The operating range may be
extended some by adjustment
of voltages and circuit con-
stants. The higher voltages re-

quired for increased output, in-

crease greatly the internal dissi-

pation, and at the same time
increase the possi-
bility for gas and grid
emission. Also, the
high resistance in the

grid circuit tends to

aggravate this condi-
tion. At the voltages
most favorable to grid-
leak detection the grid-
cathode input resist-

ance is so low that the

performance of a pre-

ceding stage of tuned
r.f. amplification is

greatly impaired.
The bias detector

has not been popular
in the past because of
low sensitivity. It is,

however, well adapted
for use with larger
signals. It is readily

adapted to any range of operation by in-

creasing both the grid-bias and plate volt-

ages. The plate current and internal dis-

sipation is so small that the c-327 tube
with a maximum rating of 180 volts as

an amplifier may be operated at a plate
voltage of 250 volts (maximum) provided
the d.c. plate current with normal maxi-

R.M.S

AUDIO
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(VOLTS)
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(

M
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the detector is biased by its own 12

plate current. In calculatingover-

loading of this type the peak a.c.

voltages on the grid and plate
must be considered in addition

to the changes in d.c. voltage.
The grid voltage goes positive
from the dynamic d.c. operating
point by the amount of the am-

plitude of the modulated carrier

voltage. At the same time the
instantaneous plate voltage may
swing below the dynamic d.c.

point by the amount of the audio

peak output voltage. To avoid
overload distortion the minimum
instantaneous plate voltage
should always be greater than
the maximum instantaneous grid

voltage. When a screen-grid tube
is used the minimum instantane-

ous plate voltage should always
be about ten volts above the

screen-grid voltage to avoid dis-

tortion. This type of overloading may be
avoided easily by a suitable choice of

operating voltages.
The desire to realize the full advantage

of the high-output detector has, in some
instances, resulted in operation too near
the overload point. While it is entirely

practical to eliminate the first a.f. stage,
the use of a low-gain a.f. stage permits
operation well below the overload point.
Since it is difficult to design an a.f. trans-
former that will give high-quality repro-
duction with a biased detector, impedance
coupling is preferable. The first a.f. stage

may be coupled through a relatively in-

expensive yet high-quality, one-to-one-
ratio a.f. transformer to a single or push-
pull power stage. In this way the overload

capacity of the detector and a.f. system
may be increased greatly, especially with
the push-pull power stage.

Plate Vs. Bias Voltages

Plate voltages and corresponding bias

voltages satisfactory for the type c-327
tube as a bias detector are:

IT
150 h.Shunted\
by 0.25 megohm

50 100 200 500 1000 2000

FREQUENCY (CYCLES)

Fig. 8

factory with either tube. The screen-grid
types combine the advantages of sensi-

tivity and high output. Radio-frequency
inputs of a few volts can be applied with-
out overloading. Outputs large enough to

operate a cx-345 directly from the detector
are readily obtained.
To show the actual performance of the

detector stage the signal was applied to a
c-324 r.f. stage with the tuned secondary
of the r.f. transformer coupled to the de-

Plale Voltage

45.0
90.0
135.0
180.0
250.0 (max.)

Bias Voltage

5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
30.0*

*The 250-volt maximum is recommended only
when, with normal maximum signal, the d.c. plate
current does not exceed 5 mA.

High-Output

Figs. 3 and 4 show detector sensitivity
curves for types cx-322 and c-324. Bias
detection is recommended as most satis-

High Output Bias Detection Curves

R.F.Input -A.F.Output
Modulation=0.22

Plate Load Impedance 200,00 ohms
Curve Tube EsEcj EC,
A C-324 180 + 25 -2.5

B " 45 -4.5-
C '.

" '75 -7.5

L
E B Ec 2

D C-324 180*45 -25.000"'
E CX-322 135<45 -9.0
F C-327 180 -20
Grid Current Starts

4 6 8 10 12"

RADIO-FREQUENCY INPUT (VOLTS R.M.SJ

AUDIO-FREQUENCY

OUTPUT

(VOLTS

R.M.SJ
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No. 32 Radio Broadcast's Set Data Sheets October, 1929

THE EDISON MODEL C-l
Two 250-type tubes in push pull are used in the output circuit

of this receiver. Field supply for the dynamic loud speaker is

obtained from the filter system. The circuit shows the switch

controlling the connections to a phonograph pick-up unit. One
detail which is not shown in this diagram is a grid suppressor con-
nected in the grid circuit of the third 226-type tube.

Compartment Light Receptacle

Gnd. Ant
O O

THE STEINITE MODEL 40
3 megohms

1 Filament 250 or 171 Tubes

2 Filament >

3 Plate 2nd. Audio Tubes

4 Plate i

5 R.F Filament

6 Detectorand Ist.A.F Filament

7 Ground
SR.F.Filament

9 Detectorand IstAF.Filament

10 Detector B+

11 R.F.and IstAF B+

(A) Uselmfd. onMod.No.40
Use 4 mfd. on Mod No.50

and No.102 Terminal Strip in Chassis

Brown

Switch

90
100

110 -

120 -

g Brown
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No. 33 Radio Broadcast's Set Data Sheets

THE FADA MODELS 55 AND 77

October, 1929

This receiver uses three screen-grid tubes in the r.f. stages plate leads of the r.f. amplifier tubes and the use of r.f. choke coils

followed by a plate-circuit detector and a two-stage transformer- in the cathode and screen-grid leads. The output tubes are two 210's

coupled audio amplifier. Note the shielding around the grid and in push pull.

210

Light

ri
13



Data on Its Design and Operation

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
iiiimimiiiinimiir

By VIRGIL M. GRAHAM
Radio Engineer, Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Company

Virgil M.
Graliam

A SCREEN-GRID receiver
is generally considered
as one employing at
least two screen-grid
tetrodes inaradic-

frequency amplifying
system. The automatic
volume control feature

is a circuit arrange-
ment which maintains
the signal level at the
detector practically
constant, when, of

course, the received

signal is above a certain minimum value.

The R. F. Amplifier
The radio-frequency amplifying system

of the Stromherg-Carlson No. 846 Re-
ceiver is very similar to that employed
in the receiver described by the writer
in August, 1929, RADIO BROADCAST.
Therefore, only the portions of the r.f.

amplifier that have been changed or that
have to do with the addition of the auto-
matic volume control circuit will be dis-

cussed here. Fig. 9, the complete schematic
circuit of the receiver, illustrates the ar-

rangement of the r.f. amplifier. It will be
noted that a grid capacitor and resistor are
included in the control grid circuit of each
radio stage. This arrangement allows the
bias voltages to be supplied to these con-
trol grids without disturbing the ground
connections on the "low" sides of the
secondaries of the r.f. transformers.
The control-grid biases of the first two

r.f. tubes are obtained from two sources.

The minimum values are determined by
the IR drop in the resistors connected in

series with the cathodes of these tubes.

These minimum biases are connected in

series with the voltages supplied by the
automatic volume control circuit (which
are, of course, zero when no signal is being
received). The function of the automatic
volume control circuit will be described in

a later portion of this discussion. The
control-grid bias for the third r.f. amplifier
is obtained from the voltage drop across

the cathode resistor only, as the automatic
control does not operate on this stage.

Automatic Volume Control

The automatic volume control circuit

consists of a 227-type tube with the neces-

sary resistors and capacitors as shown in

the schematic circuit. The function of this

arrangement is to supply bias voltages to
the first two r.f. amplifier tubes, the volt-

ages being proportional to the strength
of the received signal. These biases, in-

creasing as the signal strength is increased,

keep the r.f. voltage practically constant
at the detector grid.
The grid of the volume-control tube is

coupled to the plate of the last r.f. ampli-
fier tube through an 0.00025-microfarad

capacitor. This arrangement allows the

proper radio voltage to be supplied to
the control tube without getting the effect

of the whole input capacity and losses of
this tube in the tuned secondary of the
last r.f. transformer. The turns ratio of
the transformer being close to 1:2, the
effect of this capacity and loss will be re-

Fig. 1 The three units com-
posing the receiver mounted on
the box-type baffle. This assem-
bly forms a complete operating
unit which is placed in the

housing cabinet.

duced to approximately one quarter when
reflected into the tuned secondary circuit.

This amount, of course, is negligible. Bias

voltage is fed to the grid of the control
tube through a 2-megohm resistor.

The plate circuit of the control tube
consists of two 100,000-ohm resistors in

series, with a 0.5-microfarad capacitor
between the plate and ground to bypass
the radio-frequency current and to prevent
it from feeding back to the control grids
of the r.f. amplifier. The voltage drops of
the plate current in the two 100,000-ohmi
resistors are used to supply the "control-

ling" biases to the grids of the first two r.f.

amplifiers. The bias of the first r.f. tube-
is secured from across both resistors and
that to the second r.f. tube is obtained
from across one resistor only. Thus, the-
"
controlling" bias on the first r.f. ampli-

fier is twice that of the second. This plant
is followed because the signal voltages are

greater on the second r.f. amplifier than
on the first, so that the second cannot
have as high a control-grid bias (when
these biases approach the cut-off points
of the tubes) if overloading is to be avoided.
These "controlling" biases are, as men-
tioned above, in series with the minimum
biases supplied by the cathode resistors.

The grid bias of the control tube is fixed
so that with no signal there is practically
no plate current flowing. When a signal of
the proper value to operate the automatic
control is received, sufficient r.f. voltage
is applied to the grid to cause plate current
to flow, the amount of plate current being
in proportion to the strength of the re-

ceived signal. In other words, the action
is similar to that of a peak vacuum-tube
voltmeter. The plate current, flowing
through the 100,000-ohm resistors and
varying proportionally with signal strength,
gives varying control-grid biases on the
first two r.f. amplifiers. These varying
biases regulate the gain of these two r.f.

stages. These actions, reaching an equili-
brium for any strength of signal, maintain
the strength of the signal at the detector

substantially constant, after a certain
value of input is reached.

Fig. 5, shows the relative output of the

VISUAL TUNING

METER

A. C POWti

SUPPLY

CORD

SWITCHBOARD

TYPE CABLE V

SENSITIVITY

CONTROL

POTENTIOMETER

TERMINALS OF

OUTPUT

TRANSFORMER

SHIELDS COVERING

RADIO AMPLIFIER

WIRING

TERMINALS

OF AUDIO

TRANSFORMERS

Fig. 2 Front view of chassis illustrating location of
controls and the arrangement of the visual tuning

meter and selector dial in one escutcheon.

Fig. 3 Bottom of chassis shotcing the location of the
shielding for the radio transformers and other appara-

tus in the radio amplifier.
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receiver with variation of signal input in

microvolts at the antenna terminal. This
curve does not represent the absolute

sensitivity of the receiver, but is used to

show the action of the automatic volume
control. Thus, it can be seen that after

the signal input to the receiver passes
50 to 60 microvolts (at the knee of the

curve), the output is practically constant

up to 100,000 microvolts or one-tenth

volt. Above this value of input, the first

r.f. amplifier tends to overload and it is

necessary to use the "sensitivity control"

to reduce the input from the antenna
to the r.f. amplifier. This control is dis-

cussed further in a following paragraph.
The slight rise in the curve at 100,000
microvolts shows the beginning of this

overloading effect. It should be remem-
bered, however, that this value represents
a very strong local signal.
The proper operation of a receiver

equipped with the automatic volume con-

trol necessitates some sort of resonance

indicator; that is, some means which will

indicate when the receiver is tuned ex-

actly to the carrier of the signal being
received, is necessary. The reso-

nance indicator in this receiver "

is a "visual tuning meter" which
is connected in series with the

cathode circuit of the second r.f.

amplifier and operates on the

plate current of this tube. When I

the received signal increases in i

strength, as it does when it is I

"tuned in," the automatic con- s

trol bias on this tube is increased
|

and the plate current decreases.

Thus, the station received should

be tuned so that the minimum
indication of current is obtained.

The meter is mounted in an in-

verted position so that the re-

ceiver is tuned for the greatest Fig.

deflection of the needle which
moves from left to right (in the

direction of the arrow on the meter dial).

When operating this receiver, it will be

found that some stations will come in

with good volume without affecting the
needle pointer. This is due to the high

sensitivity of this receiver as shown by
Fig. 6. The r.f. inputs in microvolts,
shown on this graph, give a standard

signal of 50 milliwatts output. Fig. 5

shows, as mentioned above, that the auto-
matic volume control is designed so as to

start to function at an r.f. input of from
50 to 60 microvolts, as this has been found
to be the most satisfactory value in all

respects. This indicates that quite a strong
signal could be obtained from the loud

speaker before the automatic vo'.ume
control starts to function. Furthermore,
such a signal would not give a volume in
the loud speaker greater than that set by

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES'

Fig. 4 Overall fidelity charac-
teristic of chassis of No. 846

receiver.

the manual volume or level control. It

should be borne in mind, however, that

such signals are comparatively weak, and
would not be recognized at all by many
receivers.

The Power Detector

The linear power detector is of practi-

cally the same design as used in the Nos.
641 and 642 receivers, except that the grid
leak and capacitor arrangement is omitted
because the phonograph pick-up connec-

INPUT IN MICROVOLTS

5 Graph illustrating the action of the auto-
matic volume control.

750 1000 1250

FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLEb

Fig. 6 Sensitivity curve of No.
846 receiver. Note that the or-
dinate is plotted in. microvolts
input and not in microvolts per

meter.

tion is not made to the detector grid in this

receiver.

The output of the detector feeds a very
high impedance 1:1 ratio audio trans-
former. In order to obtain maximum
possible plate voltage on this tube, it is

necessary to carry the cathode (in series

with which is the biasing resistor) and the

grid return to the negative "B" line.

The negative "B" line, in this case, is

"below" ground potential on account of

the voltages necessary for the automatic
volume control circuit, where ground is

the most positive potential used. This ar-

rangement accounts for the rather unusual

bypassing in the detector circuit.

The Audio Amplifier
The audio amplifier of the No. 846 re-

ceiver consists of two stages. The first

stage uses a 227-type tube, and the second
or output stage employs two 245-type
tubes in push pull.
The manual volume or level control,

is a voltage divider across the secondary
of the 1 :1 input transformer, used to vary
the signal voltage applied to the first

audio grid. The moving contact, or lever,
of this unit is connected to ground while
the grid is connected to one side of the
transformer (through the pick-up switch).
This greatly simplifies the insulation

problem and eliminates troubles due to

hand capacity which would be present if

the grid were connected to the moving
element. The " Volume Control

"
in a set

which provides a substantially uniform

signal at the detector, must be at the input
of the audio amplifier for satisfactory

operation.
The pick-up switch acts so as to connect

the output of the pick-up outfit to the grid
of the first audio tube in place of the secon-

dary of the first audio transformer. This

switch is actuated by turning the volume-
control knob in a counter-clockwise direc-

tion as far as it will go. At this position a
cam acts on the switch levers. When the

pick-up switch is in position for phono-
graph operation, both terminals of the

secondary of the audio transformer are

grounded, greatly decreasing the possibil-

ity of capacity coupling of the signals
from the r.f. to the audio amplifier. The
push-pull input transformer is of large
size, having a turns ratio of 1 :3.6 on each
side in order to obtain enough amplifica-
tion for operation of the phonograph
pick-up unit.

The Power Supply
The power supply for this receiver con-

sists of the usual power transformer with
the necessary secondary windings. There
are three low-voltage windings; one for

the heaters of the r.f. amplifier, first audio,
and volume control tubes, one for the
detector heater, and one for the power
output tubes. The detector heater winding
is provided with an adjustable hum
balancer and the winding for the output

tubes filaments has a fixed mid-

tapped resistor. The remaining
winding has a grounded mid-tap.
The rectifier is of the conven-

tional 280-type and supplies
current to a special two-stage
filter. Each stage of this filter is

equipped with the tapped in-

ductor, which, in combination
with proper capacitors, gives
much better filtering action with
smaller coils and capacitors than
does the conventional "brute-
force" type.
The B supply for the output

tubes is taken from the junction
point of the two sections of filter.

This allows the second inductor
to be made considerably smaller.

This connection also prevents
"motorboating" due to coupling in the

power supply between the output tubes
and any of the preceding tubes as it

introduces a whole stage of filter between
the respective "B" supplies.
The plate voltage to the detector is

supplied through a 10,000-ohm resistor

connected to the output of the second filter

stage. The remaining voltages are supplied
from the voltage-divider resistors and
where necessary have filtering capacitors
shunting the resistors.

The built-in electrodynamic loud-

speaker is very sensitive and, in order

IflSB
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UX-245

AUDIO

OUTPUT

that no sacrifice of this characteristic be
made due to low field excitation, a separate
power supply unit is provided to furnish
field current. This unit includes a power
transformer, a 280-type rectifier, and a
filter capacitor. The use of the extra
rectifier tube allows full voltages to be

applied to both the output tubes in the

chassis and to the loud speaker
field without overloading either

rectifier.

The operation of this receiver

is very simple and extremely
convenient. As stated above,
there is a "visual tuning meter"
provided which indicates when
the received station is tuned to

resonance. This arrangement is

essential in a receiver employ-
ing automatic volume control

as when a powerful station is

tuned in, the control functions
to keep the volume from the
loud speaker at the same level

while the dial is rotated over
the audible range of that sta-

tion. However, it can be noticed

readily that the fidelity of re-

production is correct only at
the resonance point. For this

reason the meter is provided in

order that proper tuning can be
obtained easily and accurately.

It should be remembered that the auto-
matic volume control circuit varies the

sensitivity of the receiver in proportion to
the strength of signal. That is, when a

strong signal is received the receiver is rel-

atively insensitive and when a weak sta-

tion is received the sensitivity is increased.

Thus, when no signals are being received
the sensitivity is at maximum, and when
tuning from station to station the sensitiv-

ity is extremely high.
In order to achieve "silent tuning"

whereby the listeners would not be an-

noyed by "static noises" picked up on
account of this high sensitivity and by
undesired stations, a "Silent Key" is

provided. This key shorts the moving coil

of the dynamic speaker through a prede-
termined resistance. This arrangement
allows just enough signal to come through
the loud speaker to let the operator know

UT 2H RADIO

AMPLIFIER

Fig. 8 Top view of chassis with cover over radio and
detector tubes removed, showing the location of all the

tubes and parts on the chassis.

if the carrier wave he has tuned in by the

"tuning meter" is being modulated. The
necessary resistance in this case is ob-
tained by properly proportioning the lead
wires to the key.
The manual volume or level control, in

a receiver employing the automatic volume
control circuit, must be a control to vary
the signal input to the audio amplifier
as the signal level at the detector is prac-
tically constant when the received signal
is at or above the value that actuates the
automatic control. Of course, the detector

can never be overloaded due to the action
of this automatic control. Normally, the
manual volume control is set for the de-
sired room level and does not need to be
touched unless a station is tuned in which
has very low percentage modulation or the

signal strength goes down below the value

required for operation of the automatic
control. In regard to the latter

case it should be emphasized
that such a signal is a very
weak one, and on most receivers
would not be "received" at all.

The "Sensitivity Control"

previously mentioned is a po-
tentiometer connected in such
a manner as to vary the input
from the antenna to the r.f.

amplifier. This is used to reduce

any extremely strong local sig-
nals which would cause the

overloading effect in the r.f.

amplifier (indicated in Fig. 5)
when signals above 100,000
microvolts are received. In lo-

cations where there are a num-
ber of powerful stations nearby,
it is advisable to keep this con-
trol partially turned down all

the time, particularly when only
the local stations are desired.

Of course, when very distant
stations are being searched for,

this control should be at maximum sensi-

tivity.
One can readily check the action of the

automatic volume control by tuning in a

strong signal and varying the sensitivity
control. The signal from the loud speaker
will not change over a wide range of move-
ment of the dial, but the visual tuning
meter will vary, indicating the different

strengths of signal supplied from the
antenna to the r.f. amplifier. The capacity-
resistance series network between the

(Concluded on page 366)

Fig. 9 Complete schematic diagram of the Stromberg-Carlson No. 846 receiver, showing the circuits of the chas-
sis, the loud speaker, and the speaker field power supply.
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Screen-Grid R.F. and Detector Circuits

DESIGN OF THE COLONIAL MODEL 32A.C.

Dr. Fulton
Cutting

IN THE laboratories of

the Colonial Radio
Corporation, experi-
ments in the use of

screen-grid tubes have
been in progress for the

past two years, having
been started when the

d.c. screen-grid tube
first became available.

The experiments with
d.c. screen-grid tubes
were found helpful in

many ways in further

work with the a.c. screen-grid tube. The
essential results of this laboratory work
have been incorporated into the latest

Colonial receivers. In this article we will

describe in detail some of the interesting
features to be found in the Model 32 A.C.
receiver.

The schematic circuit diagram of this

receiver is given in Fig. 1. As the diagram
indicates, the set consists essentially of a

three-stage r.f. amplifier, a plate-circuit
detector, and a two-stage transformer-

coupled audio amplifier. Screen-grid tubes

BY DR. FULTON CUTTING
President, Colonial Radio Corporation

are used in the three r.f. stages and in the

detector circuit. The first audio tube is a

227 and the second audio stage contains

two type 245 tubes in push pull.
There are only two essential controls:

the station selector and the volume con-

trol. The selector control drives the shafts

of four variable condensers through the

medium of a vernier gear and a series of

phosphor bronze belts. A
pointer, traveling

across a one hundred division scale on the

panel, indicates the setting of the selector.

If all four stages were accurately tuned
to a single frequency, side-band cutting
would result to a degree which would de-

pend upon the shape of the top of the
resonance curve for the entire tuner.

However, if each stage were tuned to a
different frequency, the four resultant

peaks being spread out over a 5000-cycle
band, much less side-band cutting would
result. By properly adjusting these cir-

cuits, a resonance curve for the entire

tuner could be obtained which would have
a nearly flat top, 5000 cycles wide. In the
Model 32 receiver, this principle has been

followed, and successive stages are tuned

to carrier frequency, 2000, 3000, and 4000-

cycle side bands, respectively. The graph
of Fig. 2 emphasizes the advantages of this

system by contrasting the shapes of the
resonance curve for the entire tuner
before and after the "staggering" of the

tuning. Mistuning in this manner of course
decreases the gain (in this particular
case the overall gain with all circuits in

resonance was twice that indicated in

Fig. 5).

System of Coupling Audio Stages

An ingenious coupling scheme is em-
ployed between the detector and first

audio amplifier. This consists of a resist-

ance and capacitance network designed
to compensate automatically the de-
ficiencies of the second stage coupling
transformer, so that the amplification be-
tween the detector and the output of the
second audio stage will remain constant
on all frequencies in the lower half of the
audio scale.

The mathematics of this arrangement are

very interesting. In Fig. 3 are shown the
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Fig IThe complete schematic diagram of the Colonial Model 32 A.C. receiver.
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A Study of Performance and Possibilities
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AN ENGLISH OUTPUT TUBE, THE PENTODE
iimiiiiimiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiii

By W. T. COCKING
Radio Engineer, Receptite Company, London

A FEW months ago
RADIO BROADCAST
published a brief de-

scription of the pen-
tode, a new power out-

put tube which is now
common in England.
Although, as far as the

writer is aware, there is

none available in

w T r ~i ; America at present, it is
rf It *

.If(It til, ,
|

.*/>. ,v
certain that if it offers a

real advantage over other tubes some firm

will market it before long ; but before this

happens it is desirable that its advantages
and disadvantages should be well known.
In this article the writer gives a descrip-
tion of the tube's special characteristics,
and explains what it will and will not do;

together with data which he has collected

in the course of a year's experimenting
with it in receivers intended for commercial

production. At first sight it may seem that
there are no special conditions to be ob-
served when using the pentode, but this

is not the case, although many people in

England still seem to believe so.

Several Types Available

The tube which the writer has chosen
for the purpose of illustration in this ar-

ticle is the Milliard P. M. 22; he has
chosen this tube because it was the first

pentode on the market, and because he
has therefore had more experience with it

than with any other. As a matter of in-

terest, pentodes are now available with
filaments for a two-, four-, or six-volt A
battery, and of several different makes.
As the name pentode implies, the P.

M. 22 has five electrodes, a filament, three

grids, and a plate. It is fitted to the stand-
ard English four-pin base, to which the
connections for filament, control-grid and
plate are taken in the usual way; on the
side of the base, however, a binding-post
is fitted for the connection to the auxi-

liary grid. The electrodes are all mounted
inside each other in the following order:

filament, control grid, auxiliary grid, outer

grid, and plate.
The filament is of the coated type, and

in the two-volt pattern takes a current of
0.3 ampere, but in the six-volt pattern

12,000

10,000

6000

3
i'l

4000

100

only 0.1 ampere, like the majority of Eng-
lish tubes. The electrodes are all assembled
in a horizontal position, but they cannot
be seen clearly as the tube is heavily get-
tered. In use, the control grid and plate
are treated in exactly the same way as
those of a triode, the auxiliary grid is con-
nected to the same source of high potential

The writer of this article is a radio

engineer by profession and can
vouch for the accuracy of the facts

given; he has for the last five years
been radio engineer of the Recep-
tite Co., London, England, in

whose laboratory the data given have

been obtained in the course of ex-

perimental work in connection

with the design of receivers intended

for commercial production in Eng-
land.

IHE LDITOR.

as the plate; the outer grid, however, is

connected internally to the centre of the

filament, and it is impossible to make any
connection to it.

In Table I are given the maker's pub-
lished figures for the characteristics of the
P. M. 22. It is important to note that when
the tube is used at its maximum plate

OUTPUT
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(CURVE
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D

volts. Then the power output can be cal-

culated from the usual formula:

p _ (Imax-Imin) (Emax-Emin)
8

current being expressed in amperes and

powers in watts, and the percentage dis-

tortion from the formula:
100 U (Imnx + Imin) Ino]

(Irnax Imin)
Ino= no-signal plate current

If the curves of Fig. 4 are carefully ex-

amined it will be seen that for high values
of load impedance, above about 6000

ohms, the peak value of the input voltage
to the control grid must be reduced below
the figure equal to the negative C bias in

order to avoid distortion due to the curva-
ture of the tube characteristics at low

plate voltages. With a load of 50,000 ohms,
the input must not exceed 3 volts peak
value to avoid distortion. This is not a

peculiarity confined to the pentode, for

it occurs with triodes also, but it usually

passes unnoticed for with a triode grid
current usually occurs first. Curve B of

Fig. 1 shows the power output with all

loads, and with the input constant at

3 volts for all loads; this curve shows
also that the greatest gain, not undistor-

ted output, is obtained when the load

impedance is approximately equal to the

internal plate resistance of the tube.

Throughout this article the word "gain"
is used to mean the relation between the

output power and the voltage input to the
control grid, therefore, maximum gain is

obtained when the output per input
grid volt is greatest, which occurs
when the load resistance and plate
resistance are equal. It will be seen
that for the higher values of load

impedance the output for a given
input voltage is much greater than
with any three-electrode power tube.

80 120 160

ANODE VOLTS

Fig. 4

200 240 280

at different frequencies the gain is differ-

ent, with the result that both high and
low notes are reproduced less strongly
than those in the middle of the scale.

Usually, however, this loss is not serious

with a triode, and if desired adequate com-

pensation can be obtained, either in the

Table I

Constants of Milliard P. M. 22.

Power Output of Pentode

The maximum undistorted power
output of which the pentode is cap-
able when the grid peak voltage is

the maximum which can be applied
for a given load is shown by curve A
of Fig. 1, in which the input volt-

age is constant at lOJ volts peak
value for loads up to 6000 ohms only.
For loads of higher values the input stead-

ily decreases to 3 volts at a load of 50,000
ohms. It will be seen that the maximum
output when the load resistance has a
value of about 6000 ohms, or roughly
one fifth of the tube resistance, is

totally different from the results with
triodes; and considering the plate volt-

age used the figure for the output with this

load is quite high, being 640 milliwatts.

The grid peak voltage required to produce
this output is only 10J volts. Compare
this with a UX-171A tube, with an out-

put of 700 milliwatts with 180 volts on
the plate, at an input peak voltage of

about 40.

As far as the gain per stage is con-

cerned, then, it is obvious that no other

power tube can compare with the pentode.
But, unfortunately, there is the relative

gain at different loads to be considered.

No loud speaker which has yet been in-

vented offers the same load impedance
to the tube at all frequencies, consequently

Max. Fil. Volts

Filament Cur-
rent

Max. Plate
Volts

Auxiliary Grid
Volts

Plate Resis-
tance

Amplification
Factor

Mutual Con-
ductance

2
0.3 amp.

150

150

62,500

82

1310

Pi.ATE VOLTS
75

100

125

150

NEC. C. BIAS
-3

-71

-10J

In Fig. SA is shown the circuit of the

output stage when a pentode is used, and
in Fig. SB the equivalent electrical circuit

assuming that the transformer is free from
losses and that the leakage inductance is

negligible. In this circuit L represents
the inductance of the loud speaker and

the effective resistance, both multi-

plied by the square of the trans-

former ratio. Ra is the tube's plate
resistance, and G is an alternator

supplying a voltage equal to mEg
where m is the amplification factor

of the tube and Ee is the r. m. a.

voltage applied to the control grid.
At any frequency, then, the current

flowing through the circuit is givenby :

mEg

i at anode and auxiliary grid
!
100 volte, control grid zero.

Fig. 5

The anode and auxiliary grid should always have the same
potential applied to them.

amplifier or in special output circuits.

There are two ways in which the rela-

tive gain at various frequencies can be

found. One way is similar to that em-

ployed to find the output of a tube with
various load resistances. But, as the loud

speaker load is usually inductive, a

straight line cannot be drawn on the

tube curves to represent it accurately; it

is necessary to draw an ellipse, and the

method then becomes more complicated.
Another way, and by far the easier, is to

calculate the current through the loud

speaker at various frequencies. It is, of

course, necessary to know what the rela-

tive currents at various frequencies should

be. otherwise any results would be use-

less, for there would be no standard of

comparison. It is unfortunate that data

as to the constants of so many of the

loud speakers on the market are unknown,
except to their makers, and sometimes
even to them! The writer has chosen
for illustration one of the best English
reed-drive type loud speakers (similar

to an ordinary magnetic cone Editor),
the Amplion "Lion, and its effective re-

sistance and reactance are given in Fig.

2, curves A and B, respectively. It is neces-

sary to give a curve showing the react-

ance at various frequencies, as the induc-

tance is not constant, but decreases with
an increase of frequency; the effective

resistance increases with frequency owing
to losses in the iron.

OCTOBER 1929

= V l(R

where
u=2irf +

In Fig. 3 curve c, this current
is shown for a pentode of 27,000
ohms plate resistance with the
Amplion loud speaker, and in curve

D for the same tube and speaker when
the output transformer has a step-down
ratio of 4-1 instead of 1-1. It must
be emphasized that these curves do not
show actual values of current, but merely
relative values, and that for easy compari-
son they are all made to coincide at one

frequency. Now these two curves alone are

useless, for the shape of the correct curve
is unknown; that is, the shape of the curve

which, in practice, would give the best

results. Curves A and B of Fig. 3 give the
relative current with triodes of 1000 and
2000 ohms resistance respectively, and it

can be taken that any curve falling be-

tween these two limits will be satisfac-

tory; for the loud speaker manufacturers
recommend for best results an output stage

having an impedance of between 1000
and 2000 ohms. It is worthy of note that

the current must be very much greater
at low than at high frequencies, as with all

reed-drive type loud speakers; and that

at any frequency the sound output is pro-

portional to the square of the current.

Moving Coil Speakers and Pentode

The curve (c) for a pentode with a 1-1

output transformer shows that the current
variation over the entire frequency band
is but small, as the variation of the speak-
er impedance at different frequencies ia

almost completely swamped by the high
tube resistance. This curve cannot be
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considered satisfactory, for it indicates

poor reproduction of the bass notes; a note

of 50 cycles would be reproduced at only
one-tenth of the amount with a 2000-ohrn
triode. This is amply proved in practice,
for bass notes are almost inaudible. Curve

D, however, when a 4-1 transformer is

used is very similar to those for 1000-

and 2000-ohm triodes, and as would be

expected there is no audible difference

between a 2000-ohm triode and a pentode
with a 4-1 transformer, provided that the

volume is small. That is where the trouble

comes in, for, from what has just been

said, it can be seen that for use with the

best reed-drive type loud speakers, the

pentode is useless unless a suitable output
transformer is used to make the load im-

pedance high. But, if the load impedance
is high, the undistorted power output is

greatly reduced, although the stage gain
is increased. In the particular case men-
tioned, when the 4-1 transformer is used
with the Amplion loud speaker, the load

varies between 13,000 and 200,000 ohms,
and the maximum undistorted power out-

put is consequently only about 85 milli-

watts; which can hardly be considered

sufficient for good quality if reasonable
volume is desired. The control grid input
for this output is but 3 volts peak.
When a loud speaker of the moving-coil

or dynamic-cone type is used the results

are different, for this type of loud speaker
requires constant current at all frequen-
cies; so that it would seem to be ideal with
a pentode. The usual impedance varia-

tion is between 1000 and 4000 ohms over
a range of 50 to 5000 cycles, being greatest
at high and low frequencies and least at

a frequency somewhere about 500 cycles.

[The author is speaking of English speakers
Editor].
In practice, with a low-resistance triode,

this causes a falling off in the current at
both high and low frequencies; the plate
resistance of the pentode is so high, how-
ever, compared with the speaker imped-
ance that the variation makes a negli-

gible difference to the total circuit imped-
ance; and it is this total circuit impedance
which alone limits the current. The result

is that the current remains constant over
the whole frequency range, which, with
this type of speaker, is what is wanted.
It should be carefully noted that the cur-

rent will only remain constant provided
that the speaker impedance is small com-
pared with the tube's plate resistance,
for only then is any variation in its im-

pedance swamped. This means that if a

transformer ratio is used to get a large

stage gain, the tone of the reproduction
will be neither better nor worse than with
a triode, but that the power output will

be small due to the effective speaker im-

pedance being high compared with the

plate resistance. On the other hand, if

the effective impedance is adjusted to be
about 6000 ohms, the power output will

also be at its maximum (640 milliwatts)
and the variations of the speaker imped-
ance will be swamped by the relatively

high tube resistance, with the result that
the current will be constant at all fre-

quencies and a fair output will be ob-
tained. Theoretically, the moving-coil
loud speaker would work much better

with a pentode than with a triode as re-

gards tone, but in practice so much
depends upon the whole design of the
loud speaker. With some speakers the re-

sults are improved, with others they are
the same, while with still others they are

distinctly worse. Many speakers of this

type have a pronounced resonance at some
high frequency, and while this is not seri-

ous with a triode, and is even sometimes
advantageous owing to the falling cur-

rent at high frequencies, with a pentode
it often makes reproduction sound shrill.

A Look at the Future

It will be seen from the foregoing that
it is useless to expect good quality from a

pentode with a reed-drive loud speaker
unless only a small output is required,
when a step-down output transformer can
be used. With many moving-coil loud

speakers, however, the results are at least

as good as with a triode, while the power
output is not much different from that
of a triode on the same plate voltage,
the input voltage to the control grid to

produce this output will be only about one-
third to one-quarter of that necessary
with a triode.

The chief use for the pentode seems to
lie in inexpensive receivers which make
no pretense of giving the best quality,
and where compactness and low cost

are of prime importance. It is worthy of
note that no English firm is at present
using it in their best receivers; it is con-
fined to their cheaper models and to

portable sets, where weight is a great con-
sideration. In this connection the large
gain which can be obtained from the pen-
tode with a high-impedance load often
enables the audio-frequency tube between
the detector and the power stage to be

omitted. Also, most of the cheap cone
loud speakers, such as are used with these
sets, have a fairly high impedance, usually
about 20,000 ohms and upward, so that
no output transformer is necessary for

tone correction.

Any output transformer or choke which
is to be used in the plate circuit of a

pentode must have a much higher induc-
tance than is necessary with a triode,

owing to the higher plate resistance. An
inductance of between 40 and 80 henries
is usually considered satisfactory.
As the present tendency in radio is

toward better and better quality, it

seems probable that the present popular-
ity of the pentode will decline; particu-

larly as, even now, triodes are available

giving larger power outputs with a fairly

large stage gain. In this connection a
recent addition to power tubes in Eng-
land is the Marconi P. 625, which is

rated to withstand 250 volts on the plate
with a current of 24 mA., and a negative
C bias of 24 volts. It has an plate resist-

ance of 2400 ohms and an amplification
factor of 6, giving a mutual conductance
of 2.5 mA./v; the undistorted power out-

put is approximately 1000 milliwatts. The
filament is of the coated type and requires
a current of 0.25 ampere at 6 volts. Now
this tube will give a stage gain of about
one-fifth of that which can be obtained
with a pentode with a load of 20,000 ohms,
but it will give an undistorted output of
about 12 times that with the pentode. It

is true that the plate voltage required is

nearly double, but this is of little moment
nowadays when socket power units are

commonly used. If the pentode is used
with the best load for power output the

stage gain is about three times that of
the P. 625 tube, but the latter tube still

gives a greater output, about 1.5 times.
It is the writer's opinion, therefore,

that there is little advantage to be gained
by using a pentode in place of a really

good triode power tube, the only thing
in which it scores is in stage gain; and
its superiority here is not suflicient to
make its use worth while, except in re-

ceivers where quality is only a secondary
consideration, such as lightweight port-
able sets. This latter type of set is very
popular in England, and the pentode is

becoming very common in them, due

solely to its high stage gain, for the

high plate current does not make for

economical operation from small dry bat-

teries, which have nearly always to be used
in these sets.

DESIGN OF THE COLONIAL MODEL 32 A.C.

(Continuedfrom page 359)
picked up at several different points in
the band. It results from poor selectivity
in the first r.f. tube on signals of sufficient

intensity to overload this tube. When the
first tuned circuit is not sufficiently selec-
tive to prevent two different carriers from
simultaneously reaching the grid of the
first r.f. tube, a series of beat frequencies
will be set up in the plate circuit of the
first tube as well as the interference caused
by the modulation of either carrier, by the
audio component of the other carrier.
Their amplitude will vary with the com-
bined amplitudes of the two carriers.
When the receiver is located in the vicinity
of several broadcasting stations, these
beat frequencies become very important
in the creation of cross-talk. To prevent
the cross-talk which occurrs when the volt-

ages impressed on the grid of the first tube
are sufficiently high to cause it to draw
current, a 750,000-ohm resistance shunted
by an r.f. by-pass condenser is placed in
series with the r.f. inductance in the d.c.

path of the grid current. This reduces the
d.c. voltage on the grid without reducing
the r.f. signal. At the same time any slight

grid current flowing through it increases
the negative voltage on the grid due to the
IR drop through the resistor. In this man-
ner the selectivity of the first tuned circuit
is preserved and cross-talk eliminated.
Volume is controlled by variation of the

cathode potential with respect to the other
elements of the tube, at the same time
varying the antenna input by means of a

10,000-ohm potentiometer on the same
shaft as the bias unit. The volume control
is a 75,000-ohm variable resistance which
acts as a grid-biasing resistor or more
properly as a cathode bias and resistor.

A screen-grid tube is used in this re-

ceiver as a detector. By shunt feeding
through a 400,000-ohm resistor, 280 volts
are applied to its plate. Plate rectification

is used and the graph of Fig. 8 shows the

gain of this tube as a detector as well as
the high audio-frequency output available
without overload.

The characteristics of the loud speaker
were taken by a scries of sound pres-
sure measurements. The procedure em-
ployed was as follows: A radio-fre-

quency carrier of constant amplitude,
modulated at audio frequencies by a
variable beat-frequency oscillator, was in-

troduced into the input of the receiver.

A correction for the pressure increase

due to the reflection from the micro-

phone was made on the basis of an

equivalent sphere. A typically representa-
tive curve of the Model 32 receiver is

shown in Fig. 9.

This measurement is actually a complete
overall fidelity measurement of the entire

receiver. It tells the complete story of the

fidelity of reproduction and takes every
factor into account, including side-band

distortion, audio amplifier characteristics

and speaker characteristics. The charac-
teristics of the speaker itself may be de-

termined by comparing the sound pressure
curve with the fidelity curve previously
given.
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ReadyINow

RADIO
COMPLETE
UNITS

Factory-wired
and Tested

ASSEMBLED
and

OPERATING
PERFECTLY

in

TWO HOURS

IT HAS EVERYTHING.'

THE
new Hammarlund "HiQ-30" caps the climax of five years of custom-radio designing with

two years of Screen-Grid development. Its epoch-making "Band-Filter" Circuit, originatedand
used exclusively by Hammarlund the past year, is the most advanced obtainable. Its parts are the

finest precision-designed especially for this truly great receiver.

The distance-getting ability of the "HiQ-30" is amazing. Stations do not merely "roll" in

they "SNAP" in, one at a time, free from cross-talk and background noises. No hum, no buzz

nothing but the crystal-clear program with startling realism and rare richness of tone.

A connection is included for reproducing phonograph records through
the amplifier as you have never heard them before.

Here is engineered radio perfection, clothed with beauty that delights
the most fastidious. And all so easily acquired by either assembling it your-
self with factory-tested units, or having it installed by your local custom-radio

builder at a price far less than any factory-built receiver that even ap-

proaches the "HiQ-30" in quality.

Don't buy or build any radio atrf/yprice until you get all ofthe"HiQ-30"
facts. The 48-page "HiQ-30 Manual" tells the story. Use the convenient coupon.

HAMMARLUND -ROBERTS, INC.
424-438 W. 33rd Street, New York

OCTOBER 1929

Ten-Kilocycle Tuned
Band-Filter -with flat-
top, straight-side tun-

ing curve.

Tuned Screen-Grid
R. F. Amplifier with
World-Wide Range.

Push-Pull Power Am-
plifier, using new
"245" tubes.

Tremendous volume,
with a rich, vibrant
tone that is revolu-

tionary in radio.

One-Dial Operation.

Choice of Finest Cabi-

nets and Speakers.

Completely-ShieldedA.
C. andBattery Models,
with Cadmium-plated
metal chassis.

COMPLETE
-|

(less tubes')

$139.50 to

$1175.00 _
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Output Transformer Ratios

OUTPUT
transformer ratios required for

use with cone or horn type loud speaker
are shown on the chart on Sheet No. 302.

This chart, reproduced from a recent bulletin

of Ferranti, Inc., covers the range of loud

speaker impedances from to 6500 ohms and
tube impedances from to 15,000 ohms. On
Sheet No. 297 in the Sept., 1929, issue, a chart

was given of output transformer ratios for use

with moving-coil type loud speakers.
In the case of horn and cone type loud speak-

ers the bulletin suggests that the impedance
used in determining the transformer ratio

should be the impedance of the

loud speaker at about 200 cycles.

The impedance at this frequency
may with fair accuracy be taken
as 2.5 times the d.c. resistance of

the winding. That is, a loud

sneaker with a d.c. resistance of

2000 ohms has an impedance at

200 cycles or approximately 2000
times 2.5 or 5000 ohms.
Owing to the fact that the imped-

ance of cone type loud speakers fre-

I"

quency varies from 1000 to 30,000 ohms between
200 and 5000 cycles, ideal results are not possible
but transformer ratios determined as indicated

above will give best results. As an example of the

manner in which the impedance of a magnetic
loud speaker varies we show on this sheet an im-

pedance curve the Western Electric 540 AW.
An example will help to make perfectly clear

the use of the chart on sheet No. 302.

Example 1 . A loud speaker has an impedance
of 4000 ohms at 200 cycles. It is to be used in a

push-pull circuit using two tubes each with a

plate impedance of 5000 ohms. What trans-

former ratio is required?
Two 5000-ohm tubes in push-

pull give a total impedance of

10,000 ohms. Referring to the

chart we find the horizontal line

corresponding to a loud speaker
of 4000 ohms impedance inter-

sects the vertical line corres-

ponding to a tube impedance of

10,000 ohms at a point corres-

ponding to a transformer ratio of
1.6 to 1.ntQuwcr * cran

No. 302

6500

RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet October, 1929

Output Transformer Ratios
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2000 4000 6000 8000 10,000 12,000 14,000

TOTAL PLATE IMPEDANCE
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"Power" and "Linear" Detection Explained

pOWER detection" and "linear detection"
* are two terms frequently used to describe
certain characteristics of new receivers. On this

sheet we explain briefly what these two terms
mean.
A power detector ^according to the popu-

lar definition) is one operated at fairly high
values of input voltage. Power detectors are

frequently followed by a single stage of audio

frequency amplification because sufficient a.f.

voltage can be obtained from them to load up a

power tube. It should be realized, however, that

power detectors are not always followed by
single audio stages but may be followed by a
two-stage audio amplifier. The important
factor is the signal level at which they operate.
Accurately denned, however, the power detec-
tor is one from which sufficient power may be
obtained to operate a loud speaker directly.

Ordinary detectors operate on what is called
a "square law," that is the a.f. output voltage
is

proportional
to the square of the r f. input

voltage. Such detectors produce some distor-
tion especially if the r.f. input is modulated at

fairly high percentages. The distortion reaches
a maximum of 25 per cent, when the input
signal is modulated 100 per cent. The present
tendency in broadcasting is to increase the
modulation to 100 per cent, so as to utilize as

completely as possible the output of the trans-
mitter. Linear detectors will produce very little

distortion on 100 per cent, modulated signals
and it is for this reason that this type of de-
tector is increasing in use.
A detector is "linear" when its a.f. output is

directly proportional to the r.f. input. Such
detectors produce a distortion of about 10 per
cent., with 100 per cent, modulated signals in

comparison with the 25 per cent, distortion pro-
duced by square-law detectors. The decreased
distortion (from 25 to 10 per cent. ) due to
the linear detector is readily noticeable to the
ear.

It should be pointed out that the fact that the
detector operates at high signal levels does not
necessarily mean that it is linear. C-bias detec-
tors are linear over only a small portion of their

operating characteristic.

STRAYS FROM THE
LABORATORY

(Continued from page 3bff)

the courage to make this plain and

straightforward statement in the face of
what is apparently a distinctly different

tendency."
For the past eight years the writer has

had charge of the radio market news
broadcasting for the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture and I feel that any-
thing said in the interest of the farmers

by technical radio men indicates an ap-

preciation of a situation with which we
have been dealing for a long time.

"At the present time there are more
than a hundred radio stations broadcast-

ing crop and market reports for the benefit

of farmers. This information is handed to

the radio stations by the branch office

representatives of this Bureau located in

different parts of the country. All of these

offices are connected by leased wire and
all of the wire lines lead into the Wash-

ington office, so that every branch office is

in touch with every other branch office

and with headquarters. In a sense our
service is that of chain broadcasting al-

though the information is not poured into

a single microphone but the information

is disseminated over our leased wires and
broadcast by each station.

"
In order to avail himself of this vital

market information, upon which the suc-

cess of his farming largely depends the

farmer must have a radio set that is se-

lective enough to make certain selections

among radio stations and sensitive enough
to bring in clearly stations during the day-
time that may be 100 or 150 miles away.

"Although the aim of the electric power
interest is to provide the farmer with elec-

tric light and power as rapidly as good
business will permit, nevertheless there

is a potential market of nearly six million

homes not provided with the facilities for

using modern electric sets.

"In the last eight years this office has

tried out a great many types of battery

operated radio receiving sets and I believe

that if a three- or four-tube set capable of

meeting the requirements which I have

briefly sketched could be devised there

would be a very good market for it."

GRID LEAK VS. BIAS
DETECTION

(Continued from page 352)

with very small signals. The lower plate

voltages give somewhat better small-

signal sensitivity. The sensitivity of the

c-324 bias detector is slightly less than

the sensitivity of the c-327 grid-leak de-

tector. Fig. 6 shows that the sensitivity of

c-324 bias detector exceeds the sensitivity
of the c-327 grid-leak detector when the

effective amplification in the preceding

radio-frequency stage is included.

In conclusion the writer wishes to thank
D. F. Schmit for helpful comments and sug-

gestions and to acknowledge the assistance

ofmembers of the Cunningham Laboratory.
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EVEREADY
RAYTHEON TUBES

FOR

TALKING
PICTURES

AND

TELEVISION

ARE DEFINITE CONTRIBU-

TIONS TO THIS NEW SCIENCE

EVEREADY RAYTHEON is at the
front in television . . . with both
transmitting and receiving tubes
of proved dependability and per-
formance.

The Eveready Raytheon Foto-
Cell is a long-life transmitting
tube for talking pictures, made in

several standard types. Also used
in television. Foto-Cells to special
specifications will be made at rea-
sonable prices.
The Eveready Raytheon Kino-

Lamp for television reception is

the. first tube developed commer-
cially which will work with all

systems. Its glow is uniform over
the entire plate. Its reproductive
qualities are perfect, without the
need of mirrors or ground glass.
The performance of each tube is

carefully tested in our laboratories.

Correspondence is invited from
every one interested in television
and talking pictures.

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC.

General Offices: New York, N. Y.
Unit of

Union Carbide
and Carbon
Corporation

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON

Trade-marks

Does

your radio

set stand the "visitor test"?

Your set may seem "good enough"
but do yourfriends shareyouropinion
of its quality? It will always be open
to unpleasant criticism until you get

exact reproduction of the studio

broadcast. No matter what kind of a

set you have it can be made tone-true

by replacing the inferior transformers

with one of the AmerTran audio

systems.

You will get music from your old set

that you never thought possible be-

fore, and it doesn't make any differ-

encehow old or out ofdate it is either.

With theAmerTran Power Amplifier
(Push-Pull for 210 tubes) and theABC
Hi-Power Box you can make your old

set as modern as any set, regardless of

price and have the finest toned set

possible commercially.

See your dealer or write to us.

AmerTran Push-PullPower
Stage (illustrated above)
completely wired with input
transformer and a choice of
4 output transformers de-

pending on speaker and
power tubes. Price, e-st of
Rockies less tubes $36.00.

AmerTran DcLuxe Audio
Transformer, (illustrated
above.) Standard of Excel-
lence, 1st Stage;TurnRatio,
3: 2nd Stage; Turn Ratio, 4.

Price, each $10.00.

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY
Transformer Manufacturers for more than 29 years

73 Emmet St. Newark, N.J.

AMER&AN
O r. T O H F. R 1 Q 2 O
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A BIG Load Off

the Service Man's Chest

Trouble
Shooter's

Manual
by JOHN F. RIDER
The first comprehensive volume

devoted exclusively to the topic

uppermost in the mind of every
man who repairs or builds a radio

receiver. . . . No more torture

tracing circuits . . . Instant

service information . . . How to be

a successful service man . . . The
most valuable Radio Service Book
ever published.

22 Chapters Cover: f%^e
_

ure, Practical Application of Analysis,
Vacuum Tubes, Operating Systems, Aerial

Systems, A Battery Eliminators, Troubles

in A Eliminators, Trouble Shooting in A
Eliminators, B Battery Eliminators,
Troubles in B Eliminators, Trouble Shoot-

ing in B Eliminators, Speakers and Types,
Audio Amplifiers, Troubles in Audio Am-
plifiers, Trouble Shooting in Audio Ampli-
fiers, Troubles in Detector Systems, Radio

Frequency Amplifiers, Trouble Shooting
in Radio Frequency Amplifiers, Series

Filament Receivers and Testing and Test-

ing Devices.

Wiring Diagrams of these
Commercial Receivers:

Radio Corp. of Amer.
Atwater-Kent
Zenith
Fada
Stewart-Warner
Philco
Freed-Eisemann
All-American
Colonial
\ 1111.1.1

Deforest
Garod
Operadio
Magnavox

Federal

Crosley
Majestic
Stromberg-Carlson
Grebe
Freshman
Kolster

Day-Fan
Workrite
Spartan
Ware
Kennedy
Sleeper
Grimes

More than 200 different models
of commercial radio receivers . . .

old and new . . . many never pub-
lished before.

240 pages W'xll"
Black Flexible Fabrikoid Binding

PRICE $3.50 POSTPAID
This book will be worth hundreds of

dollars to you

RADIO TREATISE CO.
1440 Broadway, New York City

> USE THIS COUPON* >

Send me the Trouble Shooter's Manual. Here is

my money.

Name. . .

Address.

City

State. . .

R. B.

AUTOMATIC VOLUME
CONTROL

(Continuedfrom page 357)

"free" end of the sensitivity potentiometer
and ground is an equalizing arrangement
which tends to keep the attenuation con-

stant over the whole broadcast band.

The ten-ohm resistor in series with the

sensitivity potentiometer is to prevent
the signal from being cut off entirely by
this control.

To select a station with this receiver

the operator depresses the "silent
key^j

and rotates the "station selector knob."

To make the approximate tuning adjust-
ment he observes the selector dial, and
after this he observes the needle of the

"visual tuning meter" for the accurate

tuning. The selector knob is moved slowly
back and forth over a short distance until

the maximum deflection of the meter

pointer, in the direction of the arrow on the

meter dial, is obtained. The silent key
is now released and the signal is heard

from the loud speaker. Now the manual
volume control is adjusted, if necessary, to

secure the proper room volume. When
tuning from station to station the above

procedure is also followed, but the manual
volume control seldom will require re-

setting.

Mechanically this receiver is of similar

construction to the Nos. 641 and 612

receivers. The pictures accompanying this

article, Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 8, illustrate the

construction of the chassis.

HAVE YOU PERSONALITY?
-THEN SELL IT

(Continuedfrom page 325)

genuine sincerity stands out as it never

did before. We are in a hypocritical period,
not because we like it, but because we
haven't yet worked out of it and beyond
it.

It is a fault of this period that we fail

sometimes to make a real profit and build

true friends out of acting naturally, but
think that to succeed, we must put up a

bluff at seeming to be something which we
are not.

My advertising advice to radio retailers,

concretely, is as follows:

(1) Use manufacturer's cut and copy service, but

put something of your own into its use.

(a) Occasionally, perhaps often, run such
advertisements as they come to you.

(b) Study them for style, approach, display,
and learn from them something about
how to have your own advertisements

prepared.
(c) If they seem to lack anything, write your

opinions to the people who put them out
and thus help to make them better.

(2) Treat your own advertising very seriously.
It is your message to your own trade. If a true

message it should win friends by its sincerity. If

you are a good, honorable chap at heart, the most
profitable thing for you is to have everybody feel

that to be true. Most people are really that way.
The biggest response there is the response to

sincerity. If you are a successful fakir by nature,

you won't come here for advice anyway and you
won't take it when it is given.

Both merchandise and merchandisers
can win on their merits, provided those

merits include the very important one of

being able to present their case well. This
means for you the development of sales

and advertising skill. Don't leave all your
advertising work to the manufacturer.
Get in to it up to your neck yourself.

ROBERT S. KRUSE
Consultant and Technical Writer

103 Meadow-brook Road, West Hartford, Conn.

Telethane Hartford 5327

SERVICING
is it an asset or a

liability to you?
JJOW many radio dealers are there who having

tried to operate their own servicing depart-
ment have given it up in disgust and "farmed
out" the work to an outside service agency?
Throughout the retail trade radio servicing has

occasioned more grief and put more red figures

in the ledger than any other branch of the radio

business.

Yet it has been demonstrated time and again
since the Weston Model 547 Radio Set Tester

was brought to perfection and put on the market
that radio servicing can easily be made one of the

most profitable departments of radio retailing.

With this set tester the service man's work is

reduced to a certainty. No more is it necessary
for the service man to waste time hunting for

trouble. Model 547 gives him the answer in-

stantly. The speed with which his work is ac-

complished reduces the cash loss occasioned by
waste of time and enables him to do ten jobs in the

same time it formerly took him to do four.

Furthermore, his work is final.

Once the job is done there is no necessity for a

return call and the customer is satisfied and

becomes a friend of the organization which uses

the Model 547 Weston Radio Set Tester as its

"trouble shooter."

Weston Model 547 is provided with three

instruments all 3%" diameter and furnished

with bakelite cases. Carrying case, movable

cover, panel and fittings also are made of sturdy

bakelite.

A. C. Voltmeter 750/150/16/8/4 volts. The
three lower ranges are brought out to the Tester

plug, and all five ranges are brought out to

binding posts. 750 volt range is for testing

secondaries of power transformers. 16 volt range
is to provide for 15 volt A. C. tubes. Operations
have been reduced only one selector switch being

necessary.

D. C. Voltmeter High range increased to 750

volts. Other ranges 250; 100/50/10/5 all six

ranges brought out to binding posts and Tester

plug.

D. C. Milliammeter Double range 100/20
M. A. provides for lower readings with better

scale characteristics.

Tests On A. C. sets the heater voltage and

plate current can be read throughout the test

while the D. C. voltmeter may be indicating plate

bias or cathode voltage.

Self-contained, double sensitivity continuity

test provided. This can also be used for meas-

uring resistance as well as testing for open cir-

cuits. Grid test can be made on A. C. or

D. C. screen grid tubes also the '27 tubes

when used as a detector without the use of

adapters. Two sockets on the panel UY tube

adapters eliminated.

WESTON ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

604 Frelinghuysen Avenue Newark, N. J.

I II -) ( I A
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Thordarson
Transformers

and Chokes
For Use With

"245" Type Power Tubes
and

"224" Screen Grid
Power Detectors

Input Couplings
Mimic "2 t.V lirlie, from any audio amplify- \ R-
ing tube, use any one of three transformers.. { R-
(R-400 especially suited to "226" and "227" I R-

R-260 95.00
300 S.OO

R-400 .0

Push-Pull "245" tnbe, from any audio am-
plifying tube. Use 1-to-l ratio input trans-
former

Use 2-to-l ratio input transformer

Serpen grid pnwer detector "224" to any
single power lulf, use "Autoformer" for
choke-resistance type of standard circuit

Screen grid power detector "224" to any
path-pill power tubes use R-190 Autofnrmer
for parallel feed to detector plate and 2-to-l

coupling transformer

Speaker Couplings
Single "245" tube to dynamic speaker with
built-in transformer, to cone speaker, or to

magnetic speaker Use either one or two I

transformers I

Use choke-condenser coupling, employing
one choke

Ninth- "245" (11 he to moving coil of dynam-
ic speaker Use transformer

rush-pull "245" InW-to dynamic speaker
with built-in transformer, to cone speaker,
or tn magnetic speaker Use coupling trans-
former

Use choke coupling, employing double choke

l'ii-|]-ptill "245" tubes to moving coil of
dynamic speaker Ue either one of two
transformers .. 1

Filament Supplies
For sl\ "224" screen grid tubes "i* six
"227" lubes Use filament transformer (10.5

amps at 2.5 volta)

For two "224" tubes or two "227" tubes
ami one or two "226" tubes use double volt-

age transformer

Power Compacts
For filament current, plate current and bias
en "2ii" pn-.li. pull power *tiiffe, also plat
current for set. Contains filter chokes.
Uses one 280 rectifier tube

For filament current, plate current and grid
bias on sinirlc "245" pnw<r tube and one
"2 '.'6'' audio tube, also plate current for set.

(Requires extra T-3081 filament transformer. )

Contains filter chokes

T-2408 $8.00

T-2922 12.00

R-190 $5.OO

T-2922 $12.00

T-2876 S.OO
T-2901 12.00

R-196 -"'-Hi)

T-2902 $12.00

T-2880 $12.00

T-2420 8.00

T-2629 $10.00
T-2903 12.00

T-3660 $9.00

T-3081 $.OO

R-245 $24.00

R-480 917.00

DAR
RADIO

TRANSFORMERS

Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co.
Transformer Specialists Since 1895

WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE TRANSFORMER MAKERS

Huron and Kingsbury Streets

Chicago, 111., U.S.A.

TYPE 360
TEST OSCILLATOR

One of the new test oscillators for the

radio service laboratory is now ready. It

will deliver a modulated radio-frequency

voltage at any point in the broadcast

band (500 to 1500 kilocycles) and at 175

and 180 kilocycles. The tuning control

is calibrated with an accuracy of 2 per
cent.

The Type 360 Test Oscillator is in-

tended to be used for neutralizing, gang-

ing, and tuning of the radio-frequency

stages in a receiver, and it is fitted with

an output voltmeter for indicating the

best adjustment.

Price $110.00

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
30 State Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts

274 Brannan Street

San Francisco, California

BALANCED
TUNING

With
The

HAMMARLUND
"Battleship" Condenser

TJEAL One-Dial Control! Units are
matched to within 1/4 of one percent of

each other. Absolute precision obtained
by mounting a Hammarlund Equalizing
Condenser in the recess of each section.

Warpless, die-cast frame, with terminals
on Itakelitc strip underneath. Non-corro-
sive brass plates.

Two capacities: (350mmfd. and l>00 nimfd.)
2, 3, and 4 gang models.

Write Dept. RBWfor Folder

Hammarlund Manufacturing Co.
424-438 W. 33rd Street, New York

ammarlund
^flCC/S/OV

PRODUCTS

Zeh Bouck
says:

"MORECROFT
is thefinest engin-

eering interpreta-
tion of Radio's

first quarter cen-

tury -we have."
John H. Moreci ojt

Second Edition Revised and Enlarged

Principles of Radio
Communication

BY JOHN H. MORECROFT
Again Mr. Bouck says: "No radio book has
ever been of greater utility to the engineer and
student than this classic the only reliable
reference of its kind six years ago and today
the most astounding collection of answers to
technical questions from the analysis of radio

frequency phenomena in terms of complex
formulae to why a particular amplifier howls."

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.

440 Fourth Ave., New York
Please send me Morecroft's RADIO COMMUNICA-
TION for free examination. Within ten days after its

receipt, I will either return the book or send you $7.5O.

Name. .

Address. .

Firm RB 10-29
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4RE USED SETS LIKE USED
CARS ?

(Continued from page 322)

dealers in Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis,

Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Louisville, Chi-

cago, Pittsburgh, Boston, and other large

cities have found a way to slaughter the

useless, decrepit old cars that, though

worth no more than a ten dollar bill in

the used car market, are continually reap-

pearing as trade-ins on new sales. Further-

more, the cooperatively operated junk-

yards are in many cases paying dividends

out of the proceeds of the secondhand

parts business they do; and, even m the

one or two cases where the junk-yards are

not yet paying their own way, the dealers

who finance them consider the investment

a wise insurance against the loss that the

old cars might cause them if permitted to

return into the used car market.

The used-set problem is just commenc-

ing to assume serious proportions in the

radio trade. Those proportions, however,

will become more serious as the years go
on. And if the radio dealers, by adapting
one of the proved successful automobile

plans to their needs, or by devising a

sound plan of their own, can avoid the

experiments and costly mistakes that will

come if they wait until the problem is

beyond control, it seems that a little study

of the accompanying table wouldn't be

wasted effort.

THE RADIO DEALERS'
ADVERTISING DOLLAR

(Continued from page 333)

Where newspaper and billboard ad-

vertising is used to blanket the territory,

direct-mail advertising should be used

for a concentrated drive on a list of pre-

ferred prospects.

Supplementary Advertising

The most effective forms of supplemen-
tary advertising in use by dealers are:

1. Catalog and Individual Folders. These can
form a remarkably complete and effective supply
of literature covering every possible requirement.

2. Store Signs. Large outdoor advertising signs,

illuminated window displays, decalcomanias and
other attention-compelling items for store fronts

and interiors.

3. Lantern slides. These can well consist of an
assortment of colorful slides illustrating receivers

and loud speakers for advertising in any of the

various ways slides are used.

4. Novelties, such as blotters, balloons, calendars,

matches, fans, etc.

When the dealer is pressed by printing
salesmen who wish him to use their direct-

mail circulars, by newspaper advertising

representatives who extol the merits of

their medium, the combined experiences
of the dealers covered by this survey
should be of great help. The dealer's dollar

must be effective.

profits or to delay on the sale until such

apparatus was available.

Cabinet, manufacturers may see some

cause for worry in the advance of remote-

control apparatus. They may reason that

future sets will be installed in a closet, or

in the basement, or somewhere else out of

sight, and controlled by plugging a loud

speaker and a push-button arrangement
into outlets in each room in the house.

The radio set may come to look like an

electric meter, stuck up on the wall in

some out-of-the-way place where it can

be serviced easily.
At the present moment remote control

is confined to expensive receivers, but at

least one designer of this new radio ap-

paratus is planning to sell two receivers

next season, one with and one without

such a control feature. The difference in

price is said to be only $20.

Whether or not 1930 will be a remote-

control year, it behooves radio engineers

to brush up on their mechanics and

strength of materials.

PROFESSIONALLY SPEAKING
(Continued from page 336)

first station at 9:30 and so on, through
the entire evening.
The call for remote-control apparatus

has been felt in the "high-brow
'

service

:shops on Park Avenue. In July, one such
service organization had orders for two
sets of apparatus which would enable
the radio set, installed in the servants'

quarters, to be operated from any part of

a large apartment. The cost of the appara-
tus could go as high as $2000 for each
installation. At that time no apparatus
was generally available, and the service

engineer either had to design his own
equipment which would eat up his

KEEPING SERVICE SOLD
(Continuedfrom page 329)

but every effort is made quickly and cheer-

fully to remedy the thing about which he

has complained, the importance to him of

that short period of dissatisfaction be-

comes very greatly lessened and he soon

forgets about it.

We have in operation a highly satisfac-

tory plan to secure early complaints. When
the report card of a job has been turned

in and the information transferred to_the
permanent record, that card is placed in a

numerical file under the date which is a

week after the job was performed. Each

day the cards under that date are removed
and each customer is telephoned to find

out whether the radio is operating satis-

factorily. If the customer is not satisfied,

a man is immediately sent back without

further charge to remedy the difficulty.

If there is no one at home when we tele-

phone, we send a special return postcard
which expresses to the customer our desire

to know whether he is entirely satisfied

with our service. The card has provision
on the return portion for him to signify,

merely by making a cross mark in a square,
whether he is pleased, barely satisfied, or

dissatisfied, and in the latter case just
what day and time he would like to have
a man call to take care of the complaint.
The result of the telephone call, or the

postcard, is that the number of dissatis-

fied customers is reduced to a low figure
and a large reduction is made in the loss

of customers who were dissatisfied and

who, instead of complaining, went else-

where for service. Incidentally, but of great

importance, the percentage of bad
_

debts

is lowered concurrently with lowering of

the percentage of dissatisfied or only quasi-
satisfied customers.

Another small thing we do to try to

make the customer realize that he is deal-

ing with an established dependable con-

cern and to make him feel that we are

really interested in him is a form letter

which goes out to each new customer the

day after the first service has been com-

pleted. It welcomes him to the ranks of

those who use our service, implies a solid

background of many years in business,

outlines our policy of maintenance of list

prices, explaining that good service cannot
be given at cut prices, and encloses a con-

venient sized card containing our prices,

telephone number, and address. While the

letter is multigraphed and the signature
a cut, it is a very carefully done job and the

fill-in is done so that it almost exactly
matches the multigraphing.

HOWONEDEALER-MERCHAN-
DISING SERVICE WORKS

(Continuedfrom page 327)

Another unit consists of "follow-up"
or "thank-you" cards, designed to be
mailed to the customer within a short

period after a sale. Contained in each of

the cards is question, "How do you like

your radio receiver?" Request is made for

the names of two people who "would like

to hear a Roister receiver in their home."
The service is completed with a wide as-

sortment of copy and layout for news-

paper tie-up advertising. Some of the

newspaper copy suggestions feature the

dealer's store and subordinate the manu-
facturer.

Mr. Breck, in commenting on the

"thank-you" cards, says that on an aver-

age so far dealers are receiving approxi-

mately forty per cent, return on the cards

mailed. Forty per cent, of, let us say, two
hundred cards mailed, would mean the
dealer received eighty, and providing each

contained two names, the prospect file

would be richer by a total of 160 names. In

this manner the dealer who subscribes to

the whole service will always have a large

prospect
file and a good card system to

keep it readily operative.
The total cost of the complete Kolster

service to the dealer is $59.50. While this

cost actually covers only half of what it

requires to prepare the entire service, Mr.
Breck says, "by paying for it, the dealer

cannot escape an active appreciation of

the service. If the dealer himself were to

undertake a sales plan as comprehensive
as this on his own initiative it would prob-

ably cost considerably more than double."

FEATURES THAT SELL RADIO
(Continuedfrom page 319)

indicator. Exact tuning of the set to_the
carrier of the station is possible and it is

only when a set is accurately tuned that

the best possible fidelity is obtained.

Remote Tuning Controls: With remote

control one can tune the set from a box
located at some distance from the receiver.

Several controls may be wired so that the

tuning and volume can be controlled

from various rooms. Pressing the proper
button on the control box automatically
tunes the set to the desired station. Press-

ing the button closes an electric circuit

which causes a small motor in the receiver

to revolve the tuning condensers to the

correct point to receive the station.

Generally a maximum of eight stations

can be tuned-in in this manner. We can

now sit in an arcmahir with the control

box alongside and tune from one station

to another without even taking our feet

off the footrest! Like the burlesque show,
it's a good device for that tired business

man.
Other Features: Reduced hum from

the loud speaker is an improvement ap-

parent in many of the new sets. It is made

possible by more carefully engineered
circuits and by the use of single-stage

audio amplifiers. Few features of the

new receivers will have more appeal to a

prospective
customer than the lack of

hum which many have come to associate

as a necessary evil of a.c. receivers. To
many other prospects the various new

types of tuning dials will have a very defi-

nite appeal. Many new receivers use a

"tone control" with which it is possible

for the user to vary the relative prominence
of the high or low frequencies to suit his

individual taste. From a modern well-

designed receiver a purchaser may expect
a fidelity of reproduction and general per-

formance that leaves little to be desired.
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ITH PARDONABLE PRIDE

WE POINT

of Confidence by

Several Leading Radio.

Set Mar.ufactu'ers

in the QUALITY,

SERVICE and

DEPENDABILITY of

POLVMET
PRODUCTS

FATDAL
plete the high quality of Fada sets".

"We use Polymet
"roducts because

specialized part
s needed to com-

K-^ We use Polymet
Products because
they are definitely

superiorspecial-
ized parts".

OTTJ^ATA Tfc*W* "*'e specify Poly-SltWAlvl" metPartsintheCon-*" * *-* '*^
sole 35 and other

VAT A Tfc"WT1^Tfc Stewart-Warnersets

^VAlVlNlilv because we know*****'' *^ *^-
that Quality radios

can be made only with Quality parts".

ized parts we know that perfect service Is assured".

Is it any wonder then that Polymet supplies over 80%
of the large set manufacturers with radio essentials?

POLYMET MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
837 East 134th St., New York City

CONDENSERS RESISTANCES COILS TRANSFORMERS

An Accurate
Resistor

5 OHMS TO 5,000,000 OHMS
THL Super Akra-Ohm Resistor, wire wound,
has been designed with the primary thought
of commercial acceptability. In order to in-

sure an accuracy of i% and permanency of

calibration, it is manufactured by a special

process, (patent pending).

BULLETIN NO. 62
which fully describes the use of the Super Akra-Ohm
Resistor as a Voltage Multiplier, also contains the first

complete chart for the employment of accurate resistor?

with microammeters and milliammeters. The Super
Akra-Ohm Resistor is also especially recommended for

use as Laboratory Standards, High Voltage Regulators,
Telephone Equipment and Television Amplifiers, and
Grid and Plate Resi tors, etc.

Send Now for your copy of this

useful Bulletin

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES
'OQ F>ARnR AVKM LIE

tJlini,dalr.Pa.t

A NEW Edition
Thoroughly revised greatly enlarged and offering a

wealth of new up-to-the-minute information

THE RADIO
MANUAL

Revised Edition

Complete new chapters on aircraft radio equip-
ment; Practical Television and Radiomovies
with instructions for building a complete out-
fit; radio interference; 100% modulation; latest

equipment of the Western Electric Co.; the
Marconi Auto-Alarm System; and many other

developments of the past year. All this in-

formation is added in the new edition and,
besides, the entire book has been brought right
up to date with much new material. The
Radio Manual continues to be the one com-
plete and up-to-the-minute handbook covering
the entire radio field.

A Complete Course
in a

Single Volume
20 big chapters cover: Elementary Elec-

tricity and Magnetism; Motors and Generators;
Storage Batteries and Charging Circuits; the
Vacuum Tube; Circuits Employed in Vacuum

Tube Transmitters; Modulating Systems and 100% Modula-
tion; Wave-Meters; Piezo-Electric Oscillators; Wave Traps;
Marine Vacuum Tube Transmitters; Radio Broadcasting
Equipment; Arc Transmitters; Spark Transmitters; Commer-
cial Radio Receivers; Marconi Auto-Alarm; Radio Beacons
and Direction Finders; Aircraft Radio Equipment; Practical

Television and Radiomovies; Eliminating Radio Interference;
Radio Laws and Regulations; Handling and Abstracting Traffic.

New Information Never Before Available

including detailed descriptions of standard equipment is presented, such as a complete de-

scription of the Marconi Auto-Alarm System ; the R. C. A. Direction Finders; the Western
Electric 5-C Transmitter including all the newest equipment; description and circuit diagram
of Western Electric Superheterodyne Radio Receiving Outfit type 6004-C; Navy Standard
2-Kilowatt Spark Transmitter; etc., etc. Every detail up to the minute.

Prepared by Official Examining Officer

The author, G. E. STERLING, is Radio Inspector and Examining Officer, Radio Division,

U. S. Dept. of Commerce. The book has been edited in detail by ROBERT S. KRUSE,
for five years Technical Editor of QST, the Magazine of the American Radio Relay League.
Many other experts assisted them.

FREE EXAMINATION
The Revised Edition of "The Radio Manual" has just been published. Nearly 900 pages.
369 illustrations. Bound in Flexible Fabrikoid. The coupon brings the volume for free ex-

amination. If you do not agree that it is the best Radio book you have seen, return it and
owe nothing, If you keep it, send the price of $6.00 within ten days.

Clip and Mail This Approval Order Form

D. VAN NO8TRAND CO., Inc.,

*5O Fourth Ave., New York
Send me the Revised Edition of THE RADIO MANUAL for examination

receipt I will either return the volume or send you $6.00 the price in full.
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A Simplified
"MORECROFT"

Elements of
Radio

Communication
By JOHN H. MORECROFT

Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Columbia University

For several years Morecroft's "Prin-

ciples of Radio Communication" has
been recognized as the last word on
the subject. But as it is highly tech-

nical, there have been many sugges-
tions to the effect that a similar but
shorter and simplified work would be
welcomed by thousands of people.

In response to this, Professor More-
croft has just written "Elements of

Radio Communication." It embraces
all the major features of the larger

work, but it is treated in a much
simpler fashion. While technical, it

requires no mathematical training
further than a knowledge of elementary
algebra. The whole field of radio is

discussed from broadcasting to receiv-

ing, and the latter from a simple
crystal set to the most modern A.C.

operated receiver. Also, the book is

completely illustrated with charts and
diagrams, and is supplemented with
sets of problems taken from actual
radio circuits and apparatus.

Let a free examination convince you
that "Elements" furnishes an ideal in-

troduction to radio.

Price $3.00

A Wiley Book
FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
440 Fourth Avenue, New York
Gentlemen: Kindly send me on ten days' exam-

ination Morecroft's "Elements of Radio Com-
munication." I agree to remit the price of the
book within ten days after its receipt or return it

postpaid.

Name.

Address

Position or Reference.

I Subscriber

L
Yes
No . . . RB 10-29
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AOBPblH AEHb
(Dobroe den "Good Day", Russian)

The great he!!

ol Moscow

Not so easy for all of us to read, and it is much easier to

hear this cheery greeting and lively music all the way from

Russia when you tune in on station RDW with the Thrill

Box.

Words and music from 20 different countries in a dozen dif-

ferent languages, may be heard with the NATIONAL
us today for Screen-Grid THRILL-BOX. This new Radio is full of

, . . - r . . .

new and ingenious features tor your convenience and pleasure.

Get BOTH Short

full details

4-Tube THRILL BOX SW-4
NATIONAL CO. INC., Maiden, Mass.

Bit. 1914

! ATTENTION!
SERVICE MEN
Quality Replacement
Blocks and By-Pass

Units

for

Radio Receivers

"B" Eliminators

Power Supply Units

Information upon request

Potter Filter Blocks
DD lilt Condenser Block for single *.,_ _-
I\1\-4D and push-pull 245 type tube $iy. (0

amplifier

T9OAA Condenser Block for the single tfOA AA-&yW) 250 type tube amplifier . *^U.UU

T9OCA Condenser for the push-pull tfOO CAWU 2So type tube amplifier ffefaBB

T*>AQfi
Condenser Block for single t9A AA-\)yO 2IO type tube amplifier. .... $^U.UU

TOGA 1T1 Condenser Block for
.i Onn

-^OU-lli power pack with 280 type Alu.UU
tube rectifier

The Potter Co.
North Chicago, Illinois
A National Organization at Your Service

Leadership
u^

UPS arc mad
c

For
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